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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation examines how political information was communicated in rural 

France in the eighteenth century and during the French Revolution. Early modern rural 

society is often portrayed as isolated from the current of events, due to factors such as 

poor-quality roads, an inefficient postal service and illiteracy. However, an examination 

of how information was disseminated in the countryside - from the royal proclamations Of 

the Old Regime to the printed orders and decrees of revolutionary governments - 
demonstrates that rural municipal councils were overwhelmed with official material. 
Moreover, the Revolution was imposed upon a society in which oral communication 

networks already provided a means ofgathering news and obtaining information, and these 

networks continued to function alongside the new system. Although the government 
believed that peasants were "led astray" by "incorrect information", the echoes ofrumours, 

news and opinions preserved in police and judicial archives in fact demonstrate that 

peasants understood much about politics, and formed intelligent opinions on current issues. 

The choice oftwo contrasting regions of south-west France - the hills and winding 

rivers of Aquitaine and the pastoral mountain communities of the central Pyrenees - 
demonstrates the various means by which peasants connected with the outside world. 
Traditional administrative sources ground the study in an eighteenth-century institutional 

fi-amework, and the innovative use of peasant testimony and personal accounts contained 

in revolutionary seditious speech trials allow us to "eavesdrop" on political conversations 

which took place in the villages and market towns of two centuries ago. Contributing to 

current historical debates on the political culture of the Revolution, the extension of the 

public sphere to include the lower classes, and the timing of peasant politicisation, this 

study demonstrates that despite government attempts to maintain a monopoly on political 

information, peasants actively participated in the public sphere, and their voices have not 

been lost, 
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INTRODUCTION 

One day in April 1794, a young woman by the name of Marie Bordet, the wife of 

an agricultural day-labourer in the Lot-et-Garonne, was going about her daily chores when 

she heard a knock at the door. When she opened it, she found an aging, ragged beggar. 

Marie did not have any bread, but she offered the old man something to drink, which he 

took gratefully, and asked if he might also warm himself by her fire. Ifis name was Pierre 

Chaussomcl, and he spoke of a number of things which Marie did not entirely follow, she 

recounted later, including how he had been accused several days earlier of being an 

aristocrat. She did remember one thing in particular, however: he had heard, he said, of 

a decree recently sent out according to which the churches would no longer be closed, and 

that near Paris, they had already been reopened. This news had quite an effect on Mme 

Bordet, as it did on many of the other peasant women in the area; ' for despite their 

protests, the village council had remained firm in its support of the laws of the 

revolutionary government, which stated that the churches could no longer be used for 

Catholic services. In fact, the news caused such a stir, that police authorities in the nearest 

town were quickly informed of the old beggar's presence, and brought him in for 

questioning. According to their report Chaussonnel was far too old and decrepit to have 

acted with counter-revolutionary intent; indeed, they thought he was probably half senile. 
While it was clear that he posed no real threat to the established order, the authorities 
decided that he could not be left to wander the countryside either, spreading false rumours 

and alarming the peasants. Citing the Law of Suspects of September 1793, the local 

magistrate ordered him detained until peacetime retUMcd. 2 

' Throughout this text, the gencral term 'peasant' will be used to refer to inhabitants of the countryside 
whose primary source of income was agriculture, including those living in villages and performing some 
artisanal tasks in addition to agricultural work. It excludes large landowners whose land would have been 
worked by day-labourers. Thc terminology, specifically relevant to the south-western departments studied 
here, which distinguished among categories of peasant (richer or poorer, landowner. sharecrOppff Or day- 
labourer) will be studied in greater detail in chapter 111. For an overview of the question, see Peter Jones, 
The Peasantry in the French Revolution (Cambridge, 1988), pp. 7-15. 
'A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2LI 05-6 and 21,98-23, Tribunal rdvolutionnaire, Procýs contre Pierre Chaussonnel, 
mcndiant, pour propos contre-r6volutionnaires, germinal-flor6al IL To calculate equivalent dates between 
the Revolutionary and Gregorian calendars, see Appendix A. The reader should also note that while 
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The account of Chaussonnel's arrest and trial for seditious speech hints at many 

of the questions which will be addressed in the chapters that follow. At first glance, the 

story appears to be about the degree to which important political information pendmted 

into the French countryside during the Revolution. Did the decree regarding the reopening 

ofchurches exist? And ifso, why had Marie Bordet and her neighbours not been told about 

it? The Revolution represented one of the most precipitate explosions of written political 
discourse in world history: literally thousands of newspapers and tracts were produced by 

both professional and amateur writers, and the various revolutionary governments issued 

endless orders and decrees. The circulation of this official material was meant to ensure 

that everyone had the information required to fulfil his or her duty as a citizen of France: 

in the case recounted above, had the system malfunctioned? Perhaps the post had been 

delayed, or the municipal officers of Le Mas, the commune where Marie lived, had 

neglected their duties in announcing the decree. 

As it turned out, no such decree existed? Perhaps the authorities were correct, and 
Chaussonnel's mistake was simply the result of his age or of his "faibicssc d'esprit", or 

perhaps he had intentionally misinformed Marie, for reasons at which we can only guess. 
Regardless dthe truth or falsehood of Chaussonnel's words, the discovery and discussion 

of the supposed decree mattered a great deal to the inhabitants of Le Mas. 'Me possibility 
that the churches might be reopened was not the only idea the old beggar bad suggested, 

and for several days, the streets and workplaces of Lc Mas echoed with politicised chattcr. 4 

Would Catholic worship return to normal? Would the district administrations be 

dismantled after the end ofthe war? Or rather, were the crowned heads of Europe so strong 
that they stood that very minute at France's doorstep? While some official information on 
these topics was certainly being disseminated, the Jacobin goal of civic education did not 
take into account the fact that other information networks were already well-established 
in the rural hinterland. As the episode with the beggar illustrates, news and ideas were 
being communicated, and opinions were being formed, in ways which were unanticipated 
by the authorities and beyond their control. Local administrative and police archives 

multiple references to the same trial documents will be abbreviated, a table detailing all trials in the sample 
used for this study can be found in Appendix B. 
I The rurnour, however, might have grown in response to news of the fall of the "dechristianising7 
Mbertistes. 
I A-D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2LIOS-6 and 2L98-23, procks contre Chaussormel, flordal IL The topics of 
conversation are drawn from the seven witnesses whose testimony is recorded as part of Chaussonnel, s 
trig. 
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abound in such accounts, revealing the importance oforal communication in the formation 

of political opinion in the eighteenth-century French countryside. 
Using two separate regions in the south-west as examples, I will argue that the 

way in which information reached rural communities was crucial to the formation of 

peasant views of the revolutionary government and its policies. The first area, comprising 
the departments ofthe Dordogne and Lot-ct-Garonne in the province previously known as 
Guyenne, was characterised by mixed-fanning, nuclear village communities set in an 

environment of winding rivers and hills in the north, with the south being slightly more 

open. ' Although both departmental capitals were situated on major roads, there were 

relatively few significant communications routes within the departments. Ibe second region 

encompasses the frontier departments of the Hautcs-PyrWes and the Ariýgc, connected 
by the largest and southernmost district of the Haute-Garonne, based in Saint-Gaudens. 

The contrast between these more remote mountain villages with their largely pastoral 

economy, and the plains, forests and rivers of Aquitaine, demonstrates the richness of 

communicative practices in rural society, for although the former was considerably more 
isolated than the latter, and physically fiather from urban centres and particularly from the 

capital, news about political events and ideas still circulated with remarkable case. " 

As the evidence will show, there is no doubt that despite the remoteness of south- 

western villages, both physically and ideologically, from the seat of government, official 

Political information did indeed arrive in the most isolated rural cornmunities. Even under 

the anden regime, inhabitants of the countryside had received the information they were 
intended to hear. During the Revolution, the amount ofmaterial to be sent out was so great 

that the Problem was not whether material arrived, but that the volume of it threatened to 

overwhelm the established delivery system, a problem that would largely be 

counterbalanced by reforms arising from the government's focus on communication. What 

is equally certain, however, is that official announcements were not the only source of 
information available in the countryside. The Revolution was imposed upon a society in 

which Oral communication networks already provided a means ofgathering news, and these 

I Among the numerous regional and local studies, see in particular Alan Forrest, 771e Revolution in 
ProvincialFrance. Aquitaine, 1789-1799 (Oxford, 1996), Arme-Marie Cocula-Vaffi&es, UnNeuve etdes 
hommes. -Lesgensde la Dordogne auA77IP Wcle (Paris, 1981y, Georges Bussidre, budes historiquessur 
la Revolution en Perigord (3 vols., Bordeaux, 1877-1903y, and lean Castar6de, Ifistoire de la Guyenne et 
de la Gascogne. le berceau de la France de -400,000 av. J. -C. a Van 2000 (Paris, 1997). 
6 Of the studies of this region, see in particular Michel Chevalier, La Vie humaine dans les Pyrinjes 
ariegeoises (Paris, 1956) and Peter Salifins, Boundaries: TheMaking ofFrance andSpain in the PYrenees 
(Berkeley, 1989). This question will be dealt with in more detail in chapter 1. 
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Map of the Departments of France in 1790 

Source Adapted fiam- "Les d6partments, districts et cantons en 1790". carte no. 5, Le territoire: Les 
limites administratim, vol. 5, part 2 of the series, Atlas do la Rgvolution frangaise (Paris: 
tditions de ft. llt. S. S., 1989y, map established by Serge Bonin, after P. Dumcz and p. G. 
Chanlairc, Atlas national de France, 1790-1793. 
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networks continued to function alongside the new system. Once the co-existence of these 

two communications networks - one clite and written, and the other rural and oral - has 

been demonstrated, we need to ask how peasants reacted to contrasting and conflicting 

messages, each of which was couched in a different register of discourse and suggested a 

different conclusion. As I will argue, rural populations were not subdued and subservient, 

nor were they ignorant and reactionary, or at least not homogeneously so. The reactions 

of ordinary farmers and country artisans to both government decrees and political ideas 

expressed by private individuals, as recorded in local archives, allow us a glimpse into the 

mentafitg of rural citizens confronted by the disruption of the Revolution. 

Government communication, the peasant, and politicisation 
Communication in general, and the communication of political news and ideas in 

particular, plays a fundamental role in history, touching many avenues ofhistorical enquiry 

and figuring in countless important historical debates. ' Ile fiftocnth-century invention of 

the printing press, for example, has long been hailed as one of the turning points signaling 

the dawn of the modem era. From diffusing the knowledge of the Italian Renaissance to 

contributing to rising literacy, from implementing the Protestant Reformation to fostering 

the spread ofmodern capitalism, the "Print Revolution" brought about many ofthe aspects 

in which modem society differs fundamentally from that of the medieval period. 8 The 

arrival ofthe electronic information age and, in particular, the Internet revolution, has been 

described as a comparable twentieth-century paradigm. shift. ' The all-encompassing 

significance of these changes in communication reveals that the way in which news and 

ideas were shared and spread is completely intrinsic to our assessment of our social, 

Political and economic past. Indeed, Canadian media analyst and communications theorist 

Marshall McLuhan once suggested thafcommunications media are so fundamental to the 

functioning of society that the only true "revolutions" are revolutions in the means by 

7 See the recent Longman reader, Communication in History: Technology, Culture, Society. edited by 
David Crowicy and Paul Heyer, for a thorough treatment of key topics in communication history through 
the ages (New York, 1999). 
1 Elizabeth Eisenstein, 77je Printing Press as an Agent of Change: Communications and Cultural 
Transformation inEarlyModernEurope(Canibridge, 1979), and ThePtinfingRevolution inFarlyModern 
Europe (Cambridge, 1983y, Lucien Fcbvre and Henri-Jean h4artin, The Coming ofThe Book., The Impact 

ofPrinting, 1450-1800, trans. David Gerard (London/New York, 1990y, and Walter J. Ong, Interfaces of 
the Word: Studies in the Evolution of Consciousness and Culture (Ithaca, NY, 1977). 
' Mark Postcrý Me Mode ofInformation: poststructuralism and Social Context (Chicago, 1990), and The 
SecondMedia Age (Cambridge, Mass., 1995). 
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which information is communicated. " 

The first two chapters of this dissertation are concerned with official 

communication: that is, the way in which news and information sent out by the French 

government and other official bodies arrived in the countryside. Although thcre have been 

many excellent studies ofrural France in the eighteenth century and during the Revolution, 

not many ofthese specifically address how information circulated: such processes arc often 

taken for granted. ' 1 'Me omission is not unique to French history in this period, for while 

the theme ofcommunication is present in some form in nearly every historian's work, it has 

been largely neglected as a historical subject in its own right. This Luuna arises in part 
from the nature of communication itself- omnipresent and all-important, it appears 

everywhere in the historical record, virtually overwhelming the historian who has been 

trained to focus on a limited body of source material. As a result, even within the body of 

scholarship on the history of communication which has accumulated since the 1970s, 

historians have typically chosen to limit their studies to either a change in communications 

media or methods - of which the early modem printing revolution constitutes merely the 

most prominent - or to one medium in a particular context. Of the latter trend, the 

periodical press has easily received the most attention. " Firstly, the press is clearly the 

" Marshall McLuhan, 7he Gutenberg Galaxy: 7he Making of Typographic Mrin (Toronto, 1962)ý and 
Understanding Media: 7he Fidensions qfMan (New York, 1964) 
11 Among the exceptions, please see Melvin Edelstein, La Feuille Villageom Communication et 
modernisation dans les r4gions rurales pendant la Rivolution (Paris, 1977), pp. 63-6,85-8; Cynthia 
Bouton, 77ieFlour War Gender. CZass. and Community in LateAncien RigimeErench Society (University 
Park, PA, 1993), chapter 5; Jcan Boutier, Campagnes entmok JUvoltes et Rifvolution en bas-Limousim 
1789-1800 (Le Loubanel, 1997), pp. 95-9 1; Clay Ramsay, 7he Ideology ofthe Great Fear. the Soissonais 
in 1789 (Baltimore, 1992), chapter 4; Philippe Bourdin, Des lieux, des mots, les R&olutionnaires. 1, e 
PWde-DJme entre 1789 et 1799 (Clermont-Ferrand, 1995y, and Vivian Gruder, "Can we hear the voices 
of peasants? France 178r, History ofEuropean Ideas, 17 (1993ý pp. 167-90, and "Political News as 
Coded Messages: The Parisian and Provincial Press in the Pro-Revolution, 1787-178r, French History. 
12 (1998), pp. 1-24. Finally, several general and regional studies of rural society have sought to elucidate 
the processes ofcommunication: Pierre Goubert, Beauvais et le Beauvaisis de 1600 d 1730 (Pari% 1960), 
pp. 95-92; Pierre Rascol, Les Paysans de I Albigeois a lafin de I Wncien RJgime (Aurillac, 19611 pp. 75- 
83; Jcan-PicrreGutton, LaSociabiliti Villageoisedam-ilancienneFrance(Paris, 1979) and Albert Babeau, 
Le Village sous l'a. ncien Hgime (Paris, 1978). 
'2 Work in press history ranges from studies of specific papers and journalists to the role of the press in 
particular time frames. For an indication of the breadth of work on the French revolutionary press alone, 
see Hugh Gough, The Newspaper Press in the French Revolution (London, 1988); Robert Darnton and 
Daniel Roche (eds. ), Revolution inPrint: 7hePress inFrunce, 1775-1800 (Berkeley, CA, 1999X Claude 
Labrosse and Pierre Rdtat, Naissance du journal rivolutionnaire (Lyon, 1989); Jeremy D. Popkin, 
RevolutionaryN6, ws: ThePryminErance. 1789-1799(DurbamNC, 1990), and w1be Press and the French 
Revolution after Two Hundred Years. "French HistoricalStudies, 16 (1990ý pp. 664-83; HarvcyChisick 
(ed-), 77tePress in theFrench Revolution (Oxford, 1991; see bibliography for complete referenceX jeremy 
Popkin (ed. ), Media and Revolution: Comparative Perspectives (Lexington, KY, 1995). More broad in 
scope but deserving of special attention is a recent collection ofpape-rs edited by I larmah Barker and Simon 
Burrows* Press, Politics and the Public Sphere in Europe and North America, 1760-1820 (Cambridge, 
2002). 
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most effective communication tool to arise from the invention ofprinting, and thus patently 
deserving of study. Moreover, as press historians Jeremy Popkin and Jack Censer point 

out, newspapers offer rich and easily accessible historical data which are "already 

structured, at least in part, as historical narratives, "" reducing to a manageable level the 

relevant body of source material. Beyond these two categories of historical enquiry, 

however, there exist very few overall studies. As press scholar Michael Schudson affirmed 

in a recent review essay in the American Historical Review, "... few historians or political 

and social theorists have reflected at length on news as an institution. "" Although a 

handful ofscholars; have taken a speculative step back, to survey the long-term significance 

of communication, such perspectives tend to be the domain of journalism and 

communications scholars rather than of historians per se, and are aimed predominantly at 

a popular audience. " 

Nevertheless, over the last fifteen years, there has been a growing interest in how 

information was transmitted before the modem cra, and in the importance of that 

transmission to the development of popular political culture. In the field of French history, 

Mich6le Fogel has explored how the French monarchy verbally imparted "correct" news 

and information to the population in elaborate, rhetorical rituals designed to emphasize 

royal power. "' Ten years later, fellow ancien regime historian Gilles Feyel published a 

colossal tome which, while focussing on "la presse d'information" from 1630 to 178 8, also 

reflected upon the nature of official communication in general before the Revolution. 17 

Historians of England have a somewhat more established tradition of studying how 

11 Jenny Popldn and Jack Censer, "Lessons from a SympDsiunf', in PopIdn (ed. ), Media andRevolution, 
pp. 1-11; citation pp. 34. 
' Mchael Schudson, "News, Public, Nation! '(review article), American Historical Review, 107 (2002), 
pp. 481-95; citation p. 48 1. 
1-1 See, for example, MtcheU Stephens, A History of News. From the Drum to the Satellite (New York, 
1988), and Dagmar Lorenz, "How the World Became Smaller", History Today, 46: 11 (Nov. 1996), pp. 45- 
50. For an exception to this rule, however, see umberto Eco, s esoteric and highly. abstract paper, 
"Openness, Information, Communication7', in The Open Work, trans. Anna Cancogni (Cambridge. Mass., 
1989), pp. 44-83. 
"' McUle FogeL Les ceremonies de llinformation dans ja France du XV? au XP711'sMcle (Paris, 1989). 
17 Gilles Feyel, LAnnonce et la nouvelle. La Presse d1information en France sous lAncien Regime, 
1630-1788 (Oxford, 1998). 
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information circulated in the early modem period, " as do historians of the New World. 19 

Finally, Sian LeMs, a scholar of ancient Greece, has produced an original monograph 

involving similar themes in the fourth and fifth centuries A. D., demonstrating the universal 

appeal of the topic. ' The recent proliferation of Ph. D. theses addressing questions of 

communicatioO and conferences proposed in seemingly far-flung fie]W2 have together 

bome testimony to the expansion ofthe theme in current historical research. Indeed, by the 

time Robert Damton issued the inspiring call in his 1999 American Historical Association 

presidential address for more study of"how societies made sense ofcvcnts and transmitted 

information about them7, the effort was already well underwayýl 

The question of communication is particularly important in the field of French 

revolutionary studies, for it holds one ofthe keys in the long-standing c(mtrovcrsy over the 

exact time and nature ofthe politicisation ofthe peasantry. Since the emancipation of rural 

history from the rigid structures of the Marxist interpretations of the 1960s and 1970s, 

historians have been led by both the French Annallstes tradition and the general trend of 

the "new social history" to emphasize the social diversity within the rural community. This 

focus, in turn, has given us a tremendous breadth of research on the Revolution in rural 

Is F. J. Levy, -How Information Spread among the Gentry, 1550-1640". Journal ofBritish Studies, 21 
(1982), pp. 1) -34; Richard Cust, "News and politics in Early Scvcntcenth-CýcnturY Englanir, Past and 
Present, 112 (1996), pp. 60-90-, C. Jolm Sommerville, 7heNewsRevolution in England. CulturalLýmmics 
of Daily Information (New Yorký 1996X Adam Fox, -Rumour, News and popular political Opinion in 
Elizabethim and Early Stuart England", 7heffistoricalJournal, 40 (1997), pp. 597-620; and lan Atherton, 
ýne Itch Grown a Disease. ManuscriptTransmission ofNews in the scvcntccnthccnW. PrweStdies. 
21 (1998ý pp. 39-65. 
" Richard D. Brown. Knowledge is Power 774 Difftuiort of Information in Early America. 1700-18 65 
(New York, 1989Y, Rcbecca Earle, "Information and Disinformation in Late Colonial New Granadar, 77re 
Ameficas, 54 (1997), pp. 167-84. 
21 Sian Lewis, News and Society in the Greek Polis (Chapel Ilill, NC, 1996). 
21 To cite just a few, see Paul Cohen, "Courtly French, Learned Latin, and Peasant Patois: 11e Making of 
a National Language in Early Modem France: 'Unpublished, Ph. D. dissertation, Princeton University, 200 1; 
G. Charles Walton, "Policing Public Opinion in the French Revolution, 1789-1795". Unpublished Ph. D. 
dissertation, Princeton University, 2002; and Allyson F. Creasman, -Policing the Word. - -Ibe Control Of 
Print and Public Expression in Early Modem Augsbur& 1520-1649", Unpublished PILD. dissertation, 
University of Virginia, 2002. 
12 Consider, for example, the 1993 conference of the SociM des historiens mediivistev de J; enseignement 
sup6neur, the proceedings of V-11ich have been published as La Circulation des nouvelles au moyen dge. 
XUP Congrýs de la SJIM. E. S., Avignon, juin 1993 (Roniciparis, 1994ý as well as the 24d, Irish 
Conference offlistorians, held in Cork from 20-22 May 1999, at which scholars woiking on diverse periods 
were invited to reflect upon -information, media and power throughout the agcs7, with sonic of the key 
contributions addressing questions of oral versus print culture, images as propaganda, and the role of 
government in dLucininating and controlling information. most recently, medieval schdars in the Canadian 
cities of Montreal and Ottawa organised a colloquium, in May 2002 entitled "Informer Institutions et 
communication, " in which communicants presented research on the oral publication of information, the 
relationships between orality and literacy, the language ofofficial communication, and on the very notion 
of "information* in the late medieval period. 
I Robert Damton, "An Early Information Society- News and the Media in Eighteenth-Century Parie, 
American Historical Review 105 (2000ý pp. 1-35. 
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France, as historians attempt to elucidate the underlying factors and motivations which 

detennined the particular reactions of rural communities. Apart from Georges Ixfcbvre's 

ground-brcaldng work on the department of the Nord, ' Paul Bois was one of the first to 

aumpt such a project. ' In his work on the Sarthe, Bois identified the manner of land 

ownership to be the decisive factor in establishing social, and hence political, relations. In 

the west ofthc department, where the peasants were better of& rural communities had little 

contact with urban revolutionary culture, whereas in the poorer districts to the east, uneven 

soil quality forced peasants to supplement their agricultural income with cottage industry 

work, thus creating a natural conduit for ideas and pro-revolutionary sentiment. 
Many historians since Bois have undertaken similar regional studies, with the 

intention ofportraying the particular factors which determined local rural responses to the 

Revolution. Colin Lucas, working on the imposition of the Terror in the department of the 

Loire, highlighted the role of complex social and economic circumstances in the 

polarisation ofthe countryside. ' Jean-Pierre Jessenne, in his study of Artois from 1760 to 

1848, found that the peasants' response to political events depended upon the relationship 

of the local rural elite to outside powers. ' Guy Lemarchand followed Marxist tradition in 

insisting upon the transition from feudalism to capitalism in the pays de Caur (part of 

modem-day Seine-Maritime). However, he stressed that while rural conflict was deeply 

entrenched in local power struggles, lessons learned from national political developments 

allowed rural citimns to place their experiences in a political framework. " Finally, a group 

of'North American social historians, including Charles Tilly, Donald Sutherland, Timothy 

Tackett, and T. J. A. Lc Goff, have greatly increased our understanding of the various 

factors - social, economic, and cultural - which determined the variety of rural response 

' Georges Lefebvre, Paysaw du Nordpendant la P-4volutionfranfaise (Bari, 1959X see also his essay, 
"La R&volution fi-anqaise et les paysans7, in Etudes sur la Rivolutionfranfaise (Paris, 1963), pp. 33"7- 
Lefebvre is generally accredited with having brought the rural classes out of historical oblivion and onto 
centre stage, although his perspective remains a Marxist one, with the "fourth estate having engineered 
an "autonomous peasant revolutioe. For other Marxist interpretations of the role of the peasantry in the 
French Revolution, see Albeit Soboul, Prvblames paysannes de la Rivolution, 1789.1848 (Paris, 1982y, 
Flaurence Gauthier, Voiepaysanne dans Ja Nvolutionfrunfaise: 1exemple de la Picardie (Paris, 1977); 
Guy Ekni, "Crise agraire et rdvolution paysanne. Le mouvement popiulaire dans les campagues de I'Oise 
dc la d6cennie physiocratique A I'an Ir, Unpublished Doctorat d Wat, Univcrsit6 de Paris 14 1993; and 
most recently, Anatolii Ado, Paysans en Nvolution: Terre, pouvoiretiacquerie, 1789-1794. trans- Serge 
Aberdam and Marcel Dorigny (Paris, 1996). 
" Paul Bois, Paysans de IOuest. ý des structures iconomiques et sociales aux options politique3 depais 
I'Opoque r6volutionnaire dans la Saithe (Le Mans, 1960). 

Colin Lucas, 77je Stucture of the Terror. The Example opavogues and the Loire (OxfOIA 1973ý 
Jean-Pierre Jessenne, Pouvoirau village etR&olution. Artois, 1760-1848 (Lille, 1987). 
GUYLemarchand, Win duflodalismedans lepaystle Caux. conjowture c1conomique ettl6mographique 

et structure sociale dans une ? ýgion de grVde culture de ja crise duXP7, rsi&Ie a la stabilisation de la 
Rdvolution, 1640-1795 (Paris, 1999). 
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to the Revolution in western France. " 

However, the majority of these scholars have been reluctant to argue that the 

peasantry in their region of study played a conscious political role in the Revolution. The 

question of rural "politicisation" first surfaced in response to the publication of Eugcn 

Weber's controversial monograph, Peasants into Frenchmen: theModernization ofRural 
France, 1870-1914.30 In this treatise and in two subsequent articles, 31 Weber maintained 

that until the 11ird Republic, economic and cultural isolation prevented peasants from 

becoming involved in politics; it was only the advent of railways, universal conscription, 

and improvements in education which integrated rural France, connecting it physically, 
linguistically, and ideologically to the nation. The criticism of Weber's work was 

connected, in partý to certain weaknesses in his research. The sources for Peasants into 

Frenchmen were biased towardsjudgements and descriptions ofrural culture and tradition, 

most commonly penned by outsiders; furthermore, Weber neglected other important issues, 

such as income, literacy, mobility, industrial production, and political activity, which 

would have served to balance his picture. 32So grave were the omissions, in fact, that Peter 

McPhee once cited Peasants into Frenchmen as "a glaring example of how an uncritical 

and unselective use of urban descriptions of the countryside can result in fimdamental 

misunderstanding. 7$33 

However, the longevity of the debate over Weber's hypothesis stems primarily 
from differences in opinion in both the definition of "politicisation7 and in the criteria used 
to define it. ' Ilose who claim that the turning point came around the 1849 Revolution, 

21'ro cite only one work by each author Charles Tilly, 77te VendJe (Cambridge, Mass., 1%4X Donald 
Sutherland, The Chouans: 7he Social Origins ofPopular Counter-Revolution in Upper Brittany. 1 ý70- 
1796 (Oxford, 1982y, TimothyTackcttý Religion, Revolution, andRegional Culture in Eighteenth-Century 
France. - TheEcclesiastical Oath of]791 (Princeton, 1986); TJA Le Goff, Vannes anditsRegion: A Study 
of Town and Country in Eighteenth-Century France (Oxford, 198 1). 
30 (Stanford, CA, 1976). For an overview of the debate, see Edward Bc=son, "Politics and the French 
Peasantry. the debate continues! % Social History, 12 (1997ý p. 213-29, and Melvin Edelstein, "La Place 
de la R6volution frangaise dans la politisation des paysar&*, AhAf, 62 (19901 p. 135A9. 
31 -17he Second Republic, Politics and the Peasanr, French Historical Studies, II (19801 pp. 521-50, and 
"Comment la politique vint auxpaysons: A Second Look at Peasant Politicization! ', American Historical 
Review, 87 (1982), pp. 357-89. 
12 This point was made by Charles Tilly, in "Did the Cake of Custom Breakr, in John Meffirnan (e&j 
Consciousness andCla"APerience In Nineteendl-CenturYEuroPe (New York, 1979ý pp. 1744; see esp. 
pp. 17-9. 
" Peter McPhee, "Ifistorians, Germs and Culture-Brokers: the Circulation of Ideas in the Nineteenth- 
Century Countryside", Australian Journal offrench Studies, 23 (1986), PP. 115-29, citation p. 123. See 
also Ted Margadant, "French Rund Society in the Nineteenth Century. A Review Essay-, Agricultural 
History, 53 (1979), pp. 644-5 1. 
3' Edward Bcrenson, for example, points out that each school of thought uses "different cntcria for 
identifying politicisation, without making those differences explicit" (13crens0n, -Politics and the French 
Peasantry, p. 226). Melvin Edelstein echos this point, insisting that we decide "ce que I'on cntend par 'politique'" (Edelstein, "La Place, p. 136). 
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including Maurice Agulhon, Ted Margadant, John Merriman, and peter McPhee, have 

defined politicisation as a definite prise de position, but usually in the sense of a 

commitment to the political left. " Peter Jones, who is nearly alone in supporting Weber's 

Third Republic hypothesis, is at any rate more likely to refer to the political integration 

of isolated rural communities, rather than their awareness of politics. ' On the other hand, 

those scholars who study the introduction of politics into rural communitics during die 

Revolution and early nineteenth century are more likely to emphasme the significance of 

any rural participation, rather than its underdevelopment in comparison with later periods 

or, indeed, with contemporary urban political participation. " Charles Tilly, for example, 

has criticised Weber's evaluation of electoral results: according to his research, the high 

levels ofparticipation, so valued by Weber in the Third Republic had already been reached 
in 1792, " an attestation which has been confirmed by Malcolm Crook and Melvin 

Edelstein? " 

Perhaps the most contentious issue is that ofwhether the political participation has 

to be at the "national" level to qualify, or ifinvolvemcnt in -local" politics, such as electing 

municipal officials and deciding questions oflocal significance, can be considered political 

involvement. In general, it is those historians who work at the regional level, and who thus 

come to understand the internal functioning of rural communities, who support the latter 

35 Maurice Agullion, La Republique au village: les populations du For de la Rivolutiots a la Dftýdýme 
Republique (Paris, 1979y, Ted Margadant, French Peasants in Revolt. ý 7he Insurrection of 1851 
(Princeton, 1979); John Merriman, TheAgonyoftheRepublic: 7heRepression oftheleft inRepolutionary 
France, 1848-1851 (NewHaven/Lwidon, 1978), and"Tradition and Modernity in Rural France during the 
Nineteenth Century", Journal ofMadern HistoM 56 (1984), pp. 667-97; and Peter McPhee, 771e Politics 
qfRu ral Life: Political Mob ilization in the French Counhyside, 1846-1852 (Oxfbrdý 1992). 
' In his research on the southcrn MassifCcntral, Jones argues that the isolat4 traditional, and desperately 
poor mountainous departments of the Ard&hc, Aveyron, IA)z&e, and Haute-Loire were only truly 
integrated by government intervention around 1880. However, Jones does strcss the unique characteristics 
of the region, whereas Weber purports tospeak for all of France. politics andRural Society. TheSouthern 
Massif Central, c. 1750-1850 (Cambridge, 1985). 
"For an overall viewofrural participation in political societies, see Philippe Boutry and Jean Boutier. Les 
Sociiiespolitiques, vol. 6 of the scriesý Atlas de la JUvolutionfranfaise (Paris, 1992), pp. 36-7,59-67. 
Michel Vovelle was one of the first to link political sociability to rural politicisation; see -Formes de 
politisation de la socidth rurale cn Provence sous la Rdvolution fi-an*se: Entre Jacobinismc et Contre- 
Rdvolution an villager, Annales do Bretagne, 89 (1982), pp. 185-204. 

Tilly, "Did the Cake of Custom Break? -, p. 19. 
Among the many publications of these two authors, please see Malcolm Crook, -Aux urnes, citoyensf 

Urban and rural electoral behaviour during the French Revolution! '. in Alan Forrest and Peter Jones (eds ), 
ReshapingFrance. Town, CountpyandRegion dufing LheFrench Revolution (Manchester. 199 1). pp- 152- 
67, and Elections in the French Revolution: an apprenticeship in democracy, 1789-1799 (Cambridge, 
1996X Melvin Edelstein, 'Vapprentissage de la citoyennetd: participation klcctorale des c=paVmrds et 
citadins, (I 789-1793r, dans L7mage de la Revolution frangaise. Communications prisenties lors du 
Congrýs Mondialpour le Bicentennaire de la Revolution (parisý 1989), pp. 15-25; and "Le cornportemcnt 
dlectOral wits la MOVOrchie constitutionnelle (1790-1791). Une interPr&AtiOn "m2numaulaire"' Ah-'P-A 
67 (1995), pp. 361-83. 
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point of view, while the distinction is used as a criterion and even as an attack by those 

who support the nineteenth-century conclusion. ' Weber described the shift from "local" 

politics to "national" politics as a change brought about by the gradual integration of rural 

France into a modem, market- and communications-oriented nation. However, he failed to 

take note of the tremendous social diversity of rural society in the nineteenth century, and 

even before the Revolution, in the end creating a false juxtaposition of an urbanisod, 

French-speaking, market-oricnted France with a backward, isolated Franceýl Jean-Pierre 

Jessenne, m contrast while admitting that peasants in Artois did not take much mterest in 

problems of national significance, points out that they were very much attached to their 

structures of communal government and their right to choose their own administrators. 42 

Similarly, Georges Fournier has shown that the ancien r6gime tradition of democratic 

municipal councils greatly aided rural communities in adjusting to and participating in the 

revolutionary and post-revolutionary order, in fact, he finds a remarkable continuity among 

local political personnel throughout the alure era. 41 In the context of the revolutionary 

period, with its intense propaganda, it would so= unwise to argue that rural communitics 

who did participate in politics could have done so without being aware of the national 

scope of the issues involved. As Peter Jones has reflected: 
The limitations upon peasant political awarems have been compared to the plight 
of a man hying to surM the sky while imprisoned at the bottom of a well- Yet 
seismic events of the magnitude of the revolution could push back the sides of the 
well: squabbles over pews become part of a nation-wide campaign ()f anfi- 
seigneurialism; ort-going quarrels over the commons acquire shmge new 
ideological reference points. " 

Peter McPhee also argues convincingly that it is only natural that rural political choice 

should be a result of local struggles over power and wealth, and Jeff Horn, in his critique 

of Patrice Gucniffey's treatise on elections, has remarked that local participation is 

4' Evidence such as that presented by Paul Bois in Pay: swu de IOuest, wtmxe peasants turned out in greater 
nunibers for elections of "local" significance than for those of "national" significance, has been cited 
numerous times. However, other regions have supplied evidence to the contraq which is equally 
convincing, and Bois' definition of"local" elections has been criticised; Jean-Louis Ormiats, in his article, 
"politique et religion dans rOuest", points out that in 179 1, the principal "national" election to which Bois 
refers, peasants were in fact also choosing local administrators (Annalm E. S. C. 40 (1985ý pp. 1041-66). 
41 For an interesting argument regarding the dichotomy of 'traditional' vs. 'modern, see Eric 11obsbawm, 
"Nasants mid Politicsr, Journal ofPeaxint Studies, 1 (1973ý pp. 3-22. 
42 Jessenne, Pouvoir au village, p. 247; see also his paper, "Continuiths et ruptures dans la d4hention des 
fonctions locales en Artois (1789-1900r, dans La Rivolutionfrangaise d le monde rural. Actes du 
Colloque tenu en Sarbonne les 23.24, et 25 octobre 1987 (Paris, 19891 pp. 397412; see esp. p. 400. 
43 Georges Fournier, "Ies municipahtds langucdocicnnes A r6preuve de la R6volution (17M I 800r, in 
Roger Dupuy, ed., Pouvoir local et Rivolutiors. 1780-1850., La Frontit're intirieure. colloque de Rennes 
(Rennes, 1995), pp. 519-36; and Dimocratie et vie municipale en Languedoc du milieu du XP71P au d4but 
du XWsMck (2 vols., Toulouse, 1994). 
"Jones, Peasantry, p. 208. 
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perhaps even more significant, in terms of political awareness, than participation in 

elections for national representatives. 41 

Tbus, historians have located the politicisation of rural areas at a number of 
different temporal points over more than a century, from the Revolution of 1789, or even 
before, ' to the 1870s or even I 880s. In the chapters which follow, I argue in favour of a 
model ofpoliticisation which places theprise de conscience ofthe peasantry at the French 

Revolution. Politicisation, I submit, should be defined in terms of awareness of national 
politics, rather than participation in any given political manifestation; one can be aware 
of political issues and simply choose not to participate, as indeed a significant proportion 
of people do today. Moreover, while literacy, the standardization of language, and the 

availability of print information are certainly important factors in promoting political 
awareness and involvement, it would nevertheless be an anachronistic use of the terms 
"information", "awareness" or "integrated" to assume that political consciousness must 

come from written media. As John Merriman has pointed out, the use oflocal dialects did 

not prevent peasants from participating in national politics throughout the nineteenth 
century, nor has it prevented them since 1870; in 1917, theMidi complained about "Paris' 

war", and Edgar Morin has cited the 1960s as the turning point in Breton-spealdng 

Finist6rc. "' Clearly, peasants were aware of political happenings outside their immediate 

region: the evidence of official political texts amving in south-western villages by the 
bundle will leave little doubt as to whether or not those villages were isolated from the 

current of politics. Moreover, their statements, as recorded in the police and judicial files 

ofthc Revolution, will conclusively demonstrate that they held clearly defined opinions on 
matters of political importance. In my view, die key to the puzzle of isolating the 
"politicisation" of the peasantry lics in the communication of political ideas and 
information in the countryside. during the French Revolution. 

Political culture, the public sphere and popular opinion 
In revolutionary historiography, the recognition of political communication as a 

45 Jeff HDM "Totite politique est locale une relecture critique de Le Nombre et la Rai3on: la WvolutiOn 
fmnVahw el les Rectiom de Patrice Gueniffey", AAR. f, 70 (1999ý pp. 89-109. 
" Some historians of rural revolts of the early modern period and the eighteenth century have described 
peasants' actions as political. See in particular Yves-Marie Bcrrh, Croquants ef nu-pWx Les soukiements 
Paysans en France du. Maunrsiacle (Paris, 1974y L4Dnjse Tilly, "TheFoodRiot as a Form ofPolitical 
Conflict in France, Journal of Interdisciplinary History, 2 (1971), pp. 23-57, and Jean Nicolas, La 
RObelhonfranvaise: Mouvements populaires et conscience sociale, 1661-J 789 (Paris, 2002ý pp-281-9. 
"'JohnMcniman, reviewofPeasantj intol7renchmen, injournalofModern1listory, 50(1978), pp. 534-6. 
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significant topic in its own right is a relatively recent dcvclopmant. In the study of 

eighteenth-century France and the French Revolution, the recognition of the importancc 

of communication in its own right is a relatively recent development. While the true 

pioneer in this regard was Daniel Mornct, who first laid out the ideological "causes" ofthc 

French Revolution, Momet's analysis ended in 1787: as far as he was concerned, the 

events of the revolutionary decade remained social and political in nature. " It was 

Franýois Furet who would challenge both the traditional Marxist and Revisionist positions 

with respect to the "meaning" of the French Revolution itself. ' Furct proposed that the 

key to understanding the French Revolution was not social groups, but ideas. The real 

actors in the revolutionary crisis were words: as Jeremy Popkin recently explained, "the 

revolution was a conflict of discourses, a struggle for the control of the meaning to be 

assigned to key phrases. "50 Furet, among others, would continue to argue for the 
importance of the cultural - including ideas, symbols, and words - in the revolutionary 

crisis, thus according considerable importance to communication. 

Although Furet's conception of the cultural history of the Revolution was not 
devoid of antecedents, his formulation of it in 1978 instigated two major shifts in French 

revolutionary historiography. The first of these was a greater interest in how the 

publication and the circulation of ideas undermined ancien regime society and affected the 

course of the Revolution. Some of the groundwork for this type of enquiry had already 
been laid by Robert Darnton in his study ofthe publication of the Encyclopedie, the Multi- 
volume compilation of knowledge which in many ways cpitoraised the Enlightenment 
itsclfý and in his early work on the intersections between "high" and "low" literature in the 

eighteenth century. " More recently, research in this field has focussed upon the 
relationship between print culture and public opinion, and ultimately, between ideas and 

43 Mornet, Les Origines intellectuelles de la Rivolutionfranfaise, 1715-1787 (Paris, 1933ý 
49'Furct, Interpreting theFrench Revolution, trans. ElborgForster (Cambridgc/Pwis, 1991ý 11W Marxist- 
Revisionist debate, while not specifically relevant here, is nevertheless essential background reading for 
an understanding of the French Revolution. For a recent summary of the Marxist position, see Albert 
Soboul, Comprendre la Rivolution: Problimes politiques de Ja R&olutionfranfaise. 1789-1797 (Paris, 
1981 Y, for the classic revisionist position, see Alfred Cobban, The Social Interpretation of the French 
Revolution (Cambridge, 1964). Forattcmpts to sort out the two, see Lynn Ifunt, Politics, Culture and Class 
in the French Revolution (BcrkeleY/LA)s Angeles, 1984 PP. 1-16-, Colin Lucas, "Noblesý Botawis and 
the origins of the French Revolutioir, Past and Presen4 60 (1973), pp. 84-126. 
so popkin, -media and Revolutionary Crises7; in Popkin and Censer (cds. ý Aledia and Revolution, p IS- 
19. 
st See, for example, The Business ofEnlightenment. A Publishing History of the Encyclopo5dic, 1775-18oo 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1979y, "Reading, Writing, and Publishing in Eighteenth-Ccntury Franccý- Daedalus, 
100 (1971), pp. 214-56; -in search of the Enlightermient Recent Attempts to Create a Social I Estory of 
Ideas", Journal qfAWern History, 43 (1971), pp. 113-32; and-lbe Iligh Enlightenment and the Low-Life 
of Literature in Prerevolutionary France% Past and Present, 51 (1971), pp. 81-115. 
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the Revolution. Roger Chartier's provocative essay, entitled "Do Books Make 

Revolutions? ". is illustrative of this trcnd. 12 Although Chartier ultimately provided a 

nuanced answer to his own question, the theme would resurface frequently in subsequent 

revolutionary historiography. Chartier would later co-edit with Daniel Roche the 

proceedings of a conference dedicated to the interrelationships between critical literature 

and political revolution; ̀ and Robert Darnton's subsequent research showed a greater 

interest in causation, revealing that collective opinion prior to the Revolution had been 

undcm-dned by the critical writings of eighteenth-century hacks and by the efforts of the 

police to control the spread of their ideas. "' The purely linguistic aspects of Furet's 

contribution to revolutionary historiography would also find an echo in the literature, in 

such diverse works as the theoretical, abstract writings of Keith Michael Baker and the 

more concrete, analytical research of Jacques Guilhaumou. " 

The second tendency in the cultural history ofthe Revolution to have arisen since 

Furet's critical essay is the development of-political culture"as an analytical concept and 

as a subject of study. Lynn Hunt was one of the first, in her defining work Politics, 

Culture, and Class in the French Revolution, to enunciate the term. 56Hunt sought to 

"rehabilitate the politics of revolution" by uncovering "the rules of political behaviour". 

Political culture, as formulated in her work, was made up of symbolic practices; "the 

differences in reception of the new practices". according to her, "had their impact on the 

way revolutionary politics worked, and especiaUy on its successes and failures. ')157 Indeed, 

while Furet had r6ected the social explanations of both Marxists and Revisionists in 

favour ofideology, he had, in fact, resuscitated political history from the depths ofdisdain 
into which it had fallen. Political history would no longer be a dry narrative of 

governmental administration and the feats of great men, but rather, of the practices, 
discourse and experimces, constituting the culture of politics experienced by the people. 
Since Hunt's initial formulation, the theme has become a lcitmotiv in French revolutionary 

" Chartier, 7he Cultural Origins of the French Revolution, h-ans. Lydia G. Cochrane (Durham/London, 
199 1), chapter 4, pp. 67-9 1. 
53 Roger Chartier, Daniel Roche, ef at. (eds. ), Livre et mholution. colloque organis0e par I'Iwdtut 
Aisloire moderne et contemporaine (CAWS), 20-22 mai 1987 (Paris, 1988). 
54 See, fior example, "Philosophy under the QoW% in Darnton and Roche (cd&), Revolution in Print pp. 
27-49, and The Literary Underground of the Old Regime (Cambridge, Nbn., 1982). 
" Keith Mchael Baker, Inventing the French Revolution: Essays on French Political Culture in the 
Eighteenth Century (Cambridge, 1990); Nfichel Glatigny and Jacques Guiffiaumou (cds. ), Peuple ef 
pouvoir. - itudes de lexicologie politique (Lille, 1981 X and Guilhaumou, La langue politique et la 
Rivolutionfranfaise., de Nvinement h la raison linguistique (Paris, 1989). 

Hunt, Politics. 
Ibid., p. 10,13. 
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historiography, with historians exploring such varied topics as political sociability, 

symbolism and visual pageantry, as well as the participation of the population in regular 

Manifestations ofthe RrpUbhe. 51 Fmmet Kennedy brought many ofthcsc aspects together 

in his study, Cultural History of the French Revolution; and it is notable that his work 

allocates considerable space to the fimdaincntal therne of communication. " 

Ibus, the political history of the Revolution has been expanded and enriched to 

the point that popularpolitical practice, political discourse, and communication of'political 

ideas through symbolism and imagery all figure among current research subjects in the 

field. However, before we take political culture and commurdcafion into the counu-yside, 

there remains one essential link to be drawn between these tha= and the implications of 

the conversation between Marie Bordet and the beggar Chaussonnel, whom we met at the 

beginning. This link is the concept of "public opinion7, and it draws upon the work of 
German social theorist Jorgen Habermas, whose Strukturwandel der Offentlichkeit was 

translated into French in 1979 and into English, in 1989, as 7he Structural 

Transformation of the Public Sphere. 6' Habcrmas argued that one of the defining 

characteristics of ancien r6gime society had been the formation of a bourgeois "public 

sphere, an enlightened forum which was both physical - as salons, learned institutions 

and philosophical societies became places of discussion - and abstract, establishing in 

France by the mid-cighteenth century a tribunal of "public opiniold" whichwas capable 

of passing judgement on public policy and thus, of presenting a challenge to the 

governmenO The participants in the public sphere were the literate, reasoning sons and 
daughters of the Enlightenment, who expressed their opinions in letters, novels, journals 

and newspapers. However, constrained by class divisions, censorship, and by a lack of 

opportunity for political participation, it was only at the time of the Revolution that this 

literary public sphere moved into the realm of effectual political criticism' As Craig 

Calhoun has pointed out, Habermas'thesis is significant because it is an inquiry "at once 

'" TO name just a few examples, see Mona OzOuf. Laftle r6vfutiOnnaire. 1789-1799 (Paris. 1976X 
Maurice Agulhon, Marianne au combat. limagerie et la jqýmbolique r0publicaines do 1789 it 1880 (New 
York/Paris, 1979X and Serge Bianchi, La Nvolutio" culturelle de Van 11. biles etpeuple, 1789-1799 
(Paris, 1982). 
" (New Havengondon, 1989ý See in particular chapter X ("Communicatine) and chapter )a 
("Educating"). 
0 (Ncuwied, 1962X French translation by Marc de Launay, Mirpace public. Archeologie de la publicili 
comme dimension de la socUM bourgeoise (Paris, 1978); English translation by Thomas Burger 
(Cwnbridge, 1989). 
41 It should be noted that in addition to France, Habermas also used his model to describe EnglaW and 
Germany, with slight variations regarding the timing of the development of the public sphere. 
12 Ilaberraw, Structural Transformation, pp. 67-71. 
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into normative ideals and actual history. "61 

The fact that these principles might be gainfully applied to the study of political 

culture in the eighteenth century and the French Revolution is readily apparent, and 
indeed, much ofthe work on the political and cultural history ofthis period makes explicit 

reference to Habermas' work . 
6" However, while the concept of the "public sphere" has 

been shown to be both stimulating and useful in the interpretation ofthe culture ofthe elite 
in the eighteenth century, historians are increasingly questioning the narrow parameters 
that define it. Their first objection stems from the fact that Habermas' Offentlichkeit is 

limited to the upper-middle classes: "the plebeian public sphere was intentionally left 

aside "as a variant that in a sense was suppressed in the historical proccss". 65Tbat the 

popular public sphere was suppressed is a fair assessment: as Robert Darnton has pointed 

out, 'Vic eighteenth-century French 'public' did not exist in any coherent form; and insofar 

as it did exist, it was excluded from direct participation in politics. ' Yet, ofcourse, it did 

exist: French subjects were no more oblivious to or mute on their political situation than 

people had ever been, in any historical context. Arlette Farge, in her ground-breaking 

study of popular political opinion among the Parisian lower classes in the mid-cighteenth 

century, declares that her research was inspired by Habermas' very denial of the 

importance of that "plebeian" political opinion. ' Farge's work draws upon a rich body 

of source material: the reports of police spies sent into caf6s, squares, and other public 

spaces in cighteenth-century Paris to eavesdrop on conversations and report upon the 

political opinions of ordinary people. If these people's opinions, Farge argues, did not 

constitute a potential threat to the king - the condition stipulated by I-labermas for 

inclusion in the public sphere - then why were the Paris police directed to monitor them? " 

Lisa Jane Graham, who has offered a stimulating second reading of the same police 

Craig Calhoun (edL), Habermas and the Public Sphere (Cambridge, Mass., 1992), p. 1. 
See, for example, the contributions of Keith Michael Baker, "Defining the Public Sphere in Eighteenth- 

Century France: Variations on a Ilcmc by Habermas", in Calhoun (ed. ), Habetmas, pp. 181 -211; Sara 
Maza, -Le tribunal de la nation: les mdmoires; judiciaires et l'opinion publique a la fin de I'Ancien 
RdgimeP, Annales: ES. C., 42 (1987ý pp. 73-90; Mona Ozout ... Public OpinioW at the End of the Old 
Regime? ', Joumal of AWem History, 60 supp. (1988), pp. SI-S21; and Chartier, Cultural Origins, 
especially chapter 2, "The Public Sphere and Public Opinion: ". See also the two recent review articles 
devoted to the subject- Benajmin Nathans, "Flabermas's 'public Sphere, in the Era of the French 
Revolution7, French Historical Studies, 16 (1990), pp. 620-44, and ion Cowans, "Habermas and French 
lEstory. The Public Sphere and the Problem ofPolitical Legitimacy", French History, 13 (1999), PP. 134- 
60. 
"Habermas, Structuml Transformation, p. xviii. 
" Darnton. Litemry Underground, p. 33. 
'Arlette Farge, Subversive Words: Public Opinion in Eighteenth-CenturyFrance, trans, Rosemary Morris, 
(Cambridge, 1994). 
" Ibid., pp. 2-3. 
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sources, has also pointed out the "blind spots" in liabcffnas' theory. 

... the majority of the research [Ilabcmias] has inspired has been limited in 
sociological terms to individuals who met the criteria of literacy, leisure, and 
material comfort. Yet, if one seeks to demonstrate a connection between. 
Enlightenment practice and political revolution, a broader social sampling is 
certainly rcqairedL Is there evidence, for example, ofgrowing critical detachment or 
heightened subjectivity among individuals who fell outside the bourgeois public 
sphere of the salons and the academies? " 

Both Farge and Graham succeed brilliantly in proving that Habermas'social delimitations 

of the public sphere are artificial, by revealing a thoughtfuL vocal, and, ultimately, 

powerful voice among the urban lower classes. As Jefficy Merrick rcmarked in his review 

of Graham's book, "public opinion was not just a concept manipulated by elites for their 

own purposes but a reality lived in the streets and feared by the authorities. ' 

The objections to the firnitations of Habennasian theory have not, however, been 

confmcd to the question ofwhich social classes constitute the public sphere: both the time 

and the place of the development of "public opinion" are also keenly debated. lndcedý 

historians are starting to use the concept to describe periods and circumstances further and 
further removed from the context discussed by Habcrmas. Sociologist and medieval 
historian James Given receritly described how in the late thirteenth ccnttuy, a group ofmcn 
from the south-westcrn towns of AN and Carcassonne successfiffly mobffised "public 

opinion" in opposition to the inquisitors and the bishop, "' and Bernard Guen6c, respected 
doyen ofthe t. HkS. S., has argued for the existence of"public opinion7 in the fourteenth 

century 
Le mot opinion, IuL est bien connu. du moyen Age et des temps modarnes. Mais il 
reste pendant longtemps l'opinion "de quelqLeun! *. Cest simplement au milieu du 
XVHP si6cle qu'on commence i parler de Popinion du public, puis. bient6t apr6s. 
de l'opinion publique. [ ... I Est-ce A dire que les r6alit6s (pjýils d6signent sont n6es, 
elles aussL au XVM' silcle? CoUins; historiens modernistes le pensent Selon eux, 
l'opinion publique cst n4e au XVIRO si6cle. avee les caf6s. U est pourtant clair que, 
&s avant le XVUP si&cle, dans; les rues et. aux caffefours des villes et des villages, 
les gens ne se privaient. pas dexprimer, parfois avec veh6mence, leurs scntiments. 
Quels que soicnt les mots, propagande ct opinion publique sont dcux r6alitts bien. 
ant6rieures au Si6cle des Lumi&res. 72 

19 Lisa Jane Graham, If the King Only Knew.. Seditious speech in the IZeig, of Louil XV 
(Charlottesville/Undon, 2000). 
" Jeffrey Merrick, review ofLisa Jane Graham, "If the King Only Knew", Journal ofModem History, 74 
(2002), pp. 169-70. 
It James B. Given, "The Struggle for Ideological Hegemony in Medieval lAnguedw. Iferctics and 
Inquisitors", paper given at the 48* annual meeting of the S. F. ILS., Toronto. 11-13 April 2002; text 
obtained by personal communication with the author and cited with permission. 
72 Bemard Guen6c, -U naissanec dc l'opinion publique en France au XIW sWer. Paper given at the 48dk 
annual meeting ofthe S. F. ILS., Toronto. 11-13 April 2002; text obtained by personal communication with 
the author and cited with permission. It is worth noting that Mona Ozouf, while not actually addressing the 
question ofwhen the reality ofpublic opinion came into being, cautions against the anachonistic use of the 
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Guen6e roots these linguistic musings in an argument concerning the history of the early 

monarchy, presenting a convincing case ofthc effect of popular political sentiment on the 

financial policies of Philip IV after which, he contends, public opinion became "un des 

grands acteurs de la vie politique du royaumd". Long before 1789, it would appear, 

sovereigns keenly felt die pressure of their subjects' assessment. 

In addition to stretching the timcfi-ame of the emergence of "public opinion" far 

earlier than Habermas himself had ever imagined, historians such as Farge and Guen6c 

have argued against Habermas' contention that the preferred medium of communication 

in the public sphere - indeed, one ofthe preconditions for its existence - was print culture. 

On the one hand, it seem that scholars are simply liberating the phrase "public opinion" 

from the abstract sense given to it by Habermas, and using it to mean, as we might mean 

today, simply "what people think". Mich6le Fogel took the matter one step fiirther when 

she asked the question: Tourquoi 'enfermer les choses dans la muraille des mots', alors 

que les gouvernants sentent toujours la pression de cc qui, avant de se formuler comme 

opinion, -court toujours comme la rumeur? " On the other hand, as Guen6c has 

demonstrated, the orally expressed "public opinion" discovered before 1750 did exert a 

coercive influence on state policy. ' While Harold Mah has recently objected that 

historians have "overspatialized" Habcrmas' public sphere - tying it too closely to specific 

social groups and historical contexts, and losing sight ofits essence as an abstract tribunal 

of opinion which transcended social boundaries to make public judgemcntS75 _I would 

argue that the tribunal has not been lost. Indeed, in stretching the social and temporal 

limitations ofthe concept, historians have given themselves the latitude to grapple with the 

development ofcriticism from the public sphere in eras and circumstances where none was 

previously detected. 

The evidence presented in the chapters that follow will demonstrate conclusively 

that just as Habermas' model is uscfiil for the literate urban elite, there is a parallel 

words themselves; before the mid-1700s, "public" was not the opposite of "privd" but rather of 
"particulier", and "opinion7 implied a type of partisanship or -pr6jugV, thus making "public opinion" 
something of an oxymoron. See Ozouf, 'Public Opinion', p. SI -S2. ' Fogel, Les Cgrimonies, pp. 11-2. The source of the internal quote is Guen6e himself, who used the 
phrase while intervening at the 1984 Colloque de Rome, see Ibid., rL6, p. 463, and Fogel, "PrOPagande. 
communication, publication: Points de vue et demande d'enqu6tc pour la France des XVP-XVIP si&le:? ', 
in Culture et idiologie dans la gen, 4se de Ittat moderne. actes de la table ronde organisiepar le CNAS. 
et Itcolefranfaise de Rome, 15-17 octobre 1984 (Rome, 19851 pp. 325-36. 
' Bernard Gucn6e, L'Opinion publique a la fin du moyen dge. dlaprv4s la Chronique de Charles VI A 
Religieux de Saint-Denis (Paris, 2002). 
1 Harold Mah, "Phantasies of the Public Sphere- Rethinking the Habermas of Historiansý% Journal of 
Modern Uistary, 72 (2000), pp. 153-82. 
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argument to be made regarding the existence of public opinion in rural France, just as 

historians Arleft Farge, Robert Darnton and Lisa Janc Graham have argued that it existed 

among the Parisian lower classes. At a time when the ovemlichning majority of the 

population was illiterate, oral communication was the standard method for transmitting 

ideas and information. Indeed, early moclem historian Denis Richct, N%hcn asked to 

introduce the topic of the press in the French Revolution at a conference held in 1989, 

chose to discuss how in a period of limited literacy, Todd Ct le visuel ont W des voics 

privii4dcs de la transmission d'un message contestataire. 1 People have always held 

opinions about their own place and that of others in society, and they have always taflccd 

about those opinions with their fiiends and neighbours. As Pierre Chaffon wrote in 160 1, 

"the people... constantly grumbles and murmurs against the State, all swollen with 

slanders and insolent comments about those who govcm and command. ' Jim Given, 

similarly, remarked that "there were undoubtedly many sorts of "public: " opinion, that of 

the political elites, that of well-to-do townsmen, that of laborers, and finally, most 

mysterious of all, that of peasants. "7' 

Such statemcnts maywell bordcr onthe obvious, but in arguing againstthose -Abo 

would place the "establishment of public opinion" at a precise moment in the socio- 

economic development of the European elite, they bear repeating. The fact that the %Nord 

"opinion7 was sometimes spelt "opignion" in provincial archives does not change the fact 

that peasants did have political opinions, and that, through a growing awareness ofpolitics 

and of la chose publique, those opinions were becoming both more articulate and more 

pronounced. Victor Uribe-Uran, working on public opinion amongthe urban lower classes 

in New Granada, has reached a similar conclusion, and calls into question the assumption 

that "die development of a true public sphere... was hindered by the absence of printed 

news and propaganda and the lack of a literate population. "79' Indeed, the world of the 

illiterate was a "public spher6" by definitiow. learning about news orally had always 
implied a certain sociability, allowing Arlette Farge to describe the 'words spoken in the 

'6 Denis Richet, "Les canaux de la propagation des id6es contestataires; avant la prcsse r6volutionnaire, 
in Harvey Chisick, ed., The Preis in the French Revolution (Oxford, 199 1), pp. 19-24. 
17 As cited in Farge, Subversive Words, P. 2. 
" Given, -Me Struggle for Ideological Hegemony". See Gabriel Tarde, -opinion and Conversation7, in 
Terry N. Clark (ed. ), Gabriel Tarde: On Communication and Social Influence (Chicago, 1969), pp. 297- 
318, on the development of "private" and "locW opinions into "public" opinion through the press, 
conversation, postal service and roads. 
I Victor M. Uribe-Uran, -Me Birth of a Public Sphere in Latin America During the Age ofRevolutioe, 
Comparative Studies in Society and Iftstot)4 42 (2004 pp. 425-57. See also Earle, "Information and 
Disinformatioe, for a contrasting view. 
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heated environment of the public sphere - or the public square". ' At any rate, the very 

fact that French authorities in the countryside were concerned enough about peasant 

political chatter to make their statements the object of arrests and court cases strengthens 

the argument, for like Habermas' bourgeois public sphere, the rural tribunal of opinion 

was capable of influencing the decision-makers of the era. " 

Tracking rural public opinion 

Before we move into chapter 1, one final topic needs to be addressed. Tracking the 

processes which produce public opinion is not a simple task, and it is not made easier 

when the public in question prefers to keep its opinions to itself ' The majority ofthe rural 

population of eighteenth-century France appears only indirectly in the historical record: 

illiterate, underprivileged, and focussed by necessity on working the land, they left no 

diaries, letters, or memoirs through which we might learn first-hand oftheir thoughts and 

opinions. " Indeed, although it is true that the question of political communication in the 

countryside has largely been overlooked, this can partly be attributed to a lack of 

conventional source material. For this reason, studies of oral communication - in 

Occidental history at least - have been pioneered by scholars working in the other social 

sciences. Working with accounts passed down from generation to generation, or 

extrapolating from analogous present day societies, cultural anthropologists have provided 

us with models of particular forms of oral communication, such as rumour and goSsip, 84 

Farge, Subversive Words, p. ix. 
Lisa Jane Graham recently made the point that indeed, since "the crown invested more time, money and 

effort in policing the public of the streets, the caf6s, and the markets than. it did on the salons or the 
academics. Arguably, if the monarchy was more concerned with this broadly defined public, then we, as 
historians, should be too. " Graham, 'Vrimes ofOpinion: Policing the Public in Eightecnth-Century Paris7, 
in Cluistine Adams, Jack Censer and Lisa Jane Graham (eds. ), Visions andRevisions ojEighteenth-century 
France (University Park, PA, 1997), pp. 79-103; citation p. 8 1. 
' For a perceptive discussion of such issues, see Richard Cobb, Reactions to the French Revolution 
(Oxford, 1972). 
" Although there are some exceptions, such accounts are rare, particularly before 1800. Those used in this 
study include Eugene Le Roy, Le moulin du Frau (Paris, 1905Y, taffle Guillaumin, La vie dun simple, ou, 
m6moires dun mgu"r (Paris, 1943ý, and Nicolas Edme Restif de la Bretonne, Le Cur6 patriote (Pantin: 
CastorAstral, 1989), and La vie de monp&e (Paris, 1970). For a sampling ofpersonal accounts from Other 
regions offrance, see Isidore Cantrel, "Souvenirs dun paysan bas--nornmd (1778-1793)", Revue du monde 
catholique, 157 (1904), pp. 60-84; G. -Mchel Coissac, Mon Limousin (Paris, 1913y, Pierre-JAez 116lias, 
Le Cheval d'Orgueih mimoires dun bretan au pays bigouden (Paris, 1975y, and V. Gibert, "Journal d%ln 
paysan bugiste pendant la Rdvolution et I'Empire, Bulletin de la Soci6t6 des naturalistes do Min, 50 
(1936), pp. 289-95. 
" Edwin B. Almirol, "Chasing the Elusive Butterfly. Gossip and the Pursuit of Reputation!, Ethnicity, 8 
(1981), pp. 293-304; Max Gluckman, "Gossip and Scandal". CurrentAnthropology, 4 (1963), pp. 307-15; 
D. O. N. Handelman, "Gossip in Encounters: 71he Transmission ofinformation in aBounded Social Setting7, 
Man, 9 (1973), pp. 217-27; Rayna Reiter, -Men and Women in the South of France: Public and Private 
Domains! % in Reiter (ed. ), T~rd an Anthropology of Women (New York, 19751 pp. 252-92; Alexander 
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and sociologists have described the role of such activities in mass social and political 

mov=mts. 15 While we can assert that "people have always had political opiniore, such 

assertions are difficult to maintain ifthcrc is no basis for them in the documentary record. 

Yet, as difficult as it may be to study oral conununication in the countryside, 

neither can we leave it out. Ideally, history should crideavour to show not only how the 

people were treated during the Revolution, but also how the Revolution was ocpcrienced 

from the perspective of the people themselves, in the tradition of writing "history from 

bclow". 86 How was the Revolution lived by the peasantry? How did it reach them? What 

was it like in the village as news about political cvcnts arrived? How did the people react 

to the momentous changes and tremendous implications ofthc Revolution? Historians who 

have succeeded in writing microhistorics of peasant and artisan actors of the past have 

shown us how rcwarding the answers to such questions can be. We may know little, for 

example, of the mindset of sLxt=th-=tury millers in rural Italy, and yet thanks to the 

diligent efforts of Carlo Ginzburg, the thoughts and opinions ofone such nun, Domenico 

ScandcUa - Menocchio - have been brought vividly to life. " Other attempts have brought 

similarly spectacular results: consider the works of Emmanuel Le Roy Laduric, Natalic 

Zemon Davis, and Daniel Roche, to name only the best-known examples. " 

Rysman, -How the 'Gossip! Became a Woman7, Jourrial ofCommunication, 27 (1977ý pp. 176-80; and 
TamoW shibutanL improvised News: A Sociological Study ofRumour (Indianapolis, 1966). 
0 See, for example, Henri Mendras. Socidtis PaYsannes. biments pour une thiorie de la paysa: nnerie 
(Paris, 1976); james c. Scott, Weapons of the Weak: Everyday Forms ofPeasan t Resi stance (New I laven, 
1985y, David Hunt *Peasant Routes in France and Vietnam! % Peaumt Studies, 17 (1990), pp. 141-9; and 
sally Engle Marry, -Rethinking Gossip and Scandal", in D. Black (ed. ), Toward a General 7hemy of 
Social Control (carnbridge, MA, 1994), pp. 271-302. Certain historians of the rural wid urbart lower 

classes have adopted sociological approaches in their Work. to great advantage see IAYdise Tilly, -1be Food 
Riot! ', Steven L. Kaplan, 77ieFamine Plot Persuasion in Eighteenth-CenturyRnince (Philadelphia, 19821 
Charles Tilly, "Speaking Your Mind without Elections, Surveys or Social Movcments7, Public Opinion 
Quarterly, 47 (1983), pp. 461-79; and John Markoff, The Abolition offeudalism: Peasants, Lords. and 
Legislators in the French Revolution (Uiiivcmty Park, PA, 19961 and "Peasants Help Destroy an Old 
Regime and Defy a New One. Some Lessons From (and For) the Study of Social MovemcnW. American 
Journal ofSociolo*ý 102 (1997), pp. 111342. 
" This phrase and the school ofthought inspired by it originates with a group ofMarxist historians working 
in the late 1950s and early 1960s, including Albert Soboul, Les sans-culottes parisiew en I -an Lr (paris, 
1958X George Rud6, The Crowd in the French Revolutio" (oxford, 1959Y, and E. P. Thompson, The 
Making of the English Working Class (London, 1964). 11ompson was in fact the first to enunciate the 
phrase in his article "History from Below", Times Literary Supplement, 7 April 1966, pp. 279-90. On the 
continuing significance ofthis movement, see LynnHunt, -btroduction: llistoryý Culture andTexr, in7he 
New Culturalffistory. -EssaYs (Berkeley, CA, 19891 pp. 1-24; Jim Sharpe, "History fromBelow", in peter 
Burke (ed I New Perspectives on Historical Writing (University Park. PA, 1992). pp. 244 1; and E ne 
HObsbawn), "On History from Below". in On History (New York, 1997), pp. 201-16. 
" Carlo Ginzburg, The Cheese and the Worms. 7he Cosmos ofa Sixteenth-CenturyMiller, trans. John and 
Anne Tedeschi (New York, 1992ý 
" Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie, Montaillou, village occitan do 1294 a 1324 (Paris, 19751 Natalie Zemon 
Davis. Tbe Return OfMartin Guerre (Cambridge, Mass. /London, 1983y, Daniel Roche (ed. ), Journal de 
ma vie. -Jacquev-LouiWiruftra, compagno" vitrierauXF71f si&le (Paris, 1982). See also David Sabcan, 
Power in the Blood: Popular Culture and rillage Discourse in Early Modern Germany (Cambridge, 
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While such "history from below" studies are clearly possible, they take a careful 

reading of sources which can be problematic. The following issues will be addressed in 

more detail in chapters W and V, but a few preliminary comments are in order. The 

materials upon which this dissertation is based fall into two main categories. First of all, 

in order to study how official communication functioned in the countryside, I have 

consulted a wide range ofadministrative documents. The papers ofinstitutions responsible 

for the postal and road networks reveal the importance of physical communications. 
National, departmental, district and canton4evcl assembly minutes reveal how material 

was passed down along the administrative hierarchy, and the d6liberations des conscils 

municipaux provide colourful accounts of how information was received in the villages. 
The source of the unofficial, oral discussions of politics in the countryside - such as the 

one between Marie Bordet and the beggar Chaussonnel - are, as was established at the 

outset, the court records of trials for seditious speech during the French Revolution. 

The study of institutions such as the postal system and the administrative 
hierarchy via their own archives is a relatively straightforward prospect, but the latter two 

sources - the d6liNrations A conseil municipal and the court trials - require somewhat 

more careful consideration. In both cases, the thoughts and words of an otherwise mute 

social group have been translated into print form, by individuals whose interest did not 

necessarily lie in the exact rendering of those thoughts and words. ' James C. Scott, one 

of the great theorists of the peasantry, cautions against the use of written records for 

precisely this type of study: 
History and social science, because they are written by an intelligentsia using 
written records that arc also created largely by literate officials, are simply not well 
equipped to uncover the silent and anonymous forms ofclass struggle that typify the 
peasantry. Its practitioners implicitlyjoin the conspiracy ofthe participants, who are 
themselves, as it were, sworn to secrecy. Collectively, this unlikely cabal contributes 
to a stereo" ofthe peasantry, enshrined in both literature and in history, as a class 
that alternates between long pcriods of abject passivity and bricL violent, and futile 
explosions of rage. ' 

Scott is not alone in voicing this concern: every historian who studies popular political 

1984); James Sharpe, 71je Bewitching ofAnne Gunter: A horrible and true story offootball witchcralft, 
murder, and theKing ofEngland (London, 2000y, and Alain CorbinLe monde relroUV6 deLouis-Franf0i$ 
Pinagot. Sur les traces dun inconnu, 1798-1876 (Paris, 1998). Seealso, in connection with this approach, 
Graham, If the King Only Knew. 
" In the towns and villages of the south-west, of course, official transcriptions of peasant statements are 
even further removed from the original, for they have been translated from different local dialects of 
Occitan into French. Ile question of Language and government will be dealt with more thoroughly in the 
chapters which follow. 
" Scott, WeaPon3 of the Weak, pp. 36-7. 
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culture is aware of the caveats. The use of police and judicial sources, in particular, 

requires a fight touch. Both Arlette Farge and Lisa Jane Graham have expressed the need 

for caution with cighteenth-century police documents, as have Carlo Ginzburg and Natalie 

Zemon Davis for an earlier period. " In the work of these historians, as with the seditious 

speech trials examined in this study, the concern is not only that outside authorities have: 

transcribed villagcrs' accounts, but that given the context, the speakers %%= not able to 

speak frecly. 'Me written deliberations of municipal councils contain somewhat less risk. 
Earlier deliberations arc more transparent than those of later years, when ft threat of 

outside intervention and retribution led village secretaries to produce bland, formulaic and 

unobjectionable accounts of local political zeal. Even here, however, studies of the social 

origins of municipal council members have revealed them to be the wealthier, better. 

connected and more upwardly mobile membcrs ofpcasant society, who cannot be counted 

upon to present the views of the poorer villagers accurately. 
While the drawbacks ofusing written documentation to pirý verbal expression 

should be taken into account, it is my conterition that these considerations should not keep 

us from using such archival sources altogether. If read with care and attention, police and 
judicial documents in particular offer an incredibly rich source of the thoughts and 

opinions of the illiterate. Richard Cobb, the first to make cffcctive use of police sources 
for a topic other than crime, argued that they were irreplaceable- "%ho more than a 

commissaire". he asked, "would have heard so much of the spoken thoughts and insults 

of the common people? ' In those instances where the insincerity of the accused or of a 

witness is either apparent or suspected, the historian must take the contmi into account, 

and possibly discount the case when drawing conclusions. In countless other 

circumstances, however, an argument can be madc for transparency even in the faccof 

authority. The atmosph= in district and departmental courtrooms Was not, after all, the 

same as that in the revolutionary tribunal of Paris, and except for those cases -jugds 

r6volutionnaircment", criminal trials were heard by a jury of local notables, at least some 
of whom would have been known to most defendants. Moreover, the tradition of peasant 
defiance was only temporarily weakened by the threat ofthc guillotine, and an accordingly 

01 Farge, Subversive Wordy, p. viiL and Arlette Farge and Jacques Revel, The Rules ofRebellion: Child 
Abductions in Parfy in 1750, tram. Claudia Wville (Cambridge, 19911 pp. 81 ff; Graham, Ifthe King 
OnlyKnew, pp. 12-14 and"Crimesof0piniod", P. 84; Carlo Ginzbur&'11w: lriquisiýas Andwopologist-, 
in Clues, Myths andthellisforicalMethod. hms. John aW Anne C. Tc&=W (Imifinwe. 19891 pp. 156. 
64; and Davis, Return ofmanin Guerre, pp. 3-5. 
" Richard Cobb, 71e Police and the People: French Popular Protest. 1789-1820 (Oxfwd, I 9m). p. 44. 
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large number of individuals, witnesses in particular, spoke their minds before the judge. 

As Lisa Jane Graham has found, judicial sources -capture the minutiae of daily life and 

the voice of ordinary men and women who do not always cower in the face of authority. 1,93 

Indeed, such sources provide a unique and colourful source of oral communication, and' 

while they must be interpreted with care and attention as to context, it would be a shame 
indeed to leave them unused. 

Having addrcssed the various historiographical and methodological questions 
which provide the framework for this dissertation, we have only to begin. The text itself 

is divided into five chapters. Chapter I provides an overview of how official information 

circulated in the countryside before the Revolution, as well as an impression of the 

contrasting sphere oforal discussion by which ideas and opinions were shared unofficially. 

Chapter 11 examines the impact ofthe French Revolution, and the tremendous volume of 

printed material generated by it, on the government's ability to draft, print, and deliver 

information. Chapters III through V move away from questions of road conditions and 

postal employees to the statements and opinions of villagers on political topics, as 

preserved in police and judicial sources from the local level to the revolutionary tribunal 

in Paris. Chapter III provides an overview of the topics of discussion as well as the 

different ways in which statements were made, from drunken shouts heard at the door of 

the tavern to handwritten posters and seditious song lyrics. Chapter IV considers the 

archives of sedition from the perspective of their authors, delving into questions such as 

the ethical debate over convictions based on words alone, the attitudes ofjudge and jury 

towards peasant defendants, and the motivations of the French revolutionary government 
in attempting to control what was said about it. Before moving on to a conclusion, we will 

return, in chapter V, to the perspective of the peasantry, in an attempt to ascertain just 

what seditious statements reveal about rural public opinion. 

" Graham, "Crimes of Opinioif', p. 84 
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1. 
THE COMMUNICATION OF NEWS AND POLITICS 

IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 

Il racontait ensuite les nouvelles qxfil avait apprises, soit A Auxerre, soit A 
Vermanton, soit A Noyers, Tonncrrc ou V&tlai. On juge avcc qucllc aviditd 
elles dtaient 6cout&s, par dcs gcns qui habitaient un village absolument isoldl 

- Restif de la Bretonne, La Vie de mon pOre 

Rural communities in eighteenth-century France were often perceived as cffcctivcly cut off 

from the currents of information and news, due to isolating factors such as poor roads, 

remoteness, and linguistic and psychological obstacles. As we have seen, Eugen Weber 

maintained that it was not until the Tbird Republic that rural France was integrated into 

the mtion, ' and Alain Corbin, writing on the Lirnousin, put forward a similar argument 

when he described how rural society had remained isolated, its economic and commercial 

infi-astructures archaic and backward, as late as 1860. ' Andr6 Armcngaudý finally, 

described eastern Aquitaine - the departments of the Tani, Tarn-et-Garonne, 

Haute-Garonne, and Aude - as a "r6gion moins d6velopp&" in the second half of the 

nineteenth century. 3 Like Weber and Corbin, Armengaud listed factors such as the 

persistence of traditional forms of agriculture, the almost complete lack of 

industrialization, illiteracy, and linguistic regionalism as responsible for keeping new ideas 

from circulating. Measured against an ideal of total integration into the political nation, 

diverse regions of France appear, as late as the nineteenth century, to have been painted 

with the brush of backwardness, particularism, and isolation. 

This dissertation seeks to challenge the assumption that rural communities far from 

Paris were isolated from, and thus unaware of, the currents of news and events prior to the 

I Weber, Peasants into Fmnclunen; "Comment la politiquc vint aux paysans. " 
2 Alain Corbin, ArchaLsme et madernite en Limousin au AZP sikle, 1845-1880 (Paris, 1975). 
3 Andr6 Armcngaud, Les Populations de Mf-Aquitain au debut de 1epoque contemporaine: Rechemhej 
sur une r6gion moins diviloppie (vers 1845-vers 1871) (Paris, 1961). 
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nineteenth century. The observations ofWebcr and others concerning the persistence of an 

"esprit de clochee'even after the Revolution of 1789 are not necessarily false, but they 

tend to underestimate the various means by which ideas circulated before the advent ofthe 

railroad, and to assume that any resistance towards "modernization". either economic or 

ideological, in rural areas after 1800 was the result of helplessness and not of choice. As 

this study will show, the rural communities of the south-west were far from being cut off 

from information and ideas, even in the eighteenth century, and it was the "information 

explosion" of the Revolution itself that drew them into the nation, exposing them to more 

news and ideas than they cared to ponder. 
The two areas with which this study is concerned - the Dordogne and Lot-ct- 

Garonne on the one band and the central Pyrenees on the other - were selected for the 

apparent geographical differences which they prcscntedý providing the best contrast, within 

the south-west, between an area with few barriers to communication and one with many. 

Indeed, these differences were very real. " Compared with the plains, access to parts of the 

Pyrenean countryside was limited; roads tended to be of lesser quality, and were more 

sparsely distributed. Byroads in the mountainous regions of the central Pyrenees could 

often be negotiated only by a single person on horseback, and some villages wcre 

completely cut off from the valleys by snow for several months of the year. The mountain 

community of Sentenac; d'Oust, in the Ari*, for example, sent a desperate petition to the 

departmental authorities in December 1792, pleading for funds to repair roads which were 
in "the most atrocious state imaginable", to the extent that the villagers could no longer 

reach Saint-Gaudens, the nearest town, upon which they depended for their weekly 

provisions. ' However, similar difficulties existed in other parts of rural France, including 

the more accessible regions of Aquitaine and Languedoc. One wealthy landowner 

petitioned his local district, in the Lot-ct-Garonne, to repair a particularly bad road passing 

near his home in the town of Aiguillon, because, he said, in the winter the road was so 

impraticable that the villagers were in the habit of cutting through his garden on their way 
to muket. 6 Outside the main axes, the roads which connected villages to each other and to 

larger towns, especially in the south, were generally described as being -en mauvais dtat" 

or 'impassabics", and inclement weather could interrupt communications on all but paved 

4 See paUl Vidal de la Blache, Tableau de Ja goographie de la France (Paris, 1979), pp. 355-79-, Chevalier, 
Vic Humaine, pp. 607-28. 
-1 A. D. Ari6ge, 134 Edep. Sentenac d'oust, ID1,29 d6cembre 1792. 
6 A-D. Lot-et-Gamnne. L755, D&b&ations de l, administration du district de Tonneins, aofit 1790-aofit 
1791; fol. 52v. 
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roads. 
In spite of these difficulties, however, rural society was not closed off fnxn the 

circulation of political information, particularly after 1789. With improvements in road 

engineering by the mid-eighteenth cevwry, the obstacle of inadequate transportation 

networks was significantly reduced in importance. In addition, %%Me the postal system had 

been primarily used forthe private correspondence of the elite before the Revolution, it was 

soon adapted for both the increase in volume, and the fact that official mail now had to be 

delivered to every one of more than 40,000 communes throughout France. An elaborate 

series of institutions existed by which information was passed from one official to the next, 

and both the municipal council and the parish priest acted as points of contact within the 

village, to ensure that information reached its final destination. Moreover, "official" 

channels of communication such as these were only one source of information available 

in the countryside. In the second half of this chapter, we will consider the role of oral 

communication, a perennial facct of life in the provinces which had odstod in the early 

modem period and before, and which would continue not only into the nineteenth century, 
but arguably, unfit the present day. Examples drawn frorn before, during and after the 

Revolution will illustrate the various crossroads and places of meeting %%here information 

was exchanged, before addressing two related themes: the social groups which acted as 

vectors of information, and the issue of gender in cominunicative practices. Mlis 

consideration of both official and unofficial means of transferring information will 

complete the picture of how communication functioned in rural society at the onset of the 

Revolution- 

From Versailles to Village Frznccý 
or, How News Reached the Peasantry 

Our image of the interaction between rural society and the royal government 
during the eighteenth century tends to be one of relentless demands on the part of the 

monarchy, resulting in an impoverished and overwhelmed peasantry. indced, rurai 

communities often preferred isolation to integration, as contact initiated by the state was 

usually only for such purposes as tax collection and the billeting of soldiers. However, 

peasants were not always disadvantaged or uninformed N%hm it came to royal institutions, 

and flicy were not unfamiliar with the administrative apparatus that decided their fitte. In 

some circumstances, villagers initiated direct contact with administrative and judicial 

institutions, appropriating the means at their disposal to contest a disagreeable situation. 
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Liana Vardi, for example, has studied a case in the Cambr6sis/Hainault regions of the 

department of the Nord, in which an extended dispute over pasture rights between 

neighbouring villages demonstrates that peasants did, indeed, possess recourse to the law, 

and could successfully control the direction ofthe proceedings! Similarly, Olwcn Hufton 

has argued that while judicial and administrative institutions were sometimes inadequate 

to redress the grievances of rural inhabitants, peasants also made use of state mechanisms 

when they saw fit! Most recently, Guy Astoul has described how in late eighteenth-ccntury 
Quercy, control was delegated to literate members of the rural community who were 

capable of political initiatives and who instituted the appropriate judicial action. ' 

Clearly, rural communities were not uninformed about the workings of 

government, and neither were they completely oblivious to the circuits of news and 

information. However, what we are interested in here is not simply the interaction between 

state and population where obligation and contestation are concerned, but rather, the 

dissemination ofedicts, news, and other material for the information of rural communities. 

Pierre Goubert, one ofthe foremost historians ofrural France under the ancien rigime, has 

argued that while information about the workings ofgovernment and state did arrive in the 

village, it would have seemed scattered and irrelevant: 

... aucun des grands organismes administratifs ne touchait pourtant r6ellement et 
journellement jau A(Franqais moycrio du temps]; ou du moms ne les aperccyalt-il que 
de fort loin, dans le cadre familier de son village ct dc son vpayw). L'kv6que, le 
gouverneur, l'intcndant, le parlement, les grandes ordonnanccs, le Conseil du roi et ses 
arr8ts, le grouillcment vasaillais et parisicn des hommcs, des intrigues, des textes, des 
iddes et des quercUes: de tout cela, la voix du cur6, les petits feuillets du colporteur, 
des nouvelles orales plus ou moins fantagtiques pouvaient lui donner 6pisodiqucment 
une connaissance gauchic d tardive, si toutefois il s'y int6ressait. La distance, 
I'abnrtissement du travail, les charges de la famille, de la terre, des ddtes, et quclques 
fables, suffisaient sans doute A lui owuper 1'esprit - plus quelques ntdes r6jouissances 
saisonni&es. 10 

True, in comparison with the revolutionary period, very few official pronouncements 

needed to be made in the village under the monarchy, owing both to the non-participatory 

nature ofthe government and to the fact that fewer changes took place. II Furthermore, one 

' Liana Vard4 "Peasants and the Law. A Village Appeals to the French Royal Council, 1769-1791". Social 
History, 13 (1988), pp. 295-313. 
'Otwenllufton, "LepaysancttaloienFranceauXVUIOsi&lc'", Annales. -E. S. C., 38(1983), pp. 679-700- 
'Guy Astoul, "Solidarit6s paysannes au. pays des Croquants au XvMG si&le', A. h. kf. 70 (1998), pp. 25- 
48. 

Pierre Goubert and Daniel Roche, Les Franfais et 1`6ncien Hgime, vol. 1: La socifte; et l, ftat (Paris, 
2001), p. 194. 
" As Alison Patrick has pointed out, "For the first time the French people, as well as French officials, were 
to be kept rcgdariy informed ofwhat their government was doing. " Patrick, "Paper, Posters and People: 
Official Communication in France, 1789-17947, Historical Studies, 18 (1978), pp. 1-23; citation is from 
p. 2. 
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of the major sources of news and information in the eighteenth century, the presse 

d'infornzation, left rural communities virtually untouched. " However, a structure A-as, 

indeed, in place to allow for the communication of information about new laws, local 

changes, and major events. Let us now turn to the institutions %%; hich A= set up to 

distribute information which needed to be communicated to the peasantry. 

Announcements by affiche and proclamation 
The announcement of important events and changes in legislation through the 

publication of official texts had begun, in fact, in the laic foun=th century, and had 

become standard practice by the cra of the Wars of Religion. " Events of great political 

significance were marked by posters: the Walls and public places of Paris were, covered 

with placards when a king died or when a dauphin was born, %%bm there was a meeting 

of the Estates General, or when the French army celebrated a victory. Affiches also 

notified the citizenry ofnew policies and affairs ofgovernmcrw. the earliest printed posters 

in existence in archives today - with splinters of the wooden pillar to N%Uch they had been 

affmcd still attached - were for the announcement of commissions for tax collection in 

14 1544. As Nfich6le Fogel describes, the official act of affichage involved far more than 

the simple posting of notices: 
[Le scrgcnt-micurl avance i cheval dans les rucs encombr6es-.. Aux endroits 
convenus, il s'arr6te. Les trompettes sonnent pour rdenir Ics passants et Ics rendre 
attcntifs... ce gmupe de quatre chevaliers [estj rep6rablc et familier, ct... pow 
certains, sinon pour tous, il (vaut) la peinc d'apprendre du nouveau sur les affaires 
du roi ou do la ville. [... ] A" que les tunpettes ont ainsi dvoqu6 la personne 
royale et sa puissance, le jur6-crieur commcnee, la. voix forte, d6tachant bicn. les 
mots, la lecture du texte. LA enome. queHe que soit I'autorit6 signataire, Ucutcriant. 
civil ou criminel du Chltelefý Par1cment, Cour dc-s Monaies, Conseil du Roi, ecst 
Ic nom du M qui est prononc6 en pmimier d)c par to Roy-oo, Dc la suite, parNs 
tr6s longue et confuse dc-s mots solcuncls il laisscra la marque, apposant, sur un 
poteau ou sur un mur. une affiche. tcxte imprim6 surmont6 des armes du roý avant 

. 15 de repartir. 

Considering "la fragilit6 de la parole mpidcmcnt 6vanouie dans I'cspace urbain: ", the 

authorities wished to make as Pennanent an imPrint as possible upon the region in which 

a given law was to be applied, and the placard was therefore treated -non sculm=t 

12 Feyel, L Witnonce. Babeau, Le Village. P. 106. 
u posters were used not only by the authorities, but also by various groups to express oPpC*; itiojL Thus, 
periods of dissent, such as the Wars of Religion, the Liguc, the Fronde, and the jansenist quarrels of the 
eighteenth century were marked not only by open rebellion, but by a war of vmrds, fought on the walls of 
paris and large towns. See Feyel, L ýInnonm. pp. 314-3 1. and Robert Darnton, 71je Forbidden BesuMlers 
Opre-Revolulionary France (New York/London, 1995), chapter S. 
14 Fogel, Jej CjrjMonieS, p. 105. 
11 lbid., pp. 24-5. 
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comme support de son contenu, fonction pratique, mais d'abord comme le signe de la 
1116 

prdsence royale, fonction symbolique, ce qui se lit dans sa pr6sentation. Whether issued 

by the authorities or by the people, placards in the early modem period appear to have 

been read with eagerness by sizable audiences, allowing them to fulfil their fimction, as 

described in contemporary dictionaries, of "infbm-ýing the public". " 

The announcement of news and laws also existed, in a somewhat less vibrant 

version, in the provinces. The use of printed posters in the countryside for informative 

purposes was made standard practice by the edict ofApril 1695; prior to this, information 

would have been sent out in a less-visual format, and would simply have been read 

aloud. " In either case, it was typically "au pr6ne de la messe" that military victories, 

peace treaties, and the birth of a new dauphin were proclaimed with all the necessary 

pomp, although the episcopal edict of 1699 declared that temporal announcements were 

to be made after the service, with the curJ returning to the pulpit in a less formal manner. " 

More routine announcements, such as those for auctions and village assemblies, and the 

reiteration of laws against various ill-doings, were also publicised through the use of 

placards which would have been read aloud. Marcel Marion notes that "I'affichage... 6tait 

tr6s usit6 pour la publication des ordonnances et 6dits, des rentes, des ali6nations, pour les 

adjudications au rabais de r6parations, de travaux ...... 
' In general, the publication of 

official laws and missives was taken very seriously under the ancien regime, in rural areas 

as well as urban ones, such that order be maintained and "personne ne puisse pr6tendre 

ignorance" of the will of the government. 21 

Communication infrastructures of the state 

Tlius, while rumours of the king's debauchery might not have travelled as far as 

Ibid., pp. 105-7. 
The first edition of the Dictionnaire de I Acad6miefranfaise (1694) defines placard as "un escrit ou 

imprimd qu'on affiche dans les places, dans les carrefours, afin d'informer le public de quelque chosd". 
Both the I" and 51 editions of the Dictionnaire are available online as part of the ARTFL project of the 
University of Chicago, http: //humanities. uchicago. edu/orgstARTFIJ. 

Fogel, Lxs Ceremonies, p. 106; Yves-Marie Berc6, La Vie quotidienne dans I Aquitaine duMIsikle 
(Paris, 1979ý pp. 54-5. Considering that even during the eighteenth century, the overwhelming majority 
ofrural inhabitants would have been illiterate, the posting of an affiche would have amounted to much the 
same thing, as a literate individual would still have been required to read it aloud. 
" A. D. Dordogne, A49, Mclaration du roy pour qu'il ne soit fait aucunes publications pendant le service 
divin, 26 janvier 1699. See also Bernard Plongeron, La vie quotidienne du clerg6franfais au XV7IP SMcle 
(Paris, 1976), pp. 141-3. 
'0 Marcel Marion. Dictionnaire des institutions de la France auXP7? etXHIP siacles (Paris, 1968), p. 6. 
" See the reiterated orders regarding the mode de publication des ordonnances, reprinted in the Recued 
g6n9ral des anciennes lois. 
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the villages of the south-west, the goverment was keen to keep the peasantry infonncd 

where official announcenients were concerned. All inforniation, and particularly that 

concerning the regular administration of the provinces, passed through a, %tll-organised 

hierarchy of royal agents. Since the time of Louis XIV. most information which needed 

to be communicated to, or obtained from, rural communities had been passed dirough the 

intendants, agents who were personally appointed by the monarch himselC and who have 

been aptly described as the precursors of the modem-day prifets. 22 As the sovereign's 

representatives in the provinces, the scope of the intendants' responsibilities was 

extremely vast, encompassing virtually every aspect of provincial administration from 

justice and police functions to the collection of taxes, the administration of the militia, the 

supervision of agriculture, commerce and industry, and the construction of roadO The 

degree of their independence in decision-maldng depended upon whether the intendancy 

lay in a pays dWats or in a pays d'glection. In all regions, however, the intendant acted 

upon the orders of the king, translating those orders into ordonnances, aws, and arrNs 

which were then distributed and applied locally, and supplying regular reports on his area 

oflurisdictiom' 
While the different roles and activities ofthe intendants are certainly better known 

by historians, it was their local subordinates, the subdWguis, who were the true bearers 

of official information in the countryside. Considering the overwhelming number of tasks 

which fell under the intendantsjurisdiction, it is not surprising that they should have 

sought to delegate some oftheir responsibilities locally-, however, this practice was resisted 
by central authorities, the Parlements in particular, and was only made an official office 

22AIthoughthe institutionofthe intendants was basedupon officialsand practices which predated thereign 
of Louis XV, and was therefore not precisely cardinal Richelieu's "inventioe, it was nevertheless from 
the second quarter of the seventeenth century that the intendants knew the greatest authority and 
organization. See Vivian Grudcr, 77; e Rc5ul Provincial Intendants: A Governing Elite in Eighteenth- 
Century France (Ithaca, NY, 1968), pp. 34, and Bernard Barbiche. Les Institutions de la monarchie 
fronpiseii Npoque modeme, XV? -Xk7IP sikle (Paris, 1999), pp. 383,399. 
23 Ibid., pp. 392-5; Roland Mousnier, Les Institutions de la France sous la monarchie absolue, 1598. 
1789 (2 vols., Paris. 1974), vol. 2, pp. 49M. 
24 Some of these reports, especially those produccd in 1698 at the request of the Duc de Bourgogne, have 
been published, as part of an initiative of the C. T. ILS. in Paris. See, for example, Daniel Ligou, 
L'Intendance do Bourgogne ii lafin du A77P sikcle: idition critique du m9moire "Pour Vinstruction du 
duc de Bourgogne " (Paris, 1988y, Jacqueline Boucher, Ontendance de Lyonnais. Beauplais. Forez en 
1698 et en 1762: Odition critique du M4moire r6digJ par Lambert d7lerbigny et des observations et 
compigments do La Michodigre (Paris. 1992Y, and. for part of the area studied here, Franqoise Moreil, 
L'Intendance de Languedoc a lafin du XF7P sikele-7 9dition critique du mimoire "pour l7iistruction du 
duc de Bourgogne " (Paris, 1985). 
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in 1704. ' Ile suhd6Mgu& were merely "agents d'cx6cution ct d'information", the 

"maltre-Jacques"27 of the administration: they represented the intendant locally, carrying 

his orders and instructions into rural areas and supervising their execution, but they did 

not have the power to make judgements or to act independently. " Neither were they 

remunerated for their efforts, as they generally held other offices in addition to that of 

subd6leguJ; to be chosen by the intendant was recompense enough, for the position 

carried considerable local power and respect. At any rate, there is evidence that the 

subd616gu6s did not carry out all the work themselves, depending in turn on a network of 

"corrcspondants", men. situated in the larger market towns and in the more inaccessible 

parts of the subdWgation. 

Although in theory the intendants were civil servants under the command of the 

king, in practice they remained in their posts for such extended periods of time that they 

became as much men of their province, acting as its advocate before the Royal Council. ' 

Ilis was even more true ofthe subdWgu6s, who were recruited locally and answered only 

to the intendant, and whose responsibility remained relatively informal. In his study ofthe 

peasantry ofthe Albigeois at the end ofthe eighteenth century, Pierre Rascol describes the 

subdMgWs as benevolent local administrators: 
Recrut6s dans la bourgeoisie locale, Ics subd6l6gu6s se montrent cn toutes 
circonstances Ics chalcureux advocats du pays: leurs rapports en tLmoigncnt asscz, 
au point m8me quIls ne s'crnbarrassent pas de contradictions apparentcs: par 
exernple, on vantera la fertilit6 de la r6gion puis on s'apitoiera sur sa pr6tenduc 
m6diocrit6, si; ivant le cas et les besoins de la cause, selon qu'il s'agira d'obtenir la 
r6alisation de travaux utiles ou de d6gr-6vements &imp6ts: mais si ces prockd6s 

' J. Ricommard, "Les subd6l6gu6s des intcndantsjusqu'A leur 6rection en titre croffice% in Georges Pag6s 
(ed. ), ktudes surl'histoirea&ninistrative etsociale de l'ancien rigime (Paris, 1938), pp. 52-121. According 
to llilton Root, Louis XIV's minister Colbert disliked the use ofsubdjUguJis. fearing that -local officials 
would become enmeshed in local patronage networks and would not be reliable agents oftentral authority": 
Peasants and King in Burgundy- Agrarian Foundations ofErench Absolutism (Berkeley, CA, 1997), pp. 
76-7. Pierre de Saint-Jacob, finally, in Les paysans de la Bourgogne du Nord au dernier siýcle de lAncien 
Rigime, suggests that the Parlement and local members of the judiciary must have regarded the 
establishment of subdelegatcs with trepidation: "Us faisaictit p&n&m dans Ics campagnes l'influence de 
Ittat, la police du commissaire &ý ils achevaicnt le r6seau quiý depuis un demi-si&le, s'6tcndait 
dangcrcuscmcnt Sur la MoWque des seigncuries... ' (Paris, 1960), p. 208. 
"Me phrase is froin Barbiche, Les Institutions; p. 

i99. 

"Me phrase is that of Abel Poitrineau, in La Ke rumle en Basse-Auvergne au X1171P siýcle, 1726-1789 
(Paris, 1965), p. 40. 
' Marion, Dictionnaire des institutions; pp. 519-20. 

Jean Mcrlcy, La Haute-Loire de lafin de Vanden rigime aux Wbuts de la traisiýme Republique (Le Puy, 
1974), p. 59; Poitrineau, La Vie rumle, p. 40. Poitrineau points out that the role ofthe correspondants has 
been neglected by historians, as the archives generally contain only the correspondence between intendant 
and subdileguis. As a resultý the correspondants appear as little more thari "op6ratcurs locaux, 
informatcurs ou figurants administratifs when almost certainly they were considerably more unportant. 
PoAnneau concludes with regret, however, that no docunientation exists for the region of the Basse- 
Auvergne to confum his hypothesis. 
" Barbiche, Les Institutions, p. 392. 
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portent Ja marque de quclquc mlvct6, du moins t6moigrxmt-il3 d'un vif intdrEt pour 
le bien public. " 

in addition to communicating die will of the state - as represented by that of the intendant 

- to town and village alike, the subdgligu& also took local opinion into awDuaL Abd 

Poitrincau, writing on the Basse-AuverSne, lists "surveillance de I'csprit public" among 

the functions of the local sub&14guis, along with responding to government surveys, 

organising the recruitment ofthe militia, maintaining contact with local communities over 

issues such as tax collection, and providing assistance in times of cpidemics or food 

shortagm. -32 In fact, one ofthe primary roles ofthe subdJ16gu6s was to file regular reports 

of local conditions and events with the intendant, correspondence which is contained in 

33 Ir the 'C' series of departmental archives throughout France. IdC4 in all ways, die 

subdil6gu6s and, to a lesser extent, the intendants, constituted the key link in a chain of 

communication which travelled from Versailles to village France and back again. 

Getting the message through: 
Roads and the postal system in the eighteenth century 

In addition to reliable personnel, the communication of official information to 

villages throughout France required a useable infrastructure ofvoies de communication, 
and die conditions of the eighteenth-century road network posed a serious problem to the 

regular delivery of official texts. Although the mam postal arteries were among the best- 

maintained, the network of available routes was patchy in those areas which had never 
needed to be developed for royal purposes. Moreover, while there were roads leading to 
major towns, the insufficiency of byways which travelled cross-country or connected 
villages both to one another and to the market town made local communications; difficult. 
Furthermore, the speed and efficiency of those communications depended not only upon 
the existence of roads, but also on their quality. Paved roads were rare, except around 
Paris and on those routes used by the Idng; where roads were paved in the provinces, 
moreover, it was not the entire road which was paved, but rather a strip down the middle, 

31 RascolPaysaw de Mlbigeois, p. 221. 
I Poitririeau, La Re rumle, p. 40. 
33 It s=ns likely that this correspondenoe, hitherto neglected by historians, might Well provide access into 
the embryonic -public opinioe of rural inhabitants under the ancien rigime, before the institutions and 
motivations of the revolutionary governments created the type of docuntentation upon which the present 
study is based. Indeed, I am hoping to pursue research in this direction in the near future. 
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measuring approximately fifteen feet vvide. 34Until about 1740, provincial economic 

thinking focussed upon regional interests, and local roads often consisted in narrow dirt 

tracks, sometimes covered over with gravel but nearly always encroached upon by 

neighbouring fields. While the royal government was not uninterested in the improvement 

ofroadways, any serious initiatives were stalled by the complication ofdiffering provincial 

jurisdictions which prevented a unified administration of roadworks, as well as a 

generalised lack of resources. 35 

In the final fifty years ofthe ancien regime, however, the state of communication 

in France improved considerably, due to both physiocratic interest and government 

intervention. ' Ile development of a new profession - the ingenieurs des ponts et 

chaussies - greatly increased the quality, extension and coherence of roadworks, by 

employing travelling groups of skilled workers rather than conscripted local farmers. 

Obstacles to the circulation of traffic, such as tolls and barriers, were removed, and the 

main roads were improved with a stone base, increasing the speed at which carriages and 

horses could travel. Moreover, greater attention was paid to the efficiency of both postal 

and messagefie systems, upgrading the quality of coaches and changing the breed of 

horses used. " The development of navigable routes and the construction of canals much 

improved the possibilities for transporting heavy merchandise, reducing the general 

isolation of rural communities. Both an incentive to and a consequence of economic 

progress, the focus upon internal communication in the latter halfofthe eighteenth century 

promoted better circulation of information. 

in spite ofthe improvements which had been made, however, attempts to ascertain 

3' Rachel Canuu, "Routes terTestres et routes fluviales dans le d6partement du Lot-ct-Garonne pendant la 

pdriode r6volutionnaire'. Unpublished mimoire for the degree of T. E. R-, 3 vols., Universit6 de Toulouse 
IL 1990, p. 49. 
" J. Letaconnoux, -Les voies de communication enFrance, auXVUP si6cle', ViertewahrSchriftArSoziale 
und WiHschafteschichte, 7 (1909), pp. 94-141. The fact that the corvee survived until the Revolution as 
an important means ofaccomplishing roadworks in spite ofthe numerous inconveniences and inefficiencies 
it represented, is indicative ofthe lack of financial resources. With regard to differing jurisdictions, in the 

pays dWats, including Languedoc, the administration ofponts et chaussges was under provincial control; 
thus, in order to have included these regions under a national project, the royal government would have 
been forced to assume their expenses. The only regions under centraIjurisdicion were thepays d'elections, 

unif-ed administrati mad in I and thus it was in those regions that the first attempts at a1 on were e 747. 
1 Bernard Lepetit, Chemins de terre et voies deau, reseaux de transport et organisation de Iespace (Paris, 
1984Y, Guy Arbellot and Bernard Lepetit, Routes et communications, Vol. I of the series, Atlas de la 
Rivolution franfaise (Paris, 1987), pp. 14-6 and 32-3; Alain Dalmasso, -La Liaison routi6re Bas- 
Languedoc-Auvergne: Un exemple des relations politiques ct administratives cn Languedoc au XVM! 

si6cle" and Maurice Bor&s, "Les Routes de Gascogne au XVIw si6cle-, both in Les Routes du Sud de la 
France, de I AntiquitJ il Npoque contemporaine: Colloque tenu dans le cadre du I IV Congrýs national 
des societis savantes, Montpellier, 1985 (Paris, 1985), pp. 261-71 and 331-43 respectively. 
37 Arbellot and Lepetit, Routes et communications, p. 11. 
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tile state of conununication in a given part of France are invariably met with a chorus of 

pessimistic views from both eighteenth- and twentieth-century authors, aU of%%bom appear 

motivated to argue that their particular region of study was the most neglected, the most 

unfortunate, and the most deserving of improvement. Georges Bussi6re, writing on the 

Pdrigord on the eve of the Revolution, blamed the "immense lacunc de communications 

proprernent vicinales" for the lark of development in agriculture. " Pierre dc Saint-Jacob 

lamented the "mddiocrM des routes" in cightcenth-ccatury Burgundy, arguably onc ofthe 

better-served regions of France, " and Jean-Franýois Soulet, an historian of the Pyrenees, 

felt that even in the early ninetemth century, the network of local routes was -trýs 

d6fectueux. " If contemporaries and historians were vociferously negative about the road 

conditions in the eighteenth century, they were not much more positive about the postal 

system. 14W historians sought to highlight the improvements of the postal system after 

1800, particularly through the establishment of thcposte mrale in 1830, by denigrating 

the systems which had come bcfbreý' Even Arthur Young, undoubtedly drawing a 

comparison with his much smaller, more urbanised native land of England, was 

unimpressed with the French postal systcm, denouncing 'Tinsuffisance dc la circulation 

des nouvclles en cette France d'Ancien R6&c qu'une Poste au service des classes 

privil6gi6es et une presse locale quasi-inexistante contribuaient; k tenir au secret. "12 

As widi the network of roads, however, it is necessary to consider the eighteenth- 

century postal system for what it could accomplish, rather than bemoaning the fact that 

it did not yet achieve the levels of speed and efficiency which would come 25,50 or I ()o 

years in the future. In spite of the fact that the Physiocrats" project of a comprehensive 

network of roads remained "inachev6" in 1789, ' and that scholars of "isolated- and 
,, difficuie, regions persisted in seeing the failures rather than the successes of the postal 

systern, the state of communication in the eighteenth century was not irretrimable. 
Naturally, news and infonnation travelled more slowly in "la. France profondd", but it did 

38 Bussi&ettudes historiques, vol. 1, p. 110. 
31 Saint-jawb, Les Paysans, p. 162. Mchel Voyelle includes the province of Burgundy within the parts of 
northern and eastern France "denscmcnt irrigu6d" v-ith communications routes; La Dicouverle de la 

politique: Goopolitique de la Rivolutionfranpise (Paris, 1993), p. I 11. 
40 jean-Frangois Soulet, Les PyrinJes au XLP siacte (2 vols., Toulouse, 1987ý vol- 2, pp. 19_g-6. 
41 E. Renard, la Poste aux Lettms dam le Gard sous la Nvolution, 1789-1795 (Ninles, 1902X Charles 
poujol, "Les antdc6dcnts, directs de la Postc rurale* Messagers privd3 et messagers de radministratiozi, 
&partement de Wise (1788-1930r, Bulletin de la SOcUtJ des Amis du Musie Postal. 26-27 (1969ý pp. 
1-21,25-46. 
42 Guy Arbc1lot, "Arthur Young et la circulation en France. Revue dhistoire moderne et contempomine, 
29 (1991), pp. 32&34, citation is fi-om p. 329. 
43 Lepetit, Chemins de terre, p. 11. 
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travel, neverflieless. ' 

Originally, the word "poste" referred not to the institution responsible for 

delivering letters, but to a resting place along the routes of the royal couriers, where 

provisions, firsh horses, and accommodation could be obtainedý explaining why some 

hotels and caft in France today are still called "Ic relais" or "la poste". " In 1597, Henri 

IV greatly improved the system of relais de poste, establishing a network of frequently 

travelled routes, but it was with the creation of the GM&al des postes in 1608 that a true 

poste aur lettres was inaugurated. A distinction must be made between the poste aux 

chevaur - run by the maltres de poste, who kept horses for the king's couriers while at 

the same time organizing the transport ofthe bags ofcorrespondencc supplied by theposte 

aux lettres - and the messageries, which carried passengers and merchandise, although 

the carriages used by the messageries, called diligences, usually carried mail as well. Mail 

for destinations along the grandes routes of the couriers was carried in saddlebags; later, 

as both the quantity of'official correspondence and the need for security increased, a trunk 

called a ntalle was carried by a second horse, and eventually, a larger trunk was carried 

by a two-wheeled cart called a brouette. ' 

Major routes linked Paris to the old provincial centres; thus, for the south-west, 

news travelled quite quickly to Bordeaux, Toulouse, Montauban, and Limoges, and even 

to smaller ccntres such as P6rigueux and Agen. The couriers, malle-postes and difigences 

carried the mail as far as the nearest of the bureaux de d9p&hes, which operated as a 

separate institution from the maltres de poste, being administered by the Ferme gM&ale 
des postes established by Louvois in 1669.7From these main drop-off points, mail was 

carried to the bureaux de distribution, which were to be found in most small provincial 

towns. However, once the mail reached the distribution centre, its collection became the 

responsibility ofthe destinataire - requiring villages to send a representative to the nearest 

14 flistorians of rural society, while recognizing the obstacles inherent in the system of communications, 
tend to conclude that information simply travelled more slowly. Guy Lemarchand, for example, has 
commentod thatparticipation in the 1789 elections for the Estates General was somewhat lower in the more 
isolated areas ofthepays de Caur, where "la rumeur des 66cments est parvenue plus difficilw=t-; RM 
du fiodalisme, p. 404, and Peter Jones has pointed out that -peasants found out about decrees quickly 
enough when it suited therrt'ý The PeauwtY34 p. 209. Jacques Bernet concurs, noting that in the department 
of the Oise, the decree of 3 vent8se III, which re-established the fi-cedarn of rcligion, was applied more 
quickly in the countryside than in the cities- "Les Limites de la d6chfistianisation de ran 11 6clair6es par 
le retour au culte de I'an III: L'excmplc du district de Compi&gnc", A. h. Rf, 70 (1998ý pp. 285-99. 
45 'Mis system was known as the paste du roi, and was established by Louis 3CI in 1464. See Henri 
CavailRý La Routefrani-aise. son histoire, safonction (Paris, 1946), pp. 34R, and Charles Lafon, Histoire 
de la paste aur lettres en Pirigord. I: de lorigine h 1792 (Migueux, 19M PR 8-9- 
46 Won, Histoire de la paste, pp. 8-22; B=6, Nequalidienne dans I Aquitaine, pp. 51-60. 
47 CaVailla, La roUtefranfaise, pp. 13541. 
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post office - as did the cost of the postage, a principle which, as we shall see in chapter 

11, would be reconsidered under the Directory em, to prevent impovcrished conununcs 

from refusing to collect official rnatcrial. "' While the specd ofwnttcn conunumcation may 

have left something to be dcsircdý' particularly in more isolated regions, the pre- 

revolutionary deliberations of municipal councils leave no doubt as to, %halicr or not 

official information arrived. " 

Pointsof contact in the village 

Ilus, in spite of the obstacles which duratened to isolate rural comanunitics from 

the outside world, there was nevertheless an effective system in place to ensure that 

political material, such as orders and announcements, reached its destination. Once the 

messages were delivered, however, the prospect of communicating information to rural 
inhabitants raised a new set of problems. Widespread illiteracy, of coursc, represented a 

major impediment. While in Luger towns and cities, master artisans, merchants, and 

members of the professional classes could read leaflets, placards, and nmspapcrs, most 

villages in the departments of the Midi would have counted only a handful of individuals 

able to read. -` Moreover, the Eict that a large proportion of the inhabitants spoke not 
French, but one of a series ofdialects of Occitan, has also been cited as cause for the slow 

or impeded diffision of news and ideas into the countrysidc. 12 In response to the Abb6 

Gr6goire's survey on the "langue, mown, et 6tat d'esprit" of the peasantry, conducted in 

1790, the Jacobin club of Agen, chef-lieu of die Lot-et-Garonnc, the Icast-isolated of the 
five departments in this study, wrote that "ll n7y a quun trýs-pctit nombre de gens de la 

4' Patrick, -Paper, Posters and People, p. 3. 
49 Mousnicr, Us Institudau, pp. 531-2. 
-" Vie deliberations ofmunicipal councils under the anden rigime often reveal an overwkimingly endless 
series of entries indicating material received, such that nearly each line begins with the word -reqe. For 
a clear illustration of this point, see A-D. Ari4e, 276 Edcp (Les Cabanxics) BB3. 

On literacy in the eighteenth century, see Frangois Furet and Jacques Ozo4 ljre et jefire 
L la Ipha bi fisa Von desfn m Va is de Ca Ivin it A les Feny (Pari s, 19 7 7); Rogc irCh art e r, Lzctu ra et kcteu, .3 
dans la France d'ancien rigime (Paris, 1987ý, arid John Markoff, 'Some Effects of Literacy in Eighteenth- 
Century France, Journal ofInterdisciplinary History. 17 (1986). pp. 311-33. The rural south-west. along 
withBrittany and most departments in the Centre, Limousin andAuvcrgw, arc indicated by the nineteenth- 
century study of Louis Maggioto as having the lowest literacy levels in France at the end of the eighteenth 
century. la the departments included in this study, literacy rates were estimated at an average of 5% for 
won= and 20% for men. For both the complete results of the survey and a detailed commentary. S(X 
hfichel Fleury and Pierre VahnarY, ýLcs PTW6s de rinstrUctiOn 616nerdaire de Louis XIV J Napol6on Ul 
japr6s renquete de Louis Nfaggiolo (I 877-1879r, Populatiot4 12 (195n pp. 71-92. 
32 Even in mid-nineteenth century Aquitaine. linguistic diversity slowed the passage of new ideas into the 
countrysi& can see jes p"kfions de Ilest-Aquitain, p. 462. Similar assessments be found in Rdlippe 
Vigicr, -Diffusion dune languc nationalc ct r6sistance des patom cn France, au =" siMe", Romantisme, 
25-26 (1979ý pp. 191-208, and Weber, Peawnts intO Frenchmen. PP. 07-94. 
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campagne qui parlent et entendent le ftanos. "' 

In order to overcome these obstacles, royal officials made use of two main points 

of contact in the village: the communal assembly or conseil municipal, and the parish 

priest. In the Midi, including south-western Languedoc and Guycnne, municipal councils 

were extremely well-organised, contrary to the claims of some more general works, which 

tend to take northern and eastern France as the norm. " In addition to the greffier, the 

council consisted of two to four consuls, who were either named by the seigneur from a 

list supplied either by the community or by the outgoing consuls, or, more often, elected 

by assembl6e g6n6rale, that is, by all heads of household, including widows. In fact, 

village councils functioned quite democratically: whether the issues at hand involved 

drawing up tax rolls, deciding upon the date of the grape harvest, or taking a local 

grievance to the courts, decisions were commonly put to the community as a whole. " 

Municipal councils held a degree of political autonomy in accordance with their 

long-established traditions, ' and this official recognition made them an important final 

link in the series of administrative levels by which political information was passed to the 

peasantry. Paul d'Hollander, in his work on the Limousin during the early part of the 

Revolution, noted that those parishes which were too small to constitute a municipality 

were disadvantaged, as they were kept "i 1'6cart du r6seau de transmission des lois et 

informations officielles. "" Moreover, those individuals elected to the council were 

naturally among the more important members ofthe community where they lived - larger 

landowners, important artisans, lawyers and notaries, and often, the cur6 - individuals 

-" Augustin Gazier, Lettres a Grt4goire sur les patois de France 1790-1794: Documents inddits sur la 
langue, les moeurs et litat des esprits dans les diverses r0gions de la Fmnce (Geneva, 1969), p. 115. 

See, for example, Mousnier, Les Institutions. vol. 1, pp. 428-36. 
This description is somewhat simplified in the interest of brevity. For more information, see Albert 

Babeau, Les assemblges g4n4rales des communaut6s dhabitants en France A NIPsikle a la R9volution 
(Paris, 1893y, Maurice Bor&s, Ladministration provinciale et municipale en France au XV11P sikle 
(Paris, 1972y, and Gutton, SociabilitJ villageoise. On the specificity of the south-west, see Fournier, 
Dýmocratie etviemunicipale, and Jacques Godechot, "Aux origines dur6gimerepr6sentatifenFrance: Des 
conseils politiques languedociens aux conseils numicipaux de Npoque r6volutionnaire, in Ernst Himichs 
et al. (eds. ), Vom Ancien Rigime zurFh=Osischen Revolutiom Forschungen undPerspektiven (GOttingen, 
1978), pp. 11-23. Although most smaller localities did not keep recorded minutes of their meetings before 
1789, there is plenty of evidence for their previous existence in phrases and habits which recall the ancien 
Hgime. Municipal officers, for example, are often called consuls or spaics in the Pyrenees and conseillers 
in Aquitaine, and the assembled parish is still referred to, in the early years of the Revolution, as "la plus 
grande et saine partie des habitants! '. 
' Basic "assembl6es des habitantsr had existed since the middle ages, obtaining institutional recognition 
through a series of negotiations with royal authority. See Marc Block Les caracares originaux de 
Phistoire ruralefranVaise (Paris, 1960), pp. 172-94; I-jilton Root, -ttat et communautds villageoises dans 
la France moderne: en Bourgogne aux XVT et XV11P si6cles", Revue dhistoire moderne etcontemporaine. 
39 (1992), pp. 303-23, Babeau, Le Village, p. 2 1; and Saint-Jacob, Les PaYsans, pp. 81-2. 
'7 Paul d'Hollander, "Les gardes nationales en Limousin Ouillet 1789-juillet 1790Y', A. h. R-f., 64 (1992), 
pp. 465-89; citation p. 468. 
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who were likely to be in contact with the outside world, a fitct which fiwilitatod the transfer 

of information. When there was an announcement to be made, it was the greffler who 

would notify the council and proceed to convoke the assembly- the parish bells, 

immemorial harbingers of news in the countryside, " would peal out to gather the 

inhabitants in assembly, and the tambour, a young boy with a drum, would proclaim the 
laws throughout the hamlets and outlying regions of the communc. -"' In addition to 

consulting all heads of family on important issues, general assemblies were also held for 

the communication of news and official texts. As Albert Babeau, a nineteenth-century 
historian of rural society, wrote: 

Lorsque to nombre do ccux qui savaient lire dtait restreint, it fallait r6unir les 
habitants pour porter A leur connaissance les lois et les avis qui les int6ressaicrit; on 
to faisait soit dans I'dglise, au pr8ne, soit A Vissue de la messe, devant la porte do 
1'6glise. Les habitants, corivoqu6s par to juge, &Axftient; apr6s avoir 6coutd, its 
faisaient leurs r6flexions d'autant plus &velopp6es quo to sujet les touchait do plus 
pr6s. 60 

Pierre de Saint-Jacob, similarly, describes how in Burgundy the communauti dhabitants 

would gather "dans un forum municipal oii l'on entend les communications du scrgcnt de 

la. justice, la lecture des anft du Parlement ou des ordonnances de I'ktcndant. '*l At a 
tune when travel was difficult and newspapers rare, such methods of communication 

meant that the most humble peasant could hear of great eventsý' 
The existence of an administrative body at the village level, therefore, completed 

the chain of official institutions, and assured the delivery of official messages to the rural 
population. However, the responsibility for communicating those messages usually fell to 

the one individual who was almost invariably able to read and write: the parish priest. 
"Fully aware of the pivotal position occupied by the parish priest within the Village,,, 
Timothy Tackett writes, "the lay authorities attempted to use him as a means of 

communication with the rural inhabitairts. "63 Municipal councillors were sometimes 

educated, particularly in larger villages and small bourgades with a greater population of 

rural elite on which to draw, but it was not a pre-requisite for the position, and it was not 

Alain Corbin, Les Cloches de la Terre., Paysage sonore et culture sezisible d2ns les campagnes au XW 
siacle (Paris, 1994), esp. pp. 159-93; see also Babeau, Le Village, pp. 99.100. 
"A distinction is made between the lecture des lois, which is done by the secritaire or SmSser. and aleir 
publication, more akin to the work of the crieur public of larger town% which was Undertak= by the 
tambour or valet de ville. 
I Babeau, Le Village. p. 2 1. At the time Babeau was writing, this Pfactice was still current in same areas, :1 Saint-Jacob, Les Paysans, p. 8 1. 
2]3abeau, L-- Village, pp. 106-7. 
63 T imothy Tackett, Priest and Pa rish in Eigh teen th -Cen tu ry Fra n ce: A Socia I and Poli lica I Study of th e Cur6s in a Diocese ofDauphind, 1750-1791 (Princeton, NJ, 1977), P. 162. 
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uncommon, in smaller localities, for the majority of officers to be illiterate. ' Moreover, 

although announcements ofgreat import, such as the birth of a dauphin, would have been 

publicised immediately throughout the village, as described above, more routine 
information was normally communicated from the pulpit, as it was at mass that the 

greatest number of inhabitants could be expected to gather together. 

Thus, by acting as intermediaries, parish priests played a significant role in 

overcoming the obstacle of illiteracy and the lack of understanding of French in the 

communication of official information to the village. However, the problem was not only 

one of linguistic differences, as Jean-Franqois Soulet, writing on the Pyrenees in the early 

nineteenth century, points out. While it is true that "la difficult6 ou, souvent, l'incapacit6 

qu'6prouvent alors maints Pyrdndens & s'exprimer en ftanqais perturbent tous leurs 

rapports avec les 4trangerso, notamment avec les repr6sentants de I'Administration, " this 

"incapacitV was as much the result of conscious resistance as of isolation. Moreover, the 

"jargon administratif' in which official texts were written would have required an 

educated"translator", even had knowledge of French not been an issue. " Although many 

individuals in rural society would have been able to understand French, particularly the 

artisans and others who travelled or spent time in nearby towns, they still required literate, 

bilingual intermediaries in general, not only to read, but to make sense of official texts. 

Thus it is apt that parish priests have been described as the "cultural oxygen" of their 

community, for they played an essential, complex role ofreader, translator, and interpreter 

to their unenlightened parishioners. ' 

Inde4 it was more than simply their linguistic abilities which made parish priests 

the ideal go-between for royal authorities attempting to communicate with villagers. When 

the finance minister Turgot was attempting to bring about reforms in 1763, he harnessed 

the medium ofthe pulpit in his attempt to make his changes known to the rural population. 
In addition to asking parish priests to undertake a number ofadministrative responsibilities 

" Abel Poitrineau has confirmed precisely this point for the Burgundian countryside: "Le cur6 fait, en 
maintes occasions, fonction d'vadministrateur paralltle)), parce qu'iI est, au village, I'homme instrtlit; au 
contraire, les consuls et les syndics ... sont souvent illettrds et incomp6tents; ils jouent, les consuls en tant 
qu'assesseurs-coUecteurs notarnment, le r6le de oresponsablesg, v6ritables i(otages)) vou6s aux foUdres du 
fisc en cas de d6faillance des contribuables. " Poitrineau, La Vie rurale, p. 4 1. 
6' Soulet, Les P>WnOes, t. 2, pp. 196-8. 
" Gruder, "Can we hear the voices", p. 171. On the role of parish priests as intermediaries in general, sec 
also the conference proceedings Les Intennediaires culturels: Actes du colloque du Centre MeridiOnal 
d7listoire Sociale, des Hentalites et des Cultures, iuin 1978 (Aix-en-Provence, 1981), especially the 
contributions by TimothyTackett, "La correspondance de Dominique chaix (1772-1799): un document sur 
le cur6 de campagne A la fin dc I'ancien r6gime,, and Martine Lapied, "Ix R81e dinterm6diaire des cur6s 
an d6but de la R6volution de 1789 A travers la r6daction des cahiers de dol6ances comtadine'. as well as 
Tackett, PlIest and Pa? lsh, and Gutton, Sociabiliti villageoise. 
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- maldng thern. into "natural subdelcgates". as hc called thcrn - Turgot took the curgs into 

his confidence, beseeching them to 

... we their influence to promote reform and to cotmteract the attempts ofinfluential 
landowners to ficustrate the administratior. L.. Uving among the peasantry. sharing 
its suffeiing and its privations, they were able to breA down little by little the 
barriers of prejudice, hostility and fcarý7 

Parish priests were thus often unwitting local accomplices of government policy, acting 

as "pulpit propagandists" for the authorities. " In the wake ofthe Flour Wars, for example, 

the king sent out an instruction circulaire to all parish priests, beseeching them to 

communicate to their parishioners "Ies vdrit6s dc I'6conornie politique. 69 Indeed, church 

and state bad always worked together, each helping the other to rule over the commoners. 
Momentous events, such as great victories and peace treaties, were announced by letters 

from bishops, in which it was prescribed that the curi recite a Te Deum, and the practice 

of reading out monitoires, or injunctions to reveal knowledge of unsolved crimes such as 

murders and pillaging, greatly aided the cfforts; of the local mar6chaussee. 70 

This system of communication worked so well, in fact,. that during the early years 

of the Revolution, authorities were keen to continue using parish priests as spokesmert for 

the government. However, while parish priests were undoubtedly more educated than their 

parishioners, they, like the true subdWgu6s we met earlier, were likely to feel more 
loyalty towards rural society than towards the representatives of the state, and thus they 

rarely presented information in an unbiased manner. Bernard Plongeron, writing generally 

of parish priests as the "g6rants" of their parishes, explains that when a curi transmitted 

administrative information and news through the medium of a Sunday mass, "loin de se 
borner au r6le d'annonceur, H n'h6sitc pas; k prcndre les gens i partie. "I Pierre de Saint. 

Jacob concurs, describing how the announcement of news by the parish priest led to 
discussion in general. "Le pr6ne d'un cur6, mcl6 de si Prýs i toutes les fonncs de la vie 
villageoise, s'accompagne d'info iations; publi6cs U officiellemcnt ct qui suscitent ois M parfi 
dans I'assistance des commentaires imm6diats, souvent bruyants. "72 As we shall see in 

67 Douglas Dakin, Turgof and the Ancien Ngime in France (I"idon, 1939ý p. 59. 
-This expressionisfromJones, ThePeaumtryp. 25. See alsoBabeauLe Village, pp. 105-7, andTackett, Priest and Parish, chapter 6. 
1 Babeau, Le Village, PP. 106-7. 
70 on Te Deum, see Grader, 'Van we hear the voicesr, p. 168; on the practice of reading monuoires, Guttm, Sociabiliti villageoise, pp. 199-202, BabeauLe rillage, pp. 107.8, Hufton, -paysan et ja joi-, and The Poor ofEighteenth-Century France (Oxford, 1974), pp. 11-21, on the passing of info=tion from the bishop to parish priests. 

Plongem, La vie quotidienne du clergi, p. 142. 
Saint-Jacob, Les Paysans, p. 81. 
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chapter 111, the role of the parish priest as a communicator and translator of the official 

political line would, in many localities, cause serious difficulties for the revolutionaries, 

and later attempts to have municipal officers read the news and laws on decadis in 

churches converted into temples de la raison were largely unsuccessful. ' 

"Unofficial" Communication 

Between the existence ofan administrative hierarchy, which facilitated the transfer 

of material from Idng through intendants and subdJ16gu6s to village municipal councils, 

and the role played by local parish priests as readers and interpreters, royal authorities 

were well-equipped to communicate official information to the peasantry. Important 

announcements were normally posted up in placard form, where they could be read out 

and translated to rural subjects, while regular correspondence was read on Sundays, either 
from the pulpit after mass, or in a general assembly on the village square. Government 

attempts at road improvement in the second half ofthe eighteenth century greatly improved 

communication, and the postal service, while intended primarily for important missives 

and the correspondence of the elite, appears to have functioned sufficiently for the 

relatively small amount of information which needed to be sent into the provinces as well. 
Overall, peasants in the eighteenth century do not appear to have been as isolated and 
ignorant as is often assumed. 

However, official texts and news bulletins were not the only source of political 
information available in the countryside. Oral communication, including reported news, 

rumour, and individuals' statements of their opinions and ideas, constituted a major, and 
indeed more established, means of conveying information. 'Me eightecrith-century French 

countryside was, in fact, home to a dynamic, active society in which a great deal of daily 

information was received verbally, in face-to-face encounters. Under the Revolution, the 

level of talk would only intensify, with conversation being increasingly concerned with 

political issues. Country people were both curious about the developments taking place 

and well-used to getting their information from people they knew or met. To ask, "What ,S 

the news" in early modem society was "more than a customary greeting", according to 

Dagmar Freist. "Especially at times of crisis, people's hunger for news increased and 

73 This practice will be discussed in more detail in chapter 
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politics spilled over into everyday life. "14 Indeed, what Robed Darnton has said of 

eighteenth-century Paris is no less true for the gathering places of the countryside: if we 

want to hear what rural citizens had to say about the government, we have only to stand 

in the right place and listen. 71 

This rich tapestry of oral exchange was not unique to South-wcst France: scholars 

of many different countries have confirmed the centrality of the daily processes of oral 

communication in the early modem world. lbought-provolcing parallels exist for 

seventeenth-century England, ' Reformation Gerrnanyýý and early modem Switzerlanp 

and Castile. " Nor was the phenomenon limited to Europe: studies of New England, 

Northern Africa and Latin America have shown that oral exchange at specific places of 

meeting are a universally. identifiable feature of rural communication. so Indeed, 

anthropologists, sociologists and political scientists have long recogniscd the perennial 

importance of oral information gathering in preliterate societies. Iliya Harik, worldng on 

the reception of mass media in twentieth-century rural Egypt, noted the tremendous 

proportion of villagers who received their information second-hand, from another 

individual who had read the newspaper or heard a news report and who had then passed 

on the information. " In another case, thousands of miles and 150 years away in Carly 

nineteenth-century New Granada, Rebecca, Earle confirms the centrality of oral 

communication to the spread of information among the iUitcrate rural population. -rhc 

non-written world of conversation and hearsay was a rich source of news and 

information", Earle submits; "the absence of accessible written or printed sources ofnews 

was remedied by the active generation of oral reports, spread by both locals and 

74 Dagmar Freist, -Me King's Crown is the Whore of Babylon: Politics, Gender and Communication in 
Mid-Seventeenth-Ccntury England7, Gender and History, 7 (1995ý pp. 457-8 1; citation is from p. 459. 
73 Damton, "An Early Information Society". p. 2. 
7' Fox, -Rumour", and Oral andLiterate Culture in England. 1500-1700 (Oxford, 200OX Cus4 "News and 
PoliticC, pp. 65-6; Frcist, w1he King's Crown7, and more recently, Governed by Opinion: politics, 
Religion and the Dynamics ofCommunication in Stuart London, 163 7-1645 (London, 1997). 
17 Robert Scribner, "Oral Culture and the Diffusion of Reformation Ideas7, History ofEuropean Ideas, 5 
(1984), pp. 237-56; and For the Sake ofSimple Folk: Popular Propagandafor the German Reformation 
(Oxford, 1994). 
78 Beat Kftmin, -Useful to Have, but Difficult to Goverm Inns and taverns in Early Modem Bern and 
Vaud", Journal of&rlyMbdem History, 3 (1999), pp. 153-75. 
" David Vassbcrg, The Village and the Outside World in GoldenAge Castile. MobihtyandMigratioll in 
Evepydýy Rural Life (New York, 1996). 
so Barbara Karsky, "Sociability in New England Farming Conununities, " in Barbara Karsky and Elise 
Marienstras (eds. 1 Travail et loisirdans les sodit9sprJ-industrielles (Nancy, 1991), pp. 43-57; Brown, 
Knowledge is Power, esp. ch. 3; Omar Carlier, "IA Cafd Maure. Sociabilit6 masculine et effervcscence 
citoyenue (Alg6rie XVlp. 30v si6clesrAnnalesE. S. C. 45 (1990), pp. 975-IW3; andUribe-Uran, -Birth 
of a Public Sphere*. 
" lliyaF. Harik, -OpinionLeaders and the Mass Media inRundEgypt A Reconsideration oftheTwo-Step 
Flow of Communications Hypothesisr, American Political Science Review. 65 (1971 ý pp. 731-40. 
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travellers. " 

However, from our vantage point at the beginning of the twenty-first century, 

when daily newspapers, radio and television broadcasts, and computer technology have 

long since made information readily available, it is perhaps difficult to understand the 

importance of,. vord-of-mouth communication in an cighteenth-century rural setting. How 

are we to listen to conversations long since finished, or to locate favoured spots of 

discussion? Two types of sources will help us to do this. First of all, contemporary 

descriptions ofrural society, whether institutional or personal in nature, depict a continuity 

in the forms of runil communication and sociability from the ancien regime until the Third 

Republic, forms, one could even argue, that still exist today. " The second set of records 

arise from the police efforts, especially during the Revolution, to discover what was said 

about the government and its works; the local police were well aware of the breeding 

grounds of such talk, and their records lead us to them. " I propose that we now visit these 

places of meeting, both to witness their role in rural society as nodes of interaction and 

exchange, and to eavesdrop on some of the political conversations which took place there 

before and during the Revolution. 

Places of meeting and exchange in the village 

Any study of sociability and contact in na-A areas must begin with the parish 
itself, for fi-om the dawn of the modem cra, the very grouping together of peasant 

households around a church and square created the basic places oftnecting and discussion. 

The village was a dynamic place, and the inhabitants wcre intimately acquainted NNrith 

82 Earle, -Information and Disiaormation7, p. 175. Earle writes that not even the Atlantic ocean impeded 
the spread of gossip, as travellers carried news of families left behind in Spain. 
13 The regulation and policing of places of sociability has ensured that much information about them has 
survived. In the case of those places where alcohol was consumed, the combined efforts of the royal 
government (to ensure proper taxes were paid), of the police (to ensure gut measures were standardised 
and opening hours respected), and of the church (to ensure that they did not become places of ill-repute) 
produced numerous archival documents. For the first two institutions, references can be found in local 
administrative corresponde= as well as in communal archives. For the third, the reports of eighteenth- 
century episcopal visits to the parishes are extremely useful: see Gabriel Le Bras, et al. (eds. ), Wpertoire 
des visites pastorales de la France, Sfile L Andens diocises [jusqu'en 17901 (4 vols., 1977-1985). 

ie de on pare Personal accounts add validation and coloun see, for example, Restif dc la Brctonne, La Vm 
(t970y, Georges Rocal, Le Vieux Pgrigont (Toulouse, 1927y, and Guillaumin, La Vie dun Simple. 
" Docurnents arising from the prosecution of words spoken against the government are to be found in the 
judicial series appropriate for the period. During the ancien rigime, a fcwrarc trials for verbal sedition can 
be found in the papers of the courts of the s6n6chauss6e (series B of the Departemental Archivesy, for the 
early Revolution, in the papers of the Comit6 des Rapports (D XXIX) and. to a lesser extent, COmit6 des 
Recherclics (D X)aX bis) at the A-N.; and, for the remainder of the Revolution, in the papers of the 
tribunaux correctionnels, criminels, and rdvolutionnaires of the Departcruental Archives. Somewhat ten 
accessible but rewarding of the effort are those invcAigations contained in police and administrative 
archives at the communal, cantonal and district level (series L and archives communales NPOSM4 
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cvcryones affairs: convcrsations took plaw in Lhe strects, as pcoplc ma&, fly-ir way to and 
from the fields, the mill and other places of work. Victor I lugo, in Les miserables, 

remarkcd upon this perennial site of communication aftcr his n=wrabic talc of a 

conversation between a traveller with a damaged %%I=l and a Qlage wheekvri& 
Si sa cmvcrsation avec le charron cfit cu licu dans unc cbambrc dc I*aubcrM cilc 
n'efit point eu de t&mins, personne ne Pefit entcndue, Ics chosm en fusscnt mthes 
LL et il est probable que nous nýaurions eu i raconter aucun des &6nerrients qu'on 
va lire; mais cette cmvcrsation e6tait faitc dans la nic. Tout colloquc dans la nic 
produit in6vitablernent un cercle. Hya toq4ours des gcns qui ne dLmuuvltmt (pek 
8trc spcctatcur's. 25 

As Daniel Roche has pointed out for thcfaubourgs oftightccath-ccritury Paris, "there was 

no division between house and street, into iNhich the %bole ncighbourhood overflowed 
from nearby houses, workshops, shops and taverns. ' Barbara Karsky, similarly, has 

observed of cightccnth-=tury rural New Emgland, that the places of %vork and leisure 

were intermingled in pre-industrial societies, creating an atmosphere of constant 

exchange. 87 

In rural France, several important places of mccting stand out. Ilic place 

publique, which was often bordered with stonc benches and umving PWW trccs, um by 

definition a pLacc of meeting and discmion, and when covered by an halle. also beca= 

the site for measuring grain, and possibly, for a weddy market. " The, parish church %-as 

a central gathering point for much morc than rcligious afrairs. As we have sccn, after 

mass, peasants would rcrnain in front of the church, discussing village issues and any news 
that rnight have arrivocl, and the parish priest would rcad and explain any royal decrees, 

and possibly the newspaper. " John Markofý citing Jean Nicolas and Guy Lanarchand on 
the eighteenth century, and his o, %m research for the revolutionary period, has shown that 

prior to the increased politicisation of daily life brought by the Rcvoluion, the greatest 

number of conflicts and organised insurrections took place on Sundays, when peasants 
came together for dialogue and entertainment as much as to hear the MassýO The mLxwre 

" 1(7) v, Yves Gohin (c&) (Collection Folio Classique, 2 vols., Paris , 19951 t I, p. 333. 
" Daniel Rode, The People o0an-1, tram. Marie Evans and Gwynne lxvvis (Leamington Spa, 1%7ý P. 246. 
" Karsky, "Sociability". 
=See yves Rinaudo, "Surla placc7, Cahiersd%istoirr, 32 (1987), pp. 361-80, and GUICS-11enri Baillyand 
phfflppc Laurent La France des halles et marchis (Toulouse, 1998ý pp. 1549. 

See Gabriel Le Bras, Ltgfise el le idliage (Paris, 19761 
Markoff; Aboldion, pp. 204-5,306-22. Markofrcites Jean Nicolas, -Les &notions dans I-ordinatcur. 

preiniers r6miltats dune enquate collectiver, a paper Presented at the University of Paris VIL October 
19&6, and Guy Lcmarchand, -rroubles populaires au XVM' sikle et conscience de classc: Une prdfxx A 
la R&olulion franqaisc, "AhAf, 62 (1990), pp. 3248. 
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of work and socialising also changed and evolved with the rhyduns of the agricultural 

season. Thus, after the intensive period of the harvest and vintage had passed, peasants 

would gather for a veiWe in the house of an individual, or in a wanuly lit bam, talking 

and telling stories while carrying out winter tasks, such as shelling chestnuts, spinning 

wool, and weaving baskets. " 

Markets and fairs 

Beyond what was common to almost every community, some locations might act 

as crossroads, drawing people together. Mus villages which boasted amajor road, arelais 
de poste, or a weekly market would be more likely to have several taverns or inns, 

regardless oftheir size. Perhaps the greatest confluence ofpcople and ideas occurred when 

peasants travelled outside their village to the nmrest bourg, which was often an 

administrative centre and would almost certainly host a weekly market and occasionally 

a fair. Peasants travelled to market towns for a variety of reasons: economic and 

consultative needs existed alongside a purely social motivation, for the centre of a 

relatively busy town of 1000-2000 people would put peasants from outlying areas into 

contact with acquaintances, colleagues and friends, with whom they could share a bottle 

ofwinc at the local tavern. As a result of such encounters and socialising, whether within 
the village or in the nearby towi4 many discussions took place, and politics, especially 
during the Revolution, inevitably entered into these. 

The role played by the weekly market was esserrtial to the ntral. economy, from 

C the early modem period through the nineteenth CntUry. 92 Traditionally, it was the woman 

of the household who would take home-grown vegetables, eggs, chcese, and poultry, and 
bringing home some of the precious currency that was needed to pay the taxes, and to buy 

goods which could not be produced at home. Although most rural households in the 

eighteenth century practised subsistence agriculture, especially in the south where small 
holdings prevailed over open-field systems, by the end of the century, a certain tendency 
to specialise in saleable crops began to appear, and peasants increasingly depended upon 
the goods they could sell and exchange for other necessities. This had always been the 

case, of course, in areas such as wine-growing and shepherding regions, where villagers 

" See Picrrc-Louis Mcnon and Roger Lecottc, Au village de Fmwe. - la vie traditionnelle des PaYsans 
(Paris, 1945), and also Martyn Lyons, -Oral Culture and Rural Corurnunity inNinctcenth-Ccntury France- 
the veillie d7jivee, Australian Jourml ofFrench Studies, 23 (1986), pp. 102-114. 

vill ja r ru fiý Rasco 92 See the rernarks of Poitrincau on "le bourg, la e et la rout&% le rale, pp. 673 and of I 
on "Ics centres dc relations!, Paysans de I Albigeois, pp. 82ff - 
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could not produce everything locally. " Ibc reWonship IxtAwn Ibc market town mid the 

surrounding countryside was one of mutual dependence, for aldmgh many to%msnxn 

mainuined stro%, tics to ffic UA cvcn PIMUM crops n= the C47C of to%%U, ý6* gradual 

urbanisation and specialisation of artisan and professional classes resulted in a greater 

need of provisioning from the agricultural sector. 

The cxistcnce of a weekly market in a large village or small Rm-n was also a 

question of prestige and urban importance. Ile right to hold a market was, like cvc*ihing 

ctw in theancien figime, a combination of privilege, tradition and paymcntý and was 
jealously guarded as a guarantee of prosperity for the towný" In Ect, the drawing p(A%-Cr 

of the market or fair, and the importancie of the tomm as both a political and economic 

centre, each fed directly into the other. Alain Audras has described how for the Hautc- 

Uire, the presence ofa market was "Ic principal factcur d'importance ct de rayonnancritr 
for the towns, most of which W= cantonal scats during the Rcvolufim.! 5 Dominique 

Margairaz has confirmed this observation for the whole of France, showing that at the end 

of the eighteenth ccnturyý 36.5% of market towns had a population of 2,000 or greater, 

and over 50% were towns with administrative functiom' Although fairs fclI into a 

somewhat different category and were generally more rural by mt=, the majority w= 

still held near a town of reasonable size and preferably on a major toad, in order to 

provide the greatest number of advantages. " The presence of morc; specialiscil artisans, 

such as tinsmift, watchmakers, and tailors, would serve to attract the peasantry from the 

surrounding area, as would the pedlars; and larger shopkeepers, with their wide variety of 
warts. It was also during visits to the local town that peasants obtained professional 

services. one took advantage of the market day to visit the dentist, barber, and 
veterinarian, as well as the notary and possibly the banker. " The local bourg represented 

93D=jruquc Margairaz, Foires et maroWs dam la Frtznce pri-indiathelle (Paris, 1988ý p. 175; Alain 
Audras, ujx-s fbires et mareh& en Hautc-Loire% Revue 41uvergne, 97 (19931 pp. 37-50, esp. p. 45; and 
jack Thomas, Le Temps des Fbires: Foires et marchij dans le Midi toulousain de 14fin de IAncien rigime 
a 1914 (roulouse, 1993), p. 214. In ̀particularý mountain communities were unhIely to be able to produce 
everything they needed, specialismg instead in certam types ofprmluce and ani-I products such as goal's 
Cho= and sheep's wool, which ffiq brou& down to the valley for the weekly market; see Chevalier, Vie 
humaine. pp. 628-31. 
% Matpirj4 Foire$ et marchz4s, pp. 13-27,35-68. 
" Audrds, -Izs foircs et marcW, p. 39. On the adminis4ative role of cantonM seats, see chapter IL pp. 
89-90. 
96 Ntw-Sý Foires el Marchis, p. 173. 
T7 ibid., pp. 141 ff. 
is See Thomas, Le Temp., dej Foires, pp. 155-98, on nuwkcts and fairs as the "carrcibur des services-. For 
additional colourful descriptions of the assWmcni of characters present on market-day, see Rocal, F7eux 
Perigord, pp. 22 5-6-, P=Te Goubert, The Fmwh Peaxanby in the Seventeend, Century, umm bn Patterson 
(NewymV ,I %6ý pp. 144-7; and Mencu and Lccotb! ý A village de Fnwce, p. 113. 
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a multi-faceted occasion for peasants to meet both familiar faces and strangers, to 

exchange news, and to participate in all manner of conversation. 
While the weekly markets existed primarily for economic purposes, the more 

infrequent fairs were considered to be social gatherings as much as economic ones, and 

were eagerly awaited. ' In fact, the boundaries between fairs and other sorts of periodic 

attractions, such as festivals and pilgrimages, were often bluffed. " It was more likely to 

be at the fair, rather than at the market, that one could expect to find pedlars, fortune- 

tellers and gypsies, and the visiting of cabarets and cafds was more explicitly 

characteristic of the former than of the lattcr. 101 "Ne va aux fbires que pour tes affaires, 
il y aura toujours assez de fain6ants, d'ivrognes et de gourmands sans toi, " advises an old 

witticism from the plains of the Parisian basin. " By tradition, local fairs were conducted 

on the same day as a religious holiday, often the holiday of the patron saint of the village, 

thus avoiding the loss of a day's work. Such were the attractions of the fairground, that, 

unsurprisingly, few parishioners would attend religious services; as Voltaire remarked 
ironically in his Dictionnaire philosophique, 

Ce sont-les cabarefiers, sans doute, qui ont invent6 ce prodigueux nombre de 
fe'tes: la religion des paysans et des artisans consiste A s'enivrer lejourd'un saint 
qu'ils ne connaissent que par ce culte: cest dans ces jours d'oisivetd et de 
d6bauche que se commettent tous les crimes... " 

The responses to an 1845 survey conducted by Mgr Rendu, bishop of the diocese of 
Annecy, of290 parishes in northern Savoy paint a clear picture ofexcitement at travelling 

to the town, dancing and drinking on the part ofthe villagers, and exasperation on the part 

ofthe priests. "Ils ont la coutume d! aller beaucoup aux fbires, ce qui nuit beaucoup; k leurs 

affaires, " was the wry comment of Jean-Marie Delerce, priest at the tiny village of Chene 

on the westem border of the Haute-Savoie. " Ihe priest at Larringes, similarly, 
commented that for the local fair, 

99 As Yves-Marie Berch points out, "These gatherings of people were too incessant to be explained si'nPlY 
by economic neer, History ofPeasan t Revolts: The Socia I Origins ofReb elli on in Ea rly Modem France, 
tram. Amanda Whitmore (Ithaca, NY, 1990), p. 20. 

This is apparent fim numerous sources-, see esp. Margairaz, Foires et marrNs, pp. 158-9. 
Ibid. p. 205. Incidentally, IvIargairaz writes that fairs were linked to the presence of pedlars "dans 

l'imagination plus que dans les fai&'-, this point will be debated further on, when we discuss the role of 
transients in rural communication. In contrast, Pierre Goubert notes that squatters, pedlars, potters. barbm, 
tooth-pullers, and medicine-sellers all frequented the towns on market days, sometimes going as far as the 
bigger villages, but never risking going to the smaller ones. French Peasanny, pp. 144-7. 
102 The proverb comes from the region of the Beaucc-, see Menon and Lecottd, Au village de France, P. 13 1. 
"3 Voltaire, Franqois Marie Arouct de, Dictionnaire Philosophtque (9 vols.; vols. 47-55 in Oeuvres 
ComplRes do Voltaire, Neuchfitel, 1785), 'Tetesr, vol. 5 [vol. 51 des Oeuvres cP te r) pp 33 9 Om 1ý s-- 8- 

- '0' Roger Devos and Charles Joisten, Moeurs et coatumes de la savoie du Nord au. %W siacle., PenquOte 
de MgrRendu (Annecy/orenobie, 1978), p. 154. Response written 15 juin I g45; population of Chene, 412 
inhabitants. 
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... on y vient des paroisses voisines en grand nombre, non seulement pourjouer. 
mais pDur boire jusqu'i ivresse. Alors on se querelle, on se bat et ensuite Ics 

proas-verbaux se font Ce d6sordre dure trois ou quatre jours, et c'est toujours 
par le dimanche qu'il commence, parce qu'il ya pour ces jours IA et la foire 

plusieurs cabarets, outre un qui est 6tabli... "' 

On the one hand, some socialising and alcohol consumption was part of the business of 

the occasion, for a purchase as significant as that of livestock had always to be scaled with 

a drink. On the other hand, as the records of local courts from the eighteenth century 

demonstrate, insults, arguments and fistfights frequently broke out in cabarets, and 

especially after fairs and markets, when such "socialising7 was at a peak. " Ile new 

political reference points introduced by the Revolution would, of course, be hotly debated 

in this same setting, and he who had uttered words against the government would find 

himself explaining his motivations to a judge. 

in addition to the town professionals and artisans, markets and fairs put peasants 
from outlying villages in contact with numerous rural outsiders, thus giving them a 
broader perspective than that which they would know from the village. Tbcjoumcy itself 

was often undertaken in common with other peasants, particularly in the case of fairs, 

which might well be far enough away to necessitate an overnight stay. 107 Conversation 

would break the monotony ofthe long walk, and at times the words spoken along the road, 

either by a companion or a passer-by, have been immortalised in the archives: when Pari6 

Galet of the town of Mrac was arrested in Year VII for having attempted, "sur la grandc 

route". to discourage a soldier from rejoining his unit, it was a local labourcr returning 
from the fair at Condom (Gers) who overheard his remarks and reported them to the 

103 Ibid., p. 300. Rdponse du30mai 1945, depieffe-josephvioUatrect=iLaffingcs (pop. 1101ý 
Viollat's comment regarding the courttrials resulting fromdrunken conflicts is echoed by the cuH ofeuvat 
(pop. 733): "L'usage d'aller A Annecy tous les jours dc marchd, est malheureusement trop itabli chez 
presque tous les chefs de famille-, ainsi que l'usage des proc&I, r6ponse de Pierre-Frangois Rose le 14 
juillct 1945, p. 177. 
106 See Yves Castan, "Mentalit6s rur-, de et urbaine A la fin de I'ancien r6&c dans le ressort du Parlemcnt 
de Toulouse d'apr6s les sacs A procýs criminels, 1730-1790", dans Crimes et criminalitJ en France sous 
lAncien regime, XP7? -XVIIP Weles (Parisj 971), pp. 109-96, and Robert Muchemblcd, La Rolence au 
Village: SociabilitJ et cQmportemen Is populaires en Artois du Al' au XVIP si4cle (Belgique, 1999). 
107 Goubcrt, French Peasantry. p. 3; Menon and 1, ecottd, Au village de France. p. 132; Rocal, Reux 
Perigord, pp. 225-6. The fact that a considerable journey was often undertaken by peasants in order to go 
to and from a market town is often cited by local authorities in an attempt to convince the government to 
attend to bad road conditions. In 1792, for example, the municipality ofSos (department ofl-ot-et-Gajonne) 
petitioned the district authorities to send an engineer to bear witness to the terrible roads, since the weekly 
market was the -entrep6t de toute la lande"; A. D. Lot-et-Garorme, L719, Registre des &Iib&ations du 
district de Wrac, 20janvier 1792, fol. 102v-103r. In the Dordogne, similarly, the author of a departmental 
almanac published in Year)a condemned the local roads, "dont la d6gradation interrompt les relations des 
commmes et porte un pr6judice irdmi A leurs foires et march6s. " (S6cr6taire gdn&d de la Pr6fecture, 
Annuaire du departement de Ja Dordogne, pour lann6e sertiteM. Nfigueux an XI, AD. Dordogne. rayon 
ouvcrt oin). 
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authorities. "' Moreover, at the market or fair itself, discussions would inevitably take 

place among producers from different villages, while selling their wares, availing 
themselves of the professional and artisanal services of the town, or taking a drink in the 

cabaret at the end of the day. The cleric Georges Rocal, in an account of his native 
Pdrigord in the nineteenth century, describes how even if peasants had little to sell, they 

would find an excuse to attend the fair, in order to mingle with others and 'Vinformer au 
hasard des rencontres": 

11 saura les potins, les faits-divers dont l'importance Femporte, pour lui, sur les 
grandioses Mnements qui d6cident de la destin6e des peuples. Il cntrcndra Ics 
premiýres nuneurs qui, amplifi6es, cr6ent Popinion. 11 recevra d! une voix anonyme, 
non point des misons, mais des conclusions. Sur ces directives, parties on ne sait 
d'ok auxquelles ses orcilles rcconnaltront une realit6 indiscutable, il jugera Ics; 
hommes, il votera, il se mettra A l'unisson de ses compatriotes. '09 

lEstorian David Vassberg concurs, estimating that in early modem Spain, many rural 
folks attended markets even ifthey had no business to transact, as it "offered opportunities 
for social contacts with people from the extra-village world. "O For truly isolated 

communities, the market would have played an extremely important communication role; 

as Bahgat Elnadi and Adel Rifhat point out, speaking ofthe development of pre-industrial 

nations in general: 

... le marchd ... dtait la seule occasiorL.. de s'ouvrir par intennittences sur 
I'cxt6ricur, d'entrer en contact aver. d'autres, d'entrevoir une certaine diversit6 
hurnaine. A la longue, il a favorisd la circulation des Wes, l'innovation 
technique et la productivitx4 du travail. "' 

The interaction and discussion which normally took place at the marketplace and 
on the fairground could have momentous significance in the realm of popular politics. 
Both news and rumours, for example, circulated much more quickly at such sites, 
propelled by the sheer force of a large gathering of people. The rumours of gathering 
armies and waiting brigands which characterised the Great Fear spread like wildfire upon 
reaching Pidgut-Pluviers, in the northern tip ofthe department ofthe Dordogne, on 29 July 
1789, as peasants from the surrounding area gathered in the small town for the weekly 
Market. 112 Similarly, in the late autumn of 1793, the rurnour that Jacques Lamartigne, a 
notary based in Cancon, had been discrediting the assignats was reported to have spread 

"I AD. Lot-et-Garonne, 21,240, Tribunal correctioncl de Ndrac, procks contre Parid Galet, laboureur, Pour 
provocation il la d&=tion, messidor VIL witness no. 1, Paul Laboubde. 

Rocal, Vieux Pirigord, p. 218. 
Vassbcrg, Village and the Outside World, p. 27. 
Bahgat Ehiadi and Adel Rifhat, "Le march6 A travers les Ages", Le Comierde MAWCO, 49 (1996), 

pp. 8-37, citation from p. 8. 
112 Bussi&e, ttudes historiques, U, pp. 94-6-, Rocal, Le Vieux Pifigo? %4 P. 115. 
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quickly through the adjacent fairs of Casscneuil and Monclar (Lot-ct-Garomc). "3 

Although the scene remained relatively calm on both of these occasions, the samc 

gathering of people might, with a sufficient catalyst, have dccided to band together and 

rise up against the subject of their discontented conversations. Jcan-Piem Gutton has 

noted that markets and fairs were two of the primary ccntres of rural political activity 

across the early modern period, news was discussed and the idea of revolt might spread, 

as it had in the South-West in the seventeenth century, "" an observation confirmed by the 

work of Yves-Marie Berc6 in particular. "' 

just as the traditional mecting-place of the market did not disappear with the 

Revolution, "' neither did the potential for peasants to group together as a result of their 

discussions, giving the authorities cause for alarm. In early vent6se of Year V, for 

example, the police and municipal officers of the canton of Beaumont wrote to the local 

police brigade in Monpazier for additional reinfbrcementý as they felt that a counter- 

revolutionary insurrection had been threatening to erupt for some time. A great bonfire had 

been lit on the village square the previous evening, "sous pretexte louable de la 

rejouissance de nos victoires et de la d6couverte de la nouvcHe conspiration royalistc. " The 

police were alarmed by the militant songs being sung in the street, and by the rumours 

which had led them to fear that the gathering crowds were in fact planning to rise up 

against the revolutionary government. The precise timing of their request for help, 

however, was due to the fact that the following day was a market day in the town; the 

police reasoned that the gathering of people from the surrounding villages might well act 

as a catalyst. This security measure, as well as additional precautions taken by the 

authorities, such as the closing of all cabarets and inns after nine in the evening, seems to 

have precluded any violence the following day, although the canton continued to be fraught 

with unem. 117 

"A. D. Lot-et-Garome, 21,105-9, Tribunal criminel et r6volutionnaire, proc6s contre JacqucsLamartigne, 
notaire, pour propos contrec6volutionnaires, germinal IL 
114 Gutton, SociabilitJ villageoise, pp. 141,237-8. 
W BarA, History of Peasant Revolts, pp. 20-39. See also Roland Mousnier, Peasant Uprisings in 
Seventeenth-CenturyFrance, Russia and China, trans. Brian Pearce (Lax1on, 1971 ý. and Boris Porshnev, 
Les Soul&ements populaires en France do 1623 A 1648 (Paris, 1963ý 
116 On the number of markets and ffirs in existence during the Revolution, see A. D. Ari4e, 11,140, A. D. 
Dordogne, IIA24; A. D. lbute-Garonne, IL555; A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 11.314; and A. D. llautes-Pyrai6es, 
ILI 14. 
117 Later in the month, the same tnuniciNlitY again mquOSW assistance. "Mardi prochain 24 du courant 
est unjour de foire dans cette commune assez rcput6e. Les avis queYai eu me font mindre que la rixe qui 
a cu lieu lejour de la demi&e fOire de MOnPazief eatre des habitants des deux communes circonvoisinesý 
ne doive se continuer, & Beaumont mardi Prochain- ... U'aimerais) vous prdvenir [del vcnir avec votre 
brigade pour maintenir rordre qui doit regner dans cette fbire... ". A-D. Dordopc, I IL70, Pi6ce 249,22 
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One issue clearly emerges ftom the depiction of markets and fairs, or indeed any 

place of meeting, as the brewing-grounds for revolt: the role of the surroundings 

themselves as the object of subversive activity. That is, were the disturbances which took 

place at markets and fairs uniquely concerned with the economic exchange itself? Jack 

Thomas, in his study of markets and fairs in the region around Toulouse, has suggested 

a categorisation ofpolitical conflicts which occurred in the marketplace according to their 

motivation. "' In a certain number of cases, the economic circumstances were, indeed, the 

subject of the dispute, as peasants contested the price or scarcity of grain, the behaviour 

of the town authorities, or perhaps the date of the market itself. This sort of disturbance 

was common under the anden r6gime, and only intensified with the greater regulation 

imposed by the Revolution. "'The scarcity resulting from poor harvests was exacerbated 

by political conflict, lending an uneasy atmosphere to the grain trade. The introduction of 

the law of the Maximum on 4 May 1793, which attempted to regulate prices, became an 

additional context for revolt, as did the constant requisitioning of grain for the annics and 

cities. " Bryant T. Ragan, for example, has shown how the need to provision the 

departmental capital of Amiens became a political issue for the peasants of the Somme. "' 

The issue of rescheduling traditional market and fair days according to the new republican 

calendar also provoked disturbances, causing, as Matt Shaw has explained, a disruption 

in both the religious rhythms and the patterns of commerce in rural areas. 122 

However, marketplaces and fairgrounds also came to play a role as arenas for 

political discussion and contestation which had little to do with economic activity. In such 

circumstances, as Thomas has remarked, the gathering functioned "comme caisse de 

r6sonance dans une socidt6 oü la conununication est rest6c tres largement une affäire de 

vent6se anV, lettre martuscrit de I'administration cantonale de Beaumont an Brigadier en rdsidence A 
Monpazier. 

Thomas, Le Temps desfoires, pp. 199-255. 
On the ancien r6gime, see Nicolas, RMellionfranqaise, pp. 180-2. 
Discussions of the maximum and other economic issues will be studied in more detail in chapter III. 
Bryant T. Ragan, "Rural Political Culture in the Department of the Somme during the French 

Revolution7, Unpublished Ph. D. Dissertation, University of California at Berkeley, 1988, pp. 10&48. 
" Matthew Shaw, "Time and the French Revolution, 1789-YearXIV', Unpublished D. Phil. Dissertation. 
University of York, UX, 2000, chapter 6, "Work Time', pp. 180-222; see especially pp. 186-90,195-98. 
Although a considerable number of disturbances resulted from the imposition of the calendar, Shaw 
reminds us that peasants often took advantage of the disruption to establish a greater number of fairs than 
had previously existed. See also Margairaz, Foires et marrh6s, pp. 16", and Thomas, Le Temps des 
Foires, pp. 201-16. Two articles by local historians also provide colourful regional illustrations: see M. P. 
Prdneron, "Troubles au march6 de Seissan sous le Directoire", Bulletin de la Sociitg arch6ologique. 
histofique, litteraire et scientifique du Gers, 47 (1947), pp. 140-3, and Jeanne Grall, -Les foires de Caen 
pendant la p6riode rdvolutionnaire'. Bulletin de la Societj des Antiquaires de Normandie, 57 (1963-464), 
pp. 525-38. 
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contacts humains directs. "123 Nineteenth-century historians in particular have closely 

examined the iznportancc of markets and fairs in the campaigning of socialist historians 

for the rural vote in 1848-5 1.11 Leo Loub&e describes how such a scene might have 

played out: 

... before modem communication appeared life was centered in the cantonal capitals 
or larger commuacs, for the big city was impossibly far away. I ... I Even a small 
locality's social structure, therefore, was complex with its complement of small 
merchants. medical doctor, pharmacist, notary. justice of the peace, artisans, and, 
above all, cafi owners, who were nunmDus in the hills and plains. Many of the 
daily activities and political interests involving local affairs were centered in the 
cqfý. ... The cafi6 was, above all, a link between town and country. On market days 
peasants gathered there and listened to Republican propaganda spread by a 
fi=thinking doctor or pharmacist, an ideological lawyer or notary who might or 
might not have political ambitions. Ileir activities made the cafi the hostile 
counterpart of the parish church where the curi spread Loegitimist ideals. "' 

Although this account focusses on the role of educated intermediaries as sources of 
information, the speaker in the cafi could just as easily have been an artisan or an 

agricultural labourer, for less-informed speech could make an impression as well. As 

Loub&e makes clear, however, despite the fact that markets and fairs provided the 

economic incentive for the gathering, the political discussions and arguments were more 
likely to occur in the places adjacent to the grounds themselves, such as the shops of 

artisans and professionals and, particularly, the drinking establishments which flanked any 

such attractions. Tlus, it is to these places of meeting that we now turn. 

Cabarets, inns and taverns 
By nature places of relaxation, meeting and discussion, the cabarets, inns and 

taverns of rural eighteenth-century France were some of the primary venues of informal 

contact and communication. Although one was certain to find several such establishments 
in every market town or large agglomeration, the cabaret was not solely an urban 

phenomenon: Pierre Goubert, for example, confirms for the seventeenth century that there 

was "at least one cabaret in each village of any size" which sold that year's local wine, 
usually recL "from the barrel, by the jug, or by the pint. "" In his study of pre. 

revolutionary sociability in Provence, Maurice Agulhon arrives at a shnilar conclusion, 

t23 lbomas, Le Temps desfoires, p. 254. 
124 See Ibid., pp. 243-50; McPhee, Politics ofRural Life, and Margadaut, French pea&mt3 in Revolt, esp. 
pp. 33742. 
12s Leo A. Loub&e, -1be Emergence of the Extreme Left in Lower Languedoc, 1 &48-1 &5 1: Social and 
Economic Factors in Politice, American Historical Review, 73 (1968ý pp. 1019-51; citation is &om p. 
1025. The term cafe is ofrelatively recent coinage, and4 as in this passage, is connected with urban centres; 
and newspaper reading. 
12' Goubcrt, French Peasanhy, p. 136. 
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observing that while the occasional non-commerc'al agglomeration or extremely isolated 

hamlet might lack an official drinking establishment, the vast majority of villages, even if 

small and far from the major roads, were nevertheless well-equipped. " In the area around 

Annecy in Savoy, as the Bishop Biord wrote to the king in 1765, there were cabarets 

everywhere, "meme dans les paroisses o-h il n'y en avait point auparavant; on en a 6tablit 

dans; les hameaux les plus 6cart6s, et dans les endroits les plus 6loignds des grandes 

routes. ""' Pierre Rascol noted the surprising number ofcabarets in the eighteenth-century 
Albigeois, " and Jean Nicolas' attempt at a global statistic - 80,000 taverns in Louis 

XIV's France, or approximately one for each 250 inhabitants - is possibly shy of the 

actual number. '-' 

In addition to the provision of victuals and spirits, such establishments were 

necessary for the accommodation of passing guests, although if no inns were available in 

a village, it was not uncommon for passers-by to ask at farmhouses if they could stay for 

the night. Rose Marres, the wife of a cultivateur living in the tiny hamlet of Arnbrus, in 

the Lot-et-Garonne, recounted to the police in 1797 how several months previously, as she 

had been about to go to bed one evening, five strangers appeared at her door asking if she 

could accommodate them for the night. "I. Not wanting to be fined for holding an inn 

without proper authorisation, Rose was decidedly circumspect as she explained that she 

invited them in, "quoiqu'elle ne fasse pas auberge, mais elle donne quelques fbis A manger 

ct A boire i ceux qui passent et qui en demandent, de ses fonds et revenus. " Such 

descriptions, however, are relatively rare, and it was likely that most villages on any kind 

ofthoroughfare would have had either an inn or a tavern-keeper to whom travellers could 

turn for shelter. 132 

Indeed, economic documents such as the capitation rolls used by Agulhon and the 

lists ofpatentes, or trading licences, required from 1791 onwards, tend to underestimate 

the number of "informal" inns and taverns. This was true particularly of rural areas, 

" Agulhon remarks that "quelle que soit la circulation, A pied ou A cheval, des charretiers, muletiers, 
bergers, colporteurs ... " even one inn "seems a lot" for the hamlet of Beaudinard (population 326); 
Agulhon, Penitents etfrancs-mafons de Pancienne Provence (Paris, 1968), pp. 242-3. 
" Archives du s6minaire d'Annecy, M&noires de Mgr Biord, p. 33-34, lettre au roi, 7 f6vrier 1765; cited 
in Jean Nicolas, "Cabarets et sociabilit6 populaire en Savoie au XVIIP si&le, " Les Inte? w6diaires 
culturels, (see note 155, belowý pp. 305-21, citation p. 307. 

Paysans de I Albigeois, pp. 182-3. 
Jean Nicolas, "I& tavernier, le juge et le cure', Histoire, 25 (1980), pp. 20-28; citation, p. 20. 

131 A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 21,236-87, Tribunal correctionel de N6rac, procks contre Frangois Lafon, tailleur 
de pierre, pour assassinat, pluvi6se V. Rose Marres, wife OfArnaud Lavcmi, cultivateur, was the eleventh 
witness. 
"I Bercd, Vie quotidienne dans I Aquitaine, chapter 2. 
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where small businesses could easily escape the official gaze, and thus the required taxes. 

When the demand for refreshment was high, such as during harvest time, a local fair or 

the festival ofthe patron-saint ofthe village, certain individuals, particularly vizie7grovýrcrs, 

would open "part-fimd" taverns, affixing a "bush", or fir branch, over their door as an 

indication. " In addition, certain artisans such as bakers, blacksmiths and cobblers would 

sell alcohol in their shops, or in a neighbouring room, in order to supplement their income, 

thus giving clients a further reason to stop and socialisc. '34 ()ne day in August 1793, for 

example, two cultivateurs living near ffie borough of Monflanquin (Wt-et-Garonne) came 

into town, each to avail himself of the services of some of the many artisans whose 

workshops were located there. While visiting the shoemaker, whose shop also doubled as 

a cabaret and auberge, they stopped to have a drink, and found themselves overhearing 
Joseph Delrieu, a cook living near Monflanquin, who was ranting about the worthlessness 

of aSSignatS. 135 Ile continuity between work and sociability in rural France cr=ed the 

conditions in which rural inhabitants, on a day-to-day basis, were exposed to news and 
interaction. The very vagueness with which administrative texts refer to drinking 

establishments, such as "les aubergistes et cabarctiers du bourS7 and "chez les d6bitants 

de boissons, " underlines the degree to which such gathering-places were well-established 

village institutions. 

Much of our specific knowledge of the activities which occurred in such places 
is gleaned ftom the records oftheir rcgulation and policing. Some such controls were fiscal 

in origin, as all alcoholic drinks were heavily taxed by the monarchy, and in wine.. 

producing areas, controls were established regarding the area froni, %hich a merchant 

could purchase wine for sale and the date after which he could begin to serve it 
Increasingly in the eighteenth century, there was a concern with the standardLsafion of the 

measures used by innkeepers and cabaret-owners when selling wine, and municipalities 

were expected to visit every d6biteur de boissons to verify the bottles being used and to 

L"Berc6, History ofPeasantRevolts, p. 34; GoubertýFrmchPe4=tty, p. 137. Departmcntal archives give 
numerous indications that this sort of occurrence was commonplime. To cite just one example, a number 
of individuals in the village oýCorgnac, in the Dordogne. were both "aubergister and "boulangeri". A. D. 
Dordogne, Edep460 Corgnac, 27 mars 1790. 
, 34 See in particular Nicolas, -cabaretr, p. 3 10. Nicolas describes such shops, "tous endroit3 oti Ilon vient 
quotidiennement pour ses besoins 414mentaires, et oil l'on stationne en attendant la foum6e ou 
l1ach6vement dc l'ouvrage... ". 
"'A. D. Lot-ct-Garonne, 21.50-1 and 21,98-29, Tribunal crimineLprOC4bcontre Joseph Dclrieu, cuisinier. 
pour paroles &moralisants au. sujct dc la monnaie, aofit 1793 - pluvi6sc IL Jean Faux and Antoine T"icr. 
cuittvateurs, were witnesses no. 6 and 7 respectivelY. 
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certify them with an official seal. " In the village of Coubjours (Dordogne), with three 

inns for only 450 inhabitants, for example, the municipal officers found "some bottles 

which wcre too big and others which were too small" at the inn of Bertrand Feinignac. 137 

In other instances, the verification process brought different problems to light, as in the 

market town of St. Pastour, where the mother-in-law and daughter-in-law of one absent 

innkeeper fired "rude remarks" at the government representative who told them that said 

innkeeper would require an authorisation from the municipality to continue lodging 

travellers. "' Even when the verification of the economic sanctions on inns and cabarets 

itself proved uneventful, the administrative process still allows us to glimpse the role 

played by such drinking-houses in the rural economy. 
Cabarets, inns and taverns were also regulated because of their reputation as 

places which encouraged gambling, drunkenness and violent brawls . 
139Attempts to control 

such activities through authorisations and licenses, such as those mentioned above, date 

back to the middle ages. In addition, local authorities cndeavoured to enforce the closing 

time ofnine in the evening, to prevent intoxicated, boisterous groups from spilling into the 

streets late at night, singing "chansons dissolues". throwing stones at doors and windows, 

beating drums, and generally disturbing the "repos public". " Throughout the eighteenth 

century, police visits were undertaken regularly to ensure that no gambling was taking 

place, that the wine served was not "foreigre', and that there was no scandalous singing 

or tumultuous dancing. "' The advent of the Revolution did not alter either the behaviour 

in drinking-houses or the policing of them, and the sudden multiplication of references to 

such issues bears witness more to a new preoccupation with record-keeping dm with a 

change in rural behaviour. 

136 This type ofregulation, which had been enforced periodically in earlier centuries, became more common 
with the eighteentli-century emphasis on improving transportation and commerce, anticipating the 
standardisation of weights and measures introduced by the National Assembly in May 1790. See 
Francisque Michel and Edouard Fournier, Histoire des htitelleries, cabarets, hotels garnis, restaurants et 
cafis et des andennes communautis et confreries dh6teliers, de marchands de vins, de restaurateurs, de 
limonadiers, etc., etc. (2 vols., Paris, 1851); vol. 2 p. 295 andpassim. 
" A. D. Dordogne, Edep471, Registre du conseil municipal de Coubjours; entry for 10 April 1790. 
"A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, Edep StPastour IDI, Registre du conseil municipal, entry for 24 December 1792. 

Michel and Fournier, Histoire des h4telleries. 
Agulhon, Penitents, p. 242. See also lbomas Brennan, Public Drinking and Popular Culture in 

Eighteenth-Century Paris (Princeton, 1988), and David Andress, The Massacre at the Champ-de-Mars: 
Popular Dissent and Political Culture in the French Revolution (Woodbridge, Suffolk, 2000). 
I'll A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, Edep 2084-2085 (Clairac), 2710 (Moncrabcau), 48 (Astaffort), 1709 (Ste- 
Bazeille). The pre-revolutionary communal archives attesting to this constant police effort generally exist 
Only for larger towns and administrative centres. However, given the evidence provided by secondary 
sources of the existence of inns and cabarets in the countryside, as well as that provided in similar 
situations during the Revolution, we might extrapolate that the situation was not dissimilar in the villages. 
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Even louder in protesting these scenes of licentiousness and debauchery were the 

parish priests, who saw them as a perpetual danger to traditional values and to civic order. 

Along with early closure and prohibition of gambling, the most commonly cited 

restrictions imposed upon cabarets were those of enforced closure during religious 

services, and of not serving food to residents of the parish outside of the evening mcal, 

particularly on Sundays, presumably with the aim of preventing lengthy stays. Mie main 

cabaret was usually located on the village square, near the church, one historian has 

observed that it was "wcll-placed to receive the parishioners as they came out of Mass" 

or after playing gmnes on the square in the afternoon. " As Gabriel Le Bras attesu: 
Le cabaretier dtait, sous I'ancien r6gime, I'anti-curd du viUage. II avait le raerne 
public, les m8mes heures douverture le dimanche et il retenait ses clients pendant 
les offices... Malo la s6v6rith des lois civiles et canoniques, le cabaret aW dans 
I'ancienne France une contre-Eglise. Cette fonction il ne I'a point tout A fiLit perdue 
au 30V si6cle... "' 

in spite of the strictness of the laws, as underlined by Le Bras, their application in isolated 

rural paxishes remained largely dependent upon the character and opinion of the syndics 

and of the priest. In the village of St-Nicolas-la-Chapelle, in northern Savoy, the cure 

noted with tolerance that on fair days, entire families would go to the cabaret, dressed up, 

each individual with a few coins of his or her own, eager to "faire comme la ville. '" Such 

an attitude was not uncommon, in fact; folklorists Picrrc-Louis Menon and Roger Iecott6 

describe how in many regions, several hours spent in the cabaret could be considered a 

special treat and not the least bit dishonourable: 
Dimanche ... on se 'reblanchif, on cire ses soulicrs et l'on va au cabareL.. c'est un 
lieu de r6union o4 l'on ne distingue ni riches ni pauvres, tout le monde se parle, 
d'aiUeurs, tout le monde petA aller librement chez les uns et les autres; tout le 
monde se connait et s'estime. 111 

Nevertheless, it was far more common for the parish priest to speak angffly against the 

potential destruction of religious mores and family values which the cabaret or tavern 

represented-116 Young people who went to the cabarets in pairs or groups were 
disapproved of, as were men whose excessive spending put their families' subsistence at 
risk. Ile priest of the small village of Vers (Savoy) reported that a cabaret existed in the 

142 GoUberý French Peasantry, p. 137. ' 
143 Le Bras, Uglise et le village, PP. 178-9. Jean Nicolas puts forward a very similar argument in -U 
tavernier". 
144 Joisten and Devos, Moeurs et coutumes, p. 261. Response of Victor-Am6d6c Rey. priest at Saint_ 
Nicolas-la-MpcHe (pop. 1034), 14 June 1845. 
143 Menon and Lecottd, Au village de France, pp. 19-20. 
"" Arlette Farge, -Familles. L'honneur et le secret'% in Philippe Ari6s and Georges Duby (eds. 1 Histoire 
de la vie pfivie, tome 3: De la Renaissance aux lumWes (Parisý 1996), pp. 574-6. 
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nearby han-det of Bellossi, which served only to "d6moraliser lajeunesse de la paroisse", 
being neither authorised nor in a legitimate "lieu de passage". The syndics of Vers, he 

complained, turned a blind eye to such abuses. 147 

It was not uncommon, however, for lay authorities to join forces with the parish 

priest in an attempt to control the potential disruption of local drinking houses. During a 

subsistence crisis in the Year 11, for example, the municipality of Tournon (Lot-et- 

Garonne) identified rural cabarets as an unnecessary drain on important resources. In 

addition, the argument was brought to bear that in any case, "ils sont inutiles, servent 

encore i corrompre les moeurs, entretenir la ddbauche, ct loisivetd, et troubler lordre 

public ...... 
"I Although the municipality's main aim had been to restrict the cabarets and 

mns for police purposes, they chose to use similar rhdoric; to that ofthe clerics, combining 

the arguments against waste and disorder with those agamst debauchery. The municipal 

council of the village of Galapian (Lot-et-Garonne) also supported the religious point of 

view when it seized an opportunity in 1791 to reiterate the police restrictions on cabarets, 

stating that the innkeepers and cabarct-owners were serving drinks during religious 

services, as well as remaining open past nine in the evening. " 

Undeniably, such drinking places could easily become the theatre of immorality, 

as seen by secular and clerical authorities alike, and even ofviolent crimes and murder. "0 

However, while most of the quarrels which erupted were personal in nature, such places 

also remained, in the eighteenth century and throughout the revolutionary period, a setting 

where contacts were made and news was shared. Even more than the open spaces of 

markets and fairs, these public drinking houses were the "lieu traditionnel de parole", and 

more specifically, the "lieu privilegi6 de l'invective politique" of village society. 151 

Researchers of densely populated rural areas in the early nineteenth century have 

emphasised the role of such meeting places in the evolution of a more "modem" form of 

147 DeVOS and Joistcn, Moeurs et coutumes, p. 219. The population of Vers at that time was 444. 
" A. D. LOt-et-GarOme, EdcP TOUmOn (11011-1classif'O, D61ibcrations du conseil municipal, deuxiýme 
registre, 25v-26r, 29 fiimaire U. 
14'AýD. Lot-et-Garonne, Edep Galapian, IDI, Registre du conseil municipal, entry for 13 f6vricr 179 1, pp. 
424. 
'" Robert Muchembled, for example, in his research on early modem interpersonal violence in rural 
society, has established the importance of drinking places and socialisation rituals in the escalation of 
tension and conflict. SeeLa Violence au Village, pp. 200-2 1, and"Pour une histoire des gestes (XV-XVM' 
sikles)", Revue d 'histoire moderne el contemporaine, 34 (1987), pp. 87-101. It was, of course, after the 
fair at Hautefaye that a group of fairly drunk men attacked and killed a nobleman, creating a scandal which 
has been the focus of scholarly and popular interest alike; see lbomas, Le Temps desfoires, p. 242, and 
Alain Corbin, Le Village des cannibales (Paris, 1995). 
... Philippe Bourdin, "Les lieuxde parole traditionnels et la R&olution7l, Bulletin historique etscientifique 
de I Auvergne, 94 (1988), pp. 207-17. 
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political sociability. Milan Vulic, for example, in his work on the bistros and cabarets of 

the coal basin of the departments of the Nord and Pas-de-Calais, has described them as 

an intersection of economic, social and political space, the "cspace de la &finition de la 

culture populaire'. in which worker solidarity first developed. 152Maurice Agulhon, 

similarly, finds in rural cabarets the origins of the ninctewth-century "chambr6es- of 

Provence, the equivalent of political clubs and associations among the popular classes. 

From the late eighteenth century, he writes, the "petit peuple... avait pris I'habitude de se 

r6unir dans les cabarets et autres lieux publics ... 
H commence i former des r6unions 

r6guli6res, pour la boisson, le jeu, le chant, le plaisir V-tre ensemble, et a les consolider 

par une esquisse d'organisation ... 
22 . 

133 

Ibus, rural inns and cabarets represented a true focal point, where locals and 

peasants from the surrounding countryside could drink, play cards, and discuss various 
issues, and where those passing through could rest and relax. As implied by the findings 

of Agulhon and Vulic, the significance of this kind of mecting-place for communication 

about political events is tremendous, even for the eighteenth century and revolutionary era. 
Moreover, in spite of the fears of the authorities, tax revolts and popular Motions were 

more likely to start in outside meeting-places, and particularly near the focal point of 

popular dissatisfaction - such as land or grain - rather than to start in cabarets and 

taverns. Instead, the exchanges which took place were more the stuff of interpersonal 

conversation, either private, confidential discussions, or more spontaneous political 

outbursts, the latter both more likely to be overheard and, possibly, more revealing of the 

opinions of the speaker. In the course of any discussion, in fact, the subject could turn to 

matters of government, taxes, recruitment or grain requisitions, and the conversation 

would either be heartily joined or quietly observed by the fellow occupants of the room. 
Part of the explanation for such garrulousness, particularly when seditious, must lie with 
the alcohol: a carafe or two of strong red wine could embolden a tongue which might be 
kept quiet at the marketý after church on the square, or during an electoral assembly. 
Equally important, however, was the fact that the inn or tavern represented a true place 

of meeting, in which peasants rubbed elbows with a wide variety of individuals. These 

drinking companions could be locals of a different walk of life - such as notaries or horse- 

salesmen - or strangers, including pedlars, soldiers and travellers. In both cases, such 

Im Milan Vulic, -U d6bit deboissons, le cabaret, le bistrot, dans lebassinhouillerduNordTas-&Z alais 
t6moins de la sociabilitd populairer, Revue A Nord. 70 (1998), pp. T71-87; see esp. pp. 773-74. 
153 Agulhon, Phitents, p. 249. 
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individuals often acted as vectors of infonnation. 

Individuals as Vectors of Information 

Cultural intermediaries 

The concept ofthe "cultural intermediary", usually literate and more worldly than 

the peasant, as a conduit for the transfer of information is of relatively recent application 

in historical studies, and owes much to the work of cultural anthropologists in the 1960s 

and 1970s. " It was first put forward in the context of French history at the conference 

Les Intermidiaires Culturels held at the University of Aix-en-Provence in 1978, where 

co-ordinator Michel Vovelle stressed its importance for the history of early modem and 

revolutionary France. "' Although some historians have objected to the 'trickle-down', 

unidirectional transfer of information associated with the model of the cultural 

intermediary, in general, the idea has lent shape to a useful analytical tool and has 

encouraged a plethora ofnew studies. " Moreover, the phenomenon appears by no means 

to be restricted to France. Orlando Figes, in his study of communication during the 

Russian Revolution, attaches particular significance to the "rural intelligentsiaC': the 

teachers, veterinarians, and doctors who "in former years had read the newspapers to the 

peasants, explained to them the meaning of the news, interpreted decrees, and acted as 

their scribes to the authorities. " When, in 1917, these individuals fled the countryside for 

the towns, the government was forced to send in "agitators", "Icctors" and "translators" 

to fill their role. "' 

Ile illustration of rural cabarets and inns as places of meeting makes the 

151 See, for example, John Badgley, Politics Among Bunnans: A Study of Intei7nediary Leaders (Athens, 
OIL 1970y, Connor Bailey, Broker, Mediator, Pah-on, and Kinsman: An Historical Analysis of Key 
Leadership Roles in a RuralMalaysian District (Athens, OIL 1976), and I larik, -opinion Leaders". Also 
ofnote is the parallel concept of"culture brokers", a role usually attributed to literate colonizers who made 
themselves the artificial elite of indigenous societies, and the exchange which occurred in such 
circumstances between the literate elite culture and the oral popular culture. See, for example, Clifford 
Geertz, "The Javanese Kijaji: The Changing Role of a Cultural Broker", Comparative Studies in Society 
andHistory, 2 (1960), pp. 22849, andh4arshall Sahlins, "CosmopologiesofCapitalisin: MeTrans-Pacific 
Sector of 'Ile World System'". in Nicolas B. Dirks, et al. (eds. ), CulturePowerIffistory. - A Reader in 
Contemporary Social 77jeory (Princeton, 1994), pp. 412-55. 
'"Les Interm9diaires cultureir, see especially Vovelle's introduction to the volume, "Les Interm6diaires 
culturels: une probldmatique7, pp. 7-20. 
"'Arnong the numerous works which make good use of the concept, see McPhee, 'Ilistonans, Germs and 
Culture-Brokcre'; Jacques Guilhaurnou, "Le Porte-parole, figure centrale de la rcpr6s=tation politique 
pendant la R6volution frangaisc-, inN. Abou-Chedid Nasr, et al., Mentalitis et reprOsentationspolitiques: 
aspects de la recherche (Roubaix, 1989), 91-8; and Jean Boutier, -Les courtiers locaux du politique, 1789- 
1792", A. h. Rf, 66 (1994), 401-11. 
`7 Orlando Figes, "T'he Russian Revolution and Language it, the village, Russion Review, 56 (1997), pp. 
323-45, esp. pp. 328,337. 
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Figure 1-1 
Le curi palrjole 
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Source: Frontispiece, La Feuille villageoi3e, adress&, chaque semaine. 6 tous les villages de la Frunce, 

pour lesinsiruire des lois, des &Mements, des decouveriesqui intOressent foul ci(qYen; pr(, )po,, jýe 
par souscriptionauxproprietaires, fermiers, pasteurs, habitants elamisde3campugnes... (Paris: 
Desenne, 30 septcmbre 1790-15 thermidor an 111). B. N. 91,0463. 
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usefulness of the model of the cultural intermediary clear with respect to oral 

communication patterns. In the first place, the tavem-keeper himself was a key figure in 

the village, and would have known the gossip and news better than nearly any other 

individual; more often than not, he was counted among the witnesses even in cases which 

did not take place in his own presence, for the information which he n-dght have picked up 

subsequently. "' Moreover, it was part of the host's or hostess' acknowledged role to 

"faire circuler la parole"I", not unlike the female salonnWes of more urban settings. 

Jean-Pierre Gutton has called them the "d6positaires des solidarit6s du lieu", and it is not 

unreasonable to suggest that it was in his role of informer, counsellor, and monitor of 

village goings-on that the parish priest might have fclt somewhat displaced by these 

secular advisors. " Moreover, the local cabaret or inn was the natural locale to fix a 

rendez-vous, whether secretive and seditious (such as an arrangement between smugglers), 

or entirely official, particularly in those places which were large enough to offer the 

privacy of a separate back room. "" Pierre Goubert's assertion that the back room of the 

tavern often served as a meeting-room for the municipal council in the seventeenth century 

is borne out by numerous references in the municipal archives to localities which, in the 

Late eighteenth century, were still too small to be able to afford a separate maison 

commune. " Business meetings might also take place there; Jacques Lamartigne, for 

example, a notary in the Lot-et-Garonne, would travel regularly to the fairs at Castillonn6s 

and Monclar, among others, setting up his practice for the day in the back room of a local 

inn. 163 Tax-collectors and officials of the seigneurial court would also make use of a 

cabaret or tavern, as would military recruiters, these last possibly paying the drinking tab 

I Emmet Kennedy has remarked upon how cabaret keepers, among others, "had frequent opportunity to 
listen to what others were saying", and in at least two of the seditious speech tfials examined in the course 
of this study, there is evidence that the auberXiste was actively spreading news. See Kennedy, Cultural 
History, p. 313-, A-D. Lot-et-Garonne, Tribunal criminel, procýs contre Rajade plus jeune, abW, pour 
discours contre-r6volutionnaires, germinal IV. witness 15; andA-D. Ariýge, I J305, proc&verbal de police 
au sujet d'un placard s6ditieux, Pamiers, d6cembre 1789. 

The expression is that of Nicolas, "Le tavernier", p. 20. 
Ibid., p. 311; Gutton, Sociabilite villageoise, p. 14 1. 
Nicolas, -Cabaretsr, pp. 314-5. 

162Goubert, French, Peauwtry, pp. 137-8. In germinal of Yearll, in the commune of Monbahus (Population 
1027, department ofLot-et-Garonne), the conseil municipal paid a bill of 80 livres to the citoycrme Prunct, 
aubergiste, for having provided them with a room in which to hold their meetings for the previous eighteen 
months; see A-D. IA)t-et-Garonne, Edcp Monbahus IDI, Registre du conseil municipal, entry for 3 
germinal IL The municipal council ofMontesquieu (population 16og, department ofIA)t-et-Garonne), also 
met at the local drhiking-house: the inn of the widow Belot See A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 21A43, Liasse de 
police dujuge dc paix, canton de Bruch, investigation ofthe report that pierre Sauvage, valet de ville. had 
disturbed lordre public, 29 janvier 1792. 
"A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2LI05-9, procks contre Lamartigne, germinal TL The reader is reminded that while 
multiple references to the same trial documents have been abbreviated, a table detailing all trials in the 
sample used for this study can be found in Appendix B. 
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of those who would provide them with names. 164 

The presence of outsiders, whether from another village, the nearest town, or 

further afield, could also introduce new variables into the regular Sunday-aftcrnoon 

conversation. This element was particularly significant in the case of rural taverns which 

offered accommodation to travellers as well as refreshment, and in villages which were 

situated on or near a crossroads or important road. 163 Within a relatively restricted radius, 

many people in cioteenth-century rural France moved around a great deal, for a wide 

variety of reasons. Such individuals would not only be more informed in their opinions 

than the average peasant, but they would also bring news and descriptions from places 

fiirther afield than the local market town. Interrogations from conflicts which occurred in 

cabarets, taverns and inns invariably reveal the presence of such figures as notaries or 

horse-dealcrs, whose profession required them to travel frequently in rural areas. Into the 

same category fall messengers and carters, who would need to stop to rest, make deliveries 

and feed and water their animals, as well as the pi6tons municipaux and valets de ville, 

on their way to or from the nearest post office. Here, too, there is perhaps a distinction to 

be drawn between the roadside inn, which would represent a staging post for carters and 

travellers moving with wheeled transport, and the village cabaret; where one might more 

likely meet those on foot or leading a packhorse or mule. " Soldiers, finally, stand out as 

a group very heavily represented among the outsiders found in drinking houses, and often 

constituted the most boisterous and politically opinionated of the lot. 

Although the general abundance of outsiders in rural cabarets and inns could 

easily result in news and ideas being brought from beyond the canton, itinerant merchants 
in particular were almost certain to come bearing information, as well as goods for trade. 

According to one description of rural cabarets in the late seventeenth century, the clientele 

commonly included, apart from "la partie masculine adulte du village'. storytellers and 

pedlars come from afar: 
Les 'nouvellistes'.. -recuefflent et r6pandent les avis, informations, ragots et 
&canards' divers, venus de la ville o*u du bourg. Les colportcurs, que I'on nomme au 

164 Goubcrt, French Peasantry, p. 138; Bcrc6, History ofPeasant Revolts. p. 35. 
161 Barbara Karsky studied oneNew England farmhouse that was -frequently a stopoverp f, veil Lice or tra ers 
or for people wandering in search of work and shelter", because it was situated on a ma or thoroughfare; 
see Karsky, "Sociability, " p. 45. For early modern SPair4 similarly, David Vassberg describes how many 
inns were situated along the roads, rather than in the villages, because many travellers were on foot, and 
would cover short, uTcgular distances. Vassberg, Village and the Outside World, p. 131. 
166 This observation has been made both by Nicolas, "CabaretC, p. 307, and Agulhon, Pinitents. p. 243. 
Hitels garnis and auberges which were in or near larger centres were also likely to house a certain 
population of fairly transient individuals who had lived there for months or even years-, see Andress, 
Massacre, passim. 
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XVH ' si&le 'merciers de campagne', ne sont pas les derniers A informer le 
manant... " 

The mention of "nouvellistes", a sort of news-gatherer and rambler who might also write 

pamphlets or news articles, is somewhat curious; one would be more likely to expect the 

presence of such a character in Paris or the larger towns. However, rather than the actual 

profession, the term might have been used to describe those passers-by who simply told 

stories. Writing about rural inns in Haute-Savoie, for example, Jean Nicolas describes 

how "Ies 6migrants qui se "repatrient de Pary"arborent la cocarde, "dogmatisent"et font 

"Ies nouvellistes". surtout les jours de fbire, et do march6. ""' Like messengers, such 

travellers would bear news from the outside world, which their rural companions would 

have hungrily consumed. 
The presence of pedlars, however, or colporteurs, deserves to be treated in more 

detail. Much of the research undertaken on pedlars in the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries has focussed upon the provincial book trade, rightly underlining the significant 

role played by these figures in the distribution of written material. " However, alongside 

these perhaps more specialised pedlars, and existing far earlier than they, was the more 

generic sort of travelling salesman, who would pass periodically through the village with 
his chest of household items, clothing, and trinkets, including religious images and icons. 

The presence of these outsiders throughout Europe in this period is a given, as is the 

principle that along with needles, ribbon and metal pots, they also brought nem and ideas 

from the outside world. Writing of early modem rural Castile, for example, David 

Vassberg describes ffic "itincrant vendors" who travelled the roads, "periodically visiting 

all but the most isolated areas". and offering not only goods, but also "a window on the 

wider world for isolated rural people. "" Similarly, Vivian Gruder, in appraising rural 

awareness ofthe political ideas circulating immediately prior to the Revolution, takes into 

account the assumption that merchants and pedlars "regularly passed through the 

countryside carrying news of what was happening beyond the confines of the town or 

11 Franýois Bluche, La vie quotidienne au temps do Louis MV (Paris, 1984), p. 328. 
'6' Nicolas, -Cabaretsr, p. 315. 
16' Robert Darnton, -philosophy under the Clo&', in Darnton and Roche (eds. ), Revolution in Print, PP, 
2749, and Forbidden Best-Sellers, among other works; Roger Chartier and Hans-IOrgen LOsebrink- 
Colportage et lecture populaire. imprim6s de large circu lation en Europe XVI'-AW silcles (Paris. I 996Y, 

p Xp7. p3 es ari 1994y, Lise Andries, Le Grand livre des secrets: le colportage en France auxXVI et 1, ik, (P S, 
and B. Maradan, "Chamagne ct Ics Chamagnons: Colporteurs en livre! e-, in Intermidiaires culturels, pp. 
277-89. Laurence Fontainc, in hcrremarkably detailed work on peWars throughout Europe, comments upon 
how much more problematic it is to trace the non-printed objects sold by pedlars-, Laurence Fontainc, 
History ofPedlars in Europe, ft-ans. Vicki Whittaker (Cambridge, 1996), pp. 196-8. 
M Vassberg, Village and the Outside World, p. 34. 
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village. -171 in general, the somewhat sparse references to such daily word-of-mouth 

communication in the archive can be taken to represent a much more widespread 

phenomenon. 
Although pedlars on foot were commonly seen in the village, and thus were likely 

at the village cabaret as well, those with horse and wagon would be largely confined to the 

main roads like the carters, and would come into contact with peasants chiefly at fairs or 

inns along theirjoumey. "2 Itinerant salesmen, performers and miracle-workcrs certainly 

figured among the primary attractions ofthe fairground in the popular imaginafion, 173 and 

there is plenty of evidence to suggest that pedlars did indeed include the periodic fairs in 

their itinerary. 171 Yet for all that village housewives might have looked forward to the 

passage of a familiar colporteur, the pedlar remained on the fringes of village society. 

1aurence Fontaine has observed an ambiguous relationship between travelling merchants 

and rural communities, where the former permitted purchases on credit, allowing his 

peasant clients to go into debt so that they became dependent upon his return, to the 

disadvantage and consequent resentment of resident merchants in the towns, from whom 

they could no longer afford to purchase goods . 
17' Regardless of how familiar a sight 

pedlars became in the villages, the authorities continued to mistrust them. Any outsider 

could be used as a scapegoat, and a pedlar who had recently moved on could easily be 

blamed for a theft or an unexplainable fire. Richard Cobb has described how itinerant 

citizens, no matter how poor, were hassled by the police as "potential sources of sedition7, 

regardless of their worth to village society, and pedlars commonly figured on the list of 

"usual suspects". " 

Yet despite their presence at rural fairs and in drinicing houses, the colporteur 
barely makes an appearance in the many documented cases of seditious speech or the 

171 Gruder, "Can we hear the voicesr, p. 168. 
172LiseAndries, ColpotlerlaRholution: cataloguepubligil lloccasionde 1expositiondu 10avillau 12 

mai 1989 (Montreuil. 1999), P. 22. 
173 See, for example, Rocal, Le Vieur Pgfigonl, pp. 218,224-5; JI Jusserand4 English Wayfaring Life in 
the Middle Ages (London, 1925 ý pp. 223-53; and Youri Messen-Jaschin, et al., Le Monde des Forains du 
XVP au XV siýcle (Lausanne. 1986). 
174 Dominique Magairaz has suggested that the universal presence of pedlars at fairs was less a reality am 
a popular idea; see Foires et marchis, p. 205. Although it is true that most of the tables of markets and 
fairs prepared during the Revolution indicated only livestock amongst the objects sold, it is unlikely that 
municipal authorities would have thought it logical to include merchants on whom they did not depend, 
and who were unlikely to require a stall. In her research on the "petty chapmen" of England, Liargaret 
spufford has demonstrated that some pedlars travelled up to 75 miles or more to include a fair in their tour, 
at times being taken for vagrants by the police authorities: The Great Reclothing of Rural England 
(London, 1984), pp. 74-6. See also, finally, Jack Thomas, Tempt desfoires, pp. 322ff. 

Fontaine, History ofPedlars, pp. 29-31,165-6. 
Cobb, Police and the People, pp. 17-37. 
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spreading ofanti-Republican information during the Revolution. One potential explanation 
lies in the fact that as habitual suspects, pedlars might have been particularly circumspect 

when speaking in public, and were probably careful not to be overheard saying anything 

which might wan-ant their arrest. On the other hand, perhaps it is merely a question of 

numbers: Jusserand, in his late nineteenth-ceritury treatise on "wayfarers" in medieval and 

early modem England, suggested that the far greater presence of wayfarers in England 

meant that news of peasant riots spread more quickly and allowed a unified effort, as 

opposed to the isolated and easily-repressedjacqueties in France. '" A third possibility, 

at least for the revolutionary era, lies in the particular forin of political paranoia which 

characterised the later governments, an issue which will be dealt with further in chapter 

IV. Authorities were unlikely to see a simple messenger, such as a poor pedlar, as an agent 

ofcounter-revolution, preferring to look for the 'true culprit', who would surely be a much 

more formidable enemy. When a subversive tract was discovered, authorities occasionally 

mentioned the desire to discover the "colporteu? 'who had brought it, such as in thermidor 

of Year VU, when a royalist tract attributed to the Prince de Cond6 was discovered in 

Agen (Lot-et-Garonnc). "' Similarly, the departmental authorities of the Dordogne had 

been concerned a year earlier with an illicit treatise on elections circulating in the 

countryside, and had ordered local police to attempt to apprehend the I'distributcurs ct 

colporteum". '79 However, even in these examples it is unlikely that the municipalities 

expected an itinerant merchant with a case on his back to have delivered the pamphlet as 

part of a plan to spread sedition. In these as in other instances, it was assumed that the 

culprit was an ill-intentioned author who wished to sow ideas which were hostile to the 

government. 

The role of gender in verbal communication patterns 
Before leaving this introduction to the sites and conduits of rural sociability, it is 

important to remark upon the role ofgender, both in structuring the various arenas of rural 
communication, and as a filter which could affect how that communication itself was 
perceived. Social historians of rural France are well aware that in the eighteenth-century 

'" Jusserand, English Wqjfa?! n& pp. 277-8. 
'" A. D. W-et-Garonne, EdepAgcn 2112, Extrait des registres de I'administration MuniciPale de la villc 
d'Agcn; proc&verbal relatifA un manifeste contrc-ltvolutionnairc de Is. part du Prince Con&, 2 thermidor 
VIL 
179 A. D. Dordogne, IL396, Surveillance de la presse et du courrier, Circulaire imprimd de IAdministration 
du d6partement aux administrations Municipales des communes et cantons, 4 germinal VL 
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village, each area of work and sociability was demarcated as the domain of either men or 

women, corresponding, as Martine Segalen writes, "to the sexual segregation ofterritories 

in the house and in the village. "" The hearth and home, as well as the immediate 

courtyard, was naturally a female space; women were responsible for the cooking, 

cleaning, and child-rearing, as well as the gardening and the raising of small animals. In 

contrast, the workshops and fields were the place of male Labour, except during periods 

of intense work, such as the harvest, which would require the help of the entire family. 

Secondary work locations were also closely associated with gender- thus the washing-place 
(lavoir) was the women's domain, whereas the blacksmith's shop and the wine cellars 

were dominated by the men. 
Within the public area of the village, the division of space is perhaps less sclf- 

evident. In the church, for example, the chancel and the choir loft were reserved for the 

menfolk, whereas the women would occupy the nave and the side chapels. The central 

square was considered the domain of the men - the daily exchange of news there would 
have been a male activity - and although women passed through the square on one errand 

or another, they would not stop to chat unless it was a market day. "' Tie maleness of the 

space of the public square would have been arnplified in villages where there was an halle 

or covered market, especially if the mecting room of the municipal council was located in 

the space over the market. " Other divisions of space within rural society were equally 

connected to the gendered nature of their related activities. Since it was the women who 

raised the chickens, milked the cows, and tended the gardens, it was therefore the woman, s 
role to take the eggs, poultry, milk cheese, and produce to the market. "' By contrast, the 
less-frequent fairs were largely a male domain, as the primary commodity was livestock. 

The public drinking-houses - including inns, taverns, cabarets, and, later, caf6s - were not 
only a male space, but were closely linked with male activities such as fair-going, 

181 Martine Segalen, Love and Power in the Peasant Family: Rural France in the Nineteenth Century 
(oxford, 1993), pp. 150-1. 
is' Lucienne Roubin, 'We and Female Space Within the Provenýd Community, - tram. patrica hL 
Ranura, in Orest Ranum. and RobertForster (eds. ), RuralSOcietY in France (Baltimore, 1977ý pp. 152-80., 
citation p. 154. 
1112Anthropologist Rayna Reiter. in partictilar. has emphasised the degree to which the division of space 
in the French village is connected to the separation of private (female) and public (male) forms of 
sociability. While men are constantly in contact with outsiders, women see their sphere ofactivity in terms 
of kinship or, at the most, solidarity with other women of the same village. Reiter, "Men and Wornair. 
113This is one distinction which May change Over time and in different regions of France. Reiter describes 
how men typically attend the weekly market, visiting and drinking with business 11 V partners or co eague , when women attend, on the other hand, they tend to stick together, not feeling any solidarity with women 
of other villages. To some extent this is borne out in the documentation ofthe revolutionary era. although 
women tend to be dominant m numbers at the marketplace, men are indeed present, and figure more 
PrOnlincntlY in incidents where communication is concemed- "Men and WOMM7, pp. 254-5. 
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discussion on the square, and the playing of various gaMeS. 184 The corresponding link of 

women to the economic marketplace was also connected to their exclusion from this male 
domain, as they would not normally have been found drinking or socialising near the 

public square. "' 

The fact that the public space at the centre of the village was a male area of 

interaction tended to worktowards the exclusion ofwomen from the political arena. ] 86, Me 

contribution ofwomen was relegatW to their traditional spheres of influence - the church 

and the marketplace - and their ideas on political topics of interest to them, such as the 

reading of laws after Mass, the circulation of grain, and the possibility of fimcial ruin 
brought by the assignats, were largely discounted as the "excitations de quelques femmes 

6gar6es". "" In their quaint, retrospective account ofvillage life, ethnographers Menon and 
Lecott6 describe how gendered places ofwork became spheres of discussion for both men 

and women. At the washing-place, they write, 

... les langues sont aussi vives que les battoirs; c'est 1A que si6ge le tribunal de la 
justice fdrainine assez peu indulgent pour les horrunes. Savonn6s de haut en bas, 
resavonnds et fincds, ils y passent de biens mauvais motnents. Ces critiques et 
malddictions en choeurs altern6s n'em*hcnt pas les radnag6res d'8tre fi&les 
gardiennes de Mconornie du foyer ....... , 

Thus the talk of women is perceived as gossip, largely concerned with their menfolk. In 

their description of the blacksmith's workshop, however, the moral "r6plique du lavoir", 
it is clear that the men are occupied with more important matters: 

En cette froide saison c'est le coin le plus anim6 du viHage, cest le 'forum' du pays 
oil seuls les m&Ies sont admis. [... ] 11 ya toujours dans I'atefier un ou deux bancs sur 
lesquels viermcnt sasseoir les anciens du viUagc, ct cpfentourent Jes oisifs 
nombreuxeneettesaisonotLsonttennindslesgrostravaux des champs. On y devise 
et Fon sý chauffe. On y connaft les nouveUes et les renseignements les plus divers 
que chacun emporte jusqtYaux lointains hameauy- La maiftre &cole (autrefois un 
des rares habitants qui achetait le journal), conduit la discussion politique. 189 * 

The description of traditional rural societies by social scientists and historians alike has 

only worked to reinforce this supposed contrast between gossiping, family-minded females 

Soulet, Les Pyren0es, p. 233. 
Margairaz, Foires et marchis, P. 206. 
Roubin, "Male and Female Space", p. 155. 
On the participation ofwomcn in -dissordcrly- political activities such as food riots, see John Bolistedt, 

"Cycndcr. Household and Community Politics: Women in Eýnglish Riots, 1790-1810". Past and Present, 
120 (1988), pp, 88-122, Jane Rendall, 7he Origins ofmodernfeminism: Wonten in Britain, France and the 
U. S.. 1780-1860 (London, 1985), esp. p. 201; and Bouton, TheRour War. Dagmar Freist has Pointed Out 
that in the religious domain, another "appropriately- feminme arena, women were allowed more room to 
voice their opinion: Governed by Opinion, pp. 284-5. 

Menon and Lecott6, A village de France, p. 112. 
Aid, P. 152. 
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and serious, politically4ninded males- AnthrOPOlOgists in the 1960s and 1970s produced 

a series of studies of gossip and rumour which presented such forms of communication as 

crucial to the moral upkeep of the community, while maintaining the perception that they 

were essentially feminine forms of communication. " Sociologist Lucienne Roubin, 

however, has underlined that although the "patterns of female behaviour expected by 

socieW, are clear from the space-organisation, the "actual fcmale behaviour" has yet to 

be studied, since until now, "our knowledge has been hmmmitted by male edmologists, 

working on the basis of evidence given by men. ""' The elucidation of female voices who 

spoke out in public, even in those places which might traditionally have been considered 

a "male" domain, might well be a step towards this goal of understanding historical 

female behaviour. 

It was not uncommon, for example, for the innkeeper, cabarct-owner or 
tavernkeeper to be a woman, although such places were defined as a "male" area of 
interaction. "2For early modem Spain and western Europe in general, Divid. Vassberg 

explains that the position of innkeeper was not seen as one of high social standing, and 
thus was often taken on by widows or other women who "needed the scanty income from 

an occasional paying guest to keep them from destitution7; female tavcm-keepers, 

moreover, have been around since medieval times. 193 Returning to France, Tim, Le Goff 

notes that for eighteenth-century Brittany, "women stayed out of cabarets but sometimes 
kept them, " and Milan Vulic describes how the wives of miners often ran drinking 

establishments in semi-industrialisýd early nineteenth-century Normandy! " The role of 
host or hostess applied equally to women as it did to men: female innkeepers and cabard- 

owners knew all of the local news and gossip, and mediated or participated in the 
conversations of their Predominantly male clientele. 11us, it is a woman by the name of 
Marianne who informs police that a group of soldiers, including some deserters, had met 
earlier in her cabaret, in the village of Sauveterre, with the intention of forming an illegal 

i" See Gluckman, -ýGossip and Scandal7; Handelman, "Gossip in Encountc&' , and Almirol, "Chasing the 
Elusive Butterfly". in contrast, please see Rysman, "How the'Gossip'"; and Merry, "Rethinking Gossip" 
(original citations, introduction, footnote 94). 
191 Roubin, "Male and Female Space, P. 156. Rayna Reiter, in her article, "Men and Women!,, also goes 
a long way towards dispelling such myth- 
192 Ilowever, it would not appear from the documentation that women were necessarily excluded; as we 
have seen, young people often went together in pairs, and at times, particularly on Sundays and religious 
holidays, entire families might refresh themselves at the cabaret. 
I" Vassberg, Village and the Outside World. PP. 131-2,136. 
194 LeGoff, Vannes and its Region, p. 227; Vulic, "Le d, 6bit de boissone, p. 772. 
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gathering near the castle. " In other cases, the presence ofthe male host's wife represented 

an active female presence in a supposedly male forum. In a lodging-house near Agen, for 

example, it was the wife of the innkeeper who announced to her clientele that earlier, 
"deux grenadiers avaicnt tenus des propos inciviques i dcux citoyens volontaires qui 
devaient partir aujourd'hui, en leur disant qu'ils allaient A la boucherie, que les cnnemis 

ne tiraient pas sur les habits blancs, mais sur les habits bleus ...... 
11 Whether male or 

female, such a talebearer serving drinks each evening must have assured that news spread 

quickly from the town into the surrounding countryside. 
The issue ofgendcr in the theatre ofpolitical discussion is an extremely important 

one, and yet it has been somewhat neglected by both historians and contemporarics. One 

of the only historians to seriously address the question is Dagmar Freist, whose extensive 

work on sevcnteenth-=tury London shows that while women's political opinions were 

perceived in a variety of lights, from malicious or trivial gossip to a sign of sexual 
looseness, they were nevertheless a key component of the realm of popular political 

opinion. Freist emphasizes the "importance of female networking for the exchange of 
(personal) news, which could gain political momentum if it were 'publicised', thus 

blending the private and public spheres". As the authorities gradually acknowledged 

gossip as "part of public opinion". it became "part of the political", offering "a way of 

seeing women as intricately involved in politics. "" As we shall see in chapter III, peasant 

women in the French Revolution did, indeed, participate in political communication in the 

village, whether as witnesses, heralds, or speakers themselves. Finding themselves denied 

the right to vote, an honour which had been so recently and ceremoniously bestowed upon 
their menfolk, they found other means to participate in the political culture. 198 

I" A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2LI00, pi&es 51 et 55; Tribunal criminel, proc46s contre plusicurs soldats 
d6serteurs ayant particip6 A un attroupement arm6, messidor IV. 
'" A. D. Lot-et-Garome, 21,17- 7 and 21,97-19, Tribunal criminel, proc46s contre Jean Meunier et Jean 
Denave. nulitaircs, Pour ProP0s contre-r6volutiomialres, a0fit 1793. 
'" Freist, Gaverned by Opinion, pp. 278-98; in the citation from p. 291, "if it was" has been modified to 
read "if it were". 
I" Susan Wright has described how women in the Nlamasani district of hu% while not "formally 
represented in the Political arme. may still exert Political influence and be necessary to its ProcCsses". 
In this culture, women move about in the various meeting places of society, -gathering information and 
testing reactions in ways hardly recogmsedLsometimes coded into talk about chickens. " Although their 
husbands listen in the evening when these women pass on the information they have gleaned, their role in 
the formation of political discourse is not formally recogrused. See Susan Wright, "Place and Face: Of 
Women in DOshman ZiVA IrW7, in Shirley Ardener (ed. ), women and Space. - Ground Rules and Social 
Maps (London, 1981), pp. 136-157. Ile citations are taken from the editor's description of the paper in 
the introduction to the volume, p. 17. In France, women were used to playing a considerable role in the 
Public life of the Village, due to the relatively democratic village councils in the Midi under the ancien 
rigime. 
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However, women were not often indicted for their anti-govenuncntal remarks, 

being seen, as Arlettc Fargc points out for Paris, as "less civilly and criminally responsible 

than m&', in spite of the fact that "their more or less acerbic remarks rang incessantly 

through the market-places and the public squares. "'" Even the women in the riots and 

disturbances of the revolutionary era -a traditionally feminine sphere of influence - are 

commonly seen as fanatisies and as easily misled. How then was the role played by 

women in the circulation of discourse perceived by the authorities, both those 

disseminating official political information, and those persecuting the disseminators of 

sedition? How did the presence ofwomen affect political communication among villagers? 

Was news from a female source as likely to be believed as that from a male source? These 

questions will resurface periodically in the course of this study, for only by considering 

the whole ofrural society will we arrive at an accurate representation ofhow politics were 

conununicated in the cighteenth-ccutury countryside. 

I" Faroe-subvenive Wnrd. v- n- 129 and n. 10 (P. 209). 



11. 
COMMUNICATING THE REvoLunoN: 

OBJECTIVES, PLANS AND LimrrATioNs 

The Revolution of 1789 represented a nouveau d9part with respect to the 

cominunication of political information in the provinces. As we saw in chapter 1, it is true 

that information had made its way from the capital to the provinces and from urban to 

rural France under the Ancien regime by a variety of means. In addition to oral news 

networks, which facilitated the circulation ofinformation and ideas on topics that interested 

the peasantry, a comprehensive infimtructure existed to ensure the communication of 

official information to the village, involving the intendants and their subdelegates as well 
as the ecclesiastical administrative hierarchy from bishop to parish priest. However, 

relatively few announcements needed to be made under the Ancien r6gime, and much of 

what was considered "news" would have been of far less interest to the inhabitants of the 

countryside than to those of the towns and cities. By comparison, the Revolution marked 
a true "information explosion"V in both the volume of material which needed to be 

communicated, and in the purpose for which it was transmitted. It is with this revolutionary 
transformation of conununication between the, authorities and the rural population of 
France that this chapter is concerned. 

From the calling of the meeting of the Estates General in 1788 to the tremendous 
changes and events which followed, the course of the Revolution necessitated the 

communication of a massive amount of information, as government authorities worked to 

ensure that inhabitants had the information required to fulfil their duties as citizens of 
France. Already impressive in 1789 and 1790, the amount ofmaterial to be communicated 
increased dramatically as successive revolutionary assemblies rebuilt the financial and 
social fabric of the nation, and then, as the outbreak of war and the collapse of the 
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monarchy required exceptional legislative measures! In addition to these official 

announcements, however, the relaxation of censorship in 1788 led to an explosion of 

political writing and publication, opening up "unprecedented possibilities for French men 

and women to translate their thoughts and opinions into print, [and] to circulate them 

among one another"t' and further adding to the volume of political material in circulation. 

short pamphlets addressing the issues of the day began to flourish in late 1789 and 

continued well into the revolutionary decade as a major genre ofpolitical conununicationý 

and an unprecedented explosion ofthe press, both national and provincial, also marked the 

Up heaval. 4 As Harvey Chisick. has explained, the elimination of state censorship at the 

beginning of the Revolution produced a politically engaged press which, for the first time 

in the eighteenth century, attempted to reach the population as a whole, -' and which 

constituted, in Jeremy Popkin's words, "a vital medium for the communication of political 

news and ideas. 916 

I The tremendous increase in official communiqu6s during the Revolution, while generally acknowledged, 
is rarely studied in any detail. 1he edited work of Michel Cassan and kan Boutier on the Limousin 
constitutes a notable exception: Les ImprrmJs Ldmousins, 1788-1799 (Limoges, 1994). 
2 Carla Ilesse, Publishing and Cultural Politics in Revolutionary Paris, 1789-1810 (Berkeley, 199 1), p. 1. 
3 See the special issue of the journal History of European Ideas (vol. 17, no. 2-3,1993) devoted to the 
Pamphlet Literature ofthe French Revolution7, particularly the contributions by Ilarvey Chisick, -rhe 

Pamphlet Literature of the French Revolution: an Overview", pp. 149-66, and Gruder, "Can we hear the 
voices". See also Antoine de Baecquc. "Pamphlets- Libel and Political Mythology", in Darriton and Roche 
(eds. ), Revolution in Print, pp. 165-76; Raymond Birn, wrhe pamphlet press and the EstatmGenerai of 
1789" in Chisick (ed. ), 7he Press, pp. 59-70; and Kennedy, Cultural History. pp. 316ff. 
4 In 

; Llon 
to the more general works cited in the Introduction, consider, on the provincial press, Jeremy 

D. Popkin, ý][he Provincial Newspaper Press and Revolutionary Politice, French HistoricalStudies. Ig 
(1993), pp. 434-56; Hugh Gough, ýne Provincial Press in the French Rcvolutioe, in Alan Forrest and 
Peter Jones (eds. ), Reshaping France: Town, Countty and Region during the French Revolution 
(Manchester, 199 1), pp. 193-205; Jacques Godechot, nbe Provincial Newspaper Press and Revolutionary 
Politics", 71e Gazette, 9 (1962), pp. 81-6; Michel Taillefer, "Les journaux toulousains au &but de la 
Rdvolution, 1789-1793". in Pratiques politiques en province a Vipoque de la R6volution franfaise 
(Montpellier, 1988), pp. 163-74; Christine Peyrard4 "Lejournalisme politique dans IDuest en Rdvolutioe 
History ofEuropean Ideas, 10 (1989), pp. 455-69; Max Fajn, "U Diffusion de la presse rdvolutiomaire 
dans le Lot, leTarn et rAveyron sous la Convention et le Directoire!, Annales duMidf, 83 (1971), pp. 299- 
314; and tric Wautcrs, Vnepresse de province pendant la lUvolutionfranfaise. Journaux etiournalistes 
Normands, 1785-1800 (Paris. 1993), and"La pressc &Tartementale en ran 11", AhAf. 68 (1996), pp. I- 
35. on specific newspapers and audiences, see Edelstein, La Feuille Villageoise, Watrice Didier, -La 
Feuille Villageoise. un dialogue Paris-Province pendant la RAvolutioC, in Aux origines praWnciales de 
la Rivolutionfrangaise (Grenoble, 1990), pp. 267-78, Jeremy D. Popkin, 77jeRight-WingPress in France. 
1792-1800 (Chapel Hill, NC, 1980y, Harvey Chisick, The Production, Distribution and Readership ofa 
Conservative Journal of the Early French Revolution: The Ami du Rot of the AbU Ro>m (Philadelphia, 
1992y Simon Burrows, French Exile Journalism and European Politics, 1792-1814 (Suffolk/Rochester, 
NY, 2000Y, Marc Martin, Les origines de lapresse militaire en France, & lafin de lAncien rOgime et sous 
la Rivolution, 1770-1799 (Vincennes, 1975Y, John Lynn, "An Aspect of the Political Education of the 
French Army- The Distribution of Political Journals, 1793-1794", Proceedings of the Consortium on 
Revolutionary Europe 1750-1850,1982, pp. 75-90; and M. Delarue, IT6ducation politique a rarinde du 
Rhin, 1793-1794", Unpublished mimoiq de maitrise, Universit6 de Paris X-Nanterre, 1968. 
1 Chisick, 77te Press, pp. 6-10. The degree tO which newspapers reached rural inhabitantswill be dealt with 
again in chapter V. 
I Popkin, Revolutionary News, pp. 14-5. 
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Of equal significance to the increase in the volume of information to be 

communicated was the change in the goal of that communication. The very nature of the 

political machinery of the Revolution demanded, in stark contrast to that of the ancien 

regime, that the people be kept informed of the workings and decisions of their elected 

government. As Alison Patrick points out, 
For the first time the French people, as well as French officials, were to be kept 
regularly informed ofwbattheir government was doing. [ ... ] From department down 
to commune, information had to be efficiently communicated to people with uneven 
administrative background and, necessarily, no experience in interpreting the new 
decrees; and the public had to be told ofdccrees regularly and uniformly, as a matter 
both of right and of necessity, since the functioning of the new system demanded 
public acceptance and cooperation. ' 

Indeed, the very nature of political communication had changed with the events of 1789: 

the people were no longer subjects to be informed of the king's will, but citizens to be kept 

abreast of issues which affected them. ' The preoccupation of the deputies of the national 
assemblies in general, and of the members of the ComW des Wcrets and the ComW 
d'instruction publique in particular, with the communication of political news and 
information to the nation as a whole, reveals what Jeremy Popkin has called "a new 

political culture of publicity and openness. " Naturally, such "openness" was meant to 

work both ways: government officials wanted citizens to be informed of their doings, but 

they also worked to obtain a great deal of information about the doings of their citizens. 
In counterpoint to the right to petition and to query political actions, niral communities 
were expected to respond to direct government communications: in addition to specific 
requests and instructions, more than 350 general questionnaires were sent out during the 
1790s by the revolutionary assemblies and their committees, each requesting information 

of a different nature thereby establishing a veritable dialogue between Paris and the 

provinces? 
Before this ideal ofboth moulding and surveying the newly enfi-anchised citizenry 

could be realised, however, there were a number of obstacles to overcome. First of all, the 
communications infrastructure of the anden r6gime was insufficient for the task: 
engineers and royal agents had long despaired of the state of the roads in the provinces, 

? Patrick, "Paper. Posters and People", p. 2. 
On this fundamental change, see Kennedy, Cultural History, pp. 296-8. 
Popkin, Revolutionary News, p. 2. 

1* Indeed, we owe much of our knowledge about the socK economic, cultural and Political fabric of late- 
eighteenth century France to the statistical initiatives of the revolutionaries. See Isabelle Gudgan, 
Inventaire des enquftes administratives et Statistiques, 1789.1795 (Paris, 1991 Y, also Vovelle, Decouverte 
de la politique, p. I 11. and Patrick, "Paper, posters and People-, pp. 2-3. 
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and the postal service bad previously been required for little more than the private 

correspondence ofthe elite. Moreover, while the system ofsending material through royal 

agents to be read aloud and, when necessary, translated, by local intermediaries, had 

sufficed for occasional announcements, it was to prove inadequate for the transmission of 

the volume of information generated by the revolutionary governments. In this chapter, we 

will examine each of these obstacles, as well as the attempts made by the revolutionary 

authorities to overcome them. At the end, we will be in a position to evaluate the degrCe 

to which official information did, indeed, penetrate into "la France profond6", attaining 

its goal of keeping the rural citizenry abreast of national affitirs. A brief conclusion win 

build upon this assessment by reviewing various other means by which revolutionaries 

attempted to communicate a politicised, pro-Rcpublican message, including newspapers, 

ahnanacs and other printed media, as well as songs, images, ceremonies and various forms 

of political sociability. 

The Administrative and Communications Infrastructure in 1790 

'Me far-reaching changes brought to the way in which Political information was 

communicated to the people are often heralded as one of the greatest successes of the 

Revolution, but these changes were not instantaneous. At first, the existing administrative 

hierarchy of the ancien r6gime remained in place, for while Old Regime methods of 

communicating with the provinces would eventually prove inadequate, they nevertheless 

gave succour to the National Assembly as it confronted the need to disseminate large 

quantities ofprinted information to the nation's citizens in 1789 and 1790. According to 

an interim study by Alison Patrick, monarchical officials such as intendants and 

subdelegu6s were expected to remain responsible for their positions until new authorities 

were in place, an event delayed in some areas until late 1790. In some instances, the degree 

to which they might have been willing to do so is questionable, and the revolutionary 

government was forced to depend unofficially upon the continued good will of local 

notables to ensure that decrees were reprinted, distributed, and promulgated in the 

provinces. " Nevertheless, when elections finally took place, it was for the most part the 

experienced administrative personnel of the anden rigime who continued to fulfil these 

It Patrick, -Paper, Postcrs and People, p. 4; and "Reform and the Citizcn: Administrative Process and 
Public Reactioe, in Edna Lcmay andAlison Patrick, Revolutimories at wor*. 77teConstituentAssembly, 
1789-1791 (Oxford, 1996), pp. 78-91. 
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functions, a natural circumstance given that it was the urban professionals and bourgeois 

who were the most ardent supporters of the early Revolution. " 

The continuity of communications structures from the anden regime to the 

Revolution is even more striking at the village level, where factors such as force of habit 

and a limited number of literate intermediaries combined to produce very little change in 

the channels by which official information was disseminated. Village notables, including 

large landowners, blacksmiths, parish priests and other influential members of rural 

society often retained their roles as members of the new municipalities, particularly in the 

south-west, where the long-established democratic tradition enabled a smooth transition. " 

The role of the village cure in particular, in reading, translating and explaining new laws 

and decrees, remained constant. In the 1790s, therefore, those who received, discussed, 

and passed on information from the authorities were by and large the same individuals 

who had done so before the Revolution. The National Assembly approved of and 

encouraged this state of affairs, sending out fi-equent reminders that the laws and orders 

of the government were to be read aloud after mass. 14 Indeed, as Alison Patrick has 

pointed out, it was only later that "the collapse of the alliance between the State and the 

traditional Church brought... the effective collapse of the pulpit as a medium of 

communication. "" True, the agents nationaux ofthe Year 11 would theoretically take the 

place of the parish priests, with the reading of laws in the Temple of Reason intended as 

a central activity of the republican ceremonies each d6cadI. 1" However, these civic 

replacements would prove far less successfid than their predecessors, as the ceremonies 

were poorly attended and the majority of the population was either wary or indifferent. 

While local patterns of official communication would remain constant until the 

Directory, " the administrative hierarchy through which information reached the villages 

P Alfred Cobban, -Imal Government during the French Revolution! ', inAspects ofthe French Revolution 
(New YorkUndon, 1968), pp. 112-30. Cobban writes that "in the main the administrative personnel of 
the ancien regime was taken over with little change by the Revolution, and the same personnel seems to 
have survived generally in local administration-up to the summer of 1793, when the Jacobins introduced 
considerable changes"; p. 117. 
"See FournierDemocratie etvie municipale, and"Municipalitts languedociermes7, as well as Godcch0t, 
Aux origines". 

14 Bulletin des Lois, see, for example, 20 octobre-3 novembre 1789,5-6 novembre 1789.11 d&mbrc 
1789,23-26 f6vrier 1790,15-26 mai 1790,2-3 juin 1790,2-5 novcmbre 1790,20 avril 1791,10 et 18-20 
mai 1791. 

Patrick, "Paper, Posters and People", p. 9. 
"Loi sur le mode du gouvernement r6volutionnaire'. 14 frimaire IL cited in F. VA Aulard. Receuil des 

actes A Comiti de salut public, avec la correspondance Officielle des representants en mission et le 
registredu Conseil exicutiftrovisoire, vol. 9, pp. 149-50 (section L Article 10, -Envoi etpromulgation des 
loi! f'). 
11 See pages 89-90, below, for changes brought by the year III constitution. 
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was completelyreorganised early inthe Revolution. Bythe laws of 14Dc=bcr 1789 and 

26 February 1790, the National Assembly created a rationalised, three-ticred structure of 

departments, districts and communes worthy of the heirs of the Wcle des lumiýres. Is The 

first ofthe two was the well-known 16i sur les municipaliffs, by which every "Ville, bourg, 

village ou communaut6 de campagnd" was to constitute its own municipality. However, 

it was with the second law, on local government, that administration at the intermediary 

level was organised. Departments were divided into districts, ideally between six and nine 

depending on population and area; districts were subdivided into cantons, and cantons into 

communes. " In practice, the shape and size of departments varied considerably, and the 

acquisition of the position of chef-lieu was, for towns throughout France, the object of 

much debate, petitioning, and contestation. ' Of the two areas studied (see Figure 2-1, 

following page), the departments ofthe Dordogne and Lot-et-Garonne were characterised 

by a greater number of large communes and an extensive administrative structure, arising 

from their slightly more urbanised nature. Typically, one district was responsible for 

administering and communicating with an average of approximately 50 communes. 111C 

situation in the departments ofthe Pyrenees provide an important contrast. The relatively 

small number of significant towns in mountainous regions led to each district seat being 

responsible for a large number of rural communes, for in spite of the tendency, arising 

from the communal nature of pastoral life, to group smaller administrative units together, 

mountain han-dets tended to be far more scattered than their counterparts in the plaim. 21 

As a result, each district seat in the departments of the central Pyrenees administered more 

than 100 communes, with Saint-Gaudens, the southernmost district ofthe Haute-Garonne, 

communicating with over 200 localities. 

is See Jacques Godechot, Les Institutions de [a France sous la R"olution et I'Empire, fifth edition (Paris, 
1999), pp. 91-112, and Cobban, "Imal Government", pp. 13A. Ile texts of the decrees themselves can 
be found in the Archives Parlementaires (hereafter, A-P. 1 vol. 10, pp. 564ff, 14 d6canbre 1789; vol. 1 1, 
p. 716fý 26 February 1790. 
19 The cantons, the administrative constituency existing between the districtand connnunelevels, were not 
endowed with a political ftinction until the constitution offear M Prior to this cantons were merely the 
basic unit of local elections and the seat of the juge de paix. Godechot, Loes Institutions, p. 108; Iss" 
Woloch, -The state and the Villages in Revolutionary Francer, in Alan Forrest and Peter Jones (eds. ), 

'Reshaping 
France: To*w, Countty andRegion during theFrench Revolution (Manchester, 199 1), pp. 22 1- 

42. 
2D The treatises, petitions and arguments surrounding the choices made oWpartment and district chef-lieux 
are a rich source for rural histori", in that they reveal much about local antagonisms and pretensions. 
C, odechotý Les Institutions, pp. 98-102, provides only a brief introduction to the topic-, for further &-tail. 

see Ted Margadant, Urban Rivalries in the French Revolution (Princeton, NJ, 1992ý, - and Forrest, 
Revolution in provincial France, ch. 3, 'Me Loss of Innocence-, and "Le d6coupage administratir dc la 
France r6volutionnaire". inLEspace etle temps reconstruits: LaRgvolutionfranfaiie, une rivolution des 
mentalit6s et des cultures, Actes du colloque de Marseilles, 1989 (Aix-en-Provence, 1990), pp. 3-12. 
21 On this topic, see Woloch, -State and the ViUagesr. 
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Figure 2-1 
Administrative Divisions in Departments Studied 

Total no. Average no. 
Average population 

No. of Population No. of l3cparlinent 
districts (1806) cantons 

of of communcs per per 
communes per district district COMM1111C 

Dordogne 9 424 113 74 686 70 47 124 618 

Lot-et- 9 353044 73 284 32 31) 227 1243 
Garonne 

Afiýge 3 222936 27 352 117 74 112 63 3 

Hautes- 5 198757 30 533 107 31) 751 172 
N, r6n6cs 

District of 11 241 241 
Saint-Gaudens 
(Haute-Garonnc)2-' 

Sour"-%: For the administrative statisbcs of each department, see X-D. Dordogne, 11340, f-Aat des 
mtmicipalitýs, 179 1; Ren6 Bonnat, Inventaire des archives doartementalespostericures ti / -81), . Periode. 
revolutionnaire, Serie L. (Agen, 1925), pp. vii-xiv, "Tableau des districts, cantons et municipalites du 
d6partement de Lot-et-Garonne en 1791"; A-D. Hautes-Pyren6es, 1.169, Divisions administratives, 17W 
A-D. Ari6ge, IL132, bections: Uste des cormunes; et du nombred'olliciers municipauxauxquelsellesont 
droit, 1790. For population figures, see Ilernard Lepelit et al. (eds. ), Population, vol. 8 ofthesieries, Itlas 
de la Revolution franCaise (Paris: "itions de I'Lliks. s., 1995). Although it might be objected that the 
sources for the number of communes and districts date from early in the Revolution, whereas the fx)pulation 
figures date from 1806, any change in population over this period would be relatively minor, and the 
inclusion of population in the table is only incidental to its main purpose. 

While there have been relatively few studies devoted to the new local bodies and 

to their role as intennedianes between the revolutionary government and the provincial 

population, the significance of the reforms is generally acknowledged. " Throughout 

France. the structure of the administration, and, in theory, its manner of ftinctioning, would 

Comparable population figures are unavailable. 'I'lie district of Saint-Gaudens has been in lud_ s 
for the commune-to-district ratio. 

)I ly 

23 Since Alfred Cobban expressed his frustration in 1969 w%ith the lack of studies oflocal governinei'l, t 
during the Revolution, little research has been devoted expressly to the topic: see "Local Govenunclit 
Most studies of local politics have focussed upon the personnel rather than the hierarchy ofinstitutions, 
emphasizing either continuity in leadership or conflict and change: see, for example, Jean-Pieffe Jessenne, 
Pouvoir au village, pp. 49-12 1, and the contributions to Roger Dupuy (ed. ), Pouvoir local et Wvolution, 
1780-1850: lafrontWe inNrieure. Colloque interwational de Rennes, 28 sept. - 11, octobre 1993 (Rennes, 
1997). For general indications on the structures oflocal government, see Godechot, Les Institutions, PP. 
91-112, and Vovelle, Dkouverte tie la politique, pp. 1004. Charles Godard made an early attempt at a 
local study %Nith Le Conseil gMýral de la Ilaute-Loire, le Directoire et Vadminishirition lepartementale 
de 1790 4 1800 (Paris, 1909); more recA-litly, Roger Duck made a promising foray into the field with an 
M. A. thesis entitled "National l'olitics and the Development of Local Administrative structures during the 
French Revolution: The Example of the f lerault, 1789-1801 ", Unpublished M. A. dissertation, University 
of Kent at Canterburv, 1993. WInle the apparent drvness- of the topic has doubtless discouraged scholars 
from undertaking more studies in this area, the archives of local administrative bodies are rich with 
indications on how political inforniation was communicated %ithin their constituencies. 
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henceforth be completely uniform, an immense improvement upon the overlapping 

jurisdictions of the anc'Jen rigime. Tbe administrative body which sat at the chef-lieu of 

the department comprised thirty-six individuals, elected for a term of two years and 

renewable by halves; in analogous fashion, the members of the district administrations 

numbered twelve and were elected in the same manner. Each administration met in its 

entirety only twice yearly, in a Conseil, with the bulk of the work being done by an 

executive Directoire, comprised of eight members in the caw of the department and four 

in the case of the distric04 Departmental administrators were responsible for the 

adjudication of tax collection, public welfare, education, agriculture, and roadworks on a 

large scale, while district administrators implemented the application oftheir orders in the 

region for which they were responsible - distributing the tax burden among the communes, 

for example - as well as handling issues such as local policing, the sale of national 

properties, the administration of the national guard and the composition of electoral lists. 

The regularization of the administrative structure made it at least possible that similar 

measures could be carried out in exactly the same way, by similar agents in similar 

sections ofterritory, throughout the nation. 

Naturally, one ofthe primary concerns ofthe deputies involved in reorganizing the 

workings ofthe state had been the retention ofregular channels ofcommunication. Indeed, 

the very drawing of the departments was done with communication in mind: no town or 

village, it was stipulated, was to be more than one day's ride from the chef-lieu of its 

department. " By mid-1790, a system was in place by which the masses of information 

produccd by the revolutionary government could be transmitted from one level of 

administration to the next. ' At the top sat the Assembly, which passed the decrees and sent 

them before the king for his sanction. After the king had placed his scal on both the 

legislation and the accompanying lettre patente, these were passed on to the appropriate 

minister, who added his signature and forwarded copies to each of the departmental chef- 
lieur. 'There, an elected official known as the procureur-g6n&al-syndic, essentially a 

representative ofthe king who oversaw the application ofthe laws, would armnge for them 

24 Godechot, Les Institutions; pp. 102,105-6; Cobban, "Local Government', p. 116. 
2s The concept had actually been advanced prior to 1789 by the Physiocrats-, see Godechot, Les 
Institutions, p. 94, and Forrest, "Le d6coupage administratif". 
26 See the text of the 1791 constitution, titre 114 chapitre IV, section r, "De la promulgation des loii", at 
httpjtwww. conscil- constitutiomcl. fr/constitution/r. 1791. htaL Ile fact that it took some months for the 
National Assembly to institute new channels of political communication has been cited by Lynn Ijunt as 
one of the reasons for the autonomous development Of urban politics at the beginning of the Revolution. 
see Hunt, -committm and Communes: Local Politics and National Revolution in 1789". Comparative 
Studies in Society and History, 18 (1976), pp. 32145, esp. p. 323. 
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to be reprinted and distributed, through the help of the districts, to every municipality-27 

This initial formulation of the procedure for sending out individual laws and 

decrees, while effective, generated tremendous costs, both in terms of human work-hours 

and actual expense. ' However, the fact that a special Comjtj des decrets was established 

in November 1789 to mastermind the entire process testifies not only to the volume ofwork 

involved, but also to the importance which the National Assembly attached to the 

communication ofofficial texts? In October 179 1, when the newly constituted Legislative 

Assembly undertook to review and evaluate the numerous committees established by the 

National Assembly, the retention of the ComW des d6crets was demanded by many 

individuals, based on "la n6cessM de surveiller I'exp6dition et 1'envoi des d6crets dans les 

d6partements. " Later, during a crisis of government messengers in Paris in August 1792, 

the Assembly decreed that the Comite des Wcrets be permitted to employ outside help, 

such that "rien ne retarde les exp6ditions de ses bureaux. "" Indeed, until its replacement 

by the Agence de Venvol des lols under the provisions of the law of 14 frimaire 11, the 

Comite des Wcrets provided regular reports on the decrees sent into the provinces. Their 

actions fi-equently drew comments, suggestions, and motions from the deputies in session, 

who were keen that the lines of communications with the population in the provinces be 
32 kept opcn and functioning smoothly. 

Inthedepartmentsthemselves, local administrators were employed full-time inthe 

transmission and application of legislation originating in Paris. " In fact, although they 

were responsible for a bewildering variety of issues, these intermediary bodies fulfilled a 

role which was primarily communicative and, at best, executive, as they had no powers to 

undertake new nutiatives without authorization from Pans. ' The departmental 

administrations - located, for this study, in Wrigueux, Agen, Tarbes, Toulouse, and Foix 

2700dechot, LRs Institutions, pp. 97,102. 
28 See Patrick "Reform and the Citizen! % and especially, "Paper, Posters, and people. 
29 The formation of the committee was proposed on 21 November 1789 by Rabaud de Saint-Etienne, 
becatse, as he reported, Odans sa province bcaucoup dc municipalit6s Wont pas encorc requ divcrs d6crets 
de I'Assemblde, notamment les arreths du 4 aofiV AT. Vol. 10, P. 159. See also A. P. vol. 22, p. 22-3 (12 
novembre 1791) and vol. 34, p. 629 (4 novembre 1791), for the continuing discussion on the topic. 
30 A. P., vol. 34, p. 239,15 octobte 1791. 
`A-P- vol. 47, p. 594,9 aolit 1792. 
' For example, A. P. vol. 53, p. 92; vol. 49, p. 276. 
33 The indications given in this chapter regarding the activities ofdistrict administrations have been gleaned 
from a sampling of the following sources: A. D. Atk9e, series 2L4L; A. D. Dordogne, series 2L-l OL; A. D. 
Lot-et-Garonne, L553-L8 I 6bir, A-D. Hautes-PYrtn&s, L690-L778; andA. D. Haute-Garorme, 21A2204239 
(district of Sair"audcns). The papers of the district administrations, v&ch are voluminous, varied, and 
extremelywell-organised, have been largely neglected, in spite oftheir tremendous value forunda-standing 
this essential link between the state and the villages. 

This point is clearly made by Cobball, -Local r . Jovernmcnt-, p. 117. 
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- were responsible for reprinting the texts received from Paris; copies were then sent out 

in bundles to the district administrators, who forwarded them on to the communes, as well 

as to a wide variety of institutions and important individuals, such as judicial courts and 

juges de paix. in addition, although towns designated as chef-lieux de canton did not have 

their own administration until 1795, district authorities sometimes used local notables there 

in the way the intendants had employed subd6l6guis, asIdng them to pass on decrees, or 

to furnish information on communes within the canton. Questionnaires, in particular, were 

frequently sent out to district and canton seats, requesting information concerning the 

health and welfare of the population, details on various social groups, the crops which 

grew well locally, and a multitude of other topics. In addition to sending texts on to the 

villages, provincial administrators were also expected to communicate back up the ladder, 

reporting on the local execution of laws and forwarding any questions or concerns to the 

appropriate authorities in Paris. " At each administrative level, local officials were obliged 

to keep detailed records of their active and passive correspondence with authorities both 

above and below, a requirement which has resulted in an extremely rich archive for the 

study of official connnunication. 
One of the main roles of local goverment early in the Revolution was, in the 

words of an administrator of the Lot-ct-Garonne, [to] "exciter les communaut6s qui 

scraient arri6r6es et d'6veiller Ic Me des municipalit6s qui apporteraient trop, 

d'indiff6rcncc-' Often, this was accomplished by a simple covering letter, as well as 

instructions to the municipalities specifying what was expected of them, as in this circular 

sent out by the Department of the Dordogne in September 1790: 

Le Directoire du d6partement.. p6n&6 de l'importance des objets dont il doit 
s'oecuper... croit essentiel... de tracer aux directoires des districts, et. aux 
municipalit6s, sous l'inspection des districts, une instruction uniforme sur tous les; 
objets compris dans le d6cret du 28 juin. 11 en r6sultera plus de simplicit6, plus 
d'activit6, et. plus d'accord dans toutes les branches de I'administration .. 

37 

TIle decree cited in the circular concerned a number of issues, including requests for 

information about the state of the road network, the use of local fimds, repairs to 

presbyteries, sales of national properties, and the organization of tax collection. This last 

obiective, which had caused difficulties throughout France in the preceding months, was 

3-'See AA, series FlcM for this correspondence. 
' &D. Lot-et-Garonne, L755, WibdratiOns de I'administration du district de Tonneins, aofit 1790-ao0t 
1791; speech of Crebessac, administrateur de district, 19 odobre 1790, fol. 38v-39r. 
31 A. D. Dordogne, IL336, Correspondance du d6partemcnt de la Dordogne, 17go-an W; filstructioll 
adress6e par Ic directoire du ddpartement aux districts et aux murucipalit6s... POur I'Cxdcution du D&-ret 
de I'Assembl6e nationale du 28 juin 1790. 
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of particular concern to the administrators of the Dordogne, and so they endeavoured, in 

a fatherly way, to draw attention to it in their preamble: 
Chaque municipahtd hAtera, le plus qu'il sera possible, la confection, wrification 
et recouvrement der, rdlcs des impositions... les officiers municipaux doivent 
considdrer cet objet comme un des plus importants de leur administration. La raret6 
du numdraire est caus6e surtout par les retards du recouvrement des impositions. 
Tws les citoyens qui chdrisscat la hbeW et la patric doivent regarder oomme un 
devoir sacrd &acqaitter sans Mai le montant de leurs contributions. Lordre et le 
cr6dit public ne peuvent se r6tablir que par ce moyen. Ainsi les besoins de Ntat, la 
sfiretd publique, et les d6crets de I'Assembl6e nationale pressent kgalement le 
recouvrement des imp8ts-I 

While such covering letters and encouraging remarks were common enough, 

ensuring the execution of a given order often required a considerably greater effort. 
Departmental administrators were regularly forced to monitor the activities of cornmunes 
in which the municipal officers were barely literate and too busy to give their 

administrative role any serious attention, and in which the inhabitants werejust as happy 

to avoid paying taxes and filling out questionnaires. Local authorities used various 

methods to inspire activity in such circumstances: reminder notices were sent out, and with 

more urgent issues, the author of the text was careful to include a date after which a 

negligent inunicipal officer could be threatened with arrest. In extreme cases, 
commissaires were sent into the Countryside to "help" villagers complete the required 
Paperwork, with the cost of the commissaire's journey to be paid by the commune. 
Finally, it was the responsibility of the department and district administrators to rectify 
"incorrect" interpretations of decrees, a task which varied from resolving language 

problems to policing insolence and resistance. 
As the true intermediaries between villagers and the government in paris, local 

administrative bodies not only forwarded official communication from the capital to the 

countryside, but also dealt with requests and petitions from local inhabitants, usually sent 
through the intermediary ofa municipal council. The variety ofissues touched upon in this 
body of correspondence is almost without limit, but the intentions with which the letters 

were composed generally fall into one ofthree categories: descriptions ofdifficultics in the 
application of laws, the articulation ofcomplaints, and requests for financial aid. Ile first 

of these three tended to be from municipal councils, explaining how a particular local 

contingency made the execution of an order problematic. Such letters seem well- 
intentioned for the most part at the beginning of the Revolution, but come increasingly to 

38 Ibid. 
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bear the mark of wily peasants seeking a means of escape. The second category - the 

voicing ofcomplaints - concerned, for the most part, interpersonal conflicts and property 

claims that would have been better directed to ajuge de paix or other custodian of public 

order, revealing the initial tendency of villagers to address any given issue to the most 

easily accessible authority. The third type of correspondence - requests for financial aid 

- came either from individuals whose property had been damaged by floods, storms, or 

hail, and who consequently requested reductions in their taxes, or from municipal councils 

requesting funds to arm their national guard or pay the salary of a messenger to pick up 

their mail. While such correspondence, on the whole, is valuable primarily to historians 

working on the specific topics addressed, its copiousness and, indeed, its existence at all, 

testifies to the desire of the rural population to take advantage of its newly-found rights 

and freedom to communicate on political issues. I=a administrations, at the district level 

in particular, were aware ofthe needs and wishes ofthe inhabitants ofthe countryside, and 

played an important role, not only as "Ies yeux et les bras" of the authorities in the 

departmentý39 but also as the point of contact through which peasants and rural artisans 
interacted with the nation. 

Problems with the volume of deliveries 

While the administrative system described thus far appears to have ffinctioned 

well at the beginning ofthe revolutionary decade, the volume ofinformation which needed 

to be communicated would increase considerably, particularly after the outbreak of war 
in April 1792, threatening to overwhelm the newly-created infi-astructure. Figure 2-2 

(following page), which indicates the number ofprinted notices and decrees forwarded by 

the departmental administration ofthe Dordogne from May 1791 through January 1794, 

depicts the sheer quantity of information: sent into the countryside. Apart from a slight 
increase in the number of dispatches in June and July of 1791, owing to events and 
legislative measures surrounding the flight of the King to Varennes, the figures remain 

relatively consistent until the spring of 1792, when they begin to increase, reaching a 

maximum, incredibly, of 297 notices in December 1793, the month in which the 

gouvernementprovisoire et revolutionnaire was decreed. Figure 2-2 also illustrates the 

frequency of dispatches to individual villages, ranging Erom four per month, or 

approximately one delivery per week, to a maximum of fifteen deliveries in October and 

" Godechot, Les Institutions, pp. 106-7. 
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November 1793, or one every two days. According to this data, each of the nearly 700 

villages of the Dordogne received, on average, eighty-seven printed governmental notices 

per month, in packets containing ten notices each. ' 

Considering that under the anden rigime, the peasantry had been neither kept 

abreast of political developments nor asked to participate, the importance placed by the 

revolutionary government On the communication of news and legislation to the provinces 

is exemplary. However, the volume depicted in Figure 2-2 overcompensated somewhat 
for the previous lack thereof, and made for a rather steep learning curve in the political 

apprenticeship of the majority. One of the reasons for the staggering number of official 
dispatches is that in their enthusiasm, the assemblies appear initially to have sent copies 

of every piece of legislation to every part of France, regardless of the local relevance of 

any given item. nus it is that the mayor of the tiny village of Cantillac, situated in the 

canton of Champagnac-de-Belair in the district ofNontron, department of the Dordogne, 

received seven printed notices on 22 January 1792, including one (numbered 1443), which 

concerned the founding of a new School of Mathematics in Paris, and another (numbered 

1464) describing seditious gatherings in Lille and Douai of men calling themselves 

brabanVons . 
41 Regardless oftheir level of political awareness, the inhabitants of Cantillac 

were unlikely to have been interested in either of these notices. In other instances, laws 

concerning the organization of judicial personnel in distant criminal courts and decrees 

recommending the cultivation of lowland crops were freely distributed to isolated hamlets 

in Pyrenean mountain valleys. 
Ile deputies themselves were clearly aware of the absurdity of such dispatches, 

and calls to resolve the situation were frequently heard in the sessions of the asserablies. 
As early as 8 July 179 1, a law was passed according to which only decrees of general 
interest would be sent to all departments; those with more specific contents, it was decided, 

should be sent only to the departments or institutional groups cOncerned-42 However, for 

more than a year after this date, various ministers continued to bring the issue to the 

40 The total for December 1793 was particularly high due to the dispatch of 29 fiimairc, which contained 
nine separate packages containing at least 15 decrees each, and that sent out the next day, 29 ftimaire, 
which contained seven separate packages. Allowing for approximately ten days for the texts to reach 
p&igucux, it is reasonable to assumethat these two massive deliveries were connected with the declaration 
of revolutionary government on 14 fiimaire an IL If we discount the month of December 1793 as an 
aberration, the average number of laws arriving in the villages is reduced from 87 to 78. 
"' A. D. Dordogne, E dep 252 Cantillac, IDI*, Mlibdrations de Conseil municipal Ct enregistrement des 
lois, 1790-an X, pp. 114-20. 
"I A. P. vol. 28, p. 40,8 juillet 179 1; see also the later discussion of the issue, A-P. vol. 38, p. 422,11 f6vricr 
1792. 
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attention ofthe Assembly, indicating that it had not yet been resolved. In March 1792, the 
Minister of the Interior, Cahier de GerviHe, wrote to the president of the Assemblee 
Mgislative: 

Ni le ministre de la justice a propos6 ä l'Assemblee nationale, de vouloir bien, selon le 
vwu d'un &cret de l'Assembl& nationale constiümnte, d6clarer en marge de ses decrets, 
ccux qui doivent 8tre imprimds et envoyös ä tous les &partements. L'Assembke n'a 
encore rien &cidd ä cet egard. L'üiccrtitude sur cet objet a obligd de les faire imprimer et 
distribuer presque tous... [m8mel les lois pardculi8res qui Wont rapport qu'ä certains 
cantons, souvent m8me ä une seule municipahtd ... ce qui owasionne de tres grandes 
&penses. II seraitje crois, ä propos que l'Assemb16e prit (sic) une &cision ä cet dgard. ' 

Even after this clear mandate, the Assembly was forced to readdress the issue later that 

year, when Danton, then minister of justice, subn-titted his report of the decrees sent 

nationwide that week. Of the fourteen texts listed, only five might have been described as 
being of "general interest". Among the nine remaining decrees we find: 

10 aofit 1792. Ddcret qui convoque les sections de Paris, pour procdder A la 
rMection des juges de paix. 

12 aofit 1792. Ikcret relatif au paiement de I'acquisition du port de Montmarin. 
13 aoOt 1792. D6cret qui charge le ministre de la guerre de faire fabriquer cent pi6ces 

de canons. 
14 aofit 1792. Ncret partant qu'iI sera fait mention honorable de la prýsentation 

d'une somme de 384 livres en mundraire, faite par le sieur 
Labaudunais, Breton, pour servir A I'acquit de ses impositions. 

14 auat 1792. Ddcret qai ordonne la translation. * Paris des Suisses d6tenus A Rucil . 
41 

Again, the Assembly decreed that the ComW des decrets should be more attentive, so that 
henceforth, "Ics lois ou d6crets; rendus sur des affaires particuUres, ne soient ni publi6s 
ni affich6s A la mankre des lois g6n6rales de Ittat, & moins d'un d6crct expr6s qui 
l'ordonne. "' Considering that so much irrelevant material was sent into the provinces, one 
is forced to conclude t14 astonishing as the evidence reported in Figure 2-2 n-tight be, it 
is indeed either an underestimation, or else departmental administrators were wisely frugal 
in how they spent their printing budgets. At any rate, the historian of provincial France 

soon becomes accustomed to finding, in departmental archives, irrelevant announcements 
from the revolutionary era which had been used in subsequent years as scrap paper and 
binding material. 

While the deputies' concerns over irrelevant dispatches may have somewhat 
reduced the number of printed noticed received by rural municipalities, the increase, from 
September 1792, of legislation considered relevant appears to have more dm accounted 

" A-P. vol. 39, p. 599,12 mars 1792. 
" A. P. vol. 48, p. 276,16 aofit 1792. 
45 Ibid. 
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for the difference. This constant barrage ofofficial information had two notable ill cffects. 

Firstly, under the eighteenth-century postal system, delivery costs fell to the recipient: in 

this case, village municipal councils. For some communities, the cost associated with 

collecting official mail provided a perfect excuse to ignore inconvenient legislation. For 

many others, however, particularly in mountain valleys which were less well-intcgratcd 

into the monetary economy, it represented a real financial burden. In the Hautcs-pyr6j(=, 

the departmental administration took it upon itself to resolve the problem, declaring that 

"il [nel sera fait qu'un envoi par semaine des d6crets de IAsscinbl6c nationale et des 

d6lib6rations du corps administratif, en raison des fi-ais consi&rablcs que ces envois 

imposent aux municipalit6s. " In the district of Saint-Gaudens in the Haute-Garonne, 

however, local administrators eventually decided that the cost of mail pick-up was a 

necessary evil, for while they had tried simply sending deliveries to the chef-lieu de 

canton therice to be collected by each municipality, laws were arriving too late, 

incomplete, or going missing altogether. ' 

Secondly, and more importantly in the long-term, the volume of material sent out 

put a strain on the traditional methods by which political news was communicated in the 

village, eventually lessening the enthusiasm of the peasantry for the Revolution. Ille 

minutes of village councils often make reference to having received a "package of laws", 

and the mcre listing of them can take several pages, again confirming the statistics 

presented above. As early as 1790, there was a rash of resignations among municipal 

secretaries, who could not handle the volume of incoming information. " Moreover, the 

parish priest could certainly not have read aloud every law and decree, as he was required 
to do both by custom and by the National Assembly, never n-dnd translate them into 

patois; and as Alison Patrick has pointed out, "one wonders where small communities 
found space to post all the posters. ' Increasingly, even municipal officers glossed over 
the majority ofthe texts, and posted onlythose they thought most important. The repetitive 

and insistent nature ofthc texts also irritated the recipients: once the initial excitement over 

' A. D. Hautes-Pyrdndes, L127, Ddlibdrations du Directoire du d6partcmcnt, 27 juillet 1790. 
4-iA. D. lbutecyuome, 2L4220, Ddlib&ationsdudistrictdeSaint-Gaudens, 1790-1792; 6novembre 1791. 
49 The secretarial position had usually been occupied by a local greffler or notaire, whose regular 
obligatIons made it impossible to accommodate the increased municipal workload brought by the 
Revolution. In the village of Lafox, for example, the municipal council noted that -les appointcmcnts 
attribuds & I, ancien sccr&aiw greffier sont tr6s insuffisants, A raison des affd= extraordinaires qui 
survienncnt depuis Ja Iýhvolution du Royaume ct la formation de I'Assembl6e nationaler; (A. D. Lot-et. 
Garonne, FA16p. Lafox IDI, 4juillet 1790). After the resignation ofa secretary, villages were forcedtooffer 
a more highly paid position. 
49 Patrick, "Pap", Postm and People", p. 9. 
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the abolition of feudalism and the democratisation of the vote died down, rural officials 

manifested a growing resentment with the reiterated demands for gram requisitions and 

army recruits. The mayor ofthe small village of Monbalen, in the Lot-et-Garonne, finally 

lost his patience in the Year H, and was arrested for saying that the National Assembly 

was composed of idiots who did not know what they were doing, and that they could wipe 

their arses with their decrees, as far as he was concerned. ' 

Both problems - the high cost of the delivery of laws on the one hand, and the 

frustration of local administrators on the other - were partially solved by measures 

undertaken later in the Revolution. it was not until the Year VI that the Directory assumed 

the cost of sending official mail, " but even by that point, other initiatives had alleviated 

the situation. In the first section ofthe Loi sur le mode du gouvernement r6volutionnaire, 

established in the spring of 1794, the Comia de Salut Public created the Bulletin des 

Lois, which reduced the sheer volume of mail by consolidating individual notices into one 

publication. " For the Convention, the Bulletin was an improved means of making sure 

that laws arrived, an absolute necessity in a time of extraordinary measures. Moreover, 

it was generally well-received, to judge from the considerable correspondence from 

administrators in tiny provincial towns who were concerned that their copies were arriving 

irregularly. " However, while the number of dispatches had been reduced to one per 

Wcade per addressee, there were still some 80,000 of these, for Bulletins were being sent 

not only to every commune in France, but also to all civil servants further up the 

hierarchy, including departmental and district administrators, Juges de paix, lawyers and 

court judges. ' The situation was not truly alleviated until the autumn of 1795, when the 

Year Ul constitution brought a reorganisation of municipal administration. Communes of 

fewer than 5,000 inhabitants were no longer to have a municipal council: deprived of their 

autonomy, they could only elect an agent municýpal and an adjoint as delegates to the 

"A. D. Lot-et-Garonne 2L99 and 21,105, Tribunal r4volutionnaire, procks contre jeanMarabal, cultivateur 
et Guillaume Marabal, cultivateur et ci-devant maire, fr&es, pour propos contre-r6volutionnaires, niv6se- 
pluvibse an IL 
51 Patrick, "Paper, Posters and People", p. 3. Before Year VL particularly important texts were occasionally 
sent out'franc de port', such as, for example, some ofRobespierre, s speeches; see Aulard, Recued, vol-8, 
p. 711. 
"Tzi sur le mode du gouvernement rdvolutionnaiw, 14 fiimaire an 1% cited in Aulard, Recued.. v01-9. 
pp. 149-50; for more on theBulletin, see Hesse, Publishing, chapter4; and Isser Woloch, 7heNewRegime: 
Trunsformatiow of the French Civic Order, 1789-1820s (New York/London, 1994). 
" See, for example, the file of such correspondence from the department of the Dordogne, kN. D XL 25 
dossier 120. 
-" A. D. Ari6ge, IL167, Postes et service de dep6ches, an III-VIL Lettre de I'Agence de 1'envoi des lois, 
relative A un nouvel ordre de service, 5 vend&niaire an III. 
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assembly at the cantonal seat. " Although laws supposedly continued to be read out loud, 

the government depended for this upon both the interest and the competcnce of the agents 

and adjoints municipaux to assiduously attend administrative meetings in the chef-lieu de 

canton, carry relevant information back to their villages with them, and report it promptly 

and faithfully. Indeed, this interest was often lacking. -' Overall, far less information 

travelled back into the villages, and the peasants - rather dissatisfied with the bourgeois 

turn the Revolution had taken - were at any rate perfectly happy to be left in peace and 

quiet. 

Road and postal networks 

The attrition of municipal personnel was not the only sign that the 

communications infiastructure could not handle such a volume ofmaterial. At the start of 

the Revolution, the state of the road network and postal system also left much to be 

desired. Indeed, the Archivesparlementaires and the correspondence ofthe repr6sentants- 

en-mission abound with reports of the poor quality of the postal service, with the 

repHsentants including "lack ofcommunication7among their explanations for continued 

rural resistancO As described in chapter 1, under the anden r6gime letters and packages 
had been earned to mam drop-off pouts, known as bureaux de deptches, most often by 

messageries and diligences which also carried goods and passengers. " From there, mail 

was carried to one of the more numerous bureaux de distribution, where it remained until 

collected by the addressee. This system had largely sufficed for a era in which the great 

majority of correspondence was addressed to civil servants and other members of the 

provincial elite, whose town of residence most likely contained a bureau de distribution. 

However, the revolutionary emphasis upon delivering political information to every village 
in France, albeit through the intermediary of departmental and district administrations, 

55 Godochot, Les Institutions, pp. 472-6; Woloch, "State and the Villagesr. 
56 indeed, from the minutes of the meetings of the new "inunicipalit6s de canton!, it appears that most 
village delegates simply neglected to attend- See, on this topic, Woloch, -State and the ViUagcsr, pp. 225- 
6; Jesscrme, Pouvoir au village, pp. 110-21; and Jones, Politics, pp. 244-6. 
17 See A. P. vol. 65, I juin 1793, p. 667; also Aulard, Recudl, vol. 11, p. 303 and vol. 12, p. 339-40, see also 
pp. 93-95, below. 11e question ofwhether counter-revolutionary opinion arose from a lack orinformation 
will be dLwuswd further in chapter IV. 

59 This method of transporting Mall continued through the revolutionary decade, although the increasing 
volume necessitated extra vehicles devoted expressly to the post. However, the combination of travel and 
mail transport continued into the nineteenth century, as illustrated in Victor Hugo's Les Misirables. -U 
service des postes dArras A Montreuil-sur-mer se faisait encore, A cette 6poque Par de petites malles du 
temps de rEmpire. ces malles dtaient des cabriolets i deux roues, tapissds de cuire fauve au dedans, 
suspcndus sur des ressorts A pompe, et n'ayant que deux places, l'unc pour le courrier, I'autre pour le 
voyageur. " 1 (7) v, Gohin (ed. 1 p. 326. 
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placed a tremendous stress on the system by greatly increasing the proportion of mail 
destined for localities without a distribution office. 

Furthermore, even had the postal system been sufficiently extensive to undertake 

the delivery of mail to every rural locality, its effectiveness would still have been limited 

by the state of the road network. As described in chapter 1, only the major arteries had 

been well maintained under the monarchy, and the numerous reports drawn up by state 

engineers during the revolutionary decade remark upon the consequences for 

cominunications of such a disastrous state of afffiirs. 5' In his report on the general 

situation in the departments in early 1793, the minister of the Interior Jean-Marie Roland 

wrote that whether due to previous neglect, excessive use or the destructive effects of the 

elements, the roads everywhere were "dans un 6tat ddplorabW'. and that in many 
departments, they were drawing "les r6clamations les plus vives" from those who used 

them. While Roland's long-term recommendations involved better maintenance, at the time 

of writing, he estimated that "la plupart [aur]ont besoin d'&e repris enti6rement. " 

Departmental administrations, anxious to secure national funding for local roadworks, sent 

multiple petitions and complaints which confirmed and augmented the deputies'suspicions 

that the improvement of the state of the road network would constitute a phenomenal 

project, in both scope and expense. Ile administrators of the Lot-et-Garonne, where the 

terrain was perhaps the least problematic of the five dcpartments studied here, filed a 

printed report in 1790 on the situation of local roads which aimed to convince the National 

Assembly that in fact, their situation was among the worst in France: 
L'6tat do ruine, des routes qui traversent le d6partement. du Lot-et-Garonne est 
writablernent affligeant.. 11 n7existe dans 1'6tendue du d6partement.. qu'un tits 
petit nombre, de communications: ceRes que l'on y rencontre, ont g6n6ralement W 
mal dirig6es, mal construites; et les ddsordres rdsultant du syWme arbitraire et 
qTannique des corv6es en rachat, en ont acc-616rd la ruine. Nous ne rappellerons 
aucune circonstance de ces maux passds dont les peuples de cette contr6e ont si 
longtemps g6mi. Nous chercherons; seulement A fixer I'attention de I'administration 
actueffe sur le moyen de procurer A ces contr6es, les avantages qui r6sulteront des 
communicatiotvi faciles. " 

In a second petition dated one year later, the same administrators claimed that "nul 

d6partement n'est aussi d6pourvu do communications. "132 

"AD. Lot-et-Garome, IIA75; AD. Ari4e, IL168; &D. Hante-Garonne, IL977; A. D. Ilautc-S-PYrdn6m- 
L-639; AN. AF ]1* 34. 
' A. P. vol. 56, p. 676,9 janvicr 1793. 
61 A. D. Lot-et-Garome, L475-2, Observations sur 1'6tat de situation des routes, and (insert) Essai et notes 
pour servir A un projet de rapport sur les objets relatifs a la confection des routes, 1790. 
' A. D. Lot-et-Garome, IA75-5, ttat gal6ml des grandes routes... du d6partement dc Lot-d-Garonne, 29 
aoftt 1791. 
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While the authors of such reports may well have been opportunistic in their 

exaggeration of the direness of the situation, it is nevertheless true that the majority of 

paved roads, and indeed, of roads in good condition, were to be found in the north, while 

the Massif central and the remote south-west and south-cast were conspicuously lacking 

in reliable communications roUtCS. 63 Moreover, while there existed many routes leading 

from small towns to rural localities - the time-wom paths used by villagers to take their 

wares to market - the provinces remained extremely poor in cross-country roads, 

connecting villages and even towns to each other, a fact which presented a practical 

obstacle to the continuous communication required by the new order. Writing of the 

Corbi6rcs, a hilly region of the south-westem Pyrdn6es-Orientales, Peter McPhee notes 

that the area is "surrounded on all sides by waterways and ancient communication routes", 

yet -there has never been a road ofany consequence through the tangled landscape of the 

, -j64 Corbi6res, themselves. Peter Jones, similarly, highlights poor communications as a key 
i 1.65 factor in the slow political development of rural society in the southern Mass ftentra 

On the one hand, it is perhaps unwise to generalise about conditions which led to the 

isolation of rural communities; some parts of the south, especially near large cities such 

as Toulouse and Marseilles, received news quite quickly, and the fact that Burgundy has 

been described as "densement irrigu&' with roadways prevents us from making a 

generalization about mountainous regions. ' On the other hand, the overall state of the 

road network in France at the beginning of the Revolution was poor indeed, making this 

the most evident obstacle to be overcome if the deputies were to achieve their aims of 

cominunicating large quantities of political information to every commune in the nation. 

Government Initiatives to Overcome Obstacles 

Improvements to the road network 

"e emphasis Placed by the national assemblies On communication resulted in a 

period of intense engineering activity, as improvements to the institutional and physical 

'3 Arbcllot and Lepetit, Routes et communications, p. I% Lepetit. Chemins do terre, pp. 49-5 1; VovcUe, 
ucouverre de la politique, p. 105. 
" Peter McPhee, "Peasant Revolution, Wincgrowing and the Environment: -Me Corbkres Region of 
Languedoc, 1780-1830". Australian Journal ofFrench Studies. 29 (1992), pp. 153-69; citation P. 153. 

Jones, Politics. 
The expression is Vovelle's, Dicouveile de la polifique, p. 107. 
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infrastructure were given a high priority. ' 
'7 Numcrous surveys and inquiries were carried 

out, with the aim of determining the state of communications throughout the nation and 
68 

thus pinpointing areas deserving ofattention. In one ofthe earliest ofthese inquiries, sent 

out by decree of 2 July 1790, the AssembMe nationale requested that every town, village 

and hamlet report on the condition of the roads in its area. ' TIc survey consisted of six 

series of questions, each of which dealt with a different aspect of the communications 

network: one series concerned navigable rivers and canals, " while the remaining five 

addressed roads. The Assembly was interested in the state of the "grandes routes", as well 

as chemins both "non pav6s" and "vicinaux7; one series of questions even invited 

respondents to identify "chemins i ouvrir". However, the category which headed up the 

questionnaire, revealing the priority accorded to communication, was the "routes de 

Poste". 

Inde4 the commissioners sent into the provinces, and particularly the infamous 

repr6sentants-en-mission, commented frequently on communication networks, and 

stressed that ifthe marche de la R&olution were to continue unobstructed, improvements 

would have to be made. Repeatedly, deputies and commissioners addressed the Convention 

or the Committee of Public Safety, relating how decrees arrived terribly late in the 

countryside and demanding that the situation be improved. Tk first letter of Deydier, who 

had been sent into north-westcm France to speed up the fabrication of cannon, is typical: 

Je suis arriv6 ici aujourd'hui A5 heures du matin, apits avoir couru jour et nuit, 
sans autre halte quc trois heures, ce qui vous dtonnera sans doute, mais il 6tait 
impossible Taller plus vite; les routes [sont] abominables; les chevaux, ou plut6t 
des masettesP, ne mangeant presque point d'avoine, peuvent A peine se soutenir, 
enfin nous Wavorts pu, de la ville d'Angers A Nantes, aller qu'au pas. Vous ne vous 
faites pas d'id6e, citoyens coUgues, de I'dtat oiý se trouvent les; postes, ce qui sera 
un grand obstacle pour faire exp6dier par cette voie les objets, dont vous m'avez 
charg6; mais je prends avec; mes coll6gues qui sont ici toutes les mesures les plus 
efficaces pour les faire parvenir, soit par la poste, soit par d'autres moyens 

67 See jean-marcel Goger, -LIAttitude du pouvoir politique vis4-vis du r6seau routier m6fidional de 1799 
a 1815" ,, in Les Routes du Sud de la Fmnce, pp. 273-93. 

See for example, A-D. Hautes-Pyrdn6es, L132-, A-D. Haute-Garonne, IL977, pi6ces 44A5. 
A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, IA75-1. 

7' Although river navigation was much iinproved during the eighteenth century, it continued to be used 
primarily for the transport of goods rather than of news. The Dordogne received particular attention in the 
revolutionary era; see Cocula-ValUres, Un fleuve et des hommes; Arbellot and Lepetitý Routes et 
communications, pp. 25,28-9; and A. D. Dordogne, IL585. On the Garonne, see Janine Garrisson-Est6be 
and Marc Ferro (eds. ), Une histoire de la Garonne (Paris, 1982). 

re e lAcademie "A 'masette' or 'mazettc' was a 'petit chcval m6chant', according to the Dictionnai d 
franfaise, I` edition, 1694. My thar&s to David Colon (Univ. Paris X-Nantcrre), Giulio Romero Passerin 
dEntr6ves (Univ Paris I-Sorbonne) and Jo-H Surcouf (Archives d6partementales de la Mayenne) for 

responding to my query on the internet discussion group H-France. 
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Figure 2-3 
Carte de Cassini (1762-66): Bergerac Region 
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dquivalents . 

72 

Ironically, the city from Which Deydier sent this letter - Nantes - was quite close to Paris 

in comparison with many parts of the nation, and letters from the southern regions 
included in this study describe an even more dire situation. Pinet afne, who was 

responsible for the levee en masse in the Dordogne in the summer of 1793, wrote that the 

relai de poste at La Coquille was "absolutment d6garnie" to the point that "son service 

se fait avec des boeufs". Pinet demanded that the Committee of Public Safety remedy the 

situation, for "rien ne peut 8tre plus pressant dans 1'int6r8t de la, chose publique. " 

Granted, improvements to the road system were not always motivated solely by 

the need for better communications networks. Indeed, the government was equally if not 

more interested in the ability to transport foodstuffs and supplies, particularly after the 

start of the revolutionary wars. However, the underlying implication - that incomplete, 

precarious roads would produce an unreliable postal system and thus a less-efficient 

administration - was always present. In his report of January 1793, Roland described in 

glowing terms the reasons behind a new project for improvements to the road system: 
Mamtenant que nous avons Mermind le mode de notre gouvernement, nous; devons 
nous occuper de tout cc qui peut contribuer au bonheur et A la gloire de la 
Wpublique. Un des meilleurs moyens pour y parvenir est, sans contredit, celui qui 
tendra A perfectionner ces utiles communications qui doivent faire circuler 
I'abondance et porter une nouvelle vie dans toutes les parties de ce vaste Empire. 71 

Further on in the report, Roland enumerated six specific benefits: "circulation de denr6es" 

was last in the list, with facility of administration, safety of movement, and unification of 
the country ýoming firSt. 75 The improvement of the infrastructure in general, it was 

understood, would improve all manner of exchange and communication, bringing the 

provinces ever more tightly into the sphere of influence of the capital. 
With the pursuit of these objectives in mind, the road improvement system itself 

received considerable attention from the deputies of the revolutionary governments. The 
Corps des Ponts et chaussees, instituted in the early modem period but heavily influenced 
by the Enlightenment, ' was re-organised at the time of the territorial and administrative 

"2 Lettre de Deydier, repr6sentant pour la fabrication des canons de marine dans 1, Eure, 110me et la Loire- 
Inf&ieure, an Comitk de Salut Public, dat6e de Nantes, 2 vcnt6sc an IL cited in Aulard, Recueil, vol. 11, 
p. 303. 
73 A. N. AF R 168, Correspondance des repr6sentants-en-mission. 
14 A. P. vol. 56,9 janv 1793, p. 676. 
75 Ibid., p. 680. 
7' Although the institution of the Ponts et chaussees dates back to the sixteenth century, it was greatly 
improved during the regency of 1715-23 and the reign of Louis XV, with the founding of the professional 
engineer corps and the school. For a contemporary assessment, see Antoine-Louis Chaumont de la Mlli&e, 
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changes of 1789-90, with control over regional projects falling to the departments. 77 mlis 

decontralization of government initiatives in the area of communications was intended to 

address local needs more effectively. departmental administrators were authoriscd to 

appoint as many road engineers as they domed necessary and to direct their efforts where 

they saw fit. More importantly, the much-despised and largely inefficient corv6e, or forced 

labour service, which had in any case long since ceased to exist in pcow ditat such as 
Languedoc, was officially abolished and replaced with new methods offim&g roadworks. 
Initially, it was hoped that road improvements would be fimced by an allocation of 

money taxes, but the impossibility of collecting the required sums in the early years ofthe 
Revolution led first the Legislative Assembly and then the Convention to subsidise the 

projects, notably on those routes judged to be of particular strategic importance. As a 

result, an uncomfortable balance was struck between the decentralizing tendencies of the 

early Revolution - for the departments continued to be allowed to manage local rcpairs - 
and the centralizing impulse of the increasingly radical assembly, whose deputies were 

adamant that the maintenance of key communications; routes be the responsibility of 

ccntrally-appointed commissioners. " 

In spite of the fact that roads of national importance continued to top the list of 

priorities, the state ofthe chemins i4cinaux, or local byways, constituted a perennial topic 

of concern for the revolutionary governments. " As the departmental administrators ofthe 
Haute-Garonne pointed out, in terms of transport at least, it was "Ies communications 

particuWres qui rendent les grandes routes utiles" , for without good local byways, 

agricultural products would not even reach the larger, better roads and enter into 

circulation. ' Repairs to connecting roads were most often inspired by the petitions and 

complaints of local villages, which were taken seriously at higher levels. In August 1793, 

for example, the municipal council of the mountain community of Soulan, in the Ari6ge, 

petitioned the district administration to organise repairs on the road which led from their 

"Mdmoire sur le Mpartcmcnt des Ponts et Chauss6es" (Paris, 1790). See also Andr6 Brunot and Roger 
Coquand, Le Corps des Ponts et Chaussies (Paris, 1982ý, Jcan Pct0t, HislOire de I'administration des 
Ponts et Chaussees, 1599-1815 (Paris, 1958y, and Lepetit, Chemins de lerre. 
77 lie transfer of control over theponts et chaussies to the departments was included in the decree of 22 
d6cembre 1789. Rachel Canini has shown how the important job of assessing road building pr id o ects; an 
bcginnin work in the provinm was largely conferred upon uneducated commi. 9, with the inginieurs 
arriving late in the process: "Routes terrcstres7, pp. 151-3. 
78 Arbellot and Lepetit, Routes et communications, pp. 34-5. 
79 Woloch, The New Regime. pp. 164-72. 
' A. D. Ilaute-Garonne, IL977, pike 2, Proclamation du &'Partement relatif aux chemins vicinaux de 
communaut6 A communaut6,22 novembre et 13 d&mbre 1790. 
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village to intersect with the "grand chemin" from Massat, the nearest market town, to St- 

Girons, the district chef-lieu. 'Me councillors' claims that the mountain valley was "un 

lieu commerqant et fertile, " and that the road in question was "absolument n6cessaire... 
[parce qu']il lui ouvre toutes les communications", were seconded by a communal petition 
from nearby villages, and permission to begin the roadworks was granted by the Minister 

of the Interior, albeit only five years later. " As with the selection of canton and district 

seats, securing a new road guaranteed economic viability and prestige for local market 

towns, and protected individual villages against becoming isolated. 

However, while the ComW des Postes, transports et messageries valued and 

encouraged local efforts to fill out and complete the road network, they were unable to pay 

for repairs to minor roads. As the department ofthe Hautes-Pyrdn6es was told in response 

to a request for funding for a local project, only grandes routes were to be financed by the 

Ponts et chaussees; in the case of "un embranchement, utile sculement aux administr6s, 

c'est i eux [fly pourvoir ...... 
' Even at the departmental level, administrators were 

hesitant to dole out the huge sums of money required for a complete redress of the local 

road network. A circular sent out by the department ofthe Arkge in the Year V requested 

communities to indicate which lanes were used frequently and which, alternatively, could 
be disregarded; indeed, the letter implied that the maintenance of infrequently used roads 

would only reduce the wealth of the Republic, by occupying land that could be used for 

agricultural purposes. ' Several years earlier, the department of the Dordogne made a 

similar distinction, electing to pay for certain roads to be repaired while leaving others to 
deteriorate. They reasoned that the latter were rarely used by any except a few peasants, 

and that moreover, they were so isolated that the cost of transporting building materials 

to them would be extremely high. 84 

Indeed, while the revolutionary decade saw a remarkable number of new road 

projects, the organisation and sometimes the financing of such projects was left largely to 
local initiative, with the work to be carried out by ateliers de chaIM. Inle subject of 
renewed interest in the last decades of the anden r6gime and in the early years of the 

"A. D. Ari6gc, 11,168, Extraits des registresdel'administrationd6partcmentalcdel'Ari6gc, 23 aofit 1793 
et 20 fructidor an V; Mdmoire du Ministre de I, Int6ricur, IS nivose an VI. 
I A-D. lbutes-Pyr6ndes, L639, Lettre de I'administration de la caissc de 1'extraordinaire au &Partcment, 
relatif A la route projctde A travcrs la foret de Carsan, 28 juillet 1792. Even during the radically 
interventionist period in Year IL when all public works were to be financed by the state, chemins vicinaux 
remained excluded. 

A. D. Ari4e, 11,168,23 messidor an V. 
A. D. Dordogne, 4L209, Administration du district d'Excideuil; see, for example, 13 mai 1792. 
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Revolution as a profitable form of poor relief in the countryside, the atellers have been 

relatively understudied; " yet a brief survey of archival references to -travaux publics" at 

the district, canton, and municipal levels suggests that atellers were functioning near most 

villages on a fairly continuous basis. "' As the author of a report fi-om the district of 

Excideuil in the Dordogne put it, using atellers de cha? *6 to complete road repairs had 

"deux grands avantagcs ... 
favoriser le commerce ct faire ccsser la mendicit&` However, 

while the use of atefiers seemed promising in some ways, it was problematic for several 

reasons, " First of all, with all initiative left to local authorities and no real means of 

constraint, projects were often undertaken haphazardly, and operations were frequently 

stalled or halted altogether by a lack of local cooperation or by quibbling over exact 

boundaries of responsibility. Moreover, even where repairs were successfully completed, 

the quality and type of work varied from one section of road to the next, as each commune 

undertook a relatively small portion. Finally, in the unstable atmosphere of the 

revolutionary era, those projects which were successfully initiated were constantly being 

interrupted by harvest failures, counter-revolution and foreign war. In the end, very few 

new roads were acuially built between 1789 and 1799, and most of the existing ones 

continued to deteriorate. " 

Improvements to the postid system 

Nevertheless, the condition of the road network was not solely responsible for the 

state of communications in France. Ilie institutional means by which material circulated 

was also key, and throughout the revolutionary decade, the government worked to unprove 

the speed, reliability, and effectiveness of the postal service, with the aim of establishing 

0 On ateliersdechariti in the ancien rigime, see OlwenHufton, 7he Poor ofEighteenth-CenturyFrance 
(Oxford, 1974), pp. 182-93, and William Olejniczak, "Working the Body of the Pow. The ateliery d,. 
chafith in late EighteenthrCentury FranceJournal ofSocialHistory, 24(1990), pp. 87-107. Onhowthis 
type of labour was harnessed during the revolutionary era to improve the road network, see Alm ]Forrest, 
The French Revolution and the Poor (Oxford, 199 1), chapter 6, and Colin Jones, Charityand bienfaisance: 
The Treatment of the Poor in the Montpellier Region, 1740-1815 (Cambridge, 1982), pp. 134-6. Road- 
building constituted the major activity Unilertaken by ateliers in both eras, with activities such as textile 
work, bridge repair, saltPetre recovery and building projects rounding out the available employment 
" A. D. Ari6ge, 2LIS; A. D. Dordogne. 21.130,21,132,3LS6-97,4L209, SL121, SL133; A. D. Haute- 
Garonne, 2LA239; A. D. Lot-et-Garome, L628,648,674,718,752,763,792,815; and A. D. llautesý 
pyr6n&s, L. 694,724,739,759,775. 
" A. D. Dordogne, 41209, Observations... s. l. n. dL 
" Forrestý French Revolution and thePoor, pp. 110-3; Woloch, TheNewRegime, pp. IWL 
* Arbellot and Lq)etit, Routes et communications, p. 15. Between 1789 and 1815. the proportionof roads 
needingtobe fixedrose fi=20%oto 50%. DePartmentadvisory councils, consulted on the issue in Isol, 
reported that the chemins vicinaux had been terribly neglected, to the extent that they were virtually 
impassible in. inclement weather, several warned that if the situation was not remedied, communications 
could be interrupted altogether. See also Woloch, Ihe New Regime, pp. 164-9. 
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better communication with its constituents in the provinces. 90 It was not that the postal 

service had been inefficient before: inde4 the poste was an effective institution under the 

anden regime, and had been steadily improving, with the greatest growth occurring in the 

eighteenth century and particularly in the fmal decade. its reorganization was therefore not 

so much intrinsically necessary, as it was made inevitable by the changing circumstances 

ofthe Revolution: namely, the increase in both the volume of deliveries and in the number 

of administrative centres. The Intendance des postes, which had for all intents and 

purposes been a private enterprise, was abolished on 8 July 1790 and replaced, after 

nearly a year of debate in the National Assembly, by a government-operated public service 
known as the Directoire des postes. 9' In addition to these institutional reforms, the 

physical network of post offices and distribution centres was expanded and improved, in 

order to respond to the greater demand. As Charles Poujol wrote of the department of the 

Oise, Tisolement des communes". which had already been considered an "inconvdnient 

s6rieux" on the eve of Revolution, became even more noticeable after 1789. ' By March 

179 1, the newly-formed ComW des postes, transports et messageries had redrawn the 

postal delivery routes to include all ofthe departmental and district chef-lieux, raising the 

number of distribution offices from the 1320 which had been in existence in 1789 to 1466 

by the Year 111, and to 1494 by the Year V. 93 

From the offices of government in Paris to theplacepublique of each of the more 
than 40,000 communes in France, laws and other printed matter followed a long and 

convoluted path which was modeled upon that used during the ancien regime. Mail 

" In spite of the intrinsic importance ofthe postal service to communications and administration, very little 
historical research has been done on the topic. Eug&e V6116's six-volume treatise, though published in 
1953 and "couronne' by the Acaddmie fimgaise, stops in 1789, before the development of the postal 
system into a modem, effective institution: Histoire generale des postesfranfaises (6 vols., Paris, 1953). 
Other work on the institution has been almost entirely limited to the short publications ofleamed amateurs 
and local historians, and souvenir books drafted by curators at the Musee de la Poste in Paris. While these 
works do contribute valuable detail and local examples, a scholarly study of the institution and its role in 
society remains to be written. 
"' Legrandý "Instruction g&&ale sur le service des postes. " (Paris: hnpfim&ie de P. D. Pierres, s. d- 
[ 17921). See also the early deliberations of the Directoire des postes, AN. F" 20012 and 20013. In fact, 
the nature of the institution, and thus its title, was changed seven times over the ten-year period: at 
different points it was a rigie (state-owned Company), aferme (business leased from the government), an 
agence nationale, a commission, and an administration. See Jean-Frangois Pouey, "La poste aux lettreS", 
Lavedan et Pays toy (Societe dbudes des Sept-valiges, Hautes-PyrOn6es), 12 (199o), pp. 55-64, and 
Robert Rolland, "Postes et mcssageries pendant la pdriode rdvolutionnaire. Revue des P. T. T. deFrance, 
35 (1980), pp. 51-9. 

Poujol, "Les ant6c6dentC, p. 3. 
ArbcUot and Lepctit, Routes et communications, p. 39; Rapport du Conseil des Cinq Cents, an V, cited 

in Rolland, "Postes et messagcries!, p. 5 1. Distribution offices were typically located in sizeable market 
towns and other bourgs along larger roads. In practice, this meant that nearly all district seats and a fair 
proportion of cantonal ones contained a post office. 
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deliveries were carried from Paris by "courriers de prcmi6re section" along the grandes 

routes to the largest cities, and then by "courriers de dcuxiýme section" to the chef-lieur of 

the departments. From there, a commis sorted the mail and arranged for it to be delivered 

to bureaux deposte and to offices in smaller localities, still called bureaux de distribution 

or entrep6ts de depJches depending upon the region. ' However, the responsibility of the 

postal service ended there. Not only would delivery to individual villages have required a 
far larger workforce than was available, but as we have seen, the conditions of the local 

road network left much to be desired. Piotay, the postmaster of the relais at Mussidan, in 

the Dordogne, related in the Year VIII that postal deliveries were actually threatened by 

the lack of road repairs: 

... ayant perdu un cheval dans un des pr6cipices sur la route de Monpont cn 
conduisant le courrier de la maUe, je suis donc 41A forc6 (sic) de retenir le courrier 
pendant la nuit quoique je n'en aie le droit, que vu le mauvais chemin, et le peu de 
soin que mettent les fermiers et les brassiers A raccomoder ses, pr&ipices, vetfiflez 
donc citoycn employer tow les moyens que la loi met en vos mains pour obligcr ces 
personnes A r6parer les trous et pr66pices sans quoi vous pouvez renoncer aux 
courriers. " 

While Piotay's account may be more humorous than most, it is far Erom atypical: rural 

administrators were in constant conflict with peasants and landowners who usurped 

country roads to plant an extra row of crops, or who refused to clear the drainage ditches, 

causing the surface of the road to wash away. 96 Consequently, the diligences would not 

even venture on to the smaller, often hazardous roads which connected villages to larger 

centres; once material had reached the nearest distribution point, it was up to the addressee 

to arrange for its collection. To cite one example, in the department ofthe Dordogne, there 

were only about 15-20 distribution offices for some 700 municipalities: from there, rural 

communities themselves had to ensure that they remained in communication with the 

outside world. ' 

Surprisingly, perhaps, cnsure it they did: an entire network of foot messengers, 

variously described as messagers, porteurs, or piitons, was established to deliver the 

14 See Rolland, "Postes et messagericsr, pp. 524, and the map of the Cantal reproduced in Arbellot and L, epefit, "Routes et communicationsr, p. 45. 
" A-D. Dordogne, 11.501, pi6ce 23, Lettre manuscrite de Piotay, maitre de poste, j I-administration 
d6partementale. 
% Cf. Woloch, 7he New Regime. pp. 164-9. Rachel Canini, a T. E. R. student under the supervision of Mchel Taillefer at the University of Toulouse-IL adopted a somewhat resentfid - ifimitified - tone with 
regard to this topic in her Wmoire. "Us paysansr, she wrote, leavaient aucun respect pour les ouvrages 
publics, ct ddployaicnt unc ingftiosM sans limite pour Ics trimsformer en choses & leur usage pTopre.. "Routes terrestresr, p. 154. 
'7 Calend? jer raisonng du d4Ndement do la Do? zkgne pour PannOe 1792, kD. Dordogne, p01f. 2 (rayon 
ouvcrt). 
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material. Although this method of postal delivery was merely the "mode d'emploi" in an 

era when transportation by foot was the only option for the majority, it also demonstrates 

that rural municipalities placed considerable importance upon the arrival of political 

news. " In fact, the use of foot messengers was common both in the ancien regime and in 

the early yon of the Revolution, although until the reorganization of municipal 

government under the Year III constitution, the practice remained largely one of local 

improvisation. " Typically, village councils would pay for an individual to pick up and 

deliver messages up to three times per week at the nearest post office. " In the areas 

studied, the duty often fell into the job description of a permanent valet de wile, a sort of 

general messenger or concierge employed by the municipality. In other instances, openings 

were advertised by posted notices and awarded through an adjudication au rabais, in 

which the position was auctioned to the individual who would perform the services for the 

lowest salary (see figure 2-4, next page). "' 

However, many communes in the regions studied, particularly in the Pyrenees, 

complained that they were too poor to hire a messenger, and either went without - being 

forced to send essential material by the more expensive exprýs - or applied to their 

department for extra funds. ne departmental adrnýuustrators ofthe Ari6ge found a unique 

solution in the Year VI, after being informed that many municipalities, too poor to hire a 

piton, were leaving their official correspondence unclaimed at the post office. Henceforth, 

the Directoire of the department declared, the gendarmes responsible for the repression 

of brigands in the countryside would also carry the mail Whilst on their rounds. '02 Clearly, 

the dependence upon locally organised messengers was not ideal; the persons hired were 

" Charles Poujol points out that while the messenger system worked well for communication between 

villages and the nearest urban centre, it was notably weak in cross-country links between villages, 
illustrating the fact that it was designed for the official correspondence between the governing and the 
governed-, -Les ant6c6dents". See also ArbcUot and Lepetit, Routes et communications. p. 45. 
" Arbellot and Lepetit, Routes et communicaitons. p. 8 1. Few historians discuss the existence ofpWons 
before the laws of the Year V in any depth, neglecting the fact that this decree and, indeed, the poste 
rumle of 1930 were merely the institutionalisation of the status quo. jacques Lichi&e, in his article 
"Pi6tons et messagersr, goes so far as to state that pihons were created only in Year V (Bulletin de la 
SociN Internationale d7fistore Postale, 5-6 (1963), pp. 16-18). Exceptions to this rule include Poujol, 
Les ant&-6c1cnW, and Marino Carn6val6-Mauzan, Histoire de la poste en milieu rural (Grenoble. 1994). 

"0 The messenger's salary came Out Of the municipal budget, which was paid by all inhabitants as a type 
oftax. However, not all villages could afford to hire a messenger. 111c commune ofGalapian, in the Lot-et- 
Garonne, decided a messenger was necessary only in vcnt8se an 11 (AD. 1, ot-et-Garorme, Ed6p. Galapian 
lD2X other localities sent 'expr6s' when necessary (AD. Lotýet-G&Tonne, Fkkýp. Villeneuve-de-Duras 
IDI, 29 aofit 1790; A. D. Ariýge, 104Edep DI Pmtein), 25 brumaire an H). 
101 See also AD. Lot-d-Garonne, L365, Ddlibdrations dc Padrainistration municipale de Cahuzac; 
ttablissement d'un messagcr, 29 mcssidor an VUL. and poucy, -u poste aux lettrel. p. 59. 
" A. D. Arioe, IL167 (Administration du d6partement: Postesy, 5L22, S65,5LI59,5LIS9 
(Administration des municipalitds de canton, postes. 
respectively), Year V1. , Belesta, Lavelanct, St Ybars and Varilhes, 
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Figure 2-4 

Advertisement for a porleur de dipeches, 
Department of the Ariýge, canton of St. Ybars, year V 
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sometimes transient, undependable individuals who were easily discouraged by the poor 
rate of pay and the overwhelming amount of mail. Nevertheless, this messenger system 

was essential for the delivery of official communiques, for not until 1830 would the 

government establish a comprehensive system of mail distribution in the countryside, 
known as the poste rurale, in which mail was hand-delivered to every commune by 

nationally-employedfacteurs. 
The minutes and correspondence of various government officials and of the 

COMW des postes, transports et messageries in particular show a sustained concern with 
the ability of the postal system to deliver political material, again demonstrating the high 

priority given to communication with the provinces throughout the decade. As Roland 

explained to the president of the Convention on 27 September 1792, "[Ie service] des 

Postes, dans la plus petite des villes, est un chainon de la chaine immense A laquelle 

tiCnnCnt tOus les mouvernents et toutes les relations de la France. ""'Me establishment of 

postal "links" with remote locations was of particular concern, and on 2 April 179 1, the 
Directoire decided to again reorganise its service to the departments, "en vue d'assurer 

des communications aux bureaux qui par leur situation g6ographique se trouvcraient 
isolds. "" Two months later, on 21 June, the National Assembly passed a general decree 

that "Ic service de la poste aux lettres ne doit souffiir aucune interruption, "" and a 
circular letter from the Com! M to all post office directors in Year III highlighted the 

speedy delivery of laws as their primary reason for being, suggesting that they enlist the 

aid of local administrators if necessary to successfully complete their task. "' In the wake 
of the south-westcrn royalist insurrection of Year VII, the potential consequences of poor 
communications became clear. As the cantonal municipality of Salies-du-Salat, in the 

southernmost district of Saint-Gaudens, wrote to the department, 
Nous devons fixer votre attention sur la n6gligence qui existe daris ces contrdes sur 
le service de la poste aux lettrcs. Dans les circonstances actuelles le moindre retard 
provoque les plus vives sofficitudes, nous en avons 1'expdrience. 101 

Such disturbing testimonies worked to convince the authorities that the interruption of 
communications should be avoided at all costs. 

103 Cited in Rolland, 'Tostes et messageries-, p. 5 1. 
` A. N. F" 20012, f01.5. DdlibäatiOns du Directoire des Postes, 2 avrii 1791. 
113AN. F»20368, Divers concemantl'msembie du pays; D6cret de jAssemb16e nationale, 21 juin 1791. 
IIA. D. Elaute-Garonne, 1L778, pi&, e33, LettrecÜculairedel', Agence nationale dcspcecsauxDirecteurs 
de poste, 16 üimaire an M. 
`A. 1). Haute-Garonne, 1L778, pike 53, Lettre du pr&ident de l'adininistration municipale du canton de 
Salies-du-Salat au deartement, 28 fiuctidor an VII. 
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ne improvements made to the network of postal mutes and distribution offices 

were particularly bencficial to the south-westcrn departments studied here (see Figure 2-5, 

following page). Michel Voyelle has argued that "plusieurs Frances se dessincnt en 
fonction dc l'in6gale pdn&ation des nouvelles, reproduisant, mais avec des nuances 

significatives, la spatialisation que I'on pouvait induire du h=6 des grandes routes, -108 

and indeed, apart from the more urbanised and developed areas of the south-eastem 
Mediterranean coast, the south-west was disadvantaged overall with respect to 

communications at the beginning ofthe Revolution. However, the establishment of postal 
distribution offices in all district towns greatly expanded the coverage of the previously 

sparsely served areas in the south and west. " In the regions studied here, nine new post 

offices were created, in addition to countless distribution points and routes covered by 

govemment-appointedmessengers. "o The number ofweekly collections was relatively low 

compared with other regions in France: mail was collected thrice weekly from three- 

quarters of the post offices, including all of those in the Dordogne and Lot-et-Garonne, 

with approximately half of those in the departments bordering the Pyrenees having only 
two weekly pick-ups. Nevertheless, this level ofactivity represents a considerable increase 

from the ancien r6gime, when mail was only picked up once a week. Moreover, such 
figures give an impression primarily of the volume of outgoing correspondence, although 

mail from higher administrations was normally delivered at the sametime as outgoing mail 

was picked up. 1 II In summary, the physical expansion of the postal network did much to 
improve communication in the south-west. 

Limits to the degree of improvement 

However, in spite of all of the efforts of the administration to improve both the 

postal system and the road network, neither could be transformed overnight, and the legacy 

ofthe Revolution in both areas was somewhat mixed. Wliereas the position ofpostmaster 
had been a lucrative one under the anclen rigime, sought after by local elites, the reformed 

118 Vovelle, Dgcouvetle de Za politique, p. 107. 
101 cf. Arbellot and Lepetit, Routes et communications, p. 32. 
"'I Dordogne (NonftU4 Monpazier), Lot-et-Garonne (Lauzun, Monflanquin, Monteft llautes-Pyrdn6es 
(Vic, LaBarthe-&ý-Neste, Lourdes, Argeks). For regional studies, see Lafon, Hi3toire de la Poste aux leums en Pbigord; Fernand Thouvignon, "La poste en Lot-et-Garonne du Consulat aux Trois Glorieusesr, 
in Vi lleneuve-sur-Lot et I Agenais, Histoire-Ari-Geograph ie-Econom ie. A cies des Mv et XP71v Congrh 
d'itudes rigionales tenus 4 Villeneuve-sur-LOt les 13-15 mai 1961 (Age", 1962ý pp. 323-340; Roger 
Armengaud and Claude Bailhd, Les PpHnJes au temps des diligence., et des Poslillons: recherches et Mgendes (Toulouse, 1981 Y, and Poucy, "La poste aux lettres-. 
"I huleed, local administrations would often schedule their meetings so that they fell just after the mail delivery. See Poujol, "Les ant&. 6dentsr, p. 4. 
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2 of the series, Atlas de la RivolutionfranCaise (Paris: ýditions de I't. H. C. S. S., 1989); map established by Serge 
Bonin, after P. Dumez and P. G. Chanlaire, Atlas national de France, 1790-93. 
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institution had to make do with new staff who were undertrained, underpaid and 
discontent, as the considerable correspondence regarding resignations and intempW 

service makes ClCar. 112 At the local level, ft tremendous volume of mail and the more 

thorough paperwork required a larger workforce, but the political situation demanded that 

applicants be of a dWsme reconnu, a characteristic difficult to find among those willing 

to take on the position. FhWly, small distribution offices often lost their employees when 

they were requisitioned for the army, despite legislative attempts to prevent precisely such 
13 In addition to personnel difficulties, the hip an occurrence. ' 

'h Cost of operation was 

passed on to the consumer, another factor in its mitigated success. Postage was calculated 

according to both weight and distance, and the sending of private letters was as expensive 

during the Revolution as it had been before. Naturally, cost also figured prominently in 

the delivery of official mail, for, as mentioned above, postal tariffs were paid by the 

recipient, and it was only in Year VI that various groups, including local administrations 

and the poor, were exempted from dc expense. 
Another difficulty lay widi the dqxndence of the entire system upon horses. As 

Benlard Lepetit points out, before the steam engine, aU rapidu-ansport and conunumcation, 

within France was accomplished with the aid of the horse: 

Cela semble une 6videnoe, mais onneswEgnen sans doutejamais assez I'absolue 
d6pendance dans laqueUe se tium Momme &alors, lompf il est press6 ou cbargd, 
vis-A-vis de cet anitnal fragde et pourtant si mcmillcusement douC Une 
&pendance qai ne fera que s'exasp6m awm pendant un demi-si6cle juscpeA ce 
que, avec des cbevaux poussds A la limite de Npuisement, ce systLhne qui se 
reposait cati6rement sur eux Mt enfin soulag6 puis progmsivement rempl=6 par 
le chemin do fer. 111 

indeed, horses were a relatively costly and timc-intcnsive component of the proms, 

needing to be f4 watered, and rested regularly, and an overwhelming proportion of the 

official correspondence with local postal relays concerned problems with animals. 
Postillons of small offices complained regularly about the cost of their horses, their 
illnesses, and the scarcity of food for them, and pleaded with administrators for 

compensation. The busy post office at les Tavcmes, in the Dordogne, went out of 
commission in pluvi6se an IV because all four regular horses were exhausted. Although 

two of the horses had only been working on the relais for a few months, the agent 
municipal of the nearby commune of Comille reported that they were already -hors de 

112 A. D. Dordogne, 11125(Relaisdepoged, 3Taverncs)aW4LI16(PostesdisWctXExcideoX A. D. 
Lot-ct-oaronne, IL375 (Postes et messagcric4 See also Rolland, "Postes et mewgcriesP. 
113 According to Poucy, "la poste aux, lettresr, decrees exempting Postal ()fficc personnel fiom, military 
scmce were Lnued from 1793. 
114 Mellot and Lqetit, Routes et communications, p. 39. 
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service": 

Ind6pendammcnt de la pcrte de ces deux chevaux, Ic commissaire Pierre Versaveau 
vient Wen perdre deux autres il ya peu dejours; il West pas douteux que le titulaire 
de ce relais est entidrement ruin6 tant par la raret6 de chevaux, [quej par son 
manque de moyens pour s'en procurer ... 

"I 

Indeed, so difficult and costly was the replacement of horses, that at one point in Year V, 

the ComiM des postes, transports et messagenes recommended to the department of the 

Haute-Garonne that any available resources should be spent to hire additional 

pietons, rather than to acquire overpriced, tired animals. 116 

1hus, the revolutionary decade was a disruptive, turbulent cra which did more to 

destabilise cominunications thaii to improve them. Political, economic and social 
disturbances caused frequent interruptions and delays, and postal employees struggled 

constantly to minimise the number of lost, damaged, and opened packages. Even the 

renaming oftowns and villages which accompanied the period ofdcchrisfianization caused 
difficulties: the "Manuel des postes aux lettres" from the Year III recommended that 

exp6diteurs indicate both the old and new name of the destination, and one minister 

reported delays in correspondence "parce qu'il n'existe aucun dictionnaire indicatif des 

lieux de poste auxquelles les lettres doivent We adress6es. " " As we have seen, many of 
the projects undertaken to improve the communications routes themselves also had a 
destabilizing effect. Government initiatives were shortsighted and fragmented, and the 
decentralization of control over local roadworks led to much disorganization, 
disagreement, and inaction. With the postal system, initiatives were focused upon 
improving the speed at which mail arrived in major centres while neglecting the transport 

of decrees from district chef-lieu to village; similarly, the focus of roadway reforms was 

not on the chemins i4cinaux used by rural communities. The majority of government 
funding went to improve major paved roads rather than to improve or build smaller roads, 
or even to upgrade secondary roads. This system Put the south-west at a disadvantage, for 
in comparison with the north and cast, in the Midi a smaller proportion of roads were 
categorised as the grandes routes which were eligible for state funding. I 18 Considering the 

emphasis placed upon the communication of political information to the people in 

"'A. D. Dordogne, 11125, Rapportdcl'agcnt municipal dcComille, surl'invitationducarunissairePicrre Versaveau, titulaire du relais des Tavernes, 23 pluvi(5se an IV. 
A. D. Hautc-Garonne, I L778, Lettre du Comitd des postes, transports et messageries. 16 ftimaire an Ill. 
A. D. Dordogne, IL501, Lettre de Cochon, Ministre de la police g6n&rale, 16 germinal an IV. 
The author of the section, "Communications" in the Annuaire for the Year XI, Dordogne, berated 

previous authorities for their neglect of communications vicinales. Annuaire du d0partement de la 
Dordogne, pour I'annge sextile A7, pp. 257-9. 
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revolutionary rhetoric, it is ironic that the improvements made to the postal system and to 

the road network took place far from the villages. True, the penetration of the postal 

system into the provinces was deepened, but it still fell short of the basic units of 

municipal government; as a local historian of the Hautes-Pyr6n6cs remarked, in spite of 

revolutionary reforms, 80% ofthe country remained "postalement isol6" at the end of the 

decade. 119 The use of pWons to collect and deliver mail from the nearest post office 

proved a workable solution, essentially bypassing the problem ofpoor road conditions and 

insufficient postal services, but the question would not be truly resolved until the 

institution of the poste rurale in 1830. 

Bilan: speed and efficiency achieved? 
In balancing the, cfforts; of the French revolutionary governments to reform and 

improve the communications networks with the obstacles mitigating their success, we have 

reached something of an impasse. Iberefore, let us return to the questions posed at the 

beginning of the chapter. how effectively did the revolutionaries achieve their goal of 

communicating political information to the rural population? The issues we have been 

considering - reform of administrative institutions, road improvements and the expansion 

of the postal service - posed problems not because information was not travelling to the 

countryside, but indeed because so much information was travelling to the countryside. 

But to what extent did the system succeed in delivering official texts to every commune 

efficiently and quickly? In his report of 9 January 1793, Roland focussed directly on this 

question. When new laws crossed his desk, he said, he sent thern out as quickly as 

possible, but 

... avant que ces lois ne parviennent aux municipalitds, eUes ont un circuit assez long 
A parcoudr, et souvent il arrive quo leur r6hpression et le passage crLeeUes ont A 
faire des &4parterricrits aux districts et des districts aux municipalit6s, emportent un 
Mai d'un mois... " 

From Roland's perspective, the main concern raised by such delays was the question of 
law enforcement 

... 
do quelle 6poque les lois sont-elles obligatoires? est-ce do Id date du sceau 

national, de cello de leur publication parles administrations des d6partements et des 
districts, ou seulement du moment qu'elles sont publides dans les municipalit6s? 
La multiplicitd de questions qui me sont adressdes sur cot objet, rend low r6solution 

1'9 Poucy, "La poste aux letteC. 
I" A. P. vol. 56,9 janvier 1793, p. 694. 
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tits instante. 121 

Another part of the problem, according to Roland, was how the texts were phrased. Laws 

which were too general were difficult to apply in all circumstances, and the additions and 

changes caused further delays. Paradoxically, he continued, local administrators were 

taking time to re-interpret the laws in explanatory covering letters, when in fact, the 

legislators had already worked to make the text as clear and simple as possible. 

Clearly, the slow speed at which laws arrived in the provinces was only partly due 

to the obstacles posed by the communications infrastructure: the way in which the texts 

were handled along the line also came into play. In the case of particularly important 

decrees, legislators were increasingly forced to annotate their texts with imperatives, 

ordering local authorities to make the law their top priority. At the time ofthe "enl6vement 

du roi" in June 179 1, for example, the department ofthe Lot-et-Garonne received the news 

via two decrees from the minister of the Interior by "courrier extraordinaire"; in turn, the 

departmental administration ordered each district to send the decrees "sur I'heure ct par 

la voie des expr6s" to all the municipalities in its area. " Similarly, in the Hautes- 

Pyrdn6es, the Conseil g6n6ral of the department called an extraordinary meeting on 26 

March 1793 to discuss the decree of 19 March which had arrived, again "par courrier 

extraordinaire", regarding the punishment of those who would interfere with the 

recruitment process. "Considdrant combien il est important de donner & ce d6cret la 

publicit6 la plus prompte, " the Conseil declared, 1,000 copies of the decree (for only 545 

communes) would be reprinted and sent, "par courrier extraordinaire, aux districts et par 

ceux-ci aux municipalit6s". Once the decrees had arrived in the communes, most of the 

rush was over: the texts were to be posted and promulgated in the customary way, 

although the fact that the procureurs were to report upon the local state of tranquillW 

publique every three days hinted at the importance of the decree. 121 

Attempts by historians to detennme how fast information travelled from the 

capital to the provinces confirm and complement several of the observations made in this 

chapter. For mail sent by regular channels, Michel Vovelle, in his thoughtffil synthesis 
Dicouverte de la politique, calculated that during the federalist crisis of 1793, official 

correspondence reached cities close to Paris within two days, but took more than ten days 

121 Ibid., p. 694. Under the Directory, it was decided that the laws would become enforceable from the date 
of their arrival in the chef-fieux of the departments, see Figure 2-7, page 113, below. 
112 A. D. Lot-et-Garorme, L755, Nlibftations de I'administration du district de Tonneins, 25 juin 179 1, fol. 
186r. 
"I A. D. Ilautes-Pyr6n6es, L125, D61ib6rations du conseil du ddpartemcnt, 26 mars 1793. 
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Figure 2-6 
Diffusion of the News of the Flight of the King, 1791 
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to arrive in Toulouse, the Lot-et-Garonne, the departments of the Pyrenees, Franche- 

Cornt6 and the entire south-east. "On mesure ainsi sur le terrain, " comments Vovelle, "la 

difficult6 de transmission des nouvelles dans ce qui apparalt bien comme la France 

profonde. " Vovelle's findings of two to eleven days for a "temps d'acheminement 

normal" are confirmed in even greater detail for 1795 by Guy Arbellot and Bernard 

Lepetit (Figure 2-6, previous page). 'Me work of Arbellot and Lcpctit also provides a 

contrast between the time taken to convey regular mail and the speed of delivery of a 

courHer extraordinaire, using the example ofthe decrees mentioned above, sent by exprýs 

to inform the nation of the king's "enl6vement". According to Arbellot and Upetit, the 

decrees took only five days to reach the furthest points of the Republic, although the news 

took a sixth day to arrive in the mountains of the Coff6ze, the Hautes-Alpes, or the area 

surrounding Montpellier. 11 Both sets of figures, for regular and express mail, match data 

gathered from the administrative archives in the departments studied. 

Ile records kept by authorities under the Directory of the date of arrival of the 

Bulletin des Lois provide us with a third source for the arrival time of official texts. As 

mentioned earlier, the Bulletin was mailed out to every local administration and civil 

servant by the government, beginning in 1794; however, the laws were only considered 

effective in a given department, from the date of their arrival at the chef-lieu. Figure 2-7 

(page 113, below) shows a sampling of data taken from the Directory's records for the 

Year W, dernonstratmg how the length of arrival time vaned with the seasons. The 

information presented here confirms the findings of Vovelle, Arbellot, and Lepetit for 

moderate periods, such as summer and autumn: in brumaire, for example, the Bulletin 

took between one and nine days to arrive throughout the Republic, and in thermidor, the 

samejourneys took between four andtwelvedays. In the winter, however, the figurcswcre 

considerably higher: the easiestjourneys, to the Calvados and the Yonne, took six and nine 

" Vovelle's calculations are based upon a survey of correspondence contained in the Archives 
parlementaires. Decouvene de la politique, pp. 108-10 and map 20.4, p. 106. 
"' Arbellot and Lepetit Routes et communications; p. 71; see also Marcel Reinhard, La chute de la royauO 
(Paris, 1969), esp. document L la difrusion des nouvelles concernant la fuite et Ilarrestation du roi, cartes 
no. I et no. 2, pp. 431-3. The story has most recently been retold by Timothy Tackett, in a new work entitled 
TMen thelUng Took Flight. to be published in March 2003 by Harvard University Press. In addition to 
conflrming the figure of four to five days for Bordeaux and Toulouse, and six to seven days for more 
isolated mountain regions, Tackett describes the successive waves ofnews and rumour, first of the king's 
departure, then of his capture and the false news of invading Austrian armies (chapter 6). Tackett's fast- 
paced narrative skilfully interweaves the initiatives of the revolutionary government with the realities of 
communication in rural areas: "once the news had breached the walls of the capital", he writes, "it rapidly 
echoed and resonated through local communications networks in much the same manner as the Great Fear 
two years earlier, with a variety of individuals on horseback, in carriages, and on foot fanning out across 
the nation" (p. 185). 
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day, s respectively, whereas the Bulletin took more than two weeks to reach Marseille and 

nearly a month to arrive in the Finist&c. The slight elevation of thefloreal figure for the 

Finisthre is quite possibly due to rainy conditions typical of that region in the spring; in 

general, the slight variations from the average only stress the unpredictable nature oftravel 

in the eighteenth century. 

The case study depicted in Figure 2-7 and the examples taken from secondary 

sources are useful in their depictions of the realities of mail delivery in the eighteenth 

century. Nevertheless, their value for historians ofcommunication in rural areas is limited, 

for in citing the length of time needed for materials to reach departmental capitals, they 

give an impression of speed which vastly underestimates the time required to reach rural 

communitics. 126 As we have seen, once reaching the chef-lieu of the department, official 
texts were reprinted and scrit to the districts, who then grouped and forwarded them 

according to the number of communes within the area served by each bureau de poste. 
From the time of delivery at the post office, they ffien depended upon the speed, diligence, 

and patriotism of the municipalities and their pietons in order to be conununicated to the 

rural population in a timely manner: as Roland indicated in 1793, all of these operations 

could delay the dissemination of a law for up to a month in isolated regions. This figure 

is confirmed by Vovelle's more precise study of delivery time in his work on the 
dechristianisation movement in Provence. Ilie decrees and laws ordering religious symbols 

removed and bells taken down - important, certainly, but not requiring an expras - took 

up to two weeks to move up the Rh6ne valley, and up to three weeks for areas "qui ne sont 
pas desscrvics par la grande route de poste". in the mountainous areas, begirming with the 
Haute-Loire, official news could take a month or longer to arrive. 127 

'Me only method of determining with certainty the period of time between the 
dispatch of an official text from Paris and its promulgation in the village is the study of 
the minutes of village municipal councils. 128 In those Villages where the secretary 

126 Nfichel Vovelle takes care to note that -le temps du tri et &uuc Wsentation qui tecst pas toý40urs 
imm6diate (DOcouverte de la Politique. p. 109), and Guy Arbellot remarks emphatically, after citing a 
delay of five days before news arrived in the provinces. "et l'on ne parle pas ici des bourgs plus isol6sj. 
(Routes et Communicatiorm p. 71). 
iv Nfichcl Vovcllc, Religion et rivolution: la d6christianisation de Van II (paris, 19761 pp. 299-92. 
129 The deliberations of municipal councils are patchy in both their survival to this (lay, and their qualltr 
the information gleaned fim them is therefore imP=i c ad unsuitable for a repres tivC mv onisti enla cy 
Way of ffic smaller communities would not have kept a written record, in spite of the f3d that it was made 
mandatory by law during the Revolution. Of those which were kept, anundcterminable number have 
disappeared either into oblivIon or into the awc of the descendents of the municipal officers. A 
considerable proportion remain in communal archives, making the examination of the source for a given 
region problematic. In spite of these difficUlties, they are rewarding f, c er vivid, sources, or th, y. 00 a 
unparalleled account of how the years of the Revolution passed in the village. 
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Figure 2-7 
Arrival Time of the Bulletin des Lois, brurnaire-thennidor an IV 
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Eivianatory note 

Each grouping of bars represents a season: autumn (brumaire, Bulletin #1), winter (niv6se, Bulletin #19), spring 
(florM, Bulletin #40) and summer (thermidor, Bulletin #58). 'Me ten coloured bars stand for ten different 
departments, as indicated under the names of the months. In addition to the five departments of this study, five 
other departments have been included for comparative purposes: the Yonne and Calvados (both relatively close 
to Paris and on flat terrain), the Puy-de-136me (a mountainous region but closer to Paris than the Pyrenees), the 
Fimst6re (in the north, but far from Paris and with notoriously bad road conditions), and the Bouches-du-Rhbne 
(the department of the large city of Marseille, yet far from Paris). Finally, as sending dates for the Bulletin were 
not available, the length of time of delivery was calculated using the date on which the laws were considered 
binding in the department of the Seine as a control. Thus, if the date given for the Seine was 10 brumaire, and that 
for the Hautes-Pyr6n6es, 24 brumaire, the Bulletin is shown as taking 14 days to reach Tarbes. 

Source: Archives nationales, AF 11140, Tableau indicatif de I'i6Mue A laquelle les lois et leg actes du 
gouvemement ins&ts dans tel num6ro du Bulletin des Lois, sont devenus obligatoires dans 
chaque d6partement de la R6publique. 
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transcribed official texts, or noted their arrival, we can establish a clear idea of how long 

material took to arrive in a given locality. Naturally, the tune required depended upon a 

host of different and sometimes unpredictable factors, such as the distance between the 

village and the chef-lieu of the department, whether or not the village possessed a pieton, 

whether a local notable had happened to collect the village's mail while on business in the 

local town, and whether it had rained or snowed that week. In spite of such variables, a 

delay of between one and three weeks from the date of dispatch in Paris to the date of 

arrival in south-westcrn villages appears to have been common and acceptable to 

contemporaries. However, village council minutes also provide ample evidence ofdccrees 

arriving tremendously late, undermining the historian's impulse to judge such claims as 

either exaggeration or fabrication. In the tiny village of St-Avit-de-Vialard (population 

372), in the Dordogne, for example, the municipal council assembled on 28 August 1791 

to discuss the law they hadjust received: a law dated 29 June. Indeed, the delivery of mail 

seemed so haphazard in this particular area that in the summer of 1792, official texts dated 

20 May, 13 June, 30 May, 14 June, 5 May, 4 May, and 5 June arrived in that order. 129 

Again, as with the cost of hiring a piftn, the plea that laws had arrived late or 

not at all might have been a convenient excuse to avoid obeying them. One becomes 

somewhat suspicious, for example, upon reading the following entry in the council minutes 

of the commune of Les Angles, in the Hautes-Pyr6n6es: 

29 germinal an H. 
Comme Wayant pas ob6i A la r6quisition faite en date du 27 du pr6sent mois, les 
commissaires [de la soci6th populaire de Lourdes] nous ont demand6 quels &aient 
les motifs qui nous avaient emp&M d'oWir A la dite r6quisition i nous faite par 
I'administration centrale ... c'est &avoir eu les nouvelles trop tard nayant pas eu le 
temps de voir sur qui on devait faire la r6quisition... '" 

In other circumstances, however, the evidence of delays found by contemporaries and 
historians alike is compelling. In the mountain hamlet of Mayregne, for example, in the 

southernmost tip of the department of the Haute-Garonne, the laws transcribed by the 

secretary on 23 February 1791 had been decreed in Paris between 31 October and 22 

December of the previous year. Such a delay - from two to four months - is 

understandable when one reads that Mayrcgne was cut offfrom the nearest town for much 

of the winter. 131 In other circumstances, the delay is more easily ascribable to the time 

needed to collect the mail from the nearest Post Office- When the municipal Officers of St- 

11 A. D. Dordogne, Edep1220 St-Avit-de-Vialard. Ddlib&ations du consed municipal, 179(). 1793. 
A. D. Hautes-Pyr&des, Eddp8t Les Angles, WiWations du conscil municipal, 1791-1824. 
A. D. I-laute-Garonne, 3133767 IDI, Mlib6ratiOns du cOnseil municipal de Mayregne, 1790-1837. 
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Pastour, in the Lot-et-Garonnc, received an important notice from the department chef-lieu 

nearly one month after it had been sent out, they decided to investigate the activities of 

their valet deWle, who collected the mail: "pour 6viter de pareils retards", the valet's 

obligations were to be made more binding by establishing a contact and by offering to pay 

him an additional salary. " Even the commune of tglise-neuve-de-Vergt, which was 

virtually a suburb ofits departmental capital, Wrigueux, received texts 2-3 days after they 

had been forwarded by the department administration. "' 

Linguistic obstacles and the translation of decrees 

Thus, while the roads were often poor and the postal system, underdeveloped, 

laws, decrees and orders did, indeed, make it to their destination, albeit sometimes weeks 

after they had been sent out from Paris. As with the physical distribution of laws, the 

system used under the anden r6gime to communicate information to a largely illiterate 

peasantry continued into the revolutionary decade. Royal officials, as we saw in chapter 

1, used both the parish priest and the rural municipal councils, the latter well-established 

in the south-west, for points of contact in village France. The advent ofthe Revolution did 

not fundamentally change these habits: the main difference was in the quantity of 

information disseminated. Laws were read aloud and explained to villagers, either "au 

prone" or at the close of mass, on the public square. Printed copies were posted on the 

church door and at the entrance of the maison commune, if there was one, as well as on 

the pillars of the covered market or gates in larger towns. However, the explanation of 

laws was an extremely important component ofthe process; as the secretary of the village 

of St. Martial d'Artenset, in the Dordogne, explained with regard to the decree of 17 

March 1790, which concerned the sale of biens nationaux: 
Ces d6crets et Icttres patentcs devraient We suffisaniment comus puisqLeflsont6t6 
envoyds aux syndics dans les paroisses, mais leur connaissance n'a W que fort 
16g&ment annonc6es; les syndics, avant la forniation de cette municipalit6, se 
contentaient d'en faire I'annonce par une affiche attach6e d'un seul clou mis en 
place A la porte de I'kglise sans en faire lecture, publication ni explication A ceux qui 
ne savent ni lire ni 6crire, et prdcis6ment ceux qui peuvent se porter aux exc6s, 
pillages et vols Mendus par les d6crets et lettres patentes, parce que tr6s souvent 
ils seront induits en effeur par ignomnee plut8t que par envie de mat faire ... 

" 

With the rift between church and state created by the Civil Constitution of the Clergy, the 

132A-D. Lot-et-Garonne, EdepStPastour IDI, D6hbdrationsduconscilmuniciPaL 1790-anIV; 9d&embre 
1792. 
113 A. D. Dordogne, Edep579, Ddlibdrations du coma municipal, tglise-neuve-de-Verg, an II-an VIII. 
Im Georges Ladevie, Mon village sous la Revolution: Swnt4fa? iial dArtenset en Dordogne: au tmeM 
des deliberations de son conseil municipal, 1789-179.1 (pftigueux, 1989), p. 11, entry for 21 man 1790. 
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responsibility for reading the laws increasingly fell to lay authorities, as has been 

previously noted. According to the law of 14 fiimaire II, "Ies lois seront publi6es dans tous 

les Ueux, & son de trompe ou de tambour, dans les vingt-quatre heures de la r6ccption, et 

lues au peuple rduni i chaquejour de d6cadi"; it was the responsibility ofthe valet de ville 

- the same character who often filled the role of postman - to proclaim the laws 

throughout the hamlets and outlying regions of the commune. 135 One colourfiiI account 

from the Pyrenean village of Monl6on even describes the municipal officers themselves, 

resplendent in their tricolour sashes, marching about the four principal squares of the 

town, "au son de piphre et tambour", to proclaim the new laws. " 

nus, local authorities during the Revolution solved the problem of illiteracy by 

continuing the ancien Hgime practice ofreading official material aloud, working through 

both traditional intermediaries, namely the parish priests and rural elite, and then newer 

ones, including local administrators and judicial personnel. In surmounting the literacy 

barrier, the govermnent also went a long way towards solving the problem of language, 

for a mediator who could read aloud a written decree to an illiterate audience could also, 

very likely, translate it into patois. "" Rural societies were in fact well acquainted with 
linguistic obstacles, and had become adept at coping with them. In the village of 
Wgrondes, in the Dordogne, for example, the municipal clerk was asked to read the new 

laws 1'cn langue vulgaire" to the citizens gathered on the central square, "et Ie tout 

expliquer ct donnerA entcndrc; k tous les citoyens .,, 
138 If Municipal records did not report 

such events more frequently, it is probably because they were unremarkable. 
Clearly, rural municipal councils possessed the means to communicate a limited 

number of laws and decrees to villagers who could neither read nor understand French. 

However, with the ever-increasing volume of official material to be communicated, and 

"A distinction is made between the lecture des lois, which is done by the secr6taire or greffier, and their 
publication, more akin to the work of the crieurpublic oflarger towns, which was undertaken by the valet 
de ville, often with the aid of a trumpet or drum. 
Im A. D. flautes-Pyr6n6es, Ed6p Monl6on, 21 oct 1792. 'Piphre' is the gascon word for 'fifrel, or fife. 
131 Although historians have stressed that municipal docunients were composed in French fi-om at least the 
early 1700s, the quality of that French leaves little doubt that in the five departments studied, it remained 
a second and not a first language for country-dwellers. Spellings such as 'sitoyeint' for Icitoyen, and 
, alvitre, for larbitre' are not unusual, nor is the following attempt of the secretary of the village of 
ponteyraud, in the Dordogne, to record the civic oath of their parish priest: "nous nous somme randut a la 
maisses pandan la selebration dc laquelle Ic sieur Cur6s ces tomet vcrs le publes a jures a autcs et 
interligible vois de veller avCc soins sur les fidelles de la paroisse... -, (A. D. Dordogne EMpIO78 
(Ponteyraud), 6 f6v. 1791). The degree to which rural cifizens understood official French is a different 
matter, and much more difficalt to ascCftkL It is likely that while peasants would have been able to 'get 
by, in French, the subtleties of revolutionary legislative texts would have been lost on them. 
" A. D. Dordogne, Ed6p 1005 (N4grondes), 12 mars 1793. 
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the potential indifference of the rural population towards a revolution in which they were 
increasingly relegated to the sidelines, both illiteracy and linguistic variation could form 

obstacles, real or invented, to the diffusion of political information in the provinces. Once 

. revolutionary authorities demonstrated that effective communication with the 
inhabitants of the countryside figured among their priorities by undertalcing reforms 
intended to overcome both of these obstacles. 

Early government initiative in this area, involving the translation of laws and 
decrees into regional dialects, was benevolent and tolerant in comparison with later, more 
hostile measures. Deputies who supported the initial project argued that the citizens of 
France should be able to understand their rights and responsibilities, and that ifthey could 

not understand them in French, then it was crucial that they be expressed in a language 

they could understand. Dentzel, one of the key deputies worldng on the commission de 

traduction established by the Convention, was imbued with the civic virtue of the 

commission's activities: 

... pr6s de 3 mil1ions Thabitants de ectte gmnde R6publique ... sont malheurcusement 
fiustrds du bonheur de connaitre au fond les lois de leur pays, parce qu'ils ne sont 
pas familiarisds avee la langue frangaise, dans laquelle elles sont rendues. "' 

Dentzel went on to argue that the matter could not be left up to local interpreters, 

particularly in urban areas, who might be ill-intentioned and lead naive peasants astray 
instead of enlightening them. It was absolutely necessary, Dentzel stated, [to] "faire 

parvenir, d'une mani6re compr6hensible, jusqu'i la chaurni&e", news of the important 

events and indispensable laws of the Republican era. As the deputy PsM pointed out, in 

the region of the Haut- and Bas-Rhin, "Ies habitants des cwnpagnes qui n'entendent pas 
le fi-anqais, ne savent pas'encorc que la royaut6 est abolie en France". " 

As early as 14 January 1790, the National Assembly decreed that "le pouvoir 

ex6cutif sera charg6 de faire traduire les d6crets de I'Assernbl6e dans les diffirents 

idiomes, et de Ics faire parvenir, ainsi traduits, dans les diff6rentes provinces du 

royaume, iýil4l but it was some time before the proposed projects came into being. Although 

some departmental administrations, particularly in the cast, took it upon themselves to 

arrange the necessary translations, these projects tended to be discontinuous and 

unreliable. Under the Legislative Assembly, therefore, the responsibility was conferred 
upon Dug as, an editor on the newspaper Point du Jour, who took on the project with 

A-P. vol. 54, P. 340,4 d6c=bre 1792. 
A-P. vol. 53, p. 206,6 novcmbre 1792. 

'41 Cited in A. P. vol. 54, p. 340,4 d6cembre 1792. 
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gusto. Interestingly enough, in contrast to later translation projects, it was the Occitan- 

speaking regions that held the deputy's attention, and by 10 November 1792, decrees had 

been translated for thirty departments of the Midi, including all of those making up this 

StUdy. 142 Indeed, even contemporary opinion appears to have passed over the idea of 

translations into Occitan, a branch of dialects quite similar in some ways to French, in 

favour of prioritising distinct languages such as Breton, Basque, Italian, German and 

Catalan. Dugas' task was all but completed in December 1792 when Cambon, of the 

Committee of Finance, recommended that the Convention reject his petition for additional 

funds to continue translating laws into Gascon, on the grounds that the amount requested 

was exorbitant. In the discussion that followed, it was decided that laws would no longer 

be translated into idioms which were so close to French, and that instead, the commission 

de traduction should concentrate on "les moyens do parvenir i la traduction des lois pour 

les pays oit les citoyens no parlent pas commundment la langue ftanqaise. "' 

in spite of the apparently successful efforts of Dugas, at least until Late 1792, 

government texts translated into Occitan do not make a notable appearance in the archives 

of the south-west. The propaganda-laden Adresses aux habitants des campagnes 

composed in dialect by urban political societies are somewhat more visible, although 

mostly in the archives of the clubs themselves. '" On the one hand, it is possible that, like 

the oral translation of decrees by the secretary or parish priest, municipal councils simply 

neglected to note the language of the laws sent to them, possibly finding it both 

unexceptionable and appropriate that the government should seek to express itselfin a way 
that they could understand. Even more likely, however, is the possibility that the system 

was simply not well implemented, and that the cost ofthe undertaking - the factor, indeed, 

which brought an end to the project - was such that few copies of the translated decrees 

reached village councils. Advocates of stronger, more aggressive measures even argued 
that proper translation into patois was impossible, for, as poetic and folklori c Wguages 

of the people, the dialects and idioms in question tended to be poor in vocabulary, 

142 on Dups' project, see Mchel de Certeau, Dominique julia and jacques ReveL Une politique de Ja 
Jangue: Ja Rivolutionfranfaise et les patois (Paris, 1975), pp. 10,287-8. A smattering of Dugas' papers 
and some examples of the translation work printed under his supervision are held at the A-N., series AA 
(Collmdons de lettres et pi6ces diverses) carton 32. 

"'3'A. P. vol. 54, p. 708-9.9 d6ceinbre 1792. Following this discussion, Dentzel Presented a revised version 
of the project drafted by the commission de traduction- in which trauSlations into only the five languages 
mentioned above were to be undertaken- See AP. vol-55, p. 21-22,12 dkembre 1792. 
I" See my earlier article, All Maciak, "Uarning to Love the Republic: Jacobin Propaganda and the 
Peasantry of the Hauto-Garoune", European Review offfistory, 6 (1999), pp. 165-79, 
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particularly where politics and other abstract conceptions Were concerned . 
145 The question 

of translating laws and decrees continued to be raised into the more radical phase of the 

Revolution in 1793-94, although the issue became increasingly politicised and 

contentious. 146 

The shift from a tolcrant policy of tmnslation to a more aggrcssive policy of 

francisation can be traced to the start of the voyages of the reprtsentants-en-mission in 

1793, who saw patois as an obstacle to their progranune of civic education. "' However, 

even in the 1790 survey ofthe AW Gr6goire, ostensibly carried out with a well-meaning 

scientific interest in documenting and studying the patois of France, there arc ominous 

undertones ofthe AW's ultimate goal: the extermination ofdialects in France. Gr6goire's 

questionnaire, sent out to local officials, consisted of43 questions concerning, for the most 

part, local languages and their use in society, and the level of instruction of the 

peasantry. 14'For example, Gr6goire was curious about etymological links bctweenPatois 

and other languages, pronunciation and vocabulary, and the existent patois literature; he 

also wanted to know whether or not peasants were able to converse in French, and whether 

it was still common for the parish priest to g ive his sermon in the local language. Three 

questions enquired after the current political climate in the countryside: the effects of the 

Revolution (question 41), signs of patriotism in the countryside (question 42), and the 

situation of the clergy and nobility in the provinces (question 43). It was questions 29 and 

30, however, which carried the threat: "Quelle serait l'importance religieusc et politique 

de daruire enti6rement ce patois? Quels en seraicnt les moyens? " A perceptive respondent 

might well have sensed that he was being used as an instrument of nefarious political 

designs on the language and culture ofhis region. " Indeed, by 1794, Gr6goire was calling 

"'I Bar&e makes this point most strongly in his report of 16 prairial an 14 A-P. vol. 9 1, p. 32% the report 
will be discussed ftuther, below. 
' On the later projects, see A. N. AF 1160, Papiers du Comitd de Salut public, dossier 437 pi6ce 9, 
Brouillon (rwTttd concernant I'dtablissement dun bureau de traduction pour les publications de la 
Convention A diffuser en allemand, italien, bas-breton et basque, 20 juin 1793; and, concerned uniquely 
with German trawlationsý Ibid., dossier 438 pi&es 64-65,89-90; dossier 439 pibces 10-11. flOr6al- 
thermidor an IL The task of making degrees intelligible to Occitan populations seem to have been lcft 
largely to local political clubs in later years. 
141 This periodisation is the one favoured by Dc Certcau et al., Une politique, de la langue, p. 10. 
I" Gr6goire's 1790 questionnaire and a partial collection of the responses have been published by Gazicr, 
I-eures a Gr9goire, for the remaining responses, as well as much valuable research and analysis, see De 
Certeau, et aL, Une politique de la langue. Among the many excellent studies which analYsc the 
questionnaire, see Martyn Lyons, "Politics and Patois: 'Me Linguistic Policy of the French RevolutiOlf, 
Australian Journal ofFrench Studies, 18 (1981), pp. 264-81, and David Bell, "Lingua populi, lingua dci: 
Language, Religion and the Origins of French Revolutionary NationalisuP. American Historical Review, 
IW (1995ý pp. 1403-37. 
141 See De Certeau et al., Vne politique de la langue, p. 14. 
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for the unification of France and the destruction of regional languages as harmful to the 

health ofthe bodypolitic, and his speech was "couvert d'applaudissements". 1-50 The deputy 

Bertrand Bar6re, ironically from the Hautes-Pyr6n6es where the proportion of native 

French speakers was among the smallest in the nation, took the issue one step further when 

he suggested that foreign languages and regional dialects spoken upon French soil were 

the breeding grounds of counter-revolution. 151 

Nevertheless, with respect to the national assembly's ultimate goal of 

communicating the political information brought by the Revolution, this more aggressive 

policy was not as different from the translation of texts as it might seem. What Gr6goire 

and Bar6re were advocating was not to march into the departements limitrophes and fight 

counter-revolution as it had been fought in the Vend6e. Rather, the battle for public 

opinion was to be won through words: legislative texts needed to be sent out and 

understood, and for this to occur, the peasants had to be able to understand French. "Vous 

avcz d6crW 1'envoi des lois i toutes les; communes de la R6publique, " Bar6re [intoned], 

"mais ce bienfait est perdu pour celles des d6partements que j'ai ddjA indiqu6s. Les 
lurni6rcs porthes A grands fi-ais aux extr6mit6s de la France sVeignent en y arrivant, 

puisque les lois n'y sont pas entendues. "' 

As a result, the problem of local dialects was closely connected to the issue of 
education. Indeed, the legislative goal behind the speeches of both Gr6goire and Bar6re 

was the establishment of compulsory primary education - notably, the teaching of French 

- in the outlying departments ofthe Republic. A number ofprojects and reports had been 

presented during the early years of the Revolution - both Talleyrand and Condorcet, for 

example, had proposed a complete reorganization of the educational system - but none 
were implemented until mid-1793. 'Mefirstpieceofrelcvant legislation to be passed was 
the law on primary education of 30 May 1793, according to which communes of between 
400 and 1500 inhabitants were to have at least one primary school; under the Bouquier 
Law, passed on 29 ffimaire an 11, attendance in these schools was to be made compulsory, 
and there was to be a heavier emphasis on civic education. "' Following the presentations, 
first of Bar&re and then of Gr6goire, however, the departments in which languages other 

150&p. vol. 91,16 prairial an IL p. 318M 
"I Bardre, -Rapport du Cornitd de Salut Public sur les Idiomesr; A. P. vol. 83,8 pluvi6se an H, pp. 713M 
112 Ibid., p. 715. 
"I Colin Jones, 7he Longman Companion to the French Revolution (London/New york, 1988), p. 272; 
Woloch, TheArewRegime, chapters6 and7; andDominique Juliaetal. (eds. ), LEnseignement, 1760-181.5, 
vol-2 of the series, Atlas de la MolutionfranVaise (Paris, 1987). 
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than French were spoken received the particular attention of the deputies. " French- 

language instructors were to be chosen among non-clerical candidates by the 

repr6sentants-en-mission from a fist supplied by local Jacobin clubs, and appointed in 

every rural commune. Again, attendance was obligatory for all children, both girls and 

boys, although several months after Ilermidor, the more moderate conventionnels would 

rescind the mandatory clause and include manual labour in the syllabus, although retaining 

French as the language of instruction. "' Although the impetus to translate decrees never 

completely died out, the gradual eradication ofpotentially dangerous rural dialects through 

the exclusive teaching of French was a much more satisPjing solution to the deputies. 

Reports of the local success of primary schools are mixed, overall, and the vast topic of 

the implementation of educative measures in the countryside still awaits its historian. '-56 

Nevertheless, the goals of the government, once again, were clear: communication of 

political measures at all costs. 
As with the translation of decrees, however, the issue ofpatois as an obstacle to 

the diffusion of official information was not as pronounctd in the south-west as it was in 

ederalism and other parts ofFrance. Whereas bas-Breton might have been the language Of f 

superstition, and Italian, the language of the countcr-revolution, 1570ccitan would not be 

the target of such aggressive measures. Scholars of the anden r4gime have established 

that administrative bilingualism was standard practice in the Occitan-speaking regions of 

the South, and the situation had not changed with the advent of the Revolution. "' Indeed, 

so long as the peasants were able to understand the laws, Bar6re did not consider the fact 

that they spoke patois in other areas of their fives to be an obstacle. After having 

emphasized the necessity of forcing Breton-, Italian- and German-speakers to give up their 

11 See especially the decree of 8 pluviOse an H which follows Bar&e's speech-, A. P. vol. 83, pp. 717ff- 
... Jones, Longman Companion, pp. 2714. The post-Thermidorian law on primary education dates fi-om 27 
brumaire an M- the Daunou law of 34 brumaire an IV reduced the number of primary schools to one per 
canton, rather than one per commune. 
" Numerous local historians have unearthed material on primary education in the countryside. See, for 
example, Louis Combarieu, LInstruction pfintaire dans le departement du Lot pendant la Nvolution 
franfaise, de 1789 d Van V7II (Cahors, 1882ý, and Roland Landry, "Aperqu sur rinstruction publique A 
Mussidan pendant la R6volution et le lw Empirt", B. S. H. A. P., 96 (1969), pp. IIg. 29. Very little, however, 
has been undertaken in this direction by scholars of rural France. 
Is'kP. vol. 83, pp. 713.7; citation p. 715. 
11 On the anden rigime, see Cohen, "Courtly French", chapter 4; M. Grosclaude, "LanPe POPulaire, 
langue lifthaire et langue administrative eft 136arn du XMO siMe A nosiotue. Cahlers de IVniversitJ de 
Pau et des Pm de Wour. 15: Tangues en Warn', (1989), pp. 11-29. For the revolutionary period, see 
Georges Fournier, "Usages de I'Occitan dans la vie politiquc locale pendant la pdriode rdvolutionnaird", 
inDictionnairedesU, sagesSocio-politiques(1770-1815), fasc. 5, Eangue. occitan. usages '(Paris, 1991), 

pp. 11-38; and"LaqucsfionfinguisdqueausudaumomcntdelaMvolutionfran9aiser, Lengas, 17(1985), 
pp. 157-77. 
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native tongues for French, he went on to argue that 

... ce n'est pas qu'il ne)dste d'autres idiornes plus ou moins gmssiers dans d'autres 
d6partements; mais ils ne sont pas exclusifs, mais ils n'ont pas cmpach6 de 
connaltre la langue nationale. Si elle n'est pas 6galement bien parke partout, elle I 
est du moins facilement entendue. [ ... I Le Idgislateur doit voir d'en haut, et ne doit 
ainsi apercevoir que les nuances Ws prononc6es, que les diff6rences 6normes; il ne 
doit des instituteurs de langue qu'au pays qui habitu6 exclusivernent a un idiome, 
est pour ainsi dire isold et s6par6 de la grande famMe. '" 

After'Mermidor, tolerance oflocal dialects and idioms returned, and Occitan has survived 
to this day as both the cultural heritage of the South-west and as an adamant challenge to 

central authority. 160 

Conclusion: la Ripublique au village? 

The Revolution clearly brought an "information explosion: " in the far-flung 

provinces as well as in the capital. As we have seen, numerous problems threatened to 
jeopardise the cffective communication of this information to the countryside, including 

a poorly managed road network and postal service, widespread illiteracy, and the 

prevalence of languages other than French in the countryside. However, the determination 

of the national assemblies to overcome these obstacles, together with the sheer volume of 

material which pelted the countryside, ensured that rum] communities were virtually 

overwhelmed by the amount of written political material which they were expected to 
digest. 

Moreover, officially addressed and delivered information was far from the only 
means by which the Revolution penetrated local village life. Alternative types of printed 

media, too numerous to consider in detail here, were in circulation and targeted rural 
audiences, routinely piercing the bubble of isolation in which French villages supposedly 
existed. Ibc Feuille Villageoise, a newspaper which aimed to provide both political news 

and civic education to the peasantry through the intermediary oflocal literate subscribers, 

ran for the remarkably long period of five years, gaining the support and cncouragernent 

'" A. P. vol. 83,8 pluvi6se an 14 p. 7 IS. 
160 See Lyons, "Politics and Patois". p. 28 1; Cohen. "Courtly Frencir. 1hcre is also a growing occitaniste 
literature-, consider Laurent Abrate, Occitani 1900-1968, des idges et des hammes : L19mergence et 
11histaire de la revendication Occilane (Puylaurcns, 2001ý and Henri JeanjaxL De lutopie a, 
pragmatisme? Le mouvement Occitan, 1976-1990 (Perpignan, 1992). Fdlix Castan, Decentratisation. 
Manifesto Multi-Culturel of anti-HgionalistO (Montauban, 1984), is one of the majorpolitical pamphlets. 
For a somewhat less plaintive and biased approach, see Etienne Hammel and Philippe Gardy, VOccitan 
En Languedoc-Roussillon (Perpignan, 1991), and Georg Kremnitz, -Remarques Sur la situation 
sociolinguistiquc de I'Occitan cn 1989". Wanges de languc et de littdraturc occitanes: En hommage a 
Pierre Bee (Poitiers, 1991), pp. 258-72. 
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Figure 2-8 

Adresse de la Societ6 populaire 6puree de Toulouse, 
aux habitants des campagnes, 15 messidor an 11 
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of the Committee of Public Instruction. "' Other, less-well known papers were also 

destined for rural audiences, including the Feuille du Cultivateur, which concentrated 

primarily on new agricultural information, and the short-livedJoumal des Campagnes. 162 

Almanacs circulating in the countryside also contained information of a political nature, 

including a listing of local authorities and important events, 163 and the printed images 

commonly sold by travelling pedlars and on the fairground embraced new themes, 

becoming a further source of political ideas and opinion. " Finally, an entire range of 

peasant-focused political propaganda was drafted and circulated, with variable degrees of 

success, by local revolutionaries in urban Jacobin clubs such as those in Toulouse and 
Marseille (see Figure 2-8, previous page). " 

The degree to which these various forms of printed material penetrated into the 

countryside, reaching peasants in their villages and influencing their political opinions, is 

a matter for debate. As hoped for by contemporaries, it is entirely feasible that the literate 

"I Ile professed goal of the editors of the Feuille Fillageoise was to "provide a civic instruction for 
country-folk inorder to solidify the newregime? *, (LaFeuille Villageoise, Prospectus, Lno. 1.30 September 
1790; Biblioth6que nationale (Paris), 8OW 463. Ile most complete historical study of the Feuille 
Villogeoise is that of Melvin Edelstein: La Feuille Villogeoise; for shorter synopses, see "La Feuille 
Villageoise, the Revolutionary Press, and the Question of Rural Political Modernisation7, French 
Historical Studies, 7 (1971), pp. 175-203, and "La Feuille villageoise and Rural Political Participation7, 
SN. E. C., 287 (1991), pp. 237-60. See also Didier, -La Feuille Villageoisi". 
162 There has been very little research on the Feuille A cultivateur, see Octave Festy, "L'agriculture 
pendant la Rdvolution fi-anqaise. Lesjournaux d'agriculture et le progrýs agricole (1789-An VIII[r, Revue 
d'histoire iconomique et sociale, 28 (1950), pp. 35-53 and 148-168; and Dominique IkWgairaz, -La, 
R6volution et rint6gration des paysans A unc 6conornie marchande, inLa RivolutionfranVaise et le monde 
rural (Paris, 1989), pp. 167-82, as well as the periodical itself. Jean-Baptiste Dubois de Jancigoy, et al. 
(eds. ), La Fruille A Cultivateur (biweekly), tome 1, no. 1 (October 1790) - tome 9, no. 10 (December 
I 800y, available at B. N. S-4625 and S- 4626-4634 (nearly complete collection). For other papers aimed 
at a rural public, see Wauters, "Prcsse &Tartmcntale, and Georges Bourgin, Le partage des biens 
communaux. - Documents sur la priparation de ta loi du 10juin 1793 (Paris, 1908). 
163 Lise Andries, "Almanacs: Revolutionizing a Traditional Genre, in Darnton and Roche (eds. ), 
Revolution in Print, pp. 203-22; Wronique Sarrazin, "Lumi&es et almanachs populaires: 1'exemple du 
messagcrWiteW, inLiscAndrics(ed. ), Colpopter/aRivoludon(Montreuil, 1989), pp. 3549; andClairc 
Gaspard, "Us almanachs de I'an IL Quoi de ncufcn dehors du calendricr? ", A. h. Rf. 58 (1986), pp. 141- 
59. 
164 Lynn lIunt, "Engraving the Republic, Prints and Propaganda in the French Revolution", History Today, 
30 (1980), pp. 11-17; Rolf Reichardt, "Prints: hnages of the Bastille". pp. 223-51 and James Leith, 
"Ephcmcra: Civic Education through Images", pp. 270-89, in Darnton and Roche (eds. ), Revolution in 
Print, see also Jarncs Lcitk 7he Idea ofArt as Propaganda in France, 1750-1799. A Study in the lftsto7 
of ideas (Toronto, 1965), and the many contributions to the conference proceedings edited by mchel 
Vovelle, LImage de la Rivolutionfranvaise. Communicationsprisenties lors du Congrýs mondialpour 
le bicentenaire de la Rivolution. Sorbonne. Paris. 6-12juillet 1989 (4 vols., Paris/New York, 1990). 
'"SccA. D. Dordogne, 131,6(Socidt6populairedeMonpazicr), fol. 67,28aofit 1791; A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 
LI 134 (Soci6td populairc de Toumon-la-Montagne), 6 octobre 1793,6 nivOse 11; BM Pdrigueux LR IV 6 
(Lapeyre, carton 49), Adresse de la Soci&h des ainis de la Constitution de la Ville de Mussidan, aux 
municipalitts ct paroisse3 du district, a l'occasiOn du semcnt cxigd des curds, vicaires et autres 
fonctionnaircs, s. d. See also Jill Maciak, "Le r6le de la sociabihtd rdvolutionnaire dans Pacculturation 
politique des campagnes de la Haute-Garorme, 1790-1795", Unpublished mmoire de martfise, universit, & 
de Toulousc-11,1997, chapter 2; and Maciak, "Learning7. 
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rural elite read material aloud to those normally excluded from this form of 

communication. "Newspapers have transformed the conversations ofindividuals" PGabriel 
Tarde submitted in 1898, "even those who do not read papers but who, talking to those 

who do, are forced to follow the groove of their borrowed thoughts. "166 'Mere is some 

evidence, for example, of the transmission of information in rural areas by the medium of 

newspapers read aloud in public placcs. ` In afaubourg of the town of Bergerac, in the 

Dordogne, a discussion arose among several agriculteurs who were listening to a certain 

citoyen Dupeyrerc as he read from a paper entitled Journal des loix et desfaits, which he 

was apparently in the habit of doing "chez la Briande"; one witness also mentioned that 

news was read in the evenings "chez Cailloux". 1' Newspapers could generally be heard 

read aloud at lodging-houses in market towns, and references to having heard about news 

from a 'Icuille publique" or from an individual discussing "Ies affaires du temps" 

abound. " However, such instances are very difficult to quantify, and as regular as they 

might have been, their unofficial nature results in the fact that we know far less about how 

they n-dght have influenced TuTal opinion. 
Moreover, as much as printed material might have been read aloud4 forms of 

communication which did not pass through a written medium would have been undeniably 

more easily consumed by an illiterate rural public. Indeed, over the last several decades, 

and particularly since the bicentennial, historians have argued that the presence of 
Republican symbolism and ceremony in the village was paramount in the communication 

of a politiciscd, pro-revolutionary message. The pageantry, colours and allegories 

associated with the fttes republicaines would have been clear to all, even when 
haphazardly assembled by a small municipal council, and revolutionary lyrics to old tunes 

travelled far into the provinces. " The adoption ofnew forms ofpolitical sociability in the 

I" Tardc, "Opinion and Converýation7, P. 304. 
"The topic of newspapers as vectors of information in rural areas will be discussed further in chapter V. 
I" AD. Dordogne, 24LS I dossier 376, Tribunal criminel, procts contre Daniel Brun, sans profession et 
Ikonard Sunonet, agricult=, pour propos "tieux et attroupement; Intcrogation of Simonet, 2 vent6se 
an VL and testimony of Joseph Roulhille. cordonnier, II vent6se an VL 
" See, for example, A. D. Ariýge, IX25-8, Tribunal cwectiomel de Tarascon, procts contre Jean Bcnct 
jeune. et d'autres, pour propos s6ditieux, flor6al-prairial an IV, and AD. Dordogne, 241AO, Tribunal 
rdvolutionnaire, proc6s contrc Jean Dartensct, marchand, pour propos royalistes, flor6al an 11. 'Me 
interaction between news heard from printed matter and by word-of-mouth will be discussed in greater 
detail in chapter V. 
11 On republican festivals, see Ozouf, Fite revolutionnaire. and Bianchi, Rivolution culturelle. For a 
smattering of local historics, consider- Charles Lafixi, -Cdlkbration de la premi&c fe-te de la Mdration A 
Bourdeille, B. S. H. A. P., 64 (19371 pp. 208-11; Louis Bresson, "U Fete de la Raison A Tonncins-la- 
Montagne (20 ftimaire an Ur, La Rivolutionfranpise, 1 (1881), pp. 330-7; Roger L46vy, "Us Fates 
symboliques pendant la Rdvolution en Normandie-, Annales rivolutionnaires, 4 (1911), pp. 235-38; and 
Louis Combarieu, Les Mes ripublicaines dans le depanement du Lotpendant la p6riode rOvolutionnaire 
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Figure 2-9 

Membership List of the Garde nationale of St. Aignan d'Hautefor4 Dordogne 
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countryside also broughtthe Republic visibly into theplacepublique, doing more perhaps 

to change the political mindset of villagers than the laws and decrees read out after mass. 

Recent studies on the spread of Jacobin clubs and popular societies into the countryside, 

for example, have demonstrated that in some rural localities urban political sociability was 

indeed successfully implanted, with enthusiastic local intermediaries encouraging their 

less-well educated compatriots to being more civically active. "' Perhaps even more 

effective at bringing revolutionary culture and imagery into the thousands of rural 

cornmunes was the institution of the garde nauonale. Although the National Guard has 

received a certain degree of attention from historians, its remarkable penetration into the 

countryside is still largely unexplored. A brief investigation into the archives of rural 

National Guards in the department of the Dordogne, for example, reveals the institution 

tohave existed in virtually every rural community, and tohave involved the quasi-majority 

of adult males: artisans and peasants, literate or not (see Figure 2-9, previous page). "' 

Without a doubt, and regardless of obstacles such as poor road conditions and illiteracy, 

there was no lack ofofficial political information arriving in rural communities during the 

French Revolution. 

(Cahors, 1898). Revolutionary songs will be dealt with in more detail in chapter 19L 
171 Maciak, "Le r8le de la SOCiabilit6 T6volutionnaire'. For a shorter, more accessible summary and a 
complete bibliography of similar studies in other areas, see Jin JAaciak Walshaw, "SociabilM 
r6volutionnaire et acculturation politique: un Jacobimsme rural dans la Ilaute-Claronner, Ah. Rf. 
(forthcoming 2003). In the five departments covered by this study, the proportion of communes supporting 
a political society between 1789 and Year M is well above the national average of 14%. See Boutier and 
Boutry, Z--j sociNs politiques. 
172 A. D. Dordogne, I L51 1, Formation des bataiHons de volontaires, engagements, ordrcs du d6ptartcmcnt, 
1790-m R; 2LI 02, M59 and X60,41,117-12 1, SL95-96,6L60,7L55, gLg7 and 81,90,9L57, and I OL35, 
for lists of volunteers and minutes of activities gathered at the district level. See also Louis de Cardenal, 
Recrutementdel'arm0eenPý? igordpendantt4p, e? ioderivolutionnaire, 1789-1790(P6rigueux, 1911). 
and M-Won Lee, "Les Bataillons de volontaires nationaux des d6partemcnts de la Dordogne et du Lot", 
Unpublished mOmoire de maitfise, Uniyersit, 6 de parig I-Sorbounc, 1987. 



Ill. 
REAcnoNs To THE REvoLunoN: 

RuRAL OPMONS AND IDEAS ON CONTEMPORARY EVENTS 

To a certain extent, peasant reaction to the onslaught of information brought by 

the Revolution can be gleaned from traditional administrative sources. The correspondence 

and deliberations of administrators at the local level reveal a wealth of information about 
how the Revolution functioned in the countryside, as the authorities were interested in 

whether the laws were followed or ignored. As the possibility of laws being ignored came 
to be of increasing concern, however, government representatives were sent out into the 

countryside, first as "civic missionaries" and later, more ominously, as "representatives 

on mission". Whatever they found, the deputies sent frequent reports back to their 

superiors, creating an invaluable repository of information on the political situation in 

different parts of the countryside. ' 

However, while administrative documents and the reports ofgovernment observers 

should certainly not be overlooked as sources on the Revolution in rural France, the use 
of documents which view the situation solely "from above" ultimately reveals a clearer 

picture ofthe relationship between the local elite and the peasantry than of the peasantry's 

views ofthat elite and the Revolution it represented. More useful are those sources which, 

while prepared for government purposes, are nevertheless composed by rural communities 
themselves. 11istorians have used the correspondence between rural localities and district 

or departmental administrations, for example, to elucidate peasant political opinion. The 

petitions sent to the national assemblies and to political societies, both local and in far. 

i ne reports of government envoys are found at theArchivesnationales, in the seriesFl(550 and 551) 
for the commissaires of 1793, and in series AF H (82-146, arranged alphabetically by department) for the 
papers of the reprisentants-en-mission. HoWever, the reports have largely been published, tnaking them 
more accessible and easier to work with. SM Pierre Cam. RaPPOM des agents du ministre de IInMrjeur 
dans les departements, 1793 - an 11 (2 vols., Paris, 1913), and Aulard, Recueil. 
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away Paris, have also been used to discover the rural mindset. 1 Even closer to the source 

of opinion, the deliberations of rural municipal councils often give information about 

village opinion on a piece ofnews or legislation. As we have seen, the scribe or municipal 

secretary was required to indicate the arrival ofofficial news and texts ofa political nature, 

and at times, this inscription was accompanied by remarks describing the reaction of the 

municipal council - or even of the inhabitants of the village, assembled to hear the news 

- to the material in question. Such comments are particularly likely to have been noted 

where, legislative texts required a specific action or a response, such as the decree of 10 

June 1793 which required that inhabitants vote on the issue of whether or not common 

lands should be divided. Even where an actual poll was not required, however, the actions 

taken by the municipal council and noted by its secretary help to indicate the general 

opinion of the news or Icgislation. 

'Me use of local administrative documents such as these to study the relationship 

between governing and governed "from below" has occasionally revealed valuable 

information about how news about the Revolution was received in the village. However, 

as historians of rural society, we must be careful of becoming overly dependent upon 

sources which are so closely tied to the political process itself. Indeed, what local 

communities wanted more than anything else during the Revolution was to be left alone, 

and village officials were extremely careful to provide the authorities with the phrases they 

wanted to hear, and to avoid setting off warning bells with undue expressions of contrary 

opinion. nus, while some ofthe letters sent to Paris might have expressed a sincere desire 

for a change in landholding structures, those which congratulated the National Convention 

on its victory over the tHumwrs should be seen as a preventative measure, aimed at 

satisfying politicians who were likely to be suspicious of lukewarm political sentiment in 

rural areas. Moreover, the letters to newspaper editors and political bodies, while 

occasionally from "the peasants" ofa given locality, were most often penned by a member 

of the literate rural elite. Even had their authorship been authentic, a handful of letters is 

hardly representative of the 40,000 communes in existence during the Revolution. Notes 

made regarding the deliberations of municipal councils, or the responses and reports sent 

2 r, (wges 1, efebvre, for example, published a considerable number of rural petitions on land issues in 
Questions agrairesau tempsde la Terreur(LaRoche-sur-Yon, 1954). Morerecently, BryantT. Ragan has 
used similar sources to show that peasants of the Somme possessed a "high level of political 
sophisticationr: see Ragan, "Rural Political cuiture, and -Rural political Activism and Fiscal Equality 
in the Revolutionary Somme". in Bryant Ragan and Elizabeth A. Williams (eds. ), RecreatingAuthority in 
Revolutionary France (New Brunswick, NJ, 1992ý pp. 36-56. 
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to local administrations, might indeed come closer to painting a picture of rural response 

to the Revolution. Tbesc, too, however, must be read with caution, for as the decade wore 

on, villagers had increasing evidence that anything beyond rote, formulaic answers would 

cam them unwanted attention from the authorities. The outcome of these political 

circumstances was a collection of repetitive, lifeless accounts such as those of the fltes 

decadaires, devoid of any originality and, for the most part, of any expression ofpolitical 

opinion. 

It is for these reasons that thejudicial sources which targeted those who expressed 

opinions contrary to the official revolutionary line are invaluable for the study of rural 

public opinion. Much more than the formulaic correspondence and administrative reports 
discussed above, the investigations and trials resulting from indictments for seditious 

speech provide accounts of rural thought on politics which, if carefully interpreted, reveal 

sincere and astute observations of a nation in turmoil. As described in chapters I and H, 

the Revolution was imposed upon a society in which oral communication networks already 

provided a means ofgathering news: the eightecriffi-century French countryside was home 

to a dynamic, active society in which a great deal of daily information was received 

verbally, in face-to-face encounters. Under the Revolution, the level oftalk only intensified, 

and conversation was increasingly concerned with political issues. The remainder of this 

dissertation will focus upon the accounts of the political statements of peasants, and on 

what they reveal about rural popular opinion. 

A Lost Voice: 
Using Indictments for Seditious Speech to Eavesdrop on Country Conversations 

The sample of incidents of verbal crime in the countryside used for this study is drawn 

primarily from court records during the eleven-year period stretching from 1789 to 1799. 

The very existence of these documents is closely linked with the changing relationship 
between people and government which characterised the revolutionary period. While the 

political changes brought by the Revolution meant that rural citizens were invited, for the 
first time, to participate in the political sphere, administrators and legislators at the highest 

level began worrying that rural opinion might be swayed in an undesirable direction by the 

statements oflocal individualsjust as they had long known popular opinion in Paris to be. 3 

I See Farge, Subversive Wordy, Damton, "An Early Information Society" and -poetry and the police in 
Eighteenth-Century PariC, S. VE. C, 372 (1999), pp. 1-22; and Grahzim, Iffhe King OnlyKnew. The topic 
of verbal sedition in eighteenth-century Paris, which was first noted in the Introduction (pp. 17.20), will 
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Although rural revolts and unrest were far from being a new phenomenon, they had usually 
been interpreted as the instinctive reactions of a populace when threatened or hungry. The 

passing of the reins of government into the hands, for the most part, of educated 
"commoners". as well as growing literacy rates and a general awareness of "public 

opinion" as a new factor in politics, led officials to think ofthe peasantry as a "public" like 

any other, which n-tight be swayed or convinced to hold one opinion over another. The 

chatter of the inhabitants of the countryside was, indeed, significant: as Gabriel Tarde has 

stated, "from the political point of view, conversation is, before the press, the only brake 

on governments, the unassailable fortress of liberty. " 

As this realisation gradually dawned upon the legislators of the Revolution, 

decrees prohibiting the utterance of all manner of seditious, anti-rcvolutionary or counter- 

revolutionary words began to appear, in an attempt to keep the masses from being led 

astray. Ile changing nature of this legislation, as well as the legal apparatus put in place 
to enforce it, will be dealt with at length in chapter IV, but first we must familiarise 

ourselves with the various characteristics of the trials themselves, as they constitute the 

core of the body of sources on the communication of political ideas, outside of official 

channels. While the amassing of such a large number of comparable documents invites 

statistical analysis, we must be wary of the urge to quantify documents which are 

essentially impressionistic in nature. Each case of political speech represents a snapshot 
of peasant thoughts and reactions: a brief glimpse into a world of popular political ideas 

which we have all but lost. The very ubiquity of daily chatter defies the attempt to quantify 

evidence of it, for even were we able to recover every last indication of rural political 

speech present in the archives, the output would nevertheless be an incomplete record: as 

with all historical documents, the archives ofseditious speech represent not what was said, 
but rather, what the authorities saw fit to commit to paper. Moreover, the very nature of 
anti-govemmental talk suggests that much of it took place behind closed doors. 5 

Other historians working with popular political opinion have noted similiar 
problems regarding the quantification of their data. Philippe Daumas, in his study of the 

papers of thejuges de paix in the Val-de-Marne, writes that local judicial sources 

... ne sont pas dcstin6es simplcmcnt a 6tre quantifi6es. Chaque document, si 
imparfait soit-il, reprdscnte avant tout une parcelic de vie .... Les pcrsonnagcs 
qui raniment, parfois pittorcsques, souvent attachants, protagonistcS Ou 

be discussed ftulher in chapter IV. 
Tarde, "Opinion and ConversatiorI7, p. 313. 
On the issue of the public or private nature of political conversations, see chapter IV, pp. 228-32. 
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simples t6moins d! dv6nements qui visiblement les d6pwscnt, racontent la 
Rdvolution dans leur village A travcrs Icurs conflits et Ics difficultds de leur vie 
quotidienne. 1 

joel Samaha, in his work on local criminal court records in Elizabethan England, concurs, 

describing the difficulties inherent in using the "incomplete" and "sparse" record to 

reconstruct the lives of ordinary people in the early modem perioV and Buchanan Sharp 

wams that while the assize indictments for seditious speech represent "a good continuous 

record ofpopular political attitudes" in seventeenth-century England any attempt to draw 

a direct link between the number of cases of sedition and the political atmosphere of a 

given period is necessarily foolhardy, due to the incompleteness of such source material., 

Thus, the body of sources used here must not be taken by the reader to be an exhaustive 

catalogue of every statement, or even of every VAX of statement, uttered by rural 

inhabitants during the Revolution. However, a certain number of general conclusions 

might still be drawn from the distribution and character of the available data, and it is to 

this data which we now turn our attention. 

Ile sample constitutes the quasi-majority of incidents ofseditious speech leading 

to trials in the two regions studied, representing the departments ofthe Dordogne and Lot. 

et-Garonne on the one hand, and the departments of the Hautes-Pyr6n6es and ArRge 

together with the connecting territory, the southernmost district ofthe Haute-Garonne, on 

the other hand. The cases are drawn from the various departmental courts, whose records 

are retained at the level of departmental archives, as well as from the revolutionary 

tribunal in Paris, in those instances when a particular dossier was considered beyond the 

competence ofthe local judiciary? Due to the incompleteness ofthe archives ofprovincial 

courts, it is often difficult to follow the documentation as far as the conclusion ofthe case. 

However, we may note that for the 121 cases for which we have a verdict, a majority of 

83 (69%) were acquitted. Of the 33 cases in which the accused was convicted of the 

6 Philippe Daumas, "Justice et R6volution cn Val-de-Marne- Les tribunaux civils de Sucy-en-Brie et 
Ormesson de rancien r6gime au Directoire (1782-an Vlr, Unpublished m9moire de mai? fise, Universit6 
de Paris-XIL 1990, p. 13. 
7 Joel Samaha, "Gleanings from Local Cruninal-Court Records: Sedition Amongst the -inarticulate- in 
Elizabethatt Esse)e% Journal ofSocial ffistoyyý 9 (1975), pp. 61-75; citation p. 61. 
8 Buchanan Sharp, "Popular Political Opinion in England, 1660-1695". History ofEuropean Ideas, 10 
(1989), pp. 13-29, citation P. 13. 
9 In addition to these complete trials , the archives examined yielded a considerable number of references 
to verbal incidents against which no fiather action appears to have been taken. such references occur 
throughout the documentary record: in police reports, municipal registers, departmental assessments and 
reports on the local esprit public. and correspondence with legislative bodies such as the Comitj des 
recherchev and the ComitJ des rapports. While such instances will be taken into account where relevant 
they will not be associated with the main body of trials for analytical purposes. 
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offence, only 12 were executed; 'O the remaining 21 were dealt with in various ways, 

including prison sentences, deportation, and, in the case of a parish priest convicted of 

publicly refusing to read the mandement de I'Mque, simply being released from his 

duties. 

In keeping with the goal of investigating political communication in rural areas, 

two main criteria were followed in the gathering of cases, producing a sample numbering 

168 trials. The first of these concerns the importance of words, and particularly spoken 

words, in the realm ofpolitical justice: cases were included either bemuse the main crime 

cited was a verbal one, or because, in cases of seditious activities, the words ofan agitator 

or follower were considered criminal in themselves, as having incited the events which 

ensued. " The second criterion involves the degree of "rurality" of the individual case: 

events which occurred in very small localities and before a peasant audience - ideal 

circumstances for this study - were included, while large-scale events occurring in a 

department capital in which most actors were town dwellers were not. Indeed, the fact that 

the authorities believed it worthwhile to pursue comments made at the village watering- 

hole by poor labourers as seditious remarks potentially dangerous to the public order is 

exemphuy of a major shift in attitude towards the place of the peasantry on the political 

stage. Overall, 88 trials, or just over half of the collected cases, concern incidents which 

occurred in small villages and localities with no administrative function, that is, "simple 

communes"-, a further 38 incidents (23*/o) took place in slightly larger ccntres or market 

towns, and the final 42 cases (25%) took place in towns which were the seat of their 

district. As all 168 cases were selected on the basis of their "rurality", trials falling into 

one of the latter two categories were admitted only if the audience, represented by the 

witnesses, was largely peasant in origin. Thus, even in those cases where the location of 

the incident is a small town or administrative centre, the focus of the investigation on the 

discussion of politics among peasants remains a constant. 
An analysis of the professions of the defendants - or the speakers of seditious 

words - while illustrative of this rural character of the cases studied, also reveals the 

social complodty of peasant communities. As shown in Figure 3-1, the sample Of 

" One, Laval, dit RIpare, ofthe village of Cabans in the Dordogne, was condemned in 1790 to be "Pendu 
ct itranglV for having made false announcements to the village in order to provoke the inhabitants to revolt 
against the seigneum (A. D. Dordogne, B 170 1, Sdn6chauss6e de Sarlatý The rernaining II were victim 
of the guillotine in 1793-94. 
11 Of the 168 cases of seditious speech which were taken to trial, only 45, or 27%, are explicitly linked to 
actions. 
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individuals who were indicted for voicing political opinions in a rural context is quite 

varied: 

Figure 3-1 
Defendants in Seditious Speech Trials 

Socio-professional Groups 
Rural ArIfiam Parkh Priem Nobility 
Agkullural Mist. SOCW Groups Uberal Protessions 
ULxkval OMCOM witaires C, *--jrS 
Dorrwssques 

As one might expect, there is a considerable representation of the agricultural sector: 63 

defendants describe their primary occupation as farming, and a considerable proportion 

of the remaining categories (parish priests, rural artisans, members of the municipal 

council, servants, and large groups whose individual identity is uncertain) were almost 

certainly part of what we would think of as village life. Ile remaining categories of the 

sample are distinguishable from the inhabitants of the village either by their socio- 

economic status (24 individuals from either the nobility or from professional groups) or 
by their role as "outsiders" (I I soldiers and one pedlar). 12 

Thus, whether the discussions in question took place outside the parish church 

after Mass, or in the nearest market town during a fair, the great majority of speakers - 
82% ofthe 193 defendants listed above - would have been familiar figures to their peasant 
listeners. What is even more significant, however, is that the categories of individuals 

described in chapter I as literate intermediaries in rural society are represented here in 

abundance. Parish priests, for example, represent a significant slice of those called up on 

charges of seditious speech. The marked presence of these individuals, apart from their 

recognised role as literate intermediaries, clearly arises from the fact that the Revolution 

represented a threat to their status and livelihood, giving them more than average reason 

to complain about it in public. The presence of the local aristocracy, similarly, is perhaps 

surprising merely for the small number accused of seditious speech (six of the 193 

defendants analysed). A third group, consisting of the local coqs du Wilage, is more 

12 N. B.: as some cases have multiple defendants, the total of the numbers represented in Figure 3-1 is 
greater than 168. 
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intriguing, for it includes those listed as members of the conseil municipal, as well as the 
larger landowners: 26 out of the 63 engaged in agriculture were described as 
"propri&Wres" or "cultivatcurs" rather than their poorer cousins, the laboureurs and 

manoeuiqiers. " While the members of this group, apart from the nobility, had more 

reason to praise the Revolution than to curse it, they would nevertheless have held clear 

opinions about political events and their repercussions in the village, and they would have 

been a reliable source of information throughout the period. Other social groups, finally, 

often acted as intermediaries without necessarily being literate: the group ofmilitaires, for 

example, and the one colporteur, brought news and ideas from outside by nature of their 

transient professions, and a certain proportion of the artisans, including innkeepers and 

millers, would have had regular traffic ftom beyond the village in their shops and 

establishments. 
Thus, over 40% of the speakers listed in Figure 3-1 could be considered 

intermediaries of some sort, a percentage which is considerably higher than their actual 

numbers in the population. Such over-representation is not surprising, when one considers 

that all of these individuals represented a source of information in rural society. Whether 

by virtue of their literacy, their role as local leaders, their transience, or the fact that their 

occupations brought than into contact with a greater number of people, such 
intermediaries were used to having rural citizens come to them for opinions, advice, and 

news. Moreover, the authorities who were on the lookout for speakers of seditious words 

would likely have concentrated their search among such groups. Rural intermediaries 

were, by definition, the most politicised members of the village community, and their 

known role as interpreters of outside information would have made them prime suspects 
in the minds of legislators and police authorities alike, with regard to the swaying of rural 

public opinion. Those for whom the course ofthe Revolution brought misfortune, such as 

the members of the nobility and clergy, were naturally expected to speak out against it, 

and the traditional news-mongers and camers of information were busily employed 

redistributing the volumes of information produced by the political changes and events. 
One final category of defendants deserves special consideration: those accused 

persons who were identified as women. Of the 168 trials in the sample, there are only 12 

11 Ihe historian of rural France must take care to identify the terms used locally to describe different types 
of "peasants! ', the word laboureur, for example, identified by Georges Lefebvre as a large landowner in 
Paysans du Nordý in the south West signified a petty fanner, with barely enough land to survive. For further 
thoughts on the topic, see Harvey Smith, "Getting To Know Peasants: Local Population Records mid Rural 
Society in Nineteenth-CenturY France, Social History, 28 (1995), pp. 375419. 
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cases in which the primary defendant is a female. Of the eight whose social status is 

indicated, two are servants, one is the wife of an emigre nobleman, one is a cabaretiýre, 

and four are agricultural labourers; a brief glance at the context of the trial of the 

remaining four suggests that they, too, were very likely from the agricultural sector. The 

cases in which women were the defendants come from both regions studied, but their 

distribution within the revolutionary decade is on the whole rather late: one case took place 

in 1793, with the rest occurring in 1794 or later. Eight of the twelve defendants were 

acquitted, and only one of the guilty died on the guillotine, a proportion (8.3%) which is 

roughly equal to that for all of the collected cases (7.0 

On, the whole, the . very low proportion of female defendants implies - that 

authorities expected rural women to be even less likely to discuss politics than their 

menfolk. Whether this was actually the case is highly doubtful: even ifwe were to discount 

the traditional stereotype of female villagers as talkative and gossiping, women were very 

much involved in rural political life in south-west France, and although they may not have 

been able to discuss their opinions in the local cabaret, there were other parts ofthe village 

which, as we saw in chapter. I, constituted an exclusively female arena for discussion. 

Indeed, the official assumption that women were less interested in politics may have given 

them a certain degree of saW in their daily talk. Just as the authorities soern to have 

awakened only slowly to the possibility that the peasantry could hold political opinions, 

so a similar stereotype of ignorance and lack of political awareness appears to have, 

delayed the appearance of women as defendants in political trials. Even within the twelve 

cases cited, the charges on which women are found guilty appear to follow the traditional 

association of women with disputes over grain prices or religion, and with the tendency 

to gather in threatening numbers and refuse to disperse, whereas the comments of female 

witnesses in trials of male defendants (see chapter V) reveal that they held opinions on a 

wide range of political topics. " 

If certain motivations and methods of political contestation were considered 

traditionally "feminine", how did the authorities assess categories of "seditious" activity 

14 Two of the remaining verdicts are unsure, and the twcM - the cam of the imigH nobleman's wife - is 
the only case of deportation in all 168 trials. 
is of the twelve cases which conccm us here, four involve attroupements only, and a further two were 
brought against the utterance of words which were considered to have incited a seditious gathering. in 
police reports from the era generally, the presc= of women is invariably noted where religion, 
requisitims or the price of grain is at issue. On this topic, see Cynthia Bouton, -Gendered Behaviour in 
Subsistence Riots: The Flour War of 1775". Journal ofSocial History, 23 (1990), pp. 73-5-54, and Shirley 
Elson Roessler, Out ofthe Shadows: Women and Politics in the French Revolution, 1789-95 (New york, 
1996). 
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in general in rural France during the Revolution? The exact denomination ofthe categories 

of crime as they appear in the sources vanes somewhat, depending on the region, the level 

of police or judicial authorities from which the document was generated, and the time 

period. Charges of "propos contre-rdvolutionnaires" and "propos s6ditieux", for example, 

were used for a wide range of statements. At the same time, the description of charges as 

laid out in the documents is often specific to the situation, such as that against Tarri, who 

was accused of having uttered "propos royalistes et subversifs", and that against Fargeot, 

fi-om Montignac, whose indictment included the fact that he had used the alleged words 

in an attempt to thwart the sale of biens nationaux " Finally, the phrasing of charges 

fluctuated over the revolutionary decade. Thc charge ofverbal "16se-nation", for example, 

had fallen out of use by 1791, but the charge of "provocation au r6tablissement de la 

roYautd", signifying a similar crime, was used only after 27 and 28 germinal TV, when 
laws proscribing the crime were promulgated. 

For all of these reasons, the categories of seditious activity involving 

communication have been redrawn slightly, according to criteria specific to this study 

rather than to the wording of the indictments (Figure 3-2). Thus, while charges of 

Figure 3-2 

Categories of Indictments 

Actions du Curd 

Cos Chal ittroupaments 
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" seditious singing" and 

11 seditious shouts" have 

remained more or less 

the same as on the 

documents, the 

tremendous variety of 

seditious "propos" have 

been categorised as 

either merely expressing 

an opinion, or actively 

attempting to discourage 

listeners or to change 

their behaviour. The 

"' A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2LIOS-1 and 2L98-93, Tribunal criminel, procýs contre Jean-Baptiste Tarri, ci- 
devant consul et cultivateur, pour paroles subversives, niv6se 11; Tribunal r0olutionnaire du d6partement 
de la Dordogne, procýs contre Frangois Fargeot, huissier, pour propos; tendant A emp&her la vente des 
biens nationaux, II; cited in Tribunal criminel et rivolutionnaire de la Dordogne sous la Terreur. 
Documents authentiques class0s et mis en ordre par les commis greffiers A Tribunal civil de Pgrigueux 
(2 vols., Pdrigueux, 1880), Vol. 2, pp. 45-56 [Hereafter, Tribunal criminel et rOvolutionnaire de la 
Dordogne (published docurnents). ] 
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seditious actions of parish priests, because of their unique relationship to rural 

communities, have been classified apart, as has any seditious communication which is 

written rather than oral. The category of "fausses nouvelles", finally, has been enlarged 

to include all false statements intended - according to the authorities - to alarm the 

peasants. As the reader will note, while the prospect ofverbal crime connected with violent 

revolt remained fearsome, a considerable proportion of the authorities' attention was 

directed towards crimes which merely expressed an opinion or, at worst, attempted to 

change the opinions of others. 
Throughout this analysis, the question of change over time is a central one, due 

to the extreme political instability of the revolutionary era. The authorities' definition of 

sedition, and of the individuals who could be arrested for it, was closely tied to a gradual 
realisation of the political capacities of the people, and the importance of eliminating 

potential counter-revolutionaries fluctuated with the fears ofthe government. Both ofthese 

observations will be dealt with more fully in chapter IV, but for now, a brief 

representation of the temporal distribution of source material will help to illustrate the 

point: 

Figure 3-3 
Distribution of Seditious Speech Trials over Time 
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Ilese figures show both continuity m the fear of seditious speech, and the influence ofthe 

political atmosphere on the absolute number of cases prosecuted. If one were to judge 

village political activity solely from the entries in municipal council registers of 
deliberations, rural citizens would seem to have been most enthusiastic about participating 
in civic affairs during in the first three years of the Revolution, with interest dropping off 

markedly in 1793-94; and yet the accusations from these two years represent more than 
half of the seditious remarks of the decade. Clearly, the high number of seditious remarks 

recorded for a period of apparent apathy can be linked to the fact that it was during the 
reign of Terror that the govenunent was most detennined to control public opinion. In fact, 
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for the entire decade, each ofthe increases in the number of cases prosecuted corresponds 
to the character of specific political periods and the fear of dissent which accompanied 

them. The number of cases saw an increase in 179 1, for example, during the crisis over 

the Civil Constitution of the Clergy. Similarly, the patterns of prosecution during the 

Directory era follow the rise and fall of liberal and reactionary governments. 
'Mere is, however, another possible interpretation ofthe fluctuation ofthe number 

of prosecuted cases over the revolutionary decade. It could be argued that such patterns 

are the result of increased chatter in the anticipation or wake of a particularly disturbing 

event for political griping and lack of enthusiasm certainly go hand in hand. While it is 

true that the years 1793-94 marked a period of intense prosecution of verbal dissent, the 

volume ofdissent also existed because ofthe controversial government policies ofthe day. 

A glance at the topics of discussion for this period confirms the hypothesis: many of the 

seditious statements for which peasants were arrested in 1793 and 1794 concerned the 

assignats, recruitinent policies, and foreign war. Undoubtedly, both principles are at work. 
The changing attitudes ofthe authorities will be dealt with in greater detail in chapter IV, 

but at this point, let us turn our attention to the various topics which held rural interest and 

alarmed the government, in an attempt to follow the patterns of political chatter in the 

countryside. 

Topics of Political Discussion 

Ile range oftopics which arose in the course of political conversations in the countryside 
is more vast than might be expected. Rural citizens were interested not only in issues 

which n-dght visibly affect their daily lives, such as taxes, municipal politics and land 

distribution, but also in the larger questions ofthe best form ofgovernment and the fidure 

of the nation. As before, the number of times that different topics occur in the 
documentation must not be interpreted as representing the whole of such remarks; 
however, certain observations can be made regarding the timing and context of such 
instances. Factors such as the prevailing concerns ofthe authorities at any given time and 

rural reactions to specific events and pie= of news figured interchangeably, and should 
be considered jointly in evaluating the occurrence of certain issues. If, for example, we 
compare two different topics and their occurrence in the documentation over time, we can 

see clear links between the topic and the time at which it was most commonly discussed. 
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Figure 3-5 
Instances of expression of Royalist Sentiment 
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The issue of taxation, for example (Figure 34), was of great concern near the beginning 

of the Revolution, as rural citizens wondered whether the new regime would be more or 

less demanding than the previous one. The same issue was also a popular topic of 

discussion during the period of greatest crisis, in 1794. As the war effort demanded ever- 

greater numbers of soldiers and increasing quantities of foodstuffs and other materials, the 

overall burden on the population was heightened. Complaints about taxes became 

endemic, and unreasonable fears that the old levies of the ancien r6gime might be 

reinstated circulated through the countryside. Figure 3-5, on the other hand, which charts 

expressions of royalist sentiment over time, presents a very different pattern. Outright 

royalism was seldom prosecuted before the execution of Louis XVI: while the king was 

still alive, there was still hope for the constitutional monarchy, and, at any rate, such 

remarks would not have rated highly among the authorities' priorities. As the 

revolutionary regime became more objectionable, however, longing for the order and 

stability of the previous era increased. During the Directory era, royalist sentiment waxed 

and waned as opposing parties fought for control of both the government and the 

countryside. Each of the different topics commonly raised in rural political discussions 

followed similar patterns, and each reveals a startling degree of chuity from those deemed, 

by their contemporaries, to be incapable of political astuteness. " 

Religion 

The conflict over religion during the French Revolution was arguably one of the 

most contentious issues of die decade, and would prove a dividing line for generations to 

come. When the deputies of the National Assembly seized church lands to the profit ofthe 

nation, and subsequently undertook to manage the church and provide for the clergy, it is 

` For a similar breakdown of seditious speech in seventeenth-century England, see Sharp, "Popular 
Political Opinion". 
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unlikely that they realised how fitr-reaching the consequences of their actions would be. 

The institution of the Civil Constitution ofthe Clergy in July 1790 would tear especially 

at the fabric of rural society, as those clergymen who refused to swear the oath of "fidelity 

to the nation, the law, the king and the constitution7 were forcibly removed from the 

parishes ofWhich they were an integral part, to be replaced by oath-swearing newcomers. 
This process did much to alienate the traditionally-minded Catholic peasantry throughout 

the nation, as did the campaign ofanti-clericalism and dechristianisation, which intensified 

steadily over the following years. Under the Directory, challenges to the religious 

settlement were associated with royalist sentiment and a rejection of Republicanism. 

However, the intensityofprosecution for seditious speech and opinions would never again 

rise to the level experienced under the Terror, and many parishes - particularly in the 

distant south-westem departments - succeeded in quietly returning to their previous ways. 
The importance of. this conflict in the countryside is clearly reflected in the 

fi-equency of indictments for seditious speech which focus upon the religious question. 
Moreover, those cases which arc concerned with religion are particularly significant 
because of how they were perceived by the prosecuting authorities: indeed, it was the 
debate over religion which first led revolutionaries to consider the potential threat of 
seditious words spoken in the countryside. As we shall see in more detail in chapter IV, 

reports of the "anti-constitutional discoursd" and "seditious sermons" of parish priests 
flooded the offices of the comitJ des rapports and the comW des recherches from 1789 

to 179 1, painting a picture in which the control of Vespfit public by these malicious 
clerics might well prove dangerous to the regime. Ile policing of talk on religious issues 

also illustrates the simplicity ofthe elite perception of peasant political opinion, as parish 

priests were invariably portrayed as ill-intentionod troublemakers, whose machinations 

represented a clear danger to the fragile, child-like minds ofthe peasants. M. Fauroux, the 

parish priest of the mountain hamlet of Illartein in the Ariýge, was accused of conspiring 
to sow "la terreur et Npouvante dans le eccur des imes faibles et dans 1'esprit des 

personnes pusillanimes", and the words of PuJol, a priest in the market town of St. Girons, 

also in the Ari6ge, were markedly dangerous because he tried to use his influence, with its 
"caract6re sacerdotal, A emp6cher le pcuple douvrir les yeux A la sainc raison... ". " It was 
clearly imaginable, from the Perspective of the legislators, that educated, literate 

11 A-D. Ari4e, I 11,50-7, Tribunal du district de Saint-Girong, procis contrc Fauroux, curd d1lartein, pour 
propos sdditieux et non-respect de la Constitution, juillet 179 1; A. D. Ari6ge, 81,36-6, proc6s contre Pujol 
pr6tre, Vignier huissier, et Bigourdan de St. Girons, pour propos: tendant A fitnatiser et A &eutcr le peuple, 
brumaire IL 
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intermediaries such as parish priests might use their influence to sway the opinions of 

others. It would not be until later in the decade that they realised that illiterate peasants, 

too, were capable of forming political opinions. 

Nevertheless, the authorities were correct to be concerned about the effects a 

cur6's words might have on his flock. As a group, parish priests were capable of 

extremely persuasive discourse: preachers by profession, many village cur6s were 

remarkably articulate individuals, trained and experienced in speaking with the aim of 

convincing others. While it is true that, as the Revolution progressed, uneducated 

inhabitants of the countryside were increasingly arrested for anti-governmental remarks, 

the rhetorical speeches of the parish priests remain among the most interesting political 

statements ofthe sample. The intelligent and shrewd way in which parish priests expressed 

themselves would also come to their aid in the courtroom: usually more educated and 
better-read than the municipal officers and local judicial personnel who conducted the 

investigations, curis were often able to turn an interrogation skilfidly to their advantage, 

thus extricating themselves from blame. 

Moreover, while peasants were not necessarily blank slates upon which political 

opinions might be inscribed, parish priests possessed skills and experience in relating to 

their parishioners which made them effective conduits of ideas. Their knowledge of both 

French and the local dialect, for example, allowed them to communicate easily with a 
peasantry whose first language was invariably the latter. Thus, theprocureur officaussac, 
in the Dordogne, complained that Joseph Gumbocuf, the parish priest, "voulant faire bien 

sentir ct comprendre [ses opinions] A cctte partic du peuple qui ne connah pas trop, notre 
langue, se servit de celle qui lui est plus famili6re, le patois ...... 

" Parish priests also aligned 
themselves with the register ofdiscourse and realm of experience familiar to the peasantry 
in order to make themselves understood, often inventing ingenious analogies to explain 

political concepts to their parishioners. Fauroux, the cuM of Illartcin whom we met earlier, 
likened his parishioners' decision on the religious conflict to that which was faced in the 
biblical time of Noah's Ark: those who entered the Ark, he reminded his listeners, were 

saved, while those who did not were lost-20 Antoine Tricon, an agricultural labourer in 

Bondy, in the Lot-et-Garonne, remembered his cur6's. explanation that just as it was 
impossible for a Wtayer to replace the owner ofthc m6tairfe, so too was it impossible for 

19 A-D. Dordogne, I 9L75, Tribunal de district de NmAron, proc, ýs contre joseph Guraboeut curd de 
Ileaussac, pour discours sMtieux, mars-avril 179 1. 
20 A. D. Aritge, 111,50-7, proas contre Fauroux, juillet 1791, 
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laymen to elect bishops; on another occasion, apparently drawing on a common 

understanding of the hierarchy among rural occupations, the same priest had said "qu'il 

valait mieux garder des cochons que d'abandonner Nglise. " In the pastoral communities 

of the Pyrenees, incoming constitutional priests were compared to the wolves who leapt 

on the flocks, an analogy which is absent from the cases collected from the agricultural 

communities of the Dordogne and Lot-et-Garonne. Indeed, it is easy to understand why 

the obvious effectiveness of such methods might have concerned the authorities. 

From the time of its institution in 1790, the various provisions of the Civil 

Constitution of the Clergy provided parish priests with plenty of material with which to 

colour their sermons. Although the proportion of rcfiactory clergy in the south-western 

departments studied here was no more than the national average, ' the archives of 

indictments for seditious speech abound in examples of parish priests explaining to their 

parishioners why their consciences would not allow them to swear the oath, or why they 

would only swear it with certain restrictions. One of the chief objections to the new 

legislation was the transfer of the administration of the Church, and specifically the 

selection of members of the clergy, from sacred to lay authorities. Parish priests were 

generally discontented with what they saw as the interference ofcivil authorities in matters 

which were none of their affair, and this opinion emerged regularly in sermons and 
discussions with parishioners. Jean Fossat, the vicar ofLescousse (Ari6ge), preached that 

the members ofthe Assemblie nationale were charlatans and monsters, and that instead 

oftaking on spiritual matters, they should work on the land for awhile. 3 An even stronger 

expression ofthis pointofview is to be found in the case against Gain de Montagnac, the 

bishop of the Hautes-Pyr6n6es. 2' When news spread that Montagnac; intended to preach 
in Tarbes in March 179 1, people travelled from all over the department to hear him. lEs 

sermon, however, consisted in an explanation of his refusal to swear the oath required by 

'Thorrible d6crd rendu dans le mois de novcrnbr6". If the tonporal powers had taken his 

11 A. D. Lot-tt-Garonne, 21,17-1, Tribunal Criminel. proults contre Piwe Monceret, cur6 de Bondy, pour 
propos qui attaquent la Constitution, fdvrier 1792; witnesses no. 3 and 13, interrogated 19 Wrier 1792. 
' Tacked, Religion, Revolution andRegional Culture, p. 53, and Claude Langlois et al., Religion, 1770- 
1820, vol. 9 of the series, Atlas de la Rholution franVarise (Paris, 1996ý p. 32. See also Jean-Claude 
Meyer, La vie religieuse en Haute-Garonne sous la Nvolution, 1789-1801 (Toulouse, 1982). Although 
in certain areas, such as the district of La Barthe in the eastemHautes-pVrOnOes and the districts Ofccntral 
and western Dordogne, less than 5(r/o of the clergy swore to uphold the Civil Constitution, Overall, the 
regions studied clearly fell within the less refiwtory areas of France. 
I A. D. Aritge, IOL31-10, Tribunal du district de Mirepoix, and AN D XXX 2 (16), Cornit6 des 
rappoft, pvchs contre lean Fossat, vicaire dc lescousse, pour pr6nc coatre la constitution, aoOt 179 1. 
24 AN D XXIX 12, ComM des Rapports, Plainte contre K Gain de Montagnac, 6v6que des Mutes- 
Pyrdn6es, prtyenu d'avoir excit6 le clerg6 ... et les citoyens... A une r6bellion contre la loi sur la Constitution 
civile du clcrgd, mars-septernbre 179 1. 
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lands and his weaW he said, he would not have argued, but they bad dared to meddle in 

the spiritual realm. While stating that the National Assembly's decrees were "contraires, 

& la religion7 and certainly not pleasing to God, Montagnac conceded that they were the 

result not of ill intentions but of a lack of understanding, and he asked those assembled to 

pray that God might enlighten the legislators "pour faire des mcillcurs lois. 'O 

Not all members ofthe clergy, however, were so charitable. In many cases, parish 

priests took the implications of the Civil Constitution one step further, and pubhcly 
despaired that "Rehgion itself'would be destroyed by the actions ofthe revolutionaries. 16 

The government's denial of the Pope's authority and its increasing involvement in church 

affairs led local clergy to liken the constitutional church to something approaching 
Protestantism, aTemarkably astute point. 'Vassembl6e nationale, declared the curý of 
Caurnont (Ariýgc) from his pulpit, "est compos6e de protestants, et par leur syst6me, ils 

d6truisent la religion. " This vein of thinking was extremely common: in nearby 
Lescousse, the cur6 argued that the new bishop and priests must not be acknowledged, on 
the grounds that they were "Calvinistes, Luth6riens and Schismatiques7',, I and another 

clergyman gave a fiery sermon which likened the possible consequences of the schism to 

the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre. 29 

The reaction ofthe rural clergy to the religious policy ofthe Revolution went even 
deeper, however, than objections to specific clauses and provisions. The Civil Constitution 

of the Clergy gravely offended and upset local cur&, and their statements to parishioners 

reveal the anger, bitterness and frustration which it caused. The choice set before each 

parish priest was an extremely difficult one, and whether he chose to go against the 

teachings of the church or to abandon his post and his parismoners,. the new legislation 

would have affected him profoundly on both a personal and a professional level. The vicar 

of Beauregard, in the Dordogne, expressed his frustration one evening in a sudden 

colourful outburst, when he exclaimed, "que si J6sus Christ dmaxlait du ciel en terre, il 

serait crucifi6 de nouveau, et que s'il voulait op6rer un second minist6re d'incarnation, 

2s ibid. montagnac in fact encouraged his parishioners to swcar the civic oatk as it (lid not -tonche au 
spirituel". 
2' There arc ManY instances Of Pnests accused Of sayIng ffiat tile National AssemblY would "an6antir la 
religion: "; see, for example, AD. Ari6ge, II L5'0A, Tribunal du district de SL Girons, procks contre Jacques 
Rogalc, =6 dc Caumont, pour non-respect de la Constitution, juiný-aoftt 179 1. 

Ibid. 
AD. Ari6ge, IOL31-10, and AN. D XXIX 2 (16), FW69 contre Fossat, aolat 1791. 

2'AD. Dordogne, 19L75, procks contre Gurabocaf, mars-awil 179 1. 
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I'Asscmbl6e nationale y matrait des cntravcs, en lui imposant unc loi. ' Through what 

seems to have been a combination of conviction and vengeance, many resentful priests 
began to sabotage the government's efforts, working to ensure that their parishioners 

would reject the incoming replacement. The archives of indictments for seditious speech 

abound in charges against cures who told their parishioners that their replacements would 

not be real priests, and that their masscs and other sacraments would be invalid and even 

harmful. Rogalc, the curC of Caumont (Ari6ge), told his parishioners that the mass said 

by a pretre assermente would be worthless, and that there would be no point in hearing 

it; 31 another priest said that it would be worth less than a mass said by a Protestant . 
32 Even 

more picturesque was the fi-equent analogy that it would be better to pray to an oak tree 

than to attend the mass of a constitutional priest; variations upon this theme included 

praying in one's house, beside one's bed, to a rock, or, somewhat oddly, to a mare, as 

preferable acts of devotion. 33 

Other dissidents painted a still bleaker picture. Several defendants reportedly told 

their parishioners that they would be excommunicated and even damned if they attended 
the mass of a constitutional priest, with one embellishing further, threatening that those 

who heard the false mass would become "aussi noirs que les diables au fond des enfers". ' 

The frightening spectre ofinvalid sacraments was even more compelling, and many parish 

priests advised the faidiflil to do without a priest rather than to obtain the services of a 
constitutional one. Rogale, again, proclaimed that it was better to be buried in the wine 
cellar than to have a burial consecrated by a pr9tre assermente, and that parents should 
find a refiactory priest to baptisc their children. " Perhaps the greatest fear, however, was 
that of an illegitimate marriage. In several trials, defendants reportedly warned their 

parishioners that the consummation ofa marriage blessed by a constitutional priest would 
be a grievous sin, and Gain de Montagnac, the bishop of the Hautes-Pyrdn6es whom we 

" A. D. Dordogne, 171,14, Tribunal du district de Montignac. Procts contre Luguet, vicaire de Bcauregard, 
Pour PrOPOS incOnstitutionnels et injurieux. mai-juin 179 1. 

AD. Ari4e, 11004, procks contre Rogale, juin-aofit 179 1. 
AD. Ari6ge, I IL50-5, Tribunal du district de St. Girons, proc6s contre Jcan Jougla, cur6 de St-Araille, 

pour non-respect de la constitution; interrogation, 22 aolat 179 1. 
"A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2LI 7-1, proc6s contre MOnceret, fdvrier 1792; A-D. Arilge, I 11,50-7, proc4s contre 
Fauroux, juillet 1791; A. D. Ari4e, 111,50-4. Proca contre Rogale, juin-aofit 1791, witness no. 1; ALD. 
Ari4e, I IL50-5, proc6s contre Jougla, aofd 179 1. 
' AN. D XXIX 6, Comitd des Rapports, Information contre Ic Sieur Darbas pretrc inconstitutionnel, de 
Saint-Sulpice, HauteýClaronne, pour propos Whines et s6ditieux contre la Constitution civile du Clerg6, 
adit 1791; A. D. Ariýge, IOL31-10 and A-N. D X)OX 2 (16). procts contre Fossat, aofit 1791; A. D. 
DOrdOg"e, 19L73. PrOc, 6sccntreGuraboeutmars-avriI 1791; A. D. Ari6ge, I 11,50-4, prockscontreRogale, 
juin-aoiat 1791. 'Me phrase "aussi noir que les diables- comes from the Rogale trial. 
-" A. D. Ar*ge, 111,504, proc6s contrc Rogale, juin-aolat 1791. 
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heard from regarding the inappropriateness of laymen electing church officials, intoned 

that the marriages performed by constitutional priests would be "concubinages". 36 More 

than one priest was denounced by a groom or new husband terrified that his soul was 

about to be condemned to eternal danulation. 37 

Once the new cur6 consfitutionnel arrived, the refractory priest was allowed to 

remain in the parish so long as he did not "trouble lordre public. "' However, a number 

of indictments for seditious speech resulted from this co-habitation of the parish, 

particularly when the displaced priest had been especially vehement about the ills of the 

Civil Constitution. Some refractory priests continued to perform illicit masses, reassuring 

their parishioners that they would always be their true cureS. 39 Moreover, while authorities 

had not at first accepted the possibility that seditious opinions might come from the 

peasants themselves, the divisiveness of the religious conflict soon changed this, and 

villagers were increasingly arrested for seditious words uttered in support oftheir anciens 

cur6s. The new cur6 himself would be taunted and mistreated, being called a wolf in 

sheep's clothing, a pig, the devil, or, most often, simply and hurtfully, Tintrus". The 

citizens of the bourg of Sorges, in the Dordogne, said that "ils, voulaient garder I'ancien 

cur6, [car] le nouveau cur6 n'6tait pas un brave homme. ' Parishioners who dared to 

attend the mass of the constitutional replacement were harassed: in the market town of 
Saverdun, in the ArRge, people said that "ceux qui assistaient aux offices divins du cur6 

constitutionnel auraient la langue pcre6c, scront marqu6s au front ct tondus", 41 and the 

insurgis of the well-known 1793 disturbance of the Boulbonne, in the Lot-et-Garonne, 

I A. N. D X= 12, Plainte contrc U Gain dc Montagnac, mars-septembre 179 1. 
37 See, for example, AD. Dordogne, 19L75, proc6scontrcGurabocufmars-avriI 1791, testimony ofHenri 
Planchard. 
38 On 29 November 179 1. the National Assembly decreed that refiuctory priests would be forced to leave 
their homes "only if the area is affected by religious dissensioe, or ifthey provoked disturbances. in may 
and August 1792, a provision was made for the deportation of reftuctory clerics upon the request of a 
considerable number of active citizens, and on 26 August 1793, the National Convention decreed that all 
refractory priests would be deported. It was not until the law of 3 vent8se M that the institution ofreligious 
freedom permitted refiuctory pnests to return to their parishes, Jones, Longman Companion, pp. 2424. 
See the discussion of the initial decree, and particularly the response of Loouis-Franýois Frangois, 
cithivateur and deputy of the Pas-de-Calais- A. P. vol. 35, pp. 140-6,18 novernbre 1791. 
39 See. for example, the following cases: AD. Ari6ge, I IL50-5, proc6s contre Jougla, aofit 1791; AD. 
Ari4c, 81,33-9, Tribunal crilnineL Prwýs contre Joseph Mathe et d'autres, artisans, pour troubles 
sdditieux, avril 1793; and A. D. Haute-Garonne, 71202U-53, Tribunal criminel, procks contre Jean-pierre 
Duchein, pratre de Pointis-Isnard, pour non-observation des d6crets, 17 brumaire I 
'AD. Dordogne, 24L63, Tribunal r6volutionnaire. procks contre Pierre-Elie Lasescuras, cur6, pourpropos 
et agissements inconstitutionnels, brumaire IL For another example of a&mpement in favour of a well- 
liked rcfiwtory priest, see A-D. Afikge, 81,344, Tribunal cruninel, proUs contre Jean-Baptistc DelcurTou, 
m6nager, pour attroupernent et 6neutes populaires. 
" A. D. Ari6ge, SL36-14, Tribunal criminel, procks contre Benoit Imnarque, tailieur &habits, pour chants 
inciviques et libertins, septembre-octobre 1793. 
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told the faidiful that "Ies messes du cur6 constitutionnel ne valaient rien, qu'd d6jeunait 

et se soulait avant de les dire. "42 

Also common were incidents of seditious speech connected with the campaign of 

dechristianisation. As the outward signs of Catholicism - particularly crosses and statues 

ofsaints - were ordered removed, rural citizens found numerous ways in which to express 

their dissatis&cfion. In some instances, these consisted in simple statements of opinion on 

government policy: thus Olivier Roessard, an agricultural worker from the area of St- 

Girons, in the Ari6ge, stated that while he was a "bon r6publicain, ... 
il ne voulait pas 

qu'on touche aux croix! ', and that "il verserait son sang pour la religion. " More oftn, 

however, and more disturbing to the authorities, dissatisfixtion with policies on 

dechristianisation threatenedto lead to outright rebellion. Broliat, the refractory priest still 

in residence in the commune of Marsillac, in the Dordogne, was arrested in the spring of 

1794 for plotting to ambush the district seat, "pour soutenir la religion et emp8cher la 

d6molition des croii", " and Lachý=, ex-cur6 of Beleymas, also in the Dordogne, 

remarked bitterly that 'Til avait i son commandement deux cent raille hommes il aurait 

mis la ville de Bergerac en cendres et [le repr6sentant-m-mission] Lakanal avec etle, pour 

lui avoir enlev6 Ics vases de son iglise. TA5 

Two other aspects of the campaign of dechristianisatlOn gavc rise to incidents Of 

seditious speech. 'Me attack on church bells caused a great deal of consternation; as 

mentioned in chapter 1, bells were a symbol not only of worship but also of community 

and of the agricultural way of life. Citizens in villages across the south-west tried both to 

resist the removal of their bells in the summer of 1793, and to recapture them from local 

d6p6ts nationaux in the following years. In one case, a rumour circulated through the rural 

cantons ofthe district ofVilleneuve, Lovet-Garonne, in January 1796, that villagers could 

reclaim their bells from the d9p6t national, as a result, a large group of peasants and 

artisans apparently absconded with nineteen bells, before being arrested for theft of 

'2A-D. Arifte, 81,35-2, Tribunal criminel, procýs contre Antoine Layrix, ctd'autres, bboureurs et artisans, 
pour attroupements contre-rdvolutionnaires, aofit-sept 1793. The incident is also discussed at length in P. 
Mwty, Trois localitis de I ArOge: la-Bastide-de-Lardat, Le Carbaret, TMmoulet et la rigiOn situgg 4 
Vorient de Pamiers (Foix, 1909), pp. 212-35. 
43 A. D. Arifte, 8L36-5, Tribunal criminel, procks contre olivier Romsard, laboureur, pour propos tendant 
i l'insurrection, brumaire IL 
' A-N. W 420, dossier 955, Tribunal rdvolutionnaire de Paris, proc6s contre Jean-Baptigte Broliat, ci- 
devant cur6 de Marsillac, Dordogne, pour incitation A la r6volte, flordal If. 
11 A. D. Dordogne, 241M, Tribunal t6volutionnaire, proces contre Pierre Lachtzc, cur6 de Beleymas, et 
d'autres, pour excitation A attroupcment s6ditieux, niv8se H. 
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national property. 461he revolutionary calendar and its replacement of Sundays and church 

holidays with decadis andfltes r&olutionnaires also gave rise to some discussion, as 

dissident rural citizens criticised others for following the prescriptions of the law. The 

comjt6 r6volutionnaire of Pdrigueux, in the Dordogne, for example, was alerted to the 

seditious words of a certain Gauthier, dit Viroulet, a marchand from the village of 

Fouleix, who had been found verbally abusing citizens, in the various inns and taverns 

where he stopped on his travels, for worldng on theflte de notre dame. "' 

The fact that the religious policies adopted during the Revolution figured strongly 

among the factors responsible for the alienation of the peasantry is well-known. 
Nevertheless, the frequency and the passion of rural citizens' statements about religion, 

recorded in the archives of seditious speech, provide both colourful illustrations and 

significant microcosms of rural experience. The longevity of the issue is clear from the 

ongoing chatter during the Thcrmidorian Reaction and the Directory, when calls for the 
"r6tablissement de la religion" were closely associatedwith anti-republicanism and royalist 

sentiment. Some of this impetus came from reftactory priests, who had emerged from 

hiding and hoped to take advantage of the relative instability of the post-T'hermidorian 

governments to encourage peasants to rcject the revolutionary regime. Hence Antoine 

Leymarie, the cure of the village of Prat, in the Dordogne, addressed his parishioners: 
Consultez votre coeur et dites-inoi si vous W&iez pas plus heureux anciennernent 
qu'aujourd'hui... depuis la Rdvolution, il y avait des persomes qui s'6taient 
revetues de la pcau de I'agneau pour faire les loups, et qLfen prechant la Libert6, 
et ftgalM, ils ne voulaient que mettre le pied sur la gorge du peuple. Parlez A 
ces gens-IA; il ny a plus de dieu, Dieu a perdu son noni, ils vous diront Ittre 
Supr6me ... 

I 

In the same veui, a young man named Rajade, who had been an abbot before the 
Revolution, was arrested for having said, at a country fair in the Lot-et-Garonne, , qu, il 
fallait faire la, contre-r6volution et r6tablir le clerg6 dans ses premiers droits. "49 Other 

instances show the same sort of reasoning coming from non-clerical rural citizens. in the 

" All of the defendants were a0quittcd by the jury, as they had sincerely believed they were authorised to 
remove the bells-, see A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 21264, pi&cs 34-38, Tribunal criminel, information relative 
i l, cnl6vemcnt: de cloches du &Ot national, pluvi6se-genninal IV. For other cases involving bells, see 
A. D. JA)t-et-Garonne, 2L98-35, Tribunal criminel, procks contre Marguerite Dasti, pour attroupemcnt pour 
Ic maintica des cloches, germinal U; and AD. Dordogne 24L44, Tribunal crimincl, procýs contre jean 
Laugage, cultivateur, pour propos contre-rdvolutionnaires et provocation au trouble, flor6d El. 
41 A. D. Lot-d-Cyaronne, Tribunal r6VOlutionnaire, procts contre Pierre Gauthier, dit Viroulet, marchand, 
pour propos sMtieux tendant A igarcr le peuple, germinal H. 
' A. D. Dordogne, 2U3 1-1, Tribunal Criminel, procks contre Antoine Lrimarie, *tre, pour propos contre 
la R6publique, tendants A inspirer non SCUlement du m6Pris, mais m&ne de la haine pour le gouvcmement 
r6publicain, fiwddor V; witnesses no. I and 5. 
11 A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, procks contre Raiade, germinal IV. 
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small valley centre of Massat, at the foot ofthe Pyrenees in the ArkSe, the National Guard 

was forced to put down a royalist insurrection in thermidor VU. Their efforts were 

thwarted by local peasants, who reportedly challenged them by saying: 
Vous allez chasscz les brigands, vous 1'etcs vous-marnes, car cc sont an contraire de 
braves gcns qui viennent nous rdtablir la religia% vive le Roi! Ils portcut la croix de 
Saint Louis, an=hcnt les arbres de la fibert6, mplantent les croix.. on va avoir un 
roi et la religion. 10 

Clearly, religion continued to be a central issue for rural citizens through to the end of the 

revolutionary decade, and one which led them to make a political stand. 

Economic issues 

Although the turmoil over the religious issue was unique in some ways - with 
discontent registering on an emotional level as well as a political one, and with many ofthe 
defendants, the articulate, persuasive cur6s themselves - it was far from being the only 

topic of rural political discussion. Other subjects ofcontention, including financial policy, 

recruitment, foreign war and political organization, reveal an increase not only in the 

number ofadamant speakers, but also in the variety ofplaccs of political discussion, as we 

move away from the privileged tribune of the pulpit to include all of the other crossroads 

oftighteenth-century society. Tlie first ofthese topics, economic issues, might at first seem 
like a traditional or even stereotypical rubric for any discussion of peasant political action. 
After all, disputes over tax collection were hardly a new phenomenon, and grain riots had 

been endemic in the countryside for generations. " Undoubtedly, there are many aspects of 

continuity in rural economic crises, from the eighteenth century through to the 

revolutionaryperiod and even beyond. However, the comments and opinions voiced during 

the Revolution are significant for several reasons. First of all, while peasants had almost 

certainly voiced their opinions about taxes, grain prices and the lilce prior to 1789, it was 

not until the Revolution that such words interested the authorities, and were therefore 

recorded in the archive. As with the entire sample of indictments for seditious specch, such 

statements became more significant during the Revolution because for the first time, laws 

existed in order to punish not only the actions of peasants - the attroupements, r6befflons 

" A. D. Ari6ge, 8L70-1, Tribunal criminel, proc6s contre BartMldmy Delpy Lavergne, et d'autrcs, 
cultivatcurs, pour propos; s4ditieux et provocation A la royaut6, thermidor VIIL 
" See, for example, Bouton, 77ze Rour War, Tilly, "The Food Riot", and Thomas. Temps des Foires. PP- 
216-22; also Kaplan, Famine Plot Pernasion; Jean Nicolas (Cd. ), Houvements populaires et conscience 
sociale, XVP-Mrsiacles: Actes du colloque de Patis, 24-26 mai 1984 (Paris, 19 8 5), and the special issue 
of the Cahiers internationaux d 71istoire iconomique et sociale, 6 (1976), entitled -Locs mouvemcnts 
paysans dans le monde contcmpme, cspccially the contribution of Philippe Vigicr, "MouvcMcnts 
paysans dans le cadre de I'agriculture et de la soci6td traditionnelles", Pp. 17-35. 
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iijustice and insurrections - but also their words, whether these actually led to seditious 

activity, or indeed had only the potential to do so. This redirection of official 

preoccupations signalled a new departure with respect to the role of rural inhabitants in the 

political sphere. Gradually, over the course of the revolutionary decade, attitudes towards 

the formation of rural political opinion changed, making what was said in country taverns 

of interest to those working to uphold public order. 

Even on traditionally disputed topics, such as the price of bread or the scarcity of 

grain and other commodities, there was a new, more politicised tone to cases of seditious 

speech after the first months of the Revolution. The poor harvests which had plagued the 

countryside in the years immediately preceding the Revolution continued after 1789, and 

the situation was compounded with the declaration ofwar in 1792 and the resulting strain 

on the economy. Rumours of the scarcity of food in neighbouring regions and of inflated 

prices circulatedwildly. The squares echoed with political statements, as peasants spoke 

out against the free circulation of grain, seeking to keep resources at hand and away from 

the ravenous mouths of the towns and annies, " while simultaneously arguing for the 

maintenance of the maximum, which kept those resources affordable. " In the summer of 
1793, Jean-Louis Abadie, a cultivateur from the village of Carnparan, in the Hautcs- 

Pyr6n6cs, reported, upon his return from the market in Tarbes, that grain was selling for 

the outrageous price of 100 livres and 12 pistoles per sack. As it turned out, this false 

news was connected to the fear that the maximum on grmn might be revoked, and Abadie, 

in his defenec, insisted that he had only passed on what he had been told. Nevertheless, 

when Abadie was brought before the district court in the nearby town, the authorities 

explained their fears, emphasizing the danger rcprc=ted by "Ics fausses nouvelles ddbit6es 

dans Ics places publiques et surtout celles relatives aux subsistances dans les circonstances 

52 See, for example, in the Tribunal criminel et rivolutionnaire de ta Dord*e (published documents), 
vol. 2, pp. 321-9, Proc4s contre Lachaud, domestique et Lagorcc, cultivateur, pour attroupement ayantpour 
objet d'emp&hcr la hbrc circulation des grains, IL 
53 For examples ofstatements concerning the maximum, see the followingtrials-A. D. llautes-Pyrdn6es, M, 
justice non-cot6e, Tribunal criminel, procks contre Jean Barus pour avoir propos6 d'6changcr, moyennant 
b&kflce, des assignats pour du num6raire, vent6se IL A. D. Ariagc, IOL37-1, Tribunal du district dc 
Mirepoix, prOC4&s contre Raymond Page, dit Pistolc, meunicr, pour propos tcndant A discr6diter les 
assignats, pluvibse 11; A. D. Dordogne, 24IA2, Tribunal rdvolutionnaire, procks wntre Jean Bernard, 
dit Biotte, cultivateur, pour propos contre-rdvolutionnaires tendant A avilir et i dissoudrc la Convention 
nationale, A discr6diter les assignats. etc.. pluvibsc IL and 241,63, proo6s contre jAwscuras. brumaire IL. 
AD. lkt-ct-Garonnc, 2LI 05-15, Tribunal r6volutiomaire, procks contre Jean Bou6jardinicr, pour proM 
contre-rdvolutiomaires, niv8se IL 
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ofi nous sommes. " 

Ile relentless requisitioning of grain and other agricultural products added fuel 

to the fire, breeding dissatisfaction with a government perceived as neither understanding 
nor caring about the provincial population. Jean d'Argel&s, for example, a labourcur fi-om 

Villefi-anque, again in the liautes-Pyrdndcs, was arrested for resisting the municipal 

officers who were carrying out a requisition order, objecting that the grain he had left was 

not even sufficient for his household. " A petition sent by the valley community of Siguer, 

in the Arkge, shows typical frustration with Sovernment insensitivity to local conditions. 
Did the authorities really think, wrote the village council, that it was prudent to requisition 

grain needed to fecd the population until the, following harvest? ' Villagers in other 

mountain areas expressed disbelief at demands for crops, such as wheat and barley, which 

were simply not grown in their region. The disgruntled made good use of rural sensitivity 
to economic problems in disparaging the Republican regime; in the spring of 1794, for 

example, a man named Jean Fournier attempted to stir up trouble in the district ofBergerac 

when he told the villagers -qu'il passerait un commissaire national pour requ6rir tous les 

foins", and that 'Til ne leur restait pas assez de fourages pour nounir leurs bestiaux, Hs 

n'avaient qul les manger. , 17 Consider, too, the rumour spread by another defendant, Jean 
Dartcrisct, an innkeeper from Vergt (Dordogne), in flor6al II, that the Turkish Emperor had 

sent an ambassador to Paris with an offer of grain and other means of subsistence, 
conditional on the coronation of Louis XVII. 3' If the government refused, the story went, 
the Turks were ready to send an army of 100,000 men to fight with the coalition against 
France. Although most of Dartenset's listcriers were sufficiently informed to discount the 

wild suggestion, his words undoubtedly struck a chord in those hovering at the subsistence 
level, and the political implication - that the government might reject the offer of aid, and 
leave them to starve - did not go unnoticed. 

'Me prevalence of politicised comments on government economic. policy in the 
countryside is significant evidence of rural political awareness. Increasingly, a link was 

' A. D. Ilautcs-PYr6k6m, 2Ljustice nOn-C8t6e, Tribunal du district de la Neste, proc6s contre Jean-IA)Ws 
Abadie, cultivateur, et lean-BaPtiste TrOnc-Bernis, hOmme de loi, pour avoir r6pandu une fausse nouvelle, juillet-aofit 1793. 
" A. D. Hautes-Pyr&6es, 2L, justice wn-cat6e. Tribunal criminel, procks contre Jean dArgel6s, dit 
Tucoulet, laboureur, pour offense A la loi et outrage aux officiers municipaux, messidor H. 
' AD. Ari4e, 97 Eddp D2, IMlibdrations du conscil municipal de SigtIcIG 1793 -M 51 AN. W420-955, Tribunal r6volutionnaire de Paris, and Tlibunal criminal et rivolutionnaire de Ja 
Dopdogne (published documents), Vol. 2, pp. 113-4, pwas contrejean Fournier, dit Carrd, cultivatcur, pour 
ddlits contre-rdvolutionnaires ct propos tcndants a Jetter I-alanne, gcnniW-pmirial IL 
" AD. Dordogne, 24IAO, proc6s contre Dartenset, floral IL 
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being made between local issues and the national government which had instituted them: 

not only were economic problems the fault of the government, provincial citizens were 

saying, but as a popular, elected assembly, that government had a certain responsibility to 

resolve them. The assignats, for example, were the subject ofmany disparaging remarks, 

and also a particularly sensitive issue for the government. The use of paper currency was 

a relatively new expenmcnO and popular confidence, or the lack thereot could determine 

the success or failure of the finances of the nation. There is certainly evidence that rural 

citizens were attempting to survive while using the unstable notes, but the fact that it was 

considered far better to retain any bard currency one might have is clear from repeated 

statements. The policing of marketplaces regularly turned up individuals attempting to 

negotiate a favourable exchange, most of whom feigned surprise at learning that such a 

course of action was a serious offence. 
in fact, judicial sanctions against those decrying the national currency were 

superfluous: rural citizens had not needed the statements ofthe government to confirm that 

the assignats were suffering from massive inflation, for they were soon worth little more 

than the paper upon which they were printed. One small landowner observed that "cc faible 

papier 6tait la cause que l'on ne pouvait pas faire ses affhires, et qu'avec de I'argent on les 

faisait beaucoup mieux. ' The words ofa poor sharecropper from the P6rigord were even 

stronger. Jean Bernard, dit Biotte, was among a large group of villagers gathered on the 

public square ofVerteillac (Dordogne) on a Sunday afternoon, 'discussing various things 1, 

when he was heard to say that the assignats no longer had any value, that they were 

nothing but worthless bits of paper, and that those who had them would be ruined. He then 

proceeded to remove some official notices from the church door, some of7which concerned 

the assignats, saying, "j'ai besoin des clous pour brider mes, sabots, et des papiers yen 

" 61 torcherai mon... . Indeed, as#gwts were so widely considered worthless that when a 
district court in Tarascon offered to compensate a witness for her expenses, she didn't 

think twice before retorting that at least she could use the paper as floor-covering, and soon 

59 Although various forms ofpapcr notes circulated in the eighteenth century, from the bills issued by John 
Law's bank in 1719-20 to the various bills of exchange and promisory notes used locally, the assignats 
were the ru-st attempt to have a national currency in France with forced adoption. Rebecca spang, -Vrai 
ou faux': Les assignats ont sauvd la France, paper given at the 4V annual meeting of the S. F. RS. 
(Toronto, Canada), 13 April 2002, and personal communicationApril-May2002-, see also Seymour Edwin 
Harris, Me Assignats (Cambridge, Mass., 1930). 
1 A. D. Lot-et-ChAronne, 2L51-3, Tribunal crimineL Procks contre Pierre Nicolas Lantourne, cultivatcur, 
pour propos tendant A discr6diter Ics assignats, vent6se-germinal IL 
61 A. D. Dordogne, 241A2, procýs contre Bernard, dit Biotte, pluvi8se IL 
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found herself in the defendant's box instead of the witness' chair. 62 

Another significant aspect of the government's economic policy, that of tax 

collection, received an understandably large share of attention in rural discussions. There 

were certainly those who expressed their satisfiwfion with the destruction ofthe old system: 
lean Bou6, for example, who had previously been a gardener on a noble estate, admitted 
that he had never been well-treated by his employer and that he was happy to learn that he 

would now have to pay taxes with the rest ofthem. ' In some cases, typically wily peasants 

took advantage of the confusion to avoid paying taxes altogether. In the summer of 1790, 

a 50-year-old laboureur named Sicaire Linard took advantage of his position as secretary 

of the tiny han-det of Uguilhac de I'Auche, in the Dordogne, to announce to an assembly 

of villagers that new decrees had arrived prohibiting sharecroppers from paying the dues 

which they owed their landlords. ' Much later, in a well-documented trial, Jeanne Floissac, 

an innkeeper's wife in the market town of Cassencuil, in the Lot-et-Garonnc, was brought 

up on charges ofpropos indWques for having suggested, in the presence of her customers, 

that "puisqu'il n'y a pas de roi on ne doit pas payer d'imposition. "65 In the early months 

of the Revolution, the cabarets and marketplaces had echoed with politicised chatter as 

rural citizens tried to work out the likelihood that the Old Regime taxes would return. 
Cadot d'Argencuil, the justice of the peace of the canton of Monfflanquin, also in the Lot- 

et-Garonnc, took advantage ofthis fear, threatening to bring back the rentes seigneurfales 
if he was not elected at the assemblees pfimaires. ' 

We these cases are certainly part of a long tradition of peasant resistance to 

taxation, many of the indictments for seditious speech on this topic revealed not only a 
basic dislike oftaxation in general, but also an evaluation ofthe changes in taxation policy 
brought on by the new administration. Once it was understood that the National Assembly 

62 AD, Ari6ge, 13114-1, Tribunal correctionnel du district de Tarascon, procks contre INIarguerite Cam, 
salari6e, pour avoir jctd Ic discr6dit sur les assignats, flordal IV. 

AD. Lot-et-Garome, 2LI05-15, proces contre Bou& 
A. D. Dordogne, B843-2, Sdn6chauss6e de Migueux, procýs contre Sicaire Linard, secr6taire. accus6 

d'avoir publi6 A haute voix .. que de nouveaux d6crets prohibaient..., aofit-scptembre 1790. Anothcr case. 
in the village ofCabans, also in the Dordogne, provides a second example which is nearly identical, except 
that in Cabans, the principal defendant, IAvaL was condemned to death for his role in the ensuing 
affroupements, whereas the case against Linard was dropped. A. D. Dordogne, B1701, Sal6chauss6c de 
Sarlat, procýs contre lAval, dit R6pare, et d'autres, pour incitation A attroupernents, avril 1790. 
11 AD. W-et-Garome, 21,17-8 and 2L97-22, Tribunal criminel, proc'6s contre Jeanne Floissac, 6pousc de 
Bernard Constant, aubergiste, pourpropos mciviques et provocation au Mablissementde la royaW. juillet- 
aofft 1793. See also Marcel Massip, "Sc&es et types de 1,6poque r6volutimnaire: La Jloissaquctte)ý, 
aubagiste il Casseneuil, avait-elle commis le crime de provocation au rdtablisscmcnt de la Mautdr, 
Revue de I Agenais. 83 (1957), pp. 169-184. 
" A. D. Lot-et-Garomc, 2L98-3 3 and 2LI 05.10, Tribunal criminel, prochs contre Cadot d'Argencuil, juge 
de paix et ci-devant noble, pour calomnie contre la nation, pluvi6sc-9crminal I 
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had not abolished taxation, but had simply rebaptised the tithe and other royal taxes with 

the more democratic name of "contributions". the statements collected by police 

investigators reflected an attempt to understand and gauge the authorities' intentions. 

Lamartigne, an educated notary who travelled throughout the countryside availing villagers 

of his services, was arrested in 1793 when he was heard to mutter that "le gouvernernent, 

en parlant de libert6, allmPait I"argent du peuple. "67 The creation of two main direct taxes 

where only one had been before - the first on landed wealth and the second on movable 

possessions - would continue to cause confusion and resentment throughout the 

revolutionary decade. The daughter-in-law of Jean Sue, a farmer, appears to have spoken 
for the entire village of Combes in the Lot-et-Garonne when she responded to the tax- 

collector's knock at the door by saying that under the monarchy, she had only had to pay 

one tax, whereas the National Assembly expected her to pay twice, which clearly made 

them thieves. " Franwis Carles, the collector in question, iurned back towards town in 

frustration as Sue's neighbours all shut their doors tightly against the intrusion. The belief 

that the overall amount had actually increased since 1790 was a commonly-voiced 

problem, and - interestingly enough - one which has been tentatively verified by economic 
historians. "' Such acumen is remarkably common. Indeed, as it became clear that despite 

the financial theories of the revolutionaries, the new economy was not very healthy, rural 
inhabitants began to incorporate comments on financial policy in their assessments of the 
Republican form of government in general. As nomas Bordas, a weaver from the tiny 

village of Scgonzac in the Dordogne, succinctly put it, "qu'autrefbis, quand un seul 
touchait les deniers publics, on &ait mieux, attendu que dans le 611 actuel on avait des rqpmc 

pleines mains d'assignats et qu'on n'cn pouvait rien faire. ' 

One final issue in economic policy, that of the biens nationaux, or sale of the 

nationalised properties of the church and nobility, appears with a certain frequency in the 
documentation, particularly after Ilermidor. Occasionally, the question is raised in 

A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 21,105-9, procks contre I. Amartigne, germinal IL 
AD. Lot-ct-Garonne, 2L84-5, Tribunal crimincl, procks contre la bru du citoyea Jean Sue, pour 

provocation au rdtablissement de la royaut6 et cropechement de la perception des contributions, fructidor 
V- fiimaire VL 
(o L40uis dc CzrdcnaL *U citoycn dc 1791 payait-il plus on moins XimpOts que Ic sujct de 1790? ", Notices. 
Inventaires etDocumentr, 22 (1936), pp. 59-110; Godechot, Les Institutions, pp. 163-74. As de Cardenal 
explains, the inequality of ancien riginte taxation and the unevenness of relevant documentation in the 
early years of the Revolution makes a definitive answer difficult to provide. However, it is far from clear 
ftt the endeavours of the National As=nbly reduced the fi=cial burden on the people, without even 
taking into account the frequent produce and livestock requisitions. 
" A. D. Dordogne, 24IA5-260, Tribunal crimiaeL PrOC16s COntreThOmas Bordas, tisscrand, pour discours 
S61tieux, pluviose IV. 
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connection with the perceived destruction of the church: the speaker challenged the 

government's position on religion, arguing that the clergy should be re-established in its 

traditional rights. " More often, however, the issue is seen as a socio-political one. Using 

logic based upon a traditional view of society, peasants argued that those wealthier rural 

inhabitants who had been able to purchase biens nationaux were the "winners" of the 

Revolution, and that therefore they should take their place as the defenders of it. ' In the 

Pyrenean commune of Ldzatý for example, Louis Peyronnelfils, a plasterer, was indicted 

for rebelling against the execution of decrees requisitioning soldiers for the army, and 

shouting that"Ics acqudreurs des biens nationaux devaient partir ct non les volontaires. "' 

In a similar case, Bertrand Sibiale, an inhabitant of the mountain hamlet of Erc6 (Arkge), 

was arrested for his involvement in a rumour that the soldiers who had defended the 

Republic were entitled to take over some of the local biens nationaur. 74 

The reverse side ofthe coin, however, was that the fiite of those who had acquired 

biens nationa= was closely tied to the fate of the Republican regime. Harbingers of the 

return of the monarchy - those who expressed royalist sentiments, or who made false 

announcements that the army had suffered setbacks - sometimes gave a warning of sorts 

for those whose recently gained wealth depended upon the new order. T'he indictment of 

Cadot d'Argencuil, the seditious juge de paix from the Lot-ct-Garonne whom we met 

earlier, also reads that he had threatened that "si les 6migr6s rcvenaient... comme il y avait 

lieu de croire, les acqudreurs des biens nationaux en seraient d6pouill6s et r6duits & 

I'aum6ne. ̀ Pari6 Galet, a poor inhabitant of the town of Ndrac in the same department, 

verbally abused a rich landowner on the road leading into town, saying "tu as achct6 du 

Bien de la nation, va te le d6fendre, sinon l'on te le reprendra. "I Clearly, politicised 

statements such as these are vastly different from the gram nots and tax revolts of earlier 

generations. 

Recruitment and war 

11 See, for example, AD. Ari6ge, I 11,50A, proc6s contre Rogale, juin-aofit 179 1. 
72 Sometimes speakers were quite bitter about the matter One individual, for example, called thcni 
'volcurs'; AD. Lot-et-Garonne, 2L237-109, Tribunal correctionncl de Ndrac, proces contre Jean-Baptiste 
Peyriague, cultivateur, pour querelle d'aubcrge, thermidor V 
" A. D. Afte 141,14-1, Tribunal correctionnel de Pamiers, proc, 6s contre Louis Peyronnel et d'autres, 
artisans ct militaires, pour propos s6diticux, nivase iv. 
74 AD. Ariýge, 8L50-2, Tribunal criminel, proc6s contre Bertrand Sibiale, militaiM et d'autres, pour 
attroupement s6ditieux, wnd6miaim-pluviase IV; see also A-D. Lot-et-Garonne, procks contre Rajade, 
germinal IV. 
75 AD. Lot-d-Garonne, 21,98-33 and 2LI05-10, PrOC46S contre Cadot d'Argcneuil, pluvi6so-gcnninal IL 
76 AD. Lot-et-Garonne, 2L240, procýs contre Galet, messidor vIL 
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As the Revolution wore on, a deepening sense of crisis, caused by the spectre of 

foreign war, depreciation ofthe assignats, execution of the king and institution ofthe reign 

of Terror, had the dual effect of provoking increased talk in the countryside, and leading 

authorities to monitor ever more closely what seditious statemcnts, were being made. The 

endless requests for soldiers became a volatile issue in the countryside, as the bras unks 

of the village were stripped from an already precarious rural economy. Just like countless 

generations of country folk before them, the peasantry of the south-west, and particularly 

ofthe isolated foothills and mountain vallcys, '7 resented the disruption to their lives caused 

by foreign war. Moreover, as very few citizens living in 1793 would have had first-hand 

knowledge of the hardship and levies of the wars of the monarchy, the audacity and 

brazenness of the revolutionary governments took all the blaxne for the ills that befell the 

Republic. Jeanne Floissac, the aubergiste whom we met earlier, was also reported to have 

confided to those in her tavern, 'J'aimerais bien plus les r6publicains si nous avions la 

paix. "71 One ex-noble who was arrested for attempting to stir up royalist sentiment in the 

local markct-town made use ofthis type of argument, when he said the "jusqu'i ce qu'il 

y aurait un roi, nous ne scrions jamais tranquilles, mais que d'abord [sic] que nous 

I'aurions, nous aurions do suite la paix. ' 

Thejudicial archives ofthe revolutionary period provide an enormous number of 

indictments against those in particular who tried either to dissuade young volunteers from 

joining the army, or to persuade soldiers to leave their posts. ' Naturally, the departure of 

sons and husbands for an uncertain fate was a very emotional issue, and more than one 
father was arrested for protesting against the forced enrolment of his son, only to be 

released later when it was decided that his words had not actually been intended to Oppose 
the entire recruitment process. " However, some cases appear to have had more political 

motivations than others. Catherine Lavigne, for example, a middle-aged servant living in 

the town of Pamiers, at the foothills ofthe Pyrcn= in the ArRge, was reportedly offering 

to help hide young men in the vineyards: they would have at least three weeks, she 

77 See, on this topic, Claudine Pailh6s, "Ies pays de IArifte et I'autorM sous IAncien r6gime", Bulletin 
de ja Societi ariggeoise des Sciences, Lettres et Arts, 46 (1991), pp. 5-59, as well as Alan Forrest, 
Conscpipts and Deserters: The Army and French Society duping the Revolution and Empire, (New 
YorVoxford, 1989). 
" A. D. Iot-et-Garonnc, 2LI 7-8 and 2L97-22, proc6s contre Floissac, juillet-aotit 1793. 
19 A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 21,98-28, Tribunal criminel, procks contre Joseph Duthiers, ci-devant noble, pour 
provocation au rdtablisscmcnt de la royaW ct publication dc fitusscs nouvellesý frimmaire li. 
"Forrest, Conscripts and Deserters, pp. 179-80. 
31 A. D. Dordogne, 241,63, Tribunal r6volutiOnnairc. procas contre Jean Faure, officier municipal de 
Rouffignac, pour opposition au recrutcment ct 6neute, juin 1793; A-N- W420-955, Tribunal r6volutionnaire 
de Paris, procts contre Pierre Lejeune, dit Ramon8t, labourcur, pour opposition au recrutement, niv6se 11. 
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reportedly told them, before the vendanges began. 2 Ile frequency of indictments against 

those who would emp&her le recrutement with their words also indicates that the 

authorities were especially concerned about this particular crime. Just as with the 

injunctions against criticizing the assignats or convincing people not to pay their taxes, the 

authorities were most concerned with those who attacked the pill= of the new order, 

whether for political reasons or simply to cause trouble. 
The authorities' concerns are understandable, for the type of statements which 

were aimed at discouraging volontaires were powerfid indeed. Commonly, for example, 

young men were told that they were foolish to sign up, for they were being led to a 

"boucherie": to the slaughw. Two soldiers passing through the town of Agen in 1793 

caused a stir when they told young volunteers "que les enncmis ne tirent que sur les habits 

bleus, et respectent les habits blancs ,, 13 and Jean de Malet, a cl-devant seigneur from the 

region of Doussac, in the Dordogne, also focused on uniforms in his fearsome talk. "Les 

habits des volontaires no leur serviraient pas de grand'ehose, " he said cruelly, "mais qu'au 

moins ils n'auraient pas froid, puis qu'on leur ferait brfiler leurs habits sur le corps. "" 

Joseph Duthiers, another d-devant noble, said menacingly that when Republican soldiers 

were taken prisoner in the Vend6e, "quon leur rasait la t&e, quon leur mettait de 1'eau 

forte par-dessus, en leur disant: Ibutue canaille, allez maintenant joindre les sans- 

culottes'; voil-i comment on venge les rdpublicains; " Duthiers was executed for this and 

other statements, on the public square in Agen at the height of the Terror. " Dominique 

Cassaignep&e, a medical officer for the valley of Vic Bigorre in the Hautes-PYr6n6es, 

made use of reason rather than frightful scenes in his attempt to discourage conscripts, 

arguing that the nobility and the clergy would soon be reinstated in their former positions, 

and when this happened, they would not want to be on the wrong side. ' Although there is 

certainly a case to be made for a generation gap between the young volunteers and their 

more conservative elders, seditious words of this type had a good chance at hitting their 

intended mark. 87 

82 A. D. Afte, 806-15, Tribunal criminel, proUs contre Catherine I-avigne, femme du Pierre Dumas 
domestiquc, pour incitation aux volontaircs de d6sertcr, octobre, 1793-flimaire M 

kD. Lot-et-Garonne, 21.17- 7 and 2L97-19, procks contre Meunier et Denave, aaft 1793. 
Tribunal cfiminel et r&olutionnaire de la Dordogne (published doanncnts), proc6s contre Jean de 

Malet, ci-devant noble, pour conspiration ct propos contre-avolutionnaires, bruniaire 11; vol. 1, pp. 265-80. 
A. D. Lot-et-Garorme, 2L99-28, procts contre Duthics, fiimaire IL 
A. D. liautcs-Pyrdndes, 2L, justice non-c6t6e, Tribunal crimincl, procks contre Dominique Cassaigne 

pbre, officier de sant6, pour propos contre-r6volutionnaires, pluvi6se IL 
81 Verbal conflicts which highlight a division between the younger and older members of the community 
will be dealt with further in chapter V. 
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Just as unpatriotic sentiment had been fuelled by the continued requisitioning of 

grain, so the repeated demands for soldiers began to wear the patience of the rural 

population. The organization of National Guards in the villages, and the initial calls for 

volontaires, were met with relative enthusiasm in the countryside, but the call for 300,000 

men in February 1793 is often cited as a turning point of public opinion during the 

Revolution, and it was far from being the last ofthe levies. People in the countryside soon 

began grumbling about the number oftnen consumed by the war machine ofthe Republic, 

and their statements tended towards predictions ofan even gloomier future. Jacques Murat, 

dit Lapeycherie, a middle-aged servant from the village ofAtur (Dordogne), returned there 

often, despite his position in the local chef-lieu of Pdrigueux. On one such visit in 1794, 

an acquaintance by the name of Jean Borda asked him about the volunteers in Pdrigueux. 

Murat responded that "on fikisait partir des cnfants qui n'6taient pas en 6W de tirer un 

coup de fusil, qu'on ferait pdrir les trois quarts de la France et qu"on ne viendrait pas j 

bout des sept couronnes qui dtaient contre elle. " In another example, Picrre Puiffd, a 

notary who would be executed for his seditious words, painted an even more gruesome 

picture of the call-to-arms to a group of bystanders: 
VoilAmes amis qu'ondenmdeactuellementtoustesieunesgens de ISA 25 ans. 
Vous savez bien quo tous les seigneurs voulaient faire de grand repas, [et qLej 
ils avaicnt de grands desserts; eh bicn, on veut faire comme 9a des gargotis: on 
veut les manger cn salade. Quand il Wy aura plus de gargons, on prendra sans 
doute apr6s les hommes mari6s... " 

The institution of the Jourdan Law on conscription in messidor VII (June 1799) triggered 

a renewed bout of chatter on the topic. Marion Grenier, dite Cauredon, a woman of 

royalist sympathies living in the commune of the Mas-dAzil in the Ari*, reported that 

"'on ferait i pr6sent une lev6c de 16-60 ans, et que tout le peuple devait se lever en 

masse. " While such statements indicate how orally transmitted news can become 

distorted, they also reveal a rural population frustrated with the current regime and its 

priorities. 
As the war continued, the discontented - from both the rural elite and the 

peasantry itself - used popular uncertainty about the outcome of the conflict as a pWorin 

" A-D. Dordogne. 24139, Tribunal criminet et rkvolutiormaire, proc6s CoAre Jacques Muraý dit 
Lapeycherie, domestiquc, pour propos royalistes, d6cembre 1793-niv6sc U, witness no. 3. 
" AN W389-903, Tribunal rdvolutionnaire dc Paris, and Tfibunal criminet et rOvolutionnaire de la 
Dordogne (published &cuments), vol. 1, pp. 321-2, proas contre Pierre Puiff6, notaire, pour propos 
fanatiques ct contre-r6volutionnaires, niv6sc-pluvi6se IL 
" A. D. Ariýge, 2U22, Tribunal crimineL procýs contre Marion Grenier, dite Cauredon, journalidre, pour 
propos royalistes et contro-r4volutionnaires, fructidor VII - vend&niaire VIIL 
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from which to express royalist opinion. Spreading what sometimes turned out to be false 

news about the Republic's setbacks, the speakers in these cases led their listeners to the 

conclusion that "cela ne durerait pas toujours", and that the unfortunate experiment in 

republicanism would soon be over. Lamartigne, the notary from Cancon, announced "que 

la r6publique &ait foutue, que 15,000 hommes bien d6terminds remettraicnt le roy sur le 

tr6ne. " Paul Larroze, a malcontent from the mountain village of Erc6, in the Ari6ge, 

reportedly went from house to house, to "sonder l'opinion publique", saying such things 

as that "la Vend6e dtait autant insurg6c que jamais", and that the end was not far off'. "la 

R6publique n'existerait pas longtemps, qu'il ne fallait qu'une 6tincelle pour op6rer la 

contre-r6volution ...... 
' Making use of a romantic figure of popular renown, Larroze also 

reported that Pichegru, the peasant-tumed-conumder-tumed-royMist, "allait commander 

une arm6e de 40,000 A Marseille. " At other times, speakers brought the key events to their 

listeners' back doors. Pierre Grelety, an ex-religieux attempting to make a living as a 

teacher, was eating in a cabaret in Bergerac and discussing "Ies affaires de la R6volution7' 

with the men in the room, when a local miller said, "Je voudrais bien que nous eussions la 

paix, " to which Grelety replied, "Nous I'aurions bicnt6t car il ya un rasseniblement de 

15,000 hommes cach6s & Bordeaux; il ya d6ja un roi nomm6 et du 20 au 25 du mois 
d'aofit il scrait plac6 sur ic tr8ne & Lyon.,, 93 

Such statements are clearly interesting from the standpoint of the formation of 

rural political opinion, but in terms of news about the actual state of the war, it so= that 

the countryside was woefully uninformed. ' One youth from the Pyrenean bourg of Uzat 

was involved in a 'counter-rcvolutionaryfarandole' in which the line, "long live the army 

of the Vend6d" was heard, referring to the army of counter-revolutionary insurgents in the 

West of France. He admitted that "il ne savait pas de quelle arm6c on voulait parler, et que 

sans doute c'6tait de la n6tre. " Local reactions to rumours, of impossibly massive annies 

about to crush Paris or to invade from Spain, said more about peasants' desire for peace 

at any cost than their knowledge of their enemies' military strength. Such inaccuracies 

suggest that perhaps in some cases, the authorities" concerns thatofficial information was 

A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2LI05-9, proas contre lamartigne, germinal IL 
AD. Ariýge, 2U3 1, Tribunal criminel, PrOca contre Paul Ian-ozc, cultivatcur, pour propos contre le 

gouvemement, venddmiaire VI - brurnaire X. 
11 A. D. Dordogne, 24L57489, Tribunal criminel, proc& contre Pierre Grelety se disant instituteur, pour 
propos royalistes, fiuctidor VIL 
" 'Me relative truth or falseness of popular statements about the course of the war will be dealt with in 
chapter V. 
" A. D. Aridge 14LI4-1, procýs contre Peyronnel et d, autres, interrogation de Jean-Jacques Villa ain6, 
cordonnier, habitant de IAmt, 18 vcnt8sc IV. 
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not arriving in the villages were correct. Whether the news was true or fanciful, however, 

peasant listeners had no difficulty in forming opinions about the political regime and its 

policies. 

Political ideas 

Ilus far, the themes we have examined - religion, the price ofgrain, taxation, and 

recruitment for the armies - are all traditional issues of concern to peasants, making their 

presence in the sample unsurprising. The character ofthe comments and ideas recorded in 

the archives of seditious speech and surveyed in the preceding pages is certainly more 

intelligent and politicised than might have been expected: in place ofpredictablc gripes, the 

majority of comments contained a direct and scathing criticism ofgovernment policy, with 

very few limited to a recounting of problem. In fact, outright discussion ofpolitics is the 

single most common theme to arise from the sample of indictments of seditious speech. 
Some of the themes examined, such as the dissuasion of volunteers and the false reports 

of failures ofthe Republican armies, were seen by the authorities, and may well have been 

concerted attempts to increase support for the royalist cause. Not only was politicised 

chatter common in the marketplace, along the roads, and on the village, square, but 

peasants expressed themselves in political terms far more often than has been realised by 

historians. 

Before we consider rural plans for the ideal government, however, let us begin at 

the village level, for some expressions of political sentiment were aimed more directly at 
local officials than they were at any abstract political conception OfgOVCrnInent- One could 

argue that these cases show very little of the political: after A people tended to have an 

opinion ofthe personal effectiveness ofthose in charge, whether they cared about the form 

ofgovernment or not, and expressions ofthose animosities and differences were often taken 

as seditious speech by departmental authorities. Moreover, civil disobedience and defiance 

of municipal authority were punishable crimes in themselves. The parish priest, for 

example, often came up against the new order, not only because of its dechristianizing 

aspects, but also because, as the village cuM, he represented an alternate centre of power 

to that of the municipal officers. In the bourg of Sorges in the Dordogne, the members of 

themunicipal council denouncedtheir parish priest, Pierre-Elie Lasescuras, ina rancorous, 
highly embellished procýs-verbal, Lasescuras, they said, "cache sous le masque du 

patriotisme le venm de I'aristocratic la Plus dangCreuse, using all the underhand means 

available to him to "ditenniner le peuple i se monter contre la municipalitV However, the 
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unage that emerged from the depositions of no fewer than 42 witnesses was that of a 

desperate attempt on the part of local power-holders to maintain control in a tumultuous 

period. ' In another trial in Calviac, also in the Dordogne, the municipality brought a case 

of "propos s6ditieux et incendiaires" against their priest, Pierre 7houry. 97 A careful 

examination of all the documents in the dossier, however, reveals T'houry to have been an 

advocate of the poorer peasantry, a stance which set him against a municipal council 

composed of the richer landowners and the members of the rural bourgeoisie. 

Most often, such local infighting was dismissed by the investigating authorities on 

the grounds that it did not threaten the sfireM of the Republic. It is interesting to note, 

however, that in many cases, the documents reveal how old animosities came to be 

expressed in more politicised terms. The image of "old wind" being poured into "new 

bottles" is certainly appropriate here; but although it could be shown that some local 

conflicts went back long before 1789, the fresh confrontation between two parties over a 

new issue was often a politicizing factor in itself. Rich coqs du wilage, long resented by 

the poorer peasantry, became the "brigands" and "sc&erats" who had benefited from the 

sale of biens nationaur, 91 and the local killjoy who had always voiced contrary opinions 
in public discussions was now referred to as an "aristocrat". The butcher of the village of 
Gesti6s, in the Ari6ge, a certain Jean-Baptiste Rivi6re, attested that the current 
investigation of the troubles between a certain number of local "sdditicux" and the 

municipal officers had arisen from "des troubles et des discordes entrc les deux. parties, 

d'aristocratie et [del d6mocratic, qui ont toujours reign6 au dit lieu de Gesti6s ... 112.99 In 

another case, in the hamlet of Sargeat in the Dordogne, a 55-year-old cultivateur named 

Jean Laug6nie, protesting against the removal of the church bell-clapper, publicly 

declaimed against the members of the municipal council - "cc sont tous des aristocrates" 

- and divulged that an important decree had been hidden by the municipality, as they 

wanted [to] "s'attribuer les dimes et les rentes comme les ci-devant nobles. "O' Whether or 

not the person being called an "aristocraf'would have been called a "foutu gueux" several 

years earlier, such name-calling indicates, at the very least, a trickling down of new 

concepts of allegiances and political standpoints: concepts which would be better 

A. D. Dordogne, 241M, procks contre Lasescums, brumaire IL 
A. D. Dordogne, BMW, Sdn6chauss6e de Sarlat, proc, 6s contre Pierre 11oury, pr6tre de Calviac, pour 

avoir tenu des propos s6ditieux et incendiaires, cc qui aurait pouss6 ses paroissiens au trouble et an m6pris 
des lois, septcmbrc 1790. 

See, for exmnple, A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2L237-109, procbs contre Peyriague, thermidor V. 
A. D. Ari4e 81,33-9, Procts contre Mathe et d'autres, awil 1793. 

100 A. D. Dordogne 24144, procýs contre Laug6nie, flor6al IIL 
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understood with each passing year. 

With time, the subject itself of political discussions shifted from local individuals 

to more distant and more abstract concepts, such as the national assemblies or 

Republicanism in general. Although any attempt at quantification must be undertaken with 

care, the cases nevertheless show an overall broadening of the political horizons of the 

peasantry by the end of the Revolution. In a first category, we find rural citizens arrested 

for counter-revolutionary shouts and assorted irreverent remarks. Broadly speaking, these 

exclamations tended either to insult the revolutionary regime, as in "merde i la loi" and "i 

bas la F. 6publique", or to express royalist sentiment. By far the most common ofthe latter 

variety was the ubiquitous remark, "vive le roi",, and would-be pods delighted in the 

discovery that it rhymed nicely with "p n'ira pas", a play on the well-known revolutionary 

anthem. " In some instances, comments decrying the Republican government could invoke 

unexpected names. An unresolved case from the Hautes-Pyr6n6cs involved Jeannet 

Begarrie, a poor female day-labourer, who reportedly walked about the village of Argelýs 

one night in the summer of 1799 shouting "vive l'intendant de Pau" as well as the more 

common "merde pour la nation, merde pour la Mpubliqud". " Royalist sentiment was also 

expressed creatively, in wishes ofgood health referring to specific kings, alive, dead, or - 
depending on die level of intoxication of the shouter - imaginary. 'Mus, from afarandole 

of young people who ran about the town of Tarascon in 1797, singing and shouting and 

generally wreaking verbal havoc on the cars of the populace, were heard the following 

assorted remarks: 

... vive le roi, vive Louis dix et huit; vive Henri quatre, vive cc roi vailliint; vivo 
le roi d'UssaL vive le Roi d'Orudlac, vive le roi Layrole. Vive les bons enfants; 
A bas les terroristes. k bas la R6publique, foutre! " 

Although the youths were "reconnus 6tre dans le vin7, the authorities maintained that such 

a demonstration amounted to nothing less than a "provocation au r6tablissement de la 

royaut6", and interrogated a total of 79 witnesses in the attempt, ultimately foiled by the 
intervention of a locally-elected jury, to bring the criminals to justice. "' 

The degree to which such vociferations can be taken as an indication of carefully 

101 See, for example, the case ofAynie: A-D. Ari6ge, 8133-1, Tribunal crimjnelprocýs caltrejosephAynie 
et d'autres pour propos et chants contre-r6volutimnalres, f6yfier 1793. 
11 A. D. llautes-ý&6es, 2Ljustice non-c6t6e (1791-an M), Tribunal du district de I'AdourPrOUScontre 
Jeannet Degarrie, joumali&c, pour avoir cri6 'vive le roi'. fiucfidor VIL 
'03 A. D. Arifte, 81,62-2, Tribunal criminel, proas contre Jeannet Vidalot et d'autres, jeunes artisans, pour 
cris s6diticux, messidor V-brumaire VL 
114 The question ofjuries will be dealt with in chapter IV. 
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considered political opinion, royalist or otherwise, is debatable. Where the remarks were 

the result of drunkenness, local malcontents were often let off because their statements 

were not made "m6chammcnf'or 'I dessein criminel". From one perspective, these would 

seem to be instances in which words would be least likely to influence nu-al public opinion. 
One could also argue, however, that they helped to create an atmosphere in which the word 

of the government was not necessarily the final one. Although individuals in a drunken 

state might say things they do not mean, it is equally possible for alcohol to loosen tongues 

and lead individuals to momentarily forget their fear ofthe scaffold. Moreover, some cases 

clearly indicate that to contemporary listeners, expressions of fidelity, to one side or 

another, were an accurate way ofgauging the political climate. Benoit Lamarque, a young 

apprcntice-tailor living in the town of Saverdun, in the Ari6ge, was arrested for shouting 

aloud, "vive Louis dix-sept, " a common enough charge. " However, in a time when "le roi 

est mort, vive le ror'was the standard formula for announcing the death of one king and 
the accession of the next, such a statement might well be taken to signify a wish for the 
death of one regime and the succession of the next. 

At the saine time, one's political opinion during the Revolution, as indeed at any 
time, would have hinged upon an evaluation of how the changes brought since 1789 had 

affected one's personal situation. Whereas sometimes, seditious words were spoken with 
the intention of convincing listeners of a given point of view, at other times, the speaker 
was motivated primarily by his or her own dissatisfaction with the new order. Certain 

social groups, for example, had clearly suffered, and thercfDre had good reason to hold 

Counter-revolutionary opinions; many ofthe parish priests we met earlier, as well as Malet, 
Duthiers, and other cj-dewnts, were quite clearly motivated by their own personal 
circumstances to speak out. Undoubtedly, even members of the unprivileged orders had 

sometimes lost more than they had gained under the Revolution. Lamartignc, the notary 
from Cancon whom we met early, had bitterly remarked, as a republican official drove past 
in style, that a deputy should not have a luxurious four-horsc carriage when an honnOte 
homme like himselfhad been forced to give up his one horse to the requisitions. " The case 
of Jean Casse, dit Lartigue, a 40-year-old ag? lculteur who was arrested for making 
counter-revolutionary statements at the inn in the nearby town, provides another good 
example. It appears that Lartigue was drowning his sorrows in his wine, for he was heard 

to say that the represcmants du peuple were thieves, for those who served the Republic 

A. D. Ari6ge, 8L36-14, proc6s contre LamaMue, septembre 1793. 
A. D. Lot-et-Guonne, 2LI05-9, procks contre LamartiPe- genninal I 
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had become richer, whilst he had bem ruined. The eleven witnesses interrogated all 

recognised that Jean had taken rather too much wine-, one of the cooks, hnon Dupeyrou, 

said that he was so drunk that he was falling over. More importantly, however, they said 

that he was upset because several of his mules had been requisitioned by the Republic, and 

so they had not paid too much. attention to his political views. " 

A third category of political statements encompasses those counter-revolutionary 

or royalist remarks which were made with a certain degree of hope that the future might 

yet see a return to the pre-revolutionary order. Often such remarks are wistfiil, as with the 

young man Bernard Lafont, arrested near MirepoLx for seditious activity, who had been 

heard to say that "si nous avions un roi les choses iraient mieux. "' In other instances, 

however, the speaker's intention seems to have been to undermine confidence in the 
Revolution and discourage its supporters, by establishing an underlying sense that the 

republican government was only temporary. As early as 179 1, in the village of Terrasse 

in the Haute-Garonne, the sieur Court, dit Parisien, was bragging at the wigmaker's that 

... dcpuis trois ans le roi n6tait rien et ne faisait plus ricn, mais (? f Ay avait cinq 
couronnes ftang6rcs qui devaicnt se r6unir pour rernettre le r0i sur le trOne, ct 
qu'ils seraient secondds dans cette cntvprise par le clerg6 et les nobles et beaucoup, 
de domestiques et de gens soldds. " 

Verge, dit Perot, a weaver from Ax-les-Thermes in the ArRge, concluded eight years later 

that "il ne fallait plus We tefforiste, qu'il fallait se changer, et se ranger du parti contre- 

rdvolutionnaire et royaliste. ""O Comments such as "cela ne durera pas" and "nous aurions 
bient8t un roi" were quite common, and, when the defendants were convicted of their 

crime, almost cerWnly denoted a strong vein of royalist opinion. ne mayor of the 

commune of Monbalen, in the Lot-et-Garonne, was sentenced to forced reclusion in 1794 

for angrily stating that "il ne voulait pas 6tre patricte; qu'un jour viendrait oý les 

aristocrates baigncraient leurs mains dans le sang des patriotes... que si les anglais, le 

clerg6 et la ci-dcvant noblesse avaient le dessus, ils nous passeraient tous au fil de 

Np&.. ". 111 Although it could be argued that often, the determination of government 

" AD. Ari4e, IX24-8, Tribunal correctionnel, du district de TarascOn, Procks contre jean Casse, dit 
Lartigne, agnculteur, pour propos contre-rdvolutionnaires, prairial IV. 
" A-D. Afi4e, 81.35-2, Tribunal criminel, Procýs contre Bernard Lafont et d'autres, jeunes, pour cris de 
vive Louis xVl[l", juillet 1793. 

'" AN. D X)CIX 6 (59), Comith des Rapports, FW63 contre Noel Fridfils, sellier, le Sr Court, dit Parisicn, 
ct dantres, pour propos incendiaires cmtre la Constitution da royaurne et notamment contre le d6cret... 
du 27 novembre dernicr..., fdvricr 1791; see esp. witness no. 29. 
"0 AD. AriZge, 8L70-5, Tribunal criminel, PrOc6s contre Pierre Verge, dit Perot, tisscrand, pour Cris 
s6ditieux, fructidor VIL 
"I A. D. Lot-et-Garonne 21,98 and 21,105, procks contre Jean et Guillaume Marabal, niv8se-pluvi6se ll. 
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officials to root out sedition in the countryside was over-zealous, unnecessary and likely 

mistaken, there were clearly certain cases where their actions were quite justified. 

The fourth and fmal category of political statements involves cases in which the 

speaker enunciated an intelligent and dmgltffil appraisal ofgovernmcnt and politics in the 

abstract sense, and is therefore the most interesting for its significance to the development 

ofrural public opinion. In such statetnents, the Republic was sometimes seen as inefficient, 

and speakers used classic arguments against the drawbacks of democracy. Duthiers, the 

embittered d-devant noble fi-orn whom we have heard before, argued, 

... qWon avait eu tort de faire mourir le roi; que les affaires iraient mieux [si on avait 
un roil, que la France 6tait trop grande, qLeavec un. seut maltre nous scrions mieux 
conduits, qLfun Smnd nombre re6taitjamais d'accord, qLCA la Convention Ics uns 
voulaient une chose, les autres une autre... 112 

While Duthiers was clearly better educated than the average peasant, similar observations 
are not uncommon among the villagers of the south-west. The words of Tbomas Bordas, 

the weaver fi-orn Scgonzac whom we met earlier, will illustrate my point. "' Interrupting 

a monotonous civic ceremony in February 1796, Bordas stepped forward and said that 

such pageants meant nothing except to the municipal officers. What they should do, he 

continued, was simply ask everyone present who wanted the Republic, and who, a king, 

and then dxy would know where the majority lay. According to the information provided 
by the witnesses, other villagers had agreed to make the statement with Bordas, only to 
lose their nerve at the last numient. Although the members of the government of the 
Directory would have thought that Bordas' grasp of electoral procedure left much to be 
desired, he went on to demonstrate that he understood the significance of each form of 
government, and that he had a firm. preference for one over the other. Clearly, the political 

conversations recorded during the Revolution do not demonstrate an expert knowledge of 

abstract political concepts. What they do show, however, is that peasants were interested 
in, and had opinions on, matters of political concern. Such statements represent rnorc than 
the traditional murmures of a dissatisfied peasantry- they reveal a basic undcrstanding of 
Political designations, and, More importantly, the desire to express an opinion on the 

matter. 

"' A. D. IA)t-d-Gam=, 2L98-28, proc, 63 contre Duthic-S, frinuire IL 
"'A. D. Dordope, 24L45-260, proc6s contre Bordas, pluvi6se IV. 
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Varieties of Words and Forms of Communication 

Thus, the seditious remarks recorded by revolutionary authorities reveal that 

political statements made in a rural context touched upon a variety of topics, from what 

might be considered "traditional" peasant concerns to discussions ofniethods ofgovcming. 

To this point, however, the statements have been considered in relative isolation from the 

context and manner in which they were said, and yet there were many different varieties 

of rural political expression. Some of the prosecuted statements, as we have seen above 

in the examination of ideas which were expressly political, were no more than brief 

drunken outbursts. Others, particularly those voiced by intermediary figures such as parish 

priests and notaries, could be lengthy expositions, skilfully crafted with the aim of 

changing opinions and winning converts. Still others were not spoken at all: political songs, 

visual symbols and handwritten placards all played an important role in the spread of 

ideas. It is to this final category of political expression that we now turn our attention, 

completing the complex mosaic of political communication in the countryside. 

Songs as political communication 
The incidence of singing, and seditious or counter-revolutionary singing in 

particulaxý is extremely high in thejudicial archives ofthe Revolution, and has perhaps not 

received its due attention from historians. As modem-day publicists take advantage of 

radio, television and electronic media to reach cver-larger audiences, songs in the 
114 

eighteenth century were a highly cffective means ofcommunicating political views. For 

the most part, they were heard by more people, for while it is true that a speaker could 

stand on a bench to address a larger group, most seditious statements in rural surroundings 

were made to only a few people. In the case against a young medical officer, accused of 

seditious comnients in the conunune of Nadaillac, in the Dordogne, one witness testified 

that while he could not be sure whether anybody else had heard the statements he had 

reported, -plusicurs doivent lui avoir entendu chanter des chansons qui furent jugdcs 

aristocratiqucs. "' is In another example, in which a gathering of young people was judged 

by the authorities to be counter-revolutionary in intent, a total of sevcnty-nine witnesses 

were interrogated, on the assumption that many villagers must have heard the singing fiuu 

114 See Commall RogcM 77je Spirit of 1789. A Study ofPublic Opinion as Revealed in Political Songs and 
Other Popular Literature at the Beginning of the French Revolution (Princeton, NJ, 19ft pp. 17-9. 

onnair L-& A-D. Dordogne 24139, Tribunal criminel et r6vOluti e. Proas contre 1A)uis Sc cr, officier de 
saia, pour propos contre-avolutionnaircs; wiums no. 3, Pierre Teyssimx, cWtiwdelw, d6pwition 14 
niv8se IL 
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whereverthey had been at the time; indeed, most ofthernhad. "" Finally, songs were a very 
important part of communication in non-literate cultures. Jean-Franqois Soulet has 

suggested that it is not surprising to find songs in "la panoplie subversive du Pyr6n6en", 

for they were accessible to everyone: 

... la chanson fournissait concittement A tous, surtoutauxplus humbles, les cone" 
abstraits et les mots qu'ils avaient i formuler. Chacun pouvait facilement, en 
fivdonnant (dx marquis de Carabas)), marquer son hostilitd a la noblesse, et en 
chantant un couplet de (dA Carmagnole* affirmer ses opinions rdpublicaines. "' 

Similarly, Laura Mason has argued that songs were "one of the most commonly used 

means of communication of the French Revolution... [allowing] anyone to commit news 

and controversial opinions to memory and relay them across city or countryside, outpacing 

printing presses and police alike. "' " Mason's study is concerned primarily with Paris, but 

dozens of court cases brought against rural citizens accused of counter-revolutionary 

singing confirm that her argument is also relevant to rural society. ' 19 

A number of factors made songs a very effective means of con-anunicating 

political opinions and allegiances. In a similar way to the shouts and irreverent remarks 
discussed above, the expression of a political stance through a song was more 

spontaneous, and therefore less potentially incriminating, than a statement expressed in a 

cerebraL persuasive manner. Due to the social nature of the activity, a disproportionate 

number of those accused of counter-revolutionary singing was acquitted on claims to of 
having been drunk at the tune, and the idea that one n-dght sing simply for amusement, 

rather than with a political aim, was a commonlym-voiced defence. "Ce n'&ait que pour 
6gayer la soci&W', protested one defendant accused of singing counter-revolutionary 

songs; another, the nincteen-year-old cultivateur Henri Lagonde, claimed that, in singing 

a known royalist song, "son intention n'&ait point de fa5cher personne, encore moins 
,, 120 d'ameuter le peuple; [d a] fi-edonn6 Ie dit air, comme il aurait fredonn6 tout autre. 

Compared with blatantly seditious comments, singing was more excusable, and thus, 

perhaps a better means ofcommunication. In the case of Rouge, dit Coussa, in which there 

116 A. D. Ari6ge, 8L62-2, proc& contre Vidalot et d'autres, messidor V-brumaire VL 
Soulet, Les PyrinJej, p. 235.1 

99 (Ithaca, NY. lAura Mason, Singing the French Revolution: Popular Culture and Politics, 787-17 
1996), p. 2. 
"I On the importance of songs in popular politics, ses also Darnton, "An Early Information Society^, 
Francisque M6gc, Chansons politiques et satiriques en Auvergne pendant la *rfode rivolutionnaire 
(Clermont-Ferrand, 1888y, BianchL Rivolution culturelle, pp. 178-81; and Roger DUPUY, "Ignorance, 
fanatisme et Contre-Uvolution!, in Frangois Ltbrun and Roger Dupuy (eds. ), Les ROsistances h la 
Nvolution (Paris, 1987ý pp. 37A2. 
'2' A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2L237-115, Tribunal correctionnel dc N&W, proc6s contre Henri Lagonde. 
cultivateur, et sa tante la Veuve Lamothe, pour des chansons inciviques, thermidor V. 
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was a vague accusation of seditious singing and shouts, all fifty-eight witnesses stood 

together to protect the accused: they heard some songs, most said, but no shouts of -vive 

le roi'. "' 

Political songs were used to express a wide variety of ideas and opinions, 

revealing the flexibility and uniqueness of this means of communication. A certain 

proportion of incidents of counter-revolutionary singing involved easily recognizable, 

established anthems. The Rived dupeuple, for example, which had become known during 

the White Terror in eastern and south-castern France, remained the ral1ying cry for the 

royalist cause throughout the Directory: 

Peuple fmnos, peuple de fitres, 
Peux-tu voir sans fitmir dlonmw 
Le crime arborer les banni6res 
Du carnage et de la tcrrcur? 
Tu souffres qu'une horde atroce 
Et d'assassins, et de brigands, 
SouiRe par son souflle f6roce 
Le territoire des vivants... '22 

Although the Nveil has been described as principally effective for winning over the 

illiterate masses of Paris, " it is clear, from the many indictments for seditious singing in 

this sample, that the song was readily recognised and understood in the south-western 

countryside. In one report of counter-revolutionary singing in the Dordogne, the agent 

municipal describes the song as "un air martial appeU6 le r6veil du peuple, "I"I and in 

several cases, the majority of witnesses were able to identify the song which they had 

heard as the R&W. 125 

Other instances of seditious singing reveal the commonplace nature of the 
incorporation of politics and opinion into songs. Very often, for example, the "song7l in 

question was no more dm vaguely counter-revolutionary lyrics sun& to an inoffensive, 

well-known tune; the line between actual "singing7 and putting seditious statements to 

12' A. D. Arifte, 14LA3-12, Tribunal cOrrectionncl de Pamicrs, prorks contre Mchcl Rouge, dit Coussa, 
pour rasscmblcmcnt ct cris s6ditieux, fiimaire v. 
112 Rdveil du peuple (1795), vcrse 1. Text from -U R6volution fimwaise en chansons7 [sound recording], 
Le Chant du Monde. LDX 274996; Produced in France by MPO, historical text by Pierre Barbier. 
12' See F. V. A. Aulard, "La Querelle de la 4Warseillai, et du 4, R6veil du peuple>r, injýtudes et lefons sur 
la MoMionfhmpise (9 vols., Paris, 1893-1924), vol. 3. , 
114 A. D. Dordogne, 251.36, Tribunal correctionnel de Bergerac, Pmc6s cOntre Macerouze Birol et d'autres, 
volontaires, pour cris s6ditieux, prairial IV. 
"5 See, for cxmplc, AD. Ld-et-Gmnnc, 2L236-76, Tribunal correctionnel, PrMft COntre Antoine Pochet, 
tamcur, et d'autrcs, pour attroupement ct chansons contre-r6volutionnaires, thernudor IV, and A. D. Lot-et- 
Garonne, 21,237-115, proc6s contre Lagonde et sa tante la veuve Larnothe. thermidor V. 
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music was thus a very fine one. Ilere are numerous instances of individuals who 
"chantaicnt vive le roi". or sang words which were "pas dans le sens de la Rdvolution! 'or 

"contre la R6publique". " Other times, there is a certain degree of playing on words and 

rhymes in establishing whether a song is or is not counter-revolutionary. In one case, a 

sailor named Duffour, who was passing through the town of Agen in 1794, was accused 

of singing, in an auberge, a song "dont le refrain 6tait vive le roi". When asked if he had, 

in fact, sung the offensive lyric, he denied it, insisting that he had sung one song which 
began, 'lious Wavons done plus de ro4 et nc perdons rien ma fbi". followed by a second, 

with a chorus of "vive la nation, vive la loi, vive la loi mais point de roi. "' 

However, perhaps the most interesting incidents ofcounter-revolutionary singing, 

and the most revelatory of a prise de conscience politique, are those cases in which the 

words of a patriotic song, such as the La Carmagnole or iýa ira, are replaced or turned 

about, to imply a counter-revolutionary meaning. " Jacques Lamartigne, the opinionated 
notary from Cancon from whom we have heard on several occasions, was also accused 

of singing a song which included the phrase, "moi je dis que ;a Wira pas"V or, according 
to other witnesses, 'ýmoije dis A mon tour, ga Wira pas toujours. "" One individual prescnt 
in the tavern, the administrator Jean Bidon, pointed out that "chaque couplet de cette 
chanson 4tait l'inverse des couplets patriotiques de la chanson 9a, ira!, and Pierre Andr6, 

a 40-yeat-old horse-salesman who výas also present, declared that when Lamartigne had 

sung, "et moi je disA mon tour cela ne durcra pas toujours". he had understood "que 
I'accus6 entendait parler de la Constitution et voulait fhire entendre qu'elle ne durcra pas 
toujours. " Such reversals of meaning were reasonably common among indictments for 

seditious singing, and clearly fidl of significance for listeners. Two years later, in the 
commune of Lalinde, in the Dordogne, a number of voices were heard singing to the tune 

of the Carmagnole. Many of the thirty-one witnesses interviewed, however, had been 
horrified when they realis6d that instead ofsingingthe opening line as intended - "Madam' 
Veto avait promis de faire 6gorger tout Paris" - the singers had replaced "Madam' VcW' 

12' See, for example, A. D. Dordogne, 24L46-279, Tribunal crimincl, proc6s contre Gabriel labouncilhe, 
Pcn'uquier. Pour Cris sdditieux, flor6al IV; A. D. Lot-d-Garonne, 2LI05-9. proc6s contrc Lamartigne, 
germinal 11; and A. D. Ari6ge, 2U28, Tribunal criminel de I'arfondissement de pamiers. procts contre Ican- 
Louis Casaux, dit Labottefils, agricultcur, et d'autres, pour propos anti-R6publicains, messidor VII - 
mcssidor IX. 
"A. D. Lot-et-. Garonnc, 21.105-14, Tribunal crimine], procts contre Raimond Duffbur, marin, pour propos 
contre-r6volutionnaires, pluvi6se IL 
121 Rogers also notes this Phenomenon; 7he SpWt of 1789, p. 27. 
" A. D. Lot-et-Garonnc, 21,105-9, proc6s cmtre Lamartigne, germinal H. 
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with lies tefforistcs", making a powerful political statement. " 

Songs were thus a significant means of conununication. of political opinion, 

particularly among the illiterate inhabitants ofthe countryside. Often in cases ofseditious 

singing, moreover, it was not the songs themselves which caught the attention of the 

authorities, but rather, the seditious remarks which the songs bad provoked. In 1794, for 

example, Charles VM6, a 62-year-old labourcur, sang an unidcntified -Chanson royaW6- 

in a tavern, after which the singer and some of his listeners were prompted to say, 'Vest 

vraL nous ne scrons pas tranquille que nous n7ayons un roi. "'I I In another instance, during 

what developed into a seditious gathering of young people, the singing of a song which 
began, "le triste &-part qui se pr6pare... " prompted commetits about the requisitions for 

the armics, including, ftom one bystander, "il ne faut pas partir sms Contre dit. 17132 

Finally, the nature of singing, as a social, group-oriented activity, made it 

important as a mechanism for rallying bystanders to one political position or another. In 

many of the cases cited above, reference is made to the defaidants' attempts to persuade 

others to join in the singing, and the responses of these bystanders was taken as a clear 
indication of their political opinion. Where the individuals involved were firm in their 

opposing points of view, the singing of songs clearly became contentious, with each side. 

challenging the other to a political contest. Sclafer, a young medical officer, had been at 

a country wedding, when "il entrcprit m8me plusicurs fois de chantcr; k table des chansons 

aristocratiques, mais il. fut toujours intcrrompu par I'hymne des Marseillais. "' In a much 

earlier example, in a social gathering of villagers in the Haute-Garonne, one young boy 

had, sung, "ViVC IC TOi, ViVC le roi7, to be countered by the defendant, a recently 
dispossessed noble named Court, who sang a song "against the Constitution7, which had 

as a refrain, "vive Con& et d'Mois. "134 Regardless ofthe political conflict at issue, songs 

clearly acted as an important conduit for the expression of opinion. 

Symbols and visual communication 

In a similar way to counter-revolutionary singing, visual symbols allowed a more 

1-1 A. D. Dordogne, 251,36, procts contre Birol et d'autrcs, prairial IV. Similarly, in the case against Vjdalot 
and odw young people in Tarascon, the defendants had reportedly s1mg -c4gunter-revolutionary lyrics to 
the Carmgnolen, A. D. Ari6ge, 81,62-2. messidOr V-1numaire VL 
131 A-D. Dordogne, 241A 1, Tribunal, criminel Ct rdvolutiomaire, Procks contre Cbarles Vivi6, laboureur, 
pour propos royalistes, thertnidor Il. 

A. D. Arifte, 14LI4-1, procýs contre Peyromel ct d'autres, niv6se IV. 
A. D. Dordogne, 241,39, proed's contrc Sclafer- fiimaire-niv8se IL 
XN. D XXIX 6 (59), proc6s contre Fri6fils, Court, dit Parisien, et d'autres, f6vrier 1791. 
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subtle indication of political allegiance. As Lynn Hunt has written, "politics were not 

confined to verbal expression"; the Revolution was packed with syrnbolism, from 

revolutionary bonnets to clothing, ceramic dishes, calendars and playing cards (see Figure 

3-6, following page). "' While the intricate political implications of slight changes in dress 

or imagery were probably lost on rural inhabitants, the significance of simpler forms of 

symbolism certainly permeated the countryside, and took their place among the means by 

which people expressed political opinions. 
One ofthe symbolic elements w1fich made the greatest impact in rural society was 

the liberty tree. Interestingly enough, it was in this very region, the south-west, and the 

Wrigord and Quercy in particular, that villagers had planted May trees in 1789 and 1790 

as a sign of revolt. The authorities soon appropriated the symbol, rcbaptizing the mais as 

a patriotic symbol ofliberty and support for the Revolution. "' As the revolutionary decade 

progressed, however, the liberty trees which had been planted by municipal authorities in 

1790 and 1791 came to be the target of anti-revolutionary sentiment. "' Numerous cases 

exist in which the arbre de la hberM is defiled, vandalised, or even chopped down 

("massacred", in revolutionary discourse). In some instances of seditious speech, such as 

the gathering ofyouths in Tarascon, described earlier, the voicing ofcounter-revolutionary 

sentiment near or around the tree seem to have been intended, by the culprits, as an added 

insult. "' In one particularly colourful case, the objectionable remarks are actually 

addressed to the tree, as a symbol ofthe Revolution. One morning in Do=ber 1796, the 

municipal council of Uzat, in the Ari6ge, awoke to find that the liberty tree had been cut 
down. In the course of their investigation of the incident, they found that there had been 

a seditiousfarandole some weeks earlier, in which the young insurgents had been seen 

spitting at the tree, and addressing statements to it such as, 'Vest un foutu arbre, il nous 

avait pron-ds la libert6 et il ne nous la donne paY, and "ah coquin, tu m'as troMP6.9439 

Unbelievable as such occurrences might seem, they were vcrified by a large number of 

"' See Hunt, Politics. Culture, and Class, esp. chapter 2, "Symbolic forms of political practi&% and 
Bianchi, JUvolution culturelle. 
Im Mona Ozouf, "Du mai de libert6 A I'arbre dc la libcrt6: symbolisme r6volutionnairc ct tradition 
Paysanne", Ethnologiefranfaise, 5 (19751 pp. 9-32; Michel Duval, "Les arbres de la libertd cn Bretagne 
sous la Rdvolution (1792-1799), inFranqois Lebrun and RogcrDupuy (eds. ý RisistancesdIaRivolution. 
actes du colloque de Rennes, 17-23 septembre 1985 (Paris, 1987), pp. 55-67; Vovclle, DecOuverte de la 
POlitiquc. PP- 44-55; MarkOIL Abolition OfFeudalism, pp. 418-9; and Hunt. Politics. Culture and Class, 
p. 61. 
" The series D XX]Xbis in the National Archives contains many reports of conflicts over liberty trees in 
the south-west and throughout France. 
L runu e VL '4 A-D- Ari4e. 8L62-2. PrOc6s contre Vidalot et d'autres, messidOr V-b dr 
131 A. D. Ari6ge 141,14-1, PrOc6s contre Peyronnel et d'autres. niv6se IV. 
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Figure 3-6 
Revolutionary Playing Cards 
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witnesses, and they leave little doubt as to how the political meaning of the well-known 

symbol was understood. 

The other object of visual communication which requires special mention is the 

revolutionary cockade. " First worn by deputies ofthe National Assembly in the summer 

of 1789, the significance of these small badges lay, first, in the decision to wear one, and 

second, in the colour of the cockade worn. The first ofthese two political acts did not take 

long to filter into rural consciousness: in September 1789, in the village of Razac dEymet, 

in the Dordogne, an argument over the leadership of the National Guard became political 

when one individual said ofthe troublemaker, "qu'il n'6tait pas fait pour porter la cocarde 

puisqu'il Wy avait que les; hon6tes gens; qui la portassent. "' In another encounter, at a fair 

in 1793 near St. Julien, also in the Dordogne, the young son of an innkeeper had asked 

some of the guests for a cocarde; the defendant, a cultivateur by the name of Lacombe, 

pinned one to his shirt, saying, 'Je te la mets bien, mais avant que trois ans; se passent on 
les fera bien poser. ""' 

As the Revolution wore on, however, the key issue in the wearing of cockades 
became their colour. While the later cockadcs were tricolours, like the flag - with white 

representing the monarchy, and red and blue the traditional colours of Paris - earlier 

cockades, and indc4 counter-revolutionary ones, were merely white. In one incident, in 

the Haute-Garonne, a group ofmen were gathered in a tavern, discussing "Ies affhires du 

temps", when one of the individuals present seized the hat of another man and attached a 

white paper cockade to it, saying, 'Vest A cette cocarde que vous devez vous rallier. " 

According to the other witnesses, his action had clearly been understood as an attempt to 

engage people to side with the counter-revolution. " Somewhat later, at a counter- 

revolutionary gathering near the field of the Boulbonne in the Arkgc, the insurgents 

apparently "foulaient au pied la cocarde tricolore et arboraient la cocarde blanche aux cris 

s6ditieux de 'A bas la Nation'. "144 Evidently, the white cockade had become a rallying 

symbol for the royalist cause, as intelligible to rural inhabitants as to Parisian workers. 

'4" See Hunt, Politics, Culture and Ckus, pp. 57-59,60,75,81. 
MA. D. Dordogne, 132054, S, 6n6chauss6e de Bergerac, proc&s contre le sieur Benaud, cur6, pour incitation 
A s6dition, septcmbre 1789. 
142A_N. W 438-25, Tribunal r6volutionnaire dc paris. 
(published documents), vol. 1, pp. 317-8, pro s, 

Tfibunal criminel et rivolutionnaire de la Dordogne 
ck contrc Pierre Lacombe, cultivateur, pour propos tendant 

4 I'an6antissement de la R6PUbliquc, Octobre 1793-fructidor I 
AN D X= 6 (59ý PT006s contre Fri6fils, Court, dit Parisien, et d'autrcs, fdvticr 179 1. 

" A-D. Ari&ge, 81,35-2. PrOc6s contre Layrix et d'autres, aofit-sePt 1793. 
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Written sedition 
One final category of unspoken political communication - the posters and hand- 

written notices which local authorities sometimes found placarded on the pillars of the 

maison commune or die town walls after a fair - deserves a brief remark. Written sedition 

has been a somewhat popular topic among urban historians, particularly of England but 

also of France. `5 Accounts of sedition in rural areas rarely mention placards, however, 

and with good reason, for the great majority of'peasants were, of course, illiterate. Indeed, 

the handful of cases of icilts s9ditieux - merely eight in total, or less than five percent of 

the sample oftrials - are among the least "rural" ofall the trials, for although a significant 

component of the audience in each case was from a rural environment, the alleged 

perpetrators and the context were decidedly urban The placards ranged from quite 

complex, such as the notice recovered from the pillar separating the two church doors in 

the market town of Bussi6re-Badil (Dordogne), in 1791, pieced together from bits of 

newspaper, ostensibly by members of the National Guard (see Figure 3-7, next page), to 

quite simple, such as the following notice which was found in the market town of Ndrac 

in niv6se Vl: ̀  

VIVE LE ROI 
VIVE LA NO BLESSE 

ET LE CLERGÜ 
PÜRISSE LA 

IttPUBLIQUE 
Ä BAS LE DIRECTOIRE 

EXÜCUnF 

Thus the documents themselves are not without interest: indeed, the very existence of 
material evidence of sedition makes them refreshingly different from trials which attempt 
to follow the flecting words ofdissent. On the whole, however, they arc in quite a different 

category from the oral news reports and seditious opinions we have studied this far. 

. Although the ideas and opinions set forth in writing were not the ideas and 

opinions of peasants, they do represent, like the words of the parish priests which we saw 

145 onEngland, seeFox, Rumour'ý Cust, "Ne" andPoliti&' , andAtherton, -rhcItchGrownaDiscasd-. 
On France, see Jeffrey Sawyer, Printed Poison: Pamphlet Propaganda, Faction Politics, and the Public 
sphere in Early Seventeenth-Century France (Berkeley, CA, 1990), and Damton, uAn Early Info=tion 
Society". 
' AD. Lot-et-Garome, 21,239-176, Tribunal correctionnel de N&ac, proas contrc les auteurs d'une 
affichc pos6e sous la halle de cette commune portant provocation A la Royaut6; niv6se VL 
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Figure 3-7 
Seditious Placard, Bussi6re-Badil (Dordogne), March 1791 
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earlier, political ideas put forward in a rural contod. As such, they would nevertheless 

have affccted those rural bystanders whose presence guaranteed their inclusion in the 

sample of trials. Indecd, perhaps the greatest interest of these sources is that in spite of 

their presence in a largely oral culture, there was little or no problem with the diffusion of 

the information: literate townsmen simply read the notice aloud to anyone who cared to 

listen. in venddmiaire VI, for example, Jean Froidefon, a cultivateur living near the town 

offen-asson, in the Dordogne, gave the following testimony regarding a printed notice that 

had been found posted all over the public square: 

... 
il 6tait en train de mesurcr du bld sous la halle du pr6sent chef-lieu, que quelqu'un 

avait afficM dcs placards jauncs pendant la nuit; que les citayens cn passant cn 
faisaient lecture, et disaient que c'kait un 6crit contre le Directoirc de la 
R6publique. 147 

Although Froidefonwas unableto sign his deposition, andthus -almost certainly -unable 
to have read the poster for himself, he nevertheless grasped the essential point of the 

message in the notice. The case of a seditious notice in the town of Pamiers (AriZge), on 

the eve of the Revolution itself, is similar: according to Jean Pournks, a local saddler, the 

sieur Maury, innkeeper, was informing everyone he met that "on avait vu une affiche sur 
le pilier de la place, ofi l'on inculpait les officiers municipaux relativcment & la vente des 

grains. "' "' By the time Poumi6s arrived at the square, two youths were working at copying 
down the text, and a small crowd had gathered to hear what was contained within: the 
illiterate rural bystander in Pamiers would have had no difficulty learning what the writer 

of the seditious notice had meant to communicate. Indeed, if the few existing trials of 

written sedition in rural market towns demonstrate anything, it is the fact that oral 
communication was largely sufficient for life in the eighteenth-cevitury French countryside. 

147 A. D. Dordogne, 29LI8, Tribunal correctionnellc dc Sarlatprocýscontrel3oufflacjar 
hussard, pour placards s6diticux, fiuctidor V- bmnaire V1, witness no. 1. 

hapeUe. volontaire 

141 A. D. Arifte, I J305, proas-verbal de police au sujet d'un placard sMtieux. 



IV. 
THE PROSECUTION OF SEDITIOUS SPEECH: 

SOME CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE USE OF JUDICIAL SOURCES 

Despite the best efforts ofthe administrative machine of the Revolution, it is patently clear 

that the channels used to disseminate the official line - circulation of laws and decrees, 

announcements read by municipal officers, sponsored newspapers and physical 

manifestations of the regime such as the national guard and political societies - were not 

the only source ofpolitical information available to the peasantry. As shown in chapter 111, 

members of each of the different groups populating the countryside, from the rural elite to 

humble artisans and peasants, shared information and conversed about a wide range of 

political topics. The statements examined move beyond what might be considered 
"traditional" realms of peasant discourse - complaints about grain prices, taxation and 

recruitment - to an open criticism of government policy, and to conclusions on the new 

political regime based on that policy. The judicial and police documents which recount 

these various discussions are rich for what they can tell us about the development of rural 

public opinion: in addition to identifying the speaker and giving the context of the words 

spoken, including information on the composition of the speaker's audience, such sources 

most often give details of the reactions of both rural bystanders and local authorities, 

reactions which will be examined in chapter V. In addition, most documents indicate a 

venue of political discussion, and the same location - marketplaces, inns and cabarets, 

roadways and viUage squares - arc repeatedly cited, allowing us to confirm the picture 

painted in chapter I of a countryside full of crossroads and places of meeting, and of a 

vivacious oral tradition which was alive and well at the time of the French Revolution. 

Moreover, these sources also tell us a great deal about the conditions of their 

creation, and about the specific Preoccupations of the revolutionary authorities. Indeed, 

police and judicial documents must be used with particular care, for they often bear a 
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strong bias from their authors. In the introduction to their book, Historyfrom CjIme, 

editors Edward Muir and Guido Ruggiero reflect upon the complexity ofjudicial sources: 
Criminal records can never be simple windows into the past; rather, they are highly 
crafted images fashioned in accord with legal procedures, statutes, precedents, and 
the cultural and power dynamics of the past Everyone who speaks during a 
crumnal procedure does so under the constraints of authority, which means that all 
speech has been conditioned by threats of punishment the fear of torture, the 
influence of well-connected persons, and the need of the regime to make criminal 
sentences exemplary. Historians have long recognized that court cases generate 
evidence that has been polluted by authority. One response favored in recent years 
has been to treat criminal records as dialogues in which as much attention is paid 
to questions asked as answers given... ' 

It would be foolhardy to accept judicial sources from the revolutionary era - and 
particularly from the period of the reign of Terror - at face value, and yet they offer us 
such an unparalleled access to the political thoughts of ordinary countrymen and women 
that we cannot ignore them. k order to take some of their particularities into account, 
therefore, it is necessary to consider them from the perspective of their authors, and it is 
from this perspective that this chapter is written. 

As we saw in chapter 11, the deputies of the revolutionary governments took the 
dissemination of official information seriously: it was their sincere conviction that the 

population needed government communiqu6s to fulfil their duty as citizens of the 
Republic, and that nothing good could come of their being deprived of it. In the case 

against the peasant Jean Bernard, dit Biotte, who was accused of removing official notices 
from the church door, the comi M r6volutionnaire who forwarded the initial report pointed 

out that 'Tcnl6vement des placards des lois affich6es est un crime, ct que sa [Biottels] 

conduitc A cet dgard ne tend qu'A priver ses concitoyens, de la connaissance des lois, et du 
fiuit qui doit en rdsulter pour le bien de la chose publique. "I In addition, officials were 
concerned that the spread of what they considered "incoffme' information - unofficial 
news reports, ideas and opinions which ran contrary to the official line - could "corrupt, 

and "lead astray" otherwise upstanding citizens. In their struggle to maintain control over 
public opinion, the government, in tandem with the political societies, flooded the 

countryside with Republican propaganda, and reached far into the provinces with the 
"arms of the revolutionary machine" - including local administrators, police officials, and 
deputies travelling as civic missionaries or repr6sentants-en-mission - in order to monitor 
and enforce correct political thinking. 

Edward Muir and Guido Ruggiero (eds. ), Historyfrom Crime (Baltimore/ London, 1994), p. ix. ' A. D. Dordogne, 24IA2, procZs contre Bernard4 dit Biotte, Extrait des Mibftations du comit6 r6volutionnaire de Ribdrac, 10 pluvi6se H. 
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In spite of these "preventative measures of reinforcing the political message of 
the Revolution and verifying its proper application in the countryside, revolutionary 

officials were keenly aware that unacceptable views and information were circulating, and 
they worked hard to eliminate them. The periodical press was carefully monitored, and 

publishers were required not only to register with the authorities, but also to print both 

their name and address on every issue? Oral sedition was more difficult to control, but 

officials at both the national and local level worked to discover its source. The municipal 

officers of Les Angles, for example, in the Hautes-Pyr6n6cs, received an order from the 

departmental administration in 1794 informing them of a search to "d6couvrir les autcurs 
des bruits contre-rdvolutionnaires que la France n'a plus besoin de faire la gucrrc aux 

tyrans de I'Europe. " Whether the culprits in such cases were discovered or not, many 
deputies thought it prudent to disseminate pro-revolutionary information to counteract the 

possible effect of the false news. In January 1793, Thuriot suggested that the ComW 

d'instruction publique should draft "un projet d'adresse au peuple pour le garantir des 

mauvais effets que pourraient produire les 6crits s6dificux qui se sont r6pandus dans les 

circonstances actuelles. ' Six months later, another address was planned, in order to 

clearly enunciate the government's position on the events of 31 May 1793, and thus, to 

prevent any rumours from gaining crcdibilityý However, it was the attempts of local 

authorities to discover and punish those who dared to express a counter-revolutionary 

opinion in public which reveal the most about how legislators interpreted the enunciation 

of political opinions by inhabitants ofthe countryside, and where, in the official view, the 

peasantry fit into the political sphere. 
In this chapter, we will consciously turn away from the attempt to view history 

"from below", and examine how and with what specific goals the authorities attempted to 

control the communication of political ideas and opinions which went against the official 
line. We will begin with a brief look at two key antecedents from the early modern period: 
first, the prosecution of heretical speech in Western Europe in the late middle ages, and 

3 For one example, see A-D. Dordogne, 11.3% (Police, surveillance dc presscX A. D. I lautes-Pyr&'&sý 
ILI 62, Police gdriftale, esp., Arretd du directoire ex6cutif prohibant le transport dcs lettres, journaux et 
autrcs ouvrages pdriodiqucs par toute autre voic que par radministration g6ndrale dcs Postcs, 4 pluvi8se VL 
" A-D. llautes-Pyr6ndes, Edcp Us Angles, I D2, D61ibhations du conseil municipal, 1791-1824; ArrW 

dc I'administration du dktartemcntý 21, sans-culottidc, 11. 
'A. P. vol. 37, p. 37,13 janvier 1793. 
' A-P. vol. 65, pp. 676ff, I' juin 1793. See too the copy of the circular at BAL Pdrigucux, LR VII 26 

(Lapeyre, carton 52), "Adresse aux babitants, des campagnes-, de ParE. Ministre dc I'Int&ieur, 2 brumaire 
IL 
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second, the prosecution of treason and seditious speech in seventeenth-century England. 

Returning to France, we will look first at the official position on sedition and treason prior 

to 1789, before examining the evolution of this position during the French Revolution. In 

a final section, we will move from legislative theory to the practice of local trials, where 

investigators' preoccupations and the verdiM decided by both judge and jury reveal how 

the incidents were perceived to have threatened the attachment of the rural population to 

the Revolution. The fifth and final chapter, which follows, will build upon these 

conclusions, and analyse to what extent the -authorities' concerns were justified, by 

examining peasant reaction to the variety of political opinions. 

Historical Antecedents for the Prosecution of Disruptive Speech 

The repression of words which were perceived to threaten the established order 
is, of course, far from being an invention of the French Revolution. The censorship of the 

written word, perceived as more dangerous for its tangible permanence but easier to 

police, has existed to some extent in virtually all literate societies. From the lists of 
forbidden books compiled by the Catholic Church to the tight control wielded by the 

Sorbonne over French printers in the anden Hgime, ecclesiastical and secular institutions 

in early modem Europe worked to restrict the circulation ofthc wrong kind of information, 

hindering printers, writers, pedlars and readers alike. ' However, what primarily interests 

us here is the censorship of spoken words: more flecting and more difficult to control, but 

equally dangerous to public order. While historians of printed dissent have the tmu 

themselves as sources, our knowledge of words spoken against the authorities, whether 

ecclesiastical or secular, is limited to the evidence of their prosecution. 
Again, the deputies and committees of the revolutionary governments in France 

were not the first to attempt to control speech within theirjurisdiction, and there are many 

useful parallels to be drawn from the historical antecedents of their policies. 1hree prime 

examples will be briefly examined here. The first concerns the policing ofteretical speech 
by ecclesiastical authorities both before and after the Protestant Reformation, a crusade 

7 The literature on the censorship of printed works is considerable, and carmot be dealt with adequately 
here. To mention just a few works on France- Hcnri-Jean Martin, Livre. pouvoirs et societi it Paris au 
Xp7p si&le (Gen6ve, 1969ý, Nicole Hermann-Mascard, La censure des livres a Paris a lafin de I'ancien 
Hgime. 1750-1789 (Paris, 1968y, Daniel Roche. "Censorship and thePublishinghidustry", inDarnton and 
Roche (eds. 1 Revolution in Print, pp. 3-26 and notes pp. 313-5; and the contributions to the volume, 
Franqois Furet, et al. (ed. ), Livre et socW6 dans la France du XP7II, siýcle (2 vols., Paris, 1970). 
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which included the Holy Inquisition ofthe Catholic Church, as well as the persecution of 

heretical sects such as the Lollards in England. Like the later revolutionary courts, 

ecclesiastical authorities admitted hearsay evidence, considered public statements more 

serious than private ones, and suspected that a greater evil was behind the defendants' 

crime. In the second example, the policing of verbal sedition in seventcenth-ccntury 
England, we arc brought even closer to the revolutionary case, in that the words arc 

political, the period is one of political disruption, and the authorities are concerned with 

maintaining control over the circulation of information. A third and final example, the 

surveillance of popular opinion in Paris under the ancien regime and specifically, in the 

reign of Iouis XV, will set the stage, for revolutionary governments could not have helped 

but be influenced by pre- 1789 policies regarding political sedition. 

Heresy and the Inquisition 

Although the heresy trials of the Inquisition are far from being the only, or even 

the first, example of prosecution for verbal crime, the era provides some useful and 

thought-provoking parallels with the period ofthe French Revolution. As in the courts of 

the revolutionary era, the ecclesiastical courts of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 
drew on extremely expansive legal definitions of what constituted legal crime, and 
heretical words - especially when spoken in public - were considered to be at least equal 
in importance to heretical actions. Henry Kamen, in his study of the Spanish Inquisition, 

writes that while "the offence arose less with the words than with the intention behind them 

and the implicit danger to faith and morals"t the "overwhelming bulk of prosecutions was 
for purely verbal offences", which the inquisitors classified as "propositions"! 

Ecclesiastical courts were, in general, concerned with controlling the spread of heresy, an 

evil which had its roots essentially in the dynamics of communication. " 

Morcovcr, a briefglancc at the way in which the trials themelves were conducW 

confirms that in many ways, the Revolution marked a return to an earlier era Of 

8 11carY Kamen. lhe Spanish Inquisition. An llistoHcal Revision (Wklon, 1997), pp. 260-1. See also 
James Given, Inquisition andMedieval Society. Power, Discipline andResistance in languedoc (Ithaca 
NY, 1997ý and Ginzburg, 'Ihc hmpiisitor-. 

' See, for cxamPlc,. Anlo Borst "La transmission dc l'bkr&je au Moyen Ager, pp. 273-80, and Robert 
Mandrou, *U transmission dc I'hdr6sic A 1'6Mue modcmd", pp. 281-87, NO in Jacques It Goff (cd. ), 
Hir"es el joctilb dans I 'Eumpe pri indilMeye, Xp-xp7jw juicles Communications et Wbafs A 
Colloque de Royaumont (Paris, 1969). 
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inquisitorial techniques and doctrinal conformity. " The evidence admitted in trials for 

heretical speech in the early modem era, for example, was often sketchy- the accounts of 

merely one or two witnesses, or even a single piece of hearsay, could be enough to convict 

the accused. One Frenchman, a certain S6bastien Guillen from Grenade, in the north of 

the modem-day department of the Haute-Garonne, only narrowly escaped an autodafý in 

Grenoble in 1574, because of his heretical words: 

S&astienGufflemliat accus6par un tdmoind'avoir ditque le pouvoirdu Souverain 
Pontife ne valait rien et que la secte des luth6riens 6tait la bome et que c'est en elle 
que I'on dcvait sc sauver et que la fbi scule sans les oeuvres suffisait, et beaucoup 
d'autres erreurs de la secte de Luther. Il nia et, averti qu'il allait Etre soumis A la 
torture, il avoua enti6rement. U fut r6concili6 avec port de I'habit, prison "tueUe 
et quatre ans de gal&m. " 

Apart from the threat of torture, the elements of Guillen's indictment closely resemble 

those of any number of cases conducted for political purposes under the French 

Revolution: the defendant was accused by one witness only, and convicted for nothing 

more than for having expressed an opinion. In the earlier era as in the later, denunciations 

could easily have been the work of a resentful bystander. In Spain, "ordinary people who 
in casual conversation, or in moments of anger or stress, expressed sentiments that 

offended their neighbours, were likely to find themselves denounced to the Inquisition and 

correspondingly disciplined"; in many cases, the role of the courts, as during the 
Revolution, turned out to be the resolution of local disputes. 12 

Similarities can also be found in assumptions of how dissenting opinion was 
formed. Under the Inquisition, defendants were often asked to name their accomplices or 
those who had influenced them in their opinions, and authorities demonstrated a certain 

reluctance to believe that the words were simply the result of an uneducated individual, s 
independent thoughts. The case of Menocchio, the sixteenth-century Italian miller 
immortalised in the work of Carlo Ginzburg, The Cheese and the Worms, is exemplary 
here. Arrested for common-sensical yet disruptive statements about religion and 
government alike, McnOcchiO maintained in his interrogation that no outside influence had 

111 wn indebted to William Oleiniczak of the College of Charleston for this observation, which was made 
in the context ofthe session, "Spaces and Networks Off0litical Communication in the French Revolutioe, 
at the 4r annual meeting of the SYRS. in Chapel ifill, Nc (April 2001). See also Chartier, Cultural 
Origins, pp. 193-8. 

11 Bartolom6 Bennassar, "Les Frangais devant les tribunaux de l'Inquisition espagnole-, in La France 
d'ancien regime4tudes reunies en Phonneur de Pierre Goubert, (Toulouse, 1984), vol. 1, pp. 55-60; 
citation p. 56. 

" Kamen, Spanish Inquisition, pp. 260-1. See also Brian P. Levack, 7he Witch-Hunt in Early Modem 
Europe, second edition (London/New York, 1995), p. 72. 
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put the ideas into his head. Like the rural citizens whose straightforward statements we 

read in chapter IIL Menocchio, stood firmly by his right to hold an opinion. "My opinions 

came out of my head". he is quoted as having said; "... I have an artful mind, and I have 

wanted to seek out higher things about which I did not know. "13 

A final sin-dlarity across the centuries is to be found in the underlying motivation 
for the pursuit of statements and opinions which went against the grairL Like the public 

prosecutors in French revolutionary courts, the inquisitors insisted that the faithful 

conform to a strictly defined set of beliefs: those who spoke in a way which threatened to 

undermine others' opuuons had to be rooted out, prevented from speaking, and an example 

made of their heresy. Moreover, the definitions of legal crime evolved according to 

institutional and political requirements. Although it was the heretical incantations and 

spells spoken by witches which were ostensibly feared by the established church, 
historians of the phenomenon have argued that the restraints placed on words spoken in 

public were directly linked to the growing power of the centralised state. In her study of 

the prosecution of "witch-speak" in Elizabethan England, Kirilka Stavreva stresses that 

the actions of the monarchy amounted to the creation of a "political technology of public 

specch7, marking "the social limits beyond which individuals could not use their 

speech .. as they saw fit", and derxAmg a "low tolerance for the public expression of 
discontent. ""' Brian Levack similarly, identifies the "fear of rebellion, sedition and 
disorder that beset members of the upper classes during these years" as key factors in the 
formulation of the concept of witchcraft. "It is no coincidence", Lcvack continues, "that 

the earliest descriptions ofthe witches' Sabbath appeared when Europe was experiencing 

a wave of social rebellions in the late fourteenth century. "" In Reformation Europe as in 

revolutionary France, then, the support ofjudicial sanctions against dissenting opinions 

allowed rulers to consolidate their power and establish control over a diverse population. 
Ilese thernes will be central to the pages which follow on the relationship between 

revolutionary authorities and rural dissenters. 

13 Ginzburg. Cheese and the Worms, pp. 12 and 27. 
14 Kirilka Staweva, -Fighting Words: Witch-Speak m Late Elizabethan Docu-Fictioh"ý Journal of 

Medieval andEarlyModern Studies. 30 (2000), pp. 309-38; citations fi-ora pp. 331-2. 
15 Uvack. 77te Witch-Hunt. PP. 64-5.1XVack cites numerous cases in which rebels against the mling 

power were accused of heresy and witcheraft alongside charges of rebellion and treason, see p. 66-7. See 
also Peter Elmer, -rowards a Politics of wikt=aft in Early Modem England-, in Stuart Clark (ed. ý 
IAT'guages Of ffiftchcraft* Narrative. IdeoloVandifeaning w BariyModern Culture (Basmgstoke, 200 1), 
pp. 101-18. 
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Treason and libel in early modern England 

While there are certainly Some interesting similarities between the prosecution of 

heretical statements in early modem Europe and the policing of political talk during the 

French Revolution, there are also some notable differences. The prosecuting body, for 

example, was not a national government but an international institution, and the maxims 

enforced were not related to political allegiance, but to religious opinion alone. In these 

respects, the prosecution of treacherous or seditious speech and of political libel in early 

modem England is a more direct antecedent, and the fact that historians have devoted 

considerable attention to the topic makes for a rich comparison. " From the enforcement 

of the Reformation in the period of Oliver Cromwell and the policing of speech in the late 

sixteenth century, through the era of the Civil War and the Restoration in the late 

seventeenth century to the instability of the late eighteenth century, periods of political 

crisis and of consolidation of royal power were marked, in England, by renewed efforts 
in the prosecution of dissent. 

As a resultý if the French revolutionary deputies were looking for precedents as 

they drafted their legislation, they would have found plenty among the English statutes. 

'Me law oftreason as used in the British Isles was based on the original statute ofEdward 

III, decreed in 1325, which made it an offence to "imagine or compass the death of the 

"17 king; make war against him, or aid his enemies. As amended by Henry VIII in 1534, 

the law allowed for treason which was committed by "words or writing", although 

officially the court had to prove that the words constituted - at least in intention - an overt 
act. " The series of statutes known as Scandalum magnatum allowed a much more general 
application, and were therefore increasingly used to prosecute political sedition. 
Originating in 1275 under Edward 1, the Scandalum as it existed in the mid-sixteenth 
century defined a "seditionary" as any person who 

"Splease see, in particular, G. R. EltortPolicyandPolice: the Enforcement oftheRefomation in theAge 
OfThomas CromwU (Cambridge, 1972Y, Christopher Duggan, -Me Advent of Political Thought-Control 
inEngland. Seditious and Treasonable Speech, 1495-154r, UnpublishedPILD. DissertationNarthwestern 
university, 1993; Philip Hamburger, The Development of the Law of Seditious Libel and the Control of 
the pressr, StanfordLawReview, 37 (19M-85), pp. 661-765; Samaha, "Gleaninel-, Fox, "Rurnour- 

, Sharp, 
'Topular Pol itical OpinioW%, and John Barrell, Imagin ing the King's Death: Figurative Treason, Fantasies 
ofRegicide 1793-1796 (Oxford, 20M). 
17 Hamburger, "Developmenf. 
Is Although Elton maintains that conviction of seditious words under treason law was unlikely except in 

times of extreme crisis (Policy and Police, pp. 29&-S), Christopher Duggan has made a convincing 
argument regarding the initiative ofboth Henry VII and Henry VM in amending the early treason statutes 
to encompass mere political dissent, as well as incitations to political violence. See Elton, Policy and 
Police, pp. 296-8; Duggan, "Advent of Political 110ught-Control", pp. ] 4. 
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... shall maliciously of his or their imagination speak any false seditious and 
slanderous news, rumours, sayings or tales of our said sovereign lord and King or 
ofour said most natural sovereign lady and Qý or .. ofthe speaking or reporting 
of any other... or to the encouragin& stirring or moving of any insurrection of 
rebellion within this realm-.. " 

The punishment for sedition under this statute was either the pillory and both ears cut off, 

or, ifpreferred- for the wealthier scditionarics -a 000 fine and three months in prison. 
Under the reign of Elizabeth 1, both the law and the penalties were made more severe: 

those who wished for, imagined, or predicted the death of the queen - or even simply 

wondered who would succeed her or what it would be like when she died - were included 

as seditionarics, and those caught in a second offence were subject to the death penalty. ' 

Other laws, finally, including those against heresy (for religious matters) and seditious 
libel (for both written and verbal defamation) could also be used to punish dissidents. 

In addition to their purpose - to control the speech of the inhabitants of the realm 

- the English sedition laws resemble those of the French revolutionary govcmmcnts in 

other ways, revealing that many ofthe problems and issues were similar in both situations. 

As was already mentioned, under the law of treason, the prosecuting attorneys were 

required to, produce evidence that the speaker's intention had been trcachcrous, an 
inconvenience which limited its cffectivcness in political trials. As historian Geoffrey Elton 

reLates, regarding the era of Thomas Cromwell, 

It would be quite wrong to suppose that anything would do, or that the decision to 
proceed depended on the mere whim of the men in power. On the contrary. if tlv= 
was any doubt at all whether a supposed offence amounted to treason there was only 
one authority which could decide - that of the lawyers and especially the judges... 
Charges were weighed and the distinction between words treasonable by the statute 
and other words at best seditious was observed. Since denunciations could be wild 
and vague, a good deal of essentially harmless talk could be dangerous, but a good 
deal reported could also be extremely hard to assess. " 

Even the Scandalum magnalum was, in theory, valid only against the spreading of news 

and tales to do with the sovereigns which wcrefalse, allowing for the possibility ofpublic 

embarrassnx-rit ifthe defence counsel were to succeed in proving the rurnours to be true. 22 

Other laws, including the Tudor felony statutes which allowed for the inclusion ofdissent, 

1 &2 Philip and MaM c, 3 (1554ý cited in Samaha. -Gleaninge. pp. 64-5. 
23 Eliz. c. 2, cited in Ibid.. p. 65. See also, on this theme, BarrcH, Imagining the King's Death. pp. 144. 

indeed, in the case of treason trials undcr Wwjam pift, it would seem that the English were inspired by 
the French. 

Elton, Policy and Police, pp. 3014. 
" Roger B. Manning. "Tbe Origine of the Doctrine of Sedition, Albion 12 (1990ý pp. 99-121; 

Hamburger, "Development-, pp. 668-9. 
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were deemed to be too harsh in practice, and their application was resisted by the 

judiciary. ' 

In spite of the different inconveniences of the various legal options for controlling 

criticism and dissent, the richness of court records for the period shows that much of the 

time, English monarchs succeeded in bringing dissenters to trial. Moreover, although some 

research has focussed primarily on urban areas and upon the elite population of those 

areas, far more has been done on seditious speech in rural England than in comparable 

regions of France. Making good use of the archives which accumulated as a result of the 

needs of various governments to monitor the pulse of public opinion, historians of the 

English countryside have demonstrated that official concerns extended to the "free 

speaking and irreverent chatter of the populace" as early as the Elizabethan era. 24 "Direct 

evidence of popular expression is hard to discover, " writes Buchanan Sharp of the 

Restoration period, "but it can be found. " Adam Fox agrees, pointing out that while 
"historians of 'high' politics" have tended to neglect the "opinions of most ordinary 

peopl6", either because they are too difficult to find and recreate or because they simply 
think them irrelevant, "it is not possible to understand the national significance ofpolitical 

processes at the centre without also appreciating their social and regional depth. 26 Joel 

Samaha, finally, goes as far as berating historians for ignoring the common people, and 

not working harder to seek their voice among the documentation. " 'Vhen the majority 
have been mentioned, " he writes in the preface to his work on sedition among the 
'inarticulate' of Essex, "it has generally been in disparaging terms - they were violent, 
they were lazy, they were coarse, and they were stupid... Little or no effort has been made 
to listen to their words ... they are almost always spoken for by others. " Having uncovered 
a tremendously rich archive ofverbal outbursts among the rural population, Samaha goes 
on to examine in detail the nature and consequences of popular dissent, concluding, like 
Fox and Sharp, that the project is immensely worthwhile 

Finally, as each of these historians shows for different periods over a span of 
nearly two centuries, the common people of early modem England voiced their opinions 
in exclamations, bawdy songs, remarks of discontent and discouragement - in short, in 

much the same way as the peasants of revolutionary France. The comments recorded are 

13 Hamburger, "Development", p. 671. 
21 Tle expression is from Fox, "Rumour", p. 599. 

Sharp, "Popular Political Opinion7, p. 13. 
Fox, "R=oiir% p. 598. 
Samaha, "Gleanings", pp. 61 ff. 
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far from being parochial, simplistic remarks on rural problems: they reveal an intelligent 

awareness of the political situation and a variety of strong opinions, justifying the 

authorities' concerns but not their prejudices. While the topics of discussion varied from 

the health of the sovereign and the conduct of members of the royal court to the policies 

ofchurch and state, as Adwn Fox points out, "popular dissent was not merely intemperate 

invective but amounted to more thoughtful opposition, while even the articulation of 

specific grievances might develop into quite subtle discussion of the widcr constitutional 
issues. ' Similarly, Buchanan Sharp, working specifically on the period of the 

Restoration, differentiates, among the popular comments in his sample, between the 

"scurrilous words about the King and his family, sometime: s accompanied by expressions 

of anti-Catholicism7', and the more politicisod words of "self-conscious supporters of 

Puritanism or the Cromwellian regime and enemies on principle of monarchy and 

cpiscopacy. "29 Clearly, while seditious comments vary widely from one historical cra to 

another and between countries, there are remarkable parallels to be drawn between the 

official response to dissent on either side of the Channel. 

I. &e-mqjest4f and sedition in ancien rigime France 

Much like their English counterparts, the ruling powers of medieval and early 
modem France had traditionally demonstrated littletolerance forseditious acts and words. 
Since the early Valois there had existed laws aping Mse-majeW, the most heinous of 

crimes, literally signiPjing an injury done to the royal person. " It was this charge that was 
brought against Ravaillac, the gibbering madman who murdered Hmfi IV in 1610, aswell 

as against Damiens, the would-be assassin of Louis XV. The law of Use-majesig had its 

basis in the obedience and loyalty owed the king by his subjects, and as such, was 

ultimately derived from his divine right to rule. A category of the law known as Mse- 

majesti dh4ne accordingly included religious offences such as heresy, simony, sacrilege, 

and blasphemy, and amounted to crimes against God, which were punished as an attack 

against God's appointed representative on earth: the SoVereig, 1.31 The main category, 

" FOX, -Rumour', passim., citation from p. 619. 
29 Sharp. "Popular Political Opinion! % p. 14. 
" Jourdan, Athanase JCan Ugcr, et aL. Recueil g0niral des andennes loisfran; aija, depuu I ý2n 420 

jUSPIA Id Wvoludon de 1789 (29 vols, Paris, 1921-33ý The first entry fbr'16m>-vmjestA' is in 1315, vith 
many other adjustments fOllOwing In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuncs. 
31 AlthOugh Ws is the cxPl8natiOn set Out by the EncwlopAidie, published in the 1750s by "enlightened" 

Scholars, George Arm*mg KClIy has argued that very litdc of this Onginal rcspect remained by the 
cighteenthcenhuy SwKelly. "FromUse-majesto toLise-nation: Treason mEighteenth-CcfttmyFrancc! *, 
Journal of the HislorY OfIdeas. 42 (198 1). pp. 269-86, and JeffreY Merrick, The Desacralization of the 
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however, and the one which concerns us here, was that of Mse-majesM humaine, referring 

to an attack against the sovereign or against the state. While the former was dealt with in 

ecclesiastical courts, the latter was left to the secular authorities, who broke it down into 

two levels of seriousness. Use-majesM in the first degree, which could be examined only 

by the Parlement, included physical attacks on the royal person, as well as various 

analogous acts oftreachery, such as an attack against any member ofthe royal family, or, 

more commonly, conspiracy against the state? ' In the second degree, the crime was more 

broadly interpreted, and included insults to the king, seditious libel and encouraging 

rebellion against royal authority, as well as counterfeiting, smuggling, duelling, desertion, 

and conspiring against lesser members of the royal administration. 

nus, the early laws against high treason were used to prosecute not only attacks 

on the life of the monarch, but also attacks upon his honour or his authority, by such 

means as seditious speech or writings. Indeed, the relevance of verbal crime in this era 

cannot be underestimated. As Henry Kamen has written of the early modem period, 
In a largely pro-literate age, all important social affirmations - such as personal 
pledges or court testimony - were made orally... A man's spoken word was his 
bond. Judicial evidence consisted of what some people said about others. By the 
same token, negative declarations - insults, slander - were usually verbal. Verbal 

statements directed against one's neighbours and against God or religion were 
treated with severity by both state and Church authorities, for they disturbed the 
peace of the community. All legal tribunals of the day, including the Holy Office, 
therefore paid attention to the consequences of the spoken word. ' 

In the legal system of anden regime France, right up to the Revolution, attention was 

most certainly paid to the consequences of the spoken word. In addition to the inclusion 

ofverbal insults and incitement to violence as forms of Mse-majeste, some early laws were 

expressly directed at verbal crime. In 1413, for example, Charles VI issued an ordinance 
intended to maintain calm and order in the kingdom, which prohibited all royal subjects, 

regardless of status, to "faire prof6rcr ou. seiner paroles autrment d6notant divisions et 

contraires& ladite paix, ni induire les; gens A venir violer ou. emp8cher Celle-ci. "" During 

French Monarchy in the Eighteenth Century (Baton Rouge, LA, 1990). 
12 As enumerated in the ordonnance of Villers-Cotterets (1539), the ordonnance de Blois (1579), and the 

declarations of 16 August 1653,11 November 1654,17 May 1610 and January 1629; see the Recueil 
gingral des anciennes loisfranfaises, and the article "kse-maj est6" in La Grande encyclopJdie. - inventa ire 
raisonne des sciences. des kttres et des arts (31 vols., Parisý 1886-1902), vol. 22, pp. 88-89. 
33 Kamen, Spanish inquisition, p. 261. 
34 "Nostre intention .. cstre tenir perpdtuellement ledit traict6 et bonne paix, et icelle maintenir et garder..., 
ne souffrir estre enfi-ainte par quelque persorme- en faisant exprýs commandement, ct deffence de par nous 
sur peine de confiscation de corps et de bicns, qu'il ne soit aucun de quclcoonque cstat, auctorit6 ou 
condition qu'il soit, qui face profercr ou scmer parolles autrement d6notans divisions et contraires A ladicte 
paix, ni qui puisscnt gens induire A venir contre icelle ViOlIcT Ou emPescher. " Paris, 6 octobre 1413; Recued 
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the wars ofLouis XIV, a law was passed which prescribed the death penalty for those who 

succeeded in convincing soldiers to desert the arrnyý' a crime which would also be 

considered important during the revolutionary and Napoleonic wars. 
However, not all seditious speech amounted to out-and-out treason, and the 

philosophical and conceptual difficulty of applying severe penalties to mcre complaints, 

sta ements and opinions was an important topic ofdiscussion among the writers and critics 

associated with the literary movement of the Enlightenment. Louis de Jaucourt, author of 

the article on 14se-majeW in the EkqjvIqp6dje, argued that any attempt to punish 

individuals for treacherous words alone was rnisguided. Speech could only be considered 

a crime, he maintained, once it was linked to illegal action, or once the criminal intent of 

the words was proven. The problem, dc Jaucourt pointed out, was that indiscretion could 

easily be mistaken for malice, and even the tonc of voice with which words were spoken 

could change their meaning. Except in a state of q=iny, he continued, it would be 

impossible to make a charge of Mse-majeW based on words alone, using the following 

example to demonstrate how such a law could become tyrannical: 

11 y avait dans; la Rdpublique de Rome une loi de majestate, contre cetm qui 
curnmettraient quelque attentat contre le peuple romain. Tibere so saisit do cctte loi, 
et I'appliqua non pas au cas pour 1equel efle avait dt6 faite, mais A tout cc qui pu 
servir sa haine ou ses d6fiances. Ce n'4taient pas sculemcnt les actions qui 
tombaient. dans les cas de cette loiý mais des paroles indiscrkes, des sWws. des 
songes, le silcnee mCine. H ny eut plus de libertd dans les festins, dc confiance dans 
les parent6s, de fid6lith dans les escables... ' 

Indeed, do Jaucourt's example bears a striking resemblance to the prosecution of verbal 

crime under the Revolution. Words might be a police concern, but not a criminal one, he 

concluded: "On renverse tout, si l'on fait des paroles un crime capital. "" 

Moreover, de Jaucourt was not the only enlightened thinker to express the concern 

that spoken words were being considered a crime in themselves. The debate had, in fact, 

begun with the Baron de Montesquicu, who had addressed the topic in his principal work 

of political theory, De LEspfit des lois, from which de Jaucourt had borrowed many of 
his arguments. While the law against 1&e-majesti, if clearly defined as an attack on the 

g0MmI des andenws loisfhuVaises, vol. 7. pp. 4og-9. 
35 Ordonnancc portant pemc dc mort contre ccux qui auront provoqud dcs soldats I la d6scrtion; au camp 

de Ncidre-AsscIt, 17 juin 1676; Rwueil ginimi des anciennes IoiyfhwqaLm. vol. 19, p. 16 1. 
31 Article -M=-majcst6*, in LEncXIqpjdje. ou dictionnaire raiwmd des smences, des arts, et des 

mitiers, par une sodW de gens de lettres (17 vols., Paris, 1751-65), vol. 9, pp. 399401. 
"DeJaucotnI, 'I[kso-maJest6' Indeed, de Jaucourt has taken his ramoning directly fivm Moritcsquieu's 

Do I'Esprit des lois. Book XIL chapter 7 (sce footnote 38, below). 
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life of the sovereign, was valid enough, Montesquicu argued that the vague application of 

such a terrible phrase to other crimes, such as criticism of the king's agents or 

counterfeiting, worked only to reduce this validity, by watering down the horror one should 

properly feet at an attack on the king, and was a key sign that a government had 

degenerated into despotiSM. 38 Its use for "paroles indiscrUes7', predictions, idle thoughts, 

and other expressions that had no dangerous or criminal results, Montesquicu. wrote, was 

the worst possible abuse. "Les discours sont si suiets & interpr&ation, " he argued, "... que 
la Loi ne peut gu6re soumettre les paroles; i moins qu! elle ne d6clare cxpress6mmt celles 

qAlle y soumet. " Otherwise, only words which could be tied to an illegal action should 
be punishable by law: 

Ainsi un homme qui va dans la place publique e)diorter les sujets A la, r6volte, 
devient coupable de 16se-Majest6, parce que les paroles sont jointesA I'action et y 
participent. Ce ne sont point les paroles que lon punit, mais ime action commise 
dans laquelle on emploiclesparoles. Elles ne deviennent des crimes quelorsqLfeUes 
pr6parent, cpYelles accompagnent ou qu! elles suivent une action criminelle... " 

The Marquis de Condorcet, in his Fragments sur la DberN de la Presse, echoed this last 

point, when he argued that an author putting forth a seditious idea only expresses an 

opinion, unless his words cause a revolt. 40 

The influence ofthe work ofMontesquieu and, once translated into French, oftha 

of Beccaria, brought French intellectual opinion to demand a more exact correspondence 
between the gravity of crimes and their punishment. "' However, in spite of these strong, 

contemporary arguments against the prosecution of potential subversives; on charges 
limited to verbal crimes, the royal government continued to keep a tight rein on the 

political utteranccs'of its subjects. Recent attention to the police reports contained in the 
Bastille archives, held at the BibllotNque de lArsenal in Paris, has produced a wealth 

of important scholarship on the relationship between royal authority and a growing public 

opinion, paving the way for further studies of the nature of this opinion, both urban and 

38 Montesquieu, CharIcs-Louis Secondat, Bam de, De L 'Esprit des Loix, ou Rapport qu'elies doivent 
avoir avec Ja Constitution de chaque gouvernement les moeurs, le climat, la religion et le commerce..., 
(3 vols., Amsterdam, 1758), book 301 (Uix qui forment la Libert6 politique dans son rapport avec le 
citoyený chapter VI (Crime de lase-majest6ý, citation, vol. 2, p. 14. 
39 Montesquieu, De I'Esprit des lois, book X14 chapter VII (vol. 2, p. 21). 
4o Condorcet, Marie Jean Antoine Nicolas De Caritat, Marquis De, -Fragments sur la Libertd de la 

presse", in Arthur O'Connor and Dominique Franqois Jean Arago (eds. ), Oeuvres complRes, (12 vols., 
Paris: Firmin Didot fr&es, 1947-1949), VOL 11, pp. 255-314. 
41 Kelly, -From We-majesti", p. 278. Like Montesquieu, Cesare Beccaria argued for better proportion 

between crimes and punishments, and pointed out that "only tyranny and ignorance, which confound the 
clearest words and ideas, can assign the name [of lese majesty or high treasonj (and consequently the 
ultimate punishment) to crimes of a different nature, thus making men, as on a thousand other occasions, 
the victims of a word. " On Crimes and Punishments. trans. David Young (Indianapolis, 1986), p. IS. 
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rural. ' Louis XV, it would seem, possibly mindful ofthe revolts of the Fronde which had 

inspired his great-grandfather to build the castle of Versailles beyond the reach of the 

crowd, was interested in the political statements of the inhabitants of Paris. Police spies, 

or mouches, infiltrated the caf6s, streets and public squares of the capital, listening to the 

"mauvais discours" ofthc populace and noting it down for the information of the king and 
his councillors. In comparison with the revolutionary period, royal authorities were 

concerned only with preserving the status quo, and thus while dissidents were carefully 

watched, they were not arrested unless their words clearly targeted public officials, 

especially the king, or betrayed an underlying intention to disturb public order. However, 

in certain cases, where the police deemed that the speaker represented a real threat, 

suspects were brought in, questioned, held in the Bastille, and sometimes punished for 

their words. Indeed, the historians who have examined die papers of both the spies and the 

police, while focussed on slightly different aspects of the problem, have concluded that 

towards the end of the anden rigime, the monarchy no longer held a monopoly on 

political discourse: indeed, "public opinion: " was evolving into a critical force to be 

reckoned with. 43 

VVWle the work of Fargc and others has opened new doors for the analysis of 
police records in the pursuit of the words of the populace, such a study in the provincts 

would be virtually impossible before 1789. Whether through a lack of infrastructure and 

manpower, or an absence ofconcem over possible rural political intentions, the monarchy 

simply did not go to the same lengths to monitor mauvais discours outside of Paris. Rural 

subjects were rarely, if ever, charged with crimes such as lese-twjes16; when they do 

make an appearance in the archives of seditious activity, it is almost always as 

participants in illegal gatherings, rather than as the source of seditious opinions or 

statements. Although the term "sedition7 is currently used to denote not only behaviour, 

but also speech which incites to rebellion or agitation against the authority of the stateý" 

the use of the epithet "seditious" in describing speech is largely a phenomenon of the 

modem period, beginning with the Revolution. In cighteenth-ccntury usage, "sedition" 

42 nie key histori; ms involved in this important new direction were, for the most part, introduced in the 
introduction: Dale van Kleyý The Damiens Affair and the Unraveling of the Ancien r0gime, 1750-1770 
(Pfinceton, NJ, 1994); FargcSubversive Words. Graham, Ifthe King Only Kne, and -Crimcs of Opinion-, 
and Darnton, 'An Early Information Societr 

43 Van KICY, Damiens Affair. PP. 10-2, and chapter 5; Graharn, If the King Only Knew. pp. 257-67; 
Dainton, "An Early Infarmation Socjeq, % pp 4-7 and 34-5; Fargc, Subversive WorA pp 196-9. 
" Judy Pearsall and Bill Trumble (eds. ), 77m Oxford English Refenmce Dictionary (oxford/New York, 

1996ýp. 1310. 
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referred only to "un trouble, une division, une 6motion, une r6voltd"', or any huge 

gathering phich occurred without the permission of the magistrates, or against their 

authority; nes. s6ditieux7l referred to those who were illegally gathered. "' Any references 

to the statements, ideas, or opinions which might have inspired the revolt invariably 

impiied that such instigation must have been the work of educated outsiders. 

The strength of the contemporary association of rural sedition with civil 

disobedience and violence is demonstrated by existent police enquiries into such crimes in 

the rural south-west. Incidents of"seditioe invariably concerned illicit gatherings for such 

motives as organised tax evasion, and the spreading of "fausses nouvelles", a serious 

charge under the Revolution, usually referred to nothing more than the passing on of 

malicious, unfounded gossip. " Wition in the eighteenth century, in fact, often concerned 

what would be called r6sistance 4 la loi or r6bellion 6 justice during the French 

Revolution: groups ofarmed peasants banded together in order to force a situation in their 
favour or to prevent justice from being done to one of their own. A typical example is that 

of Jean Marsan, dit Chicoýjean, who was convicted in 1763 of having been the 
"instigateur ct chef d'attroupernent" as well as a "s6ditieux, rebelle et violenf' in an 

incident which had occurred on the road between Bordeaux and Biscarosse. ' Chicoýjean 

and five other individuals, all labourers or artisans and inhabitants ofthe same village, had 

ambushed the marechauss6e with the intention of liberating Chico)jean's brother and his 

brother's companion Lamadoue, both members of the coast guard, who were being taken 

to Bordeaux as prisoners. At first, the ambush was successful; after a short conflict with 
the brigade, Chicoýjean and his associates made off with both the prisoners and the 

mar6chauss6e's horses. However, they were later discovered and arrested, and Chico)jean 

and three of his five companions were sentenced to hang. Such examples are not 
uncommon: s6ditions and Motionspopulaires against various authorities, including local 

seigneurs and municipal councils, as well as the mar6chauss6e and other representatives 

4s De jaucourt, "Sation7, in LEnq 
. KIqp6die. For examples of the use of 's6ditieux', see the law on 

an'roupement-1,10 man 1681 (Recued g6ngral des andennes loisfrangaises, vol. 19, p. 262), which 
specifles that the seditieux must number 10 or more for the gathering to be considered an attwupement, 
and the declaration of martial law in octobre-novernbre 1789 (Recued gkgral annotJ des lois, decrets, 
Ordonnances, etc., vol. 1, p. 22), in which those who resist authority and do not disperse peacefully are 
called -les s6ditieue. 

46 SM for example, tile caw against Jeanne Simonette of Pamiers (Ari6ge), accused of "fausses 
nouvclles". A. D. Ariýge, IB37, pi6ces 11-13, Sdn6chaussde de Pamiers, interrogation et informations, 29 
avril 1709. 
11 A. D. Dordogne, B683, Arrit da Parlernent de Bordeaux qui condamne jean Marsan, dit Chicoyjean, 

chinirgicn, a etre pendu, pour s6dition, r6bellion, ViOlences et voies de fait envers la mar6chauss6e en 
fonctions, 3 scptembre 1763. 
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of the royal government, constituted a significant component of rural justice under the 

ancien regime. 49 

On the other hand, to judge from the paucity of archival evidence, rural 

inhabitants were only very rarely charged with seditious speech. ' As we have seen in 

previous chapters, conversations certainly took place which might have been interpreted 

as subversive or disloyal. However, their relative absence from pre-revolutionary archives 

confirms the tendency of local authorities to view the populace as politically inactive, and 

thus undeserving of any serious scrutiny. The few exceptions differ from the majority of 

cases in two main respects. First of all, they involve a statement of opinion directed at the 

king himscl& rather than at an aspect of his rule, such as taxes, recruitment, or the social 

order. A 1713 ruling oftheParlement of Bordeaux, for example, condemned a man named 

Queyroux, of the nearby town of Cadillac, to an indefinite prison sentence, for having 

"tenu des discours scandaleux, s6diticux, injuricux ct offensants contre la personnc sacr6e 
du Roy, et contre Ics pr&rcs, religieux ct contrc la religion catholiquc. " Ile case bad 

originally been sent to the seigneurial court, but given the gravity of the crime, the local 

judges had declared themselves unable to decide the affair. Even the magistrates of the 

Parlement had pleaded incompetence, and Qucyroux served his sentence at the 

Conciergerie in PariO Clearly, statements made against the king, even by provincials, fell 

into a category altogether apart from the "seditions" and "emotions" which were dealt with 

on a daily basis. 

The second difference with the statements in question is that they were made 

within earshot ofone or more politically aware individual, who recognised the crime and 

took the trouble to report it. Michel Baron, for example, the first consul of the village of 
Gourdan, near Parniers in the ArRge, was reported by his fellow municipal officers in 

4' Both Julius Ruffand Steven Reinhardt &1dress the question ofsedition and collective violence primarily 
in the context of the defence of economic rights: Ruff, Crime, Justice and Public Order in Old Regime 
France. The SinkhaussOes ofLibourne and Bazas, 1696-1789 (London, 1984ý chapter 6; Reinhardt. 
Justice in the Sarladdis, 1770-1790 (BatOn Rouge M 199 1), pp. 236-7. 
'" Studies of criminal justice in rural society during the ancien rýgime make scant mention of any police 

concern with the opinions and statements of the peasantry. see lain Cameron, crime andRepression in the 
Auvergne and the Giyenne, 1720-1790 (Cambridge, 1981ý RuIL 0ime. Justice and Public Order, 
Mal cohn Greenshields, An Economy of Violence in Ea rly mode? n France. - Crime andJush ce in the Haute- 
Auvergne. 1587-1664 (University Park. PA, 1994Y. and Anflmy Crulxwgh, Bakweing the Scales Of 
Justice. Local Courts and Rural Socieop in Southuest France. 1750-1800 (University Palt. PA, 2001). 
Reinhardt, in Justice in the Sarl4daij, is the only scholar %ho mentions verbal crime-, however, his 
examples are limited to parish priests speaking against local seigneurl, see pp 254-7. 
" A-D. Gironde, sdric B, Arr6ts de Parlonent non-cat6s, juillet-ao0t 1713; pitces concernant Qucyroux 

(6 et 8 juillet, 18 aoilt 1713). No further reference to Queyroux' case was round in the archives, leaving 
us ignorant of his identity and circumstances. 
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1772 for having insulted the king. " As it transpired, his statements were made after a 

fellow villager had reported that in Toulouse, it was said that the king planned to demand 

higher taxes on both land and produce. Returning home from the village at the end of the 

day in the company of three other men, Baron recalled the news they had heard, and 

remarked that the king was a "fripon, et qu'il voulait manger la France". His companions 

cautioned him, saying that ifhe were overheard, he risked the hangman's noose; but Baron 

only retort4 in the local patois, "who do you think would go and tell the king? and what 

could he do? "" 

Apparently, someone did report Baron's words, for he was arrested one week 
later. His error might have been that he made his statement in the company of other well- 

to-do farmers, colleagues who might have envied his position as first consul. Like Baron, 

Qucyroux was likely overheard by people of some political awareness, as he came from 

a commercial town not far from Bordeaux. Nonetheless, these two cases are by far the 

exception: the inns and markets of the south-western countryside did not teem with police 

spies, as did the caf6s and streets of Paris in the same period. Put simply, the government 
had more important things to worry about than the statements of insignificant villagers. 
Ile very fact that seditious assemblies, virtually the only option available to peasants to 

contest royal policy, were called popular Motions clearly shows that in the minds of the 

authorities, the crime was one of instinct rather than of rational thought. This attitude is 

even visible in de Jaucourt's article on sedition in the Encyclopedie. Such movements, he 

writes, "proviennent d'effeur lorsqu'un peuple croit qu'on lui a fait du mal, ou qu'on a eu 
dessein de lui en faire... 11 ya sans doute de la m6chancet6 dans ceux qui excitent ces 
s6ditions; mais le peuple n'y est jamais entrain6 que par erreur. "" Whether the French 

peasantry was politically minded in the eighteenth century or not is a topic worthy of 
debate; what is clear, however, is that the government did not believe it to be. 

31 A. D. Aritge ' IB204, pi&m 14, S&6chaussde de Parniers, procL%s men6 par le procureur du Roi contre 
Michel Baron, ýýnsul de Gourdan, pour injures contre le roi. 

According to the three witnesses, Baron had said, 'qu'il se f- du Roy, et qu, il dtait IM f- V--.: Ui ,q voulez-vous qui aille le lui dire? que vcut-il nous faireT' A. D. Arfte, IB204, pi&e 4, Informatiom§, 24 
septembre 1772. 
" De Jaucourt, article "SMtionr, LEncyclopidie. 
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Legislation against Seditious Speech during the French Revolution 

The establishment of the National Assembly in June of 1789 did not immediately 

change the apparent demarcation between political and popular sedition, but it did bring 

the issue to the fore. A re-drawing of the rules concerning freedom of expression had 

clearly been on the deputies' agenda, and an initial statement of policy was contained in 

article X of the Declaration of the Rights of Man. ' However, between the threat of 

conspiracy against the new regime from dissident elements, and the effervescence of 

Parisian crowds in the wake of the storming of the Bastille, the members of the National 

Assembly were forced to put new laws against treason into place quickly. Pushed by 

popular demand for a court to judge those who had resisted the will of the people on 14 

July, 5-5 the National Assembly took advantage of the opportunity to make a grandiose 

announcement: since the nation had clearly replaced the king as the embodiment of 

sovereign powerýý any treachery against the state would henceforth be punished as "16se- 

nation7, a clever neologism which fired the popular imagination. The ComW des rapports, 

which was established on 28 July 1789 and rcnamed the ComW des recherches on 25 

August, was designed to receive and report on correspondence rclating to troubles in the 

provinces, investigate charges of I&e-nattm and "serve as a political police, "57 and a 

single "Haute-Cour" was proposed to act as a supreme court in cases of political justice. ' 

Until the establishment of a provisional court in Orldans in March 179 1, trials were held 

at the ChWet, an ordinary civil court, in Parie indwd, the actual Haute Cour nationale 

I Article: 10 of the Dichiration des droits do I'homme et du ciloyen proclaims "libcrtd dopinion ct dc 
conscicricc! % provided that the manifestation of these does not disturb the public order See Jean-Pierre 
Royer, Histoire de laiustice en Fmnce: De la monarchie absolue d la Ripublique (Paris, 1986), p. 247. 
1 Raymond Lindon mid Daniel Amson, La Haute Cour; 1789-1987 (Paris, 1987), p. 13; Roussel, Ernest- 

Antoine, La Haute Cour nationale a Orlimu, 1791-1792. Discours pronomi lors de IA udi ence solennelle 
de rentrie du Courd'appel d'Orlgans; 16 octobm 1901 (Orl6ans, 1901), p. 4. According to Roussel, the 
district wbich was the most vocal in demanding a tribunal politique was les FilIcs-St-Thomas. 
I GJL Kelly has argued that the "mutation of U=son itself in the light of the new understanding of the 

'nation% its composition and center of gravity" actually occurred before the birth of the political nation in 
1789, a position which is supported by the contestation of Jeffrey Merrick and others that the monarchY 
had lost its divine attributes in the eyes of the people. See Kelly, -From Lhse-miesir, p. 278; Metric][. 
Desacralization; and Darnton, "An Early Information Society% pp 14-5. 
0 Jones, Longman Companion, p. 93. The multifaceted arguments for the formation oC first, a Comitj des 

mppong, mid then the Comiti des recherches, are expcray described by archivist Pierre Cailld (edL). 
Comile des recherches de lAssembige nationale. 1789-1791: inventaire analoique de lasous-sMe D 
XXMis (Paris, 1993X introduction, pp. 9-26. See also Michel Ende, IU Comitk de surveillance dc 
I'Assembl6e Wgislative, 1791-1792'. 4Ch-Kf-. 36 (1964ý pp. 12948, and Albert Troux. ýIA Police 
politique pendant la Wvolution franqaiSe7, Infonnation historique, 14 (1952ý pp. 1-14 and 127-35. 

Godechot, Les Institutions, p. 145, RoM Histoire de lapatice, p. 300. 
EAmond SeligmanjaJustice enFrwwependmt la Rivolution. 1789-1792 (2 vols., Paris, 1901 ý VOLI, 

pp. 19-33. Defendants charged with Use-nation continued to be tried at the Chfitelet for more am a year, 
from 21 October 1789 to 25 October 1790. 
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was not fully functional until March 1792. 

Unfortunately, in spite of d=c institutional overtures, the Haute Cour nationale 

was an utter failure as ajudicial. institution. Willed into existence by decree oftheNational 

Assembly on 10 May 1791, its installation was continuously delayed; in the end, it 

operated for only six months, from 25 March to 25 September 1792. Of the 23 cases aýd 

142 defendants sent before the Haute Cour during those six months, a verdict was reached 

in only three, due to disorganisation, administrative obstacles, and political hesitancy. In 

faci, the fourjudges and twenty-fourjury members had so little work to occupy them, that 

the inhabitants of OrMans petitioned the National Convention in August to have them 

removed, complaining that 

... les Or14anais souffreilt depuis longtemps de voir que les MM de la Haute-Cour 
nationale ont 22 livres par jour pour ne rien faire-, ils r6pugnent tous ä juger les 
coupables-, ils s'amusent seulement ä voir les petites filles depuis le matinjusqdau 
soir, voilä leurs occupations ordinaires... renvoyez done tous ces pervers et 
ignorants... ' 

Ile petitioners were correct: the officials of the Haute Cour nationale were being paid 

tremendous salaries for very little work. In October 1792, the conventionnel Danton 

would argue against its resurrection, pointing out that three verdicts had cost the nation 

three Million liVreS. 61 However, the true death blow had already been dealt: when the 

investigation into the "ent6vement" of the King, the most important case assigned to the 

Haute Courto that point, was happily dismissed bytheNational Assembly after the Idng's 

acceptance ofthe Constitution, there seemed no further reason for the institution to remain. 
On the one hand, the establishment of the Haute Cour nationale had been a clear 

bid, on the part of an unfledged National Assembly, to appease the populace by 

demonstrating strength and decisiveness in the face of those conspiring to overthrow the 

regime. A short-lived but opportunist newspaper, entitled Le Joumal de la Haute-Cour 

nationale, offered to provide scintillating details of each case: 
Cejournal pr6scnte un grand int6ret A toutes les pcrsomes attach6es auxTribunaux 
criminels, A celles que la confiance de leurs Concitoyens a rev6tus de la qualit6 
inuninente de Hauts-Jurds, et enfin A tous. les amis de la r6volution.. Nous 
amongons, que les Mails que nous donnerons seront d'autant plus vrais, que notre, 
position nous met plus A n-18me que personne de nous les procurer avec exactitude 

10 Cited in abbg Paul Guillaume, %a Haute cour nationale A Orl6ar&, Bulletin de [a Socield 
archeologique et historique de 11040anais. nouv. s6rie, 1 (1960), pp. 233-5. 

" Reimpression de I Ancien Moniteur, 7 octobre 1792, vol. 14, p. 140. Danton pointed out that the 
criminal court established in Paris had passedjudgcinent on 60 cases in 2 months, with modest expenses, 
whereas the Haute Cour, with a budget of 3,000,000 livres, had only judged three in a year. Roussel, a 
local historian andpmcureurgWral at the Courd'appel in Orl&ms in 1901, found that the exact cost was 
more likely between 300, ooo and 1,000,000 livres; La Haute Cour, p. 5 1. 
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et c6ldrit6. [ ... I 
En est-il un de vous qui ne soit impatient de connailre le sort et la 

destin6e de ces perfides conjur6s, dont 1'exemple doit effrayer ceux qui seraient 
tent6s de les in-fiter? " 

On the other hand, the Haute Cour and its accompanying legislation also acknowledged 

a significant broadening of the political sphere. The emphasis placed on the crime of Use- 

nation in this early period demonstrates that an attack on the sovereign nation - whether 

in the strict sense of a conspiracy or intelligence with the enerny, or in a wider sense, 

including actions and public statements intended to turn citizens away from their duties 

and loyalties - was considered to be of the utmost political importance. In the newly 

democratised political sphere, moreover, such seditious activity might conceivably come 

from any level, and it was dangerous precisely because citizens at all levels might be 

turned away from their loyalties. As we shall see, the relevance of this revolutionary 

episode to the seditious statements of peasants tics in the disparity, at the bcginning of the 

Revolution, between the government's definition of Mse-nation and its interpretation by 

provincial authorities. 

Yet how was lise-maon defmod? in those mstances where it was applied, did it 

include seditious speech, or only large-scale conspiracy? The fitct that I have not yet stated 

a definition for Mse-nation is intentional, for neither was it clear to contemporaries. The 

law of 23-31 July 1789, and the many others which followed, specified only the courts 

which would judge the crime and the penalties risked by its peq)etrators: as for what sort 

of actions constituted Mse-nation, it was stated only that such decisions would be made 
by ComiM de ligislation. ' Clearly, the government's primary concern was subversive 

activity ofthe sort that n-tight bring down the revolutionary government such as the actions 

of imigres both within France and abroad, and plots hatched in collusion with foreign 

powers. Among the cases sent before the Haute Cour nationale were the conspiracy of 

the cardinal de Rohan, the trial of the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Delessart, and the 

charges against the journalist Marat. However, in their company we find provincial 

citizens arrested for much lesser critnes. As one of the Haute-Cour nationale's high 

officials wrote to the president of the National Assembly in April of 179 1, it seemed a 

waste of time for the court to be judging cases such as Chat of Guillard4 accused of 
"discours injurieux contre I'Assembl6e nationale, those of Icnormand and Tissct, each 

62"Pfospcctlý. Journald-*IaHaute-4C; ourA&Wonale, Icraofit 1791. BN., S'LC2-604,1791-92. Notabout 
to miss an opportunity to turn a profit, the editors also offered to print speeches for the defcnec, for the 
rcasonable sum of 3 lims per page, 
'3 Eude. Le COmitd de surveillance', pp. 131-3. 
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accused of having written "dcrits; reprthensibles". or that of a certain Sr Marquenot, 

accused ofhaving announced, to the sound ofa drum, that the champarts should no longer 

be pa4 all of whom should be treated, he argued, as simple "perturbateurs de l'ordre 

public". "Je craindrais, " he admitted, "que ces poursuites devant la Haute Cour nationale 

provisoire pour des ddlits qui ne ressernblent pas i des crimes de Mse-nation, ne 

contribuassent i din-iinuer I'horreur que ce crime doit inspirer, et l'id6e de l'importance des 

fonctions confi6es au tribunal destin6 A le punir. " 

Tbus, like the political and legal theorists of the eighteenth century, the 

revolutionaries responsible for the Haute Cour nationale felt that crimes which consisted 

only of "words" should be considerediust "simple offences". In their correspondence with 
the National Assembly, the magistrates implored the higher authorities for more precise 
instructions. In one letter addressed to the garde des Sceaux, an official ofthe Haute Cour 

nationale requested details on various topics, including how the prisons should be policed, 

what to do if witnesses were unable to travel to Orkans, and where judgements should be 

carried out, before reaching the crux of the matter: 

... 
il en est une (question], infiniment plus ddlicate et plus inqui6tante que les 

membres du tribunal doivent plus particulifternent lui sournettre, c'est la d6finition 
exacte du crime de Use-nation. II est important d'dtablir les diffdrentes nuances des 
Mits, comme celles des peines. Des Magistrats ne peuvent et ne doivent jamais 
oublier que, &positaires des lois, ils ne sont sp6cialement chargds que d'en faire 
I'applir, ation, et non de les intcrpr6ter, ni de poser des lignes de d6marcation, c'est 
ici le devoir du 16gislateur. M le garde des sceaux est dow supplid de venir au 
secours d'un tribunal, dont les intentions sont pures et qui ne veut marcher qu'avec 
la loi. 65 

Although the danger of seditious activity was clearly recognised, there was a great deal 

of reluctance on all sides to draw a line between high treason and lesser offences. In the 
end, it was the incredible proliferation of such "lesser offences", primarily the voicing of 
anti-revolutionary opinions, throughout the nation which led the National Assembly to take 
a firmer position on seditious speech. 

Indeed, a cursory glance at the hundreds of petitions sent to the Comite des 

rapports and the denunciations forwarded to the Comite des recherches indicates an 
extremely wide interpretation, on the part of rural communitics, of what might be meant 
by "seditious" speech or behaviour. Age-old conflicts with a cantankerous individual in 

" A_N. BBI 19, lettre de L. Debuc au pr6sidcnt de I'Asscinbl6e nationale, 21 avril 1791. Debuc, s 
argument is an exact parallel of that of both Louis de Jaucourt, in his article in the Encyclopidie, where 
the latter writes, -Enfin, c'est dirninuer I'horreur du crime de Mse-majeste, quC de porter ce nom sur d'autres crimes... -. 
6'A-N. BB'l 9, Lettre manuscritc, s. d., du tribunal provisoire 6tabli j Orl&ns A M. le garde des Sceaux. 

The underlining is original to the manuscript. 
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the village - whether seigneur, curJ or large landowner - suddenly took on a new 

character, as the petmomng parties hoped that the new laws agamst disobedience OfPublic 

servants would finally solve their problem. In the mountain community of Antignac-&- 

Luchon (Flaute-Garonne), for example, the municipal council and notables seized upon the 

opportunity provided by the new legislation to denounce two young troublemakers, Jean 

Suberoze JouanolouflIs cadet and Jean Antoine Mathieu: 

... il West pas un de nous qui ne soit insftifit &-s sujets ennemis de la Constitutim 
du Royatime, malheurcusemmt nous en avons dans notm petit village qtu s'cn sont 
toujours d6montr6s et qui s'en d6monfimtjoumellement.. ce semit un crime A nom 
inipardonnable de passer sous silence la d6nonce &-s mauvais sujets qui tentent A 
m6priser les d6crets des augustes rcpr6sentants de la NatiorL.. qui conspirent la 
Contre Wvolution-" 

As it transpired, the events which had led these gmdemn to denounce Jouanolou and 
Mathieu as "mauvais citoyens aristocrates" involved nothing more than the mischievous 

nocturnal displacement of two church pews and numerous paving stones, fimzies of 

unpredictable church-bell ringing, and general disrespect for public order and tranquillity. 

In another instance, the Comitg des rapports roccived a report from the municipal council 

ofthe village of Caubon, in the Lot-et-Garonne, regarding their curg, whom they had long 

considered to be "a public scandal and a disgrace to the clcreý' Among his sins, they 

told the National Assembly in 1790, was the fact that he charged an exorbitant amount for 

religious services, and that he had kept a young female "servant" for a number of years, 

who was now pregnant. However, it was only when he had said in public, a week earlier, 
that "diose who sat in the Estates-Gencral were beasts whose only goal was to destroy 
France, that they had become determined to write a petition, begging the Assembly to 
deliver them from such an individual. 

The evolution of legislation 

Clearly, the Haute cour nationale had not been designed to judge cases against village 
curis who spoke against the Revolution from their pulpits, or against drunken rural 
artisans who publicly voiced their concerns about the direction the new government was 
taking. Nonetheless, its institution narked the beginning ofa new era in the attitude of the 
French authorities towards the spread of political information throughout the nation. 

"A. N. DX)OX 17(dossier 124ýExlrait des proc6s-verbaux du conseil municipal dAntiPaC-dC-IAXhOn, 
9 d6cembre 1790. 
1 A. N. D XXIX 31 (dossier 138), Petition of the municipality of Caubon to the Comili des Rapports, 20 

juin 1790. 
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During the early years of the Revolution, as we have seen, deputies were extremely keen 

to communicate the advantages of the new r6gime to that greatest part of the population, 

the peasantry. it was fervently believed that while the good cultivateurs of the provinces 

would not reject the changes brought by the Revolution if they were well informed, the 

possibility that they might be led astray by ill-intentioncd individuals was altogether too 

great. As a result, the deputies ofeach successive government produced numerous decrees, 

in an effort to police and repress words that could alter the peasantry's attachment to their 

endeavour. It was according to these laws that the court cases forming the basis of this 

study were conducted. 

The Terror tends to spring to mind as the period in which people were arrested 

and even executed for unacceptable political statements made in public, but in fkt, each 

phase ofthe Revolution had its "enen-des" and its "state of emergency": which made verbal 

sedition a highly punishable offence. The first discernibly discontented words in the 

countryside came from parish priests. As we have seen, the National Assembly bad, at 
first, made good use of rural clerics in their traditional role as intermediaries, but a large 

proportion of parish priests were alienated by what they perceived as secular interference 

in church affairs. Soon, reports ofthe "seditious sermons" and "anti-constitutional words" 

of village cures began to pour into the office of the Comite des recherches. One such 

account told of the outburst of Father Rives, the cure of the community of Estampures, 

in the Hautes-Pyr6n6es. 0 A sudden hailstorm had struck the village in late May, the report 

related, and as the inhabitants stared balefully out from the doors of their houses, their 

rninistcr had jumped about in the streets, yelling, "Look! It's raining decrees from the 
National Assembly! " Stooping to gather up some of the hard white pellets, he had thrown 
them at his parishioners, saying: "Here's something to pay your taxes with. Go to the 
National Assembly, they will give you a decree to clear away the hail. " Such statements 
could hardly be abided, and the government was soon forced to reclassify their erstwhile 

allies as potential enemies. 
The nationalization of church property on 2 November 1790 and the Civil 

Constitution of the Clergy which followed triggered an even greater number of outbursts 
from dissatisfied clerics, and as early as 26 November 1790, the deputies of the National 

Assembly gathered to consider what was to be done. Even had the Haute cour 

nationale functioned properly, the crime of Mse-nation was not specific enough to deal 

68 A. N. D XMX 37 (Estampures, Hautes-Pyr6l&s). Petition from the municipality of Estampures to the 
Comitd des Rapports, 14 juillet 1790. 
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with the different levels of dissent emanating from rural pulpits. "Le cur6 de Cambon, " 

reported M. Voydel in the name of several revolutionary committees, "proteste 

publiquement en chairc contre les d6crets de IAssembl6c nationale... le cur6 do 

Noordpeene damne unpitoyablement ceux qui acquerront des domaines nationaux... [ctl 

M. Lavall6c, prEtre habitu6 d'une paroisse de Rouen, pr6che contre I'dmission des 

assignats et l'ali6nation des biens ci-devant eccl6siastiques. " The continued resistance of 

parish priests throughout France, Voydcl concluded, would not only destroy the new social 

order, but it would teach the people to scorn the work of their lcgislators, and encourage 

them to rise up in revolt. ' The resulting decree, dated 27 November 1790, declared that 

those members of the clergy who disobeyed the laws of the National Assembly "en 

formant ou en excitant des oppositions" would be prosecuted by the courts as "rcbelles i 

la, loi" and "perturbateurs du repos public, " whether they had sworn the oath or not. ' 

Across the nation, the pattern ofrejcction ofthe religious policy ofthe Revolution 

proved to be extremely complex, and the question of bow to prevent refractaires from 

poisoning public opinion in the countryside was raised in countless sessions of the 
National Assembly, with more than one speaker intimating that such manoeuvres could 

only be a sign of conspiracy. 71 However, while recalcitrant clerics would always remain 
a thorn in the side of the revolutionary government, the number of topics liable to elicit 
discontent increased with each passing year, and the ComitO de l6gislation had its hands 
full as seditious words spoken by individuals ofvarious professions echoed throughout the 

various meeting places of the countryside. The authors ofthe Penal Code of 179 1, a great 
achievement in enlightened legislation which brought changes to nearly every aspect of 

criminal justice, included a series of clauses which would be used extensively to repress 

general cases of seditious words in the countryside. ' In addition to articles which 

outlawed disruption of elections and the false publication of laws, both contained under 
the subheading, "Crirnes et attentats contre la Constitution", a total oftwelvc articles were 
devoted to crimes which were deemed to flumaen the internal or external security of the 

state. Any type of "manoeuvre" or "intelligence" with enemies of the nation was 
denounced, as were "toutes conspirations et complots tendant i troubler Ittat. " While 

oRdimpmuiondel'AncienMonifeur. vol. 6,26novembre 1790, pp. 4804. Voydel was a spokesperson 
for the "comit4s d'alknation, occldsiastique, des rapports et des reclIerches rdunisr. 70 Nimpression de I Ancien Moniteur, vol. 6,27 novcmbrc 1790, pp. 498-500. 
' See. for example, the contributions of Louis-Frawois Franqoisý cukivateur and deputy of the P&s-de- 

Calais, and ofthe departmental administration of the Ariftd, in A. P. vol. 35, pp. 140-6,19 novcmbrc 179 1. 
77 Ille entire COde Pinal, PrOmulPted on 6 October 179 1. is printed in the A. P., vol. 3 1, pp. 326-39. 
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such provisions had clearly been designed to deal with the greatest threats imaginable, one 

clause nonetheless left the door open for the prosecution of seditious words spoken by 

rural malcontents: 
Section I, Art. 4. 

Toutes mantruvres, toute intelligence avec les ennemis de la France, tendant soit 
A facilitcr leur cntr6e dans les d6pendances de I'Empire fi-angais, soit A leur hvrer 
des viHes, forteresses, ports, vaisseaux, magasins ou. arsenaux apparteriant A la 
France, soit A Icur fournir des secours en soldats, argent, vivres ou. munitions, soit 
a favoriscr d'une mani6re quclconque le progr6s de leurs armes sur le tcnitoire 
fraiWais ou. contre nos forces de terre ou. de mcr, soit it ibranler la fidiliti des 
officiers, soldats et autres citoyens envers la nation franqaise, seront punis de 
morL" 

Ile article, as it was used, ornitted the more serious forms of treason and mentioned only 
those parts shown here in bolfface type, allowing for mere statements - ifjudged to have 

been seditiously intended - to incur the death penalty. ' 

However, it was not until the anti-royalist law of4 December 1792 that provisions 

were made specifically against speech-crimes. During a session of the National 

Convention in which the fate of the king was being debated, the deputy Rewbell argued 
that the assembly needed to take action against individuals who might, in the meanwhile, 

attempt to restore the monarchy. ' Public opinion, Rewbell suggested, was a fi-agile entity, 

and if not treated carefully, it could be swayed towards a resurrection of the em of kings, 

without even being given the chance to formally reject the Republic. The resulting text, 

which was passed after some discussion, decreed simply that any who proposed or 
attemptedto re-establish either the monarchy orany otherform ofpower which threatened 

popular sovereignty in France, would be subject to the death penalty. 1 Clearly, it was felt 

that writers and propagandists who simply suggested a return to a royalist regime could 
be dangerous. In the provinces, this type of reasoning would be applied to any individual, 

as it was to the weaver Tbomas Bordas, from the Dordogne, who merely said to his 

neighbours, over a glass of Bordeaux, that "things had been better under the Old Regime 

and that he wanted a king. "77MUle in practice such cases were usually acquitted by local 
juries andjUdgeS, 79 in theory the law allowed for mere statements to be dealt with on the 

' A. P., vol. 31, p. 330: Seconde partie, Titre 1w, Section 1". Article 4. 
74 On the use of the Code p6nal to prosecute cases of political justice, see Pierre Lascoumes, Pierrette 

Poncela and Pierre LenoLll, Au nom de Vordre: Une histoire polifique du codepinal (Paris, 1989), pp. 85- 
7,251-2. 

A. P. vol. 54,4 d&ernbre 1792, pp. 350-1. 
Decree of 4 d6cerabre 1792, cited in A. P., vol-54, p. 35 1. My emphasis. 
A. D. Dordogne, 241A5-260, proc6s contre Bordas, Pluvi6se IV. 

71 Ile role ofiuries in moderating the application of severe laws will be discussed further below. 
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same level as if the speaker had led an armed attack on the National Convention. 

By the early spring of 1793, France had been at war for nearly twelve months, and 
the accompanying shortages and hardships had begun to make themselves heard in the 

seditious statements of provincial citizcns. The greatest period of anti-sedition legislation 

occurred during the six months from 10 March to 3 October 1793, and while some texts, 

such as the Law of Suspects of 17 September, targeted unspecified counter-revolutionary 

'many of the laws were passed in response to discouraging statements on specific threats, 

topics. The law of 19 March 1793, for example, was put in place in order to calm the 

unrest which had rippled through the countryside since the promulgation of the lev6e des 

300,000 hommes one month earlier. While the esse= ofthe text focused upon the leaders 

and instigators of the open revolts which had occurred, and in fact closely resembled a 
declaration of martial law, considerable attention was also paid to the role which mere 

words might have played in the disruptions. " Article VI ofthe decree, like the clause from 

the penal code cited above, listed many serious entries, but it was the reference to those 

who had "provoqu6 des attroupernents" which would be cited in countless cases of 

seditious speech, carrying, as it did, the death penalty along with the other infractions 

cited. Nicolas Antoine Leclerc, dit Peymaud, for example, a former soldier from the 

coinnum of Montbos near Bergerac, was guillotined after being convicted of "propos 

tendants i emp&her les citoyens d'aller i la d6fense de la patric, it 6branler leur fiddlitd 

envers; la R6publiquc, cU favoriscr, par cc moyen, le progrýs des arrndcs ennenties sur son 

tcrritoire. " His subversive statements, it turned out, had been directed at a group of 

volunteers, to whom Peymaud had said, "qu'ils daicnt des foutues b&cs dc partir pour 

aller se faire 6gorger, que pour lui, il prdfdrait qu'on lui coupit le col... ". ' The same law 

was cited in the trial of two wool-workcrs from a small shepherding village in ft Ariýge, 

accused of crying out in public that "il ne fallait pas partir, qu'il fallait sc r6volter. " 

Although 69 of the 80 witnesses to the incident denied having heard anything at all, and 
the municipality itself tried to argue that both defendants were habitual drunks, the case 

was forwarded to the tribunal r6w1unonnaire in Paris. As the public prosecutor of the 
departmental criminal court had reasoned, "... 1a. simple provocation & la r6volte, 
quoiqu'cUe n'ait pas &6 effectu6c, parait 6tre un d6lit qui compronict la sfirct6 intfticure 

A. P. vol. 60, pp. 331-2 and 347-8,19-20 mars 1793. 
A. D. Dor&gne, 24IA2, Tribunal criminel, proc6s contre Nicolas Antoine Leclerc, dit Peytnaud4 ci- devant militaire, pour propos cmtre-rdvolutionnaires, awil 1793 - flor6al If. 
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de 1, &at, dont Ilaccusation est r6serv6c ä l"Assemb16e nationale... ". " 

The laws drafted in condemnation of dissatisfied remarks about the assignats 

provide another good example of the gravity, in the minds of the legislators, of verbal 

sedition. On 1 August 1793, in the midst ofgeneralised disruption and hardship, Couthon 

argued before the National Convention: "... vos ennemis savaient bien que, pour vous 

d6truire, clitaient vos finances qu'iI fallait attaquer, et qu'en les frappant, c'dtait au cmur 

de Ittat qu'on portait un coup mortel. " These enemies, Couthon continued, were 
"attacking" state finances by either refusing assignats in payment or accepting them only 

at highly disadvantageous eXChange rateS. 82 The National Convention passed an initial law 

prohibiting such agiotage, but the issue was raised again on 5 September. As proposed 

by Merlin de Douai, a spokesperson for the ComitJ de "gislation, a more elaborate 
decree was passed, according to which 

... toute personne pr6venue d'avoir vendu ou achet6 des assignats, d'avoir arr8t6 ou 
propos6 diffbents prix d'apnh le paiement en numiraire ou en assignats, d'avoir 
tenu des discours tendant ä diseriditer les assignats, d'avoir refus6 les assignats 
en paiernent [oul de les avoir donn6s ou regus ä une perte queleonque... 

was to be arrested by local authorities and brought before the courts. 13 As with the laws 

against discouragement of recruitment, rural citizens were arrested under these laws for 

a variety of discontented and dissenting statements, Regardless of the seriousness oftheir 

crimes or the outcome of their trials, their cases show that revolutionary legislators had 

begun to think seriously about the effect which certain statements might have on public 

opinion. 

Nonetheless, the existence of laws which forbade talk of a specific vein did not 
displace the growing body of more general legislation, which allowed anyone who spoke 

out against the government to be brought up on serious charges. During the reign of 
Teffor, the oft-repeated exhortations to root out counter-revolutionary agents, and to 
disabuse those who had been led astmy of their erroneous opinions, led to a greater 

vigilance against seditious remarks, and consequently, to a large number oftrials. The fear 

that gripped all of France - that if one were not the accuser, he would become the accused 

" A. D. Ari4e, 81,36-7, Tribunal criminel, PrOcýs cOntre Giles Anel, peigneur de laine et Marcel Dedieu, 
cardeur de laine, pour provocation A la r6volte, aofit 1793 - ffimaire IL The W series of the AN. Crribunal 
rdvolutionnaire de Paris) contains no trace of the file, and the verdict is unknowrL 
' A. P. vol. 70, lw aoat 1793, p. 75. This type ofreasoning was often echoW in the cases. see, for example, 
at the trial of Marguerite Cazes: "Le tribunal est p6n6trd de la gravitd d'un pareil d6lit; il serait inutile de 
leur retracer le pr6judice incalculable que cause aux int6rats de la socidtd la d6pr6ciation de la monnaie 
r6publicaine'; A. D. Arifte, 13124-1, flor6al IV. 
13 A. P. vol. 73,5 septembre 1793, pp. 406-7. My emphasis. 
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- penetrated into the smallest villages, leading to the denunciation of relatively harmless 

statements as though they had been intended to bring down the Republican governincat. 
While such trials were largely the product of an atmosphere of political crisis, they 

nonetheless left behind documents which allow historians to sample a wide variety of 

peasant political statements, statements which would have gone unrecorded had it not been 

for the political circumstances. In addition to existing laws - including the clauses of the 

code penal and the law of 4 December 1792 - new pieces of legislation were used, 
including the decree of'27 March 1793, according to which allstocrates and other ennemis 
de la Revolution were declared hors la loi, and the vague crime of "provocation au 

r6tablissemcnt de la royautV which was listed among the tentatives contre- 

revolutionnaires covered by the laws of 7-9 and II April 1793. ""Me infamous Law of 
Suspects of 17 September 1793 allowed even greater latitude in identifying potential 

enemies, as it included as "suspects" those who: "soit par leur conduitc, soit par leurs 

relations, soit par leurs propos ou leurs 6crits, s'annoncent partisans de la tyrannic et 

ennCmis de la libert6. ' Judicial personnel avidly followed events at the revolutionary 
tribunal in Paris, and usodjudgements rendered there as precedents on which to base their 

own actions. " Often, however, the crimes of "propos contre-r6volutionnaires" or of 
"propos s6ditimix" were simply understood as being of the utmost severity, and the citing 

of specific legal texts was not always required. 
Although the events of 9 thennidor 11 certainly slowed the pace ofseditious speech 

trials and calmed some ofthe fears which had led people to denounce their neighbours, the 

era which followed was by no means free of dissent, and the government's fear of verbal 

opposition decreased remarkably little. " Ile containment ofthe conflict in the Vend6c by 

November 1795 allowed the French army abroad to begin taking the offensive, marking 
the start of an em in which continuous warfare would sap both the strength and the good 

will of the provincial population. From 1794 to 1797, the revolutionary annics suffered 
heavily from desertion which reduced their total numbers by close to half, and the transient 

presence of deserters in the countryside added to the atmosphere of challenge, resentment 

A-P. vol. 61, pp. 397-8 and 500-3. 
A. P. vol. 74,17 septcmbre 1793, pp. 303-5. See also Royer, Histoire de lajustice, pp. 394-5. 

" The decree of 3 octobre 1793, for ocample, which described bow various laws should be applied in 
cases where the defendant had also worn a white cockade, aW which was cited by the depaitnental courts 
of the Ari6gc and the Dordopc as a law in its own right A. P. vol. 75, pp-506-7. $' See, for this em Jean Bourdon, "Le n16=ntentemenj public et les craintes des dirigcants sous Ic 
Directoire, AARf. 18 (1946), pp. 219-37. 
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and opposition. " 

The authorities' fears of dissent were thus by no means unfounded, and the very 

real threat of a growing royalist opposition, particularly in the south-westem region, led 

to an increased wariness of statements which seemed to herald royalist sentiment. While 

local authorities uncovered small pockets of opposition throughout the Directory era, it 

was the massive royalist insurrection wracking the countryside ofthe Haute-Garonne and 

the Ari6ge in the summer of 1799 which confirmed their earlier suspicions. In fact, a 

month before the rising, a man reported that he had been approached at the market in 

Toulouse by a peasant who had asked him to support the restoration of the monarchy. it 

is ironic that in this particular instance, the departmental administration dismissed the 

account as a wild accusation, because thosp caught in the uprising would, indeed, turn out 

to be rural day labourers and artisans, led by local elites. ' In practice, however, as with 

the repression of the spontaneous comments described above and in chapter 111, laws 

drafted in response to the threat of conspiracy on a grand scale were used to prosecute 

record numbers of drunken peasants who had shouted"vive le roF'with no intentions other 

than the momentary expression of frustration with the Republican regime. While the code 

p9nal continued to be cited in the courts, the laws drafted during the 1793-94 era were no 

longer used; as a result, the main tool of political justice during the Directory became the 

dMarations durgence of 27-28 germinal IV, which targeted the "agents du royalisme et 

do I'anarchic. " While the second of these two laws focused upon counter-revolutionary 

infractions par la voie de la presse, the first law - that of 27 germinal - was an extensive 

piece of legislation, covering all manner of seditious words, activities, and gatherings. it 

was the first article of this law which was most often cited in cases of anti-governmental 

speech during this period: 

Sont coupables de crime contre la süret6 int6rieure de la R6pubhque & contre la 
süret6 individuelle des citayens, & seront punis de la peine de mort, conform6ment 
ä l'artiele 612 du code des &lits & des peines, tous ceux qui par leurs discours ou 
par leurs 6erits imprim6s, soit distribues, soit affich4s, provoquent la dissolution de 
la Repr6sentation nationale ou celle du Directoire ex6eutif... ou le r6tablissement de 
ja royaut6, ou celui de la constitution de 1793, ou celui de la constitution de 179 1, 
ou de tout gouvernernent autre que celui 6tabli par la constitution de l'an III, accept6 

u Jones, Longman Companion, PP. 145-6-, Forrest, Conscyipts and Deseners, chapters 5 and 7. 'Me 
question of the presence of deserters and other misplaced itrangers among suspected subversives will be 
addressed in greater detail later in this chapter. 
" David Higgs, Wtmroyulism in Toulousefrom its Origins to the Revolution of 1830 (Baltimore, MD, 
1973), pp. 44-5. 
"AD. Ariýge, ILI 34, Liasse de police. 
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par le Peuple ftarrais ... 
91 

Effectively, any pol-itical statement advocating, supportin& or even referring wistfully to, 

any previous regime was punishable by death. While few courts in the departments of the 

south-west ever handed down Us sentence, particularly after the reinstatement ofjuries, 

the era in which the government controlled the communication of political ideas was far 

from over. 

The Culprits of Seditious Speech in the Countryside 

Thus, the authorities' concern that seditious words could alter the peasantry's 

attachment to the Revolution is evident from their efforts to police and repress such words, 

as revealed in the legislative texts exmnined above. However, considering the nature of 

oral communication in rural society - as we saw in chapter I- it is clear that in spite of 

the elongated "arm'" of the machine of the revolutionary government, only a tiny fraction 

of the seditious words spoken in the countryside would have ever reached the cars of the 

authorities. Moreover, as we saw in chapter III, members of non-peasant social groups, 

including parish priests, cx-nobles, and professionals such as notaries and salesmen, made 

up a greater proportion ofthe defendants in such cases than their relative numbers in rural 

society. On the one hand, it is only logical that the authorities be more attuned to the threat 

posed by these groups, as potential enemies of the new order, and that they accordingly 

target them in their search for dissenters. On the other hand, however, the government's 

priorities in their investigations reveal a great deal about their attitude concenung the 

communication of politics to the peasantry. If we are to clarify the process of rural 

politicization in the context ofthe French Revolution, then the uncovenng ofsuch attitudes 

is central to our understanding. 
IU assumptions of the deputies of the revolutionary assemblies regarding the 

political abilities ofthe rural population had their roots in generations ofprciudice. Under 

the ancien regime, those who worked the land, had been considered, at best, ignorant and 

simple-minded, and at worst, little more than animals: in the elite mind, they were "the 

very antithesis of culturd"ý' Illiterate manual labourers for the most part, the educatOd 

upper classes recoiled in horror at the thought oftheir barbaric lack ofmanners and living 

91 1W, loi du 27 germinal IV, article premier. 
" Liana Vardi, "Imagining the MuNest in Farly Modern Europe", Ameficim Historical Review, 101 

(1996), pp. 1357-97; citation, p. 1357. 
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conditions that were - even for the time - unhygienic; the phrases used to describe the 

rural population included "the masses", "the rabble", and even 'Vic underworld7. This 

situation had begun to change during the eighteenth century, particularly with the influence 

of "enlightened" thinkers such as Louis de Jaucourt and the Baron d'HolbachP Attitudes 

of either contempt or indifference were gradually replaced with grudging respect, as the 

philosophes painted a utopian, rustic picture of the good fwmers who provided for the 

nation. 94 Liana Vardi has shown how this transformation was even mirrored in artistic 

representations ofthe harvest and ofthe countryside. " The uprisings and hardships ofthe 

seventeenth century had made the peasant "a threatening figurd". and the countryside "a 

place of yearning and unease, leaving "a cultural legacy of violence, one in which rural 

work could not be portrayed without arousing ire or dismay. " By the eighteenth century, 
however, a new view had been adopted: 

As a laborer, [the peasant] was ham-dess and piteous and therefore a natural object 
ofcharity and paternalist concern. As an independent farmer, he was virtuous, hard- 
working, and devoted to his family. Anxious to learn and to be guided, the peasant 
emerged as a fitting cifizen of the state. " 

The authors of the eighteenth century, like the artists, saw promise in the rural population. 
While none advocated democracy or even mass education, preferring to keep the people 
in their place both socially and politically, their writings did much to rescue the rural 

population from a reputation for violence and ignorance, bestowing upon it a glow of 

usefulness and virtue. ' 

It was this cacophony ofcontradictory yet evolving attitudes which was the legacy 

of the eighteenth century, and which formed the basis for elite attitudes towards rural 

political abilities during the French Revolution. The bourgeois architects of the early 
Revolution saw themselves as the leaders of a crusade to educate the people: newspapers 

such as the Feuille Villageoise and the Feuille du Cultivateur targeted rural audiences, 

and urban Jacobin societies undertook massive campaigns of "civic education7 directed 

at the countryside. "' As one of the editors of the Feuille Villageoise wrote in 179 1, 

" Louis de Jaucourt, Article "Peuple", EncKlopddie, vol. 12, p. 47547; Baron dHolbach, La Morale 
Universelle (3 vols.. Aznsteý 1776), vol. 2, pp. 250-1. 
" Harry Payne, The Philoso&3 and the People (New Haven CT, 1976), pp. 1-17. 
" Vardi, -Unagining", p. 1358. 

Ibid., p. 1397. 
See Payne, The Philosophe. and Harvey Chisick, The Limits ofReform in the Enlightenment: Attitudes 

toward the Education of the Lower Classes in Eighteenth-century France (Princeton NJ, 1981). 
" Maciak, "Le r8le de la sociabilit6 r6volutionnaird". 
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Jebnü un regard attentif sur la nuwehe de la r6volution, nous recmnürnes que pour 
la rmdre hemuse, il faUait partout l'aewmpag= de lumibm. Nous rccxxmümes 
que ecs lurmftm itaient loin eneore du peuple des campagries... Le bon sens est 
l'esprit du peuple... les d4sordres affiWs dans les villages n'avaient guere d'autre 
origine que l'ignomee. Le paysan avait mqu le mouvement de la libeeh avant de 
recevoir ses prineipes. " 

Indeed, the flict that the peasantry was seen as generally well-intentioned and wholesome, 

yet ignorant in matters of politics and easily led astray, largely explains why the 

authorities were so concerned that peasants might be "seduceC by seditious words spoken 
in the countryside. 

From an early modem perspective, such assumptions are not unreasonable. 
Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, for example, it was commonly 

acknowledged that peasant uprisings were stirred up by local notables, and this model 

persisted into the revolutionary decade. " In the wake of the Great Fear, royal 
proclamations condemned the ill-intentioned individuals who bad sown false rumours in 

the countryside in order to spread alarm. Wherever such individuals were found, one 
proclamation specified, copies of their interrogations and other parts of the investigation 
leading to their arrest were to be forwarded to the National Assembly-, the government 
could then compare the evidence from different parts of the kingdom, and trace the events 
to their source, in order that "Ies chefs de ces complots soient sournis & des peines 
exemplaires qui r6priment efficacement de pareils attentats. "' Again, in September 1789, 

when news of peasants attacking local chdteaux reached Versailles, their actions were 
attributed to the "false orders" which had supposedly been spread through the countryside 
"par des brigands et des gens sans aveu-. in his Letter to the bishops and archbishops of 
the kingdom, Uuis asked that his people, "rcnomm6 par la douccur de ses mocurs ct de 

son caract6re", be made aware of the 

. -pi&ges des rnkbants. afin cpi'il rejette loin de lui cornme des emmis do la patrie, 
Wus cam qui voudraient Ntukire A des actes de violence, tow ceux qui voulmicnt 
le d6tourncr de payer sa part des charges publiques, et le priver ainsi de Monorable 
quafit6 de citoyen de Ittat. 102 

Cited in Didier, "La Feuille R11ageoisel, p. 269. 
Indeed, such assumptions appear to have been part and pa=l ofcontcmpormy discourses surrounding 

peasant uprisings. See MOusnicr. Peaswt Uprisings. chapter 2; Bcrc6. History OPeasant R"0111- Pp- go- 
2,115-8; the many significant contributions to Nicolas (ed. ), Mouvementspopulairer, and, most recently 
Nicolas, La RibetlionfnmVaise, pp. 91-113,271-3. 

11 A. N., AD+1089, Mclaration du Roi pour Ic rdtablisscinent dc l'ordrc ct do la trwRuillit6 dans son 
Royaume, 14 aofit 1789. 
'*'A-N., AD+1089, Uttre du Roi aux Arthdvaques et t0qucs de son Royauine, 2 septcmbre 1789. 
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The same assumption of ignorance and helplessness appears again several months later, 

in the codification of martial law: in difficult times, the proclamation read, "Ies 

peuples ... deviennent l'instrument dintrigues qu'ils ignorent ...... 
" Further disorders inthe 

spring of 1790, finally, were answered with a decree which placed blame with unidentified 
"brigands". rather than with the "honn6tes gens, " invariably portrayed as the victims of 

the ill-intentioned. " 

The fact that it was anti-constitutional parish priests who alerted the National 

Assembly to the dangers of sedition in the countryside has already been discussed at some 
length, as has the significance of the role of the cures in this matter as key rural 
intermediaries. However, even after the period ofreligious crisis, the members ofthe Paris 

assemblies continued to assume that dissent in the countryside was the work of clearly 
defined social groups, rather than the peasants themselves. The discussions which laid the 

groundwork for the law of 4 December 1792 leave no doubt as to its target: "il faut cette 
loi p6nale", Rewbell had argued, "pour r6primer I'audace do ceux qui osent imprimer que 
le peuple Wa plus qu'& recourir i une nouvelle insurrection ou qu'A sejeter dans les bras 
d'un nouveau tyran. ""5 Ile law of 19 March 1793, concerned with negative statements 

made during recruitment ceremonies, was aimed specifically at "Ies pr6tres, les ci-devant 
nobles, les ci-devant scigneurs, Ics dmigr6s, et les agents et domestiques de toutes; ces 
personnes, "" and the law of 27-28 germinal IV, as we have seen, targeted "Ies agents du 

royalisme ct de I'anarchie". " In every case, it was assumed not only that verbal dissent 

signalled a counter-revolutionary enterprise, but that this dissent could only come from the 

educated, traditional enemies of the new order. As keen propagandists themselves, the 

revolutionaries were aware that words could be a powerful weapon, and the traditional 

perception ofpcasants as childlike and unaware ofthe political sphere beyond the confines 
of the village made them seem an easy target. No local administrator orjudge wanted his 
district to be the next Vendde; as one official put it, in an oft-repeated formula, 'Vest par 
des propos; semblables qu'on est parvenu a 6garcr le peuple dans plusieurs d6partements 

maintcnant sournis ct rcntr6s dans l'ordre. ""' 

"121 octobre 1789, d6cret ordom=t la, loi martiale. 
114 A. P. vol. 16,2 juin 1790, p. 4 1. 
" A. P. vol. 54,4 d6cernbre 1792, p. 350. 

A. P. vol. 60,19 mars 1793, article 6, pp. 331-2. 
A. D. Ari6ge, ILI 34, Liasse de police; loi du 27-28 germiml IV. 
A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 21,9849 and 2LI05-3, Tribunal criminel, procks contre Suzarme Gu6rineau, 

11muse d'Antoine St-George Debms, aaigr6, pour propos c-ontre-r6volutionnaires et pour avoir ddbitd des 
nouvelles fausses ou exag&6es, nivase IL 
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In fact, so convinced were the deputies that the currents of seditious speech 

rippling through the countryside were the work of agents of the counter-revolution, that 

they came to wonder ifit might not be part of a greater conspiracy against the Republic. " 

Considering that the peasantry made up more than four-fifths ofthe population of France, 

they reasoned that any group able to sway its mind, winning its allegiance and the strength 

of its numbers, would be in a position to dictate policy and politics. In addition to the 

parish priests, whose role as porte-parok ofpolitical news and information in the village 

would have made them effective conduits of sedition, the authorities were particularly 

concerned about the activities of ex-nobles, continuing to live out their existence in rural 

areas where they had previously commanded respect as knowledgeable, worldly 
individuals. St. Just, a defrocked priest living in the Lot-d-Garonne, was described as an 
"apostle of discord", all those of his caste, the indictment read, "tendent un pi6ge aux 

citoyens de bonne fbi et dont les consciences sont faibles et pusillaninics, afin 
d'oocasionner de trouble ct de division parmi les habitants et d'an6antir Ics principes de 

la raison et du rdpublicanismc... 'ý1,10 Joseph Duthiers, another d-devant whom we met in 

chapter IlL was also arrested in die Lot-ct-Garonne, but for spreading false news and 

exaggerating the setbacks of the republican armies, reportedly in the hope of spreading 
discouragement about the viability of the new regime. Ihe public prosecutor at the 

criminal court of the department appears to have been convinced that Duthiers' words 

were part ofa greater plot: he had chosen this part of the country to move about, the court 

was told, because it was here that he could be "most useful to his party". " I 

For the most part, the local judiciary's fears - that seditious words were a part of 

a great conspiracy to lead public opinion astray - appear to have been unfounded. First 

ofall, no master plot was discovered within the confines ofthis sample, in spite ofthe fact 

that defendants were repeatedly asked to reveal the names of their fellow conspirators. 
More importantly, perhaps, a closer examination of the times and places in which the 

concept was most commonly voiced suggests that it was characteristic of the reports of 
local judges and investigators especially during the Terror, when not filling one's quota 

Of -local counter-revolutionary agents" was grounds for dismissal, if not worse, and thus 
indicates little more than a prudent use of the appropriate revolutionary rhetoric. Local 

,, on this topic, I-knd Wallon, Histoire du Wunal r, 4volulianwire pa ck de iog Scr a pis aw joumal ses 
actes (2 vols., Paris, I 980Y, VOL 1, pp. 13("5. 
"I A. D. Lot-et-Garome, 2LI 05-11, Tribunal crimincl et rtvolutiormaire, prochs contre Joseph St. Just, 

ci-devant curd de Verteuil, pour propos et actes ca*e-rdvolutionnah-M pluvi6se-genninal IL 
"'A. D. Lot-d-Garonne, 2L98-28, proo6s contre Duthiers, frimaire H. 
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investigators, such as members of municipal councils and thejuges de paix of the canton, 

brushed aside theories of conspiracy, and locally drawnjurics used their powers to acquit 

the defendant, declaring that the words had been "without criminal intentions, " or that 

there was no evidence that a crime had been committed at all. While such a "paranoid style 

ofpolitics"I 11 is perhaps understandable in a context where there was, indeed, evidence of 

conspiracies at different levels, a more likely explanation lies, again, with urban elite 

assumptions ofrural political immaturity. As Timothy Tackett has pointed out, in both the 

tradition of the social contract, in which the "general will" is right and everything else is 

illegal, and in the strength of the Jacobins' conviction that they were right, dissent and 

popular opposition had to come, by definition, from outside ofthe people. 111 The architects 

ofthe Revolution fervently desired to believe that le bonpeuple wholeheartedly supported 

their oeuvre; if they did not appear to do so, the argument went, they must have been led 

astray by an enemy. 
In the same vcin as the accusations against parish priests, other members of the 

rural elite were also carefully monitored. It was the high incidence of seditious statements 
from municipal officers, for example, which contributed to the rash of purges of local 

authorities conducted under the Terror. In one case, Ganiveý the mayor of a small village 
in the Dordogne, had spoken out against the economic sanctions of the revolutionary 

regime. Since his fellow villagers - peasants who were suffering from the effects ofthose 
sanctions - were "won over" to his point of view, Ganivet was accused of having 

"indoctrinatWthern with his sedition. 114 In another viHage in the same area, a bourgeois 

named Gauthier was indicted for having remarked, over a glass of red wine, that he would 
kill his oxen before he would allow than to be worked on a holiday like thefete de notre 
dame, a comment which flew in the face of the imposition of the revolutionary calendar. 
In his trial, however, it was the innocence and impressionability ofhis audience which held 

the attention of the public prosecutor. Gauthier's words, the court was told, were Iýmore 

than enough to lead the inhabitants of the commune astray" and "maintain the fanatical 

prejudices" used by the enemies ofthe people in order to corrupt that mysterious element, 

112 The expression is that of Gordon Wood, cited in Timothy Tackett, "Conspiracy Obsession in a Time 
of Revolution: French Elites and the Origins of the Terror, 1799-1792"9 American Historical Review, 105 
(2000). pp. 691-713; citation P. 695nl 9. 
" Tackett, "Consphacy Obsession". 
114 Tribunal criminel et revolutionnaire de la Dordogne (published documents), Tribunal rdvolutionnaire, 
proc6s contre Jean Ganivet, ci-devant maire de Chenaux, pour manoeuvrcs perfides tendant i emp8cher 
la libre circulation des subsistences, flor6al-pluvi8se I 
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Tesprit public" and to bring about, if possible, a countcr-Rcvolution in France. 113 

At the opposite end of the spectnan from the nu-al elite, those on the margins Of 

rural society - etrangers, soldiers, Pedlars, beggars and servants - were also closely 

Monitored and were used as scapegoats in cases of seditious speech. The presence of 

"'outsiders" in general - referring to anyone from fimther afield than the neighbouring 

villages - demanded increased vigilance. A decree was drawn up on 10 August 1789, in 

the wake of the Ch= Fear, according to which local officials were to draw up a list of 

'hommes sans avcu' and disarm them, and after September 1793, any traveller who could 

not justify his existence with a paper document was liable to be arrested as a suspect. i "' 

Innkeepers were required to keep a register and note the details of their guests, "' and 

fairgrounds were often portrayed, in police and administrative documents, as potential 

hotbeds in which the presence of etrangers might lead to the stirring up of new ideas and 

the spreading of sedition. During a series of grain riots in Paris in June 1793, the 

conventionnel Iluriot attributed the disorders, in part; to the influence of outsiders: "d y 

a des hommes arriv6s de la Vend6c, qui sernblent Wavoir d'autre objet que d'exciter du 

mouvenicrit. Dans les h6tels garnis, les &rangers crient aussi contre la r6volution du 31 

mai. "118 Back in the provinces, when speech incidents occurred in public places, and 

particularly in taverns and inns, the presence of etrangers was frequently noted, often by 

their unusual dialects. ' 1" in one case that we first read about in chapter 111, in which a 

I's A-D. Lot-et-Cý, procas contre Gauthier, dit Viroulet, germinal IL 
11" Loi des suspects, article % A. P. vol. 74,17 septcmbrc 1793, p. 304. The denomination of "gcns 

suspects" had, in fact, existed since the Code de police municipale et de police correctionnelle. dccrccd 
on 19 July 1791. As specified in articles 1-3 of the first section, municipal bodies were to establish an 
annual itat des habitants. for which each inhabitant would declare his name, age, place of birth, place of 
rcsidence. profession, and other means ofsubsistence. Tbosc who were uricroployed but not unable to work 
would be considered "gem sans aveu! ' , those who refused to make a declaration were "gens stnp=W, and 
thow who were convicted ofhaving made a false declaration were "gens malintentionnW. W du 19j uillet 
1791, &P. vol. 28, pp. 425-33. 

117 While this law dates back to the medieval period, it was not often enforced except in times of 
uncertainty, inns which were not "sur la grande routC generally escaped notice, particularly since most 
innkeepers were illiterate During the Revolution, however, the law was resurrected and included in the 
Loi sur la police municipale ct correctionnelle of 19juillet 1791 (titre I-, article 51 as part of a general 

increase in surveillance ofmovcmcnt (AP., vol. 28, p. 426). In order tokccp awatch on"undcsirabics" such 
as 6migr6s. deserters and vagabonds. the dcIwtMCnt of thc Lot-et-Garonm issued a police circular in the 
Year IV drawing the attention of municipalities to the "registre A tenir dans Ics villes et dans les 
campagncs, par Ics aubergistes, maltres de maisons garnies et logeurs, pour l'inscription des nOms, 
pr&wms, profession et domicile habituel, dates d'entr6c et de sortie dc tous ceux qui sc couchcroicnt chcz 
eux. m&ne une seule nuit". A-D. Lot-et-Garonne, 1.1016, Administration municipale du canton de 
Monflanquin, Police et mesures d'ordrc public, 2 ventasc IV. On the early history of the law, see IvIichel 
and Fournier, Ifistoire des h6lelkfies. VOL 1, p. 328; vol. 2, p. 387. 

A. P. voL67,27juin 1793, p. 544. 
" See, for example, Louis Dcjcan, who arrived at an inn in the Lot-et-Garonne "profdant un jargm 

inconnu' AM Lot-et-Garonne, 21,83-2, Tribunal criminel, proc6s contre Lmis Dejean, tailleur d'habits, 
pour provocation A la royautd, messidor VIL In other cases, peasants remarked that people from further 
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group of young people were arrested for counter-revolutionary shouting and singing in a 

tavern in the Ari6ge, special note was taken of the fact that an itranger, unknown to the 

defendants and all ofthe witnesses, was present and engaged actively in the singing. After 

being repeatedly asked whether anyone had asked or bribed them to act as they had, the 

local boys were acquitted. 120 

In the same way, militalres who travelled either singly or in groups tended to 

attract official attention in public places, and their potentially disruptive influence was 
feared. Usually young in age, and yet more politicised than the average citizen due to their 

role in the defence of the Republic, soldiers repeatedly crop up in cases of seditious 

speech. In one case in the commune of Lalinde, near Bergerac in the Dordogne, five young 

men w= arrested for disrupting the pe= with their counter-revolutionary shouts and 

songs. Four of the five were from local regiments, and the group ranged in age from 18 

to 27; "il nous aW dit que c'6tait des volontaires-, reported the municipal officer, and 
henceforth the case was treated with added circumspection. 121 jean Meunier and jcan 

Denave, two volontaires etrangers passing through the town of Agen in the spring of 
1793, were arrested for making disparaging comments about the war, the army, the 

government, and politics in general, much to the discontentment of local authorities. When 

informed of the incident, their commanding officer, writing from the Camp des Trois 

Croix de I'Unite in the Basses-Pyr6n&s, approved of the arrest, insisting that such 
behaviour was not typical of his regiment; as it transpired, they had been released on a 
billet dVpital, and their presence as far afield as Agen was rather suspicious. 112 In 

another trial, this time near Foix in the Ari6ge, it was two volontaires staying locally who 
had denounced their innkeeper and his companions as royalists. Everyone involved in the 
trial had found the two soldiers somewhat shifty, and wh the accusation did not sta d en n 
up in the courtroom, it was the innkeeper's brother who provided a clue* as to their 

motivations: when he had said to one of the soldiers, "Vous paraissez; fatigu6, citoyen:, 
the man had responded, "Oui, je le suis beaucoup, il me tarde que ceci soit fini; ce serait 
d4ji fini sans les chouans de la Vend6e. "113 Indeed, numerous other groups were subject 
to the same prejudices. Pedlars and beggars were regarded with a wary eye, as transients 

afield spoke French to them, which they did not understand. see, for example, A. D. Ari4e, 8L36-5, procts 
contre Roessard, brumairc IL 

A. D. Ariýge, 8L62-2, procts contre Vidalot et d'autres, messidor an V-brumaire an VI. 
A. D. Dordogne, 251,36, procks contre Birol et d'autres, prairial Iv. 
A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2LI7- 7 and 2L97-19, PrOC& cOntre Meunier et Denave, aoat 1793. 
A. D. Ari4e, IX25-8, procks contre Benet, florU-Prairial IV. 
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ofquestionable means, and servants were invariably relegated to the edges of rural society, 
their positions with the wealthicr members ofthc community both enviable and suspicious. 

TIc members ofeach ofthese marginalised groups, and ofthe caste of"outsiders" 
in general, attracted more than their due share of attention as local authorities sought to 

place the blame for the seditious ideas circulating in the countryside elsewhere than with 
their own communities. In the market town of Villencuve-sur-Lot, m the Lot-ct-Garonne, 

a police officer named Henri Landi6 was maldng his rounds one morning when he saw a 

series of "placards alarmants a provocateurs contre Ic bon ordre' posted up around the 

public square. "' As Landi6 reported to his superiors later that day, "Ies mauvais effets de 

ces placards ne peuvent &m plus dangcreux, qu'ils agitent les citoycns; cn sens oppos6 au 

nom sacr6 de la libert6 ct de Ia constitution de I'an III. " The commissaire ofthe municipal 

counciL in a speech recorded in the minutes of the meeting, intoned: 

... le placard &noncd n'a pu 4tre affich6 quo par des 6trangers qui se rendent A la 
foire dAgen, ct dont le passage dans cette commune pendant la nwt a favoris6 la 
coupable enfiqxise Je crains que pamu nos concitoyens amn ardents de la ljbert6, 
de la constitution de I'an III et du gouvememený mais faciles A igarcr, H ne se soit 
gliss6 quelque ennemi secret de lordre et de la paLx iWfieure Je vous invite II une 
continuelle recherche de cc faitý l'un des plus n6cessaires A connaltre. '" 

Not surprisingly, his envoys failed to ensnare the guilty party. Transients such as beggars 

also attracted unwanted attention, particularly when they were found discussing les 

affaires du temps. Pierre Chaussonnel, the unernployed scieur de long travelling through 

the south-west begging for his bread whom we met in the introduction, was in the habit of 

passing on news wherever he stopped. However, when his reports regarding the reopening 

of churches came to local authorities' attention, he was quickly arrested and detained as 

a suspect. 126 Pierrc Grelct34 the instituteur we met earlier, found himself in a similar 

situation: he was accused by the municipality of Bergerac of travelling from place to 

place, with the sole intention of "disseminer partout ses discours incendiaires. "'" 

While local admidmtrators and judicial personnel seemed content to have foiled 

the projects of priests, ex-nobles, and other undesirables, dW were at slightly more of a 
loss when it appeared that it had, in fact, been local peasants and artisans making the 

" A. D. loot-eWý, 21271-103 dossier 2, Tribunal catrectionnel de I'affondissement de Villeneuve, 
procks contre les quidams qui ont affichd des placards satieux, 20 sans-culottidc V- vend&niaire VI. 
123 N4, Mb&ations de I'administration municipale du cantm de Villcncuve-sur-Lot, 20 sms-culottide 

V. 
A. D. Lot-et-Garonnc, 2LI 05-6 and 21,99-23, procts contre Chaussonncl, flor6d IL 

" A-D. Dordogne, 24L-57489, procýs contre Grelety, fructidor VIL 
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objectionable statements, a situation which became more common after the first few years 

of the Revolution. In a sample of nearly 200 investigations into incidents of seditious 

speech, 40% of those accused were what we might call "intermediaries" - parish priests, 

ex-nobles, notaries, and the local large landowners and municipal council members - and 

were therefore seen as potential subversives. However, ofequal significance is the fact that 

the remaining 60% of defendants were not intermediaries. Rural artisans, sharecroppers, 

day-labourers and the like made up the majority of the defendants, particularly towards 

the end of the revolutionary decade. Nevertheless, even when the prosecuting authorities 

could not avoid conceding that seditious statements had in fact been made by peasants, 

there is evidence of a marked reluctance to admit the possibility that they had done so 
independently. As one departmental judge pontificated, 

... cc n'est pas surtout dans 1'esprit et dans le ca= des laboureurs paisibles que 
germent et que naissent les projets contre-rdvolutiomaircs; le peu de tcrnps qae 
I'assiduit6 de Icus p6nibles travaux leur permet de domer A la connaissance des 
affaires peuventbien les liwcrh que1ques instants d'effeuret d'dgarement, mais quc 
cc n'est pas dans la douccur et dans; l'innocence dc la vie charnp6tre que se m6ditent 
et se forment Ics conspirations; contre la libert6 et la souverainet6 du peuple ... 

128 

As a result of this sort of thinking, revolutionary authorities dealt with the seemingly 

incomprehensible reality of peasants making anti-governmental statements in public by 

continuing to maintain that more educated individuals were at the root of the problem. 
While it would be incorrect to say that rural labourcrs from the agricultural and 

artisanal sectors were never convicted of incidents of seditious speech, such convictions 

occurred in only a small minority of cases. Moreover, they appear to have been a last 

resort, used in cases where the cold-blooded intentions of the defendant were so blatant 

that they could not be ignored or explained away by circonstances attenuantes. Before 

arriving at a conviction, investigating authorities very often asked rural defendants to 

reveal the identity of the individual who told or bribed them to speak in such a manner. 
The tone of this questioning varied: at times the interrogation records seem merely to 

suggest, as a matter ofroutine, the possibility ofan outside influence. In the case described 

earlier, for example, of the drunken singing-session in the Ari6ge from which various 

seditious shouts rang clear, each young man was asked in turn whether anyone had 

attempted to turn him against the current government "par des dons, promesses, 

sollicitations, invitations, largesses et profasions, craintes, [oul menaces. "29 At other 

A. D. Lot-et-Guonne, 2L98-35, proc& contre Dasti. genninal 11 
A. D. Ari6ge, 8L62-2, proc6s contre Vidalot et d'autres, messidor V-bnmiaire vL 
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times, however, the existence of a subversive individual was taken for granted by the 

questioner, who saw his only remaining task to be the discovery of the agent's identity. 

One defiant artisan who, during a municipal ceremony, had volunteered an innovative 

suggestion for how the government should be nin, was told that it was only by revealing 
"Who had advised or otherwise incited him to speak out" that he would lessen the gravity 

of his own crime. As it turned out, he was, inde4 a spokesperson - but for a group of 

like-minded villagers who were too afraid to voice their own opinions. " 

Even if the defendant's misdemeanour could not be attributed to an agent of the 

counter-revolution standing in the shadows, there was a tendency for revolutionary courts 

to look the other way, rather thaii to hand out potentially heavy sentences, when it 

appeared clear that nothing truly subversive had taken place. An overwhelming number 

of cases, for example, were dismissed for cause of inebriation: defendants routinely 

escaped punishment with the excuse that they had been drunk (usually "pris dc vin", "dans 

le vin7, or even "plein de vinl at the time, and had not mewit to say the words of which 

they were accused. A typical example is that of Louis Dejean, a thirty-three year old tailor 

who had loudly announced, in a tavern in the village of Ladignac, in die Lot-et-Garonne, 
"que dans peu nous aurions un roi. " Dcjcan was arrested as a provocateur d la royaute, 
but when interrogated, he insisted that he had been drinking and had no recollection ofthe 
incident. The situation was the same with another defendant whom we have already met: 
lean Casse, dit Lartigue, a 40-year-old agriculteur who was found decrying the 
Fxpublican regime to the time of scvcl-A bottles of Wine. 131 Although it tumed out that 
Lartigue was quite genuinely upset, as several of his mules had been requisitioned by the 
Republic, he was easily acquitted. In cases in which the defendants did not actually pose 

a danger to the internal security of the state, the collusion of both jury and village 

witnesses to keep zealous urban revolutionaries from interfering in local affairs invariably 

resulted in an acquittal. In this way, rural citizens were able to use die prejudices and 
assumptions of the authorities to their advantage, encouraging them to accept any 
explanation as more likely than day-labouTers and shepherds holding political views. 

The Courts and the Prosecution of Verbal Dissent 

Thus, the authorities were airning to prevent opposition on a large scale, and even 

LIO A-D. Dordogne, 24IA5-260, procýs contre Bordas, pluviase IV. 
"I A-D. Ariýge, OL24-8, proc6s contre Casw, dit Lattiguc, prairial IV. 
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conspiracy, as revealed by both their legislation and the social groups on whom they 

focused their investigations. These priorities were not wholly invalid: a considerable 

number of cases did occur among the d-devant privileged classes and the rural elite, for 

having made statements which, while not necessarily heralding an armed revolt, certainly 
indicated a desire for the current order to change. However, for the bulk of cases 

represented in this sample, I do not believe that the suspicions ofgovernment officials were 

warranted by the facts. What the regime did have on its hands, rather, was a rural 

population which was perfectly capable of understanding political stances from different 

sources, and which very often voiced its own dissatisfaction. In the next chapter, we will 

examine the intersection between official and unofficial sources of political information 

in the countryside, and consider what both the indicted statcments and the testimonies of 

witnesses can tell us about the formation of public opinion. Before we leave the 

examination of these records "from above", however, let us first re-examine the attitudes 

of the authorities towards these more rural cases, to glean from them what - at the village 
level - the authorities thought important to repress. 

As administrators andiudiciary alike adjusted their thinking to take into account 

evidence that seditious words could come from within the village as well as from outside 
it, the social profile of the defendants accused of counter-revolutionary speech became 

increasingly rural. While provincial criminal courts were not, as we have seen, especially 
keen to prosecute such incidents to the full letter ofthe law, trials ending in acquittals still 
tell us a great deal about what the government and local judiciary thought was important 

when dealing with verbal sedition. In this final section, we will review the cases in the 

sample through the lens of the three main criteria according to which the defendants were 
judged: the distinction between words and actions, the degree of publicity with which a 
statement was made, and finally, the intention with which the words had been spoken. 
First, however, in order to set the stage for the study of the courts' criteria, we need to 

acquaint ourselves with the individuals who made the decisions. 

Criminal courts in revolutionary France 

ne Revolution of 1789 brought many significant and far-reaching changes to the ancien 

regime system ofjustice. " From the Declaration des droits de Phomme et du citoyen, 

"I On the justice system of the ancien rigime. see Godechot, Les Institutions, pp. 139-42; Woloch, 7le 
New Regime, pp. 297-302 and 355-6; and Royer, Histoire de laiustice, part L on justice in the provinces, 
see works cited above, note 49. 
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which vowed to safeguard individual rights and freedoms, to the complete rationalization 

ofthe entire structure ofthejudicial sector, the revolutionaries fiMled the Enlightenment 

Project of making justice both accessible and reasonable. " Overlapping seigneurial and 

royal jurisdictions, as well as regional variations, were replaced with a regular hierarchy 

ofjudicial institutions identical in each and every department of the nation, and justice 

was, in principle, free ofcharge and available to all. Civil justice was characterised by an 

emphasis on arbitration: most disputes were resolved by locally elected arbitres and, 

especially, juges de paix, with only more serious charges and unresolved cases being sent 

on to district courts. 134 Correctional, or police justice was handled at two levels: minor 
infiactions were resolved by the municipality, whereas more serious crimes - including 

crirnes against morality, disruption ofpublic worship, insults and interpersonal violence, 

manslaughter, affiont to public authority, begging, and vagrancy - were dealt with by the 

Juge de paix. 1351n the criminal justice system, investigations were transferred by thcjuge 
de paix to the district court, where a decision was made as to whether or not to proceed 
to the criminal court, established in the chef-lieu of each department. The practice of 

criminal justice also saw one of the greatest changes made during the Revolution: the 
institution ofthejury dejugement, which will be discussed in more detail below. Finally, 

as venality ofoffice had bow abolished, alljudicial pcrsonnel were clected: juges de paix 
for two years, from the same pool as those who made up the district and departmental 

administrations, and district court judges for six years, frorn all judges and magistrates 

over thirty years of age and -with at least five years' experience. Judges for the criminal 
courts were taken from among the district courtjudges on a rotating basis. "" 

The new criminal procedure established by the Constituent Assembly was, in 

many ways, what we might expect today. Accusations came either from private citizens 

or from general rumour - thus we often find individuals denounced "par la voix 

'Among the most vocal on this topic wereMontesquicu, in DeL&prjtdes Lois. BeccariainDesdOlits 
et des peines; and Voltaire, with respect to the Calas case. See Cvodcchot, Les institutions, p. 140. 
' While gcncral changes and changes to civil justice were largely instituted by the law of 16-24 August 

1790, the changes to the criminal justice system had to await the law of 16 September 1791 and the 
promulgation of the Code pinal on 25 September 179 1. 

' Godechot, Les Institutions, pp. 148-50. Ile institution of theigges de paix was a truly remarkable 
phenomenon, and the kcyaspect ofthejudicial reforms which made the newsystem accessible to all. Their 
papers, while notoriously problematic to read, offer a wealth of observations not only on nwal crime, but 
also on the day-to-day functioning of rural society Although the institution is somewhat understudied, 
historians have recently begun braving its depaw see Cndxmgh, Balancing the Scales. Reinhardt, Justice 
in the Sar"is; Daumasý "Justice ct Rdvolution cn Val-dc,, Marne, and Claude Coquard and Claude 
Dur=W-Nuardý "IAjustice de paix, un pouvoir local nouveau: 614ments de recherche i travers 1'exemple 
de deux cantons dc I'Allicr'% in Dupuy (ed. ý poumir local et P, 4vdufioM pp. 295-324. 
" Ciodechot, Les Institutions, pp. 146-8 and 150. 
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publiqu6`11 - but the responsibility for finding the accused person lay with the 

gendarmerie. Once located, the suspect would be arrested on a mandat d'arrat or a 

mandat d'amener, interrogated by thcjuge depair, and incarcerated in the district prison. 

At this point, a preliminary procedure would take place at the district court. The file would 

first be examined by a directeur du jury, selected from among the district court judges, 

who would choose to either dismiss the case if, for example, evidence was lacking, or else 

to send it before ajury d'accusation. 138 If thejury d'accusation decided the case should 
be pursued, it would then be sent before the criminal court. Typically, on the day of the 

trial, the acte d'accusation, or indictment, would be read out by a clerk, to be followed by 

an interrogation of the defendant by the president and the testimonies of witnesses, with 

the defendant having the right to comment on the latter. The closing speech would then be 

given by the public prosecutor, and it is from this and the summary given afterwards by 

the president that we obtain the clearest statements of the position of the authorities on a 

given indictment. "' The verdict would rest with thejury dejugementwhen one was used, 
from which a majority of ten out of twelve jurors, would be required for a conviction; the 

sentence, in the case of a conviction, would be announced after deliberation among the 
judges. The procedure remained relatively constant throughout the revolutionary era, with 
the notable exception of the Terror, during which some criminal courts were given the 

ability to judge r6volutionnairement - that is, with the same powers ofjurisdiction as the 
tribunal revolutionnaire in Paris - although even in these circumstances, the jury was 
sometimes retained. "O The Directory era, finally, saw some minor changes in the election 
of judicial personnel and the location of the preliminary procedure: with district-level 

administrations abolished under the constitution bf the Year 111, the initial appraisal of 
criminal cases was carried out at the correctional courts in the chef-heur des 

arrondissements. 
Considering that the newly-erected hierarchy ofjudicial institutions had to deal 

137 ne significance of this phenomenon will be dealt with in more detail in chapter V. 
i3s The members of theJury d'accusation were chosen from a list of 200 active citiz= drawn up by 

procureur gingral syndic of the department. It was thejury dejugement, a group of twelve chosen in the 
same manner as theJury d'accusation, which sat in judgement at a criminal trial. A full complement of 
criminal court personnel would include, in addition to thejury, the president, the public Prosecutor (elected 
in the same manner as thejudges and generally the moderator of the trial), thejudges (taken by turns fi-Om 
district courts), the greffier, and the commissaire du roi. who requested the sentencing. The functioning 
and significance of the jury will be discussed further below. 

in see woloch, The New Regime, pp. 359-61, and Howard Brown, Ending the French Revolution: 
Violence, Justice and Repression, 1795-1802 (forthcoming, 2003), chapter 5; text obtained through 
personal communication with the author and cited with permission. 
"I Godechot, Les Institutions, p. 383. 
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with a major turnover in personnel, as well as a body of legislation that had almost 

completely changed overnight, the level of competence and of orgarusation are, in general, 

quite impressive. What is nonetheless clear from the documentation, however, is a certain 

hesitation when dealing with political crimes, which would have been virtually unknown 

in the countryside prior to the Revolution. The directeur du jury of the district court at 

Nontron, in the Dordogne, wrestled openly with this new t3W of crime in his petition to 

the accusateur public of the criminal court: 
Le procureur de la commune.. est venu me &noncer des Wits, non dc ceux qui 
attaquent la vie, la r6"tion ou b fortune d'un citoyen, non de ccux commis contre 
une commune, mais de ceux qui attaquent la ConstitutiorL.. "' 

17he perceived importance of rooting out dissent and punishing would-be seditionanes led 

very early, as we have seen, to a series of decrees aimed at vague crimes such as Mse- 

nation andVie shaking ofpublic confidence in the governmcd". Faced with the complete 

reorganization of both institution and personnel, local judicial authorities tended to send 

on any cases which carried even a whiff of actual sedition, cffectively freeing their hands 

for other tasks and putting the ball back in the court ofthc deputies who had thought such 
laws necessary. 

As the Revolution wore on and the number of political crimes on the books 

increased, local courts again hesitated in their application, with the most awkward cases 
being passed like hot potatoes frornjuge de paix to district court to criminal court, and 

often on to Paris. Before the erection ofthe ifibunal r6volutionnaire de Pafis, problctnatic 

cases were simply sent "A la Convention nationale", revealing a local reticence to be held 

responsible for cases which were potentially dangerous to the internal security of the 

state. " Ilie establishment of the Paris court on 10 March 1793 cffectively relieved 

provincial criminal courts of this responsibility, "" but even though certain deparuncnts, 

including the Dordogne, the Lot-d-Garonne, and the Haute-Garonnc, were given the right 
to judge rtvolutionnairement by passing rcpresentatives-on-mission, local judges 

"'A. D- Dordogne, 19L75, proc6s contre GurabocuC mar3-avril 1791. 
"2 See. for example. the cage against the sicurs Madillac, Dussol, Pommicr, et autres, habitants de 

Musmdan. accus4s d'avoir tcnu des propos s6diticux ct commis dcs actcs dc violence, which was sent -i 
I'Asscmblde nationale'. A. D. Dordogne. B834, S&b6chauss6e et pr&; idialc de Paigueux, octobre 1789. 

'43 Accayling to the law of 10 March 1793, the tribunal revolutionnaire de Paris was set tip to judge 
-toutc entrcprise contre-r6volutionnaire, tout attentat contre la tiberth, 1'60M. I'unitd, l'indivisibilit6 dc 
la r6publique, tout attentat contre la saretd intftie= cl cxtdicure de I'ttat, tout complot tendant A rdtablir 
la royautd ou A dtablir tout autre autoritA attentatoire & la libert6, A Ngalith et A la souverainct6 du peuple. " 
A. P. vol. 60, p. 65,10 mars 1793. 
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continued to plead incompetence, sending on a considerable number of cases. '" At the 

criminal and revolutionary court of the department of the Dordogne in Pdrigueux, the 

public prosecutor, after having listed all the verbal infiuctions of a certain Jean Fournier, 

dit Carr6, cultivateur, concluded: 
Que tous ces propos sont bien dvidernmcnt contre-r6volutionnaires [... ] mais 
qu'aucune loi Wayant attribud la connaissance de ces ddlits aux tribunaux crýninels 
ordinaires, le prtsent tribunal ne pourrait point en oonna3tre ... 

113 

The case was, indeed, sent on to Paris; the different elements of the file were examined, 

and Carr6, a humble but disgruntled peasant from the village of Gardonne, was 
interrogated in the presence of Fouquier-Tinville himselt who decided that his words, 

while seditious, were not about to bring down the government, and pronounced an 

acquittal. " In another case, this one remaining in the department, the accusateurpublic 
debated the issues at length, unsure of what to do. While the laws did give him certain 

competencies where cases of counter-revolutionary words were concerned, the 
denunciations against the accused, a young medical officer named Louis Sclafer whom we 

met in chapter 111, were questionable, having come from only two individuals, and the 

question of their validity made the accusateur public reluctant. 
Ce n'est pas que l'intdret de la R6publique nexige bien quon prenne les mesures 
les plus actives et les plus stvftes envers ceux: qui sont prdvenus dy attenter, et 
qu'on ne doive bien examiner avec le plus grand scrupule, les d6nonciations port6es 
contre eux, mais le moyen de pourvoir au. salut de la r6publique est-il d'incarcdrer 
sur de simples d6nonciations et de faire traduire des pr6venus devant les tribunaux, 
et surtout devant le tribunal rdvolutiomaire de Paris, que la multitude des affaires 
Porte a des lenteurs considdrables, sur beaucoup de celles cpji lui sont envoydes de 
tous les points de la Rdpublique? C'est, nous osons le dire, violer tous les principes 
de la Idgislation criminelle, m6me en temps cle rivolution... 147 

In the end, he only wrote to the Paris court for advice, reasoning that it was unlikely that 

sending the defendant himselfwould allow the court there to unearth any new information, 

and that since he wasn't even sure a serious crime had been committed, it would be 

ridiculous to go to the expense. 'Mere is no indication in the archives of the tribunal 

r6volutionnaire that his letter was read, but this would not have been unusual for cases 

144 On the Dordogne, see Le Tribunal c? iminel etrivolutionnaire do IdDordbgriesous la Terreur(2 vols., 
p6rigueux, 1880), vol. 1, introduction. On the Lot-et-Garonne, see Charles Cambon, ýU justice 
r6volutionnaireiAgen, 1793-1794", Revue de I Agenais. 59(1932), pp. 290-9, and60(1933), pp. 115-36. 
On the liaute-GarOnne, findlY, see Jean-Marie Luc. "Le Tribunal criminel de la Haute-Gwonne7, A-h. Rf, 
37 (1965), pp. 332-43. 
141 Tribunal criminal et rivolutionnaire de la Dordogne (published docwnents), Vol. 2, pp. 1134, procks 

contre Fournier, dit Carr6, gcrminal-prairial II. 
' AN. W 420 dossier 955, Tribunal rdvolutiomaire de Paris, PrOcts cOntre Fournier, dit carr6, 

cultivateur, prairial 11. 
147 A. D. Dordogne 24L39, procks contre Sclafer. firinlairO-nivOse M 
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forwarded from the provinces. Of the fifteen cases from this sample which were sent on 

to Paris, "" ten appear to have been judged by the ultimate court of the Terror, and only 

three of these - including just one case involving peasants - wcre sentenced to the 

gUillotine. 149 

While the public prosecutor's concerns are certainly understandable, this kind of 

hesitation in applying harsh laws to cases of village malcontents might also be 

symptomatic of a larger phenomenon, namely the tendency of provincial courts to act in 

favour of local defendants in their application of laws against political cri=. '-'o Local 

courts were staffed with personnel drawn from the local population, which meant that in 

the interpretation of Parisian legislation, oftcn seen as draconian, interfering and out of 

touch with rural society, it was not unlikely that the prosecutors would sympathise 

primarily with the defendant. In the tiny handet of Taurignan-Vieux in the Ari6ge, two 

wool-workers had been accused of "provocation A la r6volte" for their statements made 

during the recruitment assembly, in a case first introduced earlier in the chapter. In 

compiling theproc&-verbal, however, the municipal council argued that while it was true 

that "de pareils outrages faits i la loi... pourraient devenir funestes ii la chose publique", 

the defendants were innocent of any true crime: 
Si les lois nous; dictcnt de toute part qLeil vaut mieux absoudre tm criminel quo dc 
condamner tm innocent, ccllcs de la nature et de la raison nous dictcni que 
l'innocent ne doitjarnais p6rin, or, tels sont Giles And et Marcel Dedicu, puisqu'ils 
n'onipasviol6 la loi, et s'ils avaicnt pule faire, leurcrimen'est pas dans leurcumr. 
parce [qLfib] Wont jarnais W entachds ni do fimfismc, ni de royalisme, ni de 
f6&, 'Talisme, mais qu'au contraire, ils ont toujours montr6 des sentiments 
rdvolutionnaires; que leurconduitenýa parujusqu, 'ici suspecte A personne... d'aprýs 
tant de faits [nous voulons] que I'humanM et la justice s'int6ressent, au sort des 
pr6venus, que notre voix secourable se fasse entendre jusqu'au pied des tribtmaux, 
et que la &Inonciation 

.. soit regar&e comme 1'effet dun z#-Ie patriotique... '5' 

Ile criminal court in Foix was sensible to these arguments, and the defendants were 

eventually acquitted. 

"0 The fifteen cases rcfcrred to Paris represent approximately one-fifth of the trials in the sample which 
were judged during the period of existence of the tribuwl rivolnuonnaire do Paris. 

' Ile one case in question was that of Uonard Meynard and his sister, Paule, from the village of 
Romain-sur-Colle, in the Dordogne, both described as cultivateurs. The Meynards were accused ofhaving 
torn a decree hrom, the hmA of the mayor as he tried to read it, and then attempting to stir up the people 
with their statements of firtistration and disgust, and they were both guillotined in Paris on 29 mcssidor H. 
While this case represents, perhaps, what the authorities were looking for, it is far and ammy the exception 
among trials for seditious speech in rural areas. A-N. W 420-955, Tribunal revolutionnaire dc Pari& 

I" Of the 14,000 victims of the Ten-or, across France, for whom the social identity is recorded, a 
considerable 280/9 were peasants; mncthclcss, the vast majority of thesc cascs wcrc from the wcst. SM 
Donald Gr=, The Incidence of the Terror Aring the French Revolution: A Statisfibd Interpretation 
(Gloucester, Mass., 1966), esp. totals on p. 163. 
"'A-D. Ari4e, 81.36-7, proeds contre Anel ct Dediew, d6lib&ation de la commune de Taurignan-Vicux, 

2 septenibre 1793. 
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The tendency for local authorities to acquit rural defendants is nowhere more 

visible than in the activities ofthejury dejugement. " As discussed above, the important 

role assigned to the jury in deciding a defendant's fate was a new addition in 179 1: one 

which had a notable cffect on how Parisian laws were applied in the countryside. In the 

sample used here, of 42 cases decided by jury, only five resulted in a conviction, an 

acquittal rate ofnearly 90%. " While the functioning ofjuries in this early period of their 

institution has generally been neglected, those historians who have studied the phenomenon 

report a similar tendency of indulgence. Richard Cobb, Colin Lucas, and Charles Doyle, 

working on the reactionary south-east, have attributed this leniency to the fact that 

criminal courts in that region were run primarily by counter-revolutionaries and royalists, 

who used political cases as a platform from which to make their opposition known. 154 

Robei t Allen, however, in his preliminary study ofpolitical trials in the Ute-d'Or, argues 

that the high acquittal rate in political cases judged by jury was an even more general 

phenomenon, extending to departments which "approximated the 'ordinary' side of 

provincial life in the 1790s ... undisturbed by widespread and violent opposition to the 

revolutionary government. " "5 Apart from the brief royalist insurrection of the Year VIT, 

the south-westem departments studied here come closer, in political tendency, to Allen's 

description of the C6te-d'Or than. to the reactionary south-cast, and as such, my findings 

of juries determined to protect boisterous but otherwise harmless peasants from the 

guillotine corroborate his hypothesis. Nonetheless, even the juries had to consider the 

motive of the defendant, as well as the potential damage of his words, and thus it is with 
the intention of better understanding these acquittals, as well as the smaller number of 

convictions, that we move on to examine their criteria. 

152 On the functioning of thejurYdejugement, see Royer, 11istoiredelaiustice, pp. 291-300 and 379-81; 
Seligman, Justice en France, vol. 1, pp. 460-3; Godechot, Les Institutions, pp. 151-2,478; James M. 
Donovan, -magistrates and Juries in France, 1791-1952". French Historical Studies, 22 (1999), pp. 379- 
420', Isser W010ch. "'Le Palladium de la libert&' Vicissitudes da jur6 criminel", in LImage de la 
ROvolutionfranfaive, Congr6s de la Sorbonne, 6-12 juillet 1999 (ParisNew York, 1990), vol. 2, pp. 983-8, 
and 1he IVew Regime, chapter XR, Robert Allen, "Political Trials by Jury in the C8te-d'Or, 1792-1800-, 
proceedings oftheAnnualMeeting ofthe W. S. F. H.. 18 (1991), pp. 222-32; andon the later period, Brown, 
Ending the French Revolution- 

m compared with the sources cited below and the summary presented by Woloch (The New Regime, 
p. 368), this figure is quite high- This is likely due to the criteria used in assembling the sample, trials were 
sought which were both rural in character and primarily concerned with verbal incidents, two factors which 
arguably led to acquittals in local courts. 
154 Cobb, 'Reactions, pp. 4 8-5 1, and, in notes, pp. 243-9; Colin Lucas, "The First Directory and the Rule 

of Law", French Historical Studies, 10 (1977), pp. 231-60, and Charles Doyle, "The Judicial Reaction in 
South-Eastern France, 1794-1800"9 Unpublished D. Phil- thesis, Oxford University, 1986. 
15s Allen, -political Trials by Jury", p. 223. ' 
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Words vs. actions 
In considering the way in which sedition was treated in provincial courts during the 
Revolution, one of the first distinctions to be made, is the relative importance of verbal 

crime, in the minds of local judges, in comparison with crimes ofactual violent resistance 

and rebellion. As we have seen, the concept of "sedition7in the eighteenth century was not 
to be confused with Mse-majestJ verbale; sedition usually referred to concrete acts of 

resistance and revolt against the state, and was more commonly associated with emotions 

and mouvements popuLaires. It was only gradually that peoples' words cam to be 

monitored in the same way as their activities, and this phenomenon was even slower to 

spread in the rural sector than it was in an urban context. liocal courts appear to have had 

some conceptual difficulties in dealing with verbal crime, and in this context, crimes of 

violent revolt and physical resistance were more tangible, more definable, more 

understandable and easier to prosecute. Ultimately, damage to public opinion, while 

serious and worrisome, particularly in modeM times, is slow, stealthy, and cannot 
in-unediately be detected; damage to a municipal officer or his property produces more 

concrete evidence. It is this type of reasoning which was evident in the decisions and 

actions ofprovincial courts, and which greatly affected how crimes ofwords werejudged. 
However, the issue of 'words versus actions" is not so black and white as it might 

at first semi; for verbal crimes were almost invariably prosecuted not for the principles 
for which they stood, but for their possible effect on listeners. Unlike the crime of heresy, 

in which words were merely indicative of an unlawful state of mind, it was not illegal to 
hold a counter-revolutionary opinion during the French Revolution. Tbe right to freedom 

of opinion was guaranteed by the Declaration des droits de Phomme et du citoyen, but 

the conditions placed upon this freedom arc clear- "Nul ne peut We inqui& pour scs 

opinions, m8me religieuses, " the Declaration specifies, "pourvu que leur manifestation ne 
trouble pas lordre public 6tabli par la loi. " Although the Icgislition against seditious 

speech became increasingly indulgent towards cases in which the offence had been solely 

verbal, the texts were nonetheless phrased so that it was clearly the disruptive potential of 
the words, rather than the words themselves, which was the crime. In each ofthe laws used 
to prosectite incidents of seditious speech, it was the potential result which was 
highlighted: it was illegal to speak words ", which shake the faith of the people in the 

nation". as well as words "which tend to discredit the assignats" and words "which 

suggest or provoke the re-establishmcnt ofthe monarchy". The assumption, in each case, 
is that if the words had their full effecý the faith of the people in the nation would be 
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shaken, the assignats would be discredited, and the monarchy would be re-established. 
Ile only exception to this observation is the relatively short-lived Law of Suspects, 

according to which people's words could reveal them to be "partisans de la. tyrannie ct 

ennen-ds de la libertV. However, people were not guillotined for being suspects . they were 

simply detained, in case such words did have a pernicious cffect. 

Tbus, actions were, indeed, taken more seriously than words. This is quite 

understandable: municipal and police authorities were operating in a context in which the 

populace was not yet accustomed to voicing its discontent in a peaceful, democratic way. 
With a collective memory of generations of rural revolts and the recent experience of the 
Great Fear and rural disturbances throughout the south-west in 1789 and 1790, authorities 

were genuinely concerned that strongly voiced counter-revolutionary statements could lead 

the people to protest in a violent manner. The imago of the murmuring crowd was a 
threatening one, even to the rural elite who found themselves in positions of mayor, juge 
de paix and officers of the National Guard. Objections voiced during meetings and 

assemblies, in particular, were worrisome. In one village in the Dordogne, a peasant 

walked out during an assembly for the reading of the laws, leaving the other inhabitants 

with a powerful statement: "sorte qui voudra7'. he said angrily, "pour moi, je sais assez. " 
Although there followed numerous mutterings and comments on the situation, the 

assembly remained &ilm; in their report, however, the municipal officers wrote fearfully 

that the man had given "le signal de rdbellion7. "A similar fear can be sensed in the case 
against Olivier Roessard, a peasant from the Ari6ge who was upset about the removal of 
religious symbols. When the commissaires dWIs based in the nearby town of St-Girons 

reported Roessard's words, it was the fact that he had threatened to "faire battre la caisse 
et so lever tous pour s'y opposer" that concerned them the most: they were, after all, 
townsfolk who could only too easily imagine themselves the victims of an attack from the 

Surrounding CoUntrySide. 157 The frequent recurrence of phrases such as "incitation i la 
d6sob6issance des lois". "tendre A soulever le peuple" and "Provoquer le d6sordre et 
I'alarrne" throughout the sample clearly betrays an underlying fear, among urban judicial 

and administrative personnel, of the ultimately insurrectionary force of more words. 
Naturally, the government reacted more strongly to s, editious words in periods 

when there had been an atmosphere ofviolence or disruption in the region. When a soldier 

" AA W420-955, Tribunal rdvolutionnaire de Paris, procts contre Uonard Meynard, cultivateur, et 
Paule Meynard, sa soeur, pour incitation A soultvement, messidor 11 See footnote 149, above, for further 
information on the circumstances and outcome of the trial. 
"" A. D. Ari6ge, 8L36.5, procýs contre Roessard, brumaire IL 
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named Lachapelle was interrogated for having placarded the public square with seditious 
notices, the minutes of his interrogation read that the municipality feared "qu'elIc scrait 
infininient coupable si elle ne prenait des mesures pour aff&er et pr6venir les troubles 

qu'on tente de suciter depuis longtemps dans cc cantoný'. 152 Ile situation with Roessard, 

above, was the same: "ces propos tenus dans un moment oii les calotins ont suscit6 

que1ques mouvenients contre-r6volutionnaires dans ladite communie, the initial 
investigative report read, "nous avons crU^ devoir suivre ces propos indiscrets... -. "' 

Defendants who were not ftom the, immediate area were sometimes questioned as to 

whether they had been involved in specific rassemblements and incidents which had taken 

place, reinforcing the assumption that dissent was the work of outsiders. " 

nus, it would appear diat judgements made in provincial courts were influenced 

as much by the traditional preoccupation with revolt, as with the new revolutionary 

conceptualization ofverbal sedition. In instances where there were charges for both words 

and violent acts, it was often the latter which took precedence. For example, although 
Lachapelle's seditious placards contained "des injures attroces contre le gouvernement", 
it was his violent threats directed at the municipal officerswho removed the posters which 

were highlighted by both grq. §er and WitnCSM. 161 In a similar case, involving a peasant 
in the Hautcs-Pyrdn6cs who refiised to give up the last ofhis grain to the requisition order, 
it was not the charge of "offense i la loi" which concerned the courts as much as his 

"Outrage i un officier municipal". " However, even in these circumstances, t1w verbal 

component ofopposition retains its importance. In the case ofthe weaver T'homas Bordas, 

whom we have cited on several occasions, the indictrnent contained two parts: Bordas was 
tried not only for his propos conw-r&olutionnaires concerning the inadequacies of the 

current form of government, but also for Nolence contre les gerWarmcs" who had 

attempted to restrain him. In the eventual outcome of the case, Bordas was acquitted of 
the second charge, his actions having been judged unintentional, but it was his words, 

"'AýD- Dordogne, 291,18, proc6scontrcLachapelle, ftuctidorV, brumaire VL 
A-D. Ari6ge, SL36-5, procts corgm Roessard, brumaire IL 
See, for example, the case against L& Jenne=. AD. Lot-et-Garonnc, Tribunal criminel, pr-ochs contre La Jeunesse. couvrmw, errant et cherclumt i gagner sa vie cn traraillant, pour provocation A la royaut6 et dmigration, ffimaire VHL The defendant was a young man, cWy 16, moving fim place to place to find 

vmr1c, when he was accused by "la voix publiqud" as a "chef des brigandsr, as well as for having shouted 'vive le roi'. In his interrogation, he was ask4 -slil eest jamai trouvd dans aucun rassemblemcnt 
s6ditien ct eil a eu connatissance des troubles qui ont eu lieu dans les cmA= dc soumcrisac, de Dums 
et particulidreinent dans la commune de Loub&r. 
"I A. D. Dordogne 29LI 8, procts contre Laclqxlle, fiuctidor v- hnimaire VL 
"2A-D. llautcs-Pyr&i6es, 2Ljustice non--c6t6e (themlidor-fiuctidor U), proc6s contrc dArgel6s, rncssidorý IL 
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judged to have been said intentionally and maliciously, which carried the greater threat. "' 

Finally, verbal crimes continued to command more severe punishments am simple 

violence or disobedience, a fact which was recognised by locals wishing to take advantage 

of the political climate to guarantee that a case of interpersonal dispute would go in their 

favour. By arranging for an additional accusation of seditious words to be slipped in, the 

attention of the authorities was assured. "' 

Public statements and private opinions 

While the authorities rernained predisposed to view civil disobedience and 

rebellion as more serious than verbal sedition, there was a tendency nonetheless to 

attribute ever-greater importance to the process by which the decision to take a stance for 

the opposition was formed. Ile ultimate responsibility in revolts lay with the individual 

whose words had stiffed up trouble: in the decree of martial law, as well as all other 

revolutionary legislation against insurrection and rebellion, it is "Ies moteurs et 
instigateurs" of the incident who are subject to the harshest penalties, with those who had 

simply been "led astray" receiving little more than a rcprinmd and some instruction in 

their civic duties. Moreover, the focus upon propaganda and the maintien de 1esprit 

public in revolutionary discourse led to a growing awareness that the nature of public 

opinion was the responsibility of the government. The very existence of cases of seditious 

speech in rural areas reveals an increasing concern with the spread of ideas, the formation 

of opinions, and the result that both of these might have on the political disposition of the 

majority. 
In their continuing efforts to control these processes, government and local 

authorities alike were preoccupied with the degree of publicity with which seditious 

statements were made. "" The larger the audience and the more central the place of 
discussion, it was reasoned, the more serious the consequences, whether those 

consequences entailed merely changing ideas and opinions, or possibly inciting a revolt. 
Moreover, opinions voiced in public seemed to carry a greater import, for the character 

of a public declaration differed considerably from what might be said privately among 

163 A. D. Dordogne, 24LA5-260, proc6s contre Bordas, pluviase IV. 
I" See, for example, the case against Bouisson, p&e etfils: A. D. Ari4e, 81,61 -11, Tribunal criminel, 

proc6s contre Louis et Thomas Bouisson, cultivateurs et maqons, pour propos contre-rdvolutionnaires, 
vent6se VI - fiimaire VIL ne question of vengeance and spite as motivations for accusations of seditious 
speech will be dealt with at more length in chapter V. 
"I Lisa Jane Graham also stresses this point see "Crimes of Opinion7, pp. 85-7. 
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friends. Over and over again, the indictrnents against seditious speech as well as the 

depositions of witnesses underline the fact that statements were made en presence de 

plusieurs personnes, dans des endroits publics, or simply publiquement. Jeannet 

Bcgarrie, the day-labourer fi-orn the Hautes-Pyrdn6es whom we first met in chapter 111, 

was accused in 1799 of having shouted assorted counter-revolutionary comments, "dans 

I'cnccinte de la commune d'Argel6s ct dans la maison ditte Duhort et de mani6re i 6tre 

entendu des voisins et des passants. """ Further north, in the market town of Ndrac, a 

mason named Jean Dupouy was accused of "Ies propos les plus incendiaires et 

attentatoires i la sfireW publique en provoquant i voix haute le retourA la royaut6 par les 

cris souvent r6p&6s de vive le RoP. The municipal officers took special care when 
drafting their repoM to indicate that 

... ces propos audacieux et canhe-r6volutionnaires ont W tenus en Wsence de 
plusieurs citoyens dans la grandc rue de ccUc commune pr6s la maison du citoyen 
Gratian Gaillaret ainsi que dans d'autres lieux ... il sera tr6s possible par un6 enqu8te 
judiciaire.. de reconnaitre la v6rit6 &-s faits qtearmonoe la clameur publique en 
assignant divers t6wins qui ont Wi port6e d'entendre les propos provocateurs 
dudit Dupouy. 167 

Parish priests, as a group, were regularly denounced for the import of their public 

statements. When the vicar ofBeauregard, Luguet, was denounced for his unconstitutional 

words, the district administration wrote a covering report which stressed that "ces propos 

ont W prononc6s en plein auditoire, et publiquernent. """ Pierre Lach6ze, similarly, cUr6 

of Beleymas, in the Dordogne, "ddbitait ouvertemene'that he had only sworn his oath with 

restriction, having always been proud to "publier ses opinions inciviques". " In cases of 

written sedition, placards posted up near the place publique or the halle, or "r6pandus 

avee profusion" were considered much more dangerous than those appearing only once or 

twice. ' 70 

In general, revolutionary courts andjuries made decisions based on the principle 
that the greater the publicity, the more serious the crime. In die case against Macerouze 
Birol and several other young men accused of counter-revolutionary shouts in the 

commune Of Lalinde, in the Dordogne, thirtr-one witnesses were brought to the stand, on 

A-D. lIaUtcs-PYr&Idcs. 21ft justice non-c6t6e (1791-anl1lý proc6s contrc Bcgarrie, fiwtidoir VIL 
" A. D. Lot-et-Garorme, Tribunal criminel, proc6s contrc Jean Dupouy, traccur de pierres, pour 

provocation 11 la royaW, prairial MI-prairial VIIL 
A. D. Dordogne 171.14, proods contre LugucL 
A. D. Dordogne, 241M, Proc6s c; ontrc Lach&e ct d'autrcs, niv6se 11. 

" See especially A. D. Lot-d-Garonne, 2L271-105 dossier 2, procoh contre les quidams qui ont africhd des placards saticux, V-VI. 
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the assumption - which proved correct - that many people might have heard their 

boisterous political comments. " The fact that the statements of the weaver Bordas were 

made during a large assembly of citizens was stressed by the prosecution; his indictment 

read that he had "manifest6 publiquement (et au moment oih tous les fonctionnaires et 

autres citoyens du canton... pr8taient le serment de haine i la royaut6) son ddsir d'Etre 

gouvern6 par un roi... ". ̀  Our-dire, or hearsay, was commonly used as evidence not only 
in an attempt to trace statements back to their source, bu t also because the more the 

information in question had travelled around the village, the greater its possible effect on 

the opinions of the villagers, and thus, the greater the crime. 173 Those with the urge to 

speak in front of crowds were particularly alarming to the authorities. One witness to the 

seditious words of Jean Bernard dit Biotte, of Verteilhac in the Dordogne, reported that 
Biotte had been "cnt=6 d'une foule de citoyens 11orsquIll disait i haute voix que ceux. 

qui avaient des assignats seraient perdus, "" and Raymond Frenange, thejuge de paix of 
the canton of Tonneins in the Lot-et-Garonne, remarked that he simply "followed the 

crowd7in order to investigate the seditious words of Antoine St. Martin, dit Bronquet, a 
31 -year-old laboureur. 175 

Similarly, those whose conversations had been private in nature were generally 

acquitted, regardless of the statements involved. In many such cases, the charges were 
dropped because the court was unwilling to convict someone based upon the testimony of 
the few individuals - often only one or two - who had heard the words. Louis Sclafer, as 

we have seen previously, was a young medical officer accused of having made a string of 

counter-revolutionary statements at a country wedding. The man who denounced him, 

Pierre Teyssieux, had initially declared that Sclafer's statements had been made 
"publiquernent", but later adjusted his deposition, allowing that while there had been many 

other people in the room, they had been otherwise occupied, and he could not be sure that 
they had heard the remarkS. 176 In other Cases, however, the defendants used the fact that 

they had not spoken in public to their advantage, even going to far as to cite their right to 

express opinions Privately. In one situation, which occurred in the village of Verniolle, in 

the Ari6ge, the court was forced to admit that the key exchange between accused and 

A. D. Dordogne, 25L36, procks contre Birol et Xautresý prairial IV. 
AD. Dordogne, 24IA5-260, procks contre Borda% pluvi8se IV. 

171me use of hearsay evidence in trials will be discussed ftulher in chapter V. 
A. D. Dordogne, 24IA2, proca contre Bernard, dit Biotte, pluviase IL t&noin no. 10, Bernard Couquo. 

I'll A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2L51-5, Tribunal criminel, procts contre Antoine St Martin, dt Bronquet, 
laboureur, pour propos royahstcs, messidor-fructidor IV. 
" A. D. Dordogne 241,39, proas contre Sclafer, frimaire-niv6se IL 
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witness 'Wavait aucun caract6re public, [ct] que ces menaces dirig6es contre un simple 

citoyen ne donnent lieu qu'i une action civile devant le juge do paix aux termes de la loi 

du 24 aofit 1790. "1" Around the same time but slightly to the west, in the mountain valley 

of Camparan, in the Hautes-Pyrdn6cs, Jean-Baptiste TroncBernis was accused ofhaving 

spread false news concerning the price of wheat in Tarbes. In his interrogation, Tronc- 

Bemis had claimed dig he had only been repeahng what he'd heard, and that when he had 

passed it on, it had been "non pas publiquement, mais confidenciellement -A deux 

per sonnes, " and even then, only because they had asked what news he had heard in 

Tarbes. Tronc-Bernis was acquitted: as the public prosecutor summariscd, while "des 

fausses nouvelles d6bit6es dans Ics places publiques ... mentcnt une punition contrc celui 

qui s'en est rendu coupable, [ ... I si la nouvelle d6bit6e n'a 06 donn6e que sur l'invitation 

des ses concitoyens, cella changcrait bcaucoup la nature du d6lit. "179 

On the one hand, it is true that private conversations were not as Rely to cause 

revolts as statements made in public. On the other hand, there is evidence in the documents 

of a growing concern with how ideas spread and how opinions were formed. Thus, 

alongside the authorities' concerns that seditious words might cause an insurrcction, it is 

not uncomrnon to read that they might also discourage rural citizens and damage public 

opinion. In one case of a disrupted recruitment assembly in the Ariýge, the municipality 

of Taurignan-Vieux worried that "de parcils outrages faits i la loi pourraient devenir 

funestes i la chose publique et corrompre 1'esprit des citoyens. "' Nicolas Antoine 

Leclerc, dit Peymaud, an ex-soldier living near Bergerac who was introduced earlier in the 

chapter, was accused of the same crime which, the court maintained, would serve to 
"ralcnfir le Me des citoyens et i pervertir, par cc moyen, 1'esprit public. "' I Finally, Pierre 

Gauthier, dit Viroulet, the travelling merchant we met earlier, was accused of making 

seditious statements on numerous occasions, in the auberges where he stopped while on 
business. Such words, the public prosecutor argued, were clearly part of a well-laid plan 

of "corruption de 1esprit public pour armer les citoyens les uns contre les autres"; 
Gauthier was saved only by the decision of an obstinatejury. 111 Reinforced by a growing 

awareness within the government that rural "esprit publie might be worth shaping, local 

"" AD. Arite. 81,35-6. Tribunal criminel. procks cmtre Louis Dhm et d'autrcs, cultivatcurs, pour 
propos contrc la sOret6 publiquc, scptembremtobre 1793. 

A. D. llautcs-Pyr6m6cs, 21, justicc non-c6t6c, proc, 6s cA)ntrc Abadic ct Trmc-Bcrnisjuillct-aofit 1793. 
A. D. Ari4e, 81.36-7, prooh contre Anel et Dedieu, aoft 1793 - fiimaire M 
A. D. DOrdOgne. 241,42. Procks contre 1, eclerc, dit Peymaud, avril 1793 - mai 1794. 
A-D. Lot-et-Garonnc, procýs contre Gauthier. dit Viroulet gemlinal Il. 
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authorities were placing increasing value on the power of speech. 

La question intentionnelle 

While both the public ity of a statement and its likelihood of inspiring seditious 

actions were taken into consideration by judges and juries, in the end, the verdicts in 

seditious speech trials most often came down to the question ofintention. As we have seen, 

it was not counter-revolutionary sentiment in itselfwhich was the target ofthe legislation, 

but the potential consequences of such sentiment being expressed publicly. As with much 

criminal law, it was the intention to bring about these consequences which was punished 

as much as the successful accomplishment of the objective: attempted murder, for 

example, is still a crime, even if the attempt is unsuccessful. Likewise, in the Code penal 

of 1791, it is those "manoeuvrcs tendant a 6branlcr la fidffit6 des citoyere which are 

illegal, and the revolutionary legislation of March and April 1793 targeted "tentatives 

contre-r6volutionnaires". Indeed, if the goal of the revolutionary government was to 

prevent counter-revolutionaries from winning over honest citizens, then acquittals for 

unsuccessful attempts - regardless ofthe intention - would have left those individuals fi= 

to continue in their mission. 

As such, the issue of intention constituted a key component of trials against 

seditious speech. Ibejury dejugement, when it was active, was asked to determine first 

of all, whether a crime had been committed-, second, whether the accused person was 

guilty of that crime; and third, whether he had committed it intentionally. 182 In &ctý the 

=jority of rural defendants who were acquitted by juries - the 90% cited earlier - were 

actually convicted of having made the statements of which they were accused, but it was 

the intervention of the jury, declaring, for example, "qu'il n'a pas agi en cela dans 

l'interttion du crime" or that the words had not been spoken"m6charnment ou avec dessein 

criminel" ' which brought their release. In a case discussed above, Antoine St. Martin aw, 

a laboureur, was arrested for thek and it was only as they were taking him to prison that 

he expressed his frustration with the statement, "mcrde & la Wpubliqud", thus gaining a 

second indictment. Following the laws to the letter, St. Martin was accused of "propos 

tendant a avilir le gouvernement r6publicain"; thcjury, however, would not stand for such 

112 A fourth question, pertaining to "circOnStances att6nuantee% was introduced in the Directory era, and 
allowedjuries to acquit defendants in cases where, for example, there persisted a strong suspicion that the 
accused person had been led by another to make the statements. It appears to have been used pnmanly, 
howeyer, m cases where inebriation was a key factor. On the "fameuse question intentionnelle-, see 
Woloch, The New Regime, p. 361. 
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a perversion oflustice, and quickly acquitted him of such an overblown crime, citing lack 

of intention. "' In another example, the case o0eanne Floissac, an innkeeper's wife whose 

derisive comments to her clients about the new taxation system were denounced by another 

innkeeper, was carefiffly considered by the criminal court ofthe Lot-et-Garonne. She was 

acquitted, in the end, because 

... tom les t6M0ins ... ont &clmt que la dite Floissac, lorsqu'eUe tint ce pr%vs, 4tait 
dans une situation calme et tranquille, et qu'ils napergu=t ni dans son langage ni 
dms m mouvements ni dans le tm dont eUe se servit, aucune intention, ni 
d'inspirer la haine ä la R4yublique frangaise, rü de proposer, ni de provoquer le 
etablissement de la royaut6, ni d'en essayer aupits d'eux la nioindre tentative, ni 
de les &toumer du paienient des contributims, ni de leur faire entendre qu7elle 
voulut cesser de les payer, et qi'ils se refirerit de chez elle sans avoir ibt6 scandalis6s 
de ce qu'eUe leur avait dit, et sans l'avoir suspert6c de mauvaise volontd. II 

Thus, intention to convince, it was assumed, would reveal itself in the mannerisms of the 

speaker. In a final example, defendants were acquitted because the crime had not been 

premeditated. Ile soldiers we met earlier, who were arrested for counter-revolutionary 

statements as they passed through the town of Agen, were acquitted because "ces propos 
tenus dam un cabaret et dans I'ivresse sans aucun dessein pr6in6dit6 ni projet contre- 

rdvolutionnaire n'offrent quo des r6ponses vagues et equivoques amen6es par des questions 

captieuses ct inconsi&r6es ct a la suite d'une conversation aniinde par le vin. " Ile 

opposite of propos mal-intentionnes, the phrase "propos vagues" was often used to 
dismiss cases where no real crime appeared to have been committed. 

Clearly, it was on the question of intention that provincial juries exercised the 

most power to save rural malcontents from the harsh laws of the Revolution and its 

ultimate sentence, the guillotine. However, when defendants further up the social ladder 

attempted to use this argument, the jury was not always convinced, as the case of Jean- 

Augustin Mandavy, ex-conseiller d la cour des Aides, makes clear. " Mandavy, who had 

been acatsed Metailing a counter-revolutionary plot in a personal letter which had fallen 
into the wrong hands, insisted that his words had been nothing more than "une pens6e 
communiqu6c dans linfirnit6 d'une correspondance dr, simple amitic, sans intention qu'elle 
fut divulg6c, avec l'intention au contraire; and went on to argue that "une telle pens6e qui 
n'est complot ni projet, mais une simple opinion, ne peut pas Etre un crime, s'iI cst vrai 

A-D. Lot-et-Garonne, proc4s contre St. Martin, dit Bronquet. 
11" A. D. Lot-ct-Garome, 2LI7-8 and 2L97-22, procts contre Floissacjuillet-ao(it 1793. 
'"A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 21,17- 7 and 2L97-19, proas wntre Mcunicr et Dcnave, aofit 1793. 
I" Procýs contre Jcan-Augustin Mandavy, ex-caLvillcr a la cour dcs Aidcs, pour &fits contre- 

r6volutionnaurs, bnunaire II; ated in TrIbmal criminel et rivolutionwime de la Dordogne (published 
documcnts), vol. 1. pp. 243ff. 
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comme Ntablissent nos premiers principes sociaux, que nul ne peut &m poursuivi pour 

ses opinions particuti6res. " The prosecuting authorities, however, countered with the 

argument that "on ne peut pas consid6rer comme une simple opinion vague un 6crit 

adress6 A une autre personne qu'on cherche A 6garer ... 
la manifestation d'une telle opinion 

faitc a une ou plusieurs individus est subversive du gouvemcment, quand meme cette 

manifestation ne pourrait dgarer qu'un seul citoyen. " Mandavy was found guilty of 

conspiracy through counter-revolutionary writings, and was guillotined on the place 

publique of Wrigueux, at five o'clock in the afternoon of 25 brumaire 11. 

While the case of Mandavy is far from typical in either the social origin of the 

defendant or the attitude ofthejury, it nonetheless raises the pertinent distinction between 

the right to hold an opinion, and the crime which results from attempting to convince 

others of it. Tliejudges andjuries; ofprovincial criminal courts had no difficulty in making 

this distinction, and frequently referred back to the principles outlined in the Declaration 

of Rights of August 1789. In one case, the mayor of a small village in the Dordogne had 

told the inhabitants that they could put their animals to pasture in the fields near the river, 

a suggestion which was apparently impolitic with regard to the rights of local landholders. 

The incident was resolved without being sent before the courts, but the police report 

pointed out that the mayor could not be regarded as a criminal for having expressed his 

opinion: "si le sieur Lassimonie avait cherch6 & 6chauffer le peuple, en lui pr6sentant des 

Wes qui luy fussent agr6ables, qu'd se fut entour6 sur une place d'une quantit6 
d'auditeurs, sans doute, il serait coupable ---", they argued, but since he did not have these 
intentions, the matter was dropped. '87 It is interesting to note that, as in the case ofJeamie 
Floissac, above, the physical disposition of the speaker towards his audience was taken 

as evidence ofhis intention or lack thereof. ne most common expression ofthis argument, 
however, is that given by the public prosecutor in the case against Joseph Gurabocuf, the 

cuH of Beaussac, for discours s6difieux. 11 ya bien libert6 d'opinion et de conscience, 

the district courtjudge granted, "mais pas dans la mesure oii elle trouble l'ordre public. ""' 
In fact, the plea that the words had not been intended to bring about disorder or 

to change others'opinions is the method most commonly used by defendants inthe attempt 

to clear themselves of an accusation of seditious speech. In a large number of cases, 

suspects insisted that they had only been repeating what they had heard, without any 

"" A. D. Dordogne, 5LI 3, Registre des &liberations de I'administration du district de Montignac, 27 nov 
1790, pp. 67v-70r. 
I" A. D. Dordogne, 19L75, procks contre Guraboeuf, mars-awil 1791. 
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intention to cause trouble. Such was the defence of Abadie and Vignec, the two men we 
met earlier who had reported the news of high grain prices in Tarbes, as well as that of 
Marguerite Cazes, whose off-handed remark about assignats only being good for covering 
the floor was taken up by authorities in the court where she was acting as a witness in 

another trial. '" Cazes'explanationwas similartothat ofAbadie andVignee: as the report 
had it, "elle a dit n'avoir pas l'intcntion de discr6diter les assignats et n'avoir parler ainsi 

que parce qu'elle avait ouf-dire que les vieux assignats ne vaWent plus rien. " Other 

defendants insisted that there had been a misunderstanding, and volunteered corrected 

versions of the statements they were supposed to have made. Still others insisted that the 
"misunderstandine' had been intentional, and that they had been set up by vengeful 
individuals. Some, however, had the aplomb to defend themselves and their right to hold 

any opinion they wished. "Que voulez-vous, c'est mon opinion". was the repeated defence 

ofNoal Fri6, a saddler living in the market-town of Rieux, in the Haute-Garonne, who had 

been accused of speaking ill of his uncle, a rural parish priest who had sworn the oath 

required by the Civil Constitution ofthe Clergy. " While rural citizens clearly did not wish 
to come under thejurisdiction of the revolutionary courts, neither were they willing to give 

up their right to think for themselves. 

'" A. D. Hautes-Pyrdn6es, 2L justice non-c6t6e, proas contre Abadie et Tronc-Bemis, juillct-aoOt 1793; 
A. D. Ari6ge, IX24-1, proc6s contre cazes, ilor6al IV. 

'" AN D MOX 6 (59), PrOC&S contre Fridfils, Court, dit Parisien, et d'autres, f6vrier 179 1. 



V. 
CONFLICTING INFORMATION 

AND THE FORMATION OF RURAL POLITICAL OPINION 

It would be inaccumte to assert that the history of the rural reaction to the French 

Revolution remains to be written. As described in the introduction, the effort to rescue the 

peasantry frorii historical oblivion first began in 1924 with the research of Georges 

Lefebvre, with Paul Bois, Charles Tilly, Donald Sutherland and their contemporaries 

continuing the work several decades later. Indeed, in recent years, and particularly around 
the celebration ofthe bicentennial, a great deal ofattention has been devoted to the question 
of how the Revolution was experienced in the countryside. 'Nevertheless, most ofthe work 
on the peasantry thus far has been based, necessarily, on documents written by individuals 

outside the peasantry: by government administrators and representatives of other literate 

urban institutions or, at best, by the local administrators of rural communities. The value 
of the research presented here is that, while these more traditional documents have been 

taken into consideration, the emphasis is placed upon sources which give a voice to rural 
citizens themselves. Using the judicial and police enquiries into incidents of seditious 
speech, we can actually listen to the reactions of peasants confronted with the political 
events and ideas of the Revolution, allowing us to see the Revolution more clearly from 

their perspective. 
What exactly were those reactions? As we saw in chapter 111, the police and 

judicial archives of the Revolution are overflowing with investigations of political 

I Ilie body of research on the experience of the Revolution in the countryside is far too vast to include 
here. However, a good place to start is with Contributions to the journal Annales historiques de Ja 
Rivolutionfranfaise, as well as to the conferences Lespratiques politiques en province aI -Opoque de ja 
Rholution franfaise (1987), La RovolutionfranVaise et le monde rural (1990), and Reshaping France.. 
Town, Counoy and Region during the French Revolution (199 1), as well as other works cited in the 
preceeding chapters. 
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statements made in rural communities. From religion to taxation, military recruitment to 

types ofgovernment, country dwellers were clearly in the habit ofexpressing political ideas 

and opinions on every topic which affected them. In some cases, the information 

communicated amounted to a news report, whether based on an official piece of 

infort-nation or borrowing from the world of rumour, gossip and hearsay. In others, rural 

citizens infused songs with political meaning and forged powerful anti-revolutionary 

slogans from familiar expressions, creating an atmosphere of dissent and scorn in the 

villages and market towns. Most commonly, expressions of discontent with the political 

situation took the form of complaints, regrets, or exclamations of disgust, usually voiced 

in a social setting such as an artisan's shop, a local watering hole or the place publique. 

Clearly, the transcribed statements of country inhabitants represent an invaluable source 

of information on how the Revolution was received in rural areas. 
However, to what extent should we take such statements at face value, as clear 

expressions of peasant opinion? As we saw in the introduction, historians who study the 

disenfranchised must consider the fact that evidence fromjudicial sources might be tainted, 

either by the context of constraint itself, or by the intervention, conscious or unconscious, 

ofthose who composed the documents. In the case ofthe rural seditious speech trials used 
here, several factors must be taken into account, including the sincerity of the witnesses 

and the motivations ofthe denouncers, particularly during the Terror. While to ignore these 
documents, so vibrant and revelatory of peasant thought and experience, would be a 
travesty for the study of the Revolution in the countryside, we must exercise extreme 
caution in their interpretation. In this fifth and final chapter, we will begin by analysing the 

context ofthe political statements recorded in the archives, including those of the accused, 

of the witnesses, and of bystanders. Upon reaching a conclUS'ion regarding the extent to 

which these statements indicate actual peasant opinion, we will move on to analyse rural 
reaction to different types and sources of information. Having thus determined how oral, 
unofficial statements influenced rural public opinion, both in isolation and in relationship 
to the flood of official information examined in chapter 11, our goal will then be to reveal 
how much the authorities' attempt to control public opinion was necessary, and, in the 

event, successful. 
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Using the Words Attributed to the Accused as a Source of Public Opinion 

The most intelligible and most conveniently documented enunciations of rural 

political opinion in police and judicial sources are the indicted statements themselves: the 

words which were objectionable in the eyes of the authorities. By and large, it was the 

statements of the accused which were highlighted in the discussion of topics drawing 

peasant comment in chapter III, and which provoked the government reaction analysed in 

chapter IV. 'Mese statements effectively set the tone of political discussion in the village, 

providing new information for the digestion, reflection and comment ofboth addressees and 

bystanders. However, as accessible as the words of those individuals charged with 

seditious speech might be, in point of fact they require the most attention to the context in 

which they were uttered. True, it is often quite obvious that the statement in question was, 
in fact, made, and the defendants' naive and optimistic attempts to convince the jury of 

their innocence make their guilt all the more clear. There are, however, a fair number of 

cases in which it is clear to the historian - and often, to the jury as well - that the 

denunciation of seditious words was the result of the ill intentions of a vengeful or 

malicious individual. Consider the two soldiers who, having stayed at the lodging house of 

a certain Jean Benetjeune in Tarascon, denounced their landlord for seditious speech after 
having been asked to move on? Or the case of Jeanne Floissac, the female aubergiste 

charged by fellow innkeeper Antoine Barroussel with having made disparaging remarks 

about the new taxes. It was so obvious to the court that Barroussel's denunciation had been 

motivated by the prospect of getting rid of his competition that Floissac successfully 
brought a damages suit totalling 300 fivres against her accuser. 3 Clearly, one of the keys 

to knowing whether or not indicted words can be taken as the true opinion of those who 

spoke them is considering the motivation of those who spoke against the accused. 

Reliance on oral testimony 

From the perspective of the investigating authorities, the crime of anti- 

governmental speech was fundamentally different from crimes such as theft or murder, in 

that it left behind no evidence apart from the phrases contained in the memories of those 

who were present. With no other "d6rnonstration mat6riclic", judicial and police personnel 

were forced to depend heavily upon the accounts of witnesses in order to bring a 

2 A-D. Ari6ge, IX25-8, proc4s contre Benct et d'autres, flor&l-prakw IV. 
3 XD. Ut. -et-Garonne, 2L17-9 and 2L97-22, procts contre noissac, juillet-adit 1793. 
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prosecution. After receiving a report of an incident, the authority charged with the initial 

instruction - usually a municipal officer or ajuge de paix - interviewed the individuals 

who had witnessed the objectionable statements, and took down a series of written 

depositions. Very few trial transcripts exist for the revolutionary period, owing to the 

enlightened preoccupation with both transparency and preventing the jury from being 

unduly influenced by anything other than the immediate drama of the confrontation 

between witnesses and accused. " However, it is evident from the records of the fmal 

decisions ofbothjury andjudge that the testimonies themselves constituted a primary focus 

of the hearing. 

Moreover, witness accounts represented not only information about the crime, but 

evidence of its severity. As discussed in chapter IV, the authorities considered seditious 

speech dangerous because of its effect on public opinion: thus, if there were no witnesses, 

or if the witnesses did not remember the statements as expressed by the denouncer, then 

there would essentially have been no crime and the entire matter would be dropped. Indeed, 

it was so important to learn the consequences of the statements that often out-dire, or 

hearsay, was accepted as primary evidence, and easily accepted primary evidence at dutt: 

while the possible motivations of witnesses were often at issue, the responsibility for a 

second-hand report fell to the individual who relayed it, with the veracity of the original 

story going unquestioned. Where faceless bands of youngsters had run through the streets 

at night shouting counter-revolutionary insults, for example, authorities followed any 

available leads to learn both the culprits' identity and their exact crime. In the Year VII the 

Tarascon police interviewed 79 witnesses in such an attempt asking each whether they 

knew anything, "meme par oui-dire", of the carousing which had taken place the previous 

week; many supplied second-hand reports. ne response ofone witness, who confessed "ne 

rien savoir directement ou indirecternenf',, gives a fiirthcr illustration of how hearsay 

evidence was admitted. ' It was equally common for authorities to interrogate suspects, 

based on the statements which "la voix publique" maintained had been made, or on words 

which witnesses testified having heard about from other villagers. 'Me case ofJean Fossat, 

4 See the contribution of Howard Brown (Binghamton University, SUNY), to the discussion group H- 
France, on the topic "EighteCnth-CCnturY Legal Procedure, 18-19 October 2002 (H-FranCe archives are 
currently available at httpJ/Iists. uakron. edu/archives&-fi. anre. html), as well as Woloch, The NewRegime, 
pp. 357,359-61. 
1 AD. Ari6ge, 81,62-2, prochs contre Vidalot et d'autres, messidor Wounaire VL Witness no. 41 (dossier 
1), reported "ne rien savoir dircctcment ou indirectemenr. For witnesses who reported oul-dire evidence, 
see, in dossier 1, witnesses 5,7,31,37,38, and 40, and in dossier 2, witnesses 13,14,16,18,22, and 23. 
For a similar instance, see AD. Lot-et-Claronne, 2L271-105 dossier 2, procýs contre les quidams qui ont 
affichd des placards sMtieux, an V- an VL 
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the vicar of Lescousse, in the ArRge, is exemplary here. ' In interrogating Fossat, the local 

juge depaix made extensive use not only of witness accounts which attributed certain anti- 

constitutional statements to the vicar, but ofthose accounts which merely provided second- 
hand reports. Frangois FerrRs, for example, a physician living in the nearby hamlet of St 

Martin d'Oydes, had not been at church on the days when Fossat had given the 

controversial sermons. While "pcrsonnellemcnt il n'a pas cntendu tenir des propos contre 
la constitution par M. Fossat7, Ferri6s nevertheless went on to detail the various reports 
he had heard from his patients regarding Fossat's inappropriate comments. 7 Indeed, 

Fossat's indiscretion had been one of the most interesting local topics of discussion as of 
late, and an additional five witnesses highlighted hearsay evidence in their depositions. 

While the verbal nature of speech crimes inflated the importance of witness 
accounts, such heavy dependence upon the testimony of bystanders was also a source of 
problems. In some cases, the trial process itselfwas interrupted by difficulties in arranging 
for witnesses to testify. This was particularly apparent in trials sent on to the infamous 

tribunal r6volutionnaire in Paris. In the case of Pierre Lacombe, a 51-year-old 

cultivateur charged with propos contre-rivolutionnaires, only one of the four original 
witnesses was present at the hearing, a serious problem considering the importance of oral 
exchange in revolutionary trials, and likely one ofthe reasons Lacombe was acquitted. 'For 

the trial ofPieffe Barrot and Guillaume Chaveroche, two sharecroppers from the Dordogne 

accused of making statements intended to discourage new recruits, the forwarding court 
in Pdrigucux submitted a bill for thirty-four livres to pay for the cost of seven of the 
original fourteen witnesses to testify in Paris: the cost was so high, the bill read, because 

of "la difficulth qu'on a dprouvd i trouver le domicile des t6noins, et surtout A raison du 

mauvais 6tat des chemins qui dans ces cantons sont presque impraticables". Like Lacombe, 
Barrot and Chaveroche were acquitted. " Ile problems associated with bringing deponents, 

to the courtroom are also apparent in locally conducted trials, particularly where the 

witnesses themselves were transient. The trial of Jean Barus, accused of asking various 

6 A. D. Ari6ge, IOL31-10, andA-N. DXN3X2(16), proc, 6scmtreFomtaofLt 1791. 
7 Ibid., testimony of Franqois FerTi6s, maltre on chirtIrgie, habitant de St. 1ý4artin d'Oydes, 6 aoiftt 179 1. 
I A. N. W 438-25, and Tribunal crimind ef rivolutionnaire de la Dordogne (published documentsl Vol. 
1, pp. 317-8, procýs contre Lacombe, octobre 1793-fiuctidor IL As Is= Woloch Points outý the new 
regime's insistance upon oral testimony meant that in cases where important witnesses were unable to 
attend the trial, their previous depositions were inadmissable. Woloch, The New Regje. p. 359-461. 
9 AN W347-686, Tribunal r6volutionnaire de Paris, and Tribunal c7iminel et rOvolutionnaire de ja 
Dordogne (published documents), vol. 1, pp. 325-8; proc6s contre Pierre Barrot et Guillaume Chaveroche, 
mdtaYa's, Pour Propos contre-rdvolutionnaires tendants A emPkher le r=utemcnt, 110fit 1793-niv6se IL 
The cost report from the criminal court at Pdrigueux is dated 15 germinal H and is contained in the AR 
file W347. 
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individuals at the market in Tarbes to exchange assignats for hard currency at a loss to 

himself, was rushed through, "vu le danger qu'iI y aurait de perdre une partie des preuvcs 

et des t6moignages qui peuvent amener A [a d6monstration mat6rielle de ce crime, parce que 

plusieurs des t6moins sont des marchands forains ou 6trangers. "" Catherine Lavigne, who 

had reportedly incited soldiers to desert by offering to hide them in the vineyards, was held 

in custody for more than two months while the authorities attempted to relocate the three 

witnesses, all volontaires who had since moved on. Lavigne was eventually released, but 

not before she had sent numerous pleas to the authorities begging that she be allowed to 

return to care for her children. ' I 

Reliability of witness accounts 
What concerns us here, however, is not especially the authorities' inability to 

successfully prosecute such cases, but rather, the degree to which we can rely upon witness 

accounts as an accurate description ofthe speech incident. From this perspective, too, the 

over-dependence ofprosecutors on oral testimony is problematic, as insincerity or personal 

motivations of the individuals making the reports could easily be a factor in the character 

of the attributed statements. In some instanccýs, for example, defendants were brought to 

trial on no more than the word of their accusers. In the case of the Jean Benet, described 

above, the only so-called witnesses to the statements of the logeur were the disgruntled 

soldiers who accused him. 12 In another instance, two artisans of the local political club 

accused culfivateur Jean-Baptiste Tarri, of the Lot-et-Garonne, of expressing royalist 

sentiment. Something of a flirt, Tarri had reportedly been gazing at the night sky, a 

citoyenne on each arm, when he remarked that the pattern of the stars seemed to form two 

fleurs-de-lys and a royal baton. Tarri's denouncers suggested that these words had implied 

"que le ci-devant Louis XVI avait 6t6 injustement mis i mort, puisque le ciel avait grav6 
dans une 6toile les marques de son blason, " but Tarri himself insisted that the accusation 

was pure fabrication. " In these two cases, it is quite likely that the reason no other 

witnesses to the statements could be found was that the words were the invention of 

malicious dcnounccrs. However, in cases where the seditious statements were uttered as 

10 A. D. IUutcs-Pyr&n6es, 2L, justice non-c6t6e, proc6s contre Barus, vent8se 11. 
11 A. D. Ari4e. 81,36-15, procks contre Lavigne, octobre 1793-fiinmire IL 
11 kD. Ari6ge, 13L25-8, proc6s contre Benet et d'autres, flordal-prairial IV. 
"kD. L., ot-et-Garonne, 2LI05-1,2L98-93, procýs contreTarri, niv8sell. Ihe document reads "Ies marques 
de son couvreuie' however, I have not been unable to find a definition for the last word, and believe the 
sense is that of "blasoe. 
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part of an act of resistance to authority, the words were often witnessed only by the 

municipal officers present, a circumstance which, again, was problematic from the 

standpoint of the prosecution. The case against laboureur Jean d'Argel&s, dit Tucoulet, 

is illustrative here. D'Argel6s was visited by three commissioners intent on enforcing the 

grain requisition laws in the department ofthe Hautes-Pyr6n6es. The farmer's words - that 

he had no grain at all, not even to feed his own family, and that he had not the slightest 

respect for the municipal officers or their decrees - were heard only by the three 

commissaires, and the charges were dropped. " 

The fact that the case against d'Argel6s was brought before a criminal court at all 

is partially due to timing. Iffie remarks were made in the summer of 1794 - the height of 

the Terror - when the ideological goal of rooting out dissent led both prosecutors and 
judges to overlook some of the finer points of justice, such as the need to positively 

establish that a crime had taken place. The overweening zeal ofJacobin clubs, for example, 
led to the denunciation of numerous private conversations, as well as remarks which had 

been made months or even years earlier. Pressure was put on club members, particularly 
in the more rabid comitis de surveillance, to stand up in meetings and name individuals 

who had "spoken sedition either recently or in the past". and those who had no one to 
denounce concocted a story in order to keep from becoming the focus of criticism 

themselves. Aubin Bayssi6re, a manual labourcr, felt this pressure when he joined the 

political society in the nearby town of Castelsagret, in the Lot-ct-Garonne. 15 When he was 

asked by the admissions secretary Vil n'avaitjamais entendu des propos contraires A la 

Rdvolution", Bayssi6re declared that his former employer, proprWaire Jean Frontin, had 

said in 1791 that even with the abolition of land rents the people were not better off, and 
that the National Assembly, which was composed of nothing but "foutue canaille, " should 
be overthrown. The fact that Frontin was the father oftwo suspected 9migris merely whet 
the society members' appetites further. Although the case was heard in the criminal court 

at the departmental chef-lieu ofAgen, it was quickly thrown out: not only was the accuser 
the only witness, the court declared, - but the denounced crime dated back more than three 

years, before the Penal Code had even come into cffect. ' 

"' A-D. llautes-Pýdn6es, 2L, justice non--c6t6e (thermidor-ftuctidor 11), procks contre dlArgelýs, messi&r 
IL 
11 A. D. Lot-et-Garomc, 2L98,48, Tlibunal criminel, proc6s contre Jean FrOntin, pdre d'dmigrds, 
cultivateur, pour propos contit-r6volutionnalm, flor6al IL 
" On Us topic see also A. D. Lot-et-Garorme 21,98 and 2LI05, procks contre Jean et Guillaume Marabal, 
pluvi6se IL 
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Another case from the era of the gouvernement r6volutionnaire forced judicial 

authorities in the Dordogne to rcflcct even further upon the question of witness reliability. 

The case is that of Louis Sclafer, the young rural physician we met in chapter IV, who was 

brought to trial for seditious statements which he had reportedly made at a wedding in 

Veyssi6res, a hamlet ofthe parish of Ste. Nathalcine. " Sclafer's two denouncers, 32-year- 

old Pien-e Teyssieux, a fanner, and 24-year-old Jacques Beaudet, another officierde sante, 

described having heard Sclafer make numerous alarming remarks, including that the 

Convention was made up of villains and that constitutional priests were not fit to live, and 

added that Sclafer had sung many songs at the wedding "qui furentjug6cs aristocratiqucs". 

However, a number of factors cast doubt on the prosecution's case. The main witness, 

Tcyssieux, was in fact a member of a particularly virulent local comiN de surveillance, 

and it emerged that Beaudet had only seconded the denunciations at Teyssieux's insistence. 

Moreover, Teyssieux had constructed his accusation around the fact that Sclafer's words 

were particularly dangerous because they had been voiced in such a public setting. 

However, further investigation revealed that the other wedding guests had not found the 

songs to be "aristocratiques"; indeed, they tesfified that he had only sung "pour dgayer la 

soci&". " As for the seditious statements, the denounccrs were eventually forced to admit 

that Sclafer had made the comments with each of them individually, in private 

conversations. In a lengthy exposition, part of which has already been cited, "' the public 

prosecutor summarised the flimsiness of the case: 
La scule preuve, qu'il y cu contre I'accusd consistait uniquemcnt dans Ics 
d6clarations des deux d6nonciateurs, qui d6posent, chacun des propos diff6rents [ ... I 
il ya m8me, cette circonstance remarquable dans leurs d6clarations, c'est qu'ils ont 
avanc6 que les propos qu'ils imputent A I'accus6 avaient W par lui tenus dans une 
noce, o& il y avait une foule de personnes, et clu7ils se trouvent, cependant, les sculs 
qui les aient entendus, et ils ont W meme forc6s Fun et. I'autre, de convenir que 
chacun d'eux dtait scul A causer avec lui quand, suivant eux, il leur a tenu ces 
propos ... 11 est ccpendant bien extraordinaire que, dans une assembl6e si nombreuse, 
il n'y ait eu que deux persomes qui aient entendu les propos imput6s A I'aCCUS6, et 
que chacun d'eux nait point entendu ce qu'il a dit A I'autre... Cette contradiction 
dvidcntejette de terribles soupeons sur la. loyaut6 de ce d6nonciateur. Nous sommes 
presque forc6s do convenir que ces d6nonciations pourraient bien e8tre que le 
r6sultat de la. haine et de, la vengeance, surtout si nous devions ajouter fbi au bruit 
public qui court i cet 6gmL.. 

Before writing to the tribunal revolutionnaire in Paris to ask for guidance, the public 

prosecutor mused that while the job of a magistrate was to prevent the enemies of the 

A. D. Dordogne 241,39, procks contre Sclafer, frimaire-nivase iL 
Indeed, the copies of the song lyrics included with the documentation of the trial reveal them to have 

been rather pompous, dull phrases based on classical theatre, and indeed, not seditious at all. See Ibid. 
" See chapter IV, page 222, note 147. 
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Republic from corrupting Vespritpublic, it was not unthinkable that those same enemies 

could be making u se of the systcm. to denounce patriotic citizens and, by thus dividing 

their enemy, "venir plus facilementA leur dessein criminel". 

In the end, the handful of cases without corroborating witness accounts are of 

minor interest, for even ifthc incident did take place as denounced, little "communication- 

of political ideas would have been involved. However, the problem of sincerity in oral 

testimony, of both denouncer and witness, is not unique to the Terror it is a universal 

concern which affects most of the documents studied here to some extent. In the generally 

charged atmosphere of the Revolution, sedition trials saw more than their share of 

denunciations for the sake ofvengeance or personal animosity, and it is the historian's task 

to read between the lines, as it were, in order to ascertain how much of the material 

presented in court can be taken to be accurate. Individuals bent on righting personal 

wrongsi or those who simply had a malicious disposition, saw an opportunity to advance 

their own interests, and accusations of seditious speech accordingly appeared in personal 

disputes which otherwise would not have left the civil or correctional courts. For example, 

the case against Louis and Thomas Bouisson, a father and son accused of a number of 

counts of violence, personal insults and disorder, was given the full attention of the 

authorities when the denouncers added that the father, Louis, had made it known 11qu'ij 

d6sirait I'ancien r6gimc, qu'il Voulait un roi ct qu'il I'aurait. '320 In other cases, the 

motivation ofthe denouncers is even more explicit. In the trial against Cassaignellare, the 

physician accused of counter-revolutionary discourse whom we first met in chapter 11, the 

denouncer was a fernale innkeeper who, as the copious documentation included with the 

trial makes clear, had been a thom in Cassaigne's side for many years as a recalcitrant 

tenant. 21 Similarly, Jean Bernard, dit Biotte, a cultivateur from a rural commune in the 

Dordogne, was almost certainly guilty of removing and defacing decrees which concerned 

the assignats from the church door. Nevertheless, it is significant that ofthe whole village, 

the woman who brought his activities to the attention of the authorities was Ucile 

Desages, the widow of a button maker who had been denounced some months earlier by 

13iotte as an imlgr6 and executed on 14 germinal H-a relationship which hardly makes 

her impartial. Biotte, unsurprisingly, was acquitted for lack of evidence. 22 

Thus, there is certainly evidence that the authorities' efforts to contain counter- 

11 A. D. Ari6ge, 8L61-1 1, pwks contre Louis ct Thcum BOuissOn. vcnt6se VI - fiimke VIL 
21 A. D. Hautes-ý&6es, 2L, justicc non-c8t6c, procts cOntre Cassaigtic pýre. pluvibsc IL 
' A-D. Dordognc, 24IA2, proc6s contre Bemard, dit Biotte, pluvi8se IL 
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revolutionary discourse in the countryside were often harnessed to serve other desires. 

Denunciations for seditious speech, regardless of the truth of the charge, could arise from 

long-standing social tensions, the desire for revenge from a previous run-in, or even - in 

at least one instance - from an unpaid gambling debt. ' However, it is not only of 
denouncers' statements that we, as historians, need be wary: the reliability of witness 

accounts must also be verified before the indicted statements ofvillagers may be taken for 

political opinion. Just as with those who brought the incident to the attention of the 

authorities, there is ample evidence that those called upon to verify the statements might 

have done so with equally malicious intentions. Seditious speech trials often revealed the 

divisions which existed within villages, as half of the witnesses corroborated the 

accusation, and the other half attempted to mitigate the accusation by denying any 
knowledge of the event, attesting to the civic stature of the defendant, or suggesting 

excuses for his or her behaviour. The trial against the Marabal brothers of Monbalen (Lot- 

ct-Garonne), for example, essentially bespoke a generational conflict between the older, 

more conservative municipal council - where Guillaume Marabal had been the mayor - 

and the younger, more zealous republicans who had replaced them in office. ' In the case 

against Joseph Mathe and his companions, young people accused of "troubles s6ditieux" 
in the village of Gesti6s (Ari6ge), the fifty-three pages of testimony were nearly equally 
divided between support and condemnation of the accused. As explained by the local 

butcher, Jean-Baptiste Rivicre, it was a question of discord "cntre les deux, partis, 
d'aristocratie et d6nocratie, qui ont toujours reign6 au dit lieu de Gesti6s ...... 

I 

A similar occurrence marks the history ofthe market town of Sorges (Dordogne), 

where witnesses were called upon to support the claims of the municipality and of the 

political society against the parish priest, Pierretlie Lasescuras. ' While most of the 

witnesses denied having heard Lasescuras speak out against the constitution or attempt to 
divide the parish - the charges brought by the municipal officers - certain individuals did 

bring up personal grievances when asked if they had "anything else to reproach their 

curV , serving to augment the case for the prosecution. A reasonable number, for example, 
bore resentment from instances when the cur6 had refused a baptism or a burial, although 
Lasescuras countered that the families in question had not attended church for months 

11 A. D. Ilautes-Pyrdn6es, 2L, justice non-c6t6e (prairial lrý proc6s contre Jacques Latoupie, domestique, 
Pour Pamles inciviques, septembre 1793. 
" A. D. Lot-et-Garonne 2L98 and 2LI05, pvc. 6s contre lean et Guillaurne Marabal, pluvi6se ]I. 21 A. D. Ariýge 8ý33-9, procks contre Mathe et d'autres, witness no. 2, d6position 19 avril 1793. 
2'A. D. Dordogne, 24L63, procts contre Lasescuras, brumaire I 
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before the incident. One witness, GuiMume Gourvat, said bitterly that "le cur6 le mcnaga 

ct le traita d'insolent". " However, for the most part, witnesses responded in the negative 

when the justice of the peace asked if they knew why the conseil general had denounced 

the cure, with many adding "qu'ils furent grandement surpris d'apprendre cette 

d6nonciation, ne le croyant pas coupabld". In his final statement, Lasescuras declared, "ie 

ne dois la pers6cution quej'6prouve quA une coalition de gens riches de la commune". a 

"coalition"which was ultimately victorious: "reconnaissant l'inutilit6 de [slon minist&61% 

the cur6 soon abandoned his position. 

in each of these three examples, the reliability of the witnesses in corroborating 

the indicted statements must be seriously considered before the words of the accused can 

be accepted as veritable. Indeed, those who testified often did so with their own purposes 

in mind, for in any case, the local dynamics of power and personality tended to matter 

more to peasants than did principles imposed by outsiders who had arrived to interfere 

with village concerns in the first place. In some circumstances, witnesses would have been 

concerned for their own interest. The pressure to be seen to conform to a Republican 

ideology was a universal phenomenon, and not one limited to the members of political 

clubs. Witnesses might well have feared that if they did not repudiate the statements of 

their fellow villagers, they would fall under suspicion themselves for harbouring counter- 

revolutionary tendencies. Certainly, there arc numerous instances where witnesses 

attempted to protect local people, or where they claimed ignorance to avoid peýuring 

themselves; such instances betray a certain truth to the words spoken, and will be further 

discussed below. However, it is worth noting that there was a certain financial incentive 

to testifying, for witnesses who participated in a correctional or criminal trial were 

remunerated for their day's work. " The actual amounts reimbursed - which varied 

considerably depending on the region and the era - were unlikely to truly compensate 

artisans and members of the rural elite. However, for the poorer sort, bearing witness at 

court would have represented not only an opportunity to stand up and be recognised by the 

v Ibid., Second interrogation of witnesses, 6 fiimaire IL 
= -Code des Wits et des peinesr, 3 brumaire IV. The Dictionnairv de I AcadJmiefranfaise (51h edition, 
1798), also describes the arrangement "On appelle Taxe de d6pens, Le R. 6glement fait par autoritd de 
justice, de certains frais qui ont kt6 faits A la poursuite (fun proc6s. -'Ibc amount which a given witness 
was"taxV bythe court is often indicated next to his deposition in thejudicial archives, at one ofthe earlier 
trials in the sample, that against Linard (A. D. Dordogne, B943-2,1790), witnesses were -taxer 5 livres 
for a two-day appearance, in 1797, at the trial of VidalOt in the Ari4e. witnesses were indemnified 40 
sous each (A. D. Ari6ge, SL62-2, procks contre Vidalot et d'autres, messidor V-brumaire VI). In the trial 
against Barrot and Chaveroche. witness no. 12 complained about that he had testified before theJuge de 
paix with at least forty other witnesses, and that none ofthem had been paid, AN W347-686 and Tribunal 
criminel et revolutionnaire de la Dordogne (published documents), Vol. 1, pp. 325-8, aoOt 1793-niv6se H. 
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notables ofthe community, but also a source ofmuch-needed currency so difficult to come 
by when the tax collector passed through. 

Defendants who stood by their opinions 
Thus, we must be wary oftaking indicted statements at face value too quickly, for 

both the dcnouncers and the witnesses were sometimes motivated by interests other than 

those ofjustice. However, there are a number of circumstances in which we can be more 

certain that the seditious words in question were, in fact, spoken by the individual to whom 

they were attributed. One of the simplest of these concerns those instances where it 

emerged that witnesses have been threatened in order to prevent their testimony. In the 

1794 trial against the footman. Valon for statements discrediting the assignals, for 

example, a mason named Jean Saulcon who had witnessed the statements asked to testify 

a second time: at his first deposition, he explained, "il n'efit pas la libert6 dc d6poscr de 

tous les; faits qui 6taient & sa connaissance contre ledit Valon" because, incredibly, "ledit 

Valon 
... 

6tait pr6sent A l'information. " The situation was similar in the case against 

Vidalot and his companions, the young people who terrorised the residents of Tarascon 

one night in the Year VII with their seditious shouts. 30 In this case, Etienne Castres, a 38- 

year-old rope maker, also testified a second time, saying that before his first deposition, 

Vidalot had threatened him with a "coup de fusil" if he identified any of the rioters. 
Castres' story was confirmed by another witness, his sister-in-law, who had been present 

31 attheexchange. Moreover, Castres was not the only one threatened: Joseph Souli6, a 29- 

year-old farmer, testified that the word on the street was, "que si Ion d6posait contre ceux 
formant I'attroupcmcnt dont [ill s'agit, foutre, il y aurait des coups de [trigues]... on se 

garderai de d6poser contre ces gens-li. 3,132 In other cases, it is the fact that the defendant 

is a powerful citizen in the community which leads them to manipulate the outcome of a 
trial. M. Rey, the parish priest ofthe village ofViflac, in the Dordogne, reportedly invoked 

his parishioners from the pulpit, making use of his position ofauthority and his role as the 

moral leader of the community, to take back their signatures from the depositions which 

11 Bid. (BmTot and Chaveroche). witness no. 10. 
30 A. D. Ari6ge, 8L62-2, proUs contre Vidalot et d'autrcs, messidor V-bnumire VL 
11 Ibid., accounts ofttienne Castres, 38 ans, cordier, habitant de Tarascon, and of Marie Saverdun, 6pouse 
de Frangois Castres, m&n&e, habitante de Tarascon, 32 ans; witness accounts'no. 2-20 and 2-23 
respectively, depositions 8-9 vend&niaire VII. 
11 Ibid., account of Joseph Soulid, 29 ans, cultivateur, habitant de Tamscon, witness account no. 2-28, 
d4msition 8-9 vend6miaire VIL 
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they had Signed against hiM. 33 In each of these cases, the ftet that defendants sought to 

keep witnesses from revealing what they knew merely acts as evidence of their guilt, and 

thus, of the accuracy of the staternents attributed to them. 

However, such revelations are quite rare within the archive. Indeed, it stands to 

reason that many attempts to silence witnesses were successful, and that few individuals 

would have had the courage to reveal the situation to the authorities. Nevertheless, such 

an event represents only one circumstance in which historians can be relatively certain that 

the words over which a trial took place were in fact spoken. A remarkable number of 
defendants actually admitted having made the statements of which they were accused, 

standing up for the right to express their opinions and reffising to abandon their ideological 

position for the sake of an easy acquittal. Ile most common group to fall into this 

category were the parish priests. For village cures, opinion on religious matters was a 
matter of faith and salvation, and thus not to be repudiated lightly; moreover, the majority 
of such trials took place in the early years of the Revolution, before the intractable 
ideology ofthe Terror had infiltrated thejudicial system, armed with the guillotine to carry 
out its bloody resolutions. As we saw in chapter 111, village cur6s often made intelligent, 

articulate speeches, which were made all the more effective by the speaker's training and 
experience in preaching to a rural audience. Among the statements considered seditious 
by the authorities, we find various objections to the Civil Constitution of the Clergy - in 

particular the proposal that church officials be elected, leading to conunents that the 
National Assembly was meddling in affairs where it had no jurisdiction, and that the 
ministrations ofconstitutionally elected priests would be null and void - as well as gloomy 
predictions that religion itself would be lost. ' In the case of a public announcement not 
to swear the oath required by the Civil Constitution - an act which was often considered 
seditious in itself - the issue was even more clearly a question of conscience. As Jean 
Jougla, the curJ of St. Araille, in the Ari6ge, declared in his inteffogation, "il a seulement 
expliqu6 au pr6ne les motifs qui repugnent A sa conscience pour prEter le serment 
preSCrit.,, 35 in generA village cur6s responded candidly to interrogations, insisting that 
they had told their parishioners the truth, a protest which had likely made their words all 
the more convincing for their audience. Joseph Guraboeuf, the young priest of the village 

" A. D. Dordogne, B843-1, Sdn6chauss6e de Wrigucux, proc, 6s contre le sieur Rey, cur6 de Villac, Pour 
crime de Mse-nation, juillet 1790. 
' Tliesc remarks are taken from a sampling of the statements admitted by seven parish priests: Fauroux, 
FOssat Jougla, HOmmeaI4 MOncere% GurabOeuf, and RCY, Please see Appendix B for full references. " A. D. Ari6ge, II L50-5, procýs contre Jougla, aoftt 179 1. 
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ofBeaussac, in the Dordogne, declared that as far as he understood matters, the priest who 

replaced him would not be able to perform marriages or hear confessions. ' The cure of 
Bondy (Lot-et-Garonne), Pierre Monceret, was more obstinate. " When the public 

prosecutor asked him if he had told his parishioners that they would be shining ifthcy went 

to the mass of aprOtre asserment6, Monceret at first said nothing, and then attempted to 

change the subject. When prompted with the question, he simply pointed out that the 

constitution gave him the right to express his opinion as a private individual. 

While the words of parish priests undeniably affected both the actions and the 

opinions oftheir parishioners, they are not by definition expressions ofpeasdnt sentiment, 

for even village cures were generally of a more educated and better-informed sector of 

rural society. However, a small percentage of non-clerical defendants adopted a similarly 

defiant stance, sometimes - after 1793 - paying for it with their lives. One of the most 

interesting ofthese cases involved Bouillac Lachapelle, a volontaire who was temporarily 

residing in the market town of Terrasson (Dordogne), and whom we first met in chapter 

JV. 38 one Morning in 1797, inhabitants awoke to find copies ofa printed notice criticizing 

the government posted in several places on the public square. Lachapelle, who was in the 

square when the municipal officer arrived to remove the placards, verbally attacked the 

officer, insisting that the notices "6taient dans Ics vrais principes", and that he had no right 

to remove them; the volontaire was later arrested not only for insulting a representative 

of public authority, but also on suspicion of having put up the placards himself. During 

the course of the investigation, one of the members of the local administration observed 

... que ces 6crits contenaient des injures atroces contre le gouvemernent et 
provoquaient rinsurrection contre lui, que tout citoyen avait droit d6mcare son 
opinion par 6crit ou autrement, mais que toutes les fois que cet 6crit dtait contraire 
aux lois et A rordre sociaL cphl tendait A avilir les autorit6s, A insurger le peuple 
contre elles, il dtait IA davoir des magistrats den arrEter le cours. 19 

In a similar case, Olivier Roessard, another relatively transient young man, was arrested 

near the town of St. Girons, in the ArRge, for words which the authorities feared might 

cause an insurrection. ' Having heard from other travellers on the road that "on voulait 
d6truire les saints et les dgliscs" in St. Girons, Roessard. became agitated, insisting that "il 

ne voulait pas qu'on touche aux croix", and that "il fallait se lever tous pour emp8cher 

31 A. D. Dordogne, 19L75, proc6s contre Guraboe4 mars-avril 1791. 
-'? A. D. Lot-et-Garome, 2LI7-1, procks contre Moncmt, fdvrier 1792. 
m A. D. Dordogne 29L18, procks contre Lachapelle, fiuctidor V- bnmmým VL 
" Ibid., Extrait des registres de I'administration municipale de Ten-amn, 21 fiiictidor V. 
40 A. D. Ari&gc, 8L36-5, procts contre Roessard, bnunaire H. 
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qu'on enlevit les saints, et que pour cela il fallait faire battre la caisse. - What is 

particularly interesting about this case, however, is that, like Lachapelle, Roessard appears 

to have held such strong convictions that he was virtually insensible to the possible 

consequences of his statements. When a police commissioner came to investigate the 

charges, and informed Roessard that his words might cam him a death sentence, the man 

retorted that "peut-We avant demain il y en aurait plus de 30 de guillotin6s, et que cc ne 

serait pas cux commissaires qui 1ernp8cheraient d'avoir des croix. Je suis bon 

r6publicain7. Roessard persisted, "mais je verserais mon sang pour la religion. " indeed, 

he may well have done so: his case was forwarded to the revolutionary tribunal in Paris, 

where unfortunately, the document trail is lost. In the case of Uonard Meynard, the 

peasant who spoke out in the municipal assembly, there is no doubt as to the outcome. 
Meynard had announced that "il aimerait mieux Etre guillotin6 que d'entendre lire des 

papiers & leur ci-devant cur6"; indeed, he was executed in Paris on 29 messidor Il. "I 

As will become increasingly clear in this chapter, the right to hold an opinion was 

a concept which was not unknown among the peasantry. Iouis Bouisson, with whom we 
have already been acquainted, is reputed to have said, after making a simple assertion of 

royalist sentiment, "qu'il voulait garder son opinion7.1 Charles Vivi6, a laboureur from 

the hamlet of Billcbaut, part of the commune of Ataux, in the Dordogne, made use of a 

similar concept when the opinions he put forward in the tavern ofPierre Charron, a tanner, 

werejudged to be counter-revolutionary. ' Having taken rather too much wine, Vivi6 was 

excitedly expounding upon his views that Ia France ne serait tranquille que quand elle 

aurait un roi". and that consequently, they should name one, when several of his 

companions warned him that such words could get him into trouble. According to those 

present, Vivi6 had responded sullenly that "il ne croyait pas avoir torf, but that perhaps 
he had drunk too much - an excuse which would prove convenient during his trial. 

Perhaps the best illustration of opinionated defiance comes from the 1797 case of Paul 

Laffozc, whom we first met in chapter 111, a 44-year-old farmer from the tiny mountain 

village of Erc6, high in the Pyrenees of the department of the ArRge. ' A determined 

royalist, Larroze had reportedly gone from house to house, and even into the public 

" AN W420-955, pmc4s contre Ikomd et Paule Meynardý messidor IL 
4'A. D. Ari6ge, SL61-1 1, proc4s contre Louis etMomas Bouisson, ventase VI - finimaire VIL See alsoA. N. 
D XX3X 6 (59), prmýs contrcFri6fils, Court, ditParisien, et d'autres, f6vrier 1791, inv; hichFri6 retort4 
64que voulez-vous, c'est mon opinion. " 
43 AD. Dordogne, 24L41, proc. ýs contre Vivi6, thennidor I 
44 A. D. Ariýge, 2U3 1, proas contre Larroze, vend&iaire VI - brumaire X. 
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square, attempting to convince his fellow villagers that "le gouvernement actuel ne pouvait 

pas aller". He cited a series of disturbing reports from the front, ofmilitary disasters and 

setbacks, and concluded that evidently, "on ne pouvait pas vivre sans un Roi. " Even when 

confronted with a possible arrest, however, Larroze remained confident in his views. "Au 

commencement, il dait le seul qui avait soutenu son opinion i Erc6",, he is reported as 
having puffedý "mais maintenant tout le monde 6tait de son avis. " Whether he was correct 
in this assumption or not is difficult to know; but ifthe eight witnesses interrogated before 

his trial were ofthe same opinion, they, at leastý were not willing to risk the consequences. 

In the end, perhaps Larroze was not, either: before he could be sentenced, the accused 

escaped into the hills, and when his trial was reopened in the vastly different atmosphere 

of the Year X (1802), it was quickly dismissed. 

Reading between the lines 

The flict that relatively few rural defendants maintained dissenting opinions in the 
face ofthe authorities is undoubtedly due to the spectre of punishment for those convicted 

of seditious speech: individuals such as Vivi6 and Larroze, who were* determined not to 

abandon their views, were certainly in the minority. Nevertheless, from the historian's 

perspective, such cases represent only a small proportion of those in which we can safely 

assume that the defendints were, indeed, guilty ofthc words of which they were accused. 
If we read between the lines, carefully examining the explanations of the defendants and 

attempting to ascertain "what actually happened", 
- we begin to see that whether or not the 

authorities were correct in their fears that verbalised sedition would spread like an 
infectious disease, they did, indeed, have a number ofdissenters on their hands. In chapter 
IV, we dealt briefly with the excuses of defendants when we considered, from the 

authorities' perspective, where exactly the crime of verbal sedition lay. As we saw, 

criminal court judges were forced to make difficult decisions regarding the degree of 
importance to be attributed to seditious speech, both in cases where the defendant had not 
intended to attempt to sway political opinion, and in cases where he or she did have 

criminal intentions, but where no disorder had resulted. In reconsidering the interrogations 
from the perspective of the defendants, who were attempting - in whatever way possible 

- to extricate themselves from blame and punishment, the question of whether or not the 
indicted words had in fact been uttered win become clear. 

The variety of excuses put forward by defendants is in itself both revealing and 
fascinating. In some cases, as we have seen, individuals offered counter-evidence which 
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revealed that their enemies had plotted against them. In others, they succeeded in 

convincing thejudge, ifnot always the historian, that their denunciation had been the result 

of a misunderstanding. In some of these, however, defendants put forward such 

preposterous and unconvincing excuses that it is difficult for the historian to imagine that 

the accusation is untrue. Lacking both familiarity with thcjudicial system and experience 
in dealing with educated authorities in general, rural defendants were sometimes comically 

naive and candid in their attempts to convince the authorities of their innocence. in 

multiple instances, peasants simply denied every charge, in spite of the fact that dozens 

of witnesses had provided extremely similar accounts ofthe incidents. This was the case, 
for example, of 18-year-old Joseph Bouisson, who was brought before the judicial 

authorities of the Ari&ge on charges of insults to the national guards and complicity in 

royalist actions. "' In his interrogation, Bouisson responded with a flat "nd" to every 

question, insisting that he did not remember any of the events mentioned. In frustration, 

the interrogator finally asked him: "que r6pondez-vous aux d6positions des t6moins qui 

affirment le contrairc de vos r6ponses? " Bouisson's amusing answer was in fact 

transcribed as an interrogative: "qu'ils se sont tromp6s? "6 in another case, the response 

was even more absurd. Louis Moullan, a young volontaire who was accused in 1796 of 
having caroused about the streets of Uzat, maintained that although he had shouted "Vive 

la Vendde" along with the others, he himself had been referring to "le plaisir d'aller le 

d6fcndrc7. ` Granted, both of these defendants were barely adults, but Sicaire Linard, the 

secretary of the municipality of Uguilhac de IAuche, in the Dordogne, could not claim 
the same handicap. Linard was accused of having falsely publicised an imaginary decree 

according to which sharecroppers were no longer required to pay ducs to their landlords. 
When he was asked repeatedly to produce the decree, Linard stafled for time, in the end 
suggesting that perhaps the placard had been taken down from the church door, that 
someone had stolen it from his residence, or - most preposterously - that it had been eaten 
by MtS. 48 

In each of these three cases, the weakness of the defendants' excuses makes it 

more than likely that they were, in fact, guilty ofhaving made the statements ofwhich they 
were accused. True, each was acquitted: the jury in Foix concluded that Bouisson had 

made the statements but without c6minal intentions, and Louis Moullan benefited from 

A. D. Ariiýge, SL61-1 1, procks contre Louis et'niomas Bouisson, vent6se V1. fiimE&e VIL 
]bid., intmogation, 16 vcnt8se VL 

17 A-D. Ari6ge 14LI4-1, procts contrc Pcyronnel et d'autres, nivose IV. witness no. 42. 
48 A. D. Dordogne, B943-2, procts contre Linard, aotU-septembre 1790. 
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the fact that there were multiple defendants, most of whom faced more serious charges 
than he. The incident involving Linard was simply never pursued, having taken place in 

1790, before the establishment of the penal code; he merely lost his position as secretary 

and, doubtless, the respect of some of the villagers. However, we are less interested in 

criminal intentions and violent reactions than in the communication of political ideas. 

There are numerous cases in which the defendant conceded, to some extent, that he or she 
had made the indicted statements, but pleaded that it had been "non m6chamment", or that 

the words had not been intended in the way in which they were taken. Yet the fact remains 

that whether intentional or not, the expression of ideas and opinions invited reflection and 

thus had the potential to affect public opinion, regardless ofthe outcome ofthe trial. Henri 

Lagonde, a young culfivateur from the village of Manotte, in the Lot-et-Garonne, 

maintained that while it was true that he had hummed the tune of the Revell A peuple, to 

the dismay of many of those within earshot, "que son intention n'6tait point de rachcr 

personne; qu'il a fredonn6 ledit air, comme il aurait fredonn6 tout autre. "' 'Me result, 

regardless of Lagonde's intention, was that the words had hung in the air, forcing listeners 

to reflect upon their political circumstances. Respondents who insisted that they had 

simply repeated what they had heard elsewhere were also, for the most part, acquitted of 
criminal intentions, but again, the cffect on the audience was the same. Such was the case 

with Joseph Dehieu, the cook we met previously who had spent an evening in the taverns 

of Monflanquin (Lot-et-Ciaronne), relating news he had heard in the nearby town of 
Villeneuve. ' His listeners, largely peasants from the surrounding area who had come to 
Monflanquin on business, were understandably dismayed by the news that "A Villeneuve, 

l'on donnait six livres en assignats pour vingt piastres d'un sol", regardless of DeIricu's 

plea that he had merely passed on the information. 

Of all the cases in which defendants basically argued that they had not intended 

to speak seditiously, the most common single excuse was that of drunkenness. As we have 

remarked on several occasions now, the element of alcohol was often invoked, either by 

witnesses or by the accused, as an excuse for objectionable words which, defendants 

maintained, would not have other%ýrise been stated in public. The fact that so many of the 

extant court cases concern words said in places of sociability, such as taverns and 

A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 21.237-115, PrOC6s contre Lagonde et sa tantc la veuve Lamothe, thcrmidor V. 
A-D. Lot-ct-Garome, 21.50-1 and 21,98-29, prOCkScontre Dehicu, aoft 1793 - pluvi6se IL 

5' "Sor' is an Occitan variant of "sou! '. The word -piastre", while still in use today as the monetary unit 
of several middle eastern countries, was, in revolutionary France, a common term which denoted a physical 
piece of currency. Thus, Dehicu, meant twenty Onc.. sou pieces. 
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fairgrounds, partially explains this connection between drink and the expression of 

political opinion. However, public drunkenness also represented a convenient excuse for 

those who had said too much. Indeed, from the readiness with which defendants responded 

that they had been drunk - often as soon as they were asked where they were on the night 

mentioned in the accusation, and before any m6tion of wrongdoing - it seems likely that 

rural citizens were well aware that such an excuse meant an easy acquittal. For example, 

in the case of Delrieu described above, the cook immediately supplied the information that 

he had already been drunk upon arriving at the tavern in question, having been drinking 

at several other inns earlier that evening. " Uon Lafont, one ofthe young artisans accused, 

along with Jean Vidalot, of having stirred up trouble in the town of Tarascon on 28 

messidor V, was confident that his excuse of intoxication would clear his name: 

... qu'il est vrai Vun soir ne saebant lequel il 6tait alld boire avec quelques-uns de 
ses camarades, qu'il sortit si sould de vin, qed ne se rappelle pas d'avoir chaw les 
chansons ni tenu les propos quon lui impute-, que supposant que cela soit vrai, il 
est &autant plus excusable qu'il ne savait ce (ju'il faisait, ct qu7il navait aucune 
mauvaise intention, que s'il se fut connu, il Waurait certainement pas tenu de pareils 
propos, supposant qu'ils soient vrais. 11 

in the cnd, he was correct: although the jury believed that he had participated "dans 

l'intention d'une provocation au. r6tablissement de la royautV, he was acquitted due to 
-circonstances attenuantes" -a phrase which nearly always, in rural cases, referred to 

drunkenness. The excuse put forward by Bonis, dit Min, a marchand de route accused 

of having stood at the entrance to the village of Monpazicr, in the Dordogne, shouting 
"vive le roi" and that "il se foutait de la Wpubliqud", is similar: 

... qu'cn supposant qu'il lui soit arriv6 de dire la moindre chose contre la r6publique, 
ou. les lois, il fallait qa'il fut tout A fait ivre; qu'il connait trop bien la peine a 
laquelle il se serait expos6, s'il eftt W assez imprudent de s'exhaler en mauvais 
propos contre l'ordre actuel des choses. " 

Indeed, Min went one step further, making sure that the authorities realised that he knew 

perfmdy well what the consequences were, and that he had no intention of being caught 

up in a seditious speech trial. Like those who put forward preposterous excuses or insisted 

that they -hadn't meant if'I the obvious calculations on the part of individuals such as 
Defficu, Lafont and Bonis merely serve, for the historian at least, to incriminate them 
further. 

" A. D. Lot-ctGaronne, 2L50-1 and 2L98-29. procýs contre Delrieu; interrogation, 7 frimaire IL 
53A. D. Ari6ge, 8L62-2, procks contre VidalOt ct d'autres, interrogation ofL60nlAfOnt, dif Gennini, 22 ans, 
boulanger, habitant de Tarascon, I brumaire VI. 
51 A. D. Dordogne, 24L58494, Tribmal r6volutionnaire, prOcks contreBonis, ditPekin, pour propos contre- 
rdvolutionnaires, interrogation, 18 fructidor VII. 
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"Mus, while the indicted statements themselves require careful reading and 

consideration ofthe context in which they were spoken, they do, indeed, represent a source 

of political opinion. In the cases considered above, where defendants were acquitted 
because of their claim to have been drunk at the time, it seems more likely than not that 

the denouncers; had been telling the truth: after all, if ever one's dissatisfaction with the 

"ordre actuel des choses" were to emerge, the addition of alcohol to the equation would 

seem a likely catalyst. Moreover, even in instances where defendants insisted that they had 

had no criminal intentions in putting forward seditious political opinions, the effect upon 

the audience was nevertheless the same. True, as we have seen, some defendants 

succeeded in convincing the court that the charges against them were made by vengeful 

or malicious individuals, and often it can be shown that the corroborating witness accounts 

were also the result of dishonesty. However, I would argue that even instances such as 

these indicate a certain level of politicization in the village. On the one hand, it is possible 

that the defendant did, in fact, make the statements, and that the vengefulness of which he 

or she accused the denouncer lay in that person's decision to go to the authorities, rather 

than to remain silent. On the other hand, ifthe defendant spoke the truth and the denouncer 

had indeed invented the imputation, that individual - also a member of the rural 

community - had still known what phrases to use in order to gain the authorities' 

attention, demonstrating an awareness ofthe political issues at stake. Considering that, as 
the legislators maintained, the real danger lay with the publicity of seditious statements, 

any political ideas or opinions put forward were potentially damaging to public opinion, 
including those of the denouncer. 

Reactions from Witnesses and Bystanders 

Although indicted statements may, with careful consideration, be taken as 
indications of political opinion, seditious speech trials contain another, unexpected source 

of peasant thought: the reactions of witnesses and bystanders, as recorded in the 
depositions of those who were present. Such statements, while requiring the same care in 

interpretation as the words of the defendant, are more rare: in most cases, witness 
testimonies are short and to the poiný and divulge no more about personal Opinions than 

absolutely necessary. However, in those instances where witness reflections are recorded, 
their spontaneity and sincerity make them more revealing than the indicted statements we 
have examiried thus far. Ile honest reactions ofwitncsses and bystanders demonstrate that 
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Figure 5-1 

David Wilkie, Village Politicians (1806). 

Source: Private Collection, Earl of Mansfield, England. Reproduced from John 
Barrell, The Dark Side ol'ihe Landscape: The Rural I"oor in English 
Ilainting, 1730-1840 (Cambridge, 1980), p. 115. 
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verbal dissent did (as the authorities feared) have a concrete effect on those who heard it. 

On the other hand, as we shall see in the third and final section of this chapter, listeners 

were not (as the authorities assumed) blindly affected by the statements of others. 

Different types of information from different sources were evaluated based on numerous 

factors, including the reliability and reputation of the speaker, the existence of 

corroborating official information, and the listener's own experience, resulting in rural 

cifizens drawing their own conclusions and fonning political opinions which were more 

complex than has previously been realised. Before we bring competing information into 

the equation, however, let us first examine what we can discern ofpeasant reaction to local 

speakers of sedition. 

Rural audiences, rural reactions 
The indirectly revealed opinions and reactions which will be analysed in the 

following pages have been taken entirely from witness depositions recorded during the 

preparation of actual trials. Accustomed to functioning in a largely oral world, early 

modem villagers had a relatively greater capacity to remember and recount the statements 

of indiv iduals as well as the ensuing discussions. As such, these testimonies often included 

a relation of statements made in retort to the seditious speech, either by the witnesses 

themselves or by other individuals who were present: their accounts are remarkably rich 

with echoes of conversations that had taken place days or even weeks earlier. " At other 

times, witnesses gave indications of their own opinions of the incident, or of the general 
feeling in the village with regard to the defendant or his words. Inde4 it is the statements 

of the witnesses which truly allow us to eavesdrop on conversations long since finished, 

and as such, they are perhaps the most valuable component of the trial archives. 

Yet who were these witnesses, and who were the members of the public whose 

reactions they described? These questions can be easily answered, for trial depositions 

usually indicate the profession, age, and place of residence of each witness. As a result, 
in any case for which this information has been recorded, we can learn a great deal about 

the individuals whose statements either defended the accused or signed the death warrant, 

and we may guess at the cffcct the indicted words might have had in the surrounding 

countryside. In order to envision the audience present in a given instance, we must return 

11 Jeanne Reynaud, for example, the fourth witness in the trial against Jacques Murat, dit Lapeycherie, 
reported verbatim a conversation which had taken place eight days earlier, matching the other testimonies, 
even though she said "c'est tout ce que le d6clarant entendit 6tant occup6e aux soins de son m6nage et ne 
faisant pas beaucoup attention A ce qui se disait. " A. D. Dordogne, 24L39, d6position 16 niv6se H. 
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to the various lieur de rencontre which were described in chapter 1. Episodes which took 

place on the place publique on Sunday after church, for example, or during an assembly 

for recruitment, were invariably witnessed by many if not all of the local inhabitants. 

Fourteen individuals testified to having witnessed the anti-constitutional words of Pierre 

Monceret, the cur6 of Bondy, in the Lot-ct-Garonncým and the counter-revolutionary 

shouts of Jean Vidalot and his cohorts were apparently heard by sevcnty-nine members of 

the community of Niauý in the Ariýge. " A total of thirty-one witnesses testified to 

Jacques Defis' attempt to prevent individuals from volunteering for the army in 

Vemajoul, " and in the analogous case of Gilles Anel and Marccl Dedieu, of Taurignan- 

Vieux (Ari6ge), eighty depositions were taken. " 

Even in circumstances where fewer individuals were present, the professions and 

places of residence of those individuals mark them as members of the rural community. 

As described in chapter III, the rural character of the audience was a key criterion for 

including cases in the sample: instances ofseditious speech which occurred in larger towns 

were admitted only where a significant number ofthose present had been visiting from the 

surrounding countryside. Such was the case, for example, in the trial of Jean Casse, 

dit Lartigue, a farmer from the village of St. Cirac (ArRge), who was accused of having 

made counter-revolutionary remarks in the nearby town of Tarascon ' Lartigue had left 

his house at five o'clock in the morning on 2 prairial IV, and walked for three hours in 

order to keep an eight o'clock appointment with a notary regarding a fanning lease for a 
field adjoining his land. Having completed his business by 8: 30 a. m., Lartigue then spent 

the entire rest of the day in various inns and taverns, drinking himself silly and making 

impolitic remarks, finally falling asleep in a room at the widow Dupeyrouls boarding 

house. Although some of the individuals interviewed by the authorities were from 

Tarascon itself, nearly half were peasants who, like Lartigue himself, had been in town on 
business. Weed, it was with those individuals that the accused had spent his time: one of 

the aubergistes even remembered that Lartigue had dined "avec deux hommes de son 

pays 61 

in addition to age, profession, and place of residence, depositions contain one 

A. D. Lot-"aronne, 2LI7-1, procts contre Monomt% f6vrier 1792. 
A-D. Ariýge, gL62-2, procts contre Vidalot et d'autres, messidor V4)rumaire VL 
AD. Ari6ge, 81,35-1, Tribunal criminCL PrOC68 cOntre Jacques DefM cultivateur, pour cntravc A la lev6e 

des hommes, aoOt 1793. 
A. D. Ari6ge, 81,36-7, pvcks contre And et Dedieu, aofit 1793 - fiimaire IL 
A. D. Ari6ge. 131,24-9, proas contre Casse, dit Lartigue, prairial IV. 
Ibid., witness no. 10, Marie Mourens, 19 ans. 

Nk 
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further piece of information which allows us to describe the public: the signature of the 

witness or, in its place, a note to the cffect that the witness was unable to sign. Ile ability 

to sign one's name has long been considered an indication of basic literacy, and while its 

accuracy has been debated in recent years, it remains a useful gauge in circumstances such 

as these. ' Of the trials in which witnesses were requested to sign their depositions, many 

indicate a relatively low level of literacy, a fact which confirms the rural character of the 

crowd in incidents of seditious speech included in this study. In the trial against Antoine 

Layrix and his comrades, laboureurs and artisans from the village of Labastide-dc- 

Gardencraux. (Ari4e) accused of inciting counter-revolutionary gatherings, fifteen ofthe 

twenty-two witnesses were unable to sign their deposition. All of the witnesses were from 

the village, but it is worth noting that among the seven whom we might consider literate, 

we find a mix of older farmers - four laboureurs including the mayor and the procureur 

of the commune - and skilled artisans: a weaver, a shoemaker, a carpenter. ' In the case 

against Pierre-Elic Lasescuras, the parish priest of Sorges (Dordogne), an overwheln-ting 

majority of the witnesses - 41 out of 42 - appear to have been illiterate. ' Some cases, 

however, while remaining rural in context, show a higher proportion of signatures. In the 

tiny village of Erc6, for example, nestled high in the Pyrenees of the Ari&gc, seven of the 

eight witnesses who testified against Paul Larroze in Year V were able to sign their 

names. ' Mostly described as cultivateurs, this more literate group also included an 

homme de loi, as well as a tailor and a weaver, although each witness was resident in or 

near the village of Erc6. Such disproportionate indications of literacy among rural citizens 

may have indicated a predisposition among the more articulate sector of the countryside 

to participate in political business; for our purposes, however, the audience remains 

undeniably,, rurar. 

Prudence in opinion: disapproval and dissuasion in witness statements 
nus, any responses indicated by witnesses can safely be assumed to represent 

village reaction to counter-revolutionary rernarks. Like the excuses offered by defendants, 

I See the discussion of the study by Louis Maggiolo, chapter L note 5 1. Note that the debate centres upon 
whether or not a signature demonstrates literacy, it is virtually unchallenged that being unable to even sign 
one's name indicates illiteracy. In the argument that follows, it is the demonstration of illiteracy which is 
key. 
" A. D. Ari4c, 8L35-2, proc6s contrc Layrix ct d'autres, aoat-scpt 1793. Those who could not sign were 
largely farmers, day-labourers in particular, as well as another weaver and a blacksmith. 

A. D. Dordogne, 24L63, procks contre Lasescuras, brumaire IL 
A. D. Ari6ge, 2U3 1, procýs contre Larroze, vend6miaire VI - bramaire X. 
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however, the opinions volunteered by witnesses tend to be somewhat predictable in 

content. It is virtually unimaginable, after all, that any witness would adn-dt candidly to 

agreeing with the seditious utterances at the heart of the trial. Indeed, by definition, 

witnesses who sided with the accused ceased being witnesses and took on the unenviable 

identity of defendants. As a result, the majority of explicit statements of witness opinion 

express attitudes which the authorities would have found unobjectionable. At times, even 

the vocabulary used by witnesses appears consciously consistent with revolutionary 
ideology. Placards are "incendiaires" and culprits are "acharn&', seditious activity is 

"suspecte' and the resulting disorder is "aff-rcux". More often, however, witnesses 

exercised prudence by making remarks which appear tailor-made for the task of 

convincing the interrogator that their own loyalty to the regime was beyond reproach. 
Witnesses who included a description of their own response in their depositions 

tended to stress the fact that they had "done the right thing7. Jean Liron, a cabaretier in 

the market town of Monpazier, in the Dordogne, testified that when one of his clients, a 

certain Bonis, dit Pdkin, began shouting I'vive le r&', he asked him to leave. 16 in other 

cases, patriotic villagers described how they had defiantly refiised to play along with 

counter-revolutionary merriment. Pierre Andr6, a horse-dealer travelling through Cancon 

(Lot-et-Garome), stated that when he noticed that the group in question at the inn was 

singing "chansons inciviques". he refused to sit at the same table. 67 Similarly, Raimond 
DassCS, a farmer from the countryside near Rieux (Haute-Garonne), was forced by his 

civisme to spoil the fun of the agitators who were drinking at the same inn, by removing 
the white cockade they had pinned to his tunic. 61 Even in cases where witnesses testified 
that they had not heard the statements described in the accusation, the deposition 

represented an opportunity for them to disconnect themselves clearly from any blame. 
Sicaire Brachet, the brother-in-law of a man accused ofroyalist speech, piped up that -sil 

avait cntendu tenir ce propos; i son beau-fr6rc il I'aurait d6nonc6 comme un contre- 
r6volutionnaire pour qu'il fu^t puni comme tel. " By far the most exemplary case, 
however, is that against Michel Rouge, dit Coussa, one of a group of artisans accused of 
counter-revolutionary shouts in the town of Pamiers (Ari6ge), which was first introduced 

in chapter 111.70 Of the fifty-eight witnesses called to testify in the trial, not one admitted 

"A. D. Dordogne, 24L5&494, proctscontreBonis, dit Pekin, witness no. I, d4mition IS fructidorVII. 
A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2LI05-9, procks contre Lamartigne, germinal H, Witness no. 18. 
AN DXXIX 6 (59), procts contrc Fri6fib, Court, ditParisien, etd'autres, fdwicr 1791, witness no. 8. 
A. D. Dordogne, 24L40, procts contre Dartenset, florw II, witness no. 1. 
A. D. Ari6ge, 14143-12, procýs contre Rouge, dit Coussa, ffirnaire V. 
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to having heard Coussa yell "vive le roi" on the night of I' vend6miairc V. Nevertheless, 

seven people pointed out in their brief interview that if they had heard such shouts, they 

would have felt it was their "devoir r6publicain" to denounce the culprits. " 

For the same reason which led witnesses to frarne their depositions with their own 

protection in mind, it follows that most of the opinions reported indirectly in seditious 

trials consisted, essentially, in disapproval or condemnation of the indicted statements. 
However, the fact that witness depositions contain not only their own reproachful 

comments, but also the indignant retorts of other bystanders, leads us to conclude that 

disagreement with seditious remarks was perhaps less a question of appearing zealous 
before the authorities, than it was an actual indication of disagreement. The simplest of 

these remarks consisted of blunt statements of disapproval. It was relatively common, for 

example, for one or more individuals at the scene of an incident to reproach the speaker 
directly, saying variously that they shouldn't speak that way, that they should be quiet, or 

that their words were blameworthy. Gabriel Labouncillie, a wigmaker from Bergerac, was 
in a tavern singing a song which had "vivc le roi" as part of the refrain, when Jcan 

Chavane, one of the listeners, pointed out to him "combien cc propos; 6tait repr6hcnsibl6, '; 

according to other witnesses, Chavanc's words succeeded in silencing Labouncilhe. ' In 

a similar instance, Jean-Louis Casaux, dit Labotte, a farmer from the village of St. Quirc 

(Ari6ge), and his companions were reprimanded for the drunken exclamations, "A bas la 

R6publique, i bas les patriotes; vive les chouans! " St. Quirc was a small place, however, 

and this time there were multiple objections: many people were heard to mutter, or so the 

witnesses reported, that "ceux qui avaient profdr6 ces cris avaient bicn tort", and one 
individual named Amoureux confronted Labotte and his companions, telling them that "ils 

devaient se taire ct ne pas parler ainsi. "13 

The censuring comments of virtuous bystanders were not always so detached, 

however. Often the reproaches of listeners took on a moralistic tone, and implied that the 

" Ibid. Witnesses 27 (Catherine Carri&e, aubergistc) and 29 (Antoine Morliers, notaire) said that if they 
had heard something so seditious, they would have denounced the culprits; witness 32 (Antoine Ribante, 
cultivateur) is the individual who boasted about his I'devoir r6publicairf, just as witness 55 (Jean Boyer, 
aubergiste) cited his "civisme' in the matter. Witness 44, the juge de paix, intoned, "Al efit entendu un 
pareil ddlit qVon le lui efit d&loncd ou que la rurneur publique ren eftt informV, he would have brought 
a trial against the accused, and witness 45, the president of the district council, similarily attested that he 
would have done his duty. Witness 52 (Jeanne Tissi6re, aubergiste), finally, put the matter in honest terms: 
"si elle en avait entandu, " she testified, "elle aurait &6 capable de le d6noncer aux autorit6s constitu&-s, 
pour arrater le scandale dune parcille conduite. - 
72 A-D. Dordogne, 241A6-279, procýs contre Labouneilhe, flor6al IV, witnesses no. I and 2. 
" A. D. Ari6ge, 2U28, proc4s contre Casaux, dit Labottefus, et d'autres, messidor VII - messidor ix, 
witnesses no. 2 and 10. 
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speakers were shamefully out of line. At the time of the nocturnal exclamations of Jean 

Vidalot and his cohorts, in the town of Tarascon, a witness overheard one man, whose 

sleep had undoubtedly been disturbed, shouting from his window, "laissez-vous, retirez. 

vous, a est indigne de chanter ces chansons! " In a similar instance, the agitator Antoine 

1, ayrix was reprimanded by Teuli6, a well-respeeW local physician. As reported by a 30- 

year-old farm labourer named FranWis Lauriol, TeuIi6 "lui repr6senta l'ind&mce de ses 

discours et lui demanda s'il croyait etre le pr6sident de la nation. " According to other 
bystanders, Layrix ignored TculWs remarks, continuing in much the same fashion as 

before. In the end, however, it would be the physician who would have the last laugh: 

Layrix and his cohorts were brought to trial, and as one of the ringleaders, layrix was 
deported to French Guyana. " In a different case, Charles Dantin, a captain in the army, 

echoed TculWs comments about the inappropriateness of seditious speech in his remarks 

to Marcel Lafont, who had interrupted the playing of the revolutionary anthem -; a ira" 

during a milititry parade in Tarascon with the words, "i bas ;a ira, p Wira pas. " it was 

not his place, Dantin reportedly said, to countennine the playing of the song; Lafont was 

arrested, but succeeded in defeating the evidence against him. ' In the trial against Pierre 

Gauthier, finally, one witness got the last word when he said bitingly, "tu ferais mieux de 

rester dans ta commune ct de no pas venir troubler la n6tre, qui cst tranquiRe. -77 

In some instances, listeners augmented their arguments against those who had 

made seditious statements by pointing out that the laws were not in their favour. When 

Jean Bernard, dit Biotte, the farmer from Vereilhac whom we met earlier, made his 

mcinorable comments about the uselessness of platar& which concerned the assignats and 
then proceeded to remove them a number of people in the crowd told him I'qulil ne devait 

pas cniever les lois, vue que la municipalit6 avait fait des d6fences r6it6r6es, et me= des 

arr8t6s", and that therefore, "il courmit des risques i cet enl6vement. "" The mayor of 
Ataux used the same threatening tones when he approached Charles Vivi6, the fanner from, 
Billebaut who was determined to express his view that "France needed a Ung": the mayor 
told Vivi6 "qu'il so perdait, et que la loi 6tait expresse IA-dessus. " Perhaps the most 

74 AD. Aji6ge, 8L. 62-2, procds contreVidalotetd'autres, tn=jdorV4xumaire VLwitnessesno. 4 (dossier 
1). 
'Is A. D. Ariýge, 8L35-2, proc6s contre Layrix et d'autres, aofit-sept 1793. See also Marty, Trois tocalitis. 
pp. 212-35. 
"A. D. Ax4e, 131,3 I-I. Tribunal correctiOrmel deTarascok Procds contre Marcel Lafont, 6crivalmnotaire. 
pour propos s6ditieux, fiuctidor V- vend6miaire VL witness no. 2. 
" A. D. Lot-et-Garome, proc6s contre Gauthier, dit VIrOulet. germinal IL 
" A. D. Dordogne, 24IA2, procas contre Benwd, dit Biotte, pluviose U, see esp. wiftwsses no. 2 and 10. 
" A. D. Dordogne, 241A 1, procts contre Vivi6, thermidor IL vVitness no. 3. 
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interesting example of such reprimanding, however, is to be found in the case against 

Bernard Darbus Satouret, a peasant accused of statements crafted to discredit the 

assignats in the minds of his fellow villagers in Lahitte (Hautcs-Pyr6n6cs)-'O In order to 

bolster his opinions, Satouret claimed that he had seen a decree in the nearby village of 

Maubourguet which confirmed that citizens could go back to using hard currency as they 

had in the past. However, his listeners did not believe his story, and one, another farmer 

named Jean Terrade Camille, apprised Satouret that ifthat decree did not arrive, he should 

watch out for the comiM de surveillance, because "s'il ya des lois", he would be 

punished. " 

In each of these cases, the witnesses' comments contain an underlying warning: 

if the speaker continued to express seditious ideas in public, he ran the risk of the 

guillotine. In many instances, the same threat is clearly verbalised. In the case against 

Pierre Grelety, the unemployed teacher arrested near Bergerac for royalist speech, one of 

the individuals present warned him that 'Vil continuaiti tenir de parcils propos, il se 

ferait renfermer. "' Often, the individuals who pointed out the seriousness of the speaker's 

transgression were also those who were incensed enough to make the denunciation 

themselves. Jean-Pierre Danflous, for example, a marchand de bois from St. Sulpice, in 

the Haute-Garonne, was present when the priest Darbas made his reprchcnsible remarks 

about the religious policy ofthe National Assembly. As Darbas was a guest in his brother- 

in-law's house, Danflous did not wish to create a scene; however, he did indicate to the 

priest that 'Vil continuait de parler davantage contre la Constitution il sc vcrrait forc6 de 

le d6noncer enjustice, attendu qu'il y 6tait oblig6 par la loi de son scrment, et comme ami 

de la Constitution. "" In the case introduced above, in which Tcuh&, the officer de sanM 

of Lapenne, near Mirepoix (ArRge), reprimanded Antoine Layrix for the "indecency" of 

his statements, the physician was so angry at how his comment had been ignored that he 

muttered "qu'il se rappellerait de lui"; according to one of the witnesses for the trial, it 

was Teuli6, in the end, who denounced the group of malcontents. "' While such accounts 

of republican zeal undoubtedly pleased the authorities charged with taking down witness 

depositions, they also reveal the hostile stance of many bystanders. 

11 A. D. Hautes-Pyr6n6es, 2L justice non-c6t6e (Pluvi8se-fruct8se III), procks contre Bernard Darbus 
SatOurct- cultivateur. Pour PrOPOs tendant A discr6diter les assignats, niv8se - germinal 11. 

Ibid. 
A. D. Dordogne, 24L57489, procýs contre Grelety, fi-uctidor VIL witness no. 2. 
AN D XXIX 6, Comit6 des Rapports, Inforniation contre le Sieur Darbas pr8tre inconstitutionnel, 

witness no. 1,17 aofit 179 1. 
" A. D. Ari6ge, 81,35-2, procks contre Layrix et d'autrcs, aolat-scPt 1793, witness no. 12. 
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Opposing views: listeners double the bid 

The cases we have just seen, in which listeners cited the law in support of their 

condemnations of seditious statements made in public, lead us to review some ofthe more 

sophisticated and intelligent reactions ofrural audiences. Like witncsses'own descriptions 

of their disapproval and their efforts to dissuade malcontents, the following stances are 

unlikely to have drawn negative attention upon the individual in question; nevertheless, the 

thoughtffilness with which witnesses and bystanders exTressed their disagreement with 

counter-revolutionary remarks ments consideration. Peasants who were witness to 

statements concerning political issues did not simply swallow them whole: as has been 

argued throughout, they reflected upon them, questioned them, and came to their own 

conclusions. Marie Meyniel, who was witness to the statements of Chaussonnel, the 
beggar whose trial was described at the start of this study, listened for awhile before 

confronting the speaker, demanding to know "oii cst-ce qu'il avait appris ces notions"; 
Chaussonnel replied that he had heard the information at a political club meeting. 95 

Similarly, some of the women in the community of Mas-d'Azil (Arkge), who overheard 
Marion Grenier's reports of terrible defeats and impending doom for the Republic, 
demanded more proof, Jeanne Fichon, for example, wanted to know "quelles 6went les 

nouvelles qui annoncaient ces malheurs". to which Grcnier cited the names oftwo nearby 
towns, where she bad supposedly heard the information. However, Fichon's companion, 
Catherine Laffont, was not so easily convinced, and pressed the matter, saying that she 
had not heard anything like gut, at which point Grenier became defensive, retorting that 

she must have been out of town. 16 

Where listeners were cithff better informed or simply more perceptive, they put 
harder questions to speakers of seditious words. In some cases, witnesses went so far as 
to call the bluff of would-be spreaders of false news, in cffcct drastically curtailing the 
influence of their words on the rest of the audience. In the case of Bernard Satouret, the 
defendant attempted to lend more credence to his words by adding that the decree he had 

seen had been signed by the municipal officers of Maubourguet; unfortunately for him, a 
bystander quickly pointed out that municipal officers were not in the habit of signing 
decrees, which immediately cast doubt on his entire story. " The attempt of Thomas 

A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2LI05-6 and 21,98-23, procts contre Chaussonnel, flor&l H, witnen no. 2. 
A. D. Aritge, 2U22, proc&s contre Grcnicr, dite Cauredon, fiuctidor VII - ven&miaire M witnesses 

no. 2 and 3. 
" A. D. llautes-Pyr&desý 21, justice non-c6tdc, prmts contre Satouret, niv6se - germinal IL witacss no. 8. 
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Bordas, the weaver from the Dordogne whom we have met before, to convince his listeners 

that their assignats were worthless, was similarly called up short by a citizen from 

Ribdrac, who was passing through the village, and whose words were reported by the 

tailor Jean Colinel. Bordas had reportedly been raving that the only assignats worth 
keeping were the ones worth six sous, because they bore the image of the king, when the 

stranger stepped forward and pointed out, "vous ne voulez cependant pas les donner". to 

which Bordas was forced to mutter that he preferred to keep them in order to bum thern-88 

'Me case against Sicaire Linard, finally, is positively risible for the ability of bystanders 

to cast doubt upon seditious activity. As previously recounted, Linard, the secretary ofthe 

commune of Uguilhac; de I'Auche, had attempted to argue that the reason he could not 

produce the papers he had supposedly received was that someone had stolen them from 

his house. When theprocureur syndic ofthe village exclaimed in frustration, "qui voulez- 

vous qui vous I'ait pris". Linard mulishly persisted that "on pourrait bien le lui avoir pris 

pour le duper. " Linard had, in fact, been duped: by the individuals in the crowd who were 

perceptive enough to see through his deception. " 

Indeed, some witnesses did go as far as to accuse speakers of sedition of lying to 

the people. Marie Meyniel, for example, was not satisfied by the beggar Chaussonncl's 

explanation that he had heard the news he reported at a political society meeting: 

according to another bystander, sharecropper Jean Labardieu, she had retorted "qu'il Oak 

un aristocrate et qu'il n'avait pas pu apprendre tout cela au club. " Other cases described 

above ended with similar results. Pierre Dufour, who overheard the ex-teacher Grelety 

saying that there were 15,000 soldiers hidden at the port at Bordeaux, that a king had 

already been named and that he would be crowned in Lyon on 20 August 1799, responded 

vehemently, "que c'6tait des fausset6s et qu'il ne fallait pas faire courir des bruits 

scmblablcs. "' Witnesses to the words of Antoine Layrix and his cohorts responded 

similarly, saying that "tout cela n'6tait que des fadaises, et qu'il ne fallait point 6couter. " 

In a village near Pdrigueux, a servant named Jacques Murat, dit Lapeycherie, was arrested 
in 1794 for spreading fidse news. I-lis cfforts; failed, however, when he met the brothers 
Bordas, both of whom were named Jean, and who were about to leave together for the 

" A. D. Dordogne, 241A5-260, procks contre Bordas, pluvi6se IV, witness no. 13. 
89 A. D. Dordogne, B843-2, proc6s contre Linard, aofit-septembre 1790, witness no. 17. 

A. D. Lot-et-Garome, 2LIOS-6 and 2L98-23, procýs contre Chaussonnel, flor&l 114 witness no. 5. 
A. D. Dordogne, 24L57489, prochs contre Grelety, fructidor VIL witness no. 2. 

92 A. D. Ari6ge, 8L35-2, proc&s contrc Layrix et d'autrcs, aofit-sept 1793, witness no. 17. 'Tadaisc" may 
be defined as "propos plat et sot plaisanterie-, chose insignifiante, d6pourvue dintdrdt". 
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front. Lapeycherie's attempts to convince them that, among other things, there were 
between two and three hundred English ships ready to sail for the Vend6e, and that the 

brother ofthe dead king was soon to be crowned in Toulon, were met with defiance. 'rous 

ces propos [sont] fitux". said the younger of the two brothers; "its n'en [sont] point 

effi-ay6s, ct s'il [estj n6cessaire, its [sont] pr&s i marcher, l'un ct I'autre. "93 Dominique 

Moules, the defrocked priest ofAurcnsan (Hautes-Pyr6n6es), was even more confident in 

his rebuff of Cassaigncpýre's attempt to rclate, news ofterrible defeats in the Vend6e. I'll 

n'en croyait rien". he had said; "que lui qui lisait les nouveRcs n'avait vu aucun rapport 

relatif A cc que Cassaignc disait, et que cclui-ci faisait tr6s mal de d6biter ainsi de fausses 

nouvelles. "" 

For the purposes of this study, however, the most interesting type of witness 

rebuke is to be found in cases where the listener first made clear his disagreement with the 

seditious words, before going on to state his own position on the matter. Such responses 

arc more complex and more revealing thart those reactions which simply indicated 

disapproval, for they show that peasants made up their own minds in an independent 

manner, participating intelligently in political discussions. Several examples will illustrate 

this point. Jean tt&vc, a farmer who testified in the case against the ex-noble Jean dc 

Malet, reportedly stood firm in his opinion ofthe current policies of the government. 95 He 

had been returning from the fair at Gdnis (Dordogne), to his place of residence in the 

village of Doussac, when he met Malet and began speaking of current affairs. In the 

course of this discussion, tt6ve stated that he believed that land rents would never again 
be paid, to which Malet responded "qu'il le verrait bicn: que ceux qui croient qu'on en 
payerait plus de rentes sc trompaictit tr6s fort. " Both men were resolutc.: "Ic d6posant-, the 
testimony reads, "soutint avec fermet6 son syst&ne, et Malet le sien. " In another case - 
the CWC Of the dnlnkr-n farmer, Lartgue, who had come into Tarascon on business - the 
poor man had said to anyone who would listen that "depuis que nous sommes en 
Wpublique, les rcpr6scritants du pcuple se sont enrichis, ct que lui s'6tait ruin6, puisquIon 
lui avait prix dcux mulcts. " One well-meaning bystander, a saddler named FranWis Rous, 

attempted to set the miserable drunk straight. 11 se ferait enfermer en parlant ainsf, , Rous 

wisely counselled him; rather than speaking out against the Republic, -il devait s'adresser 

" AD. Dordope, 24L39, proUs cOntre Murat, dit IAPeYchcrie, witness no. 3, d6position 16 niv6se IL 
" A. D. lbutmPyr&6es, 2L, justice non-c8t6e, prOCkScontre Cassaipe &re, Pluvi8se %witness no. 5. " Tfibunal cHminel et revolutionnaire de la Dordogne (publislied documents), PrOOýScontre Malet, 
brumaire H; vol. 1, pp. 265-80, witness no. 2. 
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i ceux qui lui avaicnt pris les mulets pour sc faire payer. " The municipal officers of the 

village of Marsillac, in the Dordogne, showed a particular level-headedness when they 

rebuked the parish priest for his seditious words: "la guerrc &ait assez sur les fronti6res", 

they said, "sans I'allumer i l'int6rieur. " 

In fact, the theme of the war effort in general elicited remarkably pro- 

revolutionary comments from patriotic peasant witnesses. When Jean de Malet made his 

cruel remark about the volontaires'burning clothes keeping them warm, one indignant 

witness retorted with optimism, "qu'il pourrait se tromper, que la Convention prendrait 

bien des mesures pour emp8cher ce d6sordre". " In the case against the physician 

Cassaigne pýre, the defendant tried an original tack with a female innkeeper: if the 

recruitment process continued unobstructed, Cassaigne reportedly argued, she would lose 

much of her clientele, and therefore, "par son int6r6t particulier, elle devrait s'y opposcr. " 

The aubergiste was not to be swayed, however: "elle s'en donnerait bien gardeý'. she 

retorted; "au contraire, aimant trop la patrie c1le les y encouragerait, et y imit elle MCMC. " 

Cassaigne could only mutter in response that she was crazy, and that she did not know 

what she was saying. ' The response of one witness in the case of Michel Rousse, dit 

Coussa, was similar: "si la nation nous demandait, il fallait tous voler i son secours", 

touted farmer Paul Vidal, to which Coussa retorted that since Vidal felt that way, they 

should send him to the front. " In one final example, the deserters Jean Meunier and Jean 

Denave faced considerable resistance to their counter-revolutionary statements in an inn 

in the town of Agen, in August 1793. "' Speaking to young rural volunteers who had 

arrived in town in order to depart with their battalion, Denavc said menacingly, "je ne 

voudrais pas i votre place etre command6 par un tas de paysans qui ne savent pas 

distinguer leur main droitc Wavec la gauche"; some soldiers, he said, would not show up 

ifthe commanding officer was incompetent. Jean Delbrel, one ofthe witnesses, pointed out 

that such behaviour would be against the law, "puisqu'il y avait un d6cret qui d6fendait 

.i tout soldat d'abandonner son drapeau", and Jean Godcau, another volunteer, responded 

to the first part of Denave's statement, bravely asserting "que la Nation serait assezjuste 

96 A. D. Ariýge, 131,24-8, proc6s contre Casse. dit Lartigue, prairial IV, witness no. 11, Franqois Rous. 
bourrelier, habitant des environs de Tarascon. 

AN W 420, dossier 955, proc6s contre Broliat, IIorW I 
Tribunal cfiminel et Hvolutionnaire de la Dordogne (published documents), PrOUS cOntre Malet, 

brumaire 14 vol. 1, pp. 265-80, denunciation ofPierre Aubisse and Jacques Deguilhern. See chapterIlL page 
157 for the complete account. 

A-D. llautes-Pyr&6es, 2L, justice non-c6t6e, procks contre Cassaigne *re. pluvi6se IL witness no. I 
A. D. Ari4e, 141A3-12, procks contre Rouge, dit Coussa, fiimaire V, witness no. 2. 
A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2LI7- 7 and 2L97-19, proc6s contre Meunier et Denave, aolftt 1793. 
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pour Ics rcnvoyer i la fin de la guerre, quittes avec tout le monde. " Yes, said Denave 

cruelly, "parce qu'avec un coup de canon tout scra pay6. "102 

The absence of disapproval and counter-revolutionary opinion 

Tlius, in spite of the sometimes mean-spirited and cantankerous words of rural 
dissidents, peasants clearly held their own opinions, and, as is occasionally revealed in the 

archives, boldly expressed them. However, while many of these indirectly expressed 

opinions have been disapproving in nature, occasionally the scholar catches a rare glimpse 

of agreement in the statements of bystanders, or, if not agreement, then an absence of 
disapproval at least. At times, such assent may be discerned where listeners tacitly chose 

to ignore die seditious words of the speaker. In the trial against Poclict, a tanner accused 

of leading a band of youths about the town of Castdjaloux (Lot-et-Garonne) one night 

yelling counter-revolutionary slogans, one witness reportedly kept her enraged husband 

from leaving the house, saying 'ýmon ami, su tu m'aimes, tu. resteras tranquille. 11101 

Moreover, although some oftlic expressions ofwarning we have seen appear to have been 

meant as threats, others may be interpreted as the response of a companion or a 

sympathetic bystander who is genuinely concerned for the speaker's well being. When 

Herui Lagonde, a peasant from the village of Frechou whom we have met before, was 
found singing le Reved A peuple in die nearby town of Mizin (Lot-et-Garonne), a local 

wigmaker, identified only as citoyen LeRoy, stopped to ask him why he was singing that 

objectionable song, and then suggested that he lower his voice. " The trial of Marcel 
Lafont is another case in point. Witnesses present at the moment when Lafant had 
interrupted the playing of "qa ira7 in the town of Tarascon reported that Wont's 

companion, Franqois Arabcyre had pulled him away from the crowd, saying, "retirons- 

nous, tu t'cxposes, " just as the gendarmes were approaching to make the arrest. 105 The 
two were evidently on friendly terms, as demonstrated by Arabayre's use of the fiuniliar 
form of address, "6as well as the implication contained in his suggestion that they would 

102Ibid., witnesses no. 3 and 6. 
1*1 A. D. Lot-ýct-Garonne, 2L236-76, procks contre Pochet, thermidor IV, witness no. 4. 
I'm A. D. L-ot-et-Garonne, 21237-115, procks contre Lagonde et sa tante. la veuve Lamothe, thermidor V, interrogation, II thermidor V. 
105A. D. Ari4ge, 1301-1, procks contre Lafont, fivctidor v. venddraiaire VL 
101 Although the use of the 'ta' form of address had become popular during the premermidorean 
movement of the sans-, culottes, the caw in question took place in 1797, after the phenomenon had begun 
to die out. Even during the period of the National Convention, such Pratices never made the same inroads into the countryside as they had among the urban lower classes. As Ferdinand Brunot wrote in his masterfW 

t study of the history of the French language, "ll nest pas diMcile de produire des ura)6r. mais on sai combien la plupart des prescriptions restaient lettre mortc, " Histoire de la languefrunfaise: des O? igines 
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leave together. Clearly, the fact that an individual said, "be careful, you could face the 

guillotine for speaking that way" did not necessarily indicate disapproval. 

However, in some - though, admittedly, relatively few - instances, the response 

ofa witness actually indicates that the audience agreed with the seditious words expressed. 
Often, this occurred when the topic being discussed was religion, for peasants were used 

to regarding their cuM as a figure of authority, whose statements were to be accepted as 

true. Moreover, even though villagers quickly became aware that religion had become an 

issue of political significance, the faultlessness of one's opinion on the matter continued 

to be seen as having less to do with risking the guillotine than with risking one's soul. In 

the village of Caumont, in the Ariýge, as in so many villages across France, a tremendous 

schism developed between the supporters of the new, constitutional priest and those who 

stood by the refractory priest. " The latter, Jacques Rogale, whom we first met in chapter 

111, was brought to trial on the charge of "non-respcct de la constitution", and several of 

the witnesses who testified to his statements revealed a concurrence with his views. 
Vincent Ortet, a 54-year-old labourer, said that he could not name the individuals who had 

made seditious remarks, because so many people in the village sided with the refractory 

priest that "il n'a pas cru devoir y faire soigneusement attention. " One of those 

individuals, apparently, was Demond Anouilh, the local tavcrn-kccpcr. As Anouilh 

testified, "il n'cut pas grande pcine ! croire A la suggestion opdr6e par le sicur curd, 

puisquc celui-ci a plusieurs fois dit et dans plusicurs occurrences, quc la religion 6tait 

perdue en France, et que les d6crets de IAssemblde nationale dtablissent un schisme ...... 
108 

In the village of Iflartein, also in the Ari6ge, the general approbation of the words of the 

refractory priest, Fauroux, is even more evident. " According to Franýois Pcir6, the words 

of the cuM had brought such division to the parish that "il ya bien des personnes ct 

surtout des femmes qui disent encore aujourd'hui hautement qu'on ne peut pas sc 

confesser au nouveau cur6 constitutionnellemcnt dlu. "' 10 The accounts of other witnesses 

revealed that several of the municipal officers had refused to mark the arrival of the new 

parish priest with the traditional honours. Even the language used by witnesses to describe 

Fauroux's words betrays agreement with his statements. FranWis Donat, a local weaver, 

a 1900, nouvelle 6dition (15 vols. in pts; Pafis, 1967), vol. IX, 2' partie, pp. 689-94. See also Philippe 
Wolff, "U tu rdvolutionnairel, A. h. Rf., 62 (1990), pp. 89-94. 

A. D. Ari6ge, I IL504, proc6s contre Rogale, juin-aofit 1791. 
Ibid.. witness no. 8. 
A. D. Ari&ge, I IL50-7, prm& contre Fauroux, juillet 1791. 
Ibid., witness no. 9. 
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described how Faurouxhad "expos6 au peuple tha; the country was in grave danger, and 

Raymond Marrot, another weaver, testified that he had "recommandd i ses paroissiens de 

prier Dieu pour la France. " In both of these depositions, as well as in many others, the 

vocabulary used by the witnesses implied that Fauroux's words had been interpreted as 

benevolent truths rather than seditious maxims. 1'1 

Such cases, in which peasants stood by the parish priest whom they trusted, are 

perhaps easy to understand, and evidence of them has survived primarily because 

authorities were so convinced - particularly near the beginning of the Revolution - that 

peasants could only be led astray by the ill-intwtioned elite, that they overlooked peasant 

statements of approval as simply evidence of "6garemerif'. In a very few instances, 

however, the same like-mindedness can be discerned from the comments of bystanders in 

cases with topics other than religion. In the case against Benoit Lamarque, for example, 

the youth who had shouted "vive Louis XVH, i bas la R6publique" in a tavern in the 

market town of Saverdun (Arfte), one witness testified that another man in the tavern, 
identified only as Joan Maura, had said, "without fear", that "ce n'6taft pas encore le 

temps de dire cela, mais qu'il faudrait le dire bient6t. "'12 In the case against Sicaire 

Linard, too, the municipal secretary charged with "fausse publication de d6crets". the local 

sharecroppers were keen to believe that Linard's announcement was true, and that they 

would no longer have to pay their dues. "' According to Jean Labroue, one ofthe notables 
of the community, the sharecroppers had insisted that the decree must be among Linard's 

affairs, because "ledit accusd n6tait pas un sot, ct qu'il Waurait pas dit avoir cc d6cret en 
main si r66lement il ne I'avait pas eu. " Labroue himself was of the opinion that Linard's 

papers were legitimate, as they bore the official seal. 114 However, by far the most 
interesting of the cases in which the defendant appears to have had support from other 
individuals is that of1homas Bordas, who, as we learned in chapter III, had loudly voiced 
his disgust with the new regime and expressed his desire for a king during a public 
ceremony in the village of Segonzac, in the Dordogne. ' 15 Bordas maintained that he was 
not the only one of that opinion: "plusieurs personnes lui avait conseill6 do tenir ferme 

pour un roi, et cependant ils n'avaient rien dit"; moreover, he continued, "dans d'autres 

circonstances, beaucoup de personnes auraient dit en sa pr6sence do tels propos. " We 

M Ibid., witnesses no. 4 and 12; see also witnesses no. 10 and 15. 
112 A. D. Ari6ge, BL36-14, procks cmtre lAmarque', swtcvftent reveded in interrogation, I octobre 1793. 
1 "A. D. Dordogne, B943-2, procýs contre Linard, aofit-septembre 1790. 
114 Ibid.. witness no. S. 
I "A. D. Dordogne, 24IA5-260, procts contre Bordas, pluviOse IV. 
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might have dismissed Bordas' claims as the dcspcmte attempt of a condemned man to 

bring about his own release, if it were not for the admission of Guillaume Marcaire, the 

local miller. Mareairc confirmed Bordas' words, and testified that the people around him 

had not (hred to Speak. 116 

Evidence of repercussions in the community 

As revealing as these statements of assent are, the fact remains that they are 

extremely rare in the documentation. Indeed, cases in which bystanders volunteered any 

more than absolutely necessary are, in general, among the minority: most witnesses were 

unaccustomed enough to, or wary enough of, the apparatus ofjustice that they kept their 

answers brief and to the point. However, more general indications that the words of those 

arrested for seditious speech did have a marked effect on those who heard them arc quite 

common. The fact that, as we have seen, peasants were accustomed to getting news and 

information through oral channels of communication meant that events of political 

significance quickly became the talk of the town. Numerous references in the trials 

themselves indicate that people were talking about the statements or about the incident in 

general, and such talk could not have helped but influence the villagers' outlook on the 

world. The account of Martial Philipou, a farmer from the villager of Caillardes, in the 

Lot-et-Garonne, of a discussion which took place in a local drinking hole, is typical. ' 17 

Philipou recounted how he had met his friend, Frangois Chanet, dit Finti6, another farmer, 

at the blacksmith's shop for a glass of wine some weeks earlier, a Sunday or a Monday, 

from what he could recall. At one point, the defendant in the case, Antoine Ch&se, entered 

the tavern and said that Salesse, the agent municýpal, had ordered that everyone gather at 

the nearby cantonal seat of Cancon for the organization of a local battalion of soldiers. 

Ch6se appeared upset: according to Philipou, he said that "il dtait trop vieux, qu'il n'y 

allait pas, qu'iI avait pass6 50 ans. " Ch6se asked the blacksmith, an older man named 

Franqois Rives, if he had been asked to attend; Rives responded that his son wasn't old 

enough. Ch6se replied that if he hadn't been told to go, that he should stay at home, and 

keep his son at home as well. The conversation on the topic continued, as the men drank 

their pints of rouge. " 8 

Ibid., witness no. 10. 
A-D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2L264-31, Tribunal correctionnel de Villeneuve, procýs contre Antoine Ch6sc, 

sergeur, pour avoir tenu des propos contre-r6volutionnaires et tendants au r6tablisseinent de la royaut6, 
flordal IV; witness no. 6. 
11" Ibid. 
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The archives of seditious speech are overflowing with shilar accounts. 'Me 

people of the village of Iflartein, in the Ari6ge, for example were actively discussing the 

words of the refractory priest, Fauroux, whom we have met before: laboureur Sylvestre 

Barcille, although he was called "le Sourd", testified that "on ne savait pas si les 6lectcurs 

pouvaient ou ne pouvaient pas nommer les Mques, et qu'autrefois c&ait Nglise qui les 

nommait. "I " In the village of Vertcilhac, in the Dordogne, one of the most respected men 
in the village, an older fimer named Jean Saletp&e, teamed that Jean Bernard, dit Biotte, 

had been announcing in the public square that the assignats no longer had any value, 
because a crowd of people arrived on his doorstep to ask his opinion. 121 Indeed, perhaps 

the greatest indication that rural inhabitants became caught up in discussing what this one 

or that one had said, is the fact flu-it oftentimes, it is by "la voix. publique" - the, public 

voice - that local authorities team ofthe incident. " In the case against Paul Larroze, the 

royalist we met in the village of Erc6 (Ari6ge), the police commissioner attached to the 

correctional court in St. Girons wrote that he had "appris par la voix publiqud" that the 

event had taken place. " Ile case is exactly the same with Gabriel Labouneithe, the 

wigmaker from Bergerac whose cils siditieux had disrupted the conversation at the inn 

held by citizen Gau: the directeur dulury began his declaration, "dant instruit par la voix 
publique... ". " Pari6 Galet, a day-labourer working nearN6rac, also reportedly attempted 
to dissuade soldiers from rejoining their units, and was denounced by "la rumcur 
publique. "" In at least one case, "la rumeur publiqu6" appears to have been used to 
describe a very real informant. One Ofthe placards reproduced in chapter III, which began 
"Vivc la noblesse et le clcrg6", was posted up in the same town ofNerac. Its presence was 
reported to the police by an elderly gentleman out for an early morning walk but the 
police commissioner's report nevertheless reads that he learned of the placard "par la 

rumeur publique". " Indeed, "la rumeur publiqu6" appears to have been so effective that 

police commissioners could havejustified sitting at a table in the local tavern and waiting 
for the reports to filter in. 

119 A. D. Ariýge, II L50-7, procks contre Fauroux, juillet 179 1, witness no. 13. 
"' A. D. Dordogne, 241A2, proc6s contre Bernard, dit Biotte, pluvi6se IL witness no. 3. 
t2l Cf. Gr=ishields, An Economy of Violence, p. 179. 
121 A. D. Aridge, 2U31, procts contre Lanroze, letter from the Commissaire du pouvoir cdcutif prlýs le 
tribunal coffectionnel, to the Directeur du jury. arrondissement de st. Girons, 19 ven&lmiaire VL 
"'A. D. Dordogne, 24IA6.279, procýs contre lAbouneilhe, flor6d IV; dkccteurdujurY, acte Waccusation. 
121 A. D. Lot-ct-Garonne, 2L240, procts contre Galet, messidor V% report of Cazaneuve 
police, 16 messidor VIL , commissaim de 

" AD. lAk-et-Garonne, 2L239-176, proc6s contre les auteurs d'une affiche pos6e..., niv6se VL see the 
deposition of witness no. I and the report of the cmmissaire de Police, 3 niv8se VL 
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Another means of determining the effect of seditious words on village listeners 

involves not the depositions of witnesses, but paradoxically, the absence of their 

depositions. In some cases, for example, witnesses repeated the defence offered by the 

accused, and in others, those called forward showed a certain reluctance to testify against 

their neighbour. Such behaviour might indicate a desire to protect the individual, either 
because of personal ties or support of their position, or simply that the witness did not 

want to get involved. At times, the excuses given by witnesses as to why they could not 

give more information are quite entertaining. Tcstifiers declared that they were too far 

away to identify the speaker, or that it was too dark, Jean Amiel Patre, an inhabitant of 

the mountain hamlet of Merens (Arkgc), swore that "Wayant os6 arriver A sa fcn&rc, il 

ne pfit reconnaltre personne. "" Some witnesses had difficulty understanding the speaker 

- insisting that he or she spoke a different dialect, or indeed that they spoke French - or 

difficulty remembering what the person had said. Other witnesses, it turned out, were 

otherwise occupied at the time of the incident: Jean Mesailles, of the hamlet of Argel6s 

(Hautes-Pyr6n6es), had stayed inside with his sick wife that evening, and Frangois Marc, 

cited to testify against Jean Vidalot, insisted that he had gone to bed at seven o'clock on 

the evening in question, because he himself was sick. "" At times, it is virtually the entire 

village which stands together and avoids giving evidence against the accused. We have 

already had the opportunity to cite the case of Michel Rouge, dit Coussa, against whom 

not one of the fifty-eight witnesses called to the stand were willing to give damning 

evidence. "' In the case against Gilles Anel and Marcel Dedicu, accused ofhaving shouted, 

at an assembly for military recruitment, that "il fallait s'insurger ct se r6volter", the 

community response was similar. As noted earlier, eighty witnesses were asked to testify; 

of these, however, eleven said that they did not say the words couched in the indictment, 

and the remaining sixty-nine denied having heard anything at all. 129 This type of reaction, 

and in fact, reluctance to testify in general, seem to be characteristic of isolated villages 
high in the Pyrenees, a fact which adds weight to the conclusion that such behaviour 

indicates that the community was united at least in their dislike of outside interference. 

In the end, there is a great deal of evidence that the authorities were correct in 

" A. D. Ari&ge, 8L33-1, procks contre Aynie et d'autres, fdvfier 1793, witness no. 2. 
"A. D. lbutes-Pyrdndes, 2L, justice non--6tde (1791-anM), prochs contreBegarrie, fimctidor VIL witness 
no. 4; A. D. Ari6ge, 8lk2-2, procts contre Vidalot et d'autres, messidor V-bnmiaire VL witness no. 3. 

A. D. Ari6ge, 14L43-12, poc6s contre Rouge, dit Coussa, ffimaire V. 
A. D. Ari6ge, 8L36-7, procýs contre Anel et Dedieu; Wibdration de la commune de Taurignan-Vieux, 

2 septembre 1793. 
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their fears that seditious words would affect citizens in rural areas. One of the weapons 

of the, parish priest of Villac; (Dordogne), accused of Mse-nation, was to ten his 

parishioners that "it n6tait pas n6mssaire que tous les citoyens actifs se rendissent i 

I'asscrnblde primaire & La Bachelerie; qu'il suffisait qu'il y en fiit 3 ou 4 des mcillcurs". 

indeed, as reported by the innkeeper and commander ofthe National Guard, Jean Sevcgal, 

"en cffct on s'y rcndit en si pefit nombreii l'asscmbl6e que le sieur Lafleuronie fat oblig6 

de les renvoycr ...... 
' However, the insistence that the peasants had been "alarmed" or 

"seduced" or 'led astray" comes almost entirely from the statements of the authorities 

involved in the trials, or from the depositions ofelite members of rural society, such as the 

municipal officers, physicians, and justices of the peace. The statements of peasant 

bystanders, in contrast, reveal that seditious words did not always evoke a negative 

reaction: indeed, counter-revolutionary statements often served to bring out pro- 

revolutionary sentiment. In the case against Bernard Peyraud, for example, a farmhand 

who attempted to disrupt a recruitment assmnbly, the majority of the citizens present 

repeatedly asked the municipal officers to continue reading the decrees, anxious to hear 

the information that was to be presented. 131 The conversation which ended with Jean Bou6, 

a gardener from Sauveterre, in the Lot-et-Garonne, being denounced for seditious remarks, 
began when a passer-by remarked that BoW must have been well contented that his 

previous employer, a noble landowner, was now paying taxcs. "2 in general, witness 

statements give the impression that many aspects of the new regime were appreciated in 

the countryside. Clearly, the formation of political opinion in rural areas was a more 

complex process than the authorities supposed. 

Conflicting Political Information and the Formation of Peasant Opinion 

Thus, the trials for various types of seditious speech, while necessitating a 
sensitive reading of both the context and the document itselt nevertheless provide clear 
indications of rural political opinion. Moreover, the statements of arrested individuals, 

which vividly portray a range of counter-revolutionary attitudes on numerous topics of 
mterest to country inhabitants, represent only one of the sources of rural opinion: in some 

I" A. D. Dordogne, B843-1, procts contre Rey, juillet 1790, wittlem no. 4. 
131 A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, Tribunal crimineL procks contre Bernard peymud, travaillm de tcrre , pour provocation au r6tablissement de la royaW et &neutes contre-r0olutionnaires, fiinunremv6se IL I A. D. lAt-et-Garonne, 2LI05-15, proc6 contre Bout, nivOse H. 
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cases, it is equally possible to isolate the more elusive reactions of those villagers present 

at the scene. Taking both sources into account, the evidence suggests that authorities had 

reason to be concerned: some villagers certainly held dissenting opinions, and their 

statements led others to agree, to disagree, to debate - in all instances, to reflect. Ile issue 

which is at the heart of this dissertation - how exposure to anti-rcvolutionary points of 

view affected the formation of public opinion in the countryside - is thus partially 

resolved. 

However, before arriving at a conclusion, we must now move beyond immediate 

reactions, beyond the rejoinders and sentiments which were the fleeting responses 
demanded by the circumstances, to consider the importance of this unofficial, 

oral communication in comparison to the flood of official, wfitten communication which 

was analysed in chapter 11. In chapter IV, we approached the question from the pcrspective 

of the authorities who attempted to curb verbal dissent, believing that information and 
ideas spread in an unofficial and uncontrolled manner would threaten the attachment of 
the peasantry to the Revolution, and thus, the viability ofthe new order. But to what extent 

were such fears accurate? How did rural inhabitants make sense of current issues when, 

on the one hand, they were being overwhelmed by the volume ofgovernmcnt communiqu6s 
being sent out each week, and, on the other hand, individuals around them were speaking 

out, literally risking their necks to express a dissident opinion? In this final section, we will 
examine how peasants interpreted different types of oral communication, sorting through 
the cacophony of talk and rumour and opinion, and perceiving some news as true and 
other information as false. We will then examine how peasants reacted, conversely, to 

official material from the government, as well as to written sources such as newspapers. 
In several brief case studies, we will see how rural citizens digested conflicting sources of 
information about the same topic. Finally, as we move into our conclusion, we shall 

attempt to negotiate the murky waters of peasant political opinion and isolate, based on 
the sources used for this study, what peasants thought of the Revolution. 

Different registers of oral communication 

7he degree of authority commanded by word-of-mouth communication in the 

countryside depended upon many different factors. While I have argued, for example, that 
in some instances, defendants maintained that they had been inebriated as an easy Way Out 
of the accusation, there are certainly other cases in which the individual in question was 
such a habitual drunk that the community had long since stopped listening to what he or 
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she said. In their attestation to the character of Gilles Anel and Marcel Dedieu, accused 

ofhaving attempted to start a riot at a recruitment ceremony, the municipal council ofthe 

village of Taungnan-Vieux (Ari6ge) reported that "on ne pew leur reprocher que des 

ivrogneries, presquejournali6rm" Similarly, country inhabitants were clearly aware of 

the proverbial village idiot, and wasted little time reflecting upon his empty talk. One of 

the youths in the Vidalot case, Guillaume Quýs, was described by a witness as 

"g6n6ralemcnt malestim6 des gens hometes". "Guillaurne Salvaing, a witness who 

testified against Jacques Lamartigne, Ahe notary charged with various counter- 

revolutionary slander, was even more unforgiving in his assessment. "Lamanigne a 

toujours W fort l6gcr dans scs; propos, " Salvaing affirmed. "Plusieurs personnes le 

regardaient comme un incons6qucnt, cc qui faisait que g6n6ralernent on ne faisait pas trop 

attention & ce qu'il disait. "I" 

However, such cases remain the exception: for the most part, witnesses and 
bystanders appeared both wary and thoughtful when confronted with seditious ideas, and 

the decision of how much to take others' words to heart was a delicate affair. As we have 

already had the occasion to remark, p=ants in early modem rural society enquired 

constantly about what had been heard, passed on, or surmised: as people met at 

crossroads, after church, or in the tavem. for a glass of wine, they talked about the news. 
During the politically charged and constantly evolving atmosphere of the Revolution, 

witness accounts brimmed with references to different types of oral cominunication, and 

with the phraseology ofthat classic encounter, in which one passer-by asked another if he 

had "heard the news". Conversations ccntred around "Ies affaires; du ternpe': literally, on 

current affairs. " Indeed, the echoes ofconversations which have left tram in the archives 

"3 A. D. Ari6ge, SL36-7, procks contre Anel et Dedim aoat 1793 - fiimaire IL 
"I A. D. Ari4e, 81,62-2, proc-As contre Vidalot et d'autres, messidor V-brumaire VL witness amount 1-13, 
from Jean-Franqois Pilhes fils, cultivateur, 35 ans, deposition given I- thcrmidor vL 
IM A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 21,105-9, procts contre Lamartigne, goninal U; witness no. 14, Guilhaume 
Salvaing, cultivateur, 61 ans; testimony given 7 niv6sc IL 
136 CE the interrogation of Louis Sclafer, in which he aftested that at the wedding of citoyen Lalba, "il fut 
question des affaires du tempsr, by which he was referring to the W that One PCrsWs observation that 
ScWer's sister-in-law was wearing the clothes of mourning launched a discussion on the execution of 
Capet (A-D. DordognC24L39. procts contre Sclafer, intcn-ogation, 22 frimaire llý or the deposition ofjean 
Magne, a peasant witness in the trial against the ex-noble Jam de Malet, who testified that "Allant A la 
messe A Gdnis avec le dit Malet, celui-ci lui aYant dit dans le cours de Icur conversation Sur les affaires; du 
temps, que le d6posant pouvait 6tre sOr que leg &nigr6s gagnenlient: (Tribunal criminel el rivwutjonnaire 
de [a Dordogne (published documentsl PrOG68 C-Ontre Malclý vol. 1, pp. 265-80, witness no. 1,23 brumaire 
11). At times the concept was worded slightly differend)r a witness in the case against Pierre Grelety said 
that he and the defendant had spoken des affaiYes de la R&OlutiOrr (A. D. Dordogne. 241.57-489, procks 
contre Grelety, witness no. 1.6 fiuctidor Vllý and Gilles Dubreuil, a voiturier vvilio testified against jean 
Bernard, dit Biotte, de=lxs that "dtant sous la halle aver, plusieurs personnes A discourir sur certaines 
chosesr, the conversation turned tothe assignats (A. D. Dordogne, 241A2, procýs contre Bernard, diffliotte, 
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are merely the tip of the iceberg, the briefest indication of a society which functioned 

largely according to the rules of word-of-mouth exchange. 
In this respect, part of the mystery is that as literate scholars of the twenty-first 

century, we feet excluded. As much as we may "eavesdrop" on the conversations 

transcribed in judicial documents, we cannot hope to grasp all of the subtleties of the 

exchange, nor to imagine relying upon oral accounts for news of political developments - 
This lack of understanding is not helped by the fact that the words describing oral 
discourse have changed in their definitions over the intervening centuries. Although it is 

somewhat of a myth that the Inuit have dozens of words for snow, "' the linguistic and 

anthropological principle stands: social groups develop a precise vocabulary to talk about 

things important to their culture, and thus it is not surprising that the largely illiterate 

peasantry of eighteenth-cetitury France had many different words to describe the fabric of 

their daily lives: oral communication. The study of the Great Fear, in the course of which 

rumours ofbrigands, famine and plots swept much of rural France in the summer of 1.789, 

has given rise to an increased interest in oral communication in rural areas, and scholars 

ofthe phenomenon have given us a lexicon ofwords relating to this communication which 

can be used as a starting point. Georges Lefebvre first wrote that the preponderance of 

oral transmission in rural society "favorisait, cela va de soi, la multiplication des fausses 
')9 138 

nouvelles, la d6formation ct le grossissement des faits, la germination des Idgendes.. .. 
More receiitly, Clay Ramsay, in his study of the semantics of the Great Fear, has sifted 

through the various phrases and expressions used to describe word-of-mouth news, greatly 

clarifying the issue for modem readers. 13' Ramsay deals at length, for example, with the 

concept of "bruit". which, while somewhat analogous with the English term "rumour", 

also suggests a possible need for control. Analysing the various uses of the term - 
including the phrases "faux bruit", "bruit public" and "sur le bruif'- Ramsay surmises 

that a "bruit" could be either legitimate or false, depending on the circumstances. After 

addressing two other terms, -rumeur-- which carried a more negative connotation than 

pluvi6se 11, witness no. 2,9 pluvi6se 11). Political conversation was evidently a regular and unexceptional 
occurrence. 
"" Although the five languages of the peoples of northern Canada and Alaska certainly do not have the 
"hundreds" of words for snow described in some popular accounts, the variety of description is rather impressive, and anthropologists agree that the principle is a consistent one. See Lzura Martin, "Eskimo 
Words for Snow. A Case Study in the Genesis and Decay of an Anthropological Example, " American 
Anthropologist, 98 (1996), pp. 418-423, or, for a more skeptical study, Geoffrey Pullwn, 7he Great Eskimo 
Vocabulary Hoax (Chicago, 199 1). 
" Georges Lefebwe, La Grarde peur de 1789 (Paris, 1932), p. 87. 
139 Ramsay, Ideolov of the Great Fear, chapter 5. 
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"bruit" - and "nouvcW, Ramsay concludes that"word-of-mouth news, while somewhat 
disreputable, was a potent, living reality"; fiffffiermore, because of the nature of 

communication in rural France at the outset ofthc Revolution, the content ofthe news was 
"inseparable from the activity of spreading and reacting to news. -140 

While the phraseology encountered in the course ofthis study was used in similar 

ways to those described by Ramsay, the wider range of communicative practices 

considered here provides us with several additional terms, which in turn lead to a greater 

range on the scale of credibility. Moreover, the differcnt context of the communication - 
the daily chatter of peasants in traditional places of exchange, rather than the fast-paced, 

chaotic transmission of information which charactcrised the Great Fear - lends itself to 

a slightly different connotation ofcommunication terms. Ofthe phrases which suggest that 
ft listener is uncertain as to the truth of the information, however, bruit is still one of the 

most prevalent in the sources. By bruit, contemporaries were, indeed, referring to what we 

might think of as a rumour. It was information, unverified, but clearly of import to the 

people involved: it existed like echoes of what villagers were saying to each other. At 

times, bruits resembled the traditional use of the word murmures, a term typically used 
by the authorities to designate unrest and dissatisfaction which could potentially erupt into 

rCV01t. 141 In (me instance, for example, it was a "bruit" which interrupted the reading of 
laws at a village assembly. " A bruit could also be started by an individual with dishonest 

intentions; in those cases, it resembled gossip more than rumour. In the case against the 

parish priest Rogale, for example, one witness had heard that it was the priest himselfwho 

had "s=6 tout le bruit" before abandoning his position; in the trial of Gain de Montapac, 

another priest, a sympathetic witness testified conversely that it was "des mal-intentionn6s 

qui avaicnt fait courir le bruit qu'il rcgretait les r6venus qu'on lui avait fait perdre.,, 143 

However, the phrase was also used to denote more reliable information. In the same UW 

against Gain de Montagnac, for example, several wItnesses indicated that they attended 

mass "sur le bruit qui s'6tait r6pandu que M. 1'6vaque devait pr6cher, " which turned out 
to have been true-'441ndeed, the reflexive verb is most often used in such a way that there 
is no one author of the bruit its credibility lics in the fact that it continued to be passed 

140 Ibid., P. 131 
""See JeanNicolas'"lexique dmotif" ofearly modern peasantrevOlts, which includes adiscussion ofbrui4 
rumeur and mannures; NbellionfmnVaise, pp. 19-25. 
142 ". I. At-et-Garonne, procý3 contre Peyraud, fiimaire-niv6se IL 
"' A. D. Ari4e, I IL504, Prods COntre ROgale, juin-aoft 179 1, witness no. 17; AN D MIX 12, Plainte 
'tre I'L Gain dc MOnUWW, mars-septembre 1791, witness no. 6. 
' A-N. D XXIX 12, Plainte contre K Gain de Montagnac, mamseptembre 1791, we esp. whess no. 7. 
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on, tacitly accepted by those doing the passing. 
Closely associated with bruit, and a concept which we have often discussed in this 

study, is the phrase our-dire, or hearsay. IndeA- a bruit was essentially a type of hearsay 

which was undefined, in that it was heard from many people but said by nobody in 

particular. Our-dire by comparison was more dependable, since the information given was, 
indeed, what that person had said: the listener then had only to decide whether that 

individual was a reliable source or not. It is important to note, however, that in common 

parlance in the period and areas studied, there was only a subtle distinction between the 

expressionj'ai our-dire que leprix du grain est en hausse (I heard that the price ofgrain 
is going up) andjai out-dire 6 Jean que le prix de grain est en hausse (I heard Jean say 

that the price of grain is going up). Whereas the first phrase is unspecific, and comes 

closest to the meaning ofbruit, the latter phrase indicates that the listener in fact heard the 

statement first-hand. Ile peasants who stood as witnesses in seditious speech trials during 

the Revolution switched back and forth between these two meanings of our-dire with 

agility. In the case against Jean-Pierre Pelouse and his fellow carousers, accused of 

counter-revolutionary speech in the village of Peyssales, near Foix (Ari&ge), one witness, 

a woman named Jacquette Treilhard, carefully distinguished the sources of her 

information: 

... &pose avoir ourdire vaguement que Breton, dit Piparat et autres se rendaient A 
Peyssales; et qu'il ya deux d6cades, a ourdire A la citoyenne Commenay, femine 
de PierreCornmenay ex-mernbreducornit6 rdvolutionnaire, et a lacitoyennefemme 
de Pierre Tourenq cordonnier, ses voisines, que les cocurs chantaient, que les 
aristocrates cropient qu'ils chantaient d'une fagon mais que bient6t ils chantcraicnt 
d'une autre ... 

145 

While Treilhard used the same expression, "oul dire! ', for both sources of information, it 

was only with the first that the' situation corresponded to the modem meaning of 
"hearsay". Indeed, the wording is only confusing because we are witnessing the 
development of the modem expression; for contemporaries, the two types of oral 

communication likely seemed quite distinct. 

A further expression which might be associated with bruit, for the simple reason 
that both imply the noise ofthe chatter ofthe populace, is clameurpublique. Although the 
1798 edition ofthe Dictionnaire de I Academiefranfaise defines the phrase as essentially 

WAR Ari&ge, 17LI, Tribunal de police municipale, infbmiation contre Jean-Pierre Pelouse, apothicaire, 
et d'autres, pour propos s6ditieux, prairial a witness account no. 27. My emphasis. 
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a type of crowd noise, a "grand cri" or indistinct racket produced by a group of pcople, 146 

it appears to have been used in the regions studied as an expression more akin to the 

authority commanded by the voix publique or by Popinion publique. Like these two 

expressions, the clameur publique was a tribunal of opinion which carried the pooled 

wisdom and knowledge oftlic people, and asserted their conclusion on a given matter. The 

clameurpublique could "designate" an individual as having been involved in an incident, 

for example, and police authorities often acted on information which reached them in this 

way. In the preamble to the interrogations conducted by the juge de paix in the case 

against Antoine Ch6se, the record reveals "que la clamcur publique nous a appris que le 

citoyen Ch6se s'est permis; de tenir des propos contre-r6volutionnaircs ...... 
117 Similarly, in 

cases where seditious speech had been accompanied by an attroupement, it was often 

through the clameurpublique that authorities succeeded in Wmfifying the culprits. in the 

oft-discussed case against Vidalot and his cohorts, for example, one witness listed the 

defendants as having been "d6sign6s par la clarneur publique pour am du nombre des 

crieurs formant ledit attroupement. " However, among the sources of information 

reported by witnesses, "public voiceand "public opinion! ' still figure very prominently. 

The very first witness called to testify against Frangois Lafon, accused ofhaving assaulted 

a man in a tavern, could only testify as to who Topinion publiqu6" had designated as the 

culprits, " and in the case against the curi Rogale, Jean Meda, &t Mailhe, a locksmith, 

indicated that he had heard of the incident "par la voix. publiquc. 11130 The way in which 

rural citizens, whether peasants called as witnesses or local authorities, used these phrases 
implied that information received by the clamcurpublique or by the voirpublique carried 

a considerable degree of authority. 
Paradoxically, the word which would seem, from our perspective, to imply the 

most credibility - nouvelle, or "ncvW'- was, in &ct, quite variable in meaning. On the 

one hand, rural citizens throughout the documentary record refer to having been -occup6 

A lire les nouvelles" ' or having been present - usually in a tavern or the house ofa wealthy 

neighbour - for the reading of news by a literate individual. In the case against Antoine 

Pochet and others accused of counter-revolutionary exclarnations in the streets of 

146 Dictionnaire de I Acadimiefrangaise, P edition (1798). 
14" A-D. LOt-let-GarOnne, 21164-3 1, PrOc6s contre Ch6se, d4x)sitiOn des tdmoins devant le juge de paix, 
15 flor6al IV. 

A. D. Arifte, SL62-2, procts contre Vidalot et d'autres, messidor V-bnnaire VL witness account 2-28. 
A. D. Lot-et-Cmonne, 2L236-87, prods contre Lafon, pluviOse V, witness no. 1. 
A. D. Arikge, 1IL504, proc6contreRogale, juin-aotit 1791, witacssno. 6. 
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Villeneuve (Lot-et-Garonne), many of the witnesses were, as Jean Bossuct was, "dans la 

boutique du citoyen Col, marchand, occupd i lire les nouvelles avec d'autres citoyens. "' 

In another case, this time in the village of St. Julien (Dordogne), the words in question 

took place in the inn of the widow Lacombe, where citizen Lanaysse "faisait lecture des 

nouvelles. ""' However, the word did not merely refer to official, printed news, nor even 

to the manuscript nouvellesa la main which one imagines being sold on street comers. In 

the eighteenth century and even earlier, nouvelle referred to a piece ofnews, in any format: 

NOUVEUE. s. f Le premier advis qLfon regoit June chose arrivde recernment. 
Bonne nouvelle. mauvaise, fascheuse nouvefle. fraische nouvelle. vicille nouvelle. 
nouvelle importante. dire une nouvelle. doA avez-vous appris cette nouvelle? la 
confirmation d! une nouvelle. cettc nouvelle est vraye, est fausse. estre curieux de 
nouvelles. escrire des nouveHes. porter des nouvelles. j'ay nouvelles certaines. 
nouveRes sont venues. il est venu des nouvelles &c. faire courir un bruit, une 
nouvelle, semer une nouvelle? repandre une nouvelle. de qui tenez- vous cette 
nouvelle. Je ne sqavois point cela, cest une nouvelle pour moy. "' 

As would be expected in the countryside, where most news was delivered orally, the word 

nouvelle held a different connotation, as a type oforally communicated information. Thus 

it was that Jean Duprd, a gendarme in residence at Luz (Hautes-Pyr6n6cs), was asked by 

several people one morning for "des nouvelles de cc qui s'6tait pass6 A Bagn6res ct a 

Lourdes"Y" In another case, Jean-Louis Abadie - who, in the end, was brought up on 

charges of spreading false news - was questioned by people he met along the road "sur 

les nouvelles du temps qu'il avait entcndu 'i TarbeS. 1,155 Indeed, in some discussions, les 

nouvelles seems to have been used as a synonym for les affaires du temps, for as the 

sources of news in the eighteenth century countryside were limited, the questions "how is 

the news"' and "how are things in the outside world" tended to require the same answer. 
One witness in the case against Marion Grenier, dite Cauredon, in the market town of the 
Mas d'Azil (Ari6ge), recalled having asked "comment allaient les nouvelles"I to which the 
defendant had repli4 "que tant6t elles allaient bien, ct tant6t mal. "' " Used in the context 

of oral communication, the word "news" could in fact refer to information which was 

markedly unreliable, as in "fausses nouvelles", "nouvelles exag6r6es" and "malheureuses 

A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2L236-76, PIVCýs contre Pochet, thermidor IV, witness no. 14. 
AN W 438-25 and Tribunal Criminel et rivolutionnaire de la Dordogne (published documents), vol. 1, 

pp. 317-8, procks contre Lacombe, octobre 1793-fructidor IL witnesses no. 3 and 4. 
Dictionnaire de I Acadgmiefranfaise, I' ed. (1694) 
AD. Hautes-Pyrdn6es, 2L justice non-c6t6e (1791 -an 111), procks contre Andrd Lacrampe, dif David, 

cultivateur, pour propos contre-rdvolutionnaires, prairial IV, witness no. 7. 
I" A. D. Ilautes-Pyr&6es, 21, justice non-cat6e, procýs contre Abadie et Tronc-Bemis, inicnogation, 28 
aolftt 1793. 
" A. D. Ari4e, 2U22, procks contre Cauredon, fructidor VII - vend&niaire VIII, witness no. 14. 
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nouvelles ", sources which were all the more dangerous for the false sense of security they 

gave. 

Although we have seen the vocabulary of oral communication from a slightly 

different perspective, Ramsay's mainpoint remains true: the distinctionbetweenncm and 

rumour was not as obvious as it is today. Clearly, when one is accustomed to getting one, s 

news orally, one becomes used to distinguishing among sources of differing reliability. 

News that came by word of mouth from the nearby town was not necessarily false or 

exaggerated; indeed, it was likely fresher and more accurate than the pnnted material sent 

out by the government. In a context where people saw and heard things and passed them 

on orally, a rumeur or a bruit could be more trustworthy, from the perspective of the 

peasantry, than a printed newspaper article, written in French by an urban revolutionary. 

The rumeurpublique, it would appear, was usually correct about what had been said in 

the village tavern, but the nouvelles one heard could be false or misleading. As Jean 

Dartenset found out, the "newe'he learned of in the town of Migueux earned him a 

charge ofpropos royalistes when he passed it on. In his interrogation, when asked from 

whom he had heard the news that he had then spread to other travellers, Dartensct 

responded, "je ne me rappelle pas a quifavais entcndu dire ces nouvelles, maisje les avais 

attrap6es par ci et par 1A en voyageant, soit & Pdrigueux, soit ailleurs. "'37 How, in the end, 

did inhabitants of the eighteenth-century French countryside distinguish between reports 

that could be believed, and those which should be dismissed? 

A careful study ofwitness statanents and reactions reveals five key factors which 
influenced how seriously oral reports were taken by rural audiences. Firstly, listeners. 

generally knew when the speaker was an imbecile, a buffoon, a troublemaker or a cad, 

particularly when the incident took place in a small community, and they paid 

correspondingly little attention to any information or opinions he attempted to peddle. We 

have already seen, for example, that villagers living near Cancon (Lot-et-Garonne) knew 

the notary Jacques Lamartigne to be "fort Mger dans ses propos" and an "incons6quent". 11, 

Of course, Imnartigne was not the only hothead in south-western rural France to be 

ignored for such reasons. Another member of the rural elite living in Cancon, the justice 

of the peace Frangois Cadot d'Argeneuil, was considered a "traquassier", a "turbulent" 

and a "brouillou7, and was generally not well-liked, even his wife, reportedly, thought that 

A. D. Dordogne, 241AO, proc4s contre Dartensct, interrogation of the defendant, 15 flor&l IL 
A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2LI05-9, procks contrc Lamartigne, germinal U, witness no. 14 among othcrs. 
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her husband was "un aristocrate et un coquin. "159 in several cases of attroupements 

s6ditieux, witnesses described the questionable character of the defendants, which had 

evidently prevented them from taking their counter-revolutionary exclamations too much 

to heart. Jeannet Vidalot of Tarascon (Ari6ge) was apparently seen as a "polisson" -a 

mischievous rascal - and Antoine Layrix, also from the Ariýgc, had a reputation of being 

an "homme tr6s suspect"5 who held nightly gatherings of aristocrates in his house. " In 

the trial of Pierre Verge, dit Perot, a weaver from Ax4es-Mermes, most witnesses 

commented only briefly on his seditious exclamations, preferring to air their grievances 

of previous occasions when he had stolen something from them or threatened them with 

a knife; one shopkeeper named Antoine Bribes called him "extravagant ct dangereux". "" 

Bernard Satouret, finally, the cultivateur from Lahitte (Hautes-Pyr6n6es),, was simply 

well-known for his rejection of all things Republican: he was known, witnesses testified, 

for an "6g6istc et un homme incivique, qui ne respecte pas assez les d6crcts de la 

Convention nationale. ""2 

While some factors, such as the reputation of the speaker, led listeners to discount 

political ideas and opinions put forth by local inhabitants, others caused them to sit up and 

take notice. One of these involved the type of information contained in the statement: 

rumours which seemed to be based on concrete data, such as dates or figures, appeared 

more believable than those which were more vague. Offhanded or even drunken 

exclamations of "vive le roi" or 'ýmerde A la R6publique", while verbalizing dissent, 

certainly did not have the same potential to generate a rumour as the following report, 

given by Pierre Grelety, the unemployed teacher we have met before, who was moving 
from place to place: 

... nous aurions bient8t la paix; il ya un rassemblement do 15,000 horrunes cach6s 
A Bordeaux ; de plus, il ya &jA un roi norrun6, et que du 20 au 25 du mois d'aofit 
il serait placý sur le tr8ne A Lyon ... 11 

In comparison to the vivid image of 15,000 royalist soldiers hidden in the nearest large 

city, vague forecasts, such as those made by a gardener in the Lot-ct-Garonne, "qu'il ya 
bien des affaires ddjk que la contre-r&volution a lieu dans plusieurs campagnes", "' or the 

` A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2L98-33 and 2LI05-10, proc, &s contre Cadot d'ArgencuiL pluviOse-germinal H, 
witnesses no. 26 and 36; see witness no. 2 for the reference to dArgeneuills wife's opinion. '" A. D. Ari4e, 8L62-2, procks contre Vidalot et d'autres, messidor V-brumaire VL witness account no. 
1-13; A-D. Aridge, 8L35-2, proo6s contre layrix et d'autres, aoftt-sept 1793, witness no. I- "I A. D. Ari4e, BL70-5, procýs contre Verge, dit Perot, fimctidor VIL witness no. 4, and pamim. 112 A. D. Ilautes-Pyr&n&-s, 2L justice non-cbt6e, proc4ýs contre Satouret, niv8se - genninal H. 

A. D. Dordogne, 24LS7489, procýs contre Grelety, fructidor VIL 
A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2LI05-15, procks contre BoW, niv6se H. 
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countless instances of individuals who said "nous aurions bient8t un roi", could not 

possibly have had the same effect. Weed, the repercussions of Grelety's statement came 

from the fact that listeners became preoccupied with the possibility that such a forecast 

might be true. 
Seditious remarks which struck an emotional chord were equally likely to have 

been taken seriously. Faithful parishioners were frightened by remarks from refi-actory 

priests that they would be excornmunicat4 darnned, and "aussi noirs que les diables au 

fond des enfers"if they attended the mass of the constitutional priest: in one instance, an 

educated bystander reported that "par ces discours", the local curi "a jW Npouvante 

dans I'fime des personnes faibles. "11 One farmer, as we saw in chapter IIL was quite upset 

by the words of a local refractory priest, Joseph Guraboeut who said that his recently 

consummated marriage was "nuV', because it had been performed by a cur6 

consfitutionneL "' In the Year VU, the words of Marion Grenier, dite Cauredon, had a 

marked effect on her female audience when she reported that "i I'affaire de St. Martory, 

il y avait cu. 600 patriotes tu6s". and that "i I'arrn6e: d'Italie, il navait pas rest6 un scul 
fi-anqais": as one witness reported, "tous ces ptopos avaient jett6 la consternation dans le 

quartier, et la &Solation dans I'ame des fernmes qui avaient leurs maris & I'armde. "161 

Even images of the guillotine or of continued political violence were likely to cause 
listeners to pay attention. Certainly, one of the reasons the trial against Pelouse and his 

associates was so drawn-out was that their words had inspired utter terror among those 

who heard them. "La terreur serait bient6t plus forte qu'elle n'avait jamais W, it was 

announced, "d les charr&cs rouges; reprendraient leur activit6. Le temps des 

incarc6rations reviendra bient8t, et la guillotine sera en permanence. Vous le vc=ý' 
Pelouse tortured his listeners: "bient8t le sang ruisselerait dans les rues de Foix. "16' 

Although citizens ofrevolutionary France were undentand; 3bly susceptible to such 
fearful statements, they nevertheless took other &ctors into account when estimating 

whether or not to believe what they had heard. In chapter IV, we saw that the degree of 
-, publicitV of an incident, or how many people were present when it occurred, was of 

great concern to the prosecuting authorities, for it determined the potential cxtent of 

vss Sm, in general, the case apinstRogaleA. D. Arifte, 111.50-4, juin-aofit 1791, aswell asA. D. Ari6ge, 
111,50-7, prods contre Fauroux, juillet 179 1. witness no. 11. 
I" A. D. Dordogne, I 9L75, proc6s contre Guraboeut mars-avril 179 1, testimony of Henri plandMI& 
" A. D. Ari6ge, 2U22, proc, 63 contre Cauredon, fiuctidor VE4 esp. witness no. 3. 
10 A. D. Ariage, 17LI, Tribunal de police municipale. information contre Pelouse et d'autres, prairid ig, 
passim; see especially witness accounts no. 23,24, and 35. 
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damage to public opinion. However, the degree of publicity with which a statement was 

made also affected individual listeners, for the fact that the speaker had demonstrated the 

confidence to stand up before the entire community and make an announcement lent 

greater credibility to his or her words. We have already seen that Jean Salet, an inhabitant 

of the village of Verteilhac (Dordogne), learned what Jean Bernard, dit Biotte, had been 

saying about the assignats because those who had heard him came to ask his opinion. 
When Salct asked his visitors what had made them think that "Ics assignats n'&aient 
d'aucune valeur". they responded that Biotte 'Tavait publid sous la halle. "' Biotte's 

choice ofvenuc - the central square of the village - had given his statement, which, while 

not without truth, was nevertheless an attempt at scaremongering, an aura of authority. 
The words of Jacques Rogale, the refractory priest resident in the village of Caumont, in 

the Ari6ge, likewise received a great deal of attention because of the public way in which 
he made his sentiments known. "On entend dans tous les coins ct recoins dire hautement 

que les; messes du nouveau cur6 sont nuls", began one witnesstestimony; another, George 

Ortet; reported that "il a oul dire et il est public dans le village que ces faits se sont 

r6ellement pass6s. " 

However, as much as these last four factors affected the credibility of seditious 
statements, for the most part peasants seem to have evaluated information in a regular and 
logical manner. Indeed, the fifth factor which appears to have been taken into account as 

villagers considered how much faith to place in the politicised speech of a local individual, 

was the existence of corroborating information on the topic. As rural society remained 
heavily dependent upon oral traditions through the Revolution and into the nineteenth 

century, such substantiating evidence often took the form of a separate oral account. To 

return to the investigation ofthe words of Jean-Pierre Mouse, one witness, a5 8-year-old 

shoemaker named Laurens Boi, put greater faith in the words of the defendant because it 

was not the first time he had heard the same information: 

... d6pose.. que le bruit 6tait r6pandu que les choses changeraient bient8t, ct qu'il 
avait oul dire particuli6rement A la fille de service du citoyen Gardebosc, que le 
citoyen Pelouse lui avait tenu a elle meme des propos 6quivalents aux bruits qui 
s'dtaient depuis r6pandus. "I 

Thus, Pelouse's assessment that the political order was about to change merely confirmed 
what other inhabitants had been saying. In other instances, the statements of individuals 

161 A. D. Dordogne, 241A2, vw. -I-s contre Bernard, dit Biotte, pluvibsc 114 witness no. 3. 
A. D. Ari4e, I IL50-4, prwhs contre Rogale, juin-aofit 179 1, witnesses no. 3 and 11. 

"I A-D. Ari4e, 17LI, Tribunal de police municipale, information contre Pelouse et d'autres, prairial III, 
witness no. 34. 
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were confirmed or refuted by the appearance of official information on the same topic. 

VVhen Cassaignepýre, the offider de sant6 we have met on several occasions, announced 
in a local tavern the news that "la ftublique avait perdu depuis peu dans une affaire qui 

avait cu. lieu dans la Vend6e, de quinze i scize mille hommes". one witness retorted that 

he didn't believe it, because he read the news and he hadn't seen any reports of such a 
disastcr. 172 Indeed, this example was not an isolated one: with the volume of official 
information entering rural communities during the Revolution, peasants had plenty of 

material with which to evaluate the situation on a given topic, and therefore, to arrive at 

their own conclusions. With this in mind, let us move on to the final section of this 

chapter, and examme both how peasants evaluated the relative reliability of "official" 

communication, and how they made sense of conflicting information. 

Relative reliability of "official" communication 

In chapter H, we asked whether the ordinary impression of rural communities as 
isohled and uninformed during the Revolution was correct, and iý indeed, information 

was not arriving in southwestern villages. The evidence provedjust the opposite: although 
the odd notice might have taken months to arrive or been lost altogether, a tremendous 

amount of official information did arrive for rural municipalities, such that on average, 
communities were receiving dozens of printed notices each week. This was a new 
phenomenon: under the eightccah-ccutury monarchy, rural parishes had not received 
nearly so much information from the government, but then, fewer policy changes were 
made, and fewer events of interest to royal subjects occurred. More importantly, the royal 
mandate had not included, as the guiding principles ofthe National Assemblies would, the 
principle that the people were to be kept informed of the workings ofthe state. Yet as we 
have seen throughout this study, information on the same political topics was circulating 
through the oral news networks in the countryside, even as it had done for hundreds of 
years. How did peasants react to official and unofficial information on the same topics? 
How did they integrate printed information with rurnour and hearsay, and how did they 
form their opinions? 

Most of the official information which arrived in villages was not subject to 
discussion: of the packets of printed notices, the majority were laws, decrees, and 
government resolutions, not to be "believed" or "disbelieved- but rather, to be understood 

"I A. D. Ilautes-Pyrdn6es, 2L, justice non-c6t6e, prods contre Cassaigne pýre, Pluvi6sc IL witness no. 5. 
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and accepted. There was, of course, the option to dislike and even to resist the laws, but 

the words of a drunken farmer, said in a tavern, were unlikely to change what the police 

would continue to enforce. Nevertheless, in some cases, it was the reading aloud of official 

material which acted as a catalyst for discontents to voice counter-revolutionary opinions. 
Often, for example, those who were ofa mind to prevent the young men ofthe village from 

leaving to join the army found the perfect occasion to voice their opinion at recruitment 

assemblies. Pierre Puffi, whose callous association ofthe young men used up in war with 

the waste and opulence ofthe dinners of the great aristocrats we read about in chapter 111, 

timed his statements to coincide with the publication ofdecrees concerning the requisition 

one Sunday in fiimaire II, after vespers. " Cassaigne p&e, too, was prompted by the 

recruitment assembly in the local canton seat, in the Hautes-Pyrdn6es, to attempt to 

convince Henriette Burret, the innkeeper from Vic, that it was in her own interest to keep 

her young male drinkers from leaving for the army, " and the exclamations of Gilles Ancl 

and Marcel Dedieu, "qu'il ne faut pas partir! ". were also reportedly prompted by the 

firage au sort. 175 However, by far the most colourful account of seditious statements 

inspired by civic ceremonies in which laws were read out was that ofTlomas Bordas, the 

imaginative weaver from the Dordogne who was also introduced in chapter 111. When 

asked, along with the other citizens of St. Vincent de Connezac, to swear an oath of 

allegiance to the Directory, Bordas reportedly stepped forward and challenged the words 

and phrases repeated by the president of the administration, insisting that politics was a 

much more simple affhir, and that they should simply take a vote to sce what the people 

wanted. 176 

Indeed, in a handful of cases, rural audiences appear to have been unduly 

provoked by the reading of official decrees, demonstrating something of a revulsion for 

any officially disseminated information, and a deep-seated mistrust of those whose job it 

was to pass the material on. 11cre seems to have been a common misconception in the 

villages ofthc Dordogne, for example, in the spring of 1794, that the decrees sent out were 
in fact monitoires, and that, oddly, if the municipal officers read them out three weeks in 

" AN W389-903 and Thbuwl criminel et rivolutionnaire de la Dopftne (published docurnents), Vol. 
1, p. 321-2, proc6s contre Puiffd, nivbse-pluvibse H. 
171 A. D. Hautes-Pyrdn6es, 2L. justice non-c6t6e, proc6s contre Cassaigne p&e, pluvi6se 11. 

A. D. Ari6ge, 81,36-7, proc4s contre Anel et Dedieu, aofit 1793 - fiimaire IL 
A. D. Dordogne, 241AS-260, procks contre Bordas, pluvi8se IV. 
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a row, the anden regime taxes of land rents and tithes would be reinstated. " In the 

village of Romain-sur-Colle, near Thiviers, this idea resulted in a group of peasants, and 

one woman in particular, suddenly approaching the podium and tearing the decrees out of 

the mayor's hands, saying "qu'on ne publiera, point, que c'6tait des monitoires qui feraicnt 

rcvenir les dimes, et que c'6tait pour les perdre. " 'Me bewildered municipal officers 

attempted in vain to explain to the crowd that the papers were only decrees, in particular 

the one which concerned "Ies [successions] et donations qui fesaicrit le bonheur de tOUfs. 178 

The situation in Sorges, a village in a different canton but in the same district of Excideuil, 

was similar and yet odd in its own way. " A group of peasants were discovered in the 

village square, cutting up the fresh trce which had been meant to replace the ailing arbre 

de la liberte. When questioned, they explained that "si on laissait planter cet arbre et ffire 

une troisi&ne lecture d'un 6crit qui avait 06 d6ji lu dcux fbis, " the runiour went, "Jes 

rentes et les dimes serait r6tablies et qu'on imposerait, en outre, sur la commune une 

somme de seize cent livres pour cclui qui ferait cette lecture. " Although the authorities in 

Sorges succeeded in convincing the villagers that the rumour was false, they failed to 

discover its origin. Such instances might be explained by a general distrust of the illegible 

information communicated by a government which was traditionally seen as voracious and 
interfering. However, such theories cannot be universal, for injust as many cases, it was 

villagers who rebuked disobedient municipal officers for not reporting exactly all of the 

information they were sent. In one instance, a rural mayor was denounced for withholding 
half ofthe laws and decrees he had reccived, 110 and in the bourg of the Mas-d'Azil, in the 
Arfte, the rumour was rife that "quand il y avait do bonnes nouvelles on les lisaient i la 

maison commune, mais que quand elles 6taient mauvaises, on les brfilait. ""I 

While sincere comments of assent and agreement do not tend to be recorded in the 

archives, there are, nevertheless, indications that much of the time, villagers were 

respectful of officially disseminated information, or at least, resigned to the new order of 

I" Olwen Hufton has remarked that south of the Loire, there seems to have been a common belief that the 
reading aloud ofmonitoires "attirait le malheur sous la forme dune grele qui d6truisait la r6coltc7, making 
it very difficult for parish priests to accomplish the task: see "Le paysan et la loi", p. 695. 
171 AN W420-955, procks contre 1,60nard et Paule Meynardý messidor IL 
t?! P A. D. Dordogne, 241A3, Tribunal crimincl et r6volutionnaire, procks contre Pierre Bonhomme, 
cWtivateur, et d'autrcs, pour attroupement s6diticux, germinal IL 
"I A. D. Hautcs-Pyrdn6es, EdeP PeYrun- D61ib&atiOns du Conseil municipal, 6 octobre 1793. The villagers 
of Peyrun confimted UI& maYOr- Jean Sabatier, because theY had learned "Par le voisinage that a law 
existed regarding the suppression of feudal dues. Sabaticr confessed that "il nous aurait cach6 urk trh long 
temps la loi du 17 juillet dernicr.. Ct We m8me il ne fait PubliCr que la moitik des lois quil lui 
parvienncnt... ". 
11 A. D. Ariýgc, 2U22, pw. ýs contre Cauredon, fructidor VII-Vcn&lmiaire VM. 
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things. Some measures, ofcourse, were happily received in the countryside. Masterpieces 

such as the Declaration ofthe Rights of Man and Citizen and the Constitution of the Year 

I were judged to be worthwhile achievements, and the law of 10 June 1793 allowing 

division of common lands brought rejoicing in the poorer Pyrenean villages. The village 

of Peyrun, in the Hautes-Pyrdn6es, was thrilled to receive a decree from the local district 

administration which announced that a 10 million livre surplus was to be divided among 

all communes: the secretary waxed poetic about "nos sages rcpr6sentants". and noted that 

the agent national would depart immediately for Tarbes. 182 NAen faced with rumours and 

questionable news reports, moreover, rural citizens generally demonstrated confidence in 

printed texts which proved the contrary. In the market town of Mrac, in the Lot-ct- 

Garonne, a courrier extraordinaire arrived one night in August 1792, giving rise to 

rampant rumours that Paris had fallen and that the entire nation, "m6me les vieillards", 

would have to defend thepatrie. Although the municipal officers declared that the decree, 

while announcing a state of patrie en danger, aimed only at maintaining order and 

continuing the recruitment process, the people were reluctant to disperse until they had 

seen the printed text. 183 Similarly, in the case ofAntoine Ch&se, who initiated a discussion 

of the upcoming recruitment assembly, one of the key points of dispute was whether the 

orders to form a battalion had, indeed, come from the National Convention or not. "' While 

rural inhabitants were naturally keen that the laws and decrees turn out to be favourable, 

they were nevertheless carcfiil to respect the authority of government communiqu6s in 

balancing the infonnation available to them. 

Newspapers presented a somewhat more complex quandary. "Faits divers" papers 

did, indeed, circulate in the countryside: educated citizens such as thejuge de paix, parish 

priests, wealthier merchants and physicians tended to be the ones with subscriptions, and 

illiterate peasants would gather at their place of work or on the square on Sundays to hear 

news items read aloud. Clearly, as printed and widely distributed accounts of current 

affhirs, such papers seemed more authoritative than marketplace rumours. Jean Dartenset, 

for example, the innkeeper from the village of Vergt (Dordogne), whom we first met in 

chapter 111, was accused of having spread a rumour about a threatened Turkish invasion. 

I'll A. D. Hautes-ý&6es, E&4p. Peyrun, D61ibdrations du conseil municipal, 1791 -an R* entry for 18 
germinal 14 the decree was dated 18 vent6se 11. 
11 A. D. Lot-d-Garonne, 2LI63, pi&e 17-20, Tribunal du district de Ndrac, information relative A un 
attroupernent pour surveillcr les parents d'&nigr6s et aller sauver la patriir, Extrait des ddlib6rations du 
conseil municipal de N&ac, 2 aofft 1792. 
I" A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2L264-3 1, procks contre Chýse, flor6al IV, witness no. 7. 
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in his interrogation, however, Dartenset maintained that he had merely passed on the 

rumour out of interest, and that he hadn't believed it himself "si cela 6tait", he pointed out 

reasonably, "nous le verions dans les papiers; publics. " 

in at least two other cases, defendants attempted to take advantage of their 

audience's assumption that newspapers were bastions of truth. "' Claire Selgines, one of 

the women accused along with Marion Grenier, dite Cauredon, of spreading false news, 

was, reported as having said that she had read in the "Journal de Laysaygues" - 

apparently, a newspaper which she had read at the tavern kept by the widow Laysaygues 

- that the Pope was dead and that "on travaillait au r6tablissement de la religion. -186 In the 

case of Daniel Brun and Uonard Simounet, both young farmers living near Bergerac, the 

deception is even more elaborate. Ile first time he was interrogated, Brun admitted to 

having read aloud a passage from a newspaper to which he subscribed, entitled the 

Journal des Lois et des Faits. " However, when he was forced into giving up his copy as 

a piece of evidence, the authorities discovered that a handwritten seditious passage had 

been inserted on page 581, on top of the regular newspaper column. The paragraph in 

question read as follows: 

. Jes honn6tes [hommes, amis] de la patrie, sont d'accord qif il cst impossible de 
remettre le pr6tendant sur le tr8ne, mais aussi chacun convient qLeil est impossible 
d'exister sous un gouvernement tel que celui actuel, qui est I'assemblage de tout ce 
qu'il ya de plus monstrtieux, le demier plan affang6 pourra bien plaire A tow le 
monde, le voicL Bonaparte sera fait g6n6ralissime des UDupes de la Rkpublique, et 
Barras prendra les renes du gotivemement... I" 

Apparently, Brun had read the paper not only at his companion Simounet's house, where 
other inhabitants had gathered, but also at two different taverns, that of cifizen Cailloux 

and of a woman named La Briande. By reading a false passage fivm a legitimate 

newspaper, the authorities implied, Brun had attempted to pass off false news as 
trustworthy. 

In the majority of instances in which newspapers are mentioned, however, rural 
inhabitants semn to have been keenly aware thatjournalism fell far short of being an Ocact 
science. As a result, the inforniation printed in the "papiers nouvelles" was perceived as 
not having the sanic level of credibility as, for example, a government cornmuniqu6. As 

AD. Dordogne, 241,40, prooýs cuntre Dartenset, florW 11 
AD. Ari6ge, 2U22, proUs c4ontre Caured0n. filxtidor VII-vend&niaire VIII, witness no. 4. 
A. D. Dordogne, 241,51 dossier 376, proc6s contre Brun et Simonet, vcnt6se VI. The piece of evidence 

contained in the hial folder reads: "Joumal dej Looft et des Faits, no. 73,14 pluviase VL de rimprimmie 
de Vezard, rue du Mus&ý clditre Germain; on s! abonne i Par* diez la C. Villiers, directrice dujounW, 
rue des Grands Augustins. " 
10 Ibid. 
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it turned out, in the Brun case just discussed, one of the individuals present in Cailloux' 

tavern where the news was being read, a shoemaker named Tilhet, remarked, 'Vest le 

journaliste qui a mis ccla". implying that it was only his opinion and not necessarily true. 

It was, in fact, Brun's next remark which earned him an indictment for seditious speech. 

"Vous ne le croyez pas, ehl", he said; "bien, avant un mois ils n'y scront plus. ""' Indeed, 

Tilhet was not the only one who saw newspapers, like rumours and oral news reports, as 

information sources to be questioned and evaluated. In the Year VIII, the departmental 

administration of the Hautes-Pyrdn6es attempted to counteract the rumour that the roads 

maintenance tax would be abolished, a rumour which, they said, had been "r6p&6 par 

quelques journaux". 11 and the municipal council of Sorges, in the Dordogne, deliberated 

in the wake of the Terror that the excesses and misdemeanours of certain locals during the 

preceding period had been "aliment6es par les papiers nouvelles ...... 
As Georges Lefebvre 

pointed out in his study ofthe Great Fear, "finalement, la rurneur arrivait aux orcilles d'un 

journaliste qui, en l'imprimant, lai conf6rait une force nouvelle. "" Indeed, the 

understanding that newspapers sometimes printed false or exaggerated information was 

so well established that several of the cases examined in this study were dropped in 

response to the defendant's insistence that they had only been repeating what they had read 
in a paper. Paul Larroze, for example, whom we have met on several occasions, admitted 
having said that "certains membres du corps l6gislatif arr8tds pour subir la d6portation 

contre eux prononc6e s'6taient 6chap6s i Orl6ans", but maintained that "ses proposi cet 
6gard ne furent que la r6p6tition d'unc feuille publique dont le r6pondant ne rappelle pas 
le nom. Ps193 

Thus, decrees and laws, while not always welcomed, were with some exceptions 

respected as being true, and newspapers were generally understood to be an authoritative 

yet heavily edited source of information. However, the greatest potential conflict between 

"official" and "unofficial" information came in the rubric of news. In some instances, it 

was not so much that official publications contradicted peasant opinion on a given matter, 
but rather, that informative decrees simply did not arrive at the ideal time to prevent 
confusion. The villagers who voiced their disgust with the unstable assignals, for example, 

Ibid., witness no. 1. 
A. D. Hautes-Pyr6n6es, L639, Administration d6partementale, Travaux publics: Aff8td manuscrit, 17 

fdmaire VII. 
"' A. D. Dordogne, Edep. 1664, Ddlibdrations municipales de la commune de Sorges, U- IV; 5 prairial UL 
p. l8v. 
11 Lefebwe, La Grande Peur, P. 87. 
10 A. D. Ari6ge, 2U3 1, procýs contre Larroze, vendaniaire VI - brumaire X. 
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were not incorrect: the assignats did, indeed, lose much of their original value, and the 

government printed fiLr more injunctions against discussing that fact than it did 

explanations or solutions for those who had been ruined by investing in them. Similarly, 

rumours and opinions about the state of the foreign war abounded, and either travelled 
faster than official accounts of progress or setbacks, or else contradicted the little 

information of that nature that the authorities wished to release. In retrospect, we can tell 

that some rumours were surprisingly accurate, to the extent that the oral news might even 
have been the first that villagers had heard of the event. Nodl H6, for example, who was 

arrested in Febnutry 1791 for talking about how the crowns of Europe were uniting 
against France, was not so far off base, and the reports which Suzanne Gu6fineau spread 
to her fellow washerwornen in Bourgougnague (Lot-ct-Garonne) in December 1793 about 
the siege of Landau were quite correct. 194 

In other instances, of course, seditious accounts were wildly fantasfical. jean 
Dartenset's story about the Turkish ambassador fooled very few villagers in Ste. Marie 

de Vergt; in reality, Turkey would not become involved in the continental war until 1798. 
However, Dartenset's words seemed tailorqnade to play upon popular fears that the 

government was somehow involved in a plot to strangle the supply of foodstuffs to the 

countryside. "' In the same way, rumours in Years V, VI and VII that the conflict in the 
Vendde was "autant insurg6e que jamais"' or that "la Vend6e grossissait & un point 
extraordinair6"'" were very effective among people who were fired of seeing the youths 
of their communities leave home dressed in the uniforms of the Republic. 

Most often, oral news about developments in the foreign wars consisted in 

commentaries, often with slight embellishments, of local events, demonstrating that 
villagers were aware ofhappenings in the outside world, and were easily forming opinions 
on them. Less than a month after the declaration of war on Spain on 7 March 1793, a 
servant named Vallon, was arrested in the Dordogne for remarking that the off, ives ens 
against France's neighbour to the south were a mistake, that "ce qu'il ya dans les 6glises 
d'Espagne valait toute la France", and that "I'Espagne avait 1A dc quoi se d6fendre contre 

A. N. D XXIX 6 (59ý prods contre Frikfib, C dit Parisien, et dsautre f, Ourý s, hTier 1791; A. D. Lot-et. 
Garonne, 2L9849 and 2LIOS-3, procts contre Gu&incau, nivase ]I. 

See Kaplan, Fwnine Plot Pemmion. 
A. D. Ari6ge, 2U3 1, proc6s cmtre lAnoze, ven&miaire VI - bnmudre X 
A. D. Ariýge, 2U22, prochs contre Cauredon, fructidor VrL-vend&niaire Va 
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nous. "'" Marion Grcnier, dite Cauredon, also suppliedan interesting perspective upon the 

royalist insurrection of the Year VII, near her home in the ArRge, when she said "qu'il y 

avait 40 ans quo les; Protestants cherchaicnt A d6truire le roi, que depuis 10 ans on I'avait 

detruit, et qua present lon vcrrait. "" Finally, Lamartigne, the notary from Cancon whom 

we have met on numerous occasions, might have made some inappropriate comments, but 

he was likely not the only one to have been thinking, as he put it, "que la Wpublique dtait 

foutue" 
, upon hearing that France's annies had suffered several defeats in a row. ' 

Indeed, in some such cases, the indictments for "false news" appear to rcflcct the 

authorities' attempts to prevent individuals "so r6jouir des revers, de nos arm6cs ou des 

troubles qui ont regn6 dans l'int6rieur do la R6publiqu6"I more than any initiative towards 

correcting the information which circulated in the countryside. After all, a significant part 

of the "news" is the way in which it is presented. As Cassaigne p&e argued in his own 

defence: 11 cst peut-6tre arriv6 quo dans nos conversations sur Ics 6v6ncrncnts du jour, ils 

les ont racont6s Xune mani6re, moi d'unc autre, selon les sources o6 nous puisions nos 

nouvelles, ct peut-6tre ne disions-nous vrai ni les uns ni les autres. "201 

I" AN W347-696, Tribunal rdvolutionnaire de Paris, and Tribunal c? Iminel et rivolutionnaire de la 
Dordogne (published documents), vol. 1, pp. 325-8; proas contre Barrot, Chavcrochc and Vallon, aofLt 1793-nivOse IL 

A. D. Ariýge, 2U22, proc6s oontre Cauredon, fructidor VII-vend&niaire VIIL 
A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2LI05-9, procks contre Lnuutigne, germinal IL 

211 A. D. Hautes-Pyr4m6es, 2L, justice non-c8t6e, procts contre Cassaigne *re. pluviOse U. 



CONCLUSION: 
DECREES, RumouRs AND RURAL POLITICISATION 

If there is one universal truth concerning French rural society in the eighteenth 

century, it is that it was composed. of an infinite variety of different situations and 

experiences, for each individual region in France was subject to a unique combination of 

environmental and social &ctors. The few scholars who have valiantly attempted to 

describe the whole of peasant experience at this historical juncture have had a rich palette 

of departmental and regional studies from which to paint their tabkau, and yet they have 

still been forced to make numerous generalizations. ne way in which the events of the 

Revolution, and the changes it brought to the political, social, economic, cultural, and 

military fabric ofthe nation, were received in the village is equally complex, for it stemmed 
from the very aspects of rural communities which made them so different from each other. 
The confection of a detailed yet comprehensive study of rural reactions to the events of the 

revolutionary decade must therefore await the publication of local studies of regions, 
districts, and even villages, in which the reasons underlying various indicators of peasant 

attachment to the Revolution - from electoral participation and the writing of petitions to 
the number of volontaires and the quantity of grain supplied during pcriods of crisis 

would be revealed, and a common ground for comparison established. indeed, each ofthese 
individual questions - questions which affm-W rural communities and which acted as a 
barometer oftheir political allegiance - has been the subject of monographs and scholarly 
articles, of research and study both local and national in scope. 

- For these reasons, an archival study ofthis length cannot possibly hope to describe 
in a universal manner how the Revolution was received in the village. However, by 

considering the question from an original perspective - that of the media through which 
revolutionary news and ideas were brought to peasants - we have painted a picture both 

colourful and compelling of the discrepancy between revolutionary maxims and rural 
reality. As discussed in the introduction, although communication is an integral part of 
much historical enquiry, it has been largelY overlooked as a topic in its own right. In order 
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to approach the history ofthe communication ofpolitical information in this era, two main 

types of sources were used: the administrative archives of the institutions and branches of 

government responsible for disseminating official information, and the judicial trials for 

crimes of seditious or anti-revolutionary speech. The combination of these two types of 

sources has told us something of how political information circulated in rural society 

during the Revolution, and the importance ofthe process ofcommunication to the reception 

of that information. Moreover, by concentrating on the dissemination process itself, we 

have assumed a vantage point from which we can view the arrival of information from the 

perspective of those receiving it. This attempt to get at the phenomenon of the 

communication of political ideas "from below" - that is, from the point of view of the 

peasantry - has been rewarding indeed. 

The research perspectives opened up by this combination of sources are threefold. 

First of all, we have uncovered a rural society which was by no means isolated from news 

or information about events occurring in the outside world. Not only did a huge quantity 

of official decrees and leaflets reach village municipal councils, but they were sent out into 

a society which already received a great deal of news through word-of-mouth. As we have 

seen, news was brought by travellers and pedlars, exchanged in market towns and village 
inns, and shared in workshops, in the field, and on the public square on Sundays after 

mass. Secondly, the various means by which information reached peasants each imparted 

a unique character to the information itself, such that in each circumstance it was received 

with a different understanding. Although news which had spread by word-of-mouth was 
treated with circumspection, depending on the reputation and disposition ofthe speaker and 
the existence of corroborating evidence, news announced at the pulpit had its own 

connotation, as did the reading out of material by those who had been chosen to represent 
the new regime as municipal officers. Thirdly and finally, the focus on the act of 
dissemination revealed, quite unexpectedly, not only the opinions of those giving the 
information, but also those of members of their audience, in response to the information 

they had heard. In contrast to most scholarly research on the peasantry during the French 
Revolution, this study has literally allowed us to eavesdrop on conversations which took 

place in the villages and market towns of two centuries ago, and to hear what peasants 
thought about the changes and developments occurring around them. 

So what, in the end, did peasants "think"? Upon first glance, it appears that they 

were extremely critical of the Revolution and its works. As we saw in chapter 111, royalist 
sentiment was often expressed in the countryside, from endless repetitions of "vive le roi" 
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to more thoughtful comments, such as "things were better when we had a king", or more 

specifically, 11hings were better when only one person had his hands in the government 

coffers, instead of five hundred7. In fact, rural critics could be quite abusive when they 

spoke of their representatives in Paris. Disagreement with the activities of the National 

Assembly was often expressed in terms such as, "Ics membres de I'Assembl6e nationale 

sont des fous; ils no savent pas ce qu'ils font. " The representatives-on-mission and tax 

collectors were thieves, the deputies were usurpers, and the district and departmental 

administrators werefripons. At times the criticism of government works came down to a 

basic lack of respect for anything that came from Paris; indeed, the vulgar suggestion that 

official decrees were best used as toilet paper was made with remarkable fi-equency. 

It might be objected, and quitejustifiably, that this impression of general hostility 

from tile countryside is the result of using sources which were composed for the purpose 

of prosecuting those who spoke out against the government. If one were, for example, to 

analyse modern society using only police records, one would be forced to conclude that 

people in general were crooks, drunks, murderers, and bad drivers. However, the judicial 

sources of the Revolution, as we have just seen in chapter V, also give indications of the 

thoughts of a broader cross-section of rural society-. the citizens who were present when 

someone else made a seditious comment, and who were therefore asked to testify at the 

trial. The opinions expressed in witness depositions, as well as the reported opinions of 

other individuals who were present, therefore give a more nuanced impression of the 

political thought of country inhabitants. Although the instances in which those testifying 

admitted to agreeing with the indicted statements are relatively rare, we can surmise fi-OM 

other situations - such as where witnesses appear to have been reluctant to testify, or when 

the words of other individuals present label them as sympathisers if not outright allies - 
that likerninded individuals were more common than the documents at first suggest. In 

addition, those same trials, together with sources such as the deliberations of municipal 

councils, provide a fascinating sampling of dry, pro-revolutionary peasant opinion, 

expressed with the same candidness as the more incriminating seditious remarks. 
Moreover, even where peasant assessment of the Republican government or its 

works is resoundingly negative, that assessment deserves a more nuanced interpretation 

flM it has traditionally received. Indeed, much of wliat peasants bad to say about the 

Revolution was expressed in a subtle and perceptive manner, demonstrating both 

intelligence and political awareness. Early rural opposition to the Civil Constitution of the 

Clergy, for example, should not be interpreted as the blind response of a population 
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resistant to change and manipulated by an overpowering ultramontane church. Instead, 

they were reasonable fears which turned out to be better-founded than their cnunciators 

realised, for the revolutionaries would, indeed, attempt to destroy Catholic worship. 
Likewise, "seditious"pcasant comments on the rapidly depreciating paper currency were 

extremely accurate. Between government instability and the tremendous strain on the 

economy created by a conjunction of poor harvests, political disruption and the war effort, 

the assignats did turn out to be a huge mistake, and the people who had invested in them 

were, indeed, ruined. Words such as those ofThomas Bordas, who said that "actuellement 

on avait les mains pleines d'assignats et qu'on n'en pouvait rien faire", ' were quickly 

silenced by the authorities, perhaps as much because they were difficult to hear, as because 

laws existed against making such statements in public. 
In fact, citizens of revolutionary France had eminently understandable opinions: 

to put it succinctly, they thought more or less what any reasoning individual would have 

thought, given the same circumstances. It was merely the charged political allnosphere of 

the time which made pointing out obvious weaknesses in the Republican system a capital 

offence. The inhabitants ofthe countryside ofthe south-wcst wanted no more than they had 

ever wanted, or than individuals in their situation would ever desire in the future: freedom 

of worship, a stable economy, monetary contributions to society at a level which would 

allow them to feed their families while saving seed for the next spring's planting, and 

peace. Indeed, like the bystander at the inn in Bergerac whose statements were reported 
by a witness in the trial of Pierre Grelety, ' peasants simply wanted for there to be peace. 
The pressure and complications of the war in Europe may well have been what pushed 

rural citizens from tentative support ofthe new regime to scepticism and, at times, outright 

verbal abuse. Perhaps it was this underlying sentiment which made the words of Joseph 

Duthiers strike home: believing that the cause of France's ills was the fact that the deputies 

at the Convention could never agree, and that the solution was a return to monarchy, 
Duthiers left his listeners with the comment that 'Ws que nous aurions un roi, nous aurions 
de suite la paix. " Other "seditious"comments showed that peasants had simple, practical 

Political requests. When the authorities asked Jeanne Floissac, the innkeeper from 
Cassencuil (IA)t-ct-Garonne), what she thought of the Revolution, her answer was subtle 

yet clear: "elle a toujours W bien contente, " the interrogation reads, "quand les affkires 

I A. D. Dordogne, 241AS-260, prooýs contre Bordas, pluviose IV. 
2 A. D. Dordogne, 24L57489, procts contre Grelety, fiuctidor VIL the exact remark was. "je voudrais bien 
quc nous cussions la pabr. 
3 A. D. La-ct-Garonrie, 2L98-28, prow-s contre Duthiers, fiimair; H. 
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de la R6publique allaient bien. "' Another instance involves the marchand de Mute Bonis, 

dit Min, whose vague royalist expressions were cited earlier in reference to the fitct that 

he insisted upon the right to hold an opinion. Although he never completely repudiated his 

words, even while being interrogated by revolutionary officials, he did say that "dans 

toutcs les circonstances il ne cessait de fairc les voeux pour la prosp6rith de son pays. "' To 

anybody who cared to read between the lines, it was clear that for Bonis, that prosperity 

depended upon a change of government. 

Indeed, the words of individuals such as Floissac; and Bonis, as well as those of 

countless rural citiz=s who testified in seditious speech trials across the nation and 

throughout the decade, demonstrate that rural public opinion did, in fact, exist. Moreover, 

peasants were conscious of that fact. In the tiny mountain hamlet of Erc6, high in the 

Pyrences of the department of the Ari6ge, culdvateur Paul Larroze went from house to 
house, as we have seen, "pour savoir de quel parti l'on 6tait. " At the beginning, Larroze 

reportedly said that "il 6tait le scul qui avait soutenu son opinion A Erc6, mais [que plus 
tard], tout le monde 6tait de son avis audit fieu. " Larroze, like many other peasants, was 

well aware ofpolitical issues, both local and nationaL and held concrete opinions on them. 
The records detailing the political speech - seditious or otherwise - of citizens in the 

provinces during the Revolution show peasants discussing politics, weighing options, and 

making informed, intelligent decisions. As such, these sources reveal rural politicisation 
from a different, and often more genuine, point of view tl= do more traditional 

approaches. 
One of the strongest indicators of the existence of rural public opinion, and of its 

significance as a tribunal at which the actions of those in positions of authority or 
otherwise in the public eye were judged, is the fact that the authorities went to so much 
effort in attempting to control it. As we saw in chapter IV, each successive revolutionary 

government was extremely concerned to monopolise what was said about the state and its 

works in the countryside. The numerous printed decrees and information leaflets being sent 
into rural areas were bolstered by other methods of insurance, including increasingly 

blatant propaganda and "civic commissioners" whose task it was to "correcr opinions 

which had been "led astray". New institutions were launched in order to monitor seditious 

speech - including the Haute cour nationale and the ComitJ des Recherches - and an 

4 A. D. Lot-et-Garonne, 2LI7-8 and 2L97-22, procks contre Floissac, juillet-aoat 1793. 
5 A. D. Dordogne, 24L58-494, proc6s contre Bonis, dit Pekin, fructidor VIL 
I A. D. Ari6ge, 2U3 1. procts contre Lame, vend6miaire VI - brumaire X. 
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ever-growing body of laws circumscribed what citizens could and could not say in public. 
However, beyond the importance of such actions to daily life, the long-term implications 

are truly remarkable: by working to keep rural public opinion from being "corrupted". the 

French authorities were admitting not only that peasants had political opinions, but that 

their opinions were worth winning over. 

In this respect, as in so many others, the Revolution marked the start of an cra: an 

era in which the state would both recognise and fear public opinion in the countryside. 

Politicised speech was seen as dangerous among all sectors ofthe populace, not merely the 

urban lower classes. Trials for "seditious words". "false news" and "seditious 

exclamations" not only continued to be undertaken by public prosecutors in the provinces, 

but grew in a number of interesting and very telling ways. The role of cabarets, cafds, 

markets and fairs, and other public fieur de rencontre was increasingly recognised, and 

policing of such areas for political dissidence intensified accordingly. An order sent out in 

August 1815 from the prefect of the ArRge to the mayor of every town and village in the 

department requested that they arrest any individual who had spread or reported false news 

"soit dans les cabarets, soit dans les march6s, soit dans tous autres lieux publics sournis 

i votre surveillance, "' another, this one to the sub-prefects, stressed that they keep a close 

watch over "les caf6s et autres lieux de reunion publique. " Similarly, the significance of 
foreigners, travellers, pedlars and other transients as vectors of false news and 

objectionable opinions was emphasized. The laws requiring innkeepers to keep registers 
detailing the identities, origins, and destinations oftheir guests were renewed regularly, and 

the police archives overflow with directives and investigations concerning suspicious 

characters. A circular from the Minister of the Interior, dated 2 March 1823, for example, 
drew the attention of the prefects of every department upon "les voyageurs qui, sous le 

pr6texte d'intdr8ts commerciaux, parcouraient la France, et semblaient Wavoir pour objet 

que de semer sur leur passage des germes de s6dition. " Other directives ofthe era targetted 

pedlars, "ces marchands arnbulants, la phipart vagabonds et sans moyens r6els 
d'existence", and other "voyageurs qui se permettraient de coupables discours. " Lastly, in 

comparison to the seditious speech trials of the revolutionary era, the investigations of the 

nineteenth-century political police were increasingly focussed upon the countryside, 

'A-D. Ari4e, 5hU7 (Police politique: fausses nouvelles et bruits allamants). Affiche imprim6e, pr6fet 
aux maires du dkpartcment, 18 aofit 181 S. 
" A. D. Ari6ge, 5W7 (Police Politique). Lettre du pr6fet aux sous-prdets, 20 aofit 18 15. 
' A. D. Ari4e, 5hV7 (Police politique). Circulaire du Minist6re de l'Int6ricur/Directeur de Police aux 
pr6fets, dAt6e de Paris, 2 mars 1823. 
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parficularly the more isolated communes. As the prefect of the Ari6ge reported to the 

Minister of the Interior in July 1823, corrective bulletins were distributed "jusque dans tes 

communes les plus 6cart6s, oit Nloignement des villes laissait aux malintentionn6s toute 

facilit6 pour r6pandre lcurs bruits alarmants, ct dgarer l'opinion publique. "" 

In other ways, the policing of politicised speech in the nineteenth century evolved 

away from its ongins inthe French Revolution. One minor change consisted in. thcfact that 

in order to be convicted ofthe crime of seditious speech, individuals bad to be caught "en 

flagrant Mif'; no more would judges and juries spend hours siffing through winding trails 

ofhearsay and reported speech. More importantly, however, was the evolution ofpolitical 

speech prosecution with each change in the political climate. New legislation against 

crimes of verbal dissent appeared with every change in government and at other times of 

political insecurity, creating predictable waves of sedition trials: 1815,1823, and 1830, 

for example, stand out in the archive as periods ofparticularly frenetic activity. Naturally, 

the definition of "seditioue had changed. In 1816, for example, Louis Aut6sieur, a 
landowner from the village of Moncaud (Dordogne), was charged with "propos contre le 

clerg6 et la, noblesse", comments which undoubtedly would have won him accolades twenty 

years earlier. 11 In the same department, Guillaume Montesicscot, dit Cadillau, was accused 

of having placarded an "affiche contre le roi" in the town of Bussi&c-BacK12 and AM 

Beaudeau, a widow and cultimtrice living in the village of Auriac, near St. Germaine dc 
salembre, was arrested for laying "r6pandu des nouvencs fausses Ct propres At affaiblir la, 

confiance et la fi&lit6 dues au gouvernement-: her specific words had been that 
"Buonaparte 6tait amv6 A Toulon i la, t&c dune arm6e dAnglais et de Russes . "13 Like the 
trials of 1793-1794, these cases were most often the products ofparanoia and fear, and the 

majority ofdefendants were released with a warning. However, by the Revolution of 1848- 
5 1, both campaigners for the Left and reactionary authorities well realised the importance 

of Winning the Votes Of the peaSantry. 14 Indeed, never again would the thoughts and 
opinions of the rural majority be taken for granted. 

10 AD. Ari6ge, 5W7 (Police politiquel Lettre manuscrit du pr6fet de rAri* an Ministre de I'llarieur, 
4 juillet 1823. 
II A-D. Dordogne, 6U497-5. Tribunal c0r=60nnel de Ribhac, proc6s contre I. Axiis Autdsieur, propriaaire 
aiA pour props contre le clergd et la noblem. octobre-novcmbre 1816. 
12 A. D. Dordogne, I IU14-2, COur Wv8tal- PrOcýs COntre Guillaume Monteslescot, dit Cadillau, ouvricr 
en fer. pour une affichc contre Ic roL 4 septcmbre 1816 - 29 janvier 1817. 
13 AD. Damkgne, 6U497-1, tribunal de Rib&ac. procks contre Anne Beaudeau, veuve cultivatrice 
m6tay&e, pour fausses nouvelles, 13-22 juillet 1826. 
"I Leo A. Izub&e, 'Me Emergence of the Extreme Left in IOwcr languedoc, 184&1851: Social and 
Economic Factor3 in Politics7, American Historical Review, 73 (1%8), pp. 1019-51. and Peter McPhee, 
The Politics ofRuml Life: Political A"ifization in the French Countryside, 1846-1852 (Oxford, 1992). 
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APPENDix A 

THE REvoLunoNARY CALENDAR 

On 5 October 1793, the deputies ofthe National Convention decreed the adoption of a new 
Republican calendar. Its principal author, Fabre d'Eglantinc, had striven to mark the new 
era in a number ofways. The first day ofYear I of the calendar, for example, would be the 
date of the founding of the Republic - 22 September 1792. The calendar also 
commemorated the influence ofthe Enlightenment, instituting twelve "reasonable" months 
of 30 days each, broken into three tcn-day decades. Finally, the initiative was in accord 
with the Republican goal of dechristianization, for the traditional seven-day week with its 
Christian day of rest would be eliminated, as would the numerous holidays and saints' 
days. 

Two tables showing the concordance beween the revolutionary and Gregorian calendars 
are given on the following pages. The calculation of dates in the Republican calendar 
changes slightly in leap years, giving rise to a separate table for the years W and VIII. The 
twelve thirty-day months left five days remaining: these were named sans-culotfides, 
although they were rebaptisedjours compMmentaires by the Directory. On leap years - 
year III and VIT -a sixffi complementary day was added on. 

In agrement with its mandate of rationality, the revolutionary calendar's twelve months 
were nained after the seasons: 

Vcnd6miaire month of vintage (vendanges) 
Brumaire month of fog (brumes) 
Frimaire month of hoar-frost (ftimas) 
Niv6sc month of snow (neiges) 
Pluvi6sc month of rain (pluies) 
Vent8se month of wind (vents) 
Geminal month when plants germinate 
Florial month of flowers 
Prairial month of prairies (pr6s) 
Messidor month of harvest (moissons) 
Thermidor month of heat 
Fructidor month of fruits 

The revolutionary calendar remained in use until 1806, although its adoption in the 
provinces was largely confined to towns and government offices (see chapter 111, PP. 147- 
48). 

Sources: JoncsLongman Companion, pp. 426-30-, Matthew Shaw, 'rime and the FrenchRevolution, 1789- 
Year XIV'% Unpublished D. Phil. Dissertation, University of York, U. K., 2000. 
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APPENDix B 

INDEX OF SEDMOUS SPEECH TRiALs 

Ile following pages give an index to the seditious speech trials upon which chapters III, 

IV and V arc based. As explained in chapter 111, the sample should not be taken as in any 

way complete or exhaustive; it is merely a collection of statements and incidents which 
have allowed us to make some inferences regarding the nature of oral political 

conununication in the countryside. 

The table is arranged alphabetically by the last name of the principal defendant. 71c date 

ofthe start ofthe trial is also indicated, as well as the profession(s) ofthe defendant(s) and 
the principal indictment. Following the profession is a narrow column in which the symbol 
9 appears if one of the defendants was a woman. The department in which the incident 

occurred is also listed, and archival references are given for both the departmental archive 
and, where relevant, the National Archives in Paris. For departmental archive judicial 
sources, the appropriate court can be ascertained by comparing the call number with the 
source listings in the bibliography. For some cases in the Dordogne, the indication 
"Tribunal" refers to the documents published as: THbunal criminel et r6volutionnaire 
de la Dordogne sous la Terreur (see bibliography for complete reference). 

The sixth column, entitled "Outcome, gives the final judgement of the trial where 
available. Ile following abbreviations have been used: 

EXEC Executed PRIS Prison sentence 
RECL Reclusion CONV Convicted but sentence 
DEPD Deported unknown 

A Acquitted 
INT (no ill intentions/not mJchamment ori dessein) 
NON (non lieu/insufficient information) 
PRV (private conversation) 
VERB (verbal incident only, judged not serious) 
MIS Mis en libeW after a change in political climate (1795,1800) 

INVES Investigation Only - not taken beyond initial information 
UNRES Unresolved - guilty Party undiscovered or unapprehcnded PARIS Sent on to Paris, where the document trail is lost. 
UNKN Unknown 

Unfortunatcly, space precludes the inclusion of greater detail. Ile general categlory INT 
(no ill intentions) includes trials dropped for reasons of drunkenness, as well as well as instances where defendants were judged to have repeated what they had heard in good faith. Where the verdict was particularly interesting with respect to the dissertation, the 
reader may be assured that the trial will have been discussed in the text. 

The final column, "Citations in Dissertation"s gives the numbers of the pages on which a 
given trial is noted. That is, the footnote itself can be fotmd on the page number as indicated: the discussion of the trial in the text may continue from the previous page or 
onto the following page. 
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PRIMARY SOURCES 

1. MANUSCRIPT SOURCES 

Archives Nationales 

Nfie D Comitis des Assemblees 

D XXIX Comit6 des Rapports. 
D XXIXbis Comit6 des Recherchcs. 
D XL 25 Cornit6 des p6titions, d6*hes et coffespondanccs: 

120: Coffespondancc des d6parternents relatif au Bulletin des Lois. 

ShIes P Administration g6nirale 

Va 550-51 Coffepondance des commissaires dans les provinccs, 1792-1793. 
F'cRl Coffespondencc of the repr6sentants-en-mission, 1793- an 11. 

SMe F' Police g6n6rale 

3065 Rdponses des administrations cantonales A une circulaire du 19 niv6se 
an IV sur 1'esprit public. 

3268-71 Commissaires de police, dossiers d6partementaux (1793-1813). 
3272-3308 Haute police (objcts g6n6raux; d&-nus). 
3448-63 Police des journaux de paris et des ddpts, chrono, an4-1815. 

Mric F" Postes et telegraphes 

20012-15 D6lib-6rations du Directoire des postes, 1790- prairial anll. 
20243 Correspondance de lIntendance g8n6rale des Postes relatif au service 

des "Petites Poste" 6tablies dans le royaurne, 1785-179 1. 
20245 Lettres ct m6noires au Ministre (Tarb6, puis Clavi6res) sur le service 

des Postes, 1792-1793. 
20246 Correspondance et mänoires de l'Adnünistration des Postes avoc les 

Conüt6s de la Convention nationale, bnmiaire-thennidor an 111. 
20368 Employ6es, directeurs et conunis en province, r4pertoire des lois, 

ordonnances et d6crets, (1793-1834). 

Nfie W Tribunal r6volutionnaire (proc6durcs renvoy6es). 

(For further detail on the following trials, please see Appendix B). 

W347-686 Barrot et Chaveroche W420-955 Rmnonk 
W387-903 PUM W438-25 Lacombe 
W420-955 Broliat W438-27 Faure, dit Chevalicr 
W420-955 Foumier, dit Carr6 W438-29 Lasjoumies 
W420-955 Meynard (L6onard et Paule) W490-435 Land 
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Nrie AA Collections de lettres etpikes diverses 

AA 32 Papiers Dugas (traduction des d6crets de la Convention nationale, 
1791-92). 

Serie AD+ Lois: textes imprim6s. 

AD+ 1089 Mclaration du Roi pour le r&ablissernent de I'ordre et de la tranquillitd 
dans son royaume, 14 aofit 1789, ct Lettre du Roi aux Archdv8ques et tv8ques de son Royaurnc, 2 septernbre 1789. 

SMe AF Archives du pouvoir ex6cutif, 1789-1815 

AF 1*5 D61ib6rations, Comit6 des Rapports, 1789-1791. 
AF 1158 Troubles et missions dans les d6partements (1793-M. 
AF 1160 Individus en surveillance, dmigr6s, mesures de sfiret6 g6n6rale, et 

I'agence de 1'envoi des lois, 1793 - an IV. 
AF 1182-146 Archives des repr6sentants-en-mission; 97 (Arkge); 96,97 (Dordogne); 

104,105 (Haute-Garonne); 117 (Lot-et-Garonne); 134 (Hautes- 
Pyr6n6es), an U-111. 

AF 11168 Correspondance des repr6sentants-m-mission, an 11-111. 
AF 1165-66 Esprit public, journaux, sociWs populaires, an 11-111. 
AF Il* 17 Proc6s-verbaux des s6ances de la Commission des &p8ches, 1793 - an 

III (registre). 
AF lI* 34 Proc6s-verbaux du Comit6 des Ponts et chauss6es, 1793-an 111. 
AF 11* 36-38 Proc6s-verbaux des s6ances du Comit6 des transports, postes et 

messagerics, an B- III (registres). 
AF 11* 66 Autorisations de distributions of various publications; especially 494 

pike 31 (Feuille du cultivateur), 1793 - an III 
AF 11140 Publication des lois, an IV-VI. 
AV 11141 Rapports du Ministre de la Justice au Directoire an IV-VII 
AF 11195 , . Circulaires imprim6s, an VI-Vill. 
AF 11196-97 Commissaires du Directoire pr6s les administrations, an IV-VI. 

S6rie BB MiniWre de la Justice 

BB'19 Haute-Cour d'Orl6m, organisation ct proc6dures, 1791-1792. 

w 

Archives DIPectementales 

Most of the relevant material for this study is to be found in Series L (Wriode 
r6volutionnaire). Ilose marked E are documents transferred to the Departmental 
Archive from the individual communes. Documents classed J have come to the Archives 
by means other than the normal administrative channels, primarily as donations. 

For the details of the judicial sources exan-dned closely, please see Appendix 13. 
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1. ARItGE 
k& 

Pre-Revolutionarv Archiv 
1B Justice: S&6chauss6e de Foix (Procýs I B37 (Simonette, 1709); 1 B204 

(Baron, 1772); IB224 (Bonne Ours, 1777)). 
IC Intendances: (I C4, Police: Cabarets, jeux (1691-1779); 1 C5, Police: 

H6tcsetcabareticrsduDonnczan(1755-6); IC167, Imprimericet 
colportage, (1723-86)). 

IC209 1361ib6mtions des ttats dc Foix; 1741-42,1745-46,1749,1751-54, 
1756-57,1766-68. 

Ed6p BB WiNrations des conseils municipaux: 220 Ed6p BB14 (Ax-les- 
Thermes, 1784-1793); 276 Ed6p BB3 (Les Cabanncs, 1776-1798). 

G287 Visites pastorales, 1753-54,1762,1769-72,1773. 

DonsNoie cxtraordinairc 
IJ305 Placard s6diticux i Pamiers, J788, accaparcment de grains. 
3056 Chanson satirique (police politique), s. d. [XVIII'l. 

Revoluti2nn cm ftartment PWrs 
IL121-122 D61ib6rations de IAssembl6c administrative du d6pt. (1790-9 1). 
IL123-125 D&Wrations du Directoire du d6pt. (179 1 -an 11). 
IL127 Corresp. du d6pt. aux administrations publiques et municipales (an VI- 

VII). 
IL129 Corresp. du d6pt avee la municipalit6 dc canton de Castillon (an IV-V). 
IL133-135 Police g6nerale et police de surveillance; esprit public; ordre public 

(I 790-an VIII). 
IL140 Foires et march6s, an VI. 
IL167 Postcs (an IH-VII). 
IL168-169 Routcs, travaux public (1792-an VIII). 

Revolutionarv cra, District and Canton P 
2L District de Tarascon, an 11411: 1-2 (Mlibdrations); 5 (Police, esprit 

public); 8 (Foires et march6s); 15 (Routes ct chernins). 
M District de Mirepoix, an H-HI: 7 (Police, esprit public); 17 (Foires ct 

march6s); 28 (Poste) 
4L District dc St. Girons, an 11-111: 22-23 (Correspondance avec les 

municipalit6s); 26 (Attroupernent contre-r6volutionnaire i Prat). 
5L Administrations municipaht6s de canton, an IV-VIII. (Police: 11,35, 

46,54,86,141-42; Postes: 22,65,159,188; Correspondance avec le 
ddpt. et avcc les municipalit6s, 10 1,113,130-3 1). 

7L Soci6t6s populaires, an 11 (XI, Ax-les-Ibcrmes; 71A Daumazan; 
M 14, Lavelanct; 7L 17, Massat; X20, Oust; X27, Seix; M 1, 
Vicdeossos). 

Municipal Council Deliberations 
8Edep IDI Savignac, 1790-1808. 
15Edep IDI Orlu, 1790-anIH. 
97Edep D2 Siguer, 1793-an Il. 
104Edep DI Sentein, 1790-1837 
134Edep, DI Sentenac d'Oust, 1790-1793. 
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Revolutionary era. Judicial Sources 
81, Tribunal criminel du d6parteincnt de I'ArRge, 1792-an XII. 
9L-IIL Tribunaux des districts: Tarascon (9L); Mirepoix (I OL); and St. 

Girons (I I Q, 1790 -an IV. 
13L-15L Tribunaux correctionnels: Tarascon (13L); Pamiers (14L); and St. 

Girons (15L), an W- an VIII. 
17L Tribunaux de police municipale, 179 I-an V. 

Post-Revoluti: QRanLArchives 
5M Police politique: Attroupements et rassemblements s6ditieux; Propos et 

cris s6diticux; Chants, fibell6s, et placards; Fausses nouvelles et bruits 
alarmants; Presse et publications officielles; Colporteurs et 
chansonniers; tcrits s6ditieux (1815-23,1830-33,1941). 

13MIg Foircs et march6s, 1806-1908. 
2U Justice post-r6volutiomaire: Proc6s (an VHI-X). 

w 

2. DORDOGNE 

Pre-RevolutigM Archives 
A49 Actes du pouvoir souverain, 1632-1788. Lettres closes du Roi ... portant 

injonction d'cnregistrer des Mts, d6clamtions, lettres patentes, etc. 
B series Rn6chauss6es de P6rigueux, Sarlat, et Bergerac: Prods. B337,356, 

420,683,718,743,831,832,833,834,843,883,1599,1604,170 1. 
C367 Procks contre Faurichon ct al., accus6s d'&notion populaire. 
IV E 43 (1) DMUrations de la municipalit6 de Domme, 1782-1793 
IV E 56 (1) DdUrations des consuls d'Eymct, 1767-1778 
IV E 138 IMUrations de la municipalit6 de Thiviers, 1771-1790 
IV E 16613 D6116rations des consuls de la ville de Lalinde, 1512-1777 

Revolutionarv era. Devartment Pavers 
ILI 19 Lois ct d6crets; placards (1791 -an V). 
IL213-19 Travaux publics 
IL225-41 Actes et aff8t6s des r6pr6sentants en mission; see esp. IL232, Lakanal, 

(niv6se-messidor 11). 
IL258-71 Registrcs d'ordre & la correspondance active avec les districts (Bclvýs 

, 258; Bergerac, 259-60; Excidcuil, 261-62; Montignac, 263-64; 
Mussidan, 265; Nontron, 266; Wrigueux, 267-69; RiWrac, 270; 
Sarlat, 27 1). 

IL33641 Circulaires du Directoire a de I'admin caftale du d6pt aux 
municipalit6s (impr. ); 1790-an4 (336), an5-6 (337), an7-8 (338), an4- 
7 (339), an7 (340,341). 

IL342 Envoi du Bulletin des Lois aux administrations et tribunaux (an 4). 
IL396 Police: surveillance de la presse et du courrier (1793-anVIII). 
IL397-403 Police: Troubles (by canton, district). 
IL424 Foires ct march6s (an III-VII). 
IL501 Service des postes, affaires diverses (1791-an Vill). 
IL511 Formation des bataillons de volontaires, engagements, ordres de ddpt 

(1790-an 10. 
IL585 Navigation: Dordogne (1793-an VIII). 
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Revolutionarv era, District and Canton Pavers 
2L District de Belv6s: 130,132 (chcmins); 144 (11-111) cnvoi des lois et 

d6crets. 
3L District de Bergerac: 86-87 (chemins). 
4L District d'Excideuil: 35-36 (Coffespondance avec les municipalit6s); 

58 (troubles, esprit public, 1793-HI); 94 (Foires et march6s, an3); 116 
(relais do la Coquille, 1793-an III); 118 (Garde nationale, listes des 
citoyens actifs 1790-93); 209 (chemins). 

5L District de Montignac: 13 (Mbdrations); 35 (Coffespance avec les 
municipalit6s); 51 (esprit public, troubles); 61 (Police g6n6rale); 74 
(Foires et march6s, an2-3); 92 (Poste: relais du Bugue, do La Coquille, 
de Montignac, des Tavernes, do Terrasson); 121 (routes et chcmins); 
130-32 (envoi et r6c6ption des lois et d6crets). 

6L District do Mussidan, 32-33 (Coffespondance avec les municipalit6s, 
1791 -an M. 

M Nontron, 55 (Garde nationale, 1792-an III). 
8L P6rigueux, 4 (Envois aux municipalit6s, 1790-an 11); 61 (Esprit public 

17914H); 133 (chemins). 
IIL Fonds des municipalit6s do canton, an IV-VIII: 25 (Relais do poste des 

Tavernes); 70 (Police, administration municipale do Beaumont). 
12L Comit6s do surveillance. 34 (Excideuil); 63-66, (Monfignac); 113 

(Ribdrac). 
IM6 Soci6t6 populaire de Monpazier (registre, 179 I-an 111). 

Municipal Council Deliberations 

Edep 17, Ajat, 1790-an 11. 
Edep26 Angoisse, 1790-1837. 
Edep 146,2D 1,2D2 Biras, 1789-1793. 
Edcp2l9, Le Bugue, 1790-anV. 
Edep252, Cantillac, ID1,1790-an X. 
Edcp 342,1 D I, Chancellade, 1790-1792. 
Edep460, Corgnac-sur-l'Isle, 1790-anlll. 
E dep47 1, Coubjours, 1790-93. 
Edcp579, Eglise-neuve-de-vergt, anll-VIII. 
Edcp 1005, Ndgrondcs, 1793-an 1H. 
Edep 1050, Pazayac, 1790-an 1H. 
Edep 1078, Ponteyraud, 1790-1886. 
Edep 1123, Quinsac, 1790-an IV. 
Edep 1220, St. Avit-dc-Vialard, 1790-93. 
Edep 1664, Sorges, an IINIH. 

RqvolutignM era. Judicial Sources 
14L-22L Tribunaux de district; see esp. 17L (Montignac) and 19L (Nontron), 

proc6dures, 1790-an W. 
24L Tribunal criminel du d6partement: registrcs d'audiences, 1792-an VIII. 
25L-29L Tribunaux correctionnels des districts, an IV-VIII; see esp. 25L 

(Bergerac) and 29L (Sarlat). 
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Post-Revolutiona! X Archives 
6U Tribunaux coffectiomcls des arrondissernents (1800 - 
Ilu Cour prcv6tal (1800 -) 

3. HAUTE-GARONNE 

RevolutifflM era. ELepartment Pgors 
IL358-59 Police: Agitation politique; troubles, attroupements, violenccs (anIj- 

anVIII). 
IL360-61 Police: Agitation politique; communes (an 11-VIII). 
IL364-65 Police: Men6es royalistes dans les cantons, surveillance et r6pression 

(anV-VIII). 
IL366 Police: Agitation politique, men6es royalistes: communes (1791- 

anVIII). 
IL369 Police: Esprit public, textes officiels. 
IL370 Police: Esprit public, surveillance de presse et recherche d'6crits 

s6ditieux. 
IL377 Police: Recensement des &-tenus et suspects dans; le district de Saint- 

Gaudens. 
IL378 Police: Listes de personnes mises cn 6tat d'arrestatiom 
IL555 Foires et march6s (an VINII). 
IL599 Foires; ct march6s (179 1 -an VIII). 
IL778 Postes, ct messageries (1792-an VII). 
IL977-80 Construction et entretien. des routes (1790-an VIII). 

RcvolutignM em District and Canton Pgpers 
2L4220-24 District de Saint-Gaudens, DdliMrations (1790-an IH). 
21A231 District de Saint-Gaudens, R61es de patentes pour les communes du 

district (an M. 
2LA239 District de Saint-Gaudens, affaires diverses, y compris le mauvais 6tat 

des routes. 
3LA931 Canton de Bagn6res-de-Luchon, D61iWrations (anIV-VI). 

Municival Council Deliberations 
2E2185 Saman (IDI, 1790-1837). 
2E3402 luzet-de-Luchon (BB2,1776-1786). 
2E3767 Mayrcgne (IDI, 1790-1837). 
2E4492 Cazeaux-de-Larboust (I D 1,1789-1793). 

Revolutionammera Judicial-Sources 
21L Tribunal coffectionnel du district de Saint-Gaudens, Proc&s (anIV- 

Vill). 
7L202U Tribunal criminel du d6partement, Procks (1792-an Vill). 
SL204U Tribunal criminel du 4artement, jugeant r6volutionnairwmt, pro&s 

(an 

w 
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4. GIRONDE 

B Parlernent (Non-c&6). Parlernent de Bordeaux, Juillet 1754, Arr8t ordonnant la 
confiscation et la destruction d'un 6crit clandestin tcndant A ainoindrir 
Ilautorit6 du Roi et de I'tglise. 

B Parlement (Non-c&6). Parlement de Bordeaux, juillet-aofit 1713, Aff8t ordonnant 
I'arrestation du nomm6 Queyroux, pour discours offensants pour la 
personne du roi. 

5. LOT-ET-GARONNE 

Pre-RevolutiM M Archives 
Edep 49 Municipalit6 d'Astaffort: Jurades XVIIP, 6 cahiers. R6vocation des 

autorisations accord6es aux cabaretiers. 
Edep 1709 MunicipalM de Ste. Bazeille, Police des aubergcs et cabarets (1784- 

1790). 
Edep 2084-85 Municipalit6 de Clairac: Jurades 1753-1768. Police de cabarets; 

chansons tumultucuses. Ordre aux aubergistes ct habitants de fournir 
une d6claration sur les 6trangers qu'ils logent; droit exclusif du maire 
de d6pouiller le courrier. 

Edep 27 10 Municipalit6 de Moncrabeau, Police des cabarets (1740-89). 

RevolutionM era. ftartment PMrs 
IL27-37 DdhUrations de I'administration du d6partemcnt, 1789-1793. 
IL296 Police, affaires gdndrales, 1790-anVUl 
IL314 Foires et march6s, 1793-an8. 
IL374-75 Postes et messageries, 1792-an VIII. 
I L475,77-82 Travaux publics, I L475,1790-an VH. 

RevolutignM era. District and Canton PgMrs 
L553-816bis DdliWrations des administrations des districts (general). In particular: 

L719 DdliWrations de I'administration du district deNdrac (1790- 
1793). 

L755 DdliWrations de I'administration du district do Tonncins 
(1790-1791). 

L865 D&Wrations de I'administration municipal de Cahuzac, an W-V. 
L951 Administration municipale du canton de Laplume, fbires et march6s, 

1792-an8. 
L1016 Adminbistration municipale du canton de Monflanquin, police et 

mesures d'ordre public, an W. 
L1123-1134 Soci6t6s populaires, 179 1 -an3 (Caste1jaloux, L 1123; Fauillet, L 1125; 

Laroque-Timbaud, Ll 126; 1hvignac de Seyches, LI 127; Tournon-la- 
Montagne, L 1134). 

Municipal Council Deliberations 

All of the following deliberations are classified under the heading Edcp, followed by the 
name of the town or village: 
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Agcn, 2 112 
Cantillac, 1790-an X 
Cassencuil 2D 1,1790-anll. 
Caumont, IDI, 1789-1793 
Claimc, ID2,1790-1792 
Cuq IDI, 1790-anll. 
Dondas, IDI, 1791-anll. 
Fr6gitnont IDI, 1791-anll 
Fumel, IDI, 1793-anV 
GalapLin, IDI, 1789-1791. 
Lafittc-sur-IA 1792-an 11, IDI 

Lafox IDI, 1790-an III 
Lagru6re IDI, 1791 
Monbahus IDI, 1793-an 11 
Montn= ID2,1792-anIll 
Pincl-Hauterive, ID 1,1792-an III 
Romestaing, 1791-93 
St. Pastour ID I, 1790-an IV 
St. Pieffe do Buzet, IDI, 1790-91 
Sauvetat ID1,1172,1791; 1793-anIll 
Toumon (non-clusifi6), 1790 - 
Vflleneuve-&-Duras, 1D 1,1790-an 11 

See also: Dolmayrac, in addition to IDI (1793-an 11), IFI, population, an IV. 
Aubiac, P6fition des habitants pour la cr6ation de fbires, anV. 

Revolutigpa era. Judicial Sources 
2L5-104 Tribunal cruninel du d6partcment (proc6dures, 1792-an VIII) 
2LIOS-1-6 Tribunal r6volutionnaire du d6parternent (proc6dures, an 11-111) 
2L 118-164 Tribunaux des districts (proc6dures, 1790-an M 
2L235-285 Tribunaux correctiomiels des districts (proc6dures, an IV-VUI) 
2L305 - Justices de paix et tribunaux de police correctionnel (investigations, 

1790-anX) 
2L443 Bruch: excitation & des attroupcments s6ditieux, 1792-an Ill. 
2L649 Laplume: appel. au r6tablissement de la royaut6, an VI. 
2LS34 N6rac: propos et placards hostiles A la, R6publique, 1792-an IR. 

w 

6. HAUTES-PYRtAES 

Revolutionarv 
-e-M-Mevaldt m--, en-t-PaM-ers 

LI 14 Mlib6rations du d6partement, an Vl. 
123-126ter D6hb6rations et arrU6s du Conseil du d6partement, 1790-an 11. 
L127-32 I)61ib6rations du Directoire du d6panement, 1790-1792. 
162-164 Police g6n6rale, incl. circuWres du miniere de la policc and 

"demande de renseignements sur la situation politique des cantom" (19 
niv an4); an 11-1V. 

L639 Travaux publics: grande voirie, 1790-an VIII. 
L648 Imprimerie et libmrie: esp, Joumal du d4mrtement des Hautes- 

Pyr6n6es, 1793-anV. 
L656 Präres inserinent6s ou r6fractaires, surveillance, 1792-an VIII. 

Revoluti2ffia era. District and Canton PA29r_S 
L690-778 D61ibdrations des districts, 1790-an IV (general). 
L779-1047 D61Mrations des administrations municipales de canton, an IV-Vill; 

especially correspondence and enregistrement des d6crets (785-88, 
809,827-8, etc. ); police files (789,864bis, 882) and patentes showing 
presence of cabarets and inns (822,928-30,943,947,951,963, 
1005). 

L1050 Comitds de surveiflancr-: Suspects des Hautes-pyr6ndes, an 11411. 
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Municipal Council Delibemtions; 
Edep Les Angles, ID2,1791-1824. 
Edep Monl6on, 1792-an 11. 
Edep Pcymn, 179 1 -anIlI . Edep St. Lary, 1797-1837. 

Revolutionarv era, Judicial Sources 
Ile entire judicial archive for the revolutionary period is unclassified, and bears only 
the inscription "2L". Documents are consulted by asicing for a given court at a given 
period. Cartons consults included: 

Tribunaux de district (I 790-an 111): Adour (proc6durcs 179 1 -an 111); La Neste 
(proc6durcs 1791 and proc6dures 1792-an HI); La Plaine (proc6durcs 1791-92). 

Tribunal criminel (an 11-VHI): 14 cartons ofproddures, by date (see Appcndix B). 

Tribunaux correctionnels (an W-VHI): Bagn6res (proc6dures, an W-VIII); Argel6s 
(proc6dures, an IV-VIII and proc6dures, an V-VIII); Tarbcs (proc6durcs, an IV-VI and 
procddures, an VII-VIII). 

w 

Municipal Libraries 

B. M. Agen Regional printed sources. 

B. M. Foix Regional printed sources. 

B. M. Pdrigueux Regional printed sources; also pamphlets and texts from the 
revolutionary cra contained in the Lapeyre collection. 

B. M. Toulouse Pamphlets and imprimOs contained in the series BrFa A, C and 
D, and R6s. D. XVHI. 

W 

2. PUBLISHED SOURCES 

Archives parlementaires de 1787 6 1860: Recued complet des debats legislatifis et 
politiques des chambres franfaises imprfm6 par ordre du Unat et de la 
Chambre des deput6s; sous la direction de J Mavidal and de E Laurent 
(Premi&re sdrie; 94 vols., Paris: Librairie adminis=ive de P. Dupont, 1862-). 

Aulard, Frangois-Alphonse, Recueil des actes du Comiffi de Salut Public avec la 
correspondance officzelle des reprýsentants en mission (28 vols., Paris: 
Imprimerie nationale, 1889-1895). 

Beccaria, Ccsare, On Olmes and Punishments, trans. David Young (Indianapolis: 
Hackett Publishing Company, 1986). 
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Boucher, Jacqueline, LIntendance de Lyonnais, Beaujolais, Fore 
*z 

en 1698 et en 1762: 

edition critique duM6moire redig6 par Lambert dHerbigny etdes observations 

et complements de La MichodWe (Paris: tditions du C. T. H. S., 1992). 

Bourgin, Georges, Le partage des biens communaux: Documents sur la preparation de 
la IN du 10juin 1793 (Paris: Imprimcrie nationale, 1908). 

Bulletin des lois de la Republique (Douai: - chez Marlier, an H-VIII). 

Calendrier raisonne du departement de la Dordogne pour Vannee 1792, A. D. 
Dordogne, P 01/2 (rayon ouvert). 

Caron, Pierre, Rapports des agents du ministre de lInt6rieur dans les departements, 
1793 - an 11 (2 vols., Paris: Imprimerie nationale, 1913). 

Chaumont de la MilUre, Antoine-Louis, Memoire sur le Departement des Ponts et 
Chauss6es (Paris: De l'Imprimerie royale, 1790). 

Condorcet, Marie Jean Antoine Nicolas De Caritat, Marquis Dc, "Fragments sur la 
Libcrt6 de la, Pressc7, in Arthur O'Comor and Dominiquc FranWis Jean Arago 
(eds. ), Oeuvres compMtes, (12 vols., Paris : Fimiin Didot fr6res, 1847-1849), 
vol. 11, pp. 255-314. 

Devos, Roger and Joisten, Charles, Moeurs et cofitumes de la Savoie du Nord au AW 
Wde: 1enqu9te de Mgr Rendu (Annecy et Grenoble: Acad&nie 
salesicnne/Ccntre alpin ct rhodanien deftologie, 1978). 

Diderot, Denis and Alcmbert, Jean Le Rond d', LEncyclop6die, ou dictionnaire 
ralsonn6 des sciences, des arts et des m6tiers, par une sociN de gens de 
lettres (17 vols., [Neufchastcl: Sarnuel Fau1sche & Cie]; Paris: Briasson, 175 1- 
65). 

Dubois de Jancigny, lean-Baptiste, et aL (eds), La Feuille A Cultivateur (biweekly), 
vol. 1, no. I (October 1790) - vol. 9, no. 10 (December 1800); B. N. S4625 and 
S- 46264634. 

La Feuille villageoise, adressie, chaque semaine, d tous les Wilages de la France, 
pour les instruire des lois, des Mnements, des d6couvertes qui int6ressent 
tout citoyen; propos6e par souscription aux propriftires, fermiers, pasteurs, 
habitants et amis des campagnes... (Paris: Desenne, 30 septcmbre 1790-15 
thcnnidor an 111). BN. 80LO 463. 

Holerbac, Manuel des postesauxlettres, impi! mJle lerpraiiiall'anffl de la 
RýMbliquefrangaise, une et indiiisible.. (Paris: chez l'auteur, 1795); B. N. 
81F186-13-, migrofiche 20294. 

Jourdan, Athanase Jean Uger, et aL, Recucil g6n&al des anciennes loisfrangaises, 

depuls Van 420jusqu'ti la Nvolution de 1789 (29 vols., Paris: Belin-le- 

Pricur, 1821-33). 
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Journal de la Haute-Cour nationale, 2 vols., 1791-1792. B. N. (Paris), 80 Lc2-604. 

Legrand, "Instruction g6n6rale sur le service des postes. " (Paris: Imprim6rie de P. D. 
Pieffes), s. d. [1792]. 

Ligou, Daniel, LIntendance de Bourgogne 6 lafin du XP7T sikle: edition critique 
du memoire "Pour linstruction dýw duo de Bourgogne " (Paris: tditions; du 
C. T. H. S., 1988). 

Montesquieu, Charles-Louis Secondat, Baron de, De LEsprit des Loix, ou Rapport 

qu'elles doiventavoir avec la Constitutions de chaque gouvernement, les 

moeurs, le climat, la religion et le commerce..., (3 vols., Amsterdam: Par la 
Compagnie, 1758). 

Moreil, Francoise, LIntendance de Languedoc 4 lafin du XV1, F sjkle: edition 
critique du memoire "pour hnstruction du duo de Bourgogne " (Paris: 
tditions du C. T. H. S., 1995). 

Recucil general annote des lois, Worm, ordonnances, etc. etc. depuls le mois dejuin 
1789jusqu'au mois d'aofit 1830, avec des notices par AM. Odilon Barrot, 
Vatimesnil, Ymbert, publie par les redacteurs du Journal des notaires et des 
avocats.. (16 vols., Paris: A I'administration du Journal des notaires; ct des 
avocats, 1834-1837). 

Reimpression de Pancien Moniteur. - seule histoire authentique et inalteree de la 
Revolutionftanvaise depuis la reunion des bats-g6n&auxjusqu`au Consulat 
(mai 1789-novembre 1799) avec des notes explicatives (32 vols., Paris: Henri 
Plon, imprirneur-6diteur, 1847-1854). 

S&r6taire g6ndral de la Pr6fecture, Annuaire du d6partement de la Dordogne, pour 
I'annee sextile A7 (Pdrigueux: an XI). 

Tribunal criminel et revolutionnaire de la Dordogne sous la Terreur. Documents 
authentiques classes et mis en ordre par les commis greffiers du Tribunal 
civil de Perigueux (2 vols., P6rigucux: Cassard fr6res, 1880). 

Voltaire, Frangois Marie Arouct de, Dictionnaire Philosophique (9 vols.; vols. 47-55 
in Oeuvres Compkies de Voltaire, Ncuchfitel: Imprimeric de la Soci6t6 
Litt6raire et Typographique, 1785). 
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** Please Note: Multiple contributions to conferences and edited 
volumes are not listed separately; bibliographical information for the 
volume can be found listed under the editor or, laeldng an editor, 
alphabetically by title. 

Reference Works 

Dictionnaire de 1 Academiefrangaise, I' edition (Paris: Coignard, 1694) and 5' 
edition (Paris: J. J. Smits et C", 1798), available online as part of the ARTFL 
project of the University of Chicago, http: //humanities. uchicago. edu/orgst 
ARTFIJ. 

La Grande encyclopedie: inventaire raisonne des sciences, des lettres et des arts (31 
vols., Paris: Lmnirault, 1886-1902). 

Pearsall, Judy and Trumble, Bill (eds. ), The Oxford English Reference Dictionary 
(Oxford/New York: Oxford University Press, 1996). 
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